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RULES OF THE SOCIETY.
(Revised 1911.)

I.

OBJECTS.

The objects of the American Ceramic Society arc to promote the arts and

sciences connected with ceramics by means of meetings for the reading and

discussion of professional papers, the publication of professional literature,

and for social intercourse.

II.

MEMBERSHIP.

The Society shall consist of Honorary Members, Active Members, Asso-

ciate Members and Contributing Members.

Honorary Members must be persons of acknowledged professional

eminence, whom the Society wishes to honor in recognition of their achieve-

ments in ceramic science or art. Their number shall at no time exceed

two per cent, of the combined active and associate membership.

Active Members must be persons competent to fill responsible positions

in ceramics. Only Associate Members shall be eligible to election as Active

Members, and such election shall occur only in recognition of attainments

in the field of ceramics, and interest in the Society, as evidenced by papers

or discussions contributed to its meetings.

Associate Members must be persons interested in ceramics or allied arts.

Contributing Members must be persons, firms, or corporations who, being

interested in the Society, make such financial contributions for its support

as are prescribed in Section 3.

Honorary Members shall be nominated for election by at least five active

members, and approved by the Board of Trustees. Their nomination shall

be placed before the Society at an annual meeting, and to be elected they

must receive the affirmative vote of at least 90 per cent, of those voting, by
letter ballot, at the next succeeding annual meeting.

To be promoted to active membership, Associate Members must be nomi-

nated in writing by an Active Member, and must be seconded by not less than

two other Active Members, and must be approved by the Board of Trustees.

Their nomination shall be accompanied by a statement of their professional

qualifications and a list of their publications, if any. Their nominations,

when approved by the Board of Trustees, shall be placed before the Society

at an annual meeting, and to be elected they must receive the affirmative

vote of not less than 75 per cent, of those voting, by letter ballot, at the next

succeeding annual meeting.

A candidate for Associate Membership must make application upon a

form, prepared by the Board of Trustees, which shall contain a written

statement of the age and professional experience of the candidate, and a

pledge to conform to the laws, rules and requirements of the Society. Such

applications must be endorsed by two Active Members of the Society as
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sponsors, and must be approved by the Board of Trustees. The Board may
act by letter ballot upon such application at any time, after which an ap-

proved candidate may be enrolled on the proper list of the Society upon
payment of the fees and dues prescribed in Section 3.

Contributing Members shall be nominated by an Active Member, and ap-

proved by the Board of Trustees, and may be enrolled on the proper list of

the Society at any time upon payment of the dues prescribed in Section 3.

All Honorary Members, Active Members, Associate Members, and Con-

tributing Members shall be equally entitled to the privileges of membership,

except that only Active Members shall be entitled to vote and hold office.

The roster of each grade of membership shall be printed separately, in at

least one publication issued by the Society annually. Any person may be

expelled from any grade of the membership of the Society if charges signed

by five or more active me'mbers are filed against him, and a majority of the

Board of Trustees examines into said charges and sustains them. Such

person, however, shall first be notified of the charges against him, and be

given a reasonable time to appear before the Board of Trustees, or present

a written defense, before final action is taken by the Board of Trustees.

III.

DUES.

Honorary Members shall be exempt from all fees or dues.

The initiation fee of Active Members shall be ten dollars, and if not paid

within three months after the date of their election, the latter shall be null

and void. The annual dues for Active Members shall be fixed by the Board

of Trustees, and shall not exceed ten dollars.

The initiation fee of Associate Members shall be five dollars, and their

annual dues shall be fixed by the Board of Trustees, but shall not exceed five

dollars. The privileges of Associate Membership after election shall begin

upon payment of the initiation fees, and dues for the first year.

Contributing Members shall pay no initiation fee into the Society. Their

annual clues shall be Wxcd by the Board of Trustees, but shall not exceed

twenty five dollars. The privileges of membership shall begin upon pay-

ment of the annual dues.

Any Active Member or Associate' Member in arrears for over one year

may be suspended from membership by the Hoard of Trusters, until such

arrears are pud, and in event of continued dereliction, may be dropped from

the rolls. Active' MciuIkts in arrears are not eligible to vote. The annual

dues of Active' and Associate Members are payable within three- months suc-

eeeding date of annual meeting.

IV.

OFFICERS.

The' affairs of the Society shall be managed bj a Board of Trustees,

consisting of a President, Vice President, Secretary, Treasurer, and three
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Trustees, \\ h<> shall be elected from the Active Members at the annual meet-

ing, and hold Office until their successors are elected and installed.

The President, Vice President, Secretary and Treasurer shall be elected

for one year, and the Trustees for three years; and no President, Vice-Presi-

dent, or Trustee shall be eligible for immediate re-election to the same office.

The duties of all officers shall be such as usually pertain to their offices,

Or may be delegated to them by the Hoard of Trustees or the Society; and the

Ho.ml of Trusters may, at its discretion, require bonds to be furnished by the

Treasurer.

Vacancies in any office shall be filled by appointment by the Board of

Trustees, but the new incumbent shall not thereby be rendered ineligible to

re-election at the next annual meeting to the same office. On the failure

of any officer to execute his duties within a reasonable time, the Board of

Trustees, after duly warning such officer, may declare the office vacant, and

appoint a new incumbent.

A majority of the Board of Trustees shall constitute a quorum, but

the Board of Trustees shall be permitted to carry on such business as it may
desire by letter.

V.

ELECTIONS.

At the annual meeting, a Nominating Committee of five Active Mem-
bers, not officers of the Society, shall be appointed, and this committee shall

send the names of the nominees to the Secretary at least sixty days before

the annual meeting who shall immediately forward the same to the Active

Members. Any other five Active Members may act as a self-constituted

Nominating Committee, and also present the names of any nominees to the

Secretary, provided it is done at least thirty days before the annual meeting.

The names of all nominees, provided their assent has been obtained, shall be

placed on the ballot without distinction as to nomination by the regular or

self-constituted Nominating Committee, and shall be mailed to every member,
not in arrears, at least twenty days before the annual meeting. The ballot

shall be enclosed in an inner blank envelope, and the outer envelope shall be

endorsed by the voter, and mailed to the Secretary. The blank envelopes

shall be opened by three scrutineers appointed by the President, who will

report the result of the election at the last session of the annual meeting.

A plurality of votes cast shall elect.

VI.

MEETINGS.

The annual meeting shall take place on the first Monday in February,

or as soon thereafter as can be conveniently arranged, at such place as the

Board of Trustees may decide, at which time a report shall be made by the

Board of Trustees, Treasurer and scrutineers of election, and the accounts

of the Treasurer shall be audited by a committee of three, appointed by the
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President. Ten Active Members shall constitute a quorum at any regular

meeting, and a majority shall rule unless otherwise specified.

The order of business at the annual meeting shall be:

i. President's address.

2. Reading of minutes of last meeting.

3. Reports of the Board of Trustees and Treasurer.

4. Appointment of committees.

5. Old business.

6. New business.

7. Reading of papers.

8. Announcement of election of officers, Honorary and Active Mem-
bers.

9. Installation of officers and new members.

10. Adjournment.

Other meetings may be held at such time and places during the year as

the Board of Trustees may decide, but at least twenty days' notice shall be

given of any meeting.

The President shall appoint at the annual meeting a committee of five,

to be known as the Summer Meeting Committee, whose duty it shall be to

arrange for a summer excursion meeting at some suitable point. The ex-

penses of the Summer Meeting Committee in arranging the program of visits,

and for printing, rooms and facilities for meetings, shall be borne by the

Society.

VII.

PUBLICATIONS.

The Board of Trustees shall employ, at suitable compensation, an Active

Member of the Society as Editor of its publications. The Editor, together

with the Secretary and Treasurer, shall constitute a Publication Committee.

The Publication Committee shall provide for the publication of an annual

volume entitled "Transactions of the American Ceramic Society." This

volume shall contain a list of the officers, a list of the members of the Society,

classified into grades, a list of the ex-Presidents, the dates and location of

meetings, the annual report of the Hoard of Trustees and Treasurer, the

list of prices of the publications of tlie Society, the rules of the Society, and

any other matter pertaining to the business administration of the Society

that the Publication Committee may think proper. It shall also contain

such of the papers and discussions thereon as the Publication Committee

may consider desirable, and each volume shall contain a list of the papers

and discussions and an index The volume shall be six inches wide by nine

incises long, and part of the issur shall DC bound in paper covers and part in

doth binding. The quality of the paper, the kind of type, the illustrations,

and all other mechanical details of the printing and publishing of the hooks

or reprints shall be in the hands of the Publication Committee, subject to

tin control of the Hoard of Trustees,
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The arts and policies of tin- Publication Committee shall at all times be

subject to the examination and approval of the Hoard of Trustees, but the

Board shall be hound by contracts entered into by the Publication Com-

mittee in the name of the Society. The Publication Committee shall have

full power and authority to decide what papers and discussions to publish,

which discussions shall be germane to the subject matter, and in what order

they shall he published, and in what manner and to what extent they shall be

illustrated. In event that the Board of Trustees shall undertake the pub-

lication of some other matter or book than the Transactions, the Publication

Committee shall act in the same capacity for that publication as in the pub-

lication of the annual volume of the Transactions.

One copy of the paper-bound edition of the Transactions shall be sent

prepaid to each member of the Society not in arrears. Members desiring

cloth-hound copies will be furnished them in place of the paper-bound copy

at an increased cost for the binding. No member shall be furnished more

than one copy of the Transactions free for any single year, Members cannot

purchase extra copies of the Transactions at less than the current com-

mercial rates. A member shall be permitted to purchase one complete file

of the publications of the Society at less than the current commercial rate,

the amount to be fixed by the Publication Committee and called the Mem-
bers' rate.

The Secretary shall have the custody of all publications of the Society,

shall keep them safely stored and insured, and shall sell these volumes to the

public at prices which shall be fixed by the Publication Committee for each

new volume as issued. The Publication Committee shall also, from time to

time, fix the price of the old volumes remaining unsold, and shall have

authority to refuse to sell the old volumes of the Transactions except in sets,

at such time as the quantity remaining of any number becomes so small,

as in their judgment to warrant such action.

The Editor shall request the author of each article appearing in the

Transactions of the Society to fill out and sign, within a definite time limit,

a blank form, specifying the number of reprints of said article, if any, which

he desires. This form shall contain a table from which can be computed
the approximate cost at which any reprints will be furnished. In event

thai the expense of furnishing the desired number of reprints is large, the

Publication Committee may require the author to pay in advance for part

or all of the cost involved before the publication of the reprints is begun.

On receipt of such signed order within the time limit set, the Editor shall

cause to have printed the desired number of copies. If the author makes no

reply, or replies after the time limit has expired, then the Society will not be

responsible for the publication of any reprints of the article in question,

except at the usual market price for the printing of new matter.

No one shall have the right to demand the publication of an article

independent of the discussion which accompanied it, and no one having

taken part in a discussion upon an article shall be entitled to order reprints

of the discussion separately and apart from the article itself.
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The Society is not, as a body, responsible for the statements of facts or

opinions expressed by individuals in its publications.

VIII.

PARLIAMENTARY STANDARD.

Roberts "Rules of Order" shall be the parliamentary standard on all

points not covered by these rules.

IX.

AMENDMENTS.

To amend these rules, the amendment must be presented, in writing, at

the annual meeting of the Society, and must be printed on the ballot for

officers and sent out not less than twenty days in advance of the next annual

meeting, and if the said letter ballot shows an affirmative vote of not less

than two-thirds of the total vote cast, then the same shall be declared carried.



PUBLICATIONS.
Tin- following is a list of the volumes published by the Society and the

prices at which they are for sale to the general public:

Hound in Bound in

Description of volume. paper. cloth.

Vol. 1. 1899, 1 10 pages $ 4 00 $ 4 75

Vol. 11. 1900, 278 pages. . 4 00 4 75

Vol. 111. 1901 , 238 pages 4 00 4 75

Vol. IV. 1902, 300 pages 4 00 4 75

Vol. V. 1903, 4 jo pages 500 575
Vol. VI. 11)04, 278 pages 4 00

1 73

Vol. VII. 11)05, 454 pages 4 00 4 75

Vol. VIII. i<)od, 411 pages 4 00 4 75

Vol. IX. mo;, 808 pages 5 00 5 75

Vol. X. 1908, 582 pages 500 575
Vol. XI. i<)0(), 632 pages 5 50 6 25

Vol. XII. 1910, 882 pages 5 50 6 25

Vol. XIII. 1911, 837 pages 550 625
Vol. XIV. u)i2, — pages 5 50 6 25

Complete set $65 00 $75 50

The Board of Trustees established in the beginning a differential be-

tween members of the Society and others, in the matter of prices to be paid

for copies of the Proceedings. This differential has been changed from

time to time as volumes have grown scarcer and sales increased. The present

arrangement, which will stand until March 1, 1913, allows a straight discount

of 40 per cent, to members in good standing. Members in arrears are not

furnished copies of the volume for the current year, nor allowed the discount

for the older publications. Members are also not permitted to purchase

more than one full set of the publications at members' rates. The care and

sale of the Publications has been transferred to the Publication Committee,

which reserves the right to change the discount from time to time on any one

volume or on all, as may be necessary.

The number of copies of the earlier volumes is not large, and members
are advised to procure full sets as soon as possible. The prices will never be

less and will certainly raise as time goes on.

In addition to the above volumes of the Transactions, the Society has

also published the following books, which will be sold net at the prices listed

to the public and members alike

:

The Collected Writings of Dr. Hermann August Seger, Volume
I. Contains (a) Treatises of a General Scientific Nature.

(b) Essays Relating to Brick and Terra Cotta, Earthenware

and Stoneware, and Refractory Wares. Pages, 552.

Bound in cloth $ 7 50
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The Collected Writings of Dr. Hermann August Seger, Volume
II. (b) Essays on White Ware and Porcelain, (c) Travels,

Letters and Polemics, (d) Uncompleted Works and Ex-

tracts from the Archives of the Royal Porcelain Factory.

Pages, 605. Bound in cloth $ 7 50

A Bibliography of Clays and the Ceramic Arts, by Dr. John C.

Branner, 1906, 451 pages. Bound in cloth. Contains 6027

titles of works on Ceramic subjects S 2 00

The above publications will be shipped at the consignee's expense, by

express, to any address on receipt of the price. All checks or money orders

should be made payable to The American Ceramic Society, and not to the

Secretary or the Treasurer.

Edward Orton, Jr.,

Columbus, Ohio. Secretary.



ANNUAL REPORT OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES.

Columbus, Ohio, March i, 1912.

To the Members of the American Ceramic Society:

The Board of Trustees submit herewith their report of the affairs and

condition of the Society for the period February 1, 191 1 to March 1, 1912.

The period has been lengthened to thirteen months in this case, because of

the date finally set by the National Clay Products Exposition Company for

their enterprise. Incidentally, this change in date has been found to be of

very great advantage to many of the members, for whom the first week of

February is about the worst time possible, on account of the mid-year ex-

aminations and registration at the Universities, and it seems that the change

might well be made permanent.

VOLUME THIRTEEN.

The most important concrete thing which results from the existence of

our organization is the library of useful technical literature which it has

produced. If the Society were blotted out of existence to-day, its publica-

tions would assure it a permanent and honored place in the history of the

ceramic art. In these thirteen years it has published 384 papers, aggregating

5,382 pages of actual technical matter, not including the business section

in the front of each volume and the indices which have been prepared for the

last four volumes.

Of this amount, 53 papers were contributed last year, the largest number
of any year in our history, corresponding to a growth of 20 per cent. These

papers cover 770 pages, an amount exceeded by but one year's record. In fact

this increase in number of papers, with a decrease in volume, is to be construed

as a distinct gain, and a tribute to the energy and patience of our editor,

Mr. R. C. Purdy, whose efforts to condense the volume have confronted him
with the difficult and ungracious task of cutting out the unnecessary and

trivial, and retaining the real essence of what is brought before the Society.

How well he has succeeded is known to all who have studied the volume.

As to the mechanical side, the book has been printed by an eastern firm,

of large experience in similar work, and with a distinct gain in efficiency and

quality in the result.

There has been some increase in cost, but in the opinion of the Publica-

tion Committee, the results justify the increase.
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FINANCIAL CONDITION.

The financial condition of the Society is shown in the following statement

:

Income

Brought forward from preceding year

Receipts from dues:

63 Active members (191 1-'
12) @ $5.00. . .

1 Active member (prepaid for 191 2-' 13) . .

334 Associate members (i9ii-'i2) @ $4.00

12 Associate members, covering various

arrears

13 Associate members, covering various

advance payments

1 Contributing member (191 2-'
13), paid

in advance

Receipts from initiation fees:

8 Active members (« $5.00

63 Associate members (191 1-' 12) @ $5.00

5 Associate members (i9U-'i3) @ $5.00

paid in advance

Receipts from sale of publications

:

2 1 1 Volumes Transactions

10 Volumes Branner Bibliography

16 Volumes Seger's Collected Writings @
*7-5o

Extra for cloth bindings

Receipts from authors for reprints

Receipts, miscellaneous

Total received

$ 315 00

5 00

1.336 00

38 7 1

58 70

25 00

40 00

3i5 00

25 00

867 63

14 74

120 00

i43 78

129 89

3 33

151.84

158.41

1,002

143

129

3

h. 589

Disbursements

Cosl of publication of Volume XIII:

Stenographic report

Illustrations, drawings and engravings

Printing, binding and casing

Editor's salary

Paid for 15 Volumes Seger's Collected Writings

Paid for authors' reprints

Paid for Secretary's office

Salary, assistant srrictai \ | 1 \ months)

Postage, stationery and supplies

T( I' :\< "ii

135 85

J3 JO

i,578 55

600 00

(-S 74

1 29 So

01 >

'-'3 '5

4 -5

2, (>46.0<)

,oS ,,3
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Expressage <>n l><«>ks prepaid

Index cabinet

Insurance and interest

Binding early volumes <>f Transactions

Expenses For 13th convention

Total

Balance in bank

Grand total

Outstanding Assets

Dues and fees

Sale of publications

7(2-54

j. 60

29. iS

38.50

50. 26 646.48

3,49? 80

97.8,2

$3,589-62

53 • 26
I

95-oi
I

148.27

Outstanding Liabilities

None

A study of the foregoing shows the following facts:

First.—There has been a shrinkage in actual new revenue collected this

year, as compared with iqio-'ii, amounting to about $161.76. To pay our

bills and take care of the business, we have been obliged to use all available

funds, so that we have to carry forward to the new year a smaller balance

than before, viz., $97.82. On the other hand, we have assets in the form of

uncollected accounts to the amount of $148.27 of which the larger part is

good, so that the Society is in a sound condition, without considering the

capital tied up in the form of unsold publications.

Second.—There has been a decrease in the sales of our publications this

year, amounting to $244.82.

Third.—There has been a gratifying increase in the receipts from member-
ship dues and fees, almost exactly compensating for the loss in item 2, viz.,

$259-56.

Fourth.—The cost per volume of Volume XIII has decreased a few cents

per copy, but the gross cost of the edition has increased by $269.46. This is

due partly to a higher rate for the printing, but also largely to the fact that

we had 100 more books printed to take care of our growing membership
list and expected increase in sales.

Fifth.—On October 23, 191 1, in order to handle the financial situation

promptly and satisfactorily, the Board of Trustees borrowed $650.00 at the

bank when Volume XIII was delivered, and paid off the printer promptly.

They took up the debt as the money came in, discharging it completely in

February, 1912. The interest cost of this procedure was $9.18.

Sixth.—This would not have been necessary if the members would make
a change in their ways, by paying their dues promptly. No one except the
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officers concerned has any conception of the waste of time and energy re-

quired to collect the dues from members who are entirely able to pay, and
who always do pay in the end.

Seventh.—The Society should find without further delay, some effective

means of increasing its revenue by several hundred dollars per annum. Its

present solvent condition is maintained only at unreasonable expenditure of

energy.

DUES.

The rules were amended a year ago to make possible an increase in dues.

The policy involved in this change has been carefully considered by your

Board. On the one hand, it is obviously wise to keep the dues and fees as

low as possible, consistent with a good progressive administration of the

Society's business. Increase of the dues may fail of its object, which is in-

creasing the revenue, by causing a shrinkage in our present roster, and by
making new members more difficult to secure. On the other hand, it is ap-

parent from the financial statement, that the work of the Society is being

handled with no financial margin, and that by only very hard work is it possi-

ble each year to avoid a deficit.

It seems to the Board that in such an organization as ours, the

receipts from dues and fees ought to be sufficient to cover the actual cost of

publishing a reasonable supply of the current volume of Transactions, leaving

the ordinary expenses of administration to be borne by the sale of the back

numbers. Reference to the foregoing statement shows:

Cost of publishing Volume XIII $2, 646.69

Receipts from dues and fees of members including extra payment
for cloth bindings 2, 302 . 19

Deficiency 344 . 50

Cost 1 if administering Society's business (excluding reprints,

which exactly pay for themselves) 715.22

Realized from sale of literature, other than that covered by dues 1,002.37

Surplus 287 .
1

5

Allowing for the reduction in cost, if only the required number of copies

to go around were printed, the above figures show that the members are

getting their volumes at less than cost, and are therefore profiting at present

from the work done in previous years by themselves 01 others. The Board

thinks that the sentiment of the members will support such an increase in

dues as will clearly covet the cost of publication, and announces the following

rates for the current yeaj

\ Initiation fees $10.00
\<-ti\f im-inlieis

/I »ues 7.50

\ Initiation fees S <x>
\ ... iate mriulici^ , _

f Dues 5.00
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The income at these rates should pay the Society's expenses, unless a

falling off in membership should result from the change.

PUBLICATIONS.

The stock of the publications of the .Society, which constitutes its sole

capital in the financial sense, has been compiled from the books as follows:

I

Number of the volumi

I

II

Ill

IV

V
VI

VII

VIII

IX
X
XI
XII

XIII

Hranner bibliography

.

Totals

Number
remaining Receivemi hand
Feb. I.

since

1911

I90

166

188

159

128

158

156

149

113

144

165

167

8-'5

',708

7OO

7OO

Disposed
of by
sale

'S

12

14

I I

13

13

16

16

3^

434
10

621

Dis-
posed of
other-
wise

In stock
March 1,

1912, by
book

account

178

151

176

148

Il6

144

'45

136

100

128

149

135

2 2 244

2 813

24 2,763

The sale of the Transactions has been greatly simplified this year by the

adoption of a fixed price list, from which two discounts are allowed, viz.,

20 per cent, for libraries and book-dealers, and 40 per cent, to members de-

siring to obtain complete sets. This system has worked well, and will be

continued. Regarding the matter of increasing prices on volumes which are

becoming scarce, the Committee has fixed a definite limit of 100, below

which copies will not be sold except as part of an order for a complete set,

or to fill a gap in a partial set previously purchased. Volume IX is thus

already withdrawn from unrestricted sale, and Volume V will soon reach

this point.

The value of the Society's property is difficult to determine. If sold

slowly, as thus far, it will realize a mean price of about $3.70 per volume for

the Transactions. The bibliography is of little value, not more than $100.00

and probably less. On this basis, the property is worth about $7,325.00.

If sold in a lump, of course no such figures could be obtained.
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ROSTER.

The roster of the Society still continues to grow nicely. The figures:

are as follows

:

Brought forward February i, 191 1

:

Honorary members 2

Active members, resident 51

Active members, foreign 3

Associate members, resident 292

Associate members, foreign 33

Total 381

Accessions during the year i9ii-'i2:

By election to active membership, resident 10

By election to active membership, foreign 1

By election to associate membership, resident 67

By election to associate membership, foreign ."

3

Total 81

Losses during the year I9ii-'i2:

By death, active members, resident 2

By death, active members, foreign o
By death, associate members, resident o

By death, associate members, foreign 1

By resignation, active members, resident o
By resignation, active members, foreign o
By resignation, associate members, resident 21

By resignation, associate members, foreign o

By promotion in grade, associate members, resident 10

By promotion in grade, associate members, foreign 1

By transfer from resident to foreign associates 2

Total 37

Status, March 1, 1911:

Honorary members 2

Active members, resident 59 (

Active members, foreign 4 \

Associate members, resident 327 c

iCiate members, foreign 33)

Total

rii. gain in active membership is to (18 per cent.); associate member-

ship is \(> (1 1 per cent.); the mean gain is 46 ( 1 _•.(> pet cent). [ P*|lH
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SUMMER MEETING.

Foi tin' first time in several years no summer meeting was held in 1911.

The principal cause [or this failure was the fact that no committee on arrange -

ments was appointed at the Trenton meeting, as had been done at several

pi eceding meetings, to look after the summer meeting and arrange a schedule.

The Secretary's engagements did not permit him to take the work on alone,

and after some little correspondence and effort to get a voluntary committee
to serve during the summer without sueeess, the matter was abandoned.

The policy of retaining a summer meeting has been before the Society on

numerous occasions, and while it has uniformly been agreed that such a

meeting is useful, the faet remains that it has been difficult to keep the custom

alive.

During the summer of [912, two international assoeiations visit this

Country, the Eighth International Congress of Applied Chemistry, and the

International Society for Testing Materials, both of these organizations

meet, one in New York and the other in Washington, in the early part of

September. In both of them, foreign ceramists will be present. Already the

German .Society for Clay, Cement and Lime has asked cooperation from us

in the matter of arranging an itinerary among ceramic plants. The op-

portunity for the American Ceramic Society to step in and facilitate the

purpose of our foreign brothers is thus at hand, and it could be managed so

that we should either accompany them on their itinerary, or we should meet
them at a certain place and give them a welcome there. This whole question

should be taken up and discussed by the Society.

CONTRIBUTING MEMBERSHIP.

The contributing membership plan has been slow in coming into opera-

tion. But at last we have overcome all difficulties in the rules and have

made a start. One such member has voluntarily come forward for the year

1912—'13. Doubtless others can easily be secured. If secured at all this

year, it should be in time for publishing the list in the annual volume.

CONCLUSION.

In conclusion, the Board of Trustees congratulates the Society upon the

successful year's work. We have published an excellent volume, have paid

our bills, owe no money, and have a good program arranged for our fourteenth

meeting, and meet with prospects bright for another successful year.

For the Board of Trustees,

Edward Orton, Jr.,

Secretary.



IN MEMORIAM.

EDWARD R. TAYLOR.

Edward R. Taylor came of a family of potters and in his early years

worked for his father, who was a manufacturer of earthenware. He was born

in the year 1838 at Hanley, Staffordshire, England, and after a brief ex-

perience in the factory he entered the local art school. His success was

such that he secured a scholarship at the South Kensington School and was

afterwards appointed, when only twenty-four years of age, principal of the

school of art at Lincoln.

From this time, Mr. Taylor's success was assured. He won fame as an

artist as well as a teacher and numbered among his friends some of the best

known painters of the day. He was appointed to the Birmingham School of

Art in 1878 and remained in charge until his retirement in 1903. He then,

though sixty-five years of age, determined to devote himself, in conjunction

with his son, W. Howson Taylor, to the production of fine decorative ceramics.

Together they founded the Ruskin Pottery, and the beauty and originality of

their wares have attracted the notice of critics and connoiseurs on both sides

of the Atlantic. At the World's Fair at St. Louis in 1904, the Ruskin Pottery

was awarded the Grand Prix. Mr. Taylor died on Januray 14, 1912, in the

seventy-fourth year of his age.

SAMUEL VERNON PEPPEL.

Samuel Vernon Peppel was born at Leetonia, Ohio, September 30, 1870,

where he spent his boyhood and youth. He entered the Ohio State Uni-

versity in 1896, and took the degree of B.Sc. (in chemistry) in 1899. He
elected as much ceramics as was possible in his course for the above degree

and became identified with the ceramic field at once on graduation.

His first work upon leaving the university was as chemist to the Wis-

consin Geological Survey, under Dr. E. R. Buckley. He remained here

about one year, and his labors formed the basis of the chemical section of

the report upon the clays of that state.

Leaving Wisconsin, he was employed on the Geological Survey of Ohio

in 1 90 1 '03, collecting data on the limestones and the lime industry of the

state, and also in an experimental study of the sand lime brick industry.

His studies here resulted in several chapters on lime manufacture and testing,

in Bulletin 4, and a complete treatise on the sand lime brick industry, com-

posing Bulletin 5, publications of the Geological Survey of Ohio. Mr. Pcp-

pel's work in l><>th lime and sand lime brick was pioneer work in this field

in America and has not been surpassed at this date.

Hi aexl tin.k a position <>n the technical staff of the journal, "Rock

Products," dealing chiefly with the clays, limes, cements, and mortar ma
terials. This experience was not to his taste, as In- was essentially a student
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;uk1 research man and not a journalist. He resigned this work in about a

\(,u and established a chemical laboratory in Columbus, Ohio, in 1906 for

the day, lime and cement industry. He maintained this laboratory success

fully for three years, and did some occasional research work for publication.

In [909, he sold out his laboratory, and went to Chicago as chemist for the

United States Gypsum Co., continuing there until he died.

Mr. Peppel was a man of small stature, and wiry build, with keen in

cisive features and reserved manner. This reserve made it difficult for him

to know others or let others know him, and hence he was never widely ap-

preciated at his true worth. In the small circle of those who really knew
him, he was much loved, for no more unselfish or kind man ever lived. He
would go to any length to oblige a friend, even to his own detriment. His

health was never rugged, and the laboratory work which he loved was not

conducive to maintaining his vigor. He allowed himself frequently to over-

work until a fit of sickness compelled a halt, and in such an attack, he passed

away on August 21, 191 1, at Chicago. He was married in 1909 to Miss

Josephine Chandler, whom he leaves to mourn him. The American Ceramic

Society has lost a firm supporter by his premature death.

MARK OGAN.

Mark Ogan was born at Nelsonville, Ohio, October 12, 1874, and lived

for some years in that and near-by towns. That he early manifested a strong

bent for practical and scientific matters is shown by the fact that he had

become engineer and electrician for the electric light plant at McArthur,

Ohio, some years before he decided to secure a technical education.

He entered the Ohio State University in 1901, electing the short course

in clayworking. Although unused to school methods, he rapidly became
one of the best pupils in his class. He was intensely in earnest and left

nothing undone which would help him to his goal. Rarely is a student

found who so fully realizes the importance of thoroughness.

Leaving school in 1903, he first went with the Atlantic Terra Cotta Co.

at Rocky Hill, N. J. In a little time, he overcame completely the suspicion

and distrust which practical men generally manifest toward a green col-

legian. He had been a practical man himself before he was a student and
knew how to win the confidence and friendship of men. He stayed here a

year or more, working in all departments, and gaining the experience he

coveted. He then resigned to take a foreman's position in the M. E. Gregory

Terra Cotta Co. at Corning, N. Y. From here, he went in six months to St.

Louis, to take a position as chemist and estimator for the St. Louis Terra

Cotta Co. Thus, in three short years, he had passed through every part

of the terra cotta business and become competent to take any duty in con-

nection with this complicated industry.

He remained at St. Louis several years, resigning to take a better place

at Tesla, Calif., as manager of the terra cotta department of the Carnegie

Brick & Pottery Co. His last position was as chemist and superintendent
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of the Northern Clay Products Co, al Auburn, Wash., where he was most

successful in producing excellent terra cotta from somewhat variable and

difficult materials.

M.nk Ogan was a singularly winning and lovable man. Although a

citizen of Auburn for less than a year, the death was mourned by the whole

community, so fully had he won the confidence and affection of all. J I is

power lay in his personal knowledge of the workman's side of life, and his

kind and sympathetic attitude to all who labor. At the same time, his

dignity and poise prevented any from imposing upon these lovable, human
traits, so that he was efficient as a superintendent.

His life emphasizes the tremendous influence which persistent adherence

to an ideal will exert. He selected the terra cotta industry as his goal while

at school, and although beginning his education late and with a poor founda-

tion, he made himself one of the most competent and efficient men in his

line in the country. He would sacrifice the present good for the final gain,

as few young men could.

His interesting career was cut short by an attack of appendicitis, which

was not properly diagnosed or treated until too late. He died May nth in a

hospital at Seattle, Wash., after making a most gallant fight for his life.

His thoughts dwelt repeatedly during his last illness upon the American

Ceramic Society, in which he was profoundly interested, and of which he was
proud. The Society joins with his widow and parents in mourning the loss

of a capable ceramist and a true man.
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THE AMERICAN CERAMIC SOCIETY.
ADDRESS <>K THE RETIRING PRESIDENT.

To day the American Ceramic Society celebrates its fourteenth

animal gathering.

When we look hack over the path up which we have jour-

neyed, accompanied as we were with doubt and uncertainty,

and view the commanding position we have now attained, we

feel coming over us a sense of confident composure; -a sense of

pleasant security; a sense of work well done, which time nor

all that is at enmity with human worth and progress can ever

mar or destroy.

The present cannot forget the past, for upon it all our joys,

all our hopes, all our accomplishments are founded; in it are

treasured not only all that we are, the work we have done, but

the means by which its value may be measured. That we may
better appreciate and understand our past, therefore, let us

look backward for a moment and view again the spot where

we once stood.

In the year 1898, in Pittsburgh, sat three gentlemen engaged

in earnest conversation, exchanging thoughts upon the subject

of ceramics: its present condition, its future prospects, and the

means to be employed in looking toward its advancement. Little

or no literature on the subject was to be found except that written

in a foreign language. Science as applied practically to ceramics

was but little known. No organized effort had ever been put

forth to gather together existing knowledge or to establish a

foundation for further research and enlightenment Whether

or not, in the light of the indifference then existing, such an effort

could be made successfully was a problem. Many of those

interested commercially in ceramics had little faith in science

and less desire to adopt it. Theirs was the one industry in which

science had no part.

These men, however little the interest manifested by those

from whom they might have expected support, decided to enlist

the interest of their ceramic friends with a view of seriously

considering the matter of organization. The proposition was

well received, and so much enthusiasm was aroused that in the
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following year ( i S99) , at Columbus, Ohio, the birth of the American

Ceramic Society was formally announced, and its aim—advance-

ment of scientific ceramics—was published.

This creditable undertaking, like all ambitious awakenings,

was born among difficulties. To prosper, it needed strong men,

men with earnest purpose, men with zeal, men with that ability

and determination which never entertains defeat.

To better appreciate and understand the characteristic spirit

of the organizers of this Society, it is only necessary to recall

a- letter which the speaker received some years ago from our

Secretary calling upon him to write a paper. In this, the Secre-

tary urged him not to give the usual excuse, "Too busy," but

to remember that it was to the busy man alone that the world

was indebted for its progress and welfare, and to the busy man
alone the Society looked for its support. This, then, was the

spirit that took hold of our Society in its infancy, and as we hastily

review its history and the quality of its work, we shall see that

like the path star to the lone traveler, it never failed to make the

treading sure.

No sooner was the Society organized than it took upon

itself the laborious and expensive task of translating into English

the masterful work of a German whose name has become as

familiar in ceramics as Raphael's in art. Seger was one of the

pioneers in scientific ce amies, and so valuable was his work

considered, fragmentary as it was, that the Society, then con-

sisting of so few members, decided to take up the task of its trans-

lation. It was an expensive operation and the youthful Society

was without funds, yet benefitting by the work already done

by Prof. Orton and others, the task was taken up and, after the

expiration of four years, was successfully completed. Its publi-

cation was a credit to the Society and an honor to all who assisted

in the work.

In the meantime, our Society was increasing in numbers;

our publications were enlarging both in size and in quality.

Not only was interest increasing at home, but the Society was

attracting attention abroad. Nature's secrets, though once

enveloped in mystery, were under intelligent and uncompromising

effort being made cleat to man's understanding. The mountains
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of difficulty and doubt were thus melting away in the sunlight

of knowledge and truth, for science not only develops the facts

themselves lnit it expands the perceptive qualities of the mind,

making comprehension and intelligent application of these facts

possible.

Valuable effort is not always immediately recognized, but

recognition of such effort is oftentimes an indication of its worth.

Imitation is the profonndest compliment any work can receive.

To be recognized, to be imitated, to see our work taken up by

others, and by them passed on to further usefulness and influence,

is. therefore, an indisputable evidence of its worth.

Since the establishment and success of the American Ceramic

Society—the first of its kind in the country—there have been

as a result of its influence other similar societies organized in

Europe. It has also been the means of organizing ceramic classes

in several towns; and in some cities (like the city of Trenton)

there have been ceramic schools established and beautiful build-

ings erected for the study and advancement of scientific ceramics.

Its publications have grown, its influence has enlarged far

beyond the hopes of its founders. Its first volume of one hundred

and ten pages consisted of eight papers and five separate dis-

cussions of announced subjects. Our next and succeeding volumes

contained a large and ever-growing number of papers all of which

show remarkable progress while some are characterized by deepest

thought, attacking difficult problems with a clearness and power

never before evidenced in ceramics. To-day, our latest volume

contains eight hundred and thirty-seven pages and treats exhaus-

tively of forty-five different subjects. Taken together, the pub-

lished works of our Society probably exceed in volume and variety

of subjects the total of all other publications upon the subject

of ceramics in the English language Thus, both in extent and

in value, our ceramic literature has passed from poverty to

great riches, affording the student of to-day a field for labor

golden with profit.

It may be interesting to note here that of the eight gentle-

men who presented papers at out first meeting, six are still members
and two have papers at this meeting. Of the twenty-three who
took part in the discussion in our first meeting thirteen years
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ago, seventeen are still members and four have papers at this

meeting.

It has been wisely said that every age has its problems by

solving which humanity is helped forward (Heine). Thus it

is to the wrinkled brow of thought the world is indebted for its

progress. To think is to develop; to think is to labor; and when

that labor is productive of worthy results, they should be re-

corded, not as a monument to our own efforts, but as an inspira-

tion to further and more enlightened effort on the part of those

who follow. Humanity of all ages pays dutiful homage to the

thinkers who have emancipated them from the bondage of dark-

ness and doubt.

Thus it is we bow to the Lafevers, the Bourrys, and the

Segers, in scientific and to the Mintons, the Coultons, the Wedge-

woods, in practical ceramics; for it is to those who toiled when

the light was low and the promise small that we owe so much.

They were to ceramics what Schopenhaur was to philosophy;

what Adam Smith was to political science; what Hipparchus was

to astronomy. They opened up a new line of thought and action,

out of which sprung the foundation of our present knowledge.

This was the inheritance time bequeathed to us. To enrich it

with the jewels of advanced thought is our obligation. To
this duty the American Ceramic Society committed itself fourteen

years ago. Is it not accomplishing the task?

We have thus far spoken only of the educational influence

of the Society. What can we say of its value practically 5

Fourteen years ago, there was little to encourage the student

of scientific ceramics. The feeling among ceramic manufacturers

generally was unfavorable to the students or "paper potters,"

as they were termed. Fancy theories could not take the place

of practice, for practice was the real work while science appealed

only to the imagination. They wire in business tor profit and

had no interest in the visionary baubles of the scientists. They

were satisfied with the old slow methods of locomotion, and it

was with deep satisfaction that they pointed to the occasional

wreck of a "high liver." We are willing to granl that in the light

of some of the bundles made in the name of science, their opinions

were excusable; yet there was a flaw in their judgment for they
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were condemning the principle while the fault lay only with the

man.

The founders of this Society were familiar with this deep

rooted prejudice and fully realized the difficulty of their task.

They knew that to triumph in this, as in other departments of

human endeavor, exaeted a spirit of sacrifice. They were seeking

to give a new direction to ceramic thought and practice, and,

like in all past efforts for intellectual advancement, the old

school thundered against the new But, as in the past, the pro-

gressive forces became invincible; time has weighed the issue,

and, thanks to the intelligence of the opposition, the new values

are becoming universally accepted The scientific and the

practical man, about whom there has been so much discussion,

are fast becoming one both in spirit and in practice.

In this our Society has met with signal triumph; yet not

alone has it distinguished itself in this test of practical worth;

not alone has it opened up the ceramic world to the students

of scientific ceramics, creating a want, Prof. Orton tells us, which

the graduates of all the schools cannot supply; not alone has

it brought the manufacturer into harmony with its efforts; but

it has in a large measure brought about a more liberal spirit

among the manufacturers themselves. This is in line with modern

wisdom, for it has been our opportunity to witness several total

failures in business due to this spirit of "close communion." We
may flatter ourselves with the thought that we have fathomed the

deepest depths and climbed the greatest heights; but suddenly

there comes a flood which at first we refuse to notice, but which

finally overwhelms us, whereas had we observed the policy

of "open arms" we might with our successful neighbor have been

carried along with the tide that is ever sweeping successfully

onward.

We are acquainted with some of the manufacturers' difficul-

ties in reaching this new standard in ceramic ethics, for we are

acquainted with some of their griefs.

The scientific man evolves a new law, he marvels at its possi-

bilities; yet its value only reaches its height when he takes the

world into his confidence. The world's approval is his compensa-

tion. Not always is it so with the manufacturer nor with his
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assistant known as the "practical man," for here silence seems;

more profitable. His value is weighed in the commercial scale

and is heavier or lighter as his knowledge is greater than his-

neighbors'.

We have heard it said that there is not one law in ceramics,

that can be credited to the practical man. If this be true, we offer

the above as its explanation—yet we are loath to accept it.

We cannot view the works of the old masters, the beauty of their

designs, the magnificence of texture, the harmony of color, and

the perfectness of their execution—never surpassed if ever equaled

in modern times—without attributing to them some knowledge

of the laws governing successful production. We are not pre-

pared to accept that even to-day there are any of our most suc-

cessful, practical men but that have evolved some guiding rule

in their practice whose constancy has dignified it into law. All

have their methods, and while some are hap-hazard, in others

there is something more than madness; and had we intimate

knowledge of their work and methods, we might discover some

law in their practice even though it has not reached the dignity

of being publicly recorded.

But the day of profit in secrecy is past, for the development

in ceramics, while sure, is so moderate of pace that the genius

"Hard Work" may stumble and still catch up. Progress in

ceramics does not move with startling rapidity as it does in some

of the newer sciences, for in ceramics the marvel of to-day has

been promised so long that its presence has become familiar

and we have prepared ourselves to receive it. That the workers

in ceramics are fast coming to realize the futility of secrecy

is more apparent to-day than ever A more congenial and family

spirit has been aroused which cannot fail to result in material

benefit, and which is conducive to much more rapid and satis-

factory progress.

I'm these happy conditions brought about by fourteen years

of effort on the part of the American Ceramic Society, we extend

it our hearty congratulations.

We have endeavored in this short address merely to mention

a few of the important accomplishments of our .Society; hut
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there are many others worthy of a place here but which our

privilege in space will not permit us to consider.

We have no startling recommendations for our .Society's

future consideration. We would like to mention, however,

th;i( it might be well to consider the advisability of copyrighting

our "Transactions.'' We have received letters during the year

asking for information as to which of the various magazines

or periodicals published our "Transactions." The sale of our

volumes is one of our biggest assets, and could the information

be secured in no other way, it might result in such increased

sales as would warrant the expense of copyrighting. There

may, however, be more weighty reasons for not doing as suggested.

We have all no doubt noticed with pleasure the energy as

well as the enterprise which our Editor has put into his work.

His method of insisting upon the members adding written dis-

cussions to such papers as they are most familiar with is, in our

judgment, a good one. It adds much interest to the work.

And now, fellow-members of the American Ceramic Society,

before I vacate the high place to which you unwittingly chose

me a year ago, I want to take you into my confidence a moment
that I may in a manner befitting my feelings express to you

the deep sense of gratitude I feel toward you for the great honor

and for your kind help and consideration in my efforts to per-

form the duties of the office. Its value is not measured by gold.

Its compensation is not that which fades with the day, but that

which in memory lives on through the years, abiding ever, linking

itself with the greatest joys of our life; for of all the glory the

earth has to give, none is greater either to the wreak or to the

strong, than that received through the knowledge that oppor-

tunity, even though clothed in sacrifice, enabled us to add our

mite to the world's education and progress.

Soliciting on behalf of my successor the same kind treatment

you have accorded me, I asrain thank vou, one and all.



INFLUENCES OF VARIABLE SILICA AND ALUMINA ON
PORCELAIN GLAZES OF CONSTANT R 0.

By R. T. STUM,, Ceramic Laboratories, University of Illinois.

INTRODUCTION.

Porcelain glazes of the Seger cone formula type are the

most inexpensive to produce synthetically, have a comparatively

wide range of maturing temperature and give but few defects.

These are offered as the principal reasons for the comparative

meagerness of literature pertaining to investigations on glazes

of this type.

Seger 1 gives the following as glaze formula commonly used

for porcelain:

RO, (i to 1.25) A1,0.
( >

(10 to 12) SiO.,

and for Seger porcelain'-'

RO, 0.5 A1,0.«. (4 to 6) SiO,

Prof. Orton :i gives the following limits for characteristic porcelain

glazes:

o. i to 0.5 K 2
,0.5 to 1.25 A1..0,. 4.0 to 12.5 SiO.,

0.9 to 0.5 CaO '

EXPERIMENTAL WORK.

In a study of porcelain glazes 4 of the cone formula type,

two groups were made in order to illustrate the influences of

variable silica and alumina. The first group covered the limits

" ;

,

K
v! Um to 1.0 ALOsli.8 to 7.2 SiO.,

0.7 CaO
) )

and comprised eight horizontal serifs, from A to H, containing

eighty glazes in all.

The glazes in that portion of the field covered by the A to

II series were made by blending the four extremes according to

their combining weights. The formulae and hatch weights of

these extremes are

' Vol n Translations Seger, p

; Glaze lei hires at I 'in,, st.it.- I niversh] ,
1901 '

> Work done by classes I'M i .mil 1912, I niversity "i Illinois
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'J

A 1

A 10

II 1

II 10

5 c
a
U <

a

2 Q
a "

O

5
8
u

CI ly

a

H
0.3 O.7 0.3 1 .8 167 . 1 70.0

03 0.7 0-3 7 •
-' 167 . 1 70.0

0.3 0.7 1 .0 1 .8 167 . 1 71. b

0.3 O.7 I .0 7 -'
1 67 1 70.0 90.3 9Q 3

I on . 2

324-0

24O.O

Glazes in the W to Z scries were also made in the same manner

with the exception that it was necessary to employ a frit in

order to introduce the excess K
2

which could not be furnished

by feldspar. The formulae and batch weights of the four ex-

tremes are:

W 02

W 6

Z-oj..

Z-3...

c d
cd u

u O < 'X to

0.3 O.7 0.25 0.6 85.6

0.3 O.7 0.25 4.8 zi -4

0-3 O.7 . 10 0.6 85.6

0.3 07 0. 10 3 85.6

125-3

u
OS

U
50 O

65 O

50 O

50 O

23 -4

198.0

144.0

Frit for the above:

0.6 K.o

0.4 CaO
Comb. \vt,

K-
Al2 :i

1 . 2 SiO,
Feldspar = 1 1 1 .4

K 2C03
= 55.2

CaCO
.,

= 40 . o

Crazing is comparatively rare in this type of porcelain glaze,

due to the vitreous nature of the body and the similarity in compo-

sition of body and glaze. In order to intensify crazing and to

locate that portion of the field in which it would be most likely to

occur, the glazes were applied to porous, biscuit wall tile, which

shrunk considerably but were still porous at the end of the burn.

The glazes were applied a little thicker than is customary

in practice, and the trials set in tile saggers and burned to cone

1 1 in 36 hours. The results are shown graphically in Charts

I and II.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS.

On Chart i, the molecular variations of silica are plotted

along the abscissa and the molecular variations of alumina along
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the ordinate. The letters at the left denote the horizontal series

TRANS. AM. CER. SOC. VOL. XIV CHART i STILL

06 f2 /& £.*? v7.£> 3.6 <*2 4& S.4- 6.0 6-6 7.2.

and the numbers along the top the vertical series, so that each

glaze is located by a letter and a number.

j K.0

Since the R< ) for all glazes is constant,

|

|the formula

<>.; Ca< »

of any glaze can be read from the chart by referring to the ordi-

nate for its alumina and to the abscissa for the silica. For

fO-3 K...O

example, the formula of K 5 is
:
0.7 A1.,0

:1
4.2 Sio.,.

I 0.7 Ca< »

The alumina is constant in a horizontal series while the silica

varies In a vertical series the silica is constant and the alumina

is the variable.

To the hit of the line M I are the underfired mattes, and
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between M J and \ I' arc the matured mattes. Between

N U and N K arc mattes showing a sheen or slight gloss and

designated as semi mattes. The bright glazes occur between

N Is. and ( ) S. and below O S the glazes are devitrified. The

glazes arc all crazes below the line I P R L and all sound above

this line. The dotted line Q T passes through highest gloss

<>f each series.

Beginning at the ordinate on Chart 1 and moving to the right

parallel to the abscissa, it is observed that crazing and matte

texture deerease with increase in siliea, and that brilliancy in-

creases up to the axis of highest gloss, O T, beyond which brilliancy

decreases, crazing increases and finally devitrification occurs.

.Moving from the abscissa upward parallel to the ordinate,

we see that increasing alumina has decreased crazing of glazes

both high and low in silica, has decreased devitrification in high

silica glazes, and increased matteness in low silica members.

A comparison of the influences of variable A12 3 with those

of variable B
2 ;1

is of interest. It has been shown 5 that increasing

B.,0
;i
decreases devitrification and crazing in high silica glazes

and increases crazing and decreases matte texture in low silica

glazes. B2 3
and A1,0

3
then function the same in high silica

glazes but function oppositely in low silica glazes.

In Chart 2, the glazes are located by the molecular ratios

of silica to alumina on the abscissa and by the total oxygen ratios

on the ordinate. The molecular ratio of silica to alumina is

independent of the total oxygen ratio, but the total oxygen ratio

is partly dependent upon the silica-alumina ratio. Therefore,

in plotting glaze groups similar to Chart 2, the evidence pre-

sented is influenced by one dependent and one independent

variable. This must be borne in mind in drawing conclusions,

otherwise they may be misleading.

The underfired mattes occur at 1, crazed mattes at 2, sound

mattes at 3, semi-mattes at 4, crazed brights at 5, sound brights

at 6, and glazes which are crazed and devitrified at 7. The line

A B is the high gloss axis.

"Opalescence and the Function of B;>0
: t
in the Glaze," Trans. A. C. S., Vol. 12, pp.

119 to 137.
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The chart shows graphically that the matte glazes fall within

narrow limits and that the brighl glazes occur within wide limits.

In the following table is given the ratio limits within which the

different kinds occur

:

1. Underfired matte glazes (at cone 1 1

)

j. Crazed matte glazes (at cone 11)

3. Sound glazes (at cone 11)

4. Semi-matte glazes (at cone 11)

5. Crazed brighl glazes (at cone 11)

6. Sound bright glazes tat cone n)

7. Crazed devitrified glazes (at cone 11)

O. K.

O.o [.5

0.6-1 .6

1 .4 1 .9

I.Q-2.4

> 4 4-4

2.I-4.8

4-5-7"

SiOa : AI2O3

2-7

6.0

17
2-4

3.0- 4.0

4.0- 5.0

6.0-24 °

51-130
12 .O-3O.O

The trials show that the best bright glazes are found be-

tween oxygen ratios of 2.5 and 3.6 and silica-alumina ratios of

7 and 8.2. The best mattes occur between O. R.'s of 1.5 and 1.8

and silica-alumina ratios of 3.2 and 3.8. The high fire matte

glazes given by Prof. Binns" fall within these limits.

As the alumina increases, the positions of the glazes ap-

proach the line passing through C to the origin O. This line

represents a series of glazes having constant alumina, and variable

silica. The general formula which satisfies any member in this

series is RO 00 Al
2 :j

, z Si0
2
in which z may vary from o to ».

When z becomes infinitely large the formula may be reduced

to the simple one of 1 Al2Os , y Si02 . Dehydrated kaolinite, having

a total oxygen ratio of 1.3V3 and a molecular ratio of 2, is

located on the line O C at D.

The line O C is the dividing line between possible and im-

possible glazes. Take any point to the left of this line, as point

E located by an oxygen ratio of 5 and a silica-alumina ratio of

5. From the general formula of the glaze 1 RO, x Al
2 :j , y Si0

2 ,

the following equations are obtained

:

iy y
1 + 3-v

~~ 5 x ~ 5

in which x = — 1 and y = —5. The formula then of a glaze

to be located at E must be RO, — 1 Al,0
:j

, —5 Si0
2
which is im-

possible except mathematically. In the same manner, any

8 Trans. A. C. S., Vol. VII, pp. 115-121.
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other point to the left of O C may be shown to represent a glaze

of the general formula i RO, x A1
2 3 , y SiO,, in which x and y

are negative.

As the dividing lines between the different glazes on Chart

II approach the line O C, they curve upward, indicating that the

higher the molecular content of alumina in the glaze the higher

is the oxygen ratio for sound matte and bright glazes and that

devitrification appears at a higher total oxygen ratio in high

alumina glazes than it does in glazes lower in alumina.

The foregoing work seems to indicate that it is necessary

to employ higher oxygen ratios for high alumina glazes (both

bright and matte) than it is for low alumina glazes, and that the

total oxygen ratio of i : 2 so often referred to as being best for

bright glazes does not hold with, perhaps, the exception of low

alumina glazes maturing at lower temperatures.

DISCUSSION WRITTEN AFTER READING THE ABOVE PAPER.

Mr. Staler: This paper is a fine example of careful and

systematic work and of concise and graphic presentation of

data. So well has the work been done that there is little room

for discussion or comment.

From the standpoint of practical porcelain glazes, the- first

series, the A, B, C series, is of most interest. This may be divided

into two groups of glazes: first, a group that can be made from

the ordinary potter's materials, feldspar, whiting, clay and flint;

and second, a group in which it is necessary to use Ah OH).,,

or its equivalent. The line dividing these two groups in Chart

1 runs in a straight course from the glaze with 0.3 Al.,i V and

1 8 SiO, to a point that would indicate a glaze witli t.o Al _,<
>

and 3.2 SiO,. It is plainly evident from the chart that the large

majority of the glazes in the first group are good bright glazes

al rune 1 1

.

Inasmuch as Prof, St nil
, for the sake of simplicity in bl< nding,

introduced considerable amounts of Al(OH) s into the high alumina

glazes of the tir-t group, we feel justified in predicting that 'if

all the members of this group had been made from the materials

ordinarily used by the potters, the boundaries of the matte and

semi matte areas would have been shifted somewnat toward the
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upper left-hand corner of the chart. We base this prediction

on the well known fact that in high alumina glazes the intro-

duction of a given amount of alumina as the free oxide, or its

equivalent, has a more decided tendency to produce matteness

than the introduction of an equal amount of alumina as clay.

Professor vStull has shown beautifully the facts that under

certain conditions increase of alumina can stop crazing and in-

crease of SiOj can cause crazing. Of course, both these state-

ments are contrary to Seger.

The close relation between the boundary lines for crazing

and devitrification in high silica glazes obviously suggests that

the strains set up in the process of devitrification are responsible

for the crazing. This is simply one more instance of crazing not

caused by difference in coefficient of contraction

Inspection of the chart shows that a very simple rule can

be devised for making a long series of good bright or matte por-

celain glazes with this RO. Any raw glaze should have at least

0.05 equivalent of clay for mechanical reasons, so we will start

with 0.35 Al
2 :j

and 2.40 Si0
2

. Now by adding A1
2 ;{

and SiO.,

to this glaze in the proportion of o. 10 equivalent of A1
2 ;!

to

0.8 equivalent of Si0
2 , we can make a long series of glazes lying

close to the line of best bright glazes free from crazing. In terms

of batch weights, this means that we can start with a glaze of

the following batch: 33 feldspar, 14 whiting, 2V 2
clay and 6 flint.

To this batch we add clay and flint in the proportion of 1 part

clay to 1.4 parts flint. To get the longest possible series of mattes,

we simply drop out the flint from the above base glaze and make
successive additions of clay. The members lowest in clay of this

series wrould be liable to craze.

Mr. Stall: It seems to be a question as to whether all of

the glaze ingredients go into solution or not. If complete solu-

tion takes place, the difference in texture of a glaze is not so

marked whether the alumina has been added as Al
2
(OH),

;
or

introduced as clay. However, a high alumina content tends

to increase viscosity which operates against diffusion and con-

sequent homogeneity.

Although these matte glazes contain some alumina introduced

as the hvdroxide, the trials showed that the best mattes occurred
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between the O.R.'s of 1.5 and i.S as has been referred to. The

high temperature matte glazes reported by Professor Binns in

Volume VI I fall within these limits. He reports his best matte

as having an O. R. of 1.69. Although he used the regular potter 's

materials and fired at cones 8 and 9, it must be borne in mind

that the replacement of clay by aluminum hydroxide and Hint

raises the maturing temperature. Therefore, Prof. Staley is

correct in his prediction, though it is probable that the lines

would have been shifted only a short distance.

The fact that increase in alumina tends to overcome crazing

was, to my knowledge, first brought out by Purdy and Fox in their

work on "Fritted Glazes."

A study of results plotted graphically frequently reveals

far more than mere description can do. In going back to the

charts, a point is observed which might be of interest to the glass

manufacturer. On Chart 2 it is observed that devitrification

occurs at higher oxygen ratios as the alumina increases. Since

sand is the cheapest material in the glass batch, there is an ad-

vantage in using all the sand that practice will permit for common
window and bottle glasses.

Frequently the manufacturer of the common grades of glass

is limited in the amount of sand he can use, owing to the liability

of the glass to devitrifv. If alumina can be introduced or its

quantity increased in the glass, a larger per cent, of sand can be

employed. Not only will the alumina tend to prevent devitri-

fication, but will also tend to counteract increased viscosity due

to increased silica. The fusion temperature then would be the

principal limiting factor.



THE PLASTICITY OF CLAY.

By F. I'\ GROUT and FREDERICK POPPE, Minneapolis, Minn.

INTRODUCTION.

Definition of Plasticity. Plasticity, as here spoken of, is

a property developed in a clay by water, by virtue of which the

clay can be molded, without crumbling, into shapes which remain

stiff and unchanged after the removal of the molding force.

It increases with increasing strength and with increasing capability

of llowage (where llowage implies continuity of form).

Earlier Results. The measurement and cause of plasticity

were the object of a former study. Some experiments and

calculations are given here in continuation of that study of the

causes of plasticity. In summary, our first conclusions were:

(i) That plasticity varied without definite relation to any other

determinable physical property of clay. (2) That some clays

are more plastic than any other mineral powder, even when in

nearly the same physical condition, probably because of an at-

traction between clay and water, due to chemical constitution. 1

This idea will be re-stated, eliminating some inaccuracies. (3)

Colloids were shown to affect plasticity. This paper reviews

that work and adds new data. (4) The effects of fineness, shape

of grain, and other factors were measured with care and found

quantitatively insufficient to account for the plasticity, though

each had some effect.
1

Little discussion has been given them
recently.

The Problem.—Consider the gradual addition of water to

a dry clay. The hygroscopic moisture and possibly double that

amount seem to produce little change in the behavior of the clay

powder. With ten or twelve per cent, water, some clays will

form a very stiff mud, requiring high pressure for molding and

allowing only slight llowage without fracture. If more and more

water is added, the clay becomes gradually softer, until it flows

as a thin liquid and has no measurable strength. Between

these two points, both strength and fiowage are measurable,

and plasticity possesses a maximum. The addition of water,

or a similar liquid, is essential and must be considered as of prime

1 F. F. Grout, Jour. Amor. Chem. Soc, XXVII, 1046.
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importance as a cause of plasticity; but since water does not

make other mineral powder equally plastic we must seek farther.

Plasticity being a double property, involving both capability

of tlowage and strength, must have a cause that will explain

both factors. In a wet clay, the flowage is commonly and correctly

considered as explained by the lubricating action of the water

between the grains. Water is so clearly fluid that we all expect

and know that the addition of a considerable quantity to any

fine powder makes that powder somewhat more fluid. This

factor being clear, there remains to be explained the cause of the

strength of the wet mass. Something must render the water

viscous, so that the clay resists flowage, except under rather

great pressure, when wet enough to be well lubricated. Common
dilute solutions and suspensions are not viscous enough. Only

two explanations are well supported: that of molecular attraction,

and that of colloidal solutions.

THE MOLECULAR ATTRACTION THEORY OF PLASTICITY.

-

Every solid particle wet by water has over its surface a thin

film of water bound to it by such strong attraction that it becomes

viscous. The friction of moving water at the contact is said

to be infinite as compared to that in water outside the film.

The strong attraction, however, has not been detected at a distance

of more than about 0.00005 mm. from the contact surface and

would seem to involve a very inconsiderable amount of water

until one recalls the minute size of clay grains. Calculation will

be given to illustrate this. The essential fact in the theory is

that flu attraction varies with the nature of tin rubstances. If

attraction is stronger in clay than in other powders, a thicker

film will be bound and rendered mon viscous than by other

powders; and so the wet clay will be more plastic. The range

of attraction is so small that no method has been devised for

showing variations for the different substances, hut such varia

tions are constantly assumed by the physicists.

ill. original statement of this idea has been criticised, and the present statement

improved by U"ss C. Purdy, ill Geol Survey, Mull 9; 11 Ries, "Clays, Prop

erties. Occurrence and rs.-s.-' Wile) \ s..ns and 11 E Ashley, V, s Geol, Survey. Bull.

;ss
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Tin- adequacy of the idea is questioned by Purdy 3 who pre-

sents a calculation to show that in most clays much water is used

besides what is needed for films. It is well to think out care-

fully the relations of grains, films and pore spaces. Pore space

in day varies widely, records showing [8 to 31 per cent. Theo-

retically, uniform spherical grains always have over 25 per cent.

pore space. In an actual clay, King found a pore space as high

as 4S per cent.' In state survey reports, we find Illinois clays

range from 23 to 28 per cent., Iowa clays from 18 to 31 per cent.,

West Virginia clays from 23 to 30 per cent. Evidently the lack

of uniformity in size of grain is balanced by the angularity and

lack of a compact arrangement of grains, so that a pore space

of 25 per cent, is a good, conservative average.

Xext, consider the effect of adding a film of water around

each grain, just thick enough to be rendered viscous. It is

not suggested that water added to clay usually forms such films

before filling the pore space; just the reverse. But for clarity

of ideas consider, now, each grain as enlarged by the addition of

TRANS. AM. CEf?.SOC.I/OL.J(/V F/6.1. GROUT

this film 0.00005 mm. thick on all sides. The grains would tend

to be more uniform rather than less uniform in size. There is

no reason to think that these enlarged grains would be arranged

in such a way as to cause any reduction in per cent, of pore

space. The enlarged grains, packed so as to touch their neigh-

bors on several sides, would still have 25 per cent, pore space.

This could be filled with water without separating the grains any

farther; that is, even with the addition of 25 per cent, by volume

of water, the grains would still be so close together that viscous

:i 111. Geol. Survey. Bull. 9, p. 176.

1 U. S. Geol. Survey, 19th Annual Report, Part 2, p. 208.
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films would be in contact between each grain and its neighbor.

There would be resistance to flowage, after addition of water

enough to fill both pores and films.

Xow a calculation of water needed for films and pores must

be based on some assumptions. For the size of grains I use

the mechanical analyses. (First assumption.) One might as-

sume numerous observations that clay grains are plate-like in

form, but as this gives a large proportion of film and pore space

it might be more conservative to assume half spherical and

half plate-like, with breadth five times as great as thickness.

(Second assumption.) The pore space is 25 per cent. (Third

assumption.) The specific gravity of clay is 2.7.

CALCULATION OF THEORETICAL "WATER OF PLASTICITY."

Stated in terms of per cents, of dry clay, and calculated for

several sizes of grains.

I. For Spherical Grains Less than 0.001 mm. in Diameter.

The average diameter of dry grains is 0.0005 mm.
The average diameter of grains enlarged by water films is 0.0006 mm.

-D 3
r. (0.0005)

3

The volume of a dry grain is -- = - cubic mm.
6 6

- (0.0006) 3

Tin volume of the enlarged grain is = cubic mm.
6

(0.0005)
3

I25
Rati" "I original volume t<» enlarged volume is ; = —

.

(0.0006) s 216

That is, 125 volumes of clay bind 91 columns of water in viscous films.

Now if the grains, enlarged by films to a volume of J 16 units, were packed

as closely as possible without thinning the films, there would still be a large

pore space which we may assume to be 25 per cent, of the whole, the enlarged

clay grains occupying 75 per cent, of the whole.

If 216 units of volume are 75 per cent., 100 per cent, or the whole volume

too
of clay, lilms, and pore space, is - of 216 = 288 units volume.

7 5

I - 5
The volume ratio o| clay to iela\ > tilm ' port-) is

ss

1 25
'I he ratio o| clay to | tilm I

pore) is

163

This means thai in the ease suggested more volume is occupied by water

than clay; but if we assume thai clay has a specific gravit) of 1 7, the 125

units of claj by volume represent 337.5 units i,\ weigh I and 163 units of

watei iiv volume represenl 163 units by weight
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Tin addition of [63 parts by weight <>f water to 337,5 parts by weighl

of clay is an addition of 48.3 per cent. of the weight <>f the dry clay. This

1-. the requirement for films and pores in spherical grains below 0.001 nun. in

diametei

II. Small Plate-like Grains.

Abbreviating the calculation for plate like- grains, we may assume the

original grain to be 0.0005 X 0.0005 v 0.0001.

The enlarged clay grain would be 0.0006 X 0.0006 x 0.0002 nun.

25 Clay 25
1 he volume ratio would be I he ratio

72 Water 47

Similarly, considering a pore space of 25 per cent, still to be tilled, we

find the ratio of clay volume to (film I pore) volume to be
7'

Again, assuming that the specific gravity of clay is 2.7, we can calculate

per cents.

The per cent, of water for films and pores is 104 per cent.

III. Large Spherical Grains.

With larger grains the standard size is 0.001-0.005 mm. but Mr. Purely

in Illinois University selected a size 0.00 1 -0.0 1 mm., and the calculation

may be made for grains as he wants them.

The original diameter may be assumed 0.005 mm.
The enlarged diameter is then 0.0051 mm.

1 25
For spherical grains the volume ratio is •.

13265
Clav 125

The ratio —— by volume is .

Water " 7 .65

With water added to fill the pores 15.3 per cent, water is required.

IV. Large Plate-like Grains.

For plate-like grains the following serves:

Original dimensions 0.005 X 0.005 X 0.00 1.

Enlarged by films 0.0051 X 0.0051 X 0.0011.

Clay 25
The volume ratio = .

Water 3 .

6

With water added to fill pores 19.7 per cent, water is required.

Some allowance may be made especially for pore spaces in still larger

grains, if they constitute a high per cent, of the whole.

From this it is seen that for grains less than 0.00 1 mm.
in diameter, an average of about 75 per cent, water is required.

For grains below 0.0 1 mm., an average of about 18 per cent,

water is required. In twenty Illinois clays reported by the

state survey, the average water used was 15.8 per cent.; that
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calculated for films and pores was 16.3 per cent. Similar results

are obtained from Iowa and West Virginia clays where analyses

were available. Now while these averages are very close, the

variation in particular cases needs explanation. Two points

may be mentioned. First, clays vary in the shape of grain, and

our assumption may b? wrong in particular cases. Second,

the per cent, of water needed, as reported in these bulletins, is

determined by a man's opinion, and not by a mechanical test of

the plasticity.

However, the space here devoted to the calculation may
give the matter undue prominence. There is no doubt that

viscosity in these films is very great at the contact. Also, it is

clear that the viscosity decreases very rapidly with distance,

as it is inappreciable at a distance much over 0.00005 mm - The

point to emphasize is that for some distance, >io matter what, the

film is viscous, and the thickness and tin viscosity vary with the

substana s used.

There may be some question, as to the justice of assuming

that the films spread to all sides of the grain. Consider the

water between the solid particles as having a greater attraction

for clay than the clay has for clay. More water particles will

be drawn in between the clay grains (as long as there is a supply)

until the water covers all sides of the clay to a thickness equal to

the range of molecular attraction. There is a tendency for grains

to separate—deflocculation. On the other hand, if the clay

grain attracts its neighbor more strongly than it does water,

the clay grains will crowd out the water and draw together

llocculation. Salts present in the water affect the attraction,

as can be easily shown in dilute suspensions. Some salts and

concentrations cause llocculation, some deflocculation. In the

Illinois Geological Survey, Bulletin 9 (page 189), Purdy

discusses this matter (speaking of "potential" which he does

not define or use clearly). He implies that potential, surface

tension, and surface pressure have a greater range of activity

than molecular attraction, hut they arc really manifestations of

the same force.

The particular salts present in the water of a plastic clay

in not well studied Mr I'urdv armies that salts adsorbed
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by kaolin are the cause of deflocculation and thereby of plasticity,

Bui his logic is not good. He quotes Bourry: "Kaolins do not

retain more than 2 per (--(.'iit. of carbonate of lime in solution

while plastic clays can absorb from 10 to 20 per cent, of it."

Mr. Purdy claims that the cause of plasticity is salts adsorbed,

but proceeds to show that the more plastic a clay is the more

ability it has to adsorb salts. If both were true, the adsorption

and plasticity would both soon be infinite. If the salts caused

the plasticity of Bourry's clay, it would be less capable of adsorbing

more salts than the lean kaolin. Again it is hard to conceive

of tlie formation of a kaolin without production of all the salts

needed. Purdy speaks of salts being washed away in the forma-

tion of kaolin, but shows that when a kaloin has been in contact

with certain salts they cannot be washed away. The whole

matter of adsorption was questioned from a scientific study,

even before Mr. Purdy's proposal was published, 5 and as adsorbed

salts are seldom the only ones present it seems best to omit that

complexity and simply recognize the fact that the solution

is variable. The molecular attraction will then vary, both with

the nature of the solid and with the nature of the solution. It

is frankly admitted that if such attraction is the basis of plasticity

of clays, it is an extraordinary attraction, stronger than is found

in other minerals.

THE COLLOID THEORY OF PLASTICITY.

Earlier work has shown quite definitely that the addition

of colloids to a fine powder increased its plasticity. Colloids

are so manifoldly variable in their properties that the discussion

is in a state of extreme confusion. Since colloids can increase

plasticity, it became of interest to determine their presence or

absence in clays. The methods used are direct and indirect.

Some are applicable to the discussion of plasticity and some are

not. Ries n gives an excellent summary of the present state of

the discussion. Very recent and elaborate experimental work
was done by Stremme and Aarnio, 7 without special reference

to the study of plasticity. The direct methods are solution

5 V. S. Geol Survey. Bull. 312, page 64.
" Clay. Occurrence. Properties and Uses," 1906, pages 99-103.
7 Zeit. l'rakt. Geol., XIX. 329.
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methods involving in various cases acids or alkalies, or both.

The indirect methods involve an assumed relation between col-

loids and some physical property such as hydrolysis, osmosis,

adsorption of salts and dyes, change from sol to gel form, shrinkage,

and vapor tension. Stremme and Aarnio made a comparative

study of the direct or solution method, Ashley's method of ad-

sorption of dye, and Rodewald-Mitscherlieh's hygroscopicity

method. They concluded that the last was the best measure of

colloids as developed by rock decomposition.

Attention being limited to those colloids which are related

to plasticity, it is to be emphasized that the indirect and some

direct methods measure colloids of other kinds. Silicic acid,

when evaporated to form jelly, becomes viscous enough to affect

plasticity. If this same solution is evaporated to dryness, it

forms a glassy mass which acts like quartz sand in that it injures

rather than improves plasticity. Yet it still takes an organic

stain, very strongly. A short series of tests indicated* that in-

organic colloids all behaved as silicic acid, but that organic

colloids, like gelatine, were capable of increasing plasticity,

even after evaporation to dryness. Ashley threw doubt upon

the conclusion by suggesting that probably the inorganic

colloids would have returned to their active condition if time

had been longer or if the mass had been ground wet. He
did not report doing so. We have not succeeded. A most

important fact is that clays do not need this long time or

wet grinding to show notably high plasticity. We, therefore,

emphasize the fact that some colloids have no beneficial

effect on plasticity and would question still further if

any inorganic colloid can explain the effects found in claw

Indirect methods do not distinguish these two classes of colloids.

Direct methods have not been well tested with this in mind.

Nearly all the discussion of recent years, when thus simmered

down, is based on a single test made by Th. vSchloessing nearly

forty years ago. The recent work on extraction of silica from

clays by use of sodium carbonate8 may prove of value, but its

bearing is still uncertain.

w \ i Geo! Survey. III.

> P k Pence, Trans. A. C. S.. XII, 43-53.
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Schloessing10 washed 40 grams of clay with acid and then

suspended it in slightly ammoniacal water and allowed it to

stand 27 days. There remained 0.59 gram in the clear super-

natant liquid with the properties of a colloid and composition

almost like a clay.

We have selected some notably plastic clays for further

experiments as follows:

(1) [50 grams were wet, molded, dried, extracted with

warm water and filtered warm. The filtrate was evaporated,

very slowly toward the end, but no colloid was found.

(2) The process was repeated with a modification in the

first wetting, where agar-agar solution was used instead of water.

The amount of agar added was 0.2 per cent, of the weight of

the clay. In the final evaporation, the extract set to a very

firm jelly, indicating that such organic colloids could be extracted

by hot water. 11

(3) Since this method of simple hot water extraction failed

to reveal colloids in a natural clay, it was thought that Sehloes-

sing's treatment would best be followed in detail, but it was

found that he did not report the detail of his method very fully.

In the attempt to follow his work, 40 grams of plastic "Dakota"

fire clay from northern Colorado were digested an hour in 5

per cent, hydrochloric acid, filtered, and washed with distilled

water for six hours till most of the acid was removed. The clay

was then suspended in 500 cc. of water with an addition of about

5 cc. ammonia (sp. gr. 0.9) and shaken thoroughly. After 27

days (the time given by Schloessing), not enough had settled

clear to allow a test. The centrifuge did not help. After six

months, a portion was removed and allowed to evaporate. The
residue had the horny translucent appearance of a colloid. It

cracked and was quite hard and adhered strongly to the dish,

but it became soft very promptly when wet with water, even

after thorough drying. The dry weight of colloid and any other

matter from the solution was 1.47 grams from 40 grams clay.

The color was brown, indicating either organic matter or ferric

10 Compt. Rend , LXIX, 376, 473 (1874).
11 In previous work in this line reported in the West Va. Geol. Survey, Vol. Ill, we

used a porcelain filter and found no colloid.
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colloid. Ignition gave an odor of organic matter, but the loss

was only 0.27 gram, showing that the matter was largely inorganic.

The ignited mass was colored by some iron compound.

(4) A duplicate was treated in the same way as (3) with

the omission of acid extraction. The colloidal matter was ap-

proximately one-fourth as great.

(5) A portion of the clear solution of each of the last ex-

periments was evaporated to dryness, wet with an excess of

water, filtered, and again evaporated to determine whether the

colloid found would dissolve in water, after having been obtained

by use of ammonia. About half of it went promptly into solution

and when dry, again behaved as a colloid.

The interpretation of these results is not easy. Schloessing

was evidently correct in reporting colloids present. We all

knew they were present. But to find a colloid which will soften

nihil wet, it was necessary to use alkali, or both acid and alkali.

These are not needed to make a clay plastic; pure water issufficient.

Still it is not unreasonable to think that some colloidal matter

may be in the final form found in the last experiment—capable

of softening but not dissolving without long standing in ammonia-

cal water. We find no reference to a detailed description of such

a colloid in the literature, but it seems to exist.

It is noteworthy that the beneficial effects of colloids are

not limited to plasticity but are to be studied in tensile strength

of dry clay.

As a final argument let us call attention to the fact that using

the finest powder obtainable from other minerals, with the most

active colloids known, we have not succeeded in making that

powder as plastic as common clay. If some one will find a more

active inorganic colloid or succeed in making some non-plastic

powder as plastic as day by the use of colloids, the theory will

be more acceptable While our short scries of tests failed, a

longer series might change the conclusion. For the present we

consider colloids a minor factor in the production of plasticity

in clays.

SUMMARY.

In summary, we find that the essential peculiarity of a plastic

clay is the fact that the water used in wetting the clay is somehow
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rendered viscous, In explanation we have two well known

phenomena: molecular attraction and the action of colloids.

Both arc certainly present. Both arc necessarily active. The

calculation indicates that molecular attraction may be quantita-

tively sufficient, especially since the force is known to be variable

and may be greater in clays than in any other mineral. Col-

loids alone would probably be quantitatively insufficient. No

experiments have shown them capable of such effects in other

mineral powders.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. Purdy: Again I say, "I told yon so." The argu-

ments presented by Mr. Grout are, with one exception, exactly

those that I have been presenting to this society on several

occasions; that one exception is adsorbed salts. Mr. Grout

goes with me up to that point. I never denied the presence of

colloids in clays, but I have doubted the possibility of these

colloids producing plasticity. Regarding the adsorption proposi-

tion, I think he will agree with me that in this clay is usually

most peculiar; there is no other mixture that will show the ad-

sorbent property that clay will and that is the reason I

have thought that the adsorption w7as a factor, and I still do

for that matter. Mere similarity in fineness of grain will not

permit these volumes of water to cause plasticity—those grains

must have a peculiar property and the only peculiar property

that is distinctly that of clay is this strong absorption and for

that reason I link that into the argument.

Mr. Grout: Since plasticity is a very peculiar property,

characteristic of clay, it is not quite correct to say that the strong

adsorption is the only peculiar property distinctly that of clay.

They are both noteworthy and almost unique, and they may
even be due to the action of the same forces ; but there is no more
evidence that adsorption causes plasticity than that plasticity

causes adsorption.



RESULTS OF TESTS ON SOME BRICKS FROM THE PROV-
INCES OF WESTERN CANADA.
By Heinrich Ries, Ithaca, N. Y. 1

Introduction.—The rapidly growing towns and cities of

the Canadian West have called for considerable building material,

and since lumber in many parts of the Great Plains is high-priced,

brick is often selected. This demand has naturally stimulated

the development of brick yards, and not a few are now in opera-

tion in Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and British Columbia.

The Samples.—During the work on the clays of Western

Canada,- a number of sets of bricks were collected from the differ-

ent yards, for testing purposes. As far as possible normally

burned bricks were chosen, and wherever it could be done, the

samples were picked from the kiln.

The Tests.—These were then shipped to Kingston, Ont.,

and were tested by Prof. A. McPhail, of the School of Mines,

in accordance with the printed recommendations of the Committee

on Testing Brick appointed by the American Society for Testing

Materials. Sixteen sets in all were tested, the individual tests

published representing the average of 6.

The accompanying tables, which are almost self-explanatory,

give: I, the character of the raw material and method of manu-
facture; II, absorption, transverse and crushing tests; III, freezing

tests.

Discussion of the Results. A comparison of the figures

shown in these tables is not without interest.

Considering the entire series of tests without regard to the

method of manufacture, the following facts are observable: The

absorption ranges from 10.5 per cent, to 25.8 per cent., and half

of those tested show an average absorption of over 20 per cent.,

hut while none of those of high absorption show a high crushing

strength, not all of those with the lower absorption show a high

figure for the crushing test.

The transverse strength is usually good, hut in only ten of

the sixteen sets did the transverse strength of the wet brick average

1 Published by permiMion of the Director, Canadian Geological surv.\

11 Riet and I Cede, Canadian Geological Survey, Memoir 24 B, Ottawa, 191
'
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TARLE I. CHARACTER OF RAW MATERIAL AND METHOD OF
MANUFACTURE.

Seri< •

No.
Materia] ns<<l

Method of

manufacture

\ Shale

l; Calcareous surface clay Soft mud
c

D
E

F

G
11

1

J

K
].

Calcareous surface clay

Niobrara shale

Calcareous, silty, surface elav

Calcareous glacial clay

Silty, flood plain clay

Silty, flood plain clay

Silty, flood plain elav

Silty surface elav

Silty surface clay

Soft mud
Dry press

Soft mud
StifT mud
Dry press

StifT mud
Soft mud
Soft mud
Soft mud
StifT mud

M Cretaceous shale Dry press

Dry press

vSoft mud
Soft mud

N

P

Cretaceous shale

Surface clay, sandy

Surface clay, sandy

lower than that of the dry one. In four other cases it was prac-

tically the same.

Comparing the crushing test flat (dry) with the crushing

test on edge (dry) there seems to be no constant increase or de-

crease, for in seven cases the crushing strength on edge is less,

and in the other cases it is greater.

The tests bring out well the inferiority of the bricks made
from too sandy surface clays.

If some of these clays were burned a little harder the product

would be stronger.

Comparing the crushing strength on edge dry with the crush-

ing strength on edge wet, it was found that in ten of the sixteen

series the water-soaked ones were weaker.

In only seven cases was the crushing strength of the bricks

which had been through the frost test less than that of the bricks

not so treated.

Grouping the tests according to methods of manufacture

shows that in the series tested : (a) the dry press brick average

lower in absorption, probably because they are made of denser
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TABLE II.—ABSORPTION, TRANSVERSE AND CRUSHING TESTS.

Test B.
Test A Transverse

(dry)

Test C. Test D. Test E. Test K.
Transverse Crush- Crush- Crush-

(vvet) ing ing ing

Test H

.

Crushing

Series No.

pq

A..

B..

C...

D. .

E.

.

F.

.

G..

H. .

I .

J...

K. .

L...

M. .

N.

0..

P.

1 3 5

23 •
-

22 . I

I0 5

23- '

25.8

25 -5

19.2

24 1

15 8

14 4

15 3

•5 s

20 s

14 4

'533

887

1
1
50

1 -'95

983

1286

704

825

702

774

640

672

657

808

97-'

2008

805

472

647

622

473

746

337

384

365

337

298

3"
' 3

267

3-'9

467

972

1490

843

1073

1273

I43-1

977

720

920

617

797

506

598

61 2

662

983

1618

773 6975 596o 5132

47

-

1 2208 2358 '547

594 2 435 2567 1983

610 2807 2652 2833

7 '6 1830 2468 2310

568 2 93-' 2050 2065

3-15 2612 1744 1562

428 1692 1868 1628

320 1298 1512 1282

343 1220 IV)- 1502

237 1320 1494 1310

278 2242 [660 1948

-'4 l
> 2343 1364 1513

270 2420 1640 1296

471 1869 I950 2658

776 5242 5735 4028

4700

2196

3260

3378

2846

• 730

1250

2027

1400

1989

1732

1950

1 503

1 1 go

1990

5"5

burning clays or shales; (b) many of the soft mud brick show

a high percentage of absorption, largely because they are made
of very sandy surface clays; (c) all three groups show a con-

siderable range in their modulus of rupture; (d) the soft mud
and dry press bricks show a higher maximum crushing strength

than the stiff mud, but this is due certainly to the raw materials

rather than the process.

Table III containing the results of the frost tests is equally

interesting, for it will be recalled that in accordance with the

recommendations of the American Society for Testing Materials

these had t<> be frozen and thawed 20 times. It was not the

strongest bricks nor the denser ones that stood up best in the

frost test, as brought out bv Series C and H.
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If we take the percentage values assigned by Prof. MePhail

to each for the freezing test and arrange the brick in this order

with their corresponding absorptions, we see that the lack of

relation between absorption and frost resistance is not determined

by absorption alone.

Series
X..

Rating. Absorption.
Per cent. Per cent.

Series
No.

Rating.
Per cent.

Absorption.
Per cent.

H
C

I

D

E

J

F

IOO.O

99-5

89-5

87-5

87.0

76.0

71-5

66 5

19

10

20

-'3

24

25

1

5

8

1

1

8

A
B

P

K
N
L

M
G

64.O

60.O

59

55

44

33

15.0

5 "

13

23

14

15

•5

•4

15

25

5

4

8

3

4

3



SOME DATA ON THE DEFORMATION POINTS OF FELD-
SPAR-QUARTZ, FELDSPAR-MICA, AND FELD-

SPAR-BERYL MIXTURES.'

By A. S. Watts, Washington, I). C.

FELDSPAR-QUARTZ.

The presence of quartz in feldspar offered for sale has long

been considered impermissible, even though the user expected

to add quartz to the mixture later. This stand was taken be-

cause of the fear that the feldspar would be adulterated to the

extent that its solvent action would be seriously reduced. The

impression has also prevailed that even small additions of quartz

to feldspar would greatly increase the heat treatment necessary

in order to bring the mass into a liquid state. As exact data

on this subject was absolutely lacking, the writer carried on an

investigation with additions of pure quartz to a pure microclinc

feldspar.- These materials were ground separately to pass a

Moisture

SiOa

Al.<>;

TiOo trace

Fe2 3 0.02

CaO 0.17

MgO trace

KjO 13.05

Na_,0 2.10

Analysis of Theoretical

feldspar. microcline.

Per cent. Per cent.

0.17

65.37 64.75

17.92 18.34

98.80 99.99

200-mesh screen. They were then ground together until thor-

oughly mixed and made into cones similar to the pyrometric

cones of commerce against which they were to be tested. The
following is the record of the test burn

:

The test kiln is an up-draft kiln with a muftie 7" X 8" X 1
8"

deep. Gas is the fuel and an even temperature throughout

can be maintained by slow and careful increase of gas pressure.

Twenty hours were consumed in reaching cone 7 temperature,

i. c, 1270 C. Eight hours additional were consumed in raising

the temperature to cone 9, i. c, temperature 1310 C.

1 By permission—U. S. Bureau of Mines.
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With the rate of deformation of cone 8 (1290 C.) and cone 9

(1310 C.) as standards, a diagram is given herewith showing the

relative temperatures and speed of deformation of the various

mixtures of feldspar and quartz up to and including 35 per cent,

quartz (see Fig. 1).
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Thus we see thai even though 30 per cent, of the mixture

is quartz the deformation temperature is raised less than two

cones or 40° C. This is nol in accordance with the work of

Sinioiiis-' who found that a mixture of 70 per cent, feldspar and

30 per cent, quartz had a deformation temperature of cone 14,

1410° C, which is about IOO° C. higher than his pure feldspar

deformation point. This difference in results can be accounted

for only by assuming that the feldspar used in the Simonis tests

carried some free quartz and thus the further additions of quartz

made the deformation point unduly high.

The important point brought out by this investigation is

the fact that the user cannot be certain that he is obtaining pure

feldspar by testing the material alone in the kiln. A mixture of

95 per cent, feldspar and 5 per cent, quartz begins to deform at

the same temperature as pure feldspar, but becomes fluid much
quicker than does pure feldspar. A mixture of 90 per cent.

feldspar and 10 per cent, quartz deforms at a temperature ap-

proximately 5 C. higher than does pure feldspar but becomes

liquid before the pure feldspar has begun to lose shape.

Xo eutectic indications are noticeable in the original fusion

of feldspar-quartz mixtures, unless we so construe the fact that

the 95 per cent, feldspar-5 quartz mixture began deforming when
the feldspar began and completed deformation ahead of the pure

feldspar. To determine if there is any eutectic indication in

feldspar-quartz fusions, mixtures of pure feldspar and quartz

were fused together in the above proportions, and after reducing

the fusions to 200-mesh powders they were made into cones which

were tested against standard pyrometric cones as before.

The same order of fusibility is noted in this firing as was

recorded in the firing of the raw mixtures. F and A begin to

deform at cone 5, 1230 C, but as was noted in the firing of the

raw mixtures, A 1 deforms more rapidly and touches the plate

when F is only half down. A 2 begins to deform after F and Ai
have started but overtakes F when nearing the plate. F 3,

4, 5, 6, deform in regular order. A 7 was an imperfect cone

and no reliable reading could be made on it, but A 6 was deformed

so that it touched the plate before cone 7 started to deform.

- Sprechsaal, 1907, No. 30, pp. 403-6.
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FELDSPAR-MUSCOVITE.

As muscovite is present in aearly every feldspar, it is im-

portant that we know what influence it exerts on the deformation

point and color of the feldspar. For this purpose a series was

made up of feldspar muscovite mixtures and tested in the manner

just described with regard to the feldspar-quartz mixtures.

The muscovite was ground to pass a 200-mesh sieve, and the

feldspar was of the same fineness. The table showing the re-

sults of this test is given in Fig. 2. It is especially interesting

in view of the fact that muscovite has a composition K.,( ) 3A1
2 3

6SiO., :>H.,(), containing the same elements as feldspar, but by

virtue of its higher Al.,0., content, being more difficultly fusible.

It is reported by Rieke as deforming with cone 13.

In the table, you will note that C 1, containing 5 per cent,

of muscovite, begins to deform before any other mixture tested.

The order in which the various mixtures deform is regular, C 4

being the last to begin to deform. The rate of deformation,

however, appears to be just the reverse of this, since C 4 deforms

until it touches the plate before any other of the series. Note

also that as C 1 , which has the slowest rate of deformation, touches

the plaque, F, which is pure feldspar, shows the first indication

of deformation. Thus it appears that additions of finely ground

muscovite to a mieroeline feldspar lowers the deformation tem-

perature, and the rate of deformation increases with the increase

in muscovite.

The influence of muscovite upon the color of the feldspar

is really the most important consideration. The amount present

would hardly be sufficient to average one per cent, in any deposit

known. The difference in color is scarcely detectable when

a mixture containing 5 per cent, of muscovite is brought side

by side with the pure feldspar. In any event, the tint produced

is a pale drab which is the same as is imparted to porcelains by

the ball clay and hence would not be noticed.

FELDSPAR-BERYL.

The presence of crystals of beryl in the pegmatite dykes

and the fact that they are found chiefly associated with the por-

tions richest in feldspar demand that we ascertain what influence

this mineral exerts upon the feldspar.
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For this purpose, a series of mixtures of microeline and beryl

was prepared, ground to 200-mesh fineness and made into cones.

These cones were tested in the same manner as were the feldspar-

quartz and feldspar-museovite mixtures (see Fig. 2).

Beryl has a mineral composition. 3GIO A1
2 3

6SiO. G10
may be replaced by Na,0, Li

20, Cs, or H
2
0.

The first of this series to deform is D 4, which begins to

deform as cone 6 touches the plate. The mixtures D 3, D 2

and D 1 follow quickly after the D 4. The feldspar-beryl series

continue to deform in the order in which they start, the first

to begin deforming being the first to touch the plate, etc. The
entire series deforms completely within less than one cone tempera-

ture range, starting at cone 6 touching, and extending to cone

7 not quite touching the plate. This series indicates that the

deformation temperature decreases with increase of beryl content,

at least to 20 per cent., where the series ended. As a test cone

of pure beryl was tested with this series and was heated up to

cone S without deforming, a eutectic is indicated between feldspar

and beryl. A study of the fired cones indicates slightly more

deformation in the D 3 mixture, but as this was not apparent

in the process of deformation its influence is difficult to determine.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. Mayer: What did you say about regrinding after

the cones were once melted?

Mr. Watts: In the feldspar-quartz scries. I took the cones

that I had once tested, ground each one separately to two hundred-

mesh fineness, and worked this up into other cones and toted

them over again. I found that they melted uniformly two

cones lower than the first time that the material was tested

Prof. Bleininger: There are a number of valuable points

in this paper. The time has arrived when we must know more

aboul our American raw materials, and it seems to me that it

is extremely important that this work has begun, and is now

under way. We, perhaps, do not realize the importance of the

work which Mr. Walts has undertaken; but it is bound to be of

-reat value with reference to the development <>i our clay re-

souri <
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Mt Minneman: Do I understand you to say that pure

feldspar was used ?

Mr. Watts: It is pure microcline feldspar so far as the

mineralogist and chemist could determine.

Mr. Minneman: It was simply a picked hand sample?

Mr. Watts: Yes. In the preparation of it, I may explain,

it was first broken into particles about the size of a pinhead,

and then all gone over with a hand glass to determine the presence

of any particles of quartz or mica which might be there. These

were all taken out, so that the material which you have here in

this investigation is all absolutely pure microcline; that is what

we have been calling orthoclase. I have some specimens of

orthoclase; also specimens of microcline. Impurities are always

present in hand samples of these minerals in more or less amount,

and it was necessary that I should take the crystalline material

as pure as I could get it, and break it into small pieces, which,

as far as could be determined, were pure.

As evidence that they were pure, the analysis I had made
shows absolutely no free silica ; according to this analysis there

woidd be about 0.7 per cent, of silica lacking, if we were to calculate

the potash and soda feldspar formulae, as we are accustomed

to calculate these different feldspars.

If there was a eutectic there it would be found in some place

through this series; if there is a eutectic any place it is only with

the 5 per cent, of quartz and the 95 per cent, of feldspar, that is

as indicated by the data here compiled.

Prof. Staler I simply want to emphasize one point.

We must understand that Mr. Watts has brought out the fact

that there is no deformation eutectic at any mixture of feldspar

and quartz; he has not developed the fact that there is no melting-

point eutectic between feldspar and quartz. The true melting-

point line for mixtures of feldspar and quartz, that is the line

showing the temperature at which such mixtures lose their

crystalline character, still remains as shown by Yogt. 3 There is

a true melting-point eutectic between feldspar and quartz at

75 per cent, feldspar and 25 per cent, quartz; but as shown by

:i Die Silikatsehmellosungen, Part II. page 127.
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Mr Watts, there is no deformation euteetie at any point in mix-

tures of these two minerals. The difference between these two

kinds of eutecties was discussed in a paper I presented to

the society last year. 4

Mr. Walts: This is not the melting-point euteetie; this

is a case of deformation euteetie; it is a new word, which the lay

potter and others must use in speaking of melting; we cannot say

melting any more because the physical chemists have given an-

other meaning to the word.

4 "Melting Toint and Deformation Eutecties.'' Trans. A. C S., Vol. VIII, page 668.



A STUDY OF GLAZE COMPOSITION ON THE BASIS OF
"NORMS." 1

By Ross C. Pi rdy, Columbus, O.

INTRODUCTION.

Bristol glazes arc derivatives from the porcelain glazes,

the formulae of which are similar to those of the Seger cones.

In researches on Bristol glazes, however, it has been developed

that it is impossible to make a commercially successful Bristol

glaze on the cone 4 formula, notwithstanding the fact that soft

porcelain glazes, such as are used on electrical insulators, are

often made by merely substituting ZnO for a portion of the CaO
in cone 4. Even in these glazes, however, the equivalent con-

tents of Al.O.j and Si0
2
are generally varied from those in cone 4.

To produce an opaque Bristol glaze of fair luster, it has been

found necessary to use 0.35-0.4 equivalent of ZnO; to have, for

physical reasons largely, not more than 0.15 equivalent of raw

clay and preferably not more than o. 1 equivalent ; to keep the

molecular ratio of Si0
2

: A1
2 :!

close to 5.5 or 6; and the equivalent

of feldspar between 0.3 and 0.45, preferably at 0.4 equivalent.

Notwithstanding the considerable amount of research that

has been devoted to the study of Bristol glaze combinations,

we are still unable to give adequate reasons for the proportions

that are peculiar to Bristol glazes. The researches along this

line will be found in the Transactions of the American Ceramic

Society, as follows: IV, 61; V, 136; IX, 483; XI, 618; XIII, 550.

These articles seem to go as far in the obtaining of a fundamental

understanding of this type of glaze as their methods of analysis

permitted. It is now proposed to direct attention to a study

of this type of glaze by what the petrographers call "Norms."

See Staley, Trans. A. C. S., Vol. XIII, p. 126.

It is not necessary, at this time, to review the investigations

which throw light upon this normative study of Bristol glazes,

but a partial list of references is given

:

1. H. O. Hoffman, Trans. Amcr. Inst. Min. Kngrs., Vol. XXIX, p. 682.

2. Boudouard, Jour. Iron and Steel Inst., 1905, p. 339.

1 Contribution from the Ceramic Engineering Laboratory of the Ohio State Univer-
-sity.
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3. Day and Shepherd, Amer. Jour. Sci., October, 1906.

4. Shepherd and Rankin, Jour. Ind. and Eng. Chem., Vol. Ill, No. 4, 191 1.

5. R. Riekie, Sprechsaal, Nos. 37, 38, 44, 45, 46, 1907.

6. Cross, Idding, Pirsson and Washington, "Quantitative Classification

of Igneous Rocks," p. 146.

Shepherd and Rankin have summarized their observations

on the CaO-Al
2 3-Si0 2

mixtures in curves plotted on a triaxial

diagram, the curves there shown being eutectic boundary lines,

and the areas between the lines representing those mixtures of

CaO-Al.>0.
!
-SiO.) out of which the compounds indicated would

be the first to crystallize. If made in relief, these eutectic lines

would be valleys coursing in among small hills, as shown in ele-

vation on melting-point curves (see Fig. 1).

Attention is directed to only two of the eutectic points on

the Shepherd and Rankin triaxial diagram, those indicated by

the numerals 2 and 5. The chemical composition and "Norm"
constitution of these eutectic points are as follows

:

Chemical composition

Eutectic Xo.

Si<>_.

A1A
CaO.

6j. 5

16.0

21-5

42

39

Norm constitution

Eutectic Xo.

Anorthite

2CaO A1_,0
;1
Si02

.

Wollastonite

I luartz

1 45

3.12

4-45

It has been supposed that Seger- had found the most fusible

mixture of whiting, feldspar, clay and Hint, and used the same

as cone 4. It should be profitable, therefore, to dissect the cone 4

mixture into what would be its normative constitution if com-

plete fusion should be obtained.

Since Seger found that no mixture of whiting and feldspar

was more easily,deformed as a cone than was the feldspar alone,

and that the calcium made mixtures more fusible only when

day was present, we must assume that the feldspar was not

effected to any appreciable extenl chemically8 and that it merely

1 -. Collected Writings, Trans \ i s, p. 2.\2.

'See melting-point curve for feldspar-whiting mixtures by Bleininger and Moore,

1 1 in . \ 1 S., Vol \ .i'i.:> '<> ; This curve indicates that with I per cent whiting and
1. pa cent Feldspar there \i 1 ri-.nii.iii giving .1 eutectic The nature ol tln-> reaction is

in it 11 \ ealed in tin . eun c
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served as a component with the calcium compounds and with

quartz to form the eutectic which was more easily deformed

than feldspar alone. Indeed this assumption is fully in accord

with petrographic findings.

As will be seen later in this text, there is no reason to believe

that feldspar is effected chemically, even in completely fused

Bristol glaze mixtures unless there is not sufficient silica present

to satisfy the calcium and zinc oxides, and further, that if the

feldspar should be so effected, it would be converted into leucite

(K,0 A1,0
3 4SiO,), the pyro-properties of which are so like those

of the orthoclase feldspar as to make but little difference in the

behavior of the resultant fusion.

Calculation of the normative 4 constitution of completely

1 While in the consideration of the normative constitution of Bristol glazes we have
used definite mineralogical names, it should not be inferred that we believe these minerals

are formed to any great extent in these glazes. What we believe is that should these

glaze mixtures be carried to complete fusion, i. e., the reactions all be completed, these

mineral norms would be formed.
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fused cone 4 and of completely fused typical Bristol glaze mix-

tures makes it evident that the whiting, clay and flint of the

Bristol glaze and of cone 4 would form compounds represented

by points close to the eutectic line 2-5, that for cone 4 being

just above and to the left of eutectic 2, and that for the Bristol

glaze being nearer to eutectic point 5. It is in this latter region

that we find, by Riekie's data and by iron furnace practice, the

most fusible of these mixtures.

METHOD OF CALCULATION.

A. Taking as our glaze the following:

o . 3 K,0 1

o . 3 CaO [0.4 ALO
:i

2 . 2 Si02

0.4 ZnO
J

we feel quite sure that the feldspar (K,0 Al,0
:t
6SiO,) would

be unaffected and that the silica would normally combine with

calcium oxide much more readily than with the zinc oxide, thus

forcing the zinc to be satisfied with the ortho silicate combina-

tion, (ZnO), Si0
2 , as in willemite; hence, proceeding as in the

usual glaze calculation, we have:

K 2 CaO ZnO AI2O3 Si02

^ equivalent feldspar

o-3

0.3

03 0.4 0.4

5

j 2

1.8

0.2 equivalent willemite

) 3 0.4

4

O. I «> 4

O . 2

0. 1 equivalent _'CaO Al,( 1 Si< >. ....

3

0.2

O. 1

O. I

O. J

0. I

0.

1

0. 1

The normative constitution of this glaze, if carried to com-

plete fusion, would therefore be:

1
1 j equivalent orthoclase

o.-> equivalent willemite

o.j equivalent sCal I Ua Si< >..

1 equi\ alent wollastonite.

B. To illustrate another method of attack, suppose we

desire to formulate a glaze, the reactions within which would

tend to form the minerals of eutectic 5, willemite, and ortho-

clase feldspar.
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O.O5 t'<|lli\ ;ili-iit am >i t lull-

05 equivalent iCaO aim. Si<). , eutectic 5

0.223 equivalent wollastonite

o. 3 equivalent w illemite

0.227 equivalent orthoclase feldspai

The composite molecular formula of such a mixture would be

:

0.373 CaO 1

0.400 ZnO
I

o 328 Al.,(), 1 <)i Si( >..

0.227 K,()
J

By varying the proportion of eutectic 5 and feldspar, we could

obtain a mixture having a formula of:

o. 1975 CaO 1

o . 4000 ZnO \ .456 A 1 ,( ), 2 . 8 1 t, SiO,.

0.4025 K..O
J

Either of these mixtures could be used as Bristol glazes.

The noteworthy results of the foregoing analysis is the finding

that in the glazes of the cone 4 type, the calcium compounds

which, with complete fusion, would normally be formed are

those of the eutectic 2 on the Shepherd and Rankin diagram,

while in glazes of the Bristol type, the calcium compounds which

would be involved are those in the neighborhood of eutectic 5.

Aside from the obvious inference that because the eutectic

mixture 5 is much more fluid when fused, or at least has a much
lower deformation point than the mixtures 2 and 4 (as shown

by the plotting of Riekie's data on the Shepherd and Rankin

diagram) and hence should, with a given heat treatment, develop

greater maturity and gloss with a given proportion of orthoclase

feldspar and willemite, we are still quite far from solving the

questions concerning the cause for the several properties which

are peculiar to this type of glaze. There still remains also the

perplexing question concerning the narrow limits of variation

in composition of glossy opaque cone 5-8 Bristol glazes.

THE INVESTIGATION.

It has often been proven that this type of glaze requires

from 0.3 to 0.4 equivalent of feldspar. It is equally well es-

tablished that unless the A1,03 is relatively high, good opacitv

can not be obtained with much less than 0.4 equivalent of ZnO.

We have, therefore, planned two series of mixtures (A and B)
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containing respectively 0.3 and 0.4 equivalent of feldspar,

each glaze to contain 0.2 equivalent of willemite and the principal

variations in the several glazes to be between the calcium com-

pounds and in some cases free silica as shown on Fig. 2.

TRAMS AM CSff.SOC- M2L.X/V

(4Q90%CaO
3720%AI2 3

21 90%S>02
t 24^7CaO

H
J

2246%A/2 3
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H /6iO%A/2 3

6S70%S,Oz
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2O3
\43/6%S'Q
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V\ 22 27%A/2 3
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3700%AI
2 3
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F/G.2

RL/RDY

i/39/%CaO
^900%A/20j
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I49SO%CoO
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26.46%S>Ot

I36

00%CaO

>6 00%A/Z 3

4800%S>0Z

ISS28%CaO
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f46.00%CoO
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(3€>/3%CaO

M 786%A/2 3
{ 6200%S'CL
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CaO 3CaOA/
i 3

(S03O3^O
J
CaO-^CL JCaO^q

SHEPHERD-RANKIN PROVISIONAL DIAGRAM ON
WHICH ISSHOWN THE NORMS USED IN ASA KING
THE BRISTOL GLAZES

A/,0%
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I. The composite molecular formula <>f A i would be made
lip ;is follows

:

/IK » k..< . CaO AljOa

0.15

0.3

SiOa

0.15 equivalent 2CaO Al.o. SiOa

0.4

0.3

0.3

O.J

0. i.S

1 .8

0.4 0.3 O.3 0-45 2.15

In the same way the composite molecular formula of B 1

is found to be:

B 1

0.4 ZnO
0.4 K,<>

o . 2 CaO
0.5 A1

2
(V. 2.7 SiOa

II. The location of Glazes 2 was chosen because it represents

the minerals which, with orthoclase and willemite, would norma-

tively result from the addition of only 0.3 molecule Si0
2
to the

mixture for B 1. The normative constitution of this mixture

wrould be:

0.4 equivalent orthoclase (K
2

Al
2 :j

6Si0
2 )

0.2 equivalent willemite (jZnO Si0 2)

o . 1 equivalent anorthitc (CaO A1
2 3 2Si0 2)

o. 1 equivalent wollastonite (CaO Si0 2)

o . 1 equivalent silica (Si0 2)

The composite molecular formula of this Glaze 2 in the

A series (with 0.3 equivalent orthoclase) is:

A 2

0.3 K2

o . 4 ZnO } o . 45 A1
2 3

2
. 4 SiO,

o . 3 CaO J

III. By further increasing of the Si0
2

in Glaze 1, we may
obtain one that would be represented by point 3 on the diagram.

A3
0.3 K2

0.4 ZnO \ o 45 A1
2 :!

2.82 SiO,,

0.3 CaO

B3
o . 4 K,0
0.4 ZnO
o . 2 CaO

IV. Glazes 4 would be a mixture of anorthite, orthoclase

and willemite and have the following composite molecular formulae

:
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A 4 B 4

0.3 KgO ] 0.4 KX> 1

o . 4 ZnO [0.6 A1
20, 2 . 6 SiO, o . 4 ZnO [0.6 A1X)

, 3 . o SiO_,

0.3 CaO
J

0.2 CaO
J

V. By increasing the Si0
2
in Glazes 4, we obtain the following

composite molecular formulae without any change in the Norms
other than in the proportion of free silica.

A5 B 5

0.3 K.,0 0.4 K,0
o . 4 ZnO i o . 6 A12 3 3 . 2 SiO,, o 4 ZnO }> o . 6 Al 2Oa 3 . 6 SiO,

o
.

3 CaO
J 0.3 CaO

J

VI. By using the eutectic between anorthite and 2CaO Al.,( .).,

SiO, (0.24 and 0.12 equivalent, respectively), we obtain the

composite molecular formulae for Glazes 6.

A 6 B 6

o . 3 K,0 o . 4 K .0

0.4 ZnO [ 0.525 AlgOj 2.375 Sl0
-> "4 ZnO [ 0.55 A1,03 0.85 SiO,

o . 3 CaO J
0.2 CaO

J

VII. Adding silica to these glazes in order to bring the

Si( ), ALA, ratio closer to that which is usually used, we arbitrarily

adopt the following composite molecular formulae for Glazes 7:

A 7 B 7

o 3 Ka 0.4 K,0

0.4 ZnO [0.525 A1X>, 2 . 825 Si< )

.

o . 4 ZnO [-0.55 Al ,(
) ,

3 . 3 SiO,

0.3 CaO
J

0.2 CaO
J

This addition of 0.65 molecule of SiCX to Glazes 6 so changed

the Norms that in place of the eutectic between anorthite and

2CaO Al,0
:t
SiO.,, we have 0.15 equiv. of anorthite, 0.05 equiv.

of wollastonite, and 0.35 equiv. of free silica.

VIII. For Glazes 8 we have chosen a point on the line connect-

ing the points for the compounds 2CaO SiOa
and jCaO Al.,0, Si< V.

such that, by mere increase of SiO
a

in the composite molecular

formulae, we may secure the eutectic between anorthite and

wollastonite which we aim to use in Glazes <).

The composite molecular and normative formula of A 8

and B 8 are as follow s

A8
i) ; equivalent oi Lhoclase

0.3 K,0 ... ...

. , _ .._ 0.2 niui\ aUnt w ilkiiiiti'
" 1 /n '

' 0.38 A1,0, 2.15 SiO, . --..- e .n
i) 08 rciiiivalent A a( > Al.t I SlO«

' 0.07 equivalent 2C a( I St< '
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B 8

_ _ 1 0.4 equivalent orthoclase
«' 1 k .( ) .,.,,.

0.2 equivalent willemite
D.1/11O o . 453 Al.o, 2

.
7 SiO« . . ,,,,..'

0.0534 equivalent 2CaO Al.o. Si(),
o. 2 CaO r«

0.0466 equivalent 2CaO SiO,

IX. By calculations from Shepherd and Rankin's diagram,

we find the eutectic between anorthite and wollastonite to be

0.160 equiv. CaO Ala 3 2Si03 , 0.459 equiv. CaO Si02 .

Glazes 9, therefore, have the following composite molecular

formulae

:

A 9 B9
o.3K,0 ] 0.4 K,0

. 4 Zn( ) [ o. 38 Al_,( ),o. 38 SiO_, o
. 4 ZnO [ 6 . 453 Al.,0 , 2 . 853 SiO.,

0.3 CaO
J

o.j CaO
J

X. By so locating Glazes 10 on the line drawn between compo-

sition points for the compounds 2CaO A1
2 ;!

Si0
2
and 2CaO Si0

2 ,

such that by mere increase in Si0
2

in the composite molecular

formula we may have the next glazes (11) with Shepherd and

Rankin's eutectic 6, we find that the composite molecular formula

and equivalent norm constitution of Glazes 10 will be as follows:

A 10

__ _ , o.i, equivalent orthoclase
0.3 K,0 .

_ _ , , _ „._ 0.2 equivalent willemite
0.4 ZnO } o. us Al.,0., 2 . 15 SiO., . , „ «.«•,-»^°

" ' ° " o. 105 equivalent 2CaO SiO,
° '

' 0.045 equivalent jCaO Al,6
3
Si02

B 10

1
0.4 equivalent orthoclase

2
! 0.2 equivalent willemite

o.4ZnO \ 0.43 Al.,0, 2.7 SiO, u
.

0.07 equivalent 2CaO Si02

' 0.03 equivalent 2CaO A1 2 :!
Si02

XI. Shepherd and Rankin's eutectic 6 consists of:

°-579 equivalent CaO Si0
2

0.0034 equivalent 2CaO Si0
2

o. 1 176 equivalent 2CaO Al.,0, Si0 2

The use of this eutectic in Glazes 1 1 of our series results

in the following composite molecular formulae

:

A 11 B 11

o . 3 K 2
o . 4 E2 I

o . 4 ZnO \ o . 343 Al
2 :j

2 . 26 Si02 o . 4 ZnO \ o . 429 A12Q3 2.77 SiO,

o . 3 CaO J
0.2 CaO

J
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XII. By a further increase of Si0
2
in the composite molecular

of Glazes 10, we obtain those of 12. The point 12 represents

a mixture of

0.077 equivalent anorthitc

0.461 equivalent wollastonite

0.418 equivalent silica

When figured into our series, we have

:

A 12 B 12

0.3 K,0 ] 0.4 K,0 ]

o . 4 ZnO [>
o . 343 A1.0

,
2 . 575 Si02

o . 4 ZnO [
o

.

429 A1,0
3

2 . 98 SiO.,.

0.3 CaO
J

0.2 CaO
J

Collecting the A1.,0
3
and SiO\, of these composite molecular

formulae, we have:

Series B

RO 0.3 K 2 0.4 ZnO 0.3 CaO RO 0.4 K2 0.4 ZnO 0.2 CaO

A l

A 2.

A to.

A i.

A i j

A1A
045
045
045
0.60

0.60

0525
0'5-'5

0.38

38

0-34S
" 343

0.343

SiO_,

215
-'4

2.82

2.6

3 2

- J75

2.825

-'•'5

2.38

-'•'5

2 26

-'•575

B

B
B

B
B
B

B
B 8

B 9

B 10

B 11

B 12

A1A
05
05
05
0.6

0.6

o 55

o-55

Q-453

0.453

0-43

0.43

0.43

SiO,

These glazes were burned to cone 6 in 20 hours

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS.

Opacity.

Observations. ( )f these glazes. 4, 5, 6 and 7 of both scries

are the whitest, /. , ., they are the most opaque. Of these four

-lazes, the most opaque are 4 and 6.

('.lazes 1, 2, 3 and 8, both series, rank next to the above

group of glazes in order of opacity.

Glazes <;, 10, 11 and [2, both series, are transparent.

Conclusions. u> With 0.3 to 0.4 equiv. orthoclase and
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0.2 fequiv. willemite, maximum opacity is obtained when anorthite

is i lu oiil\ other mineral thai would normatively be formed.

(2) Nexl to anorthite, we find thai 2 Ca< I Al.,o
:i
Sio., is

the besl supporter of opacity.

(j,) As the contenl of either 2 CaO Si< >.. or Ca< > Sio., increases

in amount, the opacity is decreased, the CaO Si0
2

being the

more powerful in destruction of opacity.

(4) While increase of Si0
2
in any of these mixtures decreases

opacity to some extent, the trials show that the opacity is but

verv slightly affected when increase in SiO., does not result in

formation of wollastouite, and that in those cases in which the

increase of Si(). (
causes the formation of wollastonite, there is

a decided decrease in opacity, the decrease being directly pro-

portional to the increase in wollastonite.

(5) While the present series do not show the effect of in-

creased heat treatment, we know from many other experiments

that opacity is thus decreased, but that the effect of increased

heat treatment is much less pronounced in those glazes high

in anorthite and is scarcely perceptible when sillimanite (A1
2
0.

{

Si0
2 )

is present.

(6) The use of eutectic mixtures, such as, for illustration,

that between anorthite and wollastonite and that between anor-

thite and 2 CaO A1
2 :!

SiO.„ is apparently without effect on

opacity. The support of opacity seems to be an additive function

of the mineral norms produced in the glaze. We found this

to be the ease without exception in a normative study of the

glazes reported in Volumes V and XIII.

(7) It is impossible to decide why anorthite is a better

supporter of opacity than wollastonite and the metasilicate,

2 CaO Si0
2

. It is obvious that this difference is not due to differ-

ences in fusibility of these minerals for their melting points are

as follows: 5

Wollastonite i 540 C.

2CaO Si0
2

J130 C.

Anorthite 1552 ° C.

One plausible conjecture is that the anorthite-orthoclase

mixture, while possibly not less fusible, is a poorer solvent for

•"' Amer. Jour. Sci., Vol. XXXI, May, 1911, p. 346.
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the willemite than is either the ortho- or meta-caleium silicate-

orthoelase mixture. Length of time of heat treatment may
here be very effective for it is known that the calcium silicates

are formed much more readily, that is, the reactions resulting

in their formation are much more rapid than in the case of anor-

thite.

In support of this latter theory, we have the actual labora-

tory and factory experience that the greater the time of heat

treatment, the less opaque will be the glaze. In matte glazes

also, we have very strong evidence that the matte texture is

due to the holding in suspension of materials that are either

combined or will combine to form anorthite, and the heat range

in which the glaze will remain as a matte depends upon the rate

of formation and solution of the anorthite.

That maintenance of opacity may be due, in part, to both

of these causes, i. c, difference in solvent action of the magma
and in rate of formation of the calcium compounds, is shown by

the fact that while opacity in the anorthite Bristol glaze mix-

tures is decreased some by increased heat treatment, even cone 1

2

is not sufficient heat treatment to destroy the opacity to a very

large extent.

(8) Our theories concerning the cause and maintenance of

opacity in these glazes are not unlike those stated on pages

57 I-577i ^ °1- XIII of our Transactions, except that now we

believe we understand more clearly why the varying factors

there described have the effect which they were said to have.

(9) The presence of sillimanite, of course, adds to the opacity

and at the same time makes the glazes very much more refractory.

Sillimanite is not necessary to the development of good opacity

when we have 0.2 equiv. of willemite present. The beneficial

effect of increase in the ALA., shown in the composite molecular

formulae, is not caused by the ALA, itself but by a change in

calcium compounds from wollastonite to anorthite.

(10) Variation in the equivalent of feldspar required to

make up the gla/e batch has very little effect on thr opacity,

simply because as the feldspar increases the equivalent of whiting

and clay decreases, the net effect being a substitution of orthoclase

for anorthite, or vkc versa. .Such a substitution does not seem
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in appreciably effect the development or maintenance of

opacitj,

(in opacity is due to willemite (2 ZnO SiOJ held in sus-

pension, I. < ., not completely taken into solution. The presence

of the anprthite or orthoclase and the absence of the calcium

silicates aid indirectly in the development of opacity by their

effect upon the rate and extenl of solution of the willemite. It

is plainly a case of supersaturation under the time-temperature

conditions of the fusion, rather one of a compound separating

out."

Gloss.

(1) Glaze 4, vSeries H (containing 0.4 cquiv. of feldspar),

has more gloss than has Glaze 4, Series A (0.3 equiv. feldspar),

hut neither has much gloss, (daze 4, Series A, is almost a matte.

(2) The best gloss was obtained in the glazes having the

highest content of wollastonite (CaO Si(X,), the gloss varying

directly with wollastonite content.

All the mixtures were more glossy than the anorthite mix

(Glaze 4), but next to the effect of wollastonite, the most notice-

able one was that of increase of Si02
. This effect of increase

in Si02
is to be seen in the increased gloss from Glaze 4 to Glaze 5.

(3) The development of gloss in these incompletely fused

glazes seems to be due to two factors—surface tension and de-

gree of fusion. This we have discussed before. 7 This was

clearly shown in a normative study which the Class of 191

2

made of the glazes described in Vol. XIII. The general con-

clusion was that the most glossy glazes were those which, when
plotted on Shepherd and Rankin's provisional diagram, were

nearest to the wollastonite area and that of these high wollastonite

mixtures, those having the largest content of willemite (2 ZnO SiO,)

were the most glossy.

(4) Increase of feldspar has but slight effect on the gloss

of these glazes for with each increase in feldspar content, if the

total A1,0.
S
equivalent is kept constant, there is an increase in

the proportion of wollastonite to the total sum of the feldspars

Compare with Parmelee, Vol. IX, Trans. A. C S., page 597.

See Trans. A. C. S., Vol. XIII, page 583.
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(orthoclase, anorthite and leucite). This is shown by the follow-

ing proportions found in Glaze i, Series C, of each of the five

groups of glazes described in Vol. XII of the Transactions.

Groups

Equivalent feldspar 0.2 0.25 0.333
|

0.40 . 50

Ratio of vvollastonite to the feld-

spars by molecules 1 5.9 8.3 14 3 23 -2

55 5

28.6

29.4 33-4 42.8 57 6

Amount in molecules per unit of
|

the feldspar
I

0. 2 0. 248 O $36 0.42 05

(5) To obtain opaque glazes which have sufficient gloss

to satisfy commercial demands, one should choose such mixtures

as those of VI C and VI D of the Bristol glaze series described

in Vol. Y of the Transactions. The normative constitutions

in equivalents of these glazes are:

Orthoclase

Anorthite . . .

Wollastonite.

Willemite

Silica

vi c

0.4 0.4

O. 1 2 O. l6

O.08 O.O4

O. 20 O . 20

0.12

These mixtures, it should be noted, lie almost on the saint'

line as Glazes 6 and 7 of the present series. These contain enough

wollastonite to have good gloss, and yet not enough to greatly

decrease the opacity or to cause physical defects

Physical Defects.

ruder this head we will consider only two defects, crawling

and crazing.

Crawling. ( 1 ) Crawling was very pronounced in Glazes

8, (), to, 11 and 12; that is, in those glazes in which wollastonite

was present in largest amounts, Of these five glazes, m and 12

crawled the worst

(2) Glaze 4, containing anorthite (CaO Al .,< \. 2 Si< V.)
, did
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not crawl while Glazes i and 6, containing 2 CaO Al2Og Si02 ,

crawled slightly.

(3) Increase in Si( )., increased the tendency to crawling

even in Glaze 5, which contained no wollastonite.

(4) The glazes of Series H (0.4 equiv. feldspar) have crawled

worse than those of .Series A (0.3 equiv. feldspar).

Crazing. (1) The glazes of Series A (0.3 equiv, feldspar)

which show crazing are Nos. 8, o, [O and 1 1.

(2) The glazes of Series H (0.4 equiv. feldspar) which show

crazing are Nos. 1, 6, 8, 9, io, 11 and 12.

(3) It is evident from these observations (they check previous

findings) that crazing follows from increase either in orthoclase

feldspar or in wollastonite and that crazing decreases with in-

crease in either anorthite or silica.

(4) It is noticed that wherever there is a tendency to crawl,

there we have crazing, and that crazing is the worst in those

glazes that have crawled the most.

(5) Crazing is clue to shrinkage in volume and to surface

tension. Strains certainly must arise from this drawing up

of the glaze and these can find relief only in the cracking of the

glaze. The shrinkage in volume of the mass due to changes in

mineral constitution and the volume changes which these newly

formed minerals pass through when cooling after having

attained r'gidity, we consider as being sufficient to account

for all the strains necessary to produce crazing. We need not

resort to the untenable supposition o there being differences

in coefficient of expansion and contraction between the body

and glaze to account for these glaze defects.

In conclusion, I wish to credit Professor Homer F. Staley

for the inspiration which I received from reading his discussion

on Norms, 8 and which prompted this present research.

While such an analysis of the partially fused Bristol glaze

mixtures must be hypothetical, it gives us definite pictorial

understanding of the effects of changes in the formulae of glazes

which can not be obtained from the usual composite molecular

formula. This method of studv is not new for manv have con-

s Trans. A. C. S.. Vol. XXIII, pp. 126-131.
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jectured in the same way, but with less definite data, concerning

the constitution of glasses, slags and cements.

DISCUSSION.

Pro}. Bleininger: I would like to ask whether all of this

work is based on Geophysical Laboratory data.

Mr. Purdy: The Geophysical Laboratory has, for some

time, been studying the compounds that would be formed in fusion

and has issued this preliminary diagram of the calcium-alumina-

silica compounds

Petrographers have been studying the composition of rocks

for some time, and they are the ones who originated this normative

study of igneous solution. They have made thousands of such

studies, and so far as I know the only criticism that has grown

out of these studies concerns the attempt to classify rocks from

"Norm" calculations rather than from the " Modes."

Prof. Bleininger: I do not agree with Mr. Purdy when

he says these attempts have been successful. I understand

Mr. Purdy's aim, I think, and I think he deserves credit for

applying this idea to ceramic problems. However, I do not

think we are justified at the present time in making such as-

sumptions at all. A good many of the facts which are brought

out by Mr. Purdy may be explained by any similar compound,

whatever you name it. He may say a silicate of the type of

wollastonite will act in such a manner. Why not say then

that we are dealing with silicates of the RO SiO., or the RO 2 SiO,

types 5

Mr. Purdy: You consider this work worthless ^

Prof. Bleininger: No serious work is worthless, but I am
afraid that Mr. Purdy has gone a little too far with the data

at hand. In several years at the rati' at which they are working,

it may be possible t<> do something like this.

Mr. I'linly: Mr. Chairman, I distinctly state that this

method of study is based on hypothesis rather than observa

tions. This is shown by the use of the term "normative." A

normative study of rocks is a sort of prophecy of what minerals

the fused mass would crystallize into if given an opportunity.

Actual data shows that while such a prophecy can not be made with
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accuracy in rock magmas, the calculated prophecy and observed

facts do coincide remarkably close.
9

Prof. Bleininger : I still object to the use of terms implying

the formation of definite minerals.

Mr. Purdy: What assumption have I made?

Prof. Bleininger: As to the formation of these silicates.

Mr. Purdy: We do riot make such assumptions. Wc
assume that it conditions permitted, these minerals would be

formed. We find justification for this in the thousands of calcu-

lations that Cross, Idding and Washington have made. We
find further justification for this in the fact that when CaO
Al.,( )., and SiO, are properly proportioned and mixed by fusion,

'' "Under 'Norm' is given the composition in standard or conventional minerals and
under 'Mode' the percentage of tile species actually present in the rock.

Composition of Butte Granite

Norm

Quartz

Orthoclasc 25.02

Albite 23.58

Anorthite 18.07

Diopside 0.67 "1

Hypersthcne 6 . 78 j

Magnetite 3.01
\

llnienite 1 .22 /

Pyrite 0.24 \

Apatite 31 |

Etc

55

99

99 J 7

Mode

Quartz 22.!B6

Orthoclasc 18.35 ")

Albite 23.06 I 58.09
Anorthite 16.68 )

Biotite 10.92 "1

Hornblende 3 .56 J

Magnetite 1 . 86 ")

Ilmenite 0.46/
232

Pyrite 0.24)
Apatite 0.31 j

Etc 0.85

99.15

' 'The divergence between convention and reality is evident at a glance. In many-
cases, however, the norm and mode of a rock are practically identical, and then the stand-

ard computation is more satisfactory. The normative and actual minerals may or may
not be the same. Some discrepancies, however, exist, to which much weight can not be

given. In calculating the percentage of a mineral from the proportions of oxides shown
by analysis, there is a strong tendency toward the multiplication of errors. Alumina, for

instance, is often uncertain, at least in ordinary analyses of fair average quality, by as

much as one-half of 1 per cent. This amount corresponds to an error in orthoclase, if all

the alumina goes to that mineral, of 2.7 per cent., and the variation entrains others, espe-

cially in the estimation of the residual quartz. The computed mineral composition of a
rock is correct by multiples of the errors existing in the analysis, and these may be, in fact

are. sometimes large.

' The normative or standard minerals, then, so far as the make-up of a rock is con-
cerned, are partly real and partly conventional. They are, however, quantitative in ap-

plication and give uniformity to the discussion of rocks. Upon them the quantitative

classification is founded." — F. W. Clarke. "The Data of Geo Chemistry," Bull. 496, page
406. V. S. O. S.
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you can obtain anorthite, etc., etc. I concede that whether or

not these compounds were formed in the glaze is immaterial.

We do not make the assumption that they are formed. We
know that anorthite will be formed if we have the norm and

sufficient fusion. Feldspar will not be seriously affected unless

there is not sufficient silica to satisfy the other bases. As to the

zinc silicate being formed, we do not know that.

Prof. Bleininger: I simply object to calling the theoretical

silicates minerals. I am not objecting at all to the procedure,

as a whole, since it has been applied by Jueptner to slags, Zul-

kowski to glasses, and by others to cement.

Mr. Potts: Professor Bleininger objects to Mr. Purdy's

use of the names of definite minerals in his discussion but he

loses sight of the manner in which the writer of the paper uses

the terms. The argument is expressly stated in the following

manner: "If the oxides are present in the proportions to form

wollastonite, anorthite, etc." Naturally as the paper proceeds

this form of express on is changed but for convenience only, the

sense is still retained.

Mr. Purdy: I am aware of the importance of the sugges-

tion Professor Bleininger is making but I still feel warranted

in speaking of these "norms" in terms of definite minerals. This

is not a new procedure and one need not go beyond our own

Transactions for examples. Professor Stull has given in Volume

VI, page 1 86, an excellent paper on crystalline glazes that contains

much that may be said to be of the same sort as our normative

study. In this paper he shows the futility of attempting to mix

mine als in the expectation of thus producing a glaze, but his

attempts in this shows very nicely the value of using our knowledge

of minerals in the study of dazes.



DOWNDRAFT KILN BOTTOMS.
By T. W. GArve, Columbus, O.

Most of tin' kiln bottoms incorporated in tins paper are

taken from the files of The Richardson-Lovejoy Engineering

Co.; some arc of recent date, but all have demonstrated in actual

operation their practicability and efficiency under conditions

for which they were designed. We have included several kiln

bottoms of other designers and have given them credit; but

we have made no attempt to fully cover the field, which would

be a task of exceeding magnitude.

The full page drawings of these bottoms are not intended

to represent working drawings, for such would not allow an easy

compari on of the various types and would be out of place here.

In arranging different sections on different sides of the main

center lines, it was possible to make each case perfectly clear

without going into elaborate drafting work and detailing. For

the simpler types of the bottoms or for modifications, only one

section or view is given without any sacrifice on the point of

clearness. The sections are taken so that each drawing brings

out plainly the characteristics and peculiarities of each bottom,

and with these drawings before us, it will be convenient to study

the different designs.

When we glance over these bottoms, it appears as if they

were unduly complicated. It must be borne in mind, however,

that the bottom of a downdraft kiln, as its most essential part,

has to serve three important purposes: first, it must accomplish

a uniform heat distribution all over the kiln; second, it must

act as a damper to check the flow of gases, thus giving time for

the absorption of the heat by the ware; third, it must act as a,

heat conserver, that is, it must take up as many heat units as

possible from the gases after they have performed their main

duty in the kiln so that the ware on the floor, receiving only the

last benefit from the down-going gases, may profit by the radia-

tion of heat stored within the lower brick work. Further, in

regard to the first mentioned purpose, an equal distribution of

heat does not necessarily mean an equal pull on all the openings

distributed over the floor. The kind of ware, the manner of
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setting, and the tendency or natural flow of the gases must be

taken into consideration. If the floor openings are so distributed

as to fit themselves to these requirements, then, undoubtedly,

there prevails an equal pull from below on all of the floor openings.

In most cases, however, when we are dealing with all perforated

or regularly perforated floors, the strongest draft should always

be maintained at such spots or places as by reason of ware, setting,

or flow, will either be neglected or will not receive the necessary

overdraft in compa ison with the rest. And, finally, after the

eases have reached the lower flue svstem, thev should find the

same resistance until they unite in the main draft flue or stack.

On the upper part of the bottom, dirt pockets should be

provided where the dirt can lodge and can easily be taken out

occasionally, the removal preventing its accumulation in the

lower flue system. These points will be brought out more clearly

in the discussion of the various types of bottoms.

Only with perfect knowledge of these conditions and knowl-

edge of the prevailing local conditions can a proper kiln bottom

be designed or recommended. Some experimenting or final

adjustments may become necessary in some cases; but these

chances should have been reduced to an unavoidable minimum

beforehand by careful consideration and study, since they are

costly and often troublesome.

ROUND KILNS.

In Fig. 1 we have a representation of the center well type,

and one having an all perforated floor. The gases, after their

passage through the ware, enter the parallel under-floor flues

through slots left between the floor bricks.

The gases will travel along these under-floor flues until they

reach the nearest bottom openings. On the drawing, these

bottom openings are brought out by dark shading, and there

are three above each radial Hue. Naturally the draft will be

strongest above such an opening.

In order to equalize the draft, the under-draft Hues are

broken by cross walls and openings made through the leather

walls into the adjacent draft Hues, in order that each draft Opening

into the radial Hues may control its own proper area of the floor
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It would involve but little trouble to make, if necessary, final

adjustments in these cross walls or feather wall openings with

loose bricks.

The cross walls would not be required for bottoms with

alternating open and blind under-lioor flues, as we shall see

on the later drawings. It might be good practice not to use

perforations immediately above the draft openings but instead

to lay the floor brick tight here for the length of 12 to 18 inches,

which would check the draft at those spots and prevent the sand

and dirt from falling right through into the lower flues.

The radial flues start between the bags of the furnaces and

carry the gases direct to the center well. The gases from all

the radial flues overcome the resistance of one 90 ° turn in enter-

ing the center well, which insures an equal pull on all of them.

This easily accomplished effect is a distinctive feature of the center

well type The main draft flue should always be below the

radial flues and not take the place of one of them.

A disadvantage of such a kiln bottom is its depth and in

connection therewith a deep stack, provided the stack is close

to the kiln. In one instance we had a total depth of about

8 feet, which was below ground-water level, as we learned later.

In order to overcome the difficulty, we simply introduced a center

stack without making any other changes in the design of the

kiln bottom and thus reduced the total depth of 8 feet to less

than 4 feet. This shows how close a relation there may be between

a center well, outside stack, kiln and a center (inside) stack kiln.

The same shallow bottom can be had if we use wall stacks, cutting

out the center well entirely, but leaving the radial flues and putting

a small wall stack at the outer end of each radial Hue. Thus,

Fig. 1 really illustrates three distinct types of kilns.

Another disadvantage of this bottom would be the weakness

of the brick work on the upper center well where the radial

flues enter. For large kilns or such as require high furnace

power and hence have many radial Hues, this weak point could

be overcome by using a very large center well. If this is not

desired, a ring tine near the center well can be introduced, and

the center well be made only such si/e as i> required to

gel entrance into tin- main draft Hue. This ring line would on
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mil with the center well by short radial Hues arranged between

two of the long radial Hues. This idea is shown in Pig. ia.

TRANSAMCERSOC VOL. XIV GARVE
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An advantage of this type of bottoms (Fig. 1) is the possi-

bility of laying the main draft flue at any angle desired without

affecting the draft conditions or without affecting the layout

of the upper floor in regard to the wickets, and hence its adapta-

bility to the yard layout.

This bottom is well adaptable to kilns for burning sewer

pipe. The floor is shown perforated throughout to warrant a

good distribution of the salt vapors to all parts of the ware.

The outer openings above the radial flues are comparatively

large to give the desired strong pull between the bags at the

floor, since the gases, after their overturning motion, will tend

to catch the pipes nearest to the center of the kiln and pass

down in these vertical pipe flues until they reach the floor.

Fig. 2 we have termed letter H bottom. Here, as well

as in the next two or three bottoms, we have alternating blind

and open under-floor flues. The open flues are covered by

special floor bricks in the same manner as described for the

previous kiln. The blind flues are covered tight by two courses

of standard bricks or tiles, set in loose and with their joints broken.

The gases, received in the open under-floor flues, will move
along until they find the nearest opening in a feather wall to
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enter the neighboring blind flue; thence they have to move
along until thcv reach one of the bottom openings, shown on

drawing dark shaded. The openings in the feather walls be-

tween the open and blind under-lloor Hues should not be too

close to the bottom openings in the blind lines, and they should

become longer or more numerous the farther away they are located

from the said bottom openings in order to get good draft dis-

tribution and circulation of the gases

It hardly needs to be mentioned again that here also, as in

the previous case, final adjustments can be made by adding or

removing loose brick to or from the feather wall openings.

Through the bottom openings of the blind flues, the gases

enter the cross flues, of which there are four. Only the half

length of two such cross flues show up in sectional plan taken

along line "6." These cross flues have outlets from the bottom

into the letter "H" flues, and it will be noticed that the openings

in the top of the cross flues are smallest near these outlets and

largest away from them. These outlets of the inner cross flues

should be dimensioned accurately to take care of the amount
of gases coming out of the top openings of these inner cross

flues, since outlets excessively large here would allow too hard

a pull from the kiln center.

The corresponding outlets of the outer cross flues, however,

can be slightly larger without distributing the draft balance,

provided the letter "H" flues are properly dimensioned. The
gases from the four legs of the letter "H" flues are drawn toward

the center, and before entering the cross head flue, they all have

to make a turn of 90 °. The cross head flue in its center is con-

nected with the main draft flue.

From a constructive standpoint, this bottom has the ad-

vantage of having only rectangular flues and walls. This bottom
as drawn has a depth of 7' 6" to the bottom of the main flue,

but this can be reduced where conditions require to about 6'.

This bottom works especially well for the number and

arrangement of furnaces shown, since the cross flues, though

properly spaced, just get into the space between the bags and

so can be carried out to the circumference of the bottom—but

it does not always work so nicelv.
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The dependence to some degree of this type of bottom

upon the number of furnaces is one of its disadvantages. The
location of all the flues in relation to each other is fixed and

the direction of the main draft flue determines the direction

of the under-floor flues; they all should be parallel as seen on

the drawing. And since the location of the wickets in many
cases is dependent upon the direction of the under-floor flues

(open flues hence all under-floor flues), it will be understood

that this type of bottom cannot claim the same elasticity in

regard to the yard arrangement as the center well type; and

in some situations this is another disadvantage. It must be

mentioned, however, that this disadvantage is not prohibitive,

since, first, the main draft flue can be curved or bent outside

of the kiln bottom to reach its destination (the slight disad-

vantages of this curvative or bend being taken into considera-

tion) and, second, the center line through the wickets could either

be at a right angle or parallel to the under-floor flues for setting

brick and at any angle whatsoever for any ware except bricks

that are set in benches.

In Fig. 3, we have a modification of the bottom just de-

scribed and, therefore, do not need to go again into a detailed

explanation. With the introduction of an outer ring flue we

have greater latitude in the number and arrangement of the

furnaces. It will be noticed that the two short under-floor

Hues near each wicket are open to get a little stronger draft

at the wickets, where otherwise the coldest spots would be.

In laying out such a bottom, it should be arranged that

the four lower flues leading from the ring flue into the sides of

the short cross head Hue do not get too much of an angle with

the main center line of the main draft flue and that their inlets

are not too close to the entrance of the main draft Hue Failure

to observe the last precaution would give an advantage t<> the

gases coming from the flues Opposite the main draft flue entrance,

while the gases from the two opposite Hues would have to over-

come more friction in a complete turn.

In regard to the disadvantages of this type, the same will

hold here that has been said about the previous bottom, and

this was 1. 1 only little consequence, For the disadvantage of
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constructing a circular flue (which is of little moment), we have

a noted advantage of this type over the previous one in so far

as only one set of flues is placed above another while the previous

bottom really has three sets of flues built one above another.

Therefore another advantage of this bottom is little depth.

Special attention may be called to the next bottom (Fig. 4),

which is distinguished by simplicity. There are only under-

floor flues, one cross head flue, and the main draft flue. Here

it is quite essential that the feather walls have the largest (either

in width o." height) openings remote from the cross head flue,

and openings getting smaller toward the cross head flue. In

constructing, all these openings should be laid up of the same

depth, the amount of depth being governed by the deepest one.

Loose bricks are simply set in later to the proper size of opening.

Here, with the blind flues, we are combining two essential

features which have been held separate so far and are saving

one set of lower collecting flues. They will give the circula-

tion of the gases under the floor with the desired hot floor as

before and at the same time take the place of under collecting

flues.

In balancing the draft in each blind flue, it is only neeessarv

to have the proper sized openings where the blind flues enter

the cross head flue. The sizes of said openings (dark shaded

in section v-v), first, have to be in proportion to the length of

the blind or open flue behind and, second, are in some degree

governed by their distance from the main draft flue entrance.

The regulation of these openings can be accomplished by loose

bricks, which permits final adjustment. The two open flues

near the wickets, where a special strong draft is required, are

directly connected with the- cross head Hue.

For an all perforated floor this bottom would not work

so well, especially for kilns of large diameter, since there

would he no regulation along the open Hues, unless a construc-

tion he adopted as shown on Pig. 4*/, which is a sectional eleva-

tion of an under -floor line, drawn in the same scale.

This bottom has the advantages of utmost simplicity and

cheapness in construction. It has the advantage of deep under

floor lines, and the open lines could fill up to the bottom of the
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feather wall openings before it would do any harm. We have

seen that in all of the previous bottoms the gases starting from

the blind flues lead off through bottom openings, getting the

gases soon down and away from the kiln floor proper. In this

ease, however, the gases have to travel close to the floor, which

will result in a hotter floor and better ware upon the floor. This

latter fact is the chief advantage of this type of bottom.

A simplification of this bottom (Fig. 4) would be to open

up the cross head flue at one end, thus combining cross head

flue and main draft flue, as shown in Fig. 4/); but this simplifi-

cation is carried too far, since it would be difficult here to get

the same daft near the stack as at the remote end. Of course,

with properly dimensioned blind Hue outlets good results are

not impossible. The size of the kiln would play quite a role

here.

TRANSAM CER 50C VOL XIV
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Even with a bottom as shown in Pig. 41, proposed l>v one

designer, but little would be gained for better draft regulation

or distribution over the bottom shown on Pig. 4/>. It would

only make matters more complicated. Another way would be
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to run the cross head flue out at both ends, using two stacks;

but not one of these mentioned modifications would excel or

even equal the type (Fig. 4).

The kiln bottom represented by Fig. 5 shows merely a

sectional plan through the lower flues under the under-floor

flues; but this will suffice to get a general idea of this style of

bottom.

The ring flue, shown close to the bag walls in dot and dash,

is located above the section line and is level with the under-

floor flues. But these could also be below. This ring, draining

the outer part of the bottom, connects with the two side flues

at angles of 45 °. The short cross head flue takes care of the

center of the kiln. Thus the gases are collected at three dis-

tinct places, carried independently to the outside of the kiln,

and controlled by separate dampers until finally they all unite

in the main draft flue. The idea of this arrangement is to have

a dampering control of the inner and outer part o the kiln,

and this idea is said to be protected by a U. S. patent. It is

open to discussion, however, whether those three dampers might

not become a nuisance and less effective than a properly designed

bottom having a single draft control.

In some instances, however, this three-control bottom

might be used to some advantage. Suppose a plant is making

sewer pipe and brick, alternating frequently, this bottom might

TRAN5.AMCERSOC VOL XIV
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have one point in its favor in so far as it permits (without going

into the interior of the bottom) stronger draft at either center

or outside as may be desired.

In reference to Fig. 6, kilns with comparatively few furnaces

and therefore ample space between their bags should have a

special open flue between the bags as shown. It is of no conse-

quence whether they connect with a ring flue as shown or direct

with the nearest open or blind (stronger draft) flue. Where

collecting flues do not naturally come between the bags, they

can be angled as shown in Fig. 6a.

The kiln bottoms discussed so far are for ample sized industrial

kilns. They might be used for kilns with inside diameters of

from 2o' to 40' or more. The larger the kiln the more economical

its performance. There is much less difficulty encountered in

Tft4/VS/1MC£/?S0C.V0LX/V; /7<5 3 a4/?l/£
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designing a proper kiln bottom for ;i smaller round kiln; and,

though quite a variety of bottoms for this particular field could

be worked out, they all would be comparatively simple- and

hence d<> not need to be discussed elaborately. The following

two bottoms, however, may merit mention:

Fig. 7 has been designed Tor terra cotta; it is a bottle kiln

and the wall stacks shown are leading the gases to the neck.

The bottom consists of ring lines, radial lines, and a center hole.

The ring lines arc covered with special shaped tiles, and one

can readily enlarge or reduce the number or size of the floor

openings by simply shifting the tiles.

Fig. 8, a plan in larger scale, illustrates an elegant solution

of a bottom for a small kiln with three furnaces. Such a kiln

could be used for burning special shapes or as a test or experi-

mental kiln.

Fig. 9 is a suggestion for a center stack kiln. The bottom

could be used without under-floor flues or also with under-iloor

flues above, which would then drain through bottom openings

into the Hues shown.

TRANS AM CER SOC VOL. XIV
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By Fig. io is indicated a style of bottom which has been

used largely in the past. They are perforated all over the floor.

Open flues will soon fill up and it would be very troublesome

in this particular case to clean the flues.
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Fig. 1 1 illustrates a patented tile kiln. The bottom is

divided up into four parts, each part having its independent

flue system and stack. The stacks are placed outside the kiln

walls and are provided with little furnaces for heating up the

gases during the burning, thus creating a back pressure in order

to hold the heat at the bottom.

T/?AV5.AM C&?SOC VOL . XI

V

The floor is very shallow, there being only one set of flues

in depth; and uniform distribution of the heat in each section

is obtained by different spacing of the floor blocks Another

feature of the kiln which is to be commended, although it dots

not concern us in this paper, is Mgh furnace power, which enables

one to burn quickly. Since the radiation loss of a downdraft

kiln is from 40 per cent, to 70 per cent of the fuel fired, any de

vice which will shorten the time of burning will tend towards

economy in fuel.

With the next bottom (Fig. 12) which finds some use in the

South, the round kilns may be concluded. It is really a floor

without a bottom. The bottom is set up every time in the

brick to be burned, and the lour openings in the center stack are

to lead off the gases.
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Advantages would be: low first cost, and shallow bottom

for wet ground. The inventor claims low fuel consumption.

Disadvantages would be: trouble in setting the draft flues

on the temporary bottom : unequal distribution of heat
;
probably

soft bricks in the bottom, especially on the outside.

RECTANGULAR KILNS.

Rectangular kilns are built mostly with wall stacks, and the

bottoms are, as a rule, simpler than the round kiln bottoms. To

discuss the advantages and disadvantages of round and rectangular

kilns against each other would be outside the scope of this paper.

In Fig. 13, we have a bottom which is used extensively.

It consists merely of two perforated longitudinal center flues,

cross flues, and two side collecting flues. Between the latter,

but toward the outside, are short connections with the wall

stacks.

Frequently the side collecting flues are omitted, the cross

Hues connecting directly with stacks; but the side flues are a

decided advantage in heating up the bottom. In setting, the

two bottom courses are set across the kiln to serve as ducts to

lead the gases to the center draft flues.

Little depth is required, as in most rectangular kilns, es-

pecially such as are of the wall stack type. The flues can be

cleaned with little trouble after they are tilled up to the entrance

of the cross flues.

Sometimes such a bottom is built with three longitudinal

Hues instead of two, with openings in the feather walls arranged

alternating to drain the center Hue. Sometimes two longitudinal

Hues arc set farther apart, Raving a iS" brick wall or more in

the center

The bottom (Fig 14) is the design of a well-known kiln

builder. It has five longitudinal Hues with perforated floor,

and cross Hues connect the longitudinal Hues with the side col

lecting Hues and thence to the stacks It has greater floor per-

foration than the preceding kiln but the tendency of later kiln

1 ..a truction has been toward less open tloors. There is complete

<iii illation of the gases under the kiln floor which is a good feature

of the kiln
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Special attention should be given to the ends of a rectangular

kiln bottom. In the last mentioned bottom there arc two slacks

within the end walls. These draw from a deep end cross Hue,

one at each end, to get sufficient draft there. ( >n the previous

bottom, the side wall stacks are placed close to the ends, in fact,

as close as possible to accomplish this result.

Fig. 15 is the suggestion of a bottom for a kiln with a differ-

ent arrangement of furnaces and stacks. On the previous kilns,

(lie furnaces wen' opposite each other and also the stacks opposite

each other. In this case, the furnaces are opposite the stacks.

The object is to get a good heat distribution right from the start.

The bottom, it will be seen, allows considerable circulation

of the gases, avoiding unnecessary friction around corners.

The comparatively strongest draft, as can be seen, will prevail

away from the furnaces, and in this case the openings in the

center feather wall are essential.

Fig. 16 is a bottom of recent date, developed by P. J. Laub-

scher, of Xew Galilee, Pa., who has applied for a U. S. patent.

The gases pass through 5* openings in the floor, three being in

every other cross flue. The cross flues are alternatingly open

and blind, and the gases, after having entered an open cross

flue, have to make a turn to reach the next blind flue. These

blind flues open alternatingly into the left and right main flue.

The wall stacks are above these main flues.

It will be seen that there is ample circulation under the

floor, resulting in a hot bottom. It will also be noticed that

the side flues or main flues are unusually far outside and are

immediately below the furnaces. The object of this is to heat

up the gases shortly before they reach the stacks, to give a strong

pull. The location as shown, however, will be well in view of

starting fires in the ash pits during the water-smoking, for it is

during this period that a strong draft is required but seldom

available.

The advantages of the kiln as claimed by the inventor

are: solid floor, perfect distribution of heat over the floor, com-

plete circulation under the floor, shallow bottom, strong draft

especially during water-smoking, hard burns to the floor, quick

burns, and low fuel consumption.
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It would seem as it the extension of the floor lines under

the bags and the main drafl flue under the furnaces would lead

to some loss of luat through heating up the gases carried oul

by the stacks. In the water-smoking stage, the advantage of

this heating up in giving strong draft far exceeds any loss in

heat In the final high lire stage, when we work with close

dampers, the loss will he small and it seems to us will he more

than offset by the hack pressure which the expansion of the

i;asis in the draft line will give. It virtually will have the effect

of dampering the kiln at the floor outlets, which we would like

to do if such dampering were possible.

Fig. 17 is not a bottom for a multiple stack kiln. There

are two stacks outside of the kiln, one at each end. These stacks

are drawing from the main draft Hues, which latter have cross

lines connected to the center Hues. As seen, these cross lines

are narrowest near the stack and are getting wider toward the

other end. Their increase in width should be proportioned

to the increase in friction to the gases. Both sides being con-

structed alike, only reversed, it would be of but little conse-

quence if a somewhat stronger pull should prevail through the

cross flues nearest to the stack, since the conditions would be

contrary on the other side of the kiln bottom. In other words,

the cross Hue on one side nearest the stack and having the strongest

pull will be adjacent to the cross flue on the other side farthest

from its stack and having the weakest pull, and both are pulling

from the floor in the center. Thus the combined drafts of both

sides are equal at every point the length of the kiln. This equal-

izing action of strongest and weakest pull is an essential feature

of this bottom that deserves mention.

The location of the furnaces has not been indicated on this

drawing, since this style of bottom would and could be inde-

pendent of their number and location.

vSome modification of this bottom can be made by placing

the cross flues opposite each other, but then they should be

arranged between furnaces and starting with two opposite cross

lines close to the wickets.

The bottom, Fig. 17, can be used to special advantage for

improving old kilns with faulty bottoms, since no side walls
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would have to be disturbed. The same will hold for changing

updraft kilns to downdraft kilns.

In Fig. 18 we have a bottom for only one outside stack.

Here again we have two perforated center flues close together.

These flues are divided up into three distinct parts by two cross

walls. The part nearest to the main draft flue or stack drains

its gases to the adjacent two side collecting flues. The next

two side collecting flues, being farther out, take care of the center

part of the kiln, and the outer two side collecting flues carry

the gases from the remote end of the kiln to the main draft flue.

These latter flues are, therefore, the widest and the first men-

tioned or shortest side collecting flues are. the narrowest. Also,

within each part some regulation should be provided, and this

is done by spacing the cross flues the closer together the farther

they are from the main draft flue or stack.

This bottom insures good circulation and could favorably

be used under the same conditions as described before, but for

very long kilns a double stack or wall stack kiln would be better.

Fig. 19 may be discussed briefly. It represents the bottom

of a patented kiln, the principle of which is to first convey the

furnace gases through flues below the floor and then to let them

rise out of bags at the opposite side. Thus by conduction,

the floor will become well heated up, the intensity of the heating

depending upon the thickness of the floor or flue coverings.

The gases, after the rise within the bags and their final

downward motion, are taken out at the ends through openings

above the floor, leading to the wall stacks. The kiln is built

both round and rectangular and has been largely used in burning

tile. In order to get proper heat distribution, flues are made
in the set bricks leading to the openings in the wall stacks.

The tloor being thin, carrying the weight, and receiving

the first and highest heat, will require frequent repairs ( >t'

course, there is no trouble with dirt or sand getting into the

lines, and the result is an always clean bottom Doubtless, no

other bottom described can ever be made as hot as this type,

and good hard burns could be obtained for the ware on the floor

The original kiln, especially the rectangular, was limited

in size on account of the stacks being in the ends of the- kiln
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A modification of this inserts a perforated floor cross Hue alternat-

ing with each pair of furnaces. This cross flue connected with

wall or outside stack in or along the side walls of the kiln. Thus

the kiln could be divided into about eight-foot sections, each

controlled by a wall stack. In this way the kiln can be built

any length. The draft flue, being between two furnace flues

and on the same level, heats up quickly and gives strong draft

in the early stages of the burning as well as later.

The kiln would find much wider use were it not for the trouble

in keeping up the under-flues. It has a solid floor and the ware

can be burned equally hard on top and bottom. The time

for burning is shortened, since the heat has to travel either up
or down only about one-half the height of the setting. The
modification above mentioned insures strong draft at the start.

CONCLUSION.

This may suffice to show that there is quite a variety of

downdraft kiln bottoms possible and justified. Each bottom
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has its merits and weak points, and only by carefully balancing

them against each other should the final conclusion for the par-

ticular case be derived.

Not all of the bottoms in existence, covered by patents

or otherwise worked out by men of theory and practice, could

be included in this paper; and not everything from a practical

as well as a theoretical standpoint could be pointed out, for that

could not be done within the scope of a paper but would fill

the pages of a book, or at least a pamphlet.

The bottoms which have been incorporated are noteworthy

and modifications can be developed therefrom to suit a more

particular case. All the bottoms we have shown; except two

or three marked "suggestions," are in practical use together

with numerous modifications of each. The tendency of develop-

ment for brick burning is toward a solid floor. Drain tile uses a

perforated floor but semi-solid floors are coming in, and it has

been learned that tile can be burned on such a floor as well as

bricks. Sewer pipe uses the fully perforated floor and will prob-

ably continue to do so on account of full glazing required on the

inside of the pipe. Fire-proofing may profitably abandon the

fully perforated floor and adapt a floor with less openings but

complete circulation under the floor.

The consensus of opinion and practice is that the floor

with fewer and smaller openings distributes the heat better

over the floor and gives better burns on the bottom than the fully

perforated floor with wide openings. The floor acts as a damper;

and the nearer the ware we can introduce a damper, the better

the heat distribution throughout the kiln and the more uniform

the burn.



COLORS PRODUCED BY NICKEL OXIDE IN CERAMIC
MIXTURES CONTAINING ZINC.

By PorrBST EC. Pbnce, Zanesville, Ohio.

Introduction. There lias come to my attention consider-

able evidence from various sources that nickel oxide in ceramic

mixtures containing zinc produces colors other than brown

notably blue. There has always been some doubt concerning

these results, the presumption being that the blue color might

be due to the presence of traces of cobalt.

In Vol. VI, p. 195, Transactions A. C. S., opinions are given

concerning the coloring action of nickel; and Geijsbeek states

that Le Chatelier and Chapuy obtained violet, blue, green, yellow,

red, and brown, from nickel in oxidizing fire. My own experience

with nickel oxide in commercial work indicates to me that con-

siderable range of color is possible with nickel.

Preparation of Nickel Oxide.— I have undertaken in the

following investigation to determine the coloring action of nickel

oxide that has a very high degree of purity. Therefore, the

nickel oxide used was prepared.

In Baker's Catalog of "Analyzed Chemicals," the only salt

of nickel which is listed as being free from cobalt is nickel am-

monium sulphate. To a solution of this salt was added a solution

of Baker's ammonium carbonate. The precipitate of basic nickel

carbonate was filtered off and washed free from sulphates. The
precipitate was then dried and ignited to constant weight. The
dark, grayish powder obtained is probably a mixture of NiO
and Ni

2 :i
. It will be considered as NiO for the purpose of

this investigation.

Preparation of Stain.—NiO, both prepared and commercial,

was first introduced into mixtures of zinc oxide and flint, the

mixtures ground together in an agate mortar and fired to cone 10.

The mixtures were as shown in Table I.

The blue color developed above is of a light Persian hue.

That from the commercial oxide is a trifle darker than that from

the prepared.

It is seen that the blue color is developed only in those

mixtures containing both zinc oxide and flint. It would seem
that this color action depended upon the formation of a zinc silicate

compound in some sort of combination with the nickel.
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TABLE I.

Formula Batch

XlO

ZnO Sh )
, Color

NiO

Zinc
oxide

Stain
Pre-

C°m "

, mer-
pared ci;u

Pre-
pared

Com-
mer-
cial

Flint

A
I

B
C 0.20

D i.o

E

o. 20

0. 20

1 .O

O.80

O.80

O.80

1
.
4 White

1 .4 Blue

i . 4 Blue

1 .4 Nickel green,

brownish tint

Nickel brown

'•5

7-5

i-5

8. 1

6.48

6.48

8.4

8.4

8.4

8-4

SERIES I.

In order to study the color effects of nickel in ceramic mix-

tures with increasing amounts of zinc, a glaze series was used

in which the base glazes are the same as those used by Bryan

in his study of the "Action of Chromium Oxide in Glazes Con-

taining Zinc," Vol. X of the Transactions A. C. S. To this end

the four glazes representing the extremes of the series were weighed

out, ground in ball mill for 2 hours, dried, and used for blending

in the compounding of the series. These four glazes were as shown

in Table 1 1

.

TABLE II.

Glaze

K,<>

CaO
BaO
ZnO

A1A
3i< >

Nil I

Feldspar

Whiting

Barium cai Donate

Zinc oxide

Raw clay

11 .1

Nickel oxide

Equb .iKnt weight

G

O.25

O 30

45

00

O 30

2

139

JO

88 65

1

2

«;

-4 ')

•M 80

G,

O.25 0.25

JO 14

0.45 21

0.00 t"

,><> 30

2 .O 2

,, ,,

139 25 139 25

50.0 >4

88 65 4' 37

32 4

I-' <> 1 2 ')

-4

1 5

196 ;,. 9a

0.25

0.14

Q.2I

|o

o 30

2.1)

, , , .
_

139 25

140
P 17

324
12 9

-'
l
"

' -5

(65 )-•



Blue Produced by Use of Nickel Oxide

0.25 K 2

0.14 Ca O
0.21 Ba O
0.40 Zn O
0.15 Ni O

Series I, 3

0.30 AL O, 2.0 Si 2
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The lour base glazes were blended dry In the ratio of their

equivalent weights to produce the glazes shown in Table III.'

The blends wire ground and dipped onto small wall tiles

(
a * •

:1

*). The entire series was then placed upon a Sre clay

plate of dimensions <>" - s" and fired in a saggar to cone 5 in a

commercial downdraft kiln. A uniform firing treatment of the

series was thus assured. Tiles were placed in two kilns, each

kiln containing a duplicate series, as a check on the influence

of the fire.

Bach series gave practically the same results. Table III

shows the series in terms of empirical molecular formulae and

indicates the color effects obtained.

The colors simply increase in intensity with increase of

\i<) until they are quite strong with 0.20 equivalent.

It will be noted that a rather sharp change from brown to

reddish purple occurs in the EC's and L's.

In the M's there seems to be a struggle for the mastery,

so to speak, between the elements producing purple and those

producing bine, both colors being in evidence with the blue

predominating at the edges.

In the N s we have a distinct blue which is maintained in

the O's with occasional appearance of greenish hues at the edges.

SERIES II.

In order to check these results and to study further the

color change from brown through purple to blue, a second series

was constructed which should cover the area of color change from

brown to blue with more gradual increase of ZnO. The XiO
used was also prepared independently of that used in the first

series in order to check the results from the oxide.

The very same method of preparation and treatment was used

in this series as has been described in detail in the first series.

The series and results are given in Table IV.

It is seen that the results in Series I are practically dupli-

cated, with the area of color change or transition more fully

shown.

1 It appears from Bryan's table. Vol. X. bottom of p. 126, of the Transactions, that

Bryan did not calculate the number of parts to be blended, but erroneously used the figures

for equivalents instead.
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I

Purple Tint Produced by Use of Nickel Oxide

Series I, L3

0.30Al 2 O3 2.0SiO2

0.25 K 2 O
0.20 Ca O
0.30 Ba O
0.25 Zn O
0.15 Ni O
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SERIES III.

It had been noted that certain greenish tints were pro-

nounced, particularly near the edges where the glaze was thinnest

and, perhaps, where tendency to become shiny had progressed

farthest. I had also observed a dark green obtained from a

glaze rather high in ZnO and NiO and low in A1,0
:1
and SiO,.

To investigate this point another series was constructed in which

the A1,0.. and SiCX, were gradually reduced, the O. R. remaining

constant, and in which a higher content of NiO was used. This

series is shown in Table V.

TABLE V.—Series III.

ALL GLAZES HAVE SAME RO.

fo.15 K..o

RO 0.20 CaO
0.20 BaO

1° 45 ZnO

P R s T

Al.O

SiO

0.30

2 .0

P,

P,

P,

P,

P,

P.

" -5

183
R]

R,

Ra

R,

R,

R,

0. 20

1.66

s,

s,

s,

s,

s

O.15

i-5

T,

T.,

T.

T,

T-

T

The results do not show any important color change with

reduction of Al2Os
and SiCX. The color throughout remains

blue with noticeable tendencies toward greenish hues

The glaze itself shows an interesting development in that

a rather coarse crystalline structure becomes apparent at cone 5

with reduction of alumina and silica to 0.25 Al.O. 1.83 SiO..

and lower.

In those showing crystallization the strong greenish blue

color is found following the crystal development, Along the

extreme edges of the tiles, the glaze tends to be bright, and the

crystallizing material seems to have been drawn away by the

massive crystal growth of the inner portion, Tin- color of the
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portion about one-sixteenth inch wide around the edges is light

to distinct brown

The following bright glazes were fired at cone 02.

0.45 PbO 1 ,

o.oK.O o., 75 Al,(>, '
»>*»%

0.4.S ZnO I

>
N,°

The color produced was a greenish blue.

O.85 PbO
\ J2.0 SiO.

is K,0 \
-700. NiO

The color produced was the familiar nickel brown. To

the glaze batch for the latter formula was also added:

_ Jo. 020 NiO I ,..,,
1', of stain C. x . „ ,- , 1.40.S1O,

/o.'o /11O
\

The result was a nickel brown.

As a further refinement of the preparation of NiO, a portion

was subjected to the potassium nitrite method for separation

of cobalt as given by Noyes, Vol. XXX, J. A. C. S. A slight

cloudiness was produced upon addition of the KN0
2
to the nickel

solution. The solution was filtered and nickel hydroxide pre-

cipitated by addition of NaOH to the clear filtrate. This was

washed and ignited to the oxide. This oxide can not contain

more than 0.20 of 1 per cent, of cobalt.

In Glaze O4 this would be 0.003 part of cobalt oxide to the

batch or 0.00004 equivalent.

Ten times this amount of cobalt introduced into Glaze O
produces a very slight bluish tint.

The nickel oxide from the potassium nitrite treatment gives,

in Series I, the same results as does the original prepared oxide.

CONCLUSION.

There remains no doubt that, in Series I, the transition

from brown with 0.15 ZnO, through strong reddish purple with

0.25 ZnO, to dark blue with 0.35 ZnO, is due to the action of

nickel oxide in the presence of increasing amounts of zinc. What
this action may be remains an unanswered question. I should

hesitate to presume that it is due to an oxidizing action, as Bryan

maintains in the case of Cr
2 :i

in the presence of zinc. The blue

was obtained in the case of stain C under reducing conditions.
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I think it probable that the color obtained is a property of some

combination consisting essentially of nickel, zinc and silica.

DISCUSSION.

Prof. Binns: An instance which recalled itself to ray

memory was a discussion on crystal glazes, in which a crystal

glaze containing nickel was described as giving blue crystals on

a buff ground. The question was raised why nickel should pro-

duce a blue color, and it was suggested that the blue might be

due to a trace of cobalt.

Mr. Pence shows that zinc and nickel may have been re-

sponsible for the color.

Mr. Pence: The bright glaze used first consisted of a glaze

containing high lead and no zinc in which was obtained a distinct

nickel brown color. In the glaze containing 0.45 PbO and 0.45

ZnO, a greenish blue was obtained in which the greenish color

was more pronounced than in the leadless mattes containing

high zinc.

Prof. Binns: Any attempt to introduce boric acid 5

Mr. Pence: Not in this experiment.

Prof. Orton: Mr. Chairman, I want to ask Mr. Hottinger

whether in those nickel blues that he produced some years ago, he

didn't take steps to get the nickel oxide free from cobalt.

NOTE WRITTEN AFTER READING THE PAPER.

Mr. Hottinger: I made some experiments which confirm

the statement that nickel oxide yields a blue color. I purified

sonic nickel nitrate and got it free from cobalt and then used the

pure oxide in a crystal glaze. This produced a blue crystal.

I then tried to produce a crystal similar in color with cobalt oxide

by adding the oxide in varying amounts, but was unable to produce

the same effect that nickel oxide gave in the crystal glaze. In

order to get a blue crystal of some depth of color, I had to use

very much more cobalt oxide than I found in the nickel and

then the color of the finished piece was entirely different. With

the nickel, I had blue crystals on a light fawn colored ground,

or, if the glaze happened to be transparent, a blue crystal in a

typical nickel brown glaze, With the cobalt, I could only gel

a blue -laze with the crystals in a darker blue color.
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1 notice Mr. Pence speaks of ;i green color he observed in

certain of his glazes. I als<> have observed this color in some

glazes. The one which I recall had the following composition:

30 CaO
0.15 K .<

I

0.30 Na2
I

o.jo AljOa j 1 .60 SiOj

i 5 M^()

. 10 Zn(

)

This glaze with small amounts of nickel oxide produced

light greenish colors.



DRYING DEFECTS IN SOME CRETACEOUS CLAYS OF THE
GREAT PLAINS REGION OF CANADA. 1

Bv Joseph Keei.E, Ottawa, Can.

LOCATION AND CHARACTER OF THE CLAYS.

Of 1 20 samples of clays and shales collected recently by

Professor Heinrich Ries and the writer in the Great Plains region

of Canada, 28, or about 23 per cent., cracked in air drying.

These defective clays occur principally in the upper part

of the Cretaceous, in the formations known locally as the Belly

River and Edmonton, but they also happen in the Laramie, or

Lower Tertiary.

The rocks that comprise these formations are wide-spread

in the provinces of Saskatchewan and Alberta. They are massive

clays, soft shales, friable sandstones, and lignites. Many of

these beds are lenticular in character, so that overlapping and

lack of continuity of the various members of a series is common.

Hence, vertical sections often vary widely within short distances.

The beds over the greater part of the area appear to
#
be undis-

turbed from the position in which they were originally laid down,

and the present surface of the region reflects in general the atti-

tude of the underlying rocks.

As the greater part of the surface is covered by a sheet

of drift materials of varying depth, the Cretaceous clays are

mostly to be seen on the walls of stream valleys, or along the

escarpments of the infrequent uplands. Even in these ex-

posed situations, however, the rocks are frequently concealed,

owing to their softness and the ease with which they weather

down into soils. Many of the best exposed sections are ob-

tained in the fresh cuttings of the railways that are being rapidly

constructed in all directions throughout this region.

Along the western margin of the Great Plains, the Cretaceous

sediments have become involved in the processes of mountain

building, and most of the foothills that flank the eastern fronl

of the Rockies are built of them

Although we found in two instances that shales collected

from the foothills cracked very badly, all the other samples taken

1 Published by permission ol tin- Director oi the Geological Survej ••! Canada
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from this area had good drying qualities. The shales ;m<l clays

of the Mains are found well situated for ease of working and

transportation, being of immense economic Importance if they

can be utilized. In several cases it has happened that the most

desirable beds of the series to the clay worker, i. < ., those from

which vitrified warts might be made-, were the ones that gave

the greatest or the only trouble by cracking.

Main- of these shales that have drying delicts may be manu-

factured dry press for use as facing bricks, but it is impossible

to use them for the many important structural wares which in-

volve the use of the wet moulded processes.

In Table I will be found analyses of several of the clays

described in this paper. They were made by 0. K. F. Lundell.

The greater part of these clays is made up of quartz grains of

varying degrees of fineness, as many clays are, and the chemical

analvsis furnished no clue to their erratic behavior.

TABLE I. ANALYSES OF CANADIAN CLAYS THAT CRACKED IN

DRYING.

Total silica, Si0 2

Alumina, A12 3

Oxide of iron, Ke,0
;1

Lime, CaO
.Magnesia, MgO
Potash, K,0
Soda, Na.,6

Loss on ignition

Supplemental determinations

Organic carbon

Carbon dioxide, CO.,

Sulphur trioxide, S03 . . . .

Hydrous silica

Sulphur

No. 2

74 ^5

14 29

2 89

O 37

Trace

2 5-

I 19

4 2

1

99-7-1

not determined

none

none

o.43

none

No. 3

1 00 . 03

1 -44

0.42

none

0.51

none

Bentonite
from

Camrose

69. 14

4-50
2 56

2-45

1 .14

o . 19

1 .26

7-7i

98.95

not determined

0.52

1.70

21 .03

not determined
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PRELIMINARY WORK.

During the progress of the laboratory work on the samples

of these clays collected in the field, the writer was confronted

with the difficulty of preparing test pieces from them for the

purpose of observing their behaYior under fire. The clays ab-

sorbed a great deal of water in tempering, afterwards forming

a stiff, pasty mass, which was tough and sticky and hard to work.

Shortly after being set to dry, the molded shales cracked, even

small test pieces cracking badly at the ordinary laboratory

temperature. The surface of a full sized brick readily became

dry and developed a perfect network of cracks, which deepened

and widened as drying progressed, while the inside remained

moist for several days.

The use of substances which would coagulate the clay was

tried to cure this cracking, care being taken to use materials which

were cheap and readily available, so that if the remedy were

successful it could be used on a commercial scale. Of the various

acids and alkalis tried, common salt to the amount of i per cent,

seemed to give the best results. The salt kept the surface of

the bricklets moist while the water was working it> way out

of the body. Full-sized bricks made from some clays thus

treated would dry safely at ordinary room temperature, but

many clays would not. A few of the salted clays would stand

even moderately fast drying. Furthermore, the stickiness and

soap-like qualities of the clays were not ameliorated to any ap-

preciable extent by the mixture.

The next method which suggested itself was the use of non-

plastic materials like sand or grog. River sand, ground quartz

and calcined clay were successively used for grog. These wire

added to the clays in varying amounts up to 50 per cent.

The mixtures witli sand failed in every respect, and although

the grogged clay could be safely dried in some instances and

burned to a good body, the bad working qualities of the raw clay

were still in evidence.

Professor Orton, 2 who was experimenting on some clays of

1 Edward Orton, ,lr . "Experiments on the Drying of Certain Tertiarj Clays," Trans
\ 1 s . Vol xiii
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the Edmonton series at the same time as the writer, was un

successful in overcoming their drying detects by the use of either

chemical coagulants or additions of noil plastic materials.

PREHEATING EXPERIMENTS.

There remained then the method devised by Professor

A V. Bleininger for treating clays that cracked in drying l>v

preheating the raw clays at various temperatures. Preheating

experiments were done on several of our clays, and the results

arrived at seem to prove that this is the best method, so far,

for dealing with the difficulty.

The data for six samples of clay from localities widely apart

are here given, Clays of these types may be expected to occur

frequently in other localities throughout the region we are dealing

with. Numbers i and 2 are used for making dry pressed bricks,

the other samples are from unused deposits.

TABLE II. -CLAYS HEATED IN ROTARY DRUM.

No.
400° C.
15 min.

450° C
15 min.

500° C.
15 min.

500° C.
30 min.

550° C 550° C.
15 min. 30 min.

1

Drying at 65 ° C . .
.

Drying at jo° C

Plasticity

Bad

Bad

Good

Improved

Good
Faii-

Good

Good
Low-

2

Drying at 65 C
Drying at jo° C
Plasticity

Good

G( od

Fair

3

Drying at 65 ° C

Drying at }o° C

Plasticity

Bad
Bad

Good

Bad

Good
Fair

4

Drying at 65 ° C
Drying at jo° C
Plasticity

Bad
Bad

Good None

5

Drying at 65" C
Drying at 30 ° C

Plasticity

Bad

Bad

Good

Improved

Good
Fair

6

Drying at 65 ° C
Drying at ^o° C

Plasticity

Bad
Bad

Good None

i. Dark gray massive clay, underlying a lignite seam, Es-

tevan, Sask.
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2. Light gray massive clay, Coleridge, Alta.

3. Dark gray soft shale, underlying a lignite seam, Tofield„

Alta.

4. Light gray hard shale, overlying coal seam, Old Man.

River, Alta.

5. Soft olive shale, Gwynne, Alta.

6. vSoft shales interbedded with streaks of sands, Camrose.

Alta.

The clays were heated in a small rotary drum, made of sheet

iron and having baffles projecting from the inside to keep the

clay well stirred up and evenly heated.

A stationery sheet iron hood enveloped the drum, except

where openings were left for the gas flames to enter. The drum,

which was revolved by hand, was provided with a hollow axle.

through which a pyrometer tube was inserted. About one-

half to three-quarters of an hour was generally taken to brings

the clay to the required temperature, the latter being easily kept

constant during the time allotted for treatment.

The length of time allowed at each temperature was fifteen

minutes, each clay being kept for this period at successively

higher temperatures until it yielded to the treatment. Other

trials were made of thirty minutes' duration at certain tempera-

tures, to show the effect of time. The latter results show that

it is possible to obtain effects at lower temperatures with increased

time similar to those given in the shorter time at higher tempera-

tures; but this appears to be true only within certain limits, for

Professor Orton's experiments show that these clays were not

improved by exposure for one and a half hours to a temperature

of 400 ° C.

Steam was given off freely from the heated clay at all tempera-

tures ii]) to 500 C. The fumes evolved at higher temperatures

smelled strongly of sulphur and hydrocarbons, which were prob-

ably due to the dissociation of particles of pyrite and driving

off of bituminous matter. When the heating \\;is completed

all the clays except Nfo. - were much darker in color than in the

raw state, being dark gray to almost black The results are

tabulated in Table II.

Clav No. -• yielded at a comparatively 1<>\\ degree of heat
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treatment, probably due to its containing a greater amount

of grains larger than clay substance than any other of the samples

listed.

The tenacity with which clay No. 3 clings to its plasticity

under the action of heat is remarkable, since that property was

not affected to any great extent even at the highest limits of the

experiment. It would, no doubt, SUCCUmb to a more prolonged

exposure at 550 ,
or it might be successfully treated at 6oo°

for fifteen minutes. The latter was not tried, however, for it

was possible that the amount of preliminary heating that could

be economically applied in practice to this or similar clays was

already exceeded.

The results given by sample 4 show the slight margin in

time that exists between the proper and unsuccessful handling

of some clays. After the thirty-minute treatment at 550 ,

this clay was sandy in texture and could not be molded into

shape, while after the fifteen-minute treatment its defective

cpialities were quite unimpaired. The precise time, then, for the

clay at this temperature appears to be either twenty or twentv-five

minutes, but, as will be explained later, the thirty-minute treat-

ment was not fatal.

The results of previous experience without any special

apparatus showed that the clays would require a high degree

of heat treatment, but to avoid mistakes all the clays were heated

to 350 C. ; however, since no change occurred in any sample

at this temperature it is unnecessary to include it in the table.

The test pieces made up for the drying tests were 2'
., inch

cubes, since there was not a sufficient quantity of the various

clays in stock to make full sized bricks. The cube, however,

has a greater volume for the amount of surface than any of the

brick shapes.

The dryers used in the experiment consisted of small chambers

attached to the steam-heating apparatus of the building. The
maximum temperature that could be obtained in this way was
about 65 ° C, the pieces being dried in from 24 to 36 hours.

Although faster dryers are used for some clays in practice, it

was decided that, if the clays can be worked and afterwards
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dried safely at the above temperature, the object of the experi-

ments had been attained.

The preheating treatment causes marked changes in the

character of the clay, the most important for practical purposes

being the change from a tough sticky mass, having undue shrink-

age and abnormal cracking in drying, to an open granular body

that can be easily worked and rapidly dried.

The effects obtained by preheating to the above temperatures

are not permanent. The plasticity of the clays Xo. 4 and 6,

apparently destroyed during the course of the experiments,

was restored again by allowing these clays to remain in an ex-

cess of water for 24 hours. Sufficient water was then evaporated

so that the clay could be remolded and set to dry. Xo. 4 would

still stand fast drying, but Xo. 6 cracked both in the fast and

slow dryer. Again when the cubes made from No. 6 were dried,

reground, and wetted for the third time, it was found that this

clay had regained all its former plasticity and stickiness; small

bricklets then made from it cracked while air drying at room

temperature quite as badly as the raw clay did.

Clay Xo. 1 undergoes a slight preheating through a rotary

dryer in the brickworks at Estevan. This is done primarily t'>

prepare the clay for dry-pressing by getting rid of the super-

lluotis moisture which it contains in the bank; but the treatment

was also found to stop much of the fire checking to which the

raw clay was liable. The losses from fire checking are still great,

but a higher degree of heat treatment would probably do away

with it entirely. It is doubtful if the kind of apparatus in use

at Estevan would gi\-e a sufficiently high temperature to drive

off combined water and render the clay tit for wet molding pro-

cesses

THE EFFECT OF BENTONITE.

About 20 feet below the beds from which sample Xo. 6 was

taken, a seam about two feet in thickness of the clay known

as bentoniU occurs This variety of clay is of yellow color when

fresh from the bank, but assumes a dirty white color on exposure,

It is line in texture, exceedingly smooth, and forms a very soft

soapy mass when mixed with an excess of water. It has an

extraordinary capacity for absorbing moisture, being capable
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of taking up three times iis weight in water. The clay possesses

marked detergent properties ;m<l was used in the early days

of the Northwest by Indians and Hudson Hay Co. employees

a> a substitute for soap.

This material was rejected as unfit for any burned clay

waits, but an attempt was made to dry in a moist atmosphere

some brieklets made from it. After three weeks of gradual

drying the brieklets showed abnormal cracking and very high

shrinkage. Although none were observed on the outcrop, it is

possible that some thin streaks of bentonite were included in

the beds sampled for No. 6. Certain of the sand beds of the

vicinity were found to possess plasticity, and some decidedly

silty beds will crack in slow drying.

As a good deal of the material which composes these beds

is derived from the erosion of the lower Cretaceous, which con-

tains bentonite beds, it may be assumed that this material,

being part of the product of erosion, was redeposited and dis-

tributed through many of the later beds.

It occurred to the writer that some simple scheme of wash-

ing might be adopted to separate the pasty constituent from

these clays. As an experiment, one pound of ground shale from

sample Xo. 4 was well stirred up in about a gallon of water and

allowed to settle for two hours, the water and suspended matter

being then drawn off. This operation was repeated, and the

residue allowed to dry. When the residue had dried, it was found

to consist of a badly cracked yellow paste about half an inch

in thickness, forming a crust on top of dark gray sand and silt.

The yellow paste had all the appearance and characteristics of

bentonite or soap clay.

The shale when dry was found to have lost 25 per cent.

of its weight, presumably all of it being pasty matter held in

suspension and drawn off with the water. The plasticity of the

shale was much reduced by the washing, but it cracked almost

as badly as ever in the 65 ° dryer. It would dry intact though

in room temperature.

That the presence of bentonite is a potent factor in producing

air cracks was proved by the following experiment: ten per

cent, of bentonite from Camrose was added to a coarsely ground
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paving brick shale from Elmira, X. Y. The cube made from this

mixture cracked badly in the 65 ° dryer. The Elmira shale will

stand fast drying at 85 ° C.

Between bentonite as an extreme case and clay Xo. 2 as a

mild example, we have clays containing varying amounts of

gelatinous paste which allows the water to escape with difficulty

from the body, and causes cracking while retarding drying.

The chemical analysis of bentonite (see Table I) showed

that it possessed a large amount of hydrous silica, which prob-

ably causes that sticky type of plasticity and the trouble in

drying.

Preheating has the effect of driving out the water from

the hydrous silica, and causing the caking together of the dehy-

drated particles which gives the granular texture seen in the

clays thus treated.

Clay Xo. 3 was washed in a similar way to Xo. 4, but lost

75 per cent, of its weight and the residue cracked in drying.

The chemical analysis made of it shows only a small amount

of hydrous silica; but this clay, notwithstanding the low amount

of that ingredient, possesses all the pastiness of bentonite, and

its tendency to crack is almost as pronounced.

A large percentage of this clay is in a very finely divided

state, and much of it may be colloidal matter; perhaps organic

colloids are also present. Then in this case, preheating to sufficient

temperatures has the effect of driving the water from the in-

finitesimal pore spaces between the minute grains, and the chem-

ically combined water from the colloids. The minute particles

when deprived of their water envelope appear to adhere in sufficient

numbers to form sizable grains.

The subsequent safe drying after preheating seems to

depend on the fact that the water with which the play was tern

pered escapes by evaporation in the dryers before it has time

to permeate the microscopic pores again and hydrate the colloid

or siliceous content.

Clays which retain or regain their plasticity after the ex-

pulsion of chemically combined water have been recorded at

various times II ]•]. kranmr' found that test pieces made

lr hi. A. C S.. Vol. XIII, p. (>'>X.
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from mixtures of kaolin and gypsum, kepi for 8 hours al a tempera-

ture of 790 C, slaked down in water and had lost little or none

of their original plasticity.

CONCLUSIONS.

Most of the clays can be made- workable by the preheating

process if commercial conditions allow of its use. This process

involves the use of a suitable type of rotary kiln, a cheap fuel

to supply the high temperatures at which these clays must be

treated, a proper superintendence in controlling the process,

and the cost of extra labor. The samples on which the experi-

ments were made have been selected from localities in which

either coal, lignite or natural gas are abundant.



THE MANUFACTURE OF PROMENADE TILE.

By George \V. Shoemaker, Columbus, O.

INTRODUCTION.

Definition of the Term.—The name promenade tile seems to

be an Americanized trade name for English quarry tile. They are

practically the same, both being apparently made by the stiff

mud process, but the foreign tile are repressed and the American

tile are not. There may be a very few promenade tile manu-
factured in this country that are repressed. The market value

is some in favor of the foreign tile, although, if quality speaks

for market value, the highest quality of American promenade

tile has no superior.

Classification.—Before taking up the manufacture of prome-

nade tile, let us put them in their proper class among clay products.

Their uses, which are two-fold, namely, for flooring and roofing,

will to some extent govern their classification. As a flooring ma-

terial, they might well rank next to the highest grades of flooring

tile, although very much cheaper in price. Their excellent quali-

ties have been proven by the variety of uses to which they have

been put. These show their durability and value as a flooring

material. A little observation will soon reveal their coming

popularity from their use in the higher classes of architecture

such as depots, roof gardens, theatres, hotels, banks, libraries,

administration buildings, drug and department stores, creameries,

laboratories, hearths for mantles, and, in fact, anywhere that

the higher grades of flooring tile are used. As a roofing material,

they can be used for coverings of flat or very low-pitched roofs

only. Their ability to withstand everlastingly climatic condi-

tions places them in the highest rank beside roofing tile, which

an- used on roofs of steeper pitch. In fact, promenade tile are

sometimes called roof -plates to convey the idea that they can be

used for a roofing tile.

Description. Promenade tile are generally larger in size

than the higher grades of flooring tile and either square or ob-

long The most common sizes are 3* X V, 4
1 /' \ 4" 1

_•. <>" '•".

'."
• '>", </' <>", and 1.'" 1

..•" surface area, and from :l

,"

I- " in thickness Th under side of the tile is generally corru-
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gated; and when the corrugating is properly (lone, it will give

greater adhesion t«> the cement bed in which the tile are laid than

the higher grade of flooring tile. The common colors are the

varying shades of red, although chocolate, black, (lashed effects,

buffs and grays, can be made,

MANUFACTURE.

CHOICE OF A CLAY. PROPERTIES OF THE BURNED CLAY.

hi taking up the manufacture of promenade tile of the high-

est quality made by the stiff mud process, sonic essential and vital

points must fust be considered and proven in regard to the adapta-

bility after burning of the clay or shale for this kind of product.

These are: color, structural density, toughness, freedom from

warpage, hardness, smoothness of surface, and freedom from

flaws.

Color. The first point to decide in selecting a clay or shale

for the manufacture of a promenade tile is the color it will pro-

duce when burned hard enough for marketing. This should be

proven absolutely satisfactory, for a poor color will reduce the

value of the product as much or more than some other defects.

In a case of competitive selling, the market will usually select

the tile of richest color, if at the expense of minor defects. In

the majority of cases, the market will demand solid colors, al-

though polychrome effects are not unusual and they give sur-

prising beauty. Flashed shale tile generally give polychrome

effects.

Structural Density and Toughness.—Tile of this character

have the greatest of structural density to insure life against

abrasion and also to prevent the absorption of dirt.

There are several reasons why toughness is desired. The
rough usage they undergo in kiln drawing, stock piling, loading

in cars, transportation and delivery from cars to destination,

and sometimes the unusually severe use they are compelled to

withstand, show in a way the hardships they must undergo

and yet retain their nicety. If this particular property of tough-

ness is lacking, the trade will soon remind us of "recharges"

for broken, cracked, or chipped, tile.

Other Properties.—The face of the tile should be practically
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level, although if slightly sunken in the face, they can be laid

without much notice of this defect. They should be harder

than steel in order to easily resist the constant scratching from

shoe nails. The surface should have a smooth compact texture;

and the face and edges should be free from cracks, blisters, un-

intended marks, and discolorations. Internal flaws, such as

cracks, bloating, and air checks, should also be absent. The

variation of lengths or widths should not be over V 8
". In a

variation of colors or a polychrome effect, this variation in lengths

and widths might be as great as ' /'. The edges should be sharp

and well defined, and the ends, where cut at the cutting machine,

should be smooth and square with the sides.

CHOICE OF A CLAY. PROPERTIES OF THE RAW CLAY.

When a clay or shale has proven itself worthy in the above

respects, then its physical and mineralogical properties should

be investigated in every step of the process of manufacture.

These properties, of which there are many, are of no small conse-

quence. One alone may be the cause of failure to manufacture

a high-grade product.

The surest way to reach a conclusion in regard to the adapta-

bility of a clay or shales for the manufacture of this class of ma-

terial is first to classify the essential and ideal properties that a

body should have throughout the process of manufacture. Some
properties are essential to the highest degree, while others can be

greatly modified from the ideal and yet prove quite worthy.

Ideal Properties. A clay or shale of ideal physical proper-

ties for this purpose should be:

Easily ground to the desired fineness

Easily screened to the desired fineness.

Quick to slake with water in tempering.

Kasilv pugged to a homogeneous, doughy state.

Plastic to a point of safety with other properties considered.

( )f high binding power.

Easily forced through a die without lamination or cracking.

Free from warping and cracking in drying and burning.

1 toe having greater shrinkage in drying than in burning

( toe having physical properties safe under fast burning

and cooling.
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A day or shale of ideal mineralogical properties would be:

Free from efflorescing salts.

Free from pyrites, and other compounds of sulphur.

Free from fibrous and solid carbonaceous matter.

( me containing no calcium carbonate or a very small amount

in a thoroughly disseminated state.

One containing a certain amount of free silica to take care

of unusual shrinkage in burning.

Not too fine or too coarse in grain.

A clay or shale can have the very best of physical proper-

ties, and its niineralogical properties can be of such character

as to give a worthless product or the reverse case.

The ease with which a clay or shale can be finely ground

and screened is of much importance. It decides to a great ex-

tent the line-up of machinery used for these purposes and also

figures in the power and labor cost in this step of the preparation.

It may have such characteristics as to hamper the output much
below profitable manufacture, unless machines of greater grind-

ing and screening capacity are used. In this we reach a limit,

unless a greater number of machines are used, and then the cost

of manufacture increases in proportion.

The readiness of a clay or shale to slake easily with water

in tempering and pugging to form a homogeneous, doughy mass,

generally shows its importance in the process of manufacture.

If obstinate in this respect, it is usually a source of die

trouble and dryer cracking, moreover, the surface of the tile

after burned will generally be much rougher than if the body

had been homogeneously pugged.

A certain amount of plasticity is much desired; but if in the

extreme either way, disaster generally follows.

Some clays and shales require a greater amount of water

than others do in the tempering and pugging to bring out the

desired amount of plasticity. If we can use a small amount
of water to bring about the desired plasticity, we will to some ex-

tent keep away from die trouble, dryer cracking, and warping.

High bonding power is much desired for several reasons.

In forming, if the body has a good bond, the column both at

die and cutting machine will need less attention. In placing the
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wet tile on palettes it reduces the chances of breaking in hand-

ling; and also less care need be exercised in kiln setting, which

will reduce the cost of this item.

The closer the properties of the clay or shale are to the

essential and ideal, the cheaper will be the cost of manufacture

through the various steps where they will show their ill effects.

It would be a difficult task to find a clay or shale that would not

show some undesirable properties. The principal point sought

is the correction of the ill effects of the undesirable properties.

to a point of safety in manufacture.

PREPARATION OF BODY.

Blending.—One of the most important factors in the prepara-

tion of a clay or shale is to have a thorough mixture of the various

strata of clay or shale that are to be used. If it is not practical

to do the blending at the mine, some provision should be made
at the grinding station in order that this can be done with the

greatest accuracy. It can be done conveniently at the pul-

verizer or dry pan if a proper separation of the clay or shale strata

has been made so that they can be easily assembled and conveyed

to the grinding machines.

Grinding.—In the ordinary process of preparation, if the

clav or shale is of such character that a pulverizer is not needed,

the body is ground through a dry pan that has screen plates

with V ,,," to ' ," openings. If the clay screen is of a fine mesh,

the openings in the dry pan screen plates should be smaller.

There is a small saving in power cost by not lifting this coarser

-numd material to the clay screen; it tends to lessen also the

cost of up-keep of the screening machinery. The one most es-

sential point in this connection is that if we have in our mixture

of clays or shales from different strata one of a very soft easily

powdered type and another from a hard rock-like formation

wild attempt uniform blending in the grinding with the openings

on the dry pan screen plates much larger than those of the clay

screen, we may have trouble from separation of these strata.

We will find at intervals the proportion of the easily powdered

type running to the screen much higher than desired; moreover,

the grinding machinery will become overcrowded with the harder

type; and, naturally, feeding must tease until the dry pan cleans
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itself. This plainly shows that the mixture is not in the propor-

tion expected. The properties of two days may be quite oppo-

site, one a fine grained plastic type and the other a coarse grained

sandy type, and by the hit and miss mixture, untold trouble

may he caused at the die, in drying, in burning, or in the quality

of the tile after burning. It is of much importance to learn the

widest limit of variation of proportions permissible in the blend-

ing that will give satisfactory results, then to arrange to hold

the blended mixture within the proper limits.

Screening.—After the ground material has passed through

the dry pan, it is lifted, most generally by a bucket elevator,

or conveyed to the clay screen, which is usually some standard

type. The clay screen should not be coarser than icS-mesh, and

many clays or shales will require finer screening than this to pro-

duce the desired texture in the body.

Pugging.—The screened material then passes to a storage

bin or directly to the tempering and pugging machinery. Some
manufacturers use a wet pan and granulator, while others use

some standard type of pug mill. The length of time required

for pugging depends on the amount of plasticity in the body

and the amount needed further for purposes of manufacture.

FORMING.

The Auger Machine.—The pugged mass is then either con-

veyed to a soaking pit for aging a certain length of time before

using or is used direct in the auger machine. The auger ma-

chine used for this purpose should be able to withstand consid-

erable strain, for the aperture of the dye is quite small and

much pressure is used to force the tile column through it.

Dies.—There are three types of dies:

The four-tile die, which makes four tile at a single cutting.

The double-tile die, which makes two tile at a single cutting.

The single-tile die, which makes one tile at a single cutting.

The four-tile die is practically a hollow building-block die

with knives in the corners to slit the sides about one-half to two-

thirds of its thickness, so that after burning the tile box can be

broken apart into four-tile. This type of die never produces a

tile of the highest quality. The knife marks on one side of each tile
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generally mar it. The face of the tile is the outside of the box, and

the face of the under tile is always spoiled at the cutting machine

by the cutting wire going through the back side of the tile first

and chipping or flaking off small pieces of the face, thus leaving

a ragged edge. There is great danger of the faces being finger

printed in hacking; and by setting these tile boxes on end on

the palettes, more or less of them are badly bruised. There are

numerous other circumstances that tend to lower the quality of

the tile made by this type of die. Not over seventy-five per

cent, of the tile can be first-class.

Next is the double die, which makes two-tile at each cutting.

Tile made from this type of die are generally of higher quality

than those made from the four-tile die, although only one-half

of the tile made from this die can be expected to be first-class.

The face of the under tile is marred in passing over the rolls of

the cutting machine. The cutting wire, passing through the

back side, flakes pieces off the face and also leaves a very ragged

edge, just the same as on the bottom tile from the four-tile

die. The tile are also generally belt and palette marked. By
this method of forming, we knowingly can figure not more than

fifty per cent, as of first-class, although, as stated above, the tile

are in quality above those made by the four-tile die method.

If a tile of the highest quality is expected and the cost of

manufacture has been considered, why should we select a type

of die that we know will make from twenty-five to fifty per cent.

of second-grade tile from no other cause than the die? There

are really no great advantages over the single die gained by

the above types to invite their use. The capacity in pieces of

an auger machine is about the same for the three types. The

general manufacturing cost of a tile made by the single-die is

slightly above the other two; but every tile made by a single die

and placed on a car for the dryer has a chance of being first grade.

This is not so with the other two types of die. Single dies are

cheaper and after being used a while can be redressed and used

again. Some clays might require lubrication; but some of the

highest quality tile in the market to-day are made over a dry

die. The up keep of a single die is very low, and the die re

quires slight attention during the operation of the machine.
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Cutting-Tables. When the body reaches the auger machine

il should be in its proper stale to he issued through the die in

its proper Form. This form will be a ribbon-like column which

passes over the cutting table and is cut into the proper lengths.

The type <»!' cutting-table used for this purpose is quite similar

to the standard makes of drain tile cutters.

DRYING.

Palettes. The tile are lifted one at a time from the off-

bearing belt and plaeed upon wooden palettes, which are then

set upon the drying ear.

The palette should he Hat open slat work, practically level,

and very strong. The size of the surface is governed by the size

of the tile and the number we wish to put upon them. The palettes

should be of such measurements that no car space is lost.

Dryer Cars. —The cars used are of special design. One ob-

ject in using a special type car rather than the ordinary brick

dryer car is capacity. A car best suited for the purpose is one

that will hold from 500 to 700 tile of the 6" X 9" X 1" size, with

sufficient air space around the tile for proper drying. The type

most generally used have three or four upright standards; these

are divided into ten or twelve spaces by cross arms, upon which

are placed wooden slats or angle irons to hold the palettes.

The Dryer.—There are no special features needed in a dryer

for drying promenade tile. Almost any of the modern brick

dryers that can be regulated to practically constant tempera-

tures in the hot end and that have proper circulation can be

used.

The cool end of the dryer should not be kept at a tempera-

ture much over ioo° F. This allows the tile in the wet state

to temper somewhat before being subjected to the higher temper-

atures. The danger point of cracking and warping in drying

seems to be between the time the ware enters the dryer in the

wet state and the time it reaches leather hardness throughout;

although if the cracking once begins in the wet state, it may con-

tinue to increase until the tile is perfectly dry.

Setting.—In setting these tile in kilns for burning, experience

teaches the use of boxes made of flat fire clay slabs. These boxes

in which the tile are set are built up of these slabs as the set-
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ting proceeds; they resemble somewhat a saggar setting effect

except that both ends are open. The tile are laid flat and p
; 'ed

in stacks of from 10 to 20 tile per stack :'ie number of stacks

in a box being regulated by the size of the tile and the size of

the box bottom

Kilns.—The typ*»s of kilns m t generally used are the

louiid or square downdraft. These are about equal for their

good and bad qualities.

Fuels.—The different kinds of fuel used for burning are

coal, gas, and crude oil. Gas, as a fuel for this purpose, is usually

some higher in price than other fuels; but when *he higher quality

of the burned product is taken into consideration, its use is often

quite economical. Some of the advantages over coal gained by

burning with gas are: brighter and richer colors and shades,

more uniform shades, less per cent, of off-shades.

The Burning Proper.—The general features of the burning

are practically the same as in burning a red shale, stiff-mud brick.

The time required for burning should be much less than with brick,

owiiig to the smaller tonnage of clay mass, the small size of the

sections, and the weight of each section being independent of

any other section. The openness of setting also allows greater

speed in burning. It must be understood that in the burning of

these tile, they undergo the same danger:- as in the burning of

red shale, stiff-mud brick, but in a shorter period of time.

Cooling and Drawing.-— It is quite worthy of mention that

care should be exercised in cooling a kiln of promenade tile to

keep cold air currents from circulating in the heated kiln, for air

checking is sure to follow. This air checking in tile is of more

serious consequence to the tile maker than air checking is to the

brick maker. A promenade tile, owing to its uses, when once

air checked is a practically worthless product without a market

value, while an air checked brick, if the defect is not of too serious

a nature, has a market value equal to that of a common brick or

higher, In emptying or drawing a kiln of tile, the same method

is used as in brick or roofing manufacture, that is, by barrows

or conveyors.

Sorting and Shipping. The tile are taken from the kiln to

the various stock piles to he shaded and graded into various
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classes. They axe generally shipped as car lots, being loaded in

the ears quite like face brick, although the ends should be strawed

and two wooden laths used between each course to prevent the

sides from rubbing and chipping in transportation. The aver-

age car load is generally ten thousand. Small lots arc generally

shipped in barrels or crates.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. Richardson: I would like to ask Mr. Shoemaker a

question. Where are yon manufacturing tile as described in your

paper?

Mr. Shoemaker: We have a factor}- at Lexington and another

in Pennsylvania.

Mr. Gorsline: I wish to say in regard to the use of the

words promenade and quarry that quarry means square. In

Wales, the home of the industry, it is applied only to square

tile and should not be applied to 6" X 9" tile, which latter are

in this country now accepted as promenade tile.



THE INFLUENCE OF THE COMPOSITION OF THE STAIN
IN THE PRODUCTION OF RED FROM CHROME-

TIN PINK STAINS. 1

By Ross C. Purdy, Columbus, O.

INTRODUCTION.

Having found that nearly every writer on this subject,

since the time of Seger, has repeated statements that were not

in keeping with factory observations, the present writer was

prompted to make extensive investigations to determine whether

these statements were true or were mere repetitions. The first

of these investigations was reported to this Society by Purdv

and Brown 1' and the second one was reported by Rea. 3 The

present report is the third one of this series. Further investi-

gation is in progress.

Mellor' criticized the first of this series of investigations,

making false assumptions concerning our experience and meth-

ods. Using the phrase "arrested reactions," he asserted that

a cone 5 calcination in 12 hours without washing and recalcina-

tion was impractical and that our results differed from what he

found because in his work he approached nearer to practical

conditions and completed reactions. He assumed, further, that

we calcined our stains under reducing conditions.

We have the following facts on our side of this question:

(1) Our first calcination (cone 5) was made under no less

severe heat treatment than was our practice in the factory. Un-

der factory conditions, I have made 200-pound batches of chrome-

tin pink stains, calcining them at cones 2 or 4, and using them

directly from the saggars without washing or recalcining. In

this manner we obtained a stain which gave as beautiful I blood-

red glaze as I have ever seen produced with chrome-tin.

(2) Not much of a deviation could be made from the pro-

portions or kinds of materials used in this stain without changing

the tint obtained, notwithstanding the fact that our glaze was

the same at all times

1 Contribution From the Ceramic Engineering Laboratories "i the Ohio State ITniver

iity

lr in 1. (inns. Anur Crr. Sin-
. Vol. XI, p

II, wl ,
\,.| XII. p SIS

< Trans Bnglian C<r Soc., Vol, IV p M
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(3) The empirical molecular formula of this stain could be

given away with full confidence that the exact tint we obtained

could be duplicated only by the use of the same materials thai

we employed

(4) Those stains, calcined at cone 5, which had the same for-

mula and materials as the siain given by Seger gave the same

brownish tints which Seger's stain has always given under every

condition tried.

(5) The kiln we used is not a small, bench gas muffle. Its

inside dimensions are 12 X 13 X 26 inches. The gas flames

pass from a commingling line below, through tubes up the sides

of the muffle, to a common Hue above the muffle. Each of the four

gas burners has a good air mixing attachment. With this kiln

we can obtain a more continuously oxidizing condition than is

possible in any of our solid fuel kilns. We certainly burned our

stains under most excellent oxidizing conditions.

(6) Mellor cannot deny the absurdity of discussing com-

pleted reactions in such stains as this, which, as he admits, are

nothing but lakes.

(7) We obtained most excellent red glazes in that first ex-

periment with unwashed, cone 5 calcines.

(8) We reserved judgment on the effect of higher calcining

treatment and of washing and reealcining. Our first study, as

was plainly stated, concerned only the results obtainable with

unwashed stains, once calcined at cone 5.

I do not hesitate to repeat, therefore, the claims made in

our first study and to which Mellor took exception.

(1) 'At the present stage of these investigations, it appears

to be a case of an exception, rather than a rule, for stains of like

empirical molecular formula, but different chromium source to

coincide in their resultant color productions." 1

(2) Much stress has been laid upon the idea that composi-

tion of the glaze is more important than the composition of the

chromium-tin pink stain. Quite the reverse of this would, in

light of the present investigation, seem to be true. It must be

granted that the glaze must be relatively low in lead and alkalies

1 Loc. cit., p. 253.
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and high in calcium. Beyond these limitations, however, there

seems to be very little, if any, that is requisite. 1

THE PRESENT INVESTIGATION.

The present investigation of this series was to determine

the effect of (i) calcining under more severe heat treatment,

and (2) of washing. For this study, those stains, described by

Purdv and Brown, which have odd numbers were used. The

history of these stains is: (1) calcined at cone 5 in 12 hours, (2)

remixed, (3) calcined at cone 8 in 26 hours, each stain divided

into equal portions, one of which was thoroughly washed and

recalcined at cone 8 in about 20 hours, all the calcinations being

made under oxidizing conditions.

The glaze used and the glost heat treatment were the same

as in the former studies.

The Trials and Manner of Setting.—Two sets of trials were

prepared, one set consisting of tiles and the other of individual

butter plates.

The tiles (wall tile biscuit) were placed on setters, six setters

to a saggar, so that all the tile in a given saggar were alike sub-

jected to whatever chromium fumes may have been present.

In every instance there was enough of chromium fumes to make

the clear glaze-wash on the inside of the saggar turn to a dark

green. The burning of this set of trials was made under oxid-

izing conditions with coke as fuel.

The small butters were placed in pairs, one inverted on its

mate, and the two sealed with a plastic porcelain body mixture.

These sealed butters were then piled in small bungs in glazed

saggars that had not been subjected to chromium fumes. This

scheme was resorted to so that each glaze should be in an atmos-

phere of the same sort, and degree of concentration, of chromium

fumes as it would have been in a saggar set full of ware of only

the one glaze. This burn also was oxidizing.

We have, then, two sets of these glaze trials, one in which

all the glazes were subjected to chromium fumes sufficiently strong

to color the sides of the saggars dark green and the other in which

each individual glaze was so sealed within the inverted butters

I 1 p, 2.S.S.
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as not to permit the escape <>!" enough fumes to even tint the

glazed sides of the saggars. In the first set of trials ample op-

portunity was given for equalizing the differences caused In- (1)

the quantity and (2) the source of the chromium, and in the

second set no such opportunity could have existed.

RESULTS.

Effect of Chrome Fumes. No difference in depth or charac-

ter of tint was obtained in the corresponding glazes of these two

sets of trials. The chromium fumes to which the first set was

subjected did not tend to equalize the tints produced.

Tints Obtained. The tints obtained were substantially

the same as those described by Rea, 1 the differences being only

such as would have been expected from the differences in com-

position. 2

Effect of Washing and Recalcining. --No effect of this treat-

ment can be discerned. No one could discern any differences

in the corresponding glazes of the washed and unwashed stain

series of either sets of these trials.

Effect of Increased Calcining Heat Treatment.—There is no

marked difference between the tints obtained with stains cal-

cined first at cone 4 and then again at cone 8, and those which

were twice calcined at cone 4. We believe with the other writers

on this subject that it is best to calcine the stains at as high a

temperature as possible and for as long a time as possible. In

fact we know this extremely high heat treatment of the stain

is essential for stains used in high fire glazes. This phase of the

subject is now being studied by one of our students.

Effect of Difference in Source of the Chromium.—I can say

now, as in the beginning, that the use of different sources of the

chromium in the stain will produce different tints and in some
cases, such as lead chromate as compared with K.,Cr.,0

7
and Cr.(0.

( ,

different colors.

Importance of Stain Composition.—The same differences,

wrought by the different amounts of CaO in these stains, can be

seen in these cone 4 4- cone 8 trials, as were noted in the cone 4 +

1 Loc. cit.. p. 525, 526, 527.

- Rea used the even numbers while here the odd numbers were used.
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cone 4 trials. In this respect, our results are rather surprising.

The difference between the brownish pinks and brownish reds

of the high CaO stains and the lilac pinks and reds of the low

CaO stains was not as great as we had expected or near as great

as the other writers in this subject would lead one to believe.

The pure pinks and reds were obtained only with the equivalents

of CaO 2.0 and i . 5 in the stain.

With increase in chromium in the Cr.,0
:i
and KXr.,()

7
stain

glazes, the tints pass from pink to red and then to green, while

in the lead chromate glazes the tints pass from pinks to brown

reds.

The best reds were obtained with K
2
Cr,0

7
and the darkest

pure red with Cr
2 :!

and lead chromate.

CONCLUSIONS.

In conclusion, I must say that while some slight differences

in tints were wrought by the higher calcining heat treatments

(as they were expected by us), we can re-affirm our belief in the

following

:

(1) Composition of the stain is as vital as the composition

of the glaze. 1

(2) Difference in source of the chromium makes a difference

in the tint obtained.

(3) Not all, if any, of these stains need to be washed or

recalcined.

(4) It is best to calcine the stain at as high a temperature

as possible.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. Manr There are some points Professor Purely has

brought out that do not agree with my experience. This ques-

tion of the manufacture of underglaze pink for printing and lin-

ing has so many aspects that are so scantily touched on in the

literature of the subject that it is very difficult in a discussion

like this to say all one wants to and attempt to cover the ground

properly. What I mean exactly is this, given a pink color that

can be successfully used under a given glaze and which will in a

1 Tins would have been better shown in the more complicated mixtures which 1

used commercially.
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certain place in the kiln ionic oul nil right, the same pink in a

hut ur part of the kiln may Ih\ and probably will be, utterly ruined.

1 use a pink thai at cone 3 is good very good pink and at

cone 4 it is ruined. Again, a pink mas- be perfectly good under

a normal thickness of glaze, while it is entirely destroyed when

the coat is too heavy.

The presence of calcium oxide in the glaze, amounting to

at least 0.5 equivalent in the R( ) of the formula, has appeared

to me to be a necessity to keep the color good at cone 3. By
increasing the calcium oxide above this limit you can make a

glaze that will make the color stand much more fire than cone

3; but I must add that I could not make a glaze that would not

scum when I increased the calcium over 0.5 equivalent in the

RO of the formula.

Working on a suggestion made by Mr. A. S. Watts, I found I

could take a pink color that under the usual treatment, viz.,

firing with plenty of air and with the color spread thin, say not

to exceed %" thick, was very liable to be destroyed at cone 1

or less, and by treating in the manner he described, I could make it

stand at least two cones higher heat. The treatment I have

adopted is as follows: The pink color mixture is thoroughly

mixed either two or three times through a sieve or better on a

ball mill and then dried. It is then made up into balls—using a

little dextrine in the water—not exceeding 5

8
" diameter and

fired with plenty of air in a biscuit firebung. This operation is

repeated three times, care being taken to grind and wash after

each firing.

Since adopting this method of preparing the pink color, I

have had no more loss with this color than with any we make,

and in most cases the method of preparation makes the differ-

ence between success and failure.

I may add that when treated this way the composition of

the color—inside of reasonable limits—does not cut a serious

figure in the results. I have taken colors treated in the old method
that I had in stock and could not use and retired them in the

way described; they have turned out perfectly satisfactory.

Glazes high in alumina destroy pink color. This I found

from making a very extensive series of experiments with a view
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of stopping the solvent action of the glaze, and, very much to my
surprise, the more alumina I added the worse the color got. My
experiments showed also that with what would under normal

conditions be considered an excess of lead the pink color was not

affected. This latter experiment would appear to indicate

that the solvent action of the glaze when excessive is not detri-

mental to this color.

I ought to state that as the heat of the European pottery

kiln is so much below our heat, this pink color presents little or

no difficulty to them.

Pro/. Purely: In this study we had a change in the tint

and a change in the depth and character of the color with prac-

tically slight change in the composition of the stain, using the

same glazes. We got a change in the character of the color pro-

duced with these changes in the stain in this one glaze that

was as marked as any change I have seen with a change in the

glaze. I have had the same experience Mr. Mayer has had where

some glazes would destroy the color completely, but that does

not destroy the fact that while you can use a large variety of

glazes you cannot have a very large variety of stains and yet

produce a good pink.

Mr. Mayer: There has been a great deal said about the

variation in the color. There is a great deal of variation in the

color depending on how it is put on. Using the same color,

you will get some very light pinks and very dark maroons. The

question of the variation is very largely a matter of how the

article is manufactured.

NOTE WRITTEN AFTER READING THE ABOVE DISCUSSION.

Mr. Purely: Mr. Mayer has dwelt much on the influence

of methods of preparation and use, and on factors other than

composition of the stains. His remarks on these arc very true

to the facts.

After reading the discussion by Mr. Mayer and a paper

by C. K Ramsden, 1
it appears that the reason for our difference

in experience- regarding the relative importance of composition

of the stain, the source of the chromium, and the methods of

Trans English Car. Soc., Volume XI, page -"».
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preparation, is thai all of these gentlemen from Dr. Seger down

were and are talking aboul undei glaze print colors while I have

been talking about colored glazes, i. i ., glaze In which the chrome

tin pink is suspended and partially dissolved as a colorant. For

under-glaze work these stains must not be at all dissolved by the

glaze, r<»r if they should be, the print would run, while on the

other hand, as glaze stains they must be thoroughly disseminated

and partially dissolved. These two cases therefore are radically

different, and one cannot argue from the one to the other con-

cerning the relative importance of any of the factors involved.

It stands to reason, however, that in under-glaze prints, the com-

position of the glaze is of more importance than in the case of

glazes colored by chrome-tin pink. For colored glazes, I still

maintain that the composition of the stain and the source of

the chromium are of as vital importance as the composition of

the glaze.



A COMPARISON BETWEEN THE RATTLER TEST AND THE
SANDBLAST TEST FOR PAVING BRICKS.'

By Edward Ortox, Jr., Ohio State University.

At the summer meeting of the American Society of Testing

Materials, held at Atlantic City, June, 1909, the subject of a bet-

ter standard test for paving brick was taken up in Committee

C. 3 and discussed at some length. The writer was not present

at the meeting, but was informed that the rattler test received

a somewhat severe scoring at the hands of some members of the

committee, and that as a substitute test the use of the sandblast

was suggested by Mr. L. W. Page, of the Road Materials Labora-

tory at Washington. The writer is not informed just how much
stress was laid upon the suggestion, or whether data was sub-

mitted in support of the same, since the deliberations of the com-

mittee were not transmitted to the Society or otherwise pub-

lished. vSome work along the line of testing the wearing quality

of paving bricks has, undoubtedly, been done at Washington

under Mr. Page 's direction, for test pieces upon which the blast

had been applied have been seen and examined by various per-

sons.

The suggested use of this method made it seem worth while

to learn what its merits really were. As the writer was at that time

making a study of paving bricks for the Geological Survey of

Ohio and had an extended series of rattler tests to make, it was

thought that if the sandblast test could also be applied to the

same set of samples, it would give exactly the kind of com-

parison which would be most valuable.

The Bureau of Standards, at their Pittsburgh laboratory in

[910, installed a sandblast machine for testing work of various

sorts. Application being made in May, 1911, to the Director.

Dr. S. W, Stratton, to be allowed to use this machine for the pro-

posed series of tests, permission was promptly and willingly

granted. The writer takes this opportunity to return thanks

publicly t<> Dr. Stratton and to Mr. O. H. Brown, who was in

immediate charge of the ceramic equipment ;it Pittsburgh at

thai time, for their kind cooperation and assistance.

Published in advance, b) permission oi I \ Bownocker, State Geologist of Ohio
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THE BUREAU OF STANDARDS SANDBLAST EQUIPMENT.

The sandblast injector was purchased ready for use from a

number on the market. It was made by J. M. Bet ton, i;.s Wash-
ington Street, New York, and is known as the Drucklieb Injec-

tor Sandblast Apparatus. The cross section of the machine,

taken from the descriptive circular, is shown in Pig. i.

The Sand Valve and Injector. One alteration of the ap-

paratus had been found necessary by Mr. Brown, viz., the sand

valve was unsatisfactory, giving an unequal flow of sand at differ-

ent points of its circumference, and he had interposed a small

diaphragm with a
:i

l6
-inch hole for the passage of the sand and,

in place of the tapering valve-plug, has substituted a flat cap.

This alteration is shown in Fig. 2.

In operation, this valve stem was screwed up 3
/ g of an inch

above the surface of the diaphragm and care was taken to see

that it was raised the same amount each time, so as to secure

uniform sand How. This constitutes one of the weak points of

the process, or rather the apparatus. There was no way of know-

ing whether the sand was feeding through the diaphragm at the

same rate in each test, and as a matter of fact the amount of sand

used did seem to vary more than could be accounted for by
other irregularities of operation. Some kind of mechanical

agitator of the sand in the tank, especially immediately about

the point of escape would undoubtedly reduce this source of

variation to a negligible factor.

The diaphragm wears slowly from the rapid flow of the sand

through it and ought to be replaced at stated intervals. Near

the end of our series, the old diaphragm was replaced by a new
one, but no difference could be detected, so the old one was put

back. In regular use, a new diaphragm every 100 tests would

prevent this source of variation from becoming of importance.

The sand in the tank is kept under pressure and, probably,

under slight motion, by the compressed air, which is admitted at

the top and which escapes out at the bottom with the sand.

Without this provision, the sand would not feed against the back

pressure of the air in the injector. The injector is a compound
one, the first jet acting as a mixer, and the lower one as a forcing

jet.
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The Cabinet.—Besides the sandblast apparatus, there was

required a dust-tight cabinet, in which the samples were ex-

posed, and a rotating apparatus to secure uniformity of attack.

This equipment is shown in Fig. 3.

The cabinet was made of wood in this instance, but a sheet

metal one would be much better. If wood is used, it should be

two thicknesses of matched flooring with paper between. At
the bottom of the tapered bottom of the cabinet a valve for

discharge of the sand is provided, and on the side of the cabinet

a door for insertion and removal of the test pieces, etc. These

openings should be gasketed with thick soft felt. The dust-

laden air must be provided with a vent leading out of doors, or

the work room will speedily become uninhabitable.

Holding and Rotating the Test Piece.—The arrangement

for holding the test piece in position is a chuck, consisting of two

plates of cast iron 9^ inches in diameter and held a fixed dis-

tance apart by 3 studs, spaced 120 apart. On these three studs

a third cast iron plate slides loosely backward and forward. To
clamp a brick in position against the outer, perforated plate, the

loose plate is pushed up against it and a long threaded nut or

sleeve, which works upon a stud set into the inner plate, is run

out till it brings the plate hard up against the brick. The gasket

between the face of the brick and the standard iron diaphragm
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affords a soft spongy bearing, which prevents the brick from

slipping, so that no greal pressure is required (sec Pig. 4).

TRANS AM. CEffSQC VOL XIV

Steele
/7C/t

The chuck was revolved at 80 r. p. m. while the test was

in progress by means of a small motor, so that the cutting was

very uniformly distributed.

The Template.—The template which regulates the area of

attack is of '

8-inch sheet steel, and the hole in it is 6 centime-

ters in diameter. The template had to be placed on the center

line of the chuck, or the brick would be thrown into and out of

the main intensity of blast as it revolved. The template wore

pretty rapidly, but its diameter usually decreased by the batter-

ing in of the metal, instead of increasing by the cutting out of

the metal. It also warped out of shape, and had to be discarded

from that cause. Whenever the hole had changed in diameter

by 1 millimeter, or the template was so warped that it would

not be brought flat on the surface to be worn, the template was

discarded. It usually lasted about 10 runs, or 30 minutes of

actual sandblasting.

The Sand Nozzle.—The sand was conveyed from the injec-

tor through a i
1

4
inch rubber pressure hose. This hose clamped

on to the injector with a good strong brass coupling. On the

other end, the nozzle was coupled. The nozzle itself was cast

iron, case hardened, with an aperture K inch in diameter. This

-aperture cut out pretty fast; the iron varied in hardness and the
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sand in cutting power, but whenever the nozzle had enlarged by
1

32 of an inch, it was discarded. Nozzles averaged about 10

runs apiece. Nozzles of smaller and larger diameter than ]/2

inch were tried; the smaller cut a pit of irregular cross-section,

the margins being separated from the center by a well defined

line. Evidently, the cone of flying sand was not of equal vigor

over the whole area, and the area of maximum cut was not equal

to the 6 cm. hole in the diaphragm. With a nozzle larger than
l

2 inch, the sand cut uniformly, but the supply of air was not

adequate to supply the machine at uniform pressure over the 3

minutes' run.

The Shield,—In order to exactly mark the beginning and

end of each cutting period, a shield, fastened rigidly to a rod,

was hung in front of the nozzle. By rotating the rod from out-

side the cabinet, the shield was moved aside from the line of the

discharge. The time given for an actual cutting was 3 minutes,

and by getting the apparatus into full operation and then sud-

denly shifting the shield aside, the start and stop could be regu-

lated to a nicety.

The Air Pressure.—The compressed air was furnished by a

compressor of rather small capacity for sandblast work. It had

a tank in the engine room which acted in the double capacity

of a reservoir and a water separator. A smaller tank near the

sandblast apparatus, which was located at some distance from

the engine room, also served as second reservoir. The pressure

employed was kept at 20 lbs. as uniformly as possible; a regu-

lating valve on the main air supply pipe made this easy, except

when too large a nozzle was used. The gauge read up to 30 lbs.

The Sand.— It was the original intention to use the I htawa

.Silica Company's sand, obtained by screening through a 20-mesh

screen, and again on a 60-mesh screen, and using that which

had passed the 20 and had lodged on the 60. After use this was

to be re-screened between 20 and 60-mesh and a mechanical

analysis run and compared with tlu' original. It the mean size

was found to lie finer, it was to he toned up with new sand of Jo

$0 mesh grade from the original source of supply. This project

was carried out, hut with unsatisfactory results An analysis

of the sand before and after use showed as follows
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M.sli Before use After use

:^ ;," 1 1 .
.» 9.2

50 [0 1 1 1 1 ,0

40 50 15-8 17.8

50 ()() mi 13.6

60 80 1 .8 6.2

80 ,, ,5 him

Some of the same sand was then screened between 20 40

mesh, and tried in the machine. The cutting power was found

to be much decreased, and the air pressure was lower, because

the sand was relatively more porous, i. e., it had bigger gains

and more interstitial spaces. This clearly showed that the sand

was a factor of great importance and that no sandblast tests

could be comparable in which this factor was not most closely

standardized.

The next tests were made upon the Ottawa sand screened

between 20 and 30-mesh, which is the sand used in standard

cement tests. It required 3 minutes' blasting with this size to

cut as much brick as was cut in 2 minutes with the 20-60 size

of the same sand. After each run, the sand was screened again

to take out the fine grains resulting from the process. The used

sand was renewed by mixing in fresh sand at frequent intervals.

Experiments were made to determine whether a fresh lot

of 20-30 Ottawa sand would give different results from a similar

lot of the same sand used several times and then carefully screened

to 20-30. The experiments were not extensive enough to prove

the point but, so far as they went, tended to show that the used

sand gave a little more active wear than the fresh.

After these experiments to learn the effect of variations in

sand had been completed, the brick tests were run, great pains

being taken to keep the treatment as uniform as possible. While

the treatment did vary a little, it is thought that the errors in-

troduced from this cause were not considerable and could not

possibly change the general findings.

The quantity of sand required per test was about 20 lbs.

The drum of the machine held about 40 lbs., and of this about

30 lbs. would feed out at an apparently regular rate; but the last

10 lbs. could not be depended upon.
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The Duration of the Test.—After testing a variety of sub-

stances, such as mortars, soft bricks, hard bricks, slag bricks,

natural stones, etc., to get some sort of a comparative basis upon

which to work, the figure of 3 minutes was arbitrarily selected

for the standard test. In as little as 20 seconds, the blast would

cut through 3 or 4 inches of well-seasoned lime mortar. In one

minute it would cut two inches deep in a soft-burnt common

brick. On a good, hard, vitrified paver, the depth of the exca-

vation in 3 minutes was from X inch to 3

t
or even an inch. It

was not easily feasible to make comparisons in terms of volume

excavated, on account of the variable shape of the hole made in

different kinds of bricks. It was necessary, therefore, to com-

pare the excavations by the loss in weight of the brick treated.

The bricks were all weighed carefully on a torsion balance, to

one gram, before and after the blasting.

The Final Conditions Used.—Unless otherwise stated in

the notes, the following conditions were maintained:

Sand—Ottawa Silica Company's 20-30 mesh—sifted

after every test.

Sand valve

—

:
'

l8
hole in diaphragm—stopper raised 3

8 .

inch

.

Sand nozzle

—

Y2 inch in diameter—changed when it

wore to 1T
M inch.

3 Air pressure—20 lbs. per square inch.

Area attacked—circle 6 centimeters in diameter.

Distance between nozzle and brick— 12 inches.

Duration of test—3 minutes.

Losses compared by loss of weight in grams.

I'he conditions specified by Blair and Orton, in report

to American Society for Testing Materials, Vol. XIV,

•£
1

p. 776, and adopted by National Paving Brick Maun

3 ! facturers' Association.

THE RESULTS OF THE TESTS.

The Bricks. The bricks upon which the sandblast tests

were carried out comprised 58 different lots, all of which had been

previously tested by the rattler process, Of these 58 samples,

41 were paving blocks, and the 17 remaining were building
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bricks. They naturally showed various degrees of wear. In

the case of the better grade of paving blocks, where the rattler

losses had noi exceeded 20 <>r 22 per cent., the individual bricks

had lost corners and edges pretty generally but retained plenty

of surfaces upon which the 6 centimeter perforated template

would lit snugly. In the case of some of the softest paving blocks

and the majority of the building bricks, the surfaces were worn

rounding, so that the template could not obtain a uniformly flat

bearing. The sand did not leak around the edges of the tem-

plate in these cases and cause increased wear. The edges of the

holes were sharp after the t >st. The only inequality, therefore,

between those bricks which presented a virtually flat surface

for attack and those of rounded surface was the slightly different

distances detween the different parts of the latter and the nozzle

of the sandblast. It is not believed that these distances varied

enough to make any sensible difference, and any such that ex-

isted would probably be in favor of the rounded bricks, instead

of against them.

From each of the 58 lots of brick represented by 2 charges of

10 each, or 20 individual bricks, three bricks were selected for

the sandblast test. They represented one of the harder bricks,

one of the softer ones, and one seeming to represent the average.

It would, of course, have been preferable to apply the sandblast

test to all of the bricks of each charge, to get a more perfect

comparison and better averages, but this would have made the

test too costly. As it was actually put through, about 200 sand-

blast tests were made. All paving blocks were tested upon the

edge, or surface which would be exposed to wear in the street if

used as pavers, except where so badly worn that no suitable

area could be found on the edge. Building bricks were tested on

the side instead of the edge.

The Action of the Sandblast.—The sandblast cuts, with

astonishing rapidity, into any ceramic material. The rate of

cutting, however, varies very widely. In general, the action is

slowrest on dense, fine-grained or amorphous, hard bodies like

glass, and most rapid in porous, granular, soft bodies like mor-

tar or soft burnt clay wares. As a mode of exposing the extent

to which the constituent parts of a clay body are bound together
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TABLE I.—RESULTS OF THE SANDBLAST AND RATTLER TESTS.
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s.
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M

go

a

«

gs

+1

SB— *j
j2 n
d z

19
2 2
*~
M

c

>.

-

=

3

2 m Shale. Paving block

Averages

16.97

17 -33

fig

75

77

No. 1 is hardest burned.

'7-15 74

-... Shale. Paving block

Averages

17.48

'7 23

79

69

69

No. 1 appears softer than

other two.

1: $5 7-'

1 j_, Shale. Paving block

Averages

17 .60

17.48

'4

74

70

"7

The second brick seemed the

softest. The third brick

had suffered worst in the

rattler test. The extra

'7 55 69

which had been used sev-

eral times without sift-

ing.

>.v Shak- Paving block

Averages

18.53

20 34

8 j

...

75

The second brick appeared

the densest. The first

brick seemed of more open

structure than the others,

from lack of pressure, or

use of too much water in

tempering, or some such

caiM

19-43 74

19 V, shak-. '

|
plastic fire

clay. Common brick

Averages

63 ;

58 27

'71

>7-

Third brick is the softest

lun in il These were hand

moulded building bricks.

Thej were tested on the

side60.75 [89

Shalt Building brick

A verages ....

;< JO

O 57

92

So

7"

No 1 appears the softest,

No ; 1- the bardesl inn ued

These were hard burned foi

building bricks, but not

designed to stand rattler

Il 1 itnu-nt

(8 93 Si
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TABLE I. (continued),

M

£

Q
Kind

of

clay

and

kind

of

brick

a
O

bti

2a
oS

3 5/

i~
V,

5«

1 j

2 a

a

s

c a
c —

* s
id S

M

Explanatory

notes

26 Alluvial clay. Under-

sized paving block

Averages

38.15

39-97

Hi

85

94

No. 3 is the softest burned

and was theworstdamaged
in the rattler. These

bricks are very badly

laminated ; the texture of

the body is dense but

sandy.

39.06 87

29 Shale. Paving blocks

Averages

17-13

J()..SI

67

67

61

82

85

65

68

The second series of tests

was run upon the same
bricks as the first. Fail-

ure to check could not be

explained.

18.82 65

342 Shale. Paving blocks

A verages

-,5-,
7

27-39

109

100

86

Brick No. 3 was hardest

burned but was much the

worst damaged in the

rattler test.

26.33 98

36a
Shale. Paving blocks

Averages

33-22

33 -»9

95
81

92

These blocks were not me-
chanically well-made-
They were hard burned,

but brittle.

33-55 89

392 Fire clay. Paving

blocks

Averages

23-40

22.19

1 1

1

79

78

80

83

No. 1 was yellow in color.

No. 2 and 3 were blue or

dark gray. Duplicates

check nicely.

22.79 89

44 Fire clay and shale

mixed. Paving
blocks

Averages

16.53

I7.72

72

68

66

17-13 69
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TABLE I.

—

{continued).
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=
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c
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z
3
3 u

gO go
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™ 2
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a i u u
Q

(X £

45a Fire clay and shale,

mixed. Paving
blocks

16.31 68

17 -34 73

76

Averages 16.82 72

47 Building brick. Sur-

face clay

54-99

63 • 45

136

98

95

No. 1 was soft burned. Xo.

2 and 3 were hard burned.

Averages 59-22 1 [1

49 Building brick. Sandy

shale and surface clay 5' -7i 235

Sand blast cut entirely

hrough brick in 3 min-

utes. These bricks had

not vitrified and were

entirely unsuited for any-

thing but common build-

ing purposes.

53 Shale. Paving blocks 28.40

24-94

119

76

107

No. 2 appears harder burned

than the others.

Averages 26.67 mi

58 Shale. Paving blocks

Averages

26.92

28 20

119

93

92

Xo. 1 looks over-burned

27-56 101

62 Shale Paving blocks

\ verages

*5 p>

-'4 47

«39

1 ic>

"7

No, 1 is the softest burned.

1 96 1

•

<>7 Shale and lift- da)

mixture. Paving

blocks

-' - 5<

21 5>

95
1 1

96

No, 2 is 1 he softest burned

\ verages [Ol
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TABLE I. {continued).
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1
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3 S
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M
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Explanatory

notes

7" Shale. Paving blocks

Averages

24 23 <>'s

21 .99 90
...

|
87

No. ,} seems the hardest

burned.

23.Il 92

73 Shale. Common bricks

Averages

37 -9°

36 . 94

131

108

101

This size has excessive wear

in the rattler test, even

when made of good ma-
terial. This sample was

not of very good quality

—

too sandy.

37 41 ii3

75a Shale. Paving blocks

Averages

22 .64

-'3-7i

82

75

95

23.18 84

8o Shale and fire clay,

mixed. Common
brick size. Stiff-mud

process

Averages

26.07

24-52

83

93

113

No. 3 is redder in color than

the others. No. 1 and 2

are somewhat buff. These

bricks stand an excellent

test, considering their size,

in the rattler.25-30 96

82 Shale. Common bricks

size. Stiff-mud pro-

cess

A verages

35-18 64

64

68

These bricks are very hard,

but brittle—do not stand

the rattler test satisfac-

torily.

65 -

84 Shale. Common brick

size. .Stiff-mud pro-

cess

Averages

23 03

25 -44

99

89

93

These bricks stand an ex-

cellent rattler test, for

their size.

24-23 94

86 Shale. Paving blocks

A verages

25.10

28.36

80

7i

66

No. 3 is the hardest burned.

This block is burned hard,

but is brittle and given a

poor rattler test.

26.73 7-'
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TABLE L— [con in tied)

.

Designation

<>f

brick

sample

Kind

of

clay

and

kind

Of

brick

Results

of

rattler

tests.

Per

cents

lost

Results

of

sandblast

tests.

Grams

lost V

=§8
=
—

M
at

~
\- 1-<
x~
W

Explanatory

notes

89 Shale. Common brick

size. Stiff-mud pro-

cess

A verages

... 134

49 03| 137

47.29 189
|

48-46| 1 53

Not intended for paving

brick.

91 Fire clay. Paving brick.

Common brick size

Averages

24.80J 87

104

•
• 107

No. 1 is harder burned than

the others.

25.42 99

94 Fire clay. Paving

blocks

20.64 99

18.93 InI

... [05

I05

These blocks are not as

vitreous as many, but they

have a dense close grain

and are very uniform.

1 9 . 7 8 1 2

opposite side of brick

No. 2.

97 Fire clay. Paving

blocks

Averages

21.72 71

...
| 72

20.79 74

67

and

79

Second test was made on

brick No. 2, with sand

which had been used some

time. Pressure varied

somewhat.21.25 7-

101 Fire clay. Common
brick size. Stiff-mud

process

Averages

29 50

51.81

95

117

1 Ji

Brick No. 1 seems purer tire

clay than the others.

which contain shale parti

cles.

jo 65 ' ' 1

ro6 Shale. Common brick

size Stiff liiud pro

cess

56 |o

\S jo

1 12

120

125

Averages j5 Bo 1 [9

108 Shale. Paving blocks 37 1

1

15 04

1 J5

"I
1 1.

1

1 p.
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TABLE I. (continued).

£

a

If
•a 3

I 1 1

•=

J
•a

>
n
3-8

I 1
= 7

Shale. Paving blocks

Averages

i/>

I

u

g Z

2a
"8 8
a

"

— u
3
4/"*

J J. 67

23 -37

8*1

3~
- 75

561/1

rt

7~

1 10

87

75

a
1

1

' 5
-. r.

u 1-

w

u

e

K

No. 1 appears softer than

the others. No. 3 much
tin- harder burned.

23 .02 9i

114 Fire clay. Paving

blocks

Averages

[971
18 .04

Si

80

92

No. 3 the softest burned.

18.88 84

1 '7.. Shale. Paving blocks

Averages

23 58

23-43

80

80

63 72

The second test was on the

other side of the brick,

near the middle. This

brick has a dense but

brittle structure.23-5o| 74

uo2
Shale. Paving blocks

Averages

20 . 43

19-23

19.82

63

61

84

69

No. 3 appears much softer

than the other two.

i-3 hire clay. Paving
blocks

Averages

19- '5

15.66
75

92

92

No. 1 has a better appear-

ance than the other two.

1 7 . 40 86

126., Shale. Paving blocks

Averages

I5-92

16. 20

16.06

77

73

79

76

1 29 2
Shale. Paving blocks 21 .76

22 .02

75

89

63

62 1

1

The second brick had lost

most heavily in the rattler

test. The bricks are all

dense but show bad ma-
chine structure.Averages 21.89! 76
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TABLE I.

—

{.continued).

2 J >: - is

£
-

Kind

of

of

bri<

3t
'£-

"5 »
-.

-

go
w

01

a

W

132 Shale. Paving blocks

Averages

26.38

25.90

1
•
•

7"

73

104

81

[03

Brick No. 3 is softer burned

than the others. Struc-

ture is not good for any of

them.

26. 14 82

136 Shale. Paving blocks 22.16

22.15

IOQ

I I 2

99

l?2. 15 107

[39 Fire clay. Paving
blocks

A verages

23-9'

21 .73

98

95

99

22.82 97

142 Fire clay. Paving
blocks

Averages

35-39J"5|
••

J3 33 99
. .. 103

Brick No. 1 appears softer

than others. The struc-

ture of thi^ sel is not good.

Over-burned.

34.36 I oh

'45 Shale. Paving blocks 21 99 07

22. l6 10S

... 96

22 .07 (CM

.48 Shale. Paving blocks [6 80 7"

82

60

The second brick lost most

in the rattler.

Averages 71.

is-' Shale Paving blocks I I 1 1

)

n ii.

1 1 1

Averages 16 93 1 iO
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155 .Shak'. Paving blocks

A \ erages

27 67

27-94

83

74

90

These bricks appear brittle.

27.80 82

158 Shak-. Paving blocks

A \ crages

21.26

j 1 .01

68

66

61

58 This brick, No. 1, has a

better appearance than

the others and has with-

stood the rattler test

better.

These bricks show mechan-
ical defects.

21.14 65

163 Shale. Paving blocks

Averages

2 1 . 94

26.70

65

59

77

No. 3 is the softer burned.

The bricks are dense, but

appear brittle.

2432 67

166 Shale. Paving blocks

Averages

19-93

19-3°

79

84

78

The bricks were 5 inches

deep, and were tested on
the side instead of the

edge.

19.61 80

169 Shale and surface clay.

Common brick size.

Stiff-mud process

Averages

30.99

30 . 1 8

133

131

143

30 54 136

>7> Shale. Common brick

size. Stiff-mud pro-

cess

Averages

41 .00 66

86

93

82

No. 1 is the hardest and
No. 3 the softest. Hard
burned shale. Brittle.

74 Shale and surface clay.

Common brick size.

Stiff-mud process

Averages

26.73

34.00

103

100

72

106

77

72

Hard burned shale. Brittle.

So. 76 9-'
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TABLE I.— con inued).

Designation

of

brick

sample

-3
=

a

>.

,2 r

U *
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n ^
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*

a a

7 1-
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V

a.-

" 5
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u I-

K

r.
•j

q

>>

£
2

~

'79 Alluvial clay. Common
brick size. Stiff-mud

process

A verages

4-> -75|i5i

44 04 '54

. . . 200

No. 1 is the hardest and No.

3 the softest. These

brick not intended for

other than building pur-

poses.43-39|i68

e8i Shale. Common brick

size. Stiff-mud pro-

cess

Averages

36.35

37.68

66

7-1

72

Hard burned shale, but

brittle and unable to with-

stand the rattler test.

37 01 70

- Shale and glacial clay.

Paving blocks

14.80

18.86

63

60

60

75

60

Flaws evident where sub-

jected to second test ac-

counts for higher loss.

16.83 61

'83 Fire clay. Paving
blocks

25 4* 80

80

68 59

These brick were brittle.

No. 3 was the hardest

burned and densest of the

set.

76
_ _ . .. — ..

into a silicate matrix, it is unrivaled. To a considerable ex-

tent, also, it is of use in developing the flaws, structural defects,

laminations, lack of homogeneity, etc., in a clay body, for it

cuts faster into all defects than into the solid portions.

There is no question but that the relative rate of destruction

before the sandblast gives strongly characteristic data. The

above table sufficiently demonstrates this fact, since the losses

vary from 59 or 60 grams up to 236 grams in a three-minute test.

As an illustration of the characteristic rate of wear and differ-

ences in structure revealed by the action of the sandblast, Fig.

5 is shown.
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Fig. 5

View of ihri't' bricks after exposure to sand blast for 3 minutes each. All conditions com-
parable.

Brick A. Stiff mud building brick. Coarse texture; clay has been poorly ground; not well
vitrified. Excavation l'/i inches deep.

Brick B. Shale paving block Fairly dense body, well vitrified. Cut 1 inch deep.
Brick C. Paving block made in England from blast furnace slag. Exceedingly close dense

body. Very hard. Depression ;!

/s inch deep.

Relative Performance of the Rattler and Sandblast Tests.—
The mass of data in Table I is too large to permit the ready ex-

traction of generalizations from it. Accordingly, a much abridged

table, No. II, has been prepared. The results are arranged in

the order of the magnitude of their losses in the rattler, in order

that the corresponding losses by the sandblast may be more

readily grasped. For convenience, the results in the paving

block series are divided into groups.

From the table a very fair general agreement can be

found between the results of the two methods. There are a

large number of instances where the two processes check nicely.

Out of 41 comparisons, about 30 give good checks. The other

11 or 12 comparisons are glaringly out of concordance, and the

way in which both methods were able to check themselves shows

that their failure to check each other is not accidental. However,

since these discordant determinations constitute only about

25 per cent, of the total number, the general mean of the groups

of ten consecutive determinations each still shows a notable

concordance

:
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TABLE II.—COMPARISON OF RATTLER TEST VS. SANDBLAST TEST.

FULL-SIZED PAVING BLOCK SERIES.

Designation
of

sample

Average
rattler loss.

Per cent.

Average
sandblast loss.

Grams

126 16.06 76

45 16.82 7-

182 16.83 61

148 16.89 73

44 17.13 69

2 17-15 74

6 J 7 -35 7-

12 17-55 69

29 18.82 65

114 18.88 84

Average 17-34 71-5

123 19-15 86

15 19-43 74

166 19.61 80

94 19.7 102

120 19.82 69

158 21.14 65

97 21.25 7-1

129 21 .89 76

67 22.01 IOI

•45 22.07 100

Average 20.61 82.5

136 22.16 107

139 22.82 97

39 22.79 89

1 1

1

23.02 9i

7<> 23 1

1

92

75 23.18 84

117 23-50 74

163 24-32 67

62 24.96 1 22

i«3 25 -48 :(>

23.53 89 9
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1

TABLE II. ii ontinued).

i u cation

sample

\v erage
rattlei toss.

Per ci in

Average
sandblast l"*---.

Crams

1

i
26 [4 82

34 ^?>?> 9.8

53 26.67 101

86 26 ,3 72

'5-' 26.93 1 10

58 27 -56 IOI

155 27.80 «2

36 .\?> 55 89

>4-' 34 • M> I<)6

108 36.0c, 146

26 39.06 «7

Average 29 84 97.6
COMMON BRICK-SIZED PAVERS AND BUILDING BRICKS.

84 24- 23 94
80 25-30 96

91 25-42 99

169 30 . 54 136

IOl 30 . 65 114

'74 30
.

7 5 92

82 35 18 65

106 35-8o 119

181 37 01 70

73 37-41 113

22 38.93 81

171 41 .00 82

179 43 • 39 168

89 48.46 '53

49 5i-7i 235

47 59-22 1 10

19 60.75 189

TABLE III.

Average
rattler loss.

Per cent.

Average
sandblast loss.

Grams

1 st ten samples. . '7-34 71-5

2nd Len samples. 20.61 82.5

3rd ten samples.

4th eleven sampl
23-53

29.84

899
97.6es
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fhesq data seem to prove thai the combination of propei

tics which enables a paving brick (<> withstand the rattler test

creditably will is general enable it to withstand the sandblast

test creditably.

To siiii further strengthen the presentation of this point,

Fig. 6 has been prepared, in which the data of Table II are ex-

pressed graphically. The heavy dotted line in the sandblast

curve connects the average <>f the Tour groups given above. The

substantial parallelism of the rattler loss curve and the curve

of the mean losses by the sandblast is too striking to be ignored.

In the second part of Table II, when the data from the two

methods are obtained from small pavers of common brick size,

and from common stiff-mud building bricks not designed for

pavers at all, this deduction is not so clear, though its general

tendency is still the same. It certainly proves the above prin-

ciple better than it proves another.

Looking next to the frequent cases of radical disagreement

(constituting about 25 of the whole number tested), we find some
samples which show a high sandblast loss with low rattler loss,

and a large number of samples which show a low sandblast loss

with high rattler loss. Table IV assembles the most striking

of these instances:

TABLE IV.

Sample
No.

Average
rattler loss.

Per cent.

Average
sandblast loss.

Grams

Variation from
group averages of
sandblast losses.

Grams

94 19.78 102 + 20

67 22 .OI IOI + 19

145 22 .07 IOO + 18

136 22 . l6 107 + I 7

26 39.06 87 — IO

36 33 55 89 — 9

155 27.80 82 — 15

86 -'6.73 72 —25
132 26. 14 82 — 15

183 25-48 76 — 12

163 24-32 67 —22

Taking up now those cases where the sandblast losses are

plus normal, we find that number 94 is a fire clay paver, of close
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uniform structure, not hard or well vitrified, but tough when it

comes to resisting blows. Material from this immediate neigh-

borhood, and of the same peculiarities, has been on the market

for 25 years as paving brick and has an excellent reputation.

The lack of hardness or vitreous quality allows it to cut away

rapidly before the sandblast.

The second case, Xo. 67, is a brick manufactured from a

mixture of fire clay and shale, and in burning the vitrification

point of the shale is reached before that of the fire clay. The

product contains grains of fire clay which are not bonded firmly

into the mass, and which are soft or unvitrified still. In the

rattler, this material is able to give a fairly good test owing to

the toughness of the shale matrix. In the sandblast test, the

fire clav grains cut away rapidly and so honeycomb the shale

matrix that the latter follows soon after.

The third case, No. 145, is a shale brick, in which the shale

itself is of good quality and vitrifies to a strong hard body. But

in the clay bank is a stratum of sand rock which is very frequently

mixed into the shale in quarrying. This material remains coarse

after grinding—cannot be vitrified, and by its large volume-

changes tends to work itself loose from the surrounding matrix.

Thus the output of this plant at times is excellent, and at times

not so good, depending on whether the sand rock is excluded or

not. The sandblast test will promptly make use of such a con-

dition and will cut into the brick very rapidly. The rattler test

will also cause extra wear, but the shale matrix will hold together

enough to show a fair loss only.

Of the fourth sample, No. 136, little is known as to the con-

ditions of manufacture or the raw materials. It comes from a

new factory which has not yet established itself firmly in the

market, and, doubtless, the raw materials and conditions of

manufacture have varied a good deal

Examining now the other class of cases where the sand-

blast data is minus normal we find the following

No 26 was a brirk made from a fat plastic alluvial clav and

was very severely laminated in tin- auger machine. It broke

down rapidly in the rattler tests from t lust- Haws and lamina-
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tions. It stood well in the sandblasl test, because the day was

vitrified into a hard tighl grained dense body.

No. 36 was a shak' paver, hut was structurally unsound,

owing to extensive laminations, and, moreover, was brittle and

unable to resist impact. It resisted the sandblast well, because

of its glassy vitrified nature.

No. 155 was a shale paver of which little is known except

that it was brittle. The same may be said of No. 86.

No. 183. This was a fire clay paver, burned especially for

the test, and overburned through anxiety to make a good show-

ing. The same blocks, softer burnt, would make a fair showing

in the rattler test. They had become brittle; they were hard,

however, and stood a good sandblast test.

163. These blocks are shale, and ordinarily make a fairly

tough product. In this case they were dense, vitrified and brit-

tle.

These cases seem to the writer to clearly show the funda-

mental differences in action of the rattler test and the sand-

blast test. The first set of bricks will stand the former and will

not stand the latter, because the bricks are tough, but are either

not very hard or else have numerous soft spots scattered through

a hard matrix. The second set of bricks will stand the latter

and not the former, because they are hard, vitreous and glassy

in texture, but are brittle or defective in mechanical structure

or both.

In short, the sandblast really measures hardness and not

toughness, i. e., glass would resist sandblasting exceptionally

well, but it would not resist rattling at all well. And while it is

true that in general the better grades of paving bricks do be-

come increasingly hard as they vitrify and at the end are both

tough and hard, it is equally well known that many clays which

burn to a very hard body, of glassy texture, are very weak and
brittle when subjected to blows. Hence, it is clear that in any
large number of comparisons of the two processes, we should

expect to find just what we do find, viz., general concordance

between the results of the two tests, but, nevertheless, frequent

and wide departures from concordance.
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Relative Merits of the Two Processes as Measures of the

Quality of Paving Bricks.—It may easily be claimed that the

curve shown in Fig. 6 is unfair, in that it arbitrarily assumes

the rattler test as the basis of comparison; arranges the rattler

results in progressive numerical order; and gives them an ap-

pearance of close harmonious agreement that is far from the

truth; and similarly prejudices the sandblast test by showing a

markedly jagged curve. It is beyond question true, that by as-

suming the sandblast test as the standard of comparison, its re-

sults could have been made to appear smooth and constant,

and the rattler test jagged and inconsequent.

But, it should be borne in mind, that in seeking to make a

comparison between the values of these two methods, we cannot

set aside the fact that the rattler test has, by a continuous usage

of over 20 years, and a somewhat careful and fairly well stand-

ardized usage of at least 10 years, established itself as a criterion,

while the sandblast has no such standing. Rattler tests have

been made to the number of many thousands, by many hundreds

of engineers to whom the results have come to offer an intelli-

gible meaning. It is possible to some extent to interpret rattler

data into wearing value in street use.

The rattler process started with the absorption test, the

cross-breaking test, the crushing test, the specific gravity test,

the hammer test, the frost test, the grinding table test, and per-

haps some others; but it has outlived them all, and remains to-

day practically the only test used. All the others have either dis-

appeared wholly from use in estimating paving material, or are

used in a sporadic case here and there.

In interpreting rattler data, there is still room for honest

difference of opinion. It is agreed very generally among engi-

neers and brick manufacturers that the rattler test is a severe

test, and that any brick which can endure this test creditably

will with absolute certainty give a good account of itself in street

use, if properly laid. The best bricks in the world will make a

wretched street if not properly laid, but such failures are not

chargeable to the bricks themselves. On the other hand, it is

by no means agreed just where to draw the line between permissi-

ble and non-permissible rattler losses, or to say just how good
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a material must be or how poor ii dare be and still justify use

in .1 street.

It lias long been recognized thai the rattler measures tough

lHss. /. 1 ., ability to withstand blows and friction, better than

any other device. No one can really say what makes one rock

tough and another brittle. It is not wholly a function of hard-

ness, certainly, because any very hard bricks are brittle, and

yet, hardness enters into it. It is not a matter of crushing strength

for many dry-press bricks show phenomenal crushing strength,

but no dry-press brick rattles well. It is not wholly a matter

of elasticity, for "lass, one of the- most brittle of solids, is very

clastic indeed, and yet, a lack of elasticity would surely be against

the development of toughness. Whatever toughness may be,

or may not be, it is the one quality or combination of qualities

needful above all others in good paving bricks.

On the other hand, the sandblast test does not bring out

by any kind of shock or other means the presence or absence of

toughness. Its blows are infinitesimally little, but also infinitely

numerous. They wear away, not by a blow, but by scouring.

Any hard body, be it brittle or tough, is able to make a good

showing in such a test. Hence the answer of the sandblast in

any given case, unless supported by supplementary data, gives

no assurance of toughness. Beyond a doubt, hardness in pav-

ing bricks is generally associated with toughness. In the pres-

ent series, this is true in about 75 per cent, of the large number
of samples tested. But, if the sandblast test gives a mislead-

ing decision in 25 per cent, of the cases in which it is used, how
long can any one depend upon it ?

THE SANDBLAST TEST FROM THE ECONOMIC STANDPOINT.

The test is like the rattler test in requiring the closest kind

of adherence to an empirical standard of procedure. Every

minute factor of both tests has its influence, and no one can get

comparable data who does not conscientiously watch every one

of these factors. The sandblast test has even more variables

than the rattler. It would require more, rather than less, skill

to use it. This is certainly against its use.

In point of time required, the sandblast test, if applied to a
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sufficient number of bricks to get reliable averages, would be much

the longer. One blasting can be made in a few minutes, but to

get a series of results involves cleaning out, readjusting, etc. It

would increase the time required to give an answer as to a given

material's fitness to be accepted—often a very urgent matter

in street building. The readiness of the rattler is one of its strong

points of advantage. In point of cost, the sandblast test would

save nothing. The frequent renewal of nozzles, diaphragms,

templates, gaskets, etc., the constant wearing out and restand-

ardization of the sand supply, and the cost of making the com-

pressed air, would surely counterbalance the larger use of power

and the heavy wear and tear on staves and shot in the rattler

process.

The country has facilities for the sandblast test in very

few commercial establishments and in practically no testing

laboratories. It would be a long time before the method could

come into general use even if its advantages were obvious and

weighty.

CONCLUSIONS.

i. The sandblast method has no advantage on either tech-

nical or economic grounds over the rattler process as a mode of

testing paving bricks for their resistance and wear.

2. The sandblast test measures hardness rather than strength

or toughness, and while most good paving bricks are hard, it is

entirely unsafe to make the hardness test the criterion of their

excellence.

3. The greatest value of the sandblast as a laboratory tool

is its ability to expose the structure of strong bodies, natural or

artificial. For this purpose it is unrivaled.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. Brown: I agree with Professor Orton that the sandblast

tesi measures the hardness and not the toughness, ami that the

rattler test measures the toughness. Also, I think that the

rattler test shows up the laminations better than the sandblast.

The sandblast test is on only a portion of the brick, while the

Fattier test is on the whole brick. In comparing the two tests,
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voti notice the sandblast tests were made on three bricks, and

the rattler tests were made on twenty bricks. I think if tin-

sandblast tests had been made oil twenty bricks there would not

have been so much variation. The average would have fallen

about the same way.

Mr. Orton: The sandblast figures as plotted are averages be-

tween three independent results. If we had found that those in-

dependent observations varied widely between themselves that

would justify your conclusion; but as a matter of fact there was

pretty close agreement between the individual sandblast tests

made on anv set of bricks.



A THERMAL STUDY OF BORIC ACID-SILICA MIXTURES.
By A. V. BlEixixger and Paul Teetor, Urbana, 111.

The subject of possible chemical combinations of silica

and boric acid has received some attention in our Transactions, 1 - 2

and the question raised is interesting inasmuch as such mixtures

possess most decidedly the character of glasses or solid solutions.

Thermal analysis thus does not promise a fruitful field of in-

vestigation. However, of the two methods comprising thermal

analysis, the determinations of the softening temperatures is of

some interest in itself, since it gives us the general character

of the fusion curve of the two components involved.

A thermal lag is not to be expected either in the heating

or cooling curves. In the present work, a search was made, how-

ever, for such a point based on the statement of Binns, Trans.

A. C. S., X, p. 158, in which he records a temperature increase

upon the fusion of a mixture of boric acid and silica, due to

some exothermal change. The present research deals, (a) with the

determination of the softening points of Si0
2
-B

2 :!
mixtures be-

tween the limits B
2
0.rB 2 :j

.3Si0
2 ,

(b) with the determination

of heating and cooling curves and (r) with an investigation of the

solubility of the fused glasses in water. The reagents used were

chemically pure hydrous boric acid and silica, the latter being a

B. & A. preparation which unfortunately contained several per

cent, of sodium chloride and water. In the latter part of the

series, fusions were made also with flint which had been passed

through a 200 mesh sieve. The calculation of the mixtures

was based upon the analyzed silica content, practically 97 per

cent. The boric acid was fused, cooled rapidly and kept in a

desiccator. It was crushed in a porcelain and pulverized in an

agate mortar. Similarly, the silica was ignited and kept in a

desiccator. The mixtures were ground together in the agate

mortar and fused over the blast lamp in a 10 CC. platinum crucible

kept covered during the heating. After some time, the yellow

color "I the mass disappeared, which seemed to be a measure

of the completeness of the fusion. The cooled mass had an opaque

1

I'.iiii... Trans. A C S.. Vol. X, p I J8

Sinner, Tr.uis A C S, Vol XI. p (»7<.
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but glassy appearance. The fused mixture was easily removed

from the crucible by inserting a platinum rod and quickly cooling

in cold water. Thru the fusion was pulverized and screened

through 80 and is<> mesh screens. The portion passing the 80

hut remaining on the [50 mesh screen was used for the solubility

samples. This was done in order that 110 great variations in

the surface factor might affect the solubility of the several mix-

tures.

SOFTENING POINT DETERMINATION.

For this purpose, the fused mixtures of Si02
and B

2 :) ,

ground to a fine powder, were made up with a little water into

small cones, and placed in an electric resistance furnace. The

specimens were kept in position by means of platinum foil. Since

in glasses practically no other criterion is available than the

deformation point, the temperature at which the cones bent was

taken to represent the softening point. Care was taken to raise

the heat at a regular rate by rheostat regulation, and the tempera-

ture readings were made by means of a Pt-PtRd thermo-couple,

the electromotive force of which was determined by the method
of balancing against a standard cell by means of a potentiometer

indicator.

Owing to the fact that by mistake water was used in making

up the mixtures, some anhydrous boric acid reverted to the

hydrous form. This, of course, made it troublesome to determine

the deformation point of B
2 :i

owing to the evolution of steam

and the resulting bubbling. With the addition of o. 1 SiO,,

the cones seemed to stand up apparently in good shape. The
heat given off on adding water to the B,0

:i
.i.5Si0

2
mixture

was so great that the crucible could not be held in the hand.

At the same time very little heat was evolved by the B
2 3

.i.4Si0
2

and the B,0
3
.i.6SiO, glasses. On fusing the B,0

3.i.5Si0 2
mix-

ture, it assumed a pink color.

It was soon observed that these glasses were quite viscous.

This was illustrated by the fact that a twisted platinum wire on

being lowered into the fused mass and again raised was found to

draw out a ribbon of glass. It is not surprising, therefore, that

the softening points could not be checked, in spite of the fact

that the same rate of heating was followed as closely as possible.
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In going over this part of the work four (inns, the results shown

in Fig. i were obtained. The softening points of the mixtures

beyond R.o.,.2Si<), are not plotted since the divergence in this

part of thi' series is still greater.

Softening point determinations were also made upon rods

drawn from all of the fusions hut these likewise gave extremely

Variable results, considerably lower than those obtained for the

cones.

The evidence thus far collected makes it apparent that any

reaction taking place under these conditions would be greatly

hindered by the internal molecular friction.

HEATING AND COOLING CURVES.

A considerable number of heating and cooling curves were

determined with special reference to the B
2 3.2Si0 2

mixture.

The latter was prepared from fused B
2 :!

and prepared SiO.,, and

from fused boric acid and flint, passed through the 200 mesh

sieve. In no instance was there a temperature, acceleration or

lag observed, and, hence, the observation of Binns was not checked.

In Fig. 2, the heating curve in which the couple readings were

made by means of a potentiometer indicator is shown. The
junction was kept at o° C. by means of ice. In Figs. 3 and 4,

both the heating and cooling curves for prepared silica and flint

mixtures as indicated by a Siemens and Halske recorder, making

a contact every 16 seconds, are presented. It was observed

that on fusing any mixture of B
2 3 and SiO,, without previous

fritting, some vapor was expelled suddenly, carrying evidently

a certain amount of boron. This happened also when both the

boric acid and silica had been ignited separately to constant

weight before mixing. Since Professor Binns used an optical

pyrometer, it is quite possible that by focusing upon this vapor

the readings were changed as observed by him.

SOLUBILITY DETERMINATIONS.

The different mixtures were fused and pulverized on cooling.

The resulting powder was screened through the 80 and 150 mesh
sieve. All material coarser than the 80 and finer than the 150

mesh was rejected. One gram samples were then weighed and

put in stoppered 250 cc. Erlenmeyer flasks. These were placed
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in a shaking machine together with 200 cc. of distilled water.

After shaking for 10 hours and standing over night, the liquid

was filtered off and the residue washed. Then 200 ee. of water

was again added (including the wash water used) and the flasks

were again shaken for one hour. The residue was again filtered

and washed. After drying, the residues and paper were ignited

and the weights determined. The insoluble matter in each case

was brushed off and the paper burnt separately.

The weights of the residues are shown in the curve of Fig. 5.

rtt4/V5,4M. C£/? &0C. t/0£.X/l/ 3l£//V//VGF/f'& TSErOft

02 0<t- 06 06" /.0 /2 /-#• /6 /& S.0 .£*<? S.& ^a ^8 30
/W0>£&C£/l~4S? E~<p(//l><*£.E/V7~S S/0a r0 /^Oj

It is seen that all of the boric acid was dissolved in the first of

the series as well as some of the silica. At a point close to

BjOj i.8Si0
2 , however, the solubility curve crosses the line

indicating the percentage content of B .,( \ (shown by the dotted

line) which proves that some B3 s
has been rendered insoluble.

This tendency increases with the silica content. At the molecular

ratio 1 2 a decided drop occurs indicating the rapid formation of

an insoluble 'Jass As to the cause of this sudden change, we

can only conjecture at the present time. To establish the fact

thai a chemical combination lias taken place would require the
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running of a parallel series using another criterion such as the

specific gravity of the powder. At the present time, however,

this evidence might be used to support the claim that we are

dealing lure with a solid solution representing a chemical union

between the silica and the boric acid.

CONCLUSIONS.

Fused boric acid-silica mixtures are typical glasses pos-

sessing no definite deformation temperatures.

No thermal phenomena were observed, i. e., there was no

absorption or liberation of heat throughout the series B.,()., to

BaOs.3Si02 .

Boric acid when fused with silica first dissolves some of

the latter. The amount of matter soluble in water decreases

somewhat more rapidly than the B.
2 :!

content. Between 2 and

2.2 SiO, a decided drop in the solubility of the glasses occurs,

indicating that some B
2
0.

(

has been rendered insoluble. It is

quite probable, although not proven, that a chemical combina-

tion might take place at this point. The gradual decrease in

solubility might thus be ascribed to the formation of some of

this combination at an earlier stage. At the point mentioned,

a more rapid enrichment would thus take place.

DISCUSSION.

Professor Binns: I am interested in the results secured by
Professor Bleininger. When I made the first experiments of

this kind I expressly disclaimed any pretension to the ability

called for by such work, and I based my chief claim as to the

action of boron upon the practical issues as expressed in glaze

composition. From this position, which has been confirmed

by Dr. Singer and Mr. Stull, I have not had cause to retreat.



THE BEHAVIOR OF GRANULAR LIMESTONE IN BURNED
CLAY.

By Charles F. Binns and Merle A. Coats.

Prof. A. A'. Bleininger two years ago read a paper before

the Wisconsin Clay Manufacturers' Association on "The Function

of Lime in Clays," which was published in full in the Clay-worker
of August, 1910. While Prof. Bleininger covered the ground

more fully than it is now proposed to do, this paper is presented

in order to bring the subject definitely before this society and

to elicit discussion. The work has been done quite independently

of Bleininger's investigation and any overlapping is but the

natural consequence of similar work.

It is a fact well known to clay-workers that limestone in

small pieces is the cause of serious trouble. The calcium carbon-

ate is dissociated in the heat of the kiln, the carbon dioxide being

driven off and the oxide left in the form of quick-lime. Upon
exposure to weather this lime exerts its natural affinity for mois-

ture and carbon dioxide; and obtaining these from the atmos-

phere, it swells and ruptures the clay body. Clay containing an

appreciable amount of lime can rarely be burned to vitrification

because of the sudden fusion which is apt to ensue. It follows,

therefore, that the lime grains are, after burning, embedded in

a mass which is more or less porous and which affords easy ingress

to the atmospheric gases. The object of the present investiga-

tion was to determine: first, the smallest size of grain at which

the limestone was dangerous; second, the amount of lime which

could be present without causing harm; third, the effect of fire

in destroying the power of the lime; and fourth, the possibility

of treating the ware after burning so as to render the lime harm-

less.

An ordinary red-burning brick clay was chosen as the body.

This happened to be a surface clay of slaking character from the

carboniferous horizon. I'sed alone it burned to a clear red

and to a common brick density at about cone 01.

A gray limestone used as a building Stone was crushed and

graded in the following sizes s i
_• mesh, 1 2 20, -•<> 36, 36 55.

Of the lareesl ''rain limestone, 8 1 2 mesh, amounts of 1,
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^, 5 ami s per cent., respectively, were added to the daw ()i

each mixture 9 small I >r ii-ks were made l>v the plastic process,

using a wooden mold. Three of the bricks were burned at cadi

of the cones 06, 03 and 01 in is hours. The same procedure

was followed ill the rase of the 1 2 20 mesh. In order to test

tlu' effect of the German practice <>f soaking brick containing

lime, one brick of each scries was immersed in water for 30 seconds

and another brick was soaked to saturation immediately on being

drawn from the kiln. The remaining brick of the trio was left

dry.

Bach group of 36 brick was then arranged in order on a shelf

in the laboratory, but there was no further treatment.

20 DAY,} AFTER. BCRHinG
8-12 I1E5H LIIUSTOflE W BRICK

I % 0% 6 °A

DRYJ DIP jyAKIDRYi D I
P b°AK| DRY| D I P l5°AKl DRY! PI Pb°AK

8

FIRE- CO )6-lQ3Q°CLPfT

)HE 03 -l090°CEriT.
1 1 1 1 1 1 1.1jsri

1 1 11 1 111 11tfi
RE -CONE 01 -I l30°CErrr

Fig. I.

After 20 days the first photograph, Fig. I, was taken. There

is no serious damage except spalls on the surface until the 5 per

cent, lime is reached. Of these the dry and dipped brick at the

lower fires show signs of a weakened structure. Of the 8 per

cent, series all the dry and dipped brick are crumbling, some of

them being completely destroyed. The damage is rather less

in the higher burn. None of the soaked brick, even with the

highest content of lime, show any damage except the white spots

on the surface where the lime grains are exposed.
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After 10 days more a second photograph, Fig. II, was taken.

The spalling is worse in the members with the smaller content.

30 DAY^ AFTER. BCIRJIinG

6-12 mesh uriEyrortE in brick

ff

I 7c C> % v5 % 8 %
DRYiDiPiSW. DPv! r)ip^rAK DRY DIP :'

T
- Tw :

I I 1. 1.1J 1.1 MM. I

FIRE-COnE 06-IO3O°CEnT

ill I LI II 152 I

FIRE-COHE Q3 -1Q 9Q°C EP1T

1 1 riTTi in n i

FIRE -COME Q\ -I 1
30° CENT.

of lime and the disintegration of those with. 5 or 8 per cent, has

proceeded further. The soaked brick are still sound.

40 DAYv5 AFTER. SCIRniflG

8-12 n E5M LiriE5T0nE m BRICK

17c v2> °/o 5 % 8 7o

DRY|DlPp°AK DRYiO DRV DIPuVM

iiiiiri^i:
FIRE-COHE 06-IOJ>0°CEriT.

1 n 1 1. h 1 R.n
FIRE-COHE Q3 -lQ9Q°CEnT

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 urn
FIRE -COH; 01 -I I30°CEI1T

Fia III.
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Another 10 days show no change except that the disintegra

lion which had been before noted had gone further (see Pig. III).

The soaked brick are still intact.

Phi' next scries consists of the brick containing 12 20 mesh

lime in the same percentages as before.

In this case the first photograph, Fig. IV, was taken after

tin days'. Practically the same phenomena are observed but

in a less marked degree. It should be noted that the dipping

for 30 seconds has no effect at all. .Sometimes the dry brick give

way first and sometimes those that were dipped.

10 DAY5 AFTER BCI RHINO
\T-20 (1E3H LIHE^TOnE in P3RICK

% 5% 5%
DRY I D I P .Y-AkIdRYI D I PiyAKlD r.Yi H

j V JM\ D RV P 1 P '„' CAK

6%

milium h
F IRE -COriE'06 - IQ3CTCEnr.

1 1 11 inmm
FIRE-COHE Q3 -lOSXTCEin

1 11 111 1 Mini
:0 PIE Q\ -

I 1

30° CENT

Pig. IV.

After 20 days the disintegration has progressed as in the

former case, the higher fired brick standing up better than the

lower (see Fig. V.)

Ten days more and the next photograph, Fig. VI, was taken.

The story is the same with the increase in crumbling which would

be expected. Here again the soaked brick stand unharmed,

while those which were set up dry have gone to pieces and those

which were only dipped are nearly as bad.

The fact that the smaller percentages of lime caused no

damage even with the largest grain showed that there was no

need to repeat these quantities with a smaller sized limestone.
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It also appeared that an immersion in water for so short a period

as 30 seconds was practically without effect. In the next series,

20 DAY5 AFTER BCIRM'IffG
^0 nE3H LlflE^TOrfEin BRICK
!%

DRY ! D

,

3%
DRYIDH

5%
DP<Y|DlPj°AK

&%
oWmjmi

_. -".V - 1030°CEnT

rmrn iifii
FiRE-COHE 03 -1090 to

CEriT.win
FIRE - 01 -1130° CENT.

Fig. V.

therefore, made up with 20 36 grain limestone, percentages of

5, 8, 12 and 15 were used and six brick only were set up, one at

30 DAY5 AFTER BCRttlUG
12-20 roi uroTonE in srick

3% 5% 6%
DRY 1 D I PlyAKIDR Yl D 1 PL3

C
AK| D RY| D 1 P> TAK1 DRY|DlP i:<W

,TTTTTrrwn
PIE 06 - I03C/CEHT.

F1RE-COHE Q3 -IQfr G 11.

^iiiiii
FIRE -COME C\ -

I I30 CEM.

Ml

la vi
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each fire being dry, the other soaked. At the same time a scries

was made with 36 55 grain limestone, both groups ol brick being

treated alike.

30 DAY5 AFTER 1X1 RHINO
To-36 roH uriEyrmE in brick

5 1 2 % IJ%
DR.Y

j
D£y |;iOAK

93J 1 II
III

"IRE -CQnE 06 - I03CTCEHT.nnn P"i 1
re con la m

FIRE - COKE Oj 1130 CEflT.

I-ig. VII.

After standing for 30 days no marked change could be ob-

served (see Fig. VII). A slight disintegration shows on the edges

30 DAYS AFTER BCIRrilNG
30 33 ["OH LIMESTONE in BRICK
5;

DR.Y

\5%

IRE -COHE 06 - lOXTCEnr.

-'IRE-COnE OJ - !090°CEriT.

II 11

1

FIRE-COHEOI - H30
n

CEnT.

Fig. VIII.
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of the 15 per cent, dry brick at cone 01 , this being the first occasion

in which the higher fire is less effective than the lower. A possible

explanation of this is that the larger percentage of lime has pro-

duced an open and more elastic structure at the lower fire and

this has served to take up the expansion of the grains. In the

higher fire the body has become more resistant and, hence, it

gives way under pressure. It is probable that all the 15 per cent.

dry brick will eventually fail though the soaked members still

appear sound.

In the group containing 36-55 lime there has not yet ap-

peared any disintegrating effect (see Fig. YIII).

CONCLUSIONS.

It appears from this study:

First, that lime grains as large as would be rejected by a

12 mesh sieve are objectionable even in small quantities, for

though the brick may not be ruptured there is apt to be an un-

sightly spalling of the surface.

Second, lime grains which pass 20 mesh are admissible up

to 3 per cent, of the weight of clay, but here also there is a likeli-

hood of surface damage.

Third, that to be entirely safe the lime grains must be ground

to pass a 36 mesh sieve, and that lime as fine as this may be

present in a proportion as high as 1 2 per cent.

Fourth, that the danger of rupture from lime grains may
be almost completely avoided by a saturation of the brick on

being drawn from the kiln. This saturation appears to be more

effective if the brick are in a very porous condition. Some of

the members which were burned to a greater density exhibit

some surface spalling, but brick were made ami soaked ten

months ago and are whole yet,

The fact that saturation with water prevents the crumbling

of the brick is of such an interesting nature that some study has

been devoted to it. Prof. Bleininger states that the lime on being

treated witli an abundance of water does imi swell as much as

the lime which draws the moisture from the air This is not

the experience of the writer. It has been found that a given

quantity of granulated lime when wetted will expand suddenly
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and then shrink slightly though not to its former hulk. The

same quantity of lime when exposed to the air will swell slowly

though ii does no't reach the amount of expansion of the wetted

lime.

Fig. IX.

In the experiment illustrated in Fig. IX, the same weight

of freshly burned granulated lime was placed in each of two glass

tubes and a dark line was marked level with the top of the lime.

The tubes were set on blocks of plaster for support. Into the

tube marked "wet" sufficient distilled water was poured to

thoroughly slake the lime. The tube marked "dry" was not

wetted but placed in a moist atmosphere. The expansion of

the wet lime was sudden and was followed by a slight shrinkage

of the mass. The dry lime slowly expanded but did not reach

the volume of the other. It seems as though the sudden and

complete saturation of the lime caused it to deliver a quick

blow, like that of a hammer, upon the surrounding clay and

that after this blow it had no further power. The dry lime, on

the other hand, exerts a slow and increasing pressure which under

the proper conditions is irresistible. Whether this explanation

be the true one or not, it seems to present fewer difficulties than

any other which has appeared.

DISCUSSION.

Professor Bleininger : The authorities on lime seem to agree

that the lump expansion of lime in the presence of a larger amount

is smaller than in the case of a smaller volume of water. This is

all I know about it, and I am very much pleased that Professor
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Binns has done this work. I have been attending for several

years the meetings of the National Lime Manufacturers' Associa-

tion, and I find that they are up against the same propositions

that we are with clays. Some of their evidence is, on the surface,

contradictory.

Professor Orton: I have been very much interested in

Professor Binns' paper, and I think it is valuable and suggestive.

I recall one little instance, occurring some years ago, of a clay

that was sent to me by one of the large clay machinery manufac-

turers. They had manufactured it into brick and had burned

it. The resultant brick exhibited no signs of disintegration

at first; but in a few weeks they had undergone an expansion

which worked their complete destruction, until a brick would

be nothing but a heap of granular particles. A study of this

material showed that the rock which was causing the expansion

there was not by any means a pure limestone. In fact it did

not resemble a limestone in appearance, either in the burnt

state or in the raw form. It contained only about 5 per cent,

of lime, as I recall it, and this low percentage of lime was probably

the reason for the slow crumbling, or the delay in the beginning

of the crumbling process. I mention this instance merely to

call attention to the fact that stones which are not limestone

in the usual sense of the word, and which do not look dangerous

to a clay, may still occasion just such troubles as real limestone

does.

NOTE PREPARED AFTER READING THE PAPER.

Dr. Ries: Professor B inn's paper on the Effect of Lime

Particles on Clay has interested me as one of my students was

making a similar line of experiments last winter. There seems

to be a slight difference in the results obtained, in that the lime

seems to have acted less energetically in the case of the bricks

tested by Professor Binns than it did on the bricks tested in my
laboratory. As tar as 1 ran see at the presenl moment, I believe

the difference may he explained by the fact that the same clay

was nut used by him and by me. The elay which 1 used was

.1 rather dense burning one, while the clay which Professor Binns

used was a more open burning material. This I think would

account somewhat for the difference in results obtained.



THE PRODUCTION OF BLACK SPOTS UPON TERRA COTTA
GLAZES.

I!\ CuLLEN W. PARMELEE and RALPH HEIDINGSFELD.

The experiment which is to be described is an attempt

at determining the most suitable composition of calcines of

the oxides of cobalt, chromium and iron which will yield satis

factory black spots when applied on terra cotta glazes and slips.

Such black spots are used by those engaged in the manu-

facture of architectural terra cotta in order to imitate the ap-

pearance of polished granite.

The preparation of the colors was done by weighing separately

each coloring oxide for each mixture. Each mixture was put

into a crucible, and the whole series was calcined at cone 07 in

a laboratory kiln, fired with soft coal. Subsequently the calcines

wire "round in a mortar, mixed with sufficient water so as to

be readily taken up by a brush, and then spattered upon the

surfaces of the various slips and glazes to be mentioned later.

These trial pieces had been prepared from a terra cotta body of

fire clays and grog, coated by spraying with underslips, some

sprayed with a glaze and some left unglazed. The trials were

burned in one fire in a laboratory kiln fired with soft coal.

The results of these trials are best understood by a study

of the accompanying charts. We have attempted to indicate

upon them the approximate boundaries of the blue, green, brown

and black areas. Of course, it will be understood that some diffi-

culty was experienced in locating these boundaries, since the

areas are not sharply defined. For example, wre found blue-

blacks, green-blacks and brown-blaeks, and blue-greens and green-

blues, etc. ; but within the areas of the blacks shown, will be

found those calcines which yield blacks.

A study of the charts develops some interesting relationships.

With glaze composition constant and underslip varying from

o per cent, to 1 per cent., 2 per cent., 3 per cent., 4 per cent.,

5 per cent., of whiting, we find that the area of the black spot

increases wTith the increase of whiting up to 3 per cent. Further

additions of whiting do not seem to be accompanied by increases

in area. Compare charts Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6.
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Charts Nos. 7 and 8 appear to confirm the foregoing conclu-

sion since an increase of whiting from 3 per cent, to 4 per cent,

in the slip shows about the same area.

Comparing charts Nos. 1, 9 and 10, we see the influence

of varying the glaze composition. Glaze 148 seems to be least

favorably inclined towards the development of black spots

since the range of composition of the blacks is very limited,

while glaze 184 is most kindly disposed.

Charts Nos. 11, 12,13,14, 15 and 16 show the effect of increasing

content of lime introduced in the slip in the form of whiting.

No glazes were used on these slips. The results appear to con-

firm the results shown on Charts Nos. 1 to 6 inclusive, namely,

that an increase in lime up to a certain amount in the slip is

followed by an increase in the area of blacks. Here we obtain,

apparently, the maximum area of blacks with 4 per cent, whiting.

We shall not attempt any generalization from these results

since the experiments cover rather a narrow field.

The compositions of the glazes and slips used were:

SLIPS.

Ball clay Crossleys

China clay Lrng. No. 7

Flint

Feldspar

Whiting. The lime content of each slip is indi-

cated upon each chart

B4

25

20

3°

-'5

15

20

>5

20

45 45 55

25

10

[O

25

GLAZES.

No.

148.

184

IMS

MgO BaO CaO KssO ZnO

0. 1 1 - 5 0.3

O.l 1 0.4 0.4

0. j 0.4 O.4

.1 1
"

|

J j 2 O.3

\l ..

.

o 56

,, 56

0.56

0.35

O.25

Sil >_

j 08

4 10
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THE CLAYS AND CLAY INDUSTRIES OF ARGENTINA.
By J.uw H<mrs< u-rii'H, Bucyrus, O.

Argentina, as a country, is yet very new, and although in

some respects it is highly developed, it must be said that the clay

industry is in its infancy. In order to give a better idea to the

reader in this limited space, the discussion may be divided into

three different parts, as follows: the market; the clays; the

processes of manufacture.

THE MARKET.

It is rather fortunate that Argentinians have inherited

from their motherland, Spain, the custom of building their dwell-

ings in brick masonry. They regard the home as something

almost everlasting, and, consequently, want to see that their

houses are built of a solid, substantial material, which cannot be

affected by the weather or time.

Until quite a few years ago, Argentina was known to for-

eigners as the land where the city of Buenos Aires was located.

To-day, even if not very well known, it is regarded as a country

which produces enormous crops of wheat and corn, great quan-

tities of wool, and as an important factor in the meat markets

of the world; in other words, it is a country of great wealth.

Buenos Aires, the capital of Argentina, wisely protected by

its municipality against the dangerous and temporary timber

construction, is an up-to-date city in every respect. In impor-

tance, it is the fourth city of America, coming after Philadelphia,

with a population of 1,350,000. All the houses are built of brick,

with the walls plastered; cement is beginning to be used and

stone is practically unknown in building construction.

The area of paved streets in Buenos Aires is 7,290,861.79

square meters, distributed as follows

Square meters

542.393 42

^02,717 03

1,571,122 \\

j, 78 ' B6

541,668 88

:(ij
, S (, <>. i"

650, 134 93

Macadam
St'MIt

Total ;. 190, 861 71)
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The paving brick has not had, as yet, an opportunity to show-

its merits, bul this must not be taken as signifying that Argen

tinians arc prejudiced againsl tliis kind of pavement. The reason

is one of circumstances, for, up t<> this time, suitable clays for

vitrified products have not been round near the city.

The materials <>f which the sewage system of the city is

built are as indicated below:

Miters

Masonry pipes

Vitrified products (imported)

Vitrified products (domestic manufacture).

Cast iron

9
i . 9«3

303.744

2,985

150,652

Total 549. 3"4

At present there are under construction improvements

in the water system of the city at a cost of $80,000,000.

Rosario, on the Parana river, several hundred miles in the

interior, has more than 200,000 inhabitants, coming second to

the capital, and has a harbor available for large ocean ves-

sel. It is a city that is growing at gigantic strides, offering an

excellent market for the clay industry.

Other cities of importance in this country of Latin-America

are:

La Plata (founded in 1882) with a population of 102,000

Avellaneda with a population of 105, 000
Tucuman with a population o 105, 000
Cordoba with a population of 100, 000

Mendoza with a population of 80, 000
Parana with a population of 50, 000
Bahia Blanca with a population of 75, 000

The last is a city of great future, being the wool and crops

market of Patagonia or Southern Argentina.

Scores of smaller towns of 25,000 to 30,000 are to be found

in Argentina, but as the purpose of this paper is not to give de-

tails, but a general idea, their names are here omitted.

Summarizing, it can be said: That the market is excellent

for clay products, for there is no competition from wood or stone.
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Cement is still a relatively new product and is just beginning to

be manufactured. Clay is practically the undisputed building

material.

THE CLAYS.

In the province of Cordoba (central part of the country)

is located the sierra of the same name. The main bulk of the

Sierra de Cordoba consists of granite, slate, granular calcareous

material, and sand. All this material is covered by sediments

of argillaceous material ; in some places this clay deposit has a

thickness of about 1000 meters, constituting what is called in

Argentina the Terreno pompeano. In all these deposits strati-

fication is to be noticed. Interposed in the strata are to be found

layers of sandy material.

Almost all the clays, with the exception, maybe, of some

superficial ones, contain carbonate of calcium, the amount of

this substance increasing gradually with the depth. Especially

rich in lime are the lower layers in the section of the sierra called

La Punilla, this being undoubtedly a case of water sedimenta-

tion.

Volcanic ash participates in the formation of the deposits

in the sierra and appears to be in two layers of not a great thick-

ness. One of these layers runs through the upper part and has a

white color, while the other, of a greenish gray color, runs through

the lower part.

vSodium chloride, sodium sulphate, magnesium sulphate,

etc., appears in the surface of the near-by valleys after rains and

are present in a great many cases in the waters of wells. This

proves that the Terreno pompeanos are impregnated with these

salts, and that they are absent in the places where they have

been washed away by rains, the streams of rivers, and by sub-

terraneous waters. In the depressions without an outlet for

the waters, these salts have been concentrated.

The material of which the Terreno pmnpecuio is constituted

has its origin in the erosion of the rocks which form the rierra,

iiul among them the most important are the sandy deposits

thai in prepampean times have covered a great pan ..! the sierra

and have bees carried away by the waters towards the depressions

<>i the near-by valleys, Andesite with calcareous tufa, tracer
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due, etc., have contributed equally to its composition, and

likewise, although Locally, the volcanic ashes. Finally, the gran-

ite and slate, which constitute the main ltnlk of the central part

of the rierra, attacked by erosion, have given and continue to

give material, which is taken away to the near-by valleys.

The amount of kaolin in the Sierra de Cordoba is vers' small.

In the year t88o, a deposit containing a clay of high grade, proba

l>lv a ball clay, was discovered in the place called Piedras Grandes,

near San Antonio, in the section LaPunilla, and as a consequence

a German company started a pottery. This clay deposit was

soon exhausted and the enterprise proved to be a failure.

At present there is a place where some china clay is found.

This clay is washed and put on the market. The quantity is so

exceedingly small that it can hardly be claimed that such a min-

eral has an existence in the country.

Other minerals of importance in the province of Cordoba

are: marble, granite, gneiss, serpentine and asbestos, basalt,

andesite, feldspar, quartz, mica, beryl, fluorspar, talc, volcanic

ash, common salt.

In the provinces of San Juan and Mendoza (Andes Section),

a great many deposits of clay have been found. The largest de-

posit is located in the transversal valley of the Jaehal river, be-

tween the Cerro Alumbre and the Cerro Blanco, near Rodeo.

This clay has a yellow color and in places greenish, containing a

great many fresh water fossils, which is an evidence that this de-

posit has been left by a lake that existed there at some earlier

geologic time. A similar clay is to be found in Barrealito, near

Iglesia, but somewhat more sandy. The thickness of these clay

deposits is about 30 meters. The soil of the region called Angaco

Norte, near the province of San Juan and the Cerro Piede Palo,

is made up of the same kind of clay.

Besides these deposits there are a great many others in the

Cordillera and Preeordillera. The real amount and value of

these would be hard to tell at present, due to the undeveloped

condition of the country.

Petroleum is known already to exist in several places.

The most important sources are at: Covunco and Picun-Leafu
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in the territory of Chubut; Oran, province of Salta; San Pedro,

province of Jujuy; etc. Some coal has been found at Las Hig-

veras, province of Mendoza.

Other important minerals in the Andes section are : borates,

bismuth, copper, galena, gold, lead, mica, common salt, silver,

tin, wolfram, etc.

The clays used in Argentina for making ordinary building

brick are alluvial deposits, or any kind of mud regardless of its

composition.

MANUFACTURE.

Winning.—The process of winning the clay may not be a

very modern one, but it is rather interesting to see. The clay is

dug from the ground with shovels by gangs of men paid from

Si .50 to Si . 75 per day. The transportation is done by rather

large wagons that dump backwards, drawn by ox-teams at a

very slow rate. Naturally there are some exceptions to the rule,

but this is the general way of doing things.

Mixing.—The mixing is done by no patented pug mill.

The clay from the wagons is dumped into a round soak pit, and

when the proper amount of material has been collected, the water

is poured in and a troop of fifty or so mares made to trot freely

in the pit until the mud has obtained a consistency to suit the

brickmaker. At this stage of the mixing, a quantity of manure

is introduced into the pit with the purpose of making the mud
hold together better in the body of the brick during its shaping.

Shaping. —The shaping is accomplished in ordinary wooden

moulds, which are the same as those used in this country in

yards where the soft-mud, hand-made brick is produced.

Drying.- The drying is done entirely in the open air, this

method having the advantage of economy of fuel against the

many disadvantages, familiar to the reader, that affect the sys

I tin of drying.

There is a rainy season that begins as a rule the firsl days of

May and lasts until the first of August. During this period a

great many brickyards have to discontinue their work.

Burning. The bricks are burned in square, up draft kilns.

The fuel used is almosl entirely wood, and the use of coal is some-

thing thai cannot satisfy the mind nf the brick-maker, for he is
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not familiar with this material. All the coal used in Argentina

is imported from England.

In the northern part of the country are to be found immense
anas covered with forest. The besl wood is to be found in the

provinces of Salta, Jujuy, Santiago, del Estero, and the- terri-

tories of Chaco and Formosa, especially in these two latter places.

In the three former places no work whatever has been done,

due in part to the lack of adequate means of transportation,

and in part to the circumstance that those forest lands furnish

good pastures for the cattle and are very much used for that

purpose.

The wood obtained from the places above mentioned is of

excellent quality. The kinds of wood that predominate are:

quebracho bianco, qtiebracho Colorado, urunday, ibirapitamini,

nandubay, palo-santo, etc. Of late great activities have been dis-

played in the development of Chaco and Formosa, and to such

an extent that the value of the land has been doubled in the last

ten years.

The transportation is done almost altogether by water, and

the main conduits are : the Bajo Parana, Paraguay and Vermejo

rivers. A few railroads go through that part of the country.

In the southern part of the country is another big forest

section, which produces a much lower grade of wood, but still

very good for fuel. This area includes the territories of La
Pampa Central, Neuguen, Rio Negro, Chubut and Santa Cruz.

This section, the same as the one already mentioned, is almost

untouched. Here the transportation is done entirely by rail.

The northern part of the province of Santa Fe, the provinces

of Entre Rios, Corrientes, and the territory of Misiones are also

sections which have a bright future as wood producers.

As wood is a home product, it is preferred by burners to the

imported and not so well-known material Weight by weight,

coal is sold a little cheaper than wood (near the city of Buenos

Aires) ; and as the calorific value of the former is higher than the

latter, there is no doubt but that there coal has a great advan-

tage over wood.

The bricks manufactured by the process above mentioned
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are extremely porous. They would certainly be a very undesira-

ble material for building construction if it was not for the fact

that the exterior of the houses are always plastered, a feature

that tends to minimize this faulty structure to some degree.

Vitrified brick, sewer pipes, roofing tiles, etc., are not pro-

duced so far. The lime-silica brick has begun to be manufac-

tured.



A GLAZE IMITATION OF GRANITE.

By Ralph Heidingsfeld.

A cheap way of imitating granite has been one of the prob-

lems of the terra COtta industry. It was my idea to obtain a

glaze which could be applied with one spray and which would

contain the mottled effect which is so prevalent in granites.

The fact that the black spots in a granite consist of biotite, horn-

blende, and other ferro-magnesian minerals first suggested to

me that perhaps these minerals could be mixed in a glaze and

give the granite effect with one spray, thus eliminating the neces-

sity for spattering the black spots on the surface of the glaze.

My first experiment was to mix some biotite, ground to pass

a 10 mesh sieve, in bright glazes:

o . j ZnO A. 0.3 ZnO
|

B.

0.4 CaO
0.3 K„0

J

0.35 AlA 4-
0. 1 CaO |

Sl
°'o. 3 K2

0.35 A1A 4- SiO,

0.1 MgO J 0.3 MgO
J

0.4 K.O 108.

. 2 CaO > 0.56 Al,0
:i
3.08 SiO.,

0.4 ZnO

and in the 1^emi-mattes:

0.1 MgO 184. 0.1 MgO I 185.

°
'

'

I-

a
? !

o-56 ALA 3-o8 SiO.,
°

'

2

|!

a
,? \ 0.56 Al ,O

t
3.08 SiO,

o 4 fi-jO o . 4 K.2U I

o . 4 CaO o . 3 CaO J

These were burned in a test kiln to cone 6 (18-hour burn).

I found in all cases that the biotite gave a brownish black

spot somewhat fused at the edges, and that crazing resulted in

the case of Glaze A. Crazing in these two glazes was the reverse

of this when the biotite was omitted.

I next tried successively hornblende, tourmaline, graphite,

garnet, franklinite, an altered biotite found mixed with the sand

in New Jersey, and specular iron ore from Ishpeming, Michigan,

to obtain a black spot, and muscovite to obtain a shiny white spot.

Hornblende fused to a jet black spot, but it would be im-

practicable to use this commercially because it settles so rapidly

in the glaze. I tried dusting it on the body and spraying the
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glaze over it, but this also proved impracticable because it was

blown off by the sprayer.

Tourmaline fused to a dull brown spot, but its use is also

impracticable because of the rapidity with which it settles.

Graphite gave a black speck but in nearly all cases caused

crazing.

Garnet fused somewhat to a jet black lump but was too re-

fractory. It also settled too rapidly for practicable use.

Muscovite remained unaltered and retained its luster in

semi-matte glazes.

Franklinite proved itself too refractory

Damourite, or the altered biotite, from Xew Jersey gave an

excellent effect. The spots ranged from a yellow to a dark brown,

giving the appearance of a light granite. It did not cause crazing

in any instance.

The best effect was obtained with the specular iron ore.

This gave a lustrous black spot, imparting to the glaze the spangled

effect which one sees in a polished granite. This effect was seen

best in glazes of the semi-matte texture. It also worked very

effectively in glazes which were just a little too refractory for the

temperature. The rough, shiny surface of these glazes looked

exactly like semi-polished granite.

BODY, ENGOBE AND GLAZE FORMULA FOR IMITATION GRANITES.

A light brown small-specked granite imitating Westerly,

R. I. granite:

Bod) ' j Campbell's No. 33 .
( ,

Engobe Crossley ball clay iV

. Edgar's X". g . . . \
' English china No. 7

clay -'<>'

,

Fine grog Golding Bint 20'

%

Golding spar 4$%
Glaze: 0.4 K_,()

o.j CaO o 56 \1.< I 5
.>s SiOj

o 4 X.lO

Add to the glaze J
> per cent. <>f maurilite, which can be

obtained in New Jersey l>v washing the sand found mar South

River, South Amboy, and Cape May. Finely ground biotite

will give approximately the same result.
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Por a yellowish brown, small-specked granite, imitating

Westerly, R. I., granite:

Same body and engobe.

Glaze: 0.1 MgO
o.j BaO
0.4 K.o

0.3 CaO

For a light gray granite imitating Barre, Vt., granite:

Same body and engobe.

Glaze: 0.4 K_,0 ]

o.j CaO \ 0.56 A120, 308 Si02 . 2V2% specular iron ore.

0.4 ZnO J

Dark granite, highly polished:

Same body and engobe.

Glaze: o. 1 MgO ]

o. 2 BaO . , ~ ,,.„ , .. .

, T _ ) o.s A1..0. vs SiO... y , specular iron ore.
o . 4 k 2

° 2 3 ° ° -
'

o . 3 CaO J

For a semi-polished light granite:

Same body and engobe.

Glaze: o. 1 MgO ]

o. 1 BaO ...^ ....
,

0.65 A1
2 ( 5.85 vSiO.,. 2 /2 t specular iron ore.

o . 4 l^O I

0.4 CaO
J

For a dull gray granite:

No engobe, same body.

Glaze: 0.5 K,0 2.5 A1,0, I,*
tj r\ ^9-86 SiO,. 3' , specular iron ore.

0.5 MgO 0.05 Fe,0
:i \

DISCUSSION.

Mr. Simcoe: I would like to go on record as questioning

the proposition of getting a spot from graphite. A paper I will

read later will show that apparently we do not get any speck

at all from graphite. I find that graphite burns out from a glaze,

and also from a biscuit piece. I see no reason why it should not

burn out ; it is carbon.

Mr. Stephuni: I should imagine the cone they were burned

to would have some effect on the graphite. I would like to ask

to what heat these samples were burned?

Mr. Heidingsfeld: Cone six.
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Mr. Stephani: I am in the terra eotta business and have

had considerable trouble with granites at times to match them.

We get stones, the sample of the stone being three or four inches

square, and will match them, or that particular piece of stone,

and get it to the job and the granite itself varies a good bit and

there is often a kick about the terra cotta not matching a certain

other piece of stone at the building. I merely mention this fact

to show how variation in natural stone occurs and yet how some

architects will insist on the terra cotta itself being absolutely

uniform in color. This is not so difficult in one system of spot-

ting, but on some granites where three or even four spottings

are necessary to match the stone, chance enters so largely

into the proposition that results are questionable. This paper

is a very valuable paper for anybody in the terra cotta line try-

ing to imitate granite. These results match the black and white

granite, which is known as Mt. Airy granite. Now the propo-

sition comes up of working out the color of the Deer Island granite

;

that is, a granite with the brown spots, some black, some yellow

and white in it. I don't know whether any work has been done

along these lines or not. In applying two or three different

kinds of specks, the result depends upon the man putting it on to

get the same number of specks on all pieces. If we could get

the brown specks in the application of the glaze alone and in-

corporate the brown and black specks in glaze mix, it would be a

long step towards imitating granite.

Mr. Simcoe: I am frank to say in connection with my
point, that as Mr. Stephani has said, the temperature may have

something to do with it. You say that those examples were

burned at cone <). Now, in my experimenting with the material

I burned at cone 3, 6, S, and 12, and at cone 3 the graphite burned

out So that is burning out lower than the point named.

Mr. Stephani: I have not done much work with graphite

to know just how it would act; however, it seems to me that

von would get some specks in it on account of its impurities

Mr. Simcoe: That is a good point. In that connection,

I got hold of some graphite that was impure and [ got some specks,

and as it was old and had been lying around for some time, I

took it up with the manufacturer and gol what he claimed was
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;m absolutely pure sample of graphite, and all tny work was done

with this pure material.

Mr. Stephani: 1 burned some lead crucibles for the cruci-

ble steel industry and in thai burning the graphite left ;i black

spol

NOTE PREPARED AFTER READING ABOVE REMARKS.

Mr. Heidingsfeld: In my paper I stated that I obtained a

brown spot with tourmaline. I also succeeded in obtaining a

yellow to a dark brown with damourite. By mixing specular

iron ore and damourite, a granite could he obtained with spots

ranging from a yellow to black. Thus by the use of proper

minerals auv combination desired could be obtained.



THE RELATIONS BETWEEN MANUFACTURE AND PROP-
ERTIES OF REFRACTORY CLAY WARES.

By W. Stout, Columbus, Ohio.

The demands made on refractory clay wares vary in charac-

ter with the use to which the wares were put. In this paper I

wish to discuss the relations of character of clay and method of

manufacture to the ability of the finished wares to withstand

various stresses when in use.

HEAT RESISTING WARE.

In this section I wish to discuss the manufacture of ware

for use where high heat is the principal stress to be undergone.

The Clays to be Used.—The best grade of fire clay obtainable

should be used. The clay should stand a heat test of cone 33

in a Deville furnace or under reducing conditions. The basic

fluxes should not run over four per cent, and preferably much
lower. The acid fluxes should be four per cent, or under and

total fluxes under six per cent. The alkali and alkaline earth

bases should not total over two per cent.

Calcined flint clay of same quality to hold up shrinkage

where this is too great should be used.

The best grade of plastic clays, or better yet, a well weath-

ered semi-flint should be used. The plastic ingredient should be

kept as low as possible, for in most refractory ware this is the

weak part of the mixture. Semi-flint clays soften much earlier

than flint, and plastic clays much earlier than semi-flint, where

all stand about the same cone test. In no case should the plas-

tic ingredient be such that it will soften or vitrify at near the tem-

perature to which the ware will be subjected. It should be well

above this temperature as it fatigues quickly.

Proportioning the Clays.—The amount of plastic day should

be kepi very low. For example, see Fig. 1. A. Here the

TfUNS.AM.CEftSOC. VCk t» FI6 I

Plastic clay envelope

Flmtc/qy
grams
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ilint clay grains have ;i thin coating of plastic daw just enough

to cemenl the grains at the j
>< >in t s of contacl and fill small voids

between the Hint grains. This brick will have approximately

the heal resisting qualities of the flinl daw In Pig, i, B the

grains of flinl clay practically floal in bond clay and the brick

will have only aboul the heal resisting quality of the plastic clay.

Excess of plastic day is one of the most common faults found

in this grade of ware. Keep the plastic das' so low it will just

or not quite fill the voids made by grains of flint clay, never

more tlia-i this.

Grinding of Clay. The grinding should be done in a wet

pan to get the full plasticity of bonding day and to get the max-
imum number of different sizes of grains. Then the smaller

grains of flint clay will fill the voids made by the larger grains,

and a better interlocking of grains is obtained. Also, there will

be less voids to be filled with plastic clay.

Moulding.—This should be done by hand as the structure

of ware obtained is much better than where the ware is made by a

machine. Do not use sand in moulding, as sand-cracks are detri-

mental to the strength of the brick and give a point of attack

for corrosive gases or slags. The mud should be made as stiff

as it can be moulded.

Drying.—This should be done by methods such that the

entire brick is brought to a leathery condition at the same time.

Most fire brick are dried on floors that are too hot. The outside

is in the right condition or temper, the inside is too soft. When
the brick are pressed with this wet core, strains are produced on

further drying which later may cause cracking of the brick.

Pressing.—Brick should be pressed when they are in a tough

leathery temper, or consistency.

Burning.—Coal-fired brick have the best structure. At
every baiting of the fire the brick are cooled somewhat. This

heating and cooling effect causes an annealing or firmer setting

of the grains with consequently a more complete bonding of the

mass. Gas-fired brick are not subjected to this heating and

cooling or annealing effect, and so are generally very punky. Gas
is used by some yards because the iron is not reduced or flashed

and thus it gives a much lighter colored brick.
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All high-grade refractory ware should be burned at cones

13 to 15. At cone 13 the last water shrinkage is gone, and there

is no need of going beyond cone 15. A very small per cent, of

the brick on the market are burned to this temperature and so

will shrink when used and often cause trouble. Even if the brick

are not subjected to this temperature in use, they soon fatigue

and thus shrink.

WARE TO WITHSTAND THE ACTION OF SLAGS.

The ability to withstand the action of slags depends on both

the composition of the brick and that of the slag and is a problem

of physical chemistry. Take the action of the furnace slag on

the fire brick lining of a blast furnace. When one unit of slag is

formed from the different acid and basic elements about 150

calories of heat are set free. So when the slag attacks the brick

lining, heat is given off and also the fusion point of the resultant

slag is either lower or higher than that of the original slag. We
have three possible cases (see Fig. 2).

TRANS 4MCEP. SOC. WL.X/f

F/&.2

sroc/r

c

I. When x parts of brick plus 1 parts of slag go into solu-

tion to form one unit of slag and the fusion curve is lowered as

along b, then the extra 150 calories of heat given up tend to

cause additional fusion. Solution in this rase will be rapid

II When \ parts of brick plus y parts of slag go into solu-
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Hi. 11 in form one trail of slag and the fusion curve is raised as

along </. then this extra i,S<> calorics of heat will be used up to

raise the slag t<> its fusion point hut will not tend to promote

more fusion.

III. When v parts of brick plus 1 parts of slag go into solu

tion to form one unit of slag, hut the parts from the brick greatly

elevate the fusion point so that the 150 calories of heat will

not raise the body to its fusion point, additional heat from an

outside source is needed and fusion will he very slow.

Bricks should he chosen of such a composition as to work

against a definite slag, so that when the slag tends to take it into

solution the fusion point of the resultant slag will he the highest

possible. Special attention should be paid to the composition

of brick for each separate slag.

Brick for resistance to slag action should also be dense to

keep the area of surface exposed at a minimum.

But little attention has been paid by brick people to resis-

tance of brick to slag action.

ABRASION AND DIFFERENTIAL HEAT TREATMENT.

Here the brick should be dense and hard, but not vitrified.

If for abrasion alone, then vitrification would be desirable; but

under differential heat treatment any vitrified material will

check or pluck. Here, if ever the bond clay is vitrified, it soon

goes down. The best brick are those made from a hard flint or

calcined Hint with enough bond clay to fill the voids, ground

very fine, pressed hard, and burned to a good bond but not vitri-

fied or with any part vitrified. Such a brick stands good abra-

sion tests and will not check when subjected to differential heat

treatment.

Highly silicious brick are of little value. They withstand

the abrasion but soon go down under heat changes due to the ex-

pansion changes caused by quartz changing to tridymite.

SOME GOOD CLAYS.

Location.—The deposits of clay best suited for high-grade

refractory ware are confined principally to the Pottsville and
lower Allegheny formations of the carboniferous system. Those

best developed are:
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i. Allegheny series, Brookville formation in the Clearfield

district, Pa.

2. Allegheny series, BrookYille formation in the Clarion

County district, Pa.

3. PottsYille series, Mt. Savage formation in the Mt. Savage

District, Md.

4. Pottsville series, Sharon formation in the Olive Hill,

Ky., and Sciotoville, Ohio, districts.

These clays approach the kaolinitic formula quite closely

and have the true flint-like nature which is necessary for high-

grade refractory ware.

Analyses.—Analyses of brick from three best clay fields

showing about what should be expected for high-grade ware:

Clarion Co. Olive Hill Clearfield

SiO

AlO
FeO

53-65

42-31

O.69

54 40

4i '9

1 35

51-87

43 -
1

1 .86

CuO.

MgO.
K,()

N'a.O

I\< )

Tin

0.26

0.87

0.62

tract'

1.46

100. 13 99 ''3

0.42

o-35

0.31

o. 19

. 04

1 .86

Basic fluxes.

Acid

-7.
1.46

2.1]

1 93

3.13

1 90

Total "
4 17 4 "4 5 03

Sii 1

A 1,0/
1

•
-'7

34 35

3-'

34 55

I . JO

$3 M

Theory of the Formation of These Clays. These clays seem

to have been of chemical origin. They seem to be chemical pre-

cipitates formed in the open waters of the swamps during the

coal measure period Tin- silica and alumina derived from the

mineral residue of the dead plants by the action <>!' the organic

acids, produced in plant decay, were carried as soluble compounds
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to the open waters where the compounds were broken up with a

uniting of the silica, alumina and water i<> form kaolinite in an

amorphous form. My idea of the Formation of the fire clay beds

is illustrated in Pig. 3.

TffAHSAM C£J75(X MX X/V F/G 3

Claydeposits

Facts to Support this Theory. -The analyses of ash from pure

coal seams approach the right amounts of silica and alumina

very closely. The best clays have but little, if any, coal above

them. These deposits show a sudden change from floor mate-

rials, such as sand-rocks or shales, to a fine quality of clay. Some
deposits show no plant markings. Some show plant markings

in upper part only, as if these beds had finally grown out over

them. The changes from flint to semi-flint could be from differ-

ent composition of swamp waters. The best clays are confined to

pocket formations. There are also many other points in favor

of this theory that I shall not discuss at this time.



THE USE OF A THERMO-COUPLE PYROMETER IN A PAV-
ING BRICK PLANT.

By Dwight E. Humphrey, Cleveland, O.

Introduction.—High temperature measurement has always

been a serious problem with the clay working industries. It

has received a great deal of attention from a technical stand-

point, but, until the last few years, the maker of paving brick

has been too busy with the more fundamental problems of manu-

facture to bother himself with refined methods of measuring tem-

perature. As paving brick yards grow older and more numer-

ous, competition becomes keen and more attention is given to

the smaller details which cheapen the cost of manufacture and

assist in the production of a better product.

In an attempt to meet the demand for a practical means of

measuring high temperature, instrument makers have offered

many different makes of thermo-couple pyrometers. A large

number of the Ohio brickyards have lately tried a pyrometer.

In many cases the results have been unsatisfactory. It seemed

to me an account of The Deckman-Duty Brick Company's ex-

perience with a thermo-couple pyrometer might be of value to

some who are about to purchase an instrument.

Reasons for Failure of Pyrometers.—No matter how much a

burner prides himself on his ability to judge temperature by

looking through a peep hole, it is not uncommon (after he has

burned a bad kiln) to hear him wish for something that will tell

him just exactly what temperature he is carrying. Along comes

the pyrometer salesman with a nickel-plated instrument and a

nice line of talk. It seems to the man, inexperienced with py-

rometers, that the often -wished-for something to determine

temperature has been produced. He buys a pyrometer with the

expectation that as soon as the magic wand (the thermo couple)

is placed in the crown of his kilns all troubles will forever vanish.

The pyrometer is delicate and sometimes it gets out of order.

It fails to produce all number one wart' and to cut the coal bi'l

in two Alter burning a few kilns by the pyrometer, the burner

generally gives up in disgust, He falls l>aek on the old reliable

eye peep-hole method with the linn conviction that he can tell
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heal better than all tin- pyrometers in the world, Often, after

such ;m experience, the pyrometer is discarded as an expensive

and impracticable equipment for a brickyard.

There are three reasons why pyrometers have been unsatis-

factory in so many rases. First, the purchasers have expected

too much of them. Second, the instruments are not rugged

enough to stand unskilled, careless use. Third, pyrometer

makers have not properly designed their instruments for the

class of work in which they are to he used. They make one

standard instrument, which they expect will meet the require-

ment of the steel, glass, and clay industries. I suppose the

pyrometer must remain in the unsatisfactory stage of develop-

ment while the makers learn how to construct their instruments

and the users learn how to use them.

A Successful Instrument.—-After several trials and consid-

erable expense on the part of the company with which I am
connected, a type of instrument has been evolved which, if prop-

erly used, will give good results in the burning of shale paving

brick. The company's experience with pyrometers began five

years ago when they purchased a delicate indicating instrument

of the thermo-couple type, and wired it to couples placed in the

crown of six kilns. The outfit was so delicate and the instruc-

tions for installing so indefinite that it remained in service for

only a short time. Several time-temperature curves were plotted

from the temperature readings, but no practical conclusions

could be drawn from so little data.

Two years ago, the company decided to try another pyrom-

eter, this time with a determination to secure the equipment

most suitable for its conditions, and then to determine whether

such an equipment was worth maintaining. Each kiln

was provided with an eighteen-inch platinum-iridium couple

encased in a heavy protecting tube. To the sides of the kilns

were attached poles over which the wires ran to the automatic

switchboard and instrument in the building occupied by the

burners. The automatic switchboard was so designed that

any ten of the fifteen kilns may be automatically switched on
the instrument one at a time while the temperature is being re-

corded. Never more than ten of the fifteen kilns are being
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burned at once. So this pyrometer serves to record the burns

on all the kilns. The instrument makes its records on one strip

of paper about seven and one-half inches wide. A record of one

kiln is made every minute. So if ten kilns are recorded, the tem-

perature of each one is taken every ten minutes. The record is

made by an electric spark, which punctures the paper at the time

and temperature indicated by the needle. The sparking de-

vice, paper shifter, and automatic switchboard are operated by

an electric clock which hangs on the wall beside the instrument.

This instrument was built according to our wishes by The Price

Electric Co., of Cleveland. We found it necessary to make
several alterations before an arrangement was secured which

plainly and successfully registered ten kilns at the same time.

Such an instrument is necessarily complicated and must be cared

for by an intelligent and competent man.

Thermo-couples.—We have tried several kinds of thermo-

couples. Thus far we find the rare metal couples most satis-

factory for our use. A nickel-iron couple which we tried gave

good results. It lasted for seven or eight burns, and it seemed to

maintain its power to generate electricity better than platinum

couples. The platinum platinum-iridium couples which we

have been using rapidly lose their ability to generate electricity

during the first two or three burns. After they have been used

a few times, the electromotive force generated for a certain

temperature does not apparently change very much. Some at-

tribute this change to crystallization, and others think it is due

to volatilization of the iridium alloyed with the platinum. I

have seen bright metallic crystals hanging from the inside of a

fire clay couple-tube that came from a glass furnace. Whatever

the cause of the drop in electromotive force, the result is the same

as far as practical service is concerned. The pyrometer registers

a lower temperature after the couple has been used several burns.

Beside any change which may occur in the electricity generated by

a couple, the tempera! lire indicated is affected by a change in

temperature of the cold terminals of the couple. A rise in the

temperature of the armature of the instrument increases the re

sistance and also changes the temperature indicated.

Advantages of a Pyrometer. There are so many condi-
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tions which affect the temperature indication of a thermo-couple

pyrometer thai it is impractical to attempt to instal an instru-

ment so thai it will indicate actual temperatures. A pyrometer

i^ of value on a brickyard because it indicates temperature

change. I have never seen an instrument which, in my opinion,

indicated the correct temperature. We believe our pyrometer

is accurate enough to indicate the temperature of safe oxidation

of our brick. It also acts as a danger signal when the tempera-

ture rises too high during vitrification.

After water smoking, the temperature is rapidly raised un-

til the pyrometer indicates from fifteen to sixteen hundred de-

grees Fahrenheit in the crown of the kilns. The burner en-

deavors to maintain this temperature until the kiln is at a bright

red heat to the bottom, or as the burner expresses it, "until the

kiln has cleared up." He then increases the temperature, watch-

ing the pyrometer and taking settle or shrinkage readings with a

rod through the crown of the kiln. As soon as the kiln begins

to settle at its usual rate, he is assured the temperature indica-

ted by the pyrometer is the one which should be carried until

the kiln has its normal settle. If the pyrometer indicates a rapid

rise in temperature, or a higher temperature than is generally

carried during vitrification, the burner must proceed with cau-

tion until he is sure there is no danger of over-burning the kiln.

A recording pyrometer has the advantage of eliminating

personal prejudice and mistakes. It makes a continuous record,

which may be kept as reference when the kiln is drawn. If the

burn is a bad one and no records have been kept, the cause of the

trouble is generally put on the other fellows. If settle and

pyrometer records are available, the cause of the bad ware may
often be located. Since our pyrometer has been operating

satisfactorily, there has been a gratifying increase in the per-

centage of the number one brick.

We believe our recording pyrometer has aided very much in

increasing the percentage of number ones, and that the cost of

maintenance is justified. At the same time, we recognize the

fact that it was only by persistent, hard work that we reached

the point where we could consider it a success. The instrument

had to do its work for a considerable length of time without
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interruption before the burners placed any faith in it. Then,

little by little, they came to know what help such an instrument

could give them, and to recognize the faults which they must
guard against if they are to make the most of a pyrometer.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. McClave: I was quite interested in the paper of Mr.

Humphreys, as we use a thermo-couple pyrometer in one of our

factories. I would just like to ask a few questions. Did you

have any difficulty in getting your employees to follow your

directions and instructions?

Mr. Humphrey: We did until we demonstrated that ths

pyrometer would show the danger points. By going over a

record of a kiln which had been poorly oxidized or over-burned,

we were generally able to show the reliability of the method of

burning which we wanted the burners to follow.

Mr. McClave: I am glad to know that you secured an in-

strument that recorded correctly.

Mr. Richardson : I would like to ask Mr. Humphrey how

long the platinum lasts?

.1/;-. Humphrey: It is my opinion that we got about ten or

twelve burns out of the couples. We do not depend upon a

couple for temperature indicated, so we use them until they break,

or as long as they indicate at all. When the couple breaks, it

can be taken to the manufacturer and reversed, making the hot

end the cold end.

Mr. Richardson: How long are they?

Mr. Humphrey: Eighteen inches long.

Mr. Chairman: Are you able to turn your couples in and

L,
ret value out of them ?

Mr. Humphrey: We get a scrap platinum price for our <>ld

couples.

Prof. Parmelee: Have you ever noticed that suggestion

made at the Pittsburg meeting, t<> the effect that, by putting

one "I these couples on an electric current winch you could

control, and by increasing the amount of current passing through,

all crystallization could be taken out, and it would be just as

good as in die beginning
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Mr. Hutnphri y: I have never noticed it.

Prof. Partnelee: I have heard from electrical engineers

that it is a good thing,

Mr. Humphrey: When we replace a couple it is always

broken in two. The part exposed to the high temperature be-

comes very brittle.

Prof. Partnelee: You think it is due to the action of the

carbon on your couples or firing that does it?

Mr. Humphrey: I stated in the paper that I did not know
whether the brittleness was due to the crystallization or volatili-

zation. All I know is that the couple becomes brittle and breaks.

All our couples are enclosed in a 3
,

/' well-vitrified tube, which

is supposed to be gas-proof. This in turn is enclosed in a heavy

3* fire clay tube.



PRODUCTION OF VITRIFIED BLACK AND CHOCOLATE
FLOOR TILE. 1

By Ross C. Purdy.

The compounding of vitrified encaustic tesseral have been

discussed before.-' At that time we were able to make vitrified

cream and light buff tile but had failed to make the vitrified red,

black and chocolate. We are still unable to make the vitrified

red, but we have learned how to make the black and chocolate

tiles that are vitreous.

The problem of making the so-called 'clay colors" in vitri-

fied bodies is worthy of as much attention as any that we now
have before us, for the trade is using a very large quantity of

these, but because they are not vitreous, hence unsanitary, it

pays less for them than for the vitreous tiles. In this problem,,

then, we have an economic as well as a technical interest.

The finding of a way to make vitreous black and chocolate

tile was made by members of the 191 1 class in Ceramics, Ohio

State University. Their report is as follows:

COLORING OF A STONEWARE CLAY.

By Harry Neal and C. T. Dun.

The problem was to produce a green, brown, black and a

medium blue in a stoneware body at cone 6.

The work was divided up among the members of the group

as follows: Longenecker, blue; Dun, brown and black; Neal,

green.
GREEN (NEAL).

The class of 1910 found that no good greens were produced

by adding stains containing chromium to a stoneware body.

The problem then was to produce a green without chromium.

A search through the available literature failed to disclose

a green stain which did not contain chromium. The only pro-

cedure left was to blend a blue and a yellow to produce the green

Two stains were devised as follows:

'Contribution from tin- Ceramic Engineering Laboratory <>f the Ohio st.it.- 1 ni-

•. • 1 1 1
1

1 ram \ C s .. Vol. VII, i> 112.
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Green Stain No. 1.

CO,0« _..',

I, ... 80$

Green Stain No. 2. This stain was produced by adding

l'Vi>, to the blue stain given by Professor Purdy in the outline

for the present study. The ratio of iron to cobalt was 2:1,
the formula of the stain being:

\i'>. 64.5',

ZnO 6 5'

,

CO3O, 9.7^
Fe,0

3
.9.4';

100. 1%

These stains were calcined at cone 4 in a Caulkins muffle

kiln, ground to pass 40 mesh, added to the bodies, the whole

blunged in Bonnot ball mills for 3 hours, made into tiles by
molding in the plastic state, and burned to cone 6 in about 30

hours.

DESCRIPTION OF TRIALS.

Stain No. 1.—-Trials containing 5 per cent, stain: These

trials were a dark brown on the exterior and a dark gray on the

interior.

Trials containing 10 per cent, of stain: The color produced

in this case was a good black.

Trials containing 15 per cent, of stain: The same as those

containing 10 per cent, of stain.

Stain No. 2.—Trials containing 5 per cent, of stain: The
color produced was a greenish gray.

Trials containing 10 per cent of stain: The color is a bluish

green.

Trials containing 15 per cent., 20 per cent, and 25 per cent,

of stain : These trials are all a good dark green with a very slight

increase in the shade from 15 per cent, to 25 per cent.

CONCLUSIONS.

No greens were produced by the use of cobalt and iron

alone.

Increase of stain over 15 per cent, produces no perceptible

increase in coloring effect.
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[Note: These greens by the second stain would hardly be

acceptable commercially although for some purpose where an

olive-green can be used they would have value.—R. C. Purdv.]

BROWN AND BLACK DUN).

To produce a brown and black with a stoneware body, the

following stains were used:

Blue stain Xo. S (given in the outline)

:

Calcined A1X>
:

. 80.0',

ZnO
CoO 12.

o

(

i

Dark brown (Hainbach, p. 118):

200 parts A1_,0
s

56 .
j

' ,

80 p rts Fc_,Oj 22 .4%
76 parts chromic oxide 2 1

.

4'
,

Professor R. C. Purdy (Vol. VII., Trans. A. C. S.) produced

a jet black with a bright red clay and 1.5 per cent, recovered

manganese.

Bourry (p. 424) made black as follows: (1) a mixture of

Fe,0
:j
and Mn02 ; (2) a mixture of Fe

2 3
and CoO.

Based upon the above references and others, the following

series was made up:

No. of
body

Per cent.
clay

99

98

«4

80

7<>

65

95

90

80

7<>

Per cent. Per cent.
Mm >_.

Per cent,
blue stain

Per cent.
brown stun

05
I .O

3-0

SO
IO.O

10 o

IO.O

IO.O

100
IO.O

The above bodies were fired to cone 6.

Results Xos. i and 2 are brown, No. 2 being a good brown.

\os. 4 and ,s are good blacks No s shows a slight tendency

to bloat, but this could be overcome by careful firing.

\< is s, (;, 10 and i 1 may be called browns, but the color of
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these i
s more accurately described by the term chocolate. Nos.

iii ;iikI 1 1 are a good dark chocolate. All are well vitrffied,

[Note by R. C. Purdy: Special attention is drawn to this

series, for in my opinion we have here the only vitrified chocolate

and blacks I have ever seen produced. I have seen such tile

l>ut never succeeded in making them in practice.]

CHECK EXPERIMENTS.

The results as above reported were of so much interest that

we determined to check them. In these cheek experiments we

used another lire clay, made new stains and made the trials by

both the plastic and dry press methods. The results obtained by

Neal and Dun were checked in every instance, the colors being

practically the same by dry press as plastic. These check ex-

periments were burned at cones 6 and 8 without loss of color.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. Will: I would like to raise one point; why chrome iron

is not used? It is a great help to any one making brown and

black stains or colors for ceramic purposes.

Mr. Purdy: Chrome iron is a very refractory substance

that will not disseminate through the body at these heats. If

you put chrome iron on a buff body you will get a speckled or

gray as in bricks. Pulverized chrome iron will always give a

gray on account of the buff and black showing side by side.

Mr. Will: Could not the chrome iron be ground fine enough

so as to disseminate more readily?

.1/?'. Purdy: We have made a chrome iron stain by pre-

cipitation, getting it into pulp form, which gave a black; but

while we can do it very nicely in the laboratory, on a factory

scale it would be impracticable. If you want a solid color you

have to get a stain that will completely hide the base.

.1//-. Will: Some of the difficulties, encountered with chrome

iron, as stated by Professor Purdy, can be eliminated by fine

grinding, as is shown by the experience of tile manufacturers

who use this material in making black or gray tile. As long as

they use the ordinary technical grade the result is a fine speckle,
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but with the chrome iron ground to an impalpable powder they

get a uniform color through the whole body.

Mr. Purdy: How about the black and gray?

Mr. Will: I was not referring to the colors obtainable, but

rather to the advantages to be derived by using a finely ground

chrome iron on account of its cheapness and stability.

Mr. Purdy: I want to say that by grinding chrome iron

very fine we produced a silver-gray with a porcelain body as a

base, but could not make a black by any such procedure.



HIGH VOLTAGE INSULATORS AND HIGH POTENTIAL
TESTING.

By B. T. Montgomery, Pittsburgh, Pa.

At various times articles have appeared in our Transactions

dealing with electrical porcelain and the testing of its dielectric

strength, bul notwithstanding the great importance of accuracy

and uniformity in testing such materials, we have had no ade-

quate discussion of high potential testing and the very many
problems involved This lack of a standard test has already

led to some confusion and a regrettable lack of uniformity and

completeness in the reports of tests by several investigators in

the held of ceramic engineering.

It is true that, even among electrical engineers, great accuracy

in testing high tension insulating materials has not yet been at-

tained, due to the great variability of the materials themselves,

the difficulty of exactly controlling all the conditions of the test,

and to our present lack of definite knowledge of the effect of all

the factors involved.

The methods used and the results obtained by different

investigators will undoubtedly vary between wide limits for some

time to come, but we, as ceramic engineers, will be taking a great

stride forward if we will learn to report all of the conditions of

our tests, and, if possible, agree on some standard conditions

and standard methods of testing.

This paper is, in fact, primarily a plea for standardization

in high potential testing. While the ceramic engineer engaged

in high voltage insulator investigations must necessarily call

to his assistance the electrical engineer in making his tests, he

should, himself, understand the essentials of those tests and the

many factors leading to variations in results and hence the neces-

sity of standardizing every possible detail. 1

In the following discussion we will consider the problems

1 While the writer has, for some time, felt the need of such a paper as here under-

taken, he makes no pretense of being an electrical engineer, and, therefore, feels justified

in presenting to the Society this paper, which is very largely an abstract of the very able

discussion by Mr. A. B. Hendricks, Jr., before the A. I. E. E., February 14-16, 1911, on
the subject "High-Tension Testing of Insulating Materials." It is in some places supple-

mented by the writer's own experience and that of others working in the same field of

research.
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under two general divisions: i. Apparatus used in testing.

2. Methods of testing.

We will, also, for the sake of simplicity, confine ourselves

to the consideration of tests of ultimate dielectric strength only.

TESTING APPARATUS.

There are four main elements to be considered

:

i. Alternating-current generator.

2. High-tension transformer.

3. Controlling apparatus.

4. Voltage measuring apparatus.

GENERATOR.

The generator should give an almost perfect sine wave form

at all loads and power factors, and deliver high energy at the in-

stant of rupture of the dielectric. It is necessary and sufficient

that normal wave form and voltage be maintained up to com-

plete failure of the test piece.

The critical final moments of the test are liable to be at-

tended by high-frequency oscillations, which sometimes form a

complete flash-over without leading to a dynamic arc. These

oscillations have a negligible influence in the voltage of normal

frequency, until a flash-over or momentary arc occurs, which may
be attended by a sudden drop in voltage sufficient to prevent

the formations of a continuous arc. It is at this point that the

influence of the energy available becomes important, while pre-

viouslv it was of small consequence, the load being extremely

small.

The best that can be done is to provide apparatus of capacity

sufficient to supply the small charging and leakage current and

the energy absorbed by dielectric hysteresis, with the closest

possible regulation and minimum distortion of the wave form.

By regulation is meant not only the voltage drop under contin-

uous normal load, but particularly the drop at the first instant

of short circuit, or the capacity for instantaneous short circuit

current.
TRANSFORMER.

There has been .1 good deal of misapprehension in connec

t ii hi with the question of transformer capacity. It has been usual
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to specify a certain minimum kilowatt capacity for a given volt-

age, regardless of the other characteristics of the transformer,

the engineer not realizing that such specifications arc indefinite.

It is not the rating stamped on the name plate that determines

the energy in the discharge circuit, but the regulation, particu-

larly as expressed by the impedance voltage, which has to be

taken into account.

In the tests under consideration, the conditions are always

at the extremes of small load or dead short circuit, excepting for

an instant immediately preceding break-down, so the reactance

is of chief importance.

In specifying transformer capacity, there should be ex-

pressed the kilowatt rating and the resistance and reactance

voltages at full load, the kilowatt capacity being of interest only

as a basis for determining regulation. There is, fortunately, no

difficulty in obtaining very high kilowatt capacity with close

regulation. The secret of the best designs of high tension test-

ing transformers lies in the use of extremely massive cores, few

turns in the winding, and reinforced insulation of the end turns.

By this means, the poor regulation of the transformer and the

great liability of the end turns to short circuit have been over-

come.

It is good practice in the majority of laboratory tests to

permanently ground the central point of high tension winding,

and this is necessary if the voltage is measured by a voltmeter

connected at the center of the high tension winding, as will be

described later.

CONTROLLING APPARATUS.

In testing, the voltage must be varied through a wide range

in a perfectly regular manner without breaks. To accomplish

this, many different methods are in use, but the generator field

control is the best for laboratory work. Where this method is

not possible or practicable, an induction regulator may be used.

The field rheostat should be designed to vary the generator

voltage in a perfectly continuous manner, or in very small steps,

and the generator should always be operated at excitation as

near normal as possible, for the sake of close regulation and good

wave form.
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Either the generator or the low tension winding of the trans-

former should be wound with four parallel circuits. These may
be connected in all necessary combinations by means of series

parallel switches, cylinder controllers, or terminal board with

movable links. Series parallel switches are simple and satisfac-

tory, but the cylinder controller is least liable to lead to mistakes

and is quickest in action, and therefore best. Four parallel cir-

cuits on the low tension side of the transformer have been found

ample, and are more readily provided than on the generator.

This gives 25 per cent., 50 per cent, and 100 per cent, of trans-

former voltage at normal generator voltage. The latter may be

varied from 50 per cent to normal voltage, thus giving a range

of i2>2 per cent, to 100 per cent, transformer voltage.

VOLTAGE MEASURING APPARATUS.
SPARK CAP.

The most commonly used method of measuring the voltage

applied to the insulator in testing is by means of the spark gap,

using the curve between secondary or high-potential volts and

air gap in inches, which has been authorized by the A. I. E. E.

standardization rules. This method is, however, open to much
criticism and liable to grave sources of error where accurate

measurement of the applied voltage is required. It is close

enough for commercial work, but other methods have been

found more accurate for laboratory testing.

In the spark gap method of measurement, a voltmeter is

placed across the primary circuit of the high potential trans-

former to record the voltage applied. The spark gap apparatus

is then put in series with the secondary of the transformer, the

needles adjusted at a definite gap, the voltage raised until the

spark passes, and the maximum voltage noted just before the

spark. This maximum voltage required to cause a discharge,

in connection with the corresponding spark distance, gives a

point on the curve between air gap distance and primary volts.

This process is repeated until a sufficient number of points are

obtained to plot the curve. Having thus found the curve be-

tween primary or low tension volts and the spark gap in inches,

and using the A. I. E. H. standard curve between secondary or

high-tension volts and the spark gap in inches, a curve can !><•
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plotted between primary volts and secondary volts that will

give the high potential voltage applied to the test piece for any

recorded reading of the voltmeter in the primary circuit.

If the ratio of transformation between primary and second-

.11 \ is accurately known for the whole range, it is then only

necessary to cheek voltmeter readings against definite spark

gap distances to see if the apparatus gives the standard A. I. K. K.

curve.

The chief sources of error and the principal causes of varia-

tion in the spark gap method of measurement are as follows:

difference in sharpness of the needle points; lack of perfect align-

ment of the needles; ionization of the air and change in atmos-

pheric conditions; variation in the fundamental wave form;

transient voltages; growth of charge in the circuit; disturbance

from the resistance in series with the spark gap; and change of

conditions between the time of spark gap calibration and actual

test.

Sharpness of Needles.—This is best determined for accu-

rate test purposes by means of a microscope with camera lucida

attachment, so that each needle can be examined, measured

for diameter, and an accurate outline drawing, both in plan and
elevation, made. The voltage required to cause a spark to pass

across a given gap is higher in the case of dull needles than in

the case of sharp ones. It is also higher for needles out of per-

fect alignment.

Variation in Wave Form.—The effective voltage in caus-

ing a spark to pass is proportional to the maximum values of

the potential wave. A flat top wave will give higher readings,

and a peaked wave lower readings, in calibrating with the spark

gap than will a normal sine wave.

Transient Voltages.—It is not, however, variation in wave
of fundamental frequency that is the chief disturbing factor, but

transient voltages generated by the variable conditions of the test

circuit. In most cases these are of limited power and duration,

and have negligible effect on the dielectric, unless high fre-

quency oscillations across the spark gap are set up. Transient

voltages may jump the spark gap without starting dynamic arcs

by setting up high frequency oscillations of considerable power
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and destructive effect, or may establish an arc, and mav then

be taken as a measure of the actual voltage of fundamental

frequency. It is thus seen that transient voltages are of neg-

ligible effect in the absence of a spark gap, but with spark gap

connected, with or without test piece in parallel, they may give

misleading indications of the actual maximum of normal fre-

quency voltage, and consequent stress in the test piece, or

cause abnormal stresses by high frequency oscillations.

Growth of Charge.— It has been observed during high-tension

tests that the charge seems to increase with time at constant

voltage and frequency, and that at irregular intervals a critical

point is reached, causing a flash-over and high frequency dis-

charges at the spark gap in parallel or at some weak point in

the test piece.

This can occur without causing a dynamic current to follow,

and the length of the spark gap is then not a measure of the

normal frequency high-tension voltage. If the voltage is raised

very rapidly, it may be carried past the point of high frequency

discharge, and a genuine arc produced at the spark gap at a nor-

mal frequency voltage corresponding to its length, and consid-

erably in excess of that first observed. This high voltage read-

ing is then taken as the correct one.

Resistance in Circuit.—In order to limit the current and

oscillations, resistances of about one ohm per volt are specified

to be used in series with the spark gap and this may introduce

a disturbing element.

VOLTAMETER Coll. IN HIGH TENSION TRANSFORMER.

This method of measuring the applied voltage is recom-

mended by Mr. Hendricks in place <>f the spark gap method.

He says: "This I consider the most nearly perfect method for

determining the high tension voltage with convenience and ac-

curacy. All that is required is a coil of few turns inserted sym-

metrically at the middle of the high-tension winding and con-

nected thereto at the neutral point. A tew turns of tin- regular

winding would do, but for mechanical reasons it is better to use

a leparate coil. Connection of the windings is imperative, as

it is not practicable to insulate the voltmeter coil against half
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the high tension voltage as is necessary ii riol connected. Taps

should be broughl out ;it 25 per rent and 50 per cent, of volt-

meter coil winding t<> give convenienl voltmeter readings at

',,'.. and lull potential, The accuracy of this method is very

great. Although the voltmeter coil is connected at the- middle

of the high tension winding, it embraces nearly the same flux

as the main winding. Therefore, the voltmeter readings are

almost independent of the transformer reactance or ordinary

variations in load and power factor."

METHODS OF TESTING.

Conditions of Test. To obtain exact and definite results,

all of the conditions of the test must be accurately known. As

it is impossible to duplicate actual working conditions, which are

necessarily variable and indefinite, it is best to adopt a standard

method of test —one that is simple and direct, and which will

give comparative results wherever used. The following data

should be accurately known and given: previous history of the

test piece and a complete description of its physical make-up

and condition, its form, size, thickness, surface, and absorption,

if any; the form and intensity of the electrostatic field, tempera-

ture, time, frequency, and methods of measurement; size and

shape of the electrodes used in applying the voltage, and whether

tested in air or under oil.

In general, tests of high-tension insulators should be made
under conditions approximating as nearly as possible the aver-

age conditions of actual practice and also under the two extremes

or limiting conditions, particularly of temperature and of humid-

ity or dampness.

Time.—The time element is found to be most important in

testing. Not only is time an important factor due to the growth

of charge in the circuit, which consideration has already been

discussed, but the results will also depend largely upon the time

of application of the stress in all materials which show energy

loss and consequent heating. This loss is due to dielectric hys-

teresis where the insulator has zero absorption, or due to both

hysteresis and conduction, if it contains traces of water. When
testing in air, heating is also due to static discharges over the sur-

face of the insulator.
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The measurement of energy loss or dielectric hysteresis is

verv difficult, and often impossible, because of its small magni-

tude and the high voltage and low power factor involved, but

even in insulators where there is very small energy loss and there-

for little heating from this cause, the time factor is still impor-

tant, due not only to the growth of charge in the circuit, but also

due to 'fatigue" or molecular strains in the dielectric, the same

as in other materials under other than electrical stresses.

In general, the voltage necessary to puncture will decrease

with increase of time of application of the stress, and it hence

becomes necessary to determine carefully the time-voltage curve. 2

In preparing such a curve an average of a number of tests should

be used for each point on the curve. Puncturing voltage should

first be determined by the instantaneous test. A low voltage is

first applied, and is then rapidly and steadily raised until punc-

ture occurs. The time consumed should ordinarily be about

ten seconds, which rate of increasing the voltage is not so rapid but

that the final voltage can be read correctly to about i per cent.

Having obtained the maximum or puncturing voltage, successive

tests are made at decreasing voltages, which may either be per-

centages of the puncturing voltage or arbitrarily chosen figures,

each being maintained constant until puncture occurs, and the

required time noted. Points on the curve are taken until a volt-

age is reached which may be maintained indefinitely without

puncture of the insulator. The heating effect may be marked

and have an important influence on the results.

Temperature.—Increase in temperature has for a long time

been known to decrease materially the dielectric strength of an

insulator.

Henderson and Weimer3 have shown that a high-grade porce-

lain changed from an insulator at ordinary temperatures to a

conductor at a temperature of about 200 to 22-,° C, conduct-

ing the current without puncturing. The decrease in dielectric

Strength, while considerable and important, was, however, shown

to be relatively small up to 100 C, which is the upper limit

of temperature encountered in commercial practice.

' Montgomery and Wilcox, TheaU, Ohio State University 1901

; Tram A C S . VoL XIII, p i< "
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Moisture and Absorption. The presence of small quantities

of moisture is a source of wide variation in the insulating strength

of any dielectric. It its absorption is not zero the sample should

be thoroughlj dried before testing; and if in practice it is used

where it may absorb moisture even from the air, it should also

be tested in a saturated condition.

In porcelain even a low absorption indicates an immature

and poorly vitrified body and consequent decrease in insulating

strength.

Wet or spray tests are also necessary in connnerical test-

ing" of porcelain and glass insulators, but are of interest only

in so far as proper design is concerned.

Thickness.—We would expect the dielectric strength of

insulating materials to vary in direct proportion to the thick-

ness, but it has been shown by tests on many kinds of materials

that in general the dielectric strength varies between the square

root and the first power of the thickness, that is, between y = \Jx

and y - x. Therefore, unless the law of variation is definitely

known, the test must be made upon the actual thickness under

consideration, and no reliance can be placed in results given per

centimeter or per inch, and based on tests of other thicknesses.

Glass and thoroughly vitrified and mechanically perfect

porcelain most nearly follow the straight line law.

Composition.—The question of composition in all high-

tension insulating materials is a physical, rather than a chemical,

one. The material or insulator must first be of high dielectric

strength and free from conducting impurities. It must have the

requisite mechanical strength for the purpose for which it is

intended. Unless used under oil, it must be non-absorbent.

It must be of good mechanical structure, free from flaws or

laminations. In the case of high-tension line insulators used out

of doors, they must be of such a composition that they will not

deteriorate under atmospheric conditions and electrical stress,

be of sound and certain mechanical strength, and of long life.

In regard to electrical porcelain, I agree with Bleininger

and Stull 4
in the statement that 'the electrical resistance seems

4 Trans. A. C. S., Vol. XII, p. 628.
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to depend more upon sound vitrification and good mechanical

structure, than upon chemical composition, excepting in so far

as the latter governs the vitrifying behavior." I think also that

the work of Watts, who deserves great credit as the pioneer in

research work on the effect of composition in electrical porcelain,

shows this same statement to be true when viewed in the light

of more recent experiments.

Surface.—Mr. Hendricks says that strictly speaking there

is no such thing as the "creeping voltage" of an insulator, the

voltage required to arc over a clean insulating surface being nearly

independent of the kind of material and the character of the sur-

face, but determined by the form and arrangement of the elec-

trodes and the insulation. It depends, he thinks, indirectly

upon the capacity of the apparatus considered as a condenser

and the character of the dielectric (as air or oil) which is ruptured

by the arc, every "creeping" test being also a puncture test,

as is obvious.

Contrary to this testimony, I have noted in tests on vitri-

fied clay, porcelain, and glass insulators, providing a variety of

surfaces upon which to note the action of the static discharge,

that the smoother or more glossy the surface, the longer and

more violent would be the brush discharge from a given voltage.

In these tests the samples were of the same thickness and, there-

fore, of the same capacity, considered as a condenser, and the

same form and arrangement of electrodes was used in all cases.

Frequency.—Results will vary very slightly with the fre-

quency, as the range of commercial frequencies—25 to 60 cycles

—

is too small to have any great influence on the results in standard

tests. Any variation noted is principally due to variation in

energy loss and consequent heating, the higher frequency lead-

ing to a lower puncture voltage.

Electrodes. The electrodes used should be cylindrical with

rounded edges to avoid the increase of dielectric flux density

due to sharp edges. The diameter of the electrodes is governed

by the area of the insulator surface which it is desired to test

The larger the area, the more likelihood of covering existing

Haws Often, when using small electrodes, the puncture will
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occur at some distance from the electrode, ilms giving a higher

reading than \\<>ul<l be given if the electrodes covered the flaw

Medium of Test. All tests should Ik- made under condi-

tions resembling as nearly as possible those of actual practice.

Tests made in air are not at all comparable with tests made un-

der oil. Insulators and insulating materials, therefore, which are

to he used in air, should he tested in air; and those used under

oil should be tested under oil. The effects of oil immersion on

pieces tested under oil are as follows:

Kffect on Pest Piece. When permeable to the oil, the di-

electric strength is in general increased by impregnation.

Kffect on Electrostatic Field.—The general effect of oil

immersion is to eliminate corona and static discharges over the

surface of the test pieces, to render the form and intensity of

the electrostatic field more definite and uniform, and to con-

centrate it at the edges of the electrodes.

Effect on Temperature.— -This is very marked and con-

sequently of great importance, especially in long-time tests, a large

volume of oil tending to diffuse the heat generated and to main-

tain a constant temperature throughout.

DISCUSSION.

Prof. Slid/: From more recent work which has been done

on electrical porcelains, I am of the opinion that the composi-

tion does influence the dielectric strength. However, it is pri-

marily essential that a porcelain should be well vitrified, but not

over-vitrified, in order to give its maximum strength.

In breaking a large number of trials through the line of punc-

ture, we have observed that the passing of the current did not

leave a hole, but on the contrary "the hole" was filled with a glassy

porcelain which had been fused.

Since there is no substance which is a perfect conductor and no

substance which is absolutely a non-conductor, it follows that

the conductivity differences of different substances are due to

their different resistances. Insulators are merely substances of

low conductivity.

When a piece of porcelain is placed between two poles and

the voltage gradually increased, the positive pole represents a
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high potential and the negative pole low. A voltage is finally

reached that causes some current to flow, which, meeting high

resistance, heats up the porcelain. As the temperature of the

porcelain increases its conductivity increases, thus allowing

more and more of the current to pass. The heat becomes ac-

cumulative, causing the porcelain to fuse, and fused porcelain

makes a fairly good conductor.

Mr. Miitneman: In regard to the cause of the puncture,

my experience does not agree with that of Professor Stull, that

the puncture is due to fusion of the material.

Prof. Stull: The fused porcelain appears as a thin hair-like

line of glass along the line of puncture. The heating of the porce-

lain is confined to a small area, and the time is very short (almost

instantaneous) between the first "leakage" of current when
heating begins and final "puncture" when the porcelain has be-

come fused along the thin hair-like line of puncture.

Since the heat is confined to such a small area and the tem-

perature increase so sudden, the heat is soon dissipated by the

surrounding oil and the porcelain, hence the temperature of

the whole mass of porcelain does not rise perceptibly above the

temperature of the oil bath.

It would be a simple matter to determine whether any re-

lation exists or not between the fusion temperature and the di-

electric strength of porcelain. If the phenomenon of punctur-

ing is due to force ••punching" a hole through the insulator, as elec-

trical engineers maintain, then the dielectric strength of a porce-

lain would hold a definite relation to its mechanical strength.

A series of experiments touching upon these two points have

already been outlined and the work will probably be carried out

in the near future.

It would seem that there is some relation between the di-

electric strength of a porcelain and its fusion or softening tempera-

ture interval, and the softening interval would be influenced by

its composition. Porcelains maturing at low temperatures

show low dielectric strengths, otherwise why is it necessary for

manufacturers of high-tension insulators to employ tempera

tures of cones m to [4?
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NOTE PREPARED AFTER READING THE ABOVE DISCUSSION.

.1/;. Montgomery: The consensus of opinion among elec

trical engineers regarding the mechanical process involved in

the rupture «>l" a dielectric under high potential stress is about as

follows: There are several phases to the phenomena, and in

solids it is probable that several different actions take place.

First, there is set np in the dielectric a molecular strain corre-

sponding to thi' condenser current, then a consequent heating

by dielectric hysteresis ensues. This has a very important ef-

fect as we know that the dielectric strength of insulators rapidly

decreases as the temperature rises, even over a comparatively

low range of temperatures. Finally, conduction takes place by

means of both conducting impurities and by ionization.

The familiar phenomena of fusion along the path of the cur-

rent is due to the flow of current after conduction is established,

just as any conductor of high resistance will fuse under sufficient

current.

Puncture in its most restricted meaning, that is, the actual

opening of a hole through the insulator, is due to fusion, but

conduction can occur without puncture as is the case in a Nernst

lamp glower. Therefore, the fusion point of a given porcelain

cannot determine its dielectric strength as a current has already

commenced to flow and it has ceased to be an insulator before

actual puncture occurs.



THE EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON THE DIELECTRIC
STRENGTH OF PORCELAINS.

By George Weimer and C. T. Dun, Ohio State University.

INTRODUCTION.

Review of the Published Work of Others.—H. F. Haworth

wrote a paper on the " Electrical Qualities of Porcelain with Spe-

cial Reference to Dielectric Losses" (published in the " Proceedings

of the Royal Society of London," Series A, Vol. LXXXI, No.

A547). Under the heading "The Conductivity of Porcelain as a

Function of the Temperature" (page 231) the following occurs:

Temp. °C. Specific resistance
ohms per cm 1

.

Temp. °C.

Specific
resistance

ohms per cmJ
.

«.63 143-D

141 O

5i 5

508
42-3

35-5

20.0

- 10

16 4"

'7 do

18 6,

20 5

27 32

30 87

34 7"

37 03

4" 62

14.0

11 .8

X 10

X 10

X 10

X 10

X 10

X 10

X 10

X 10

X 10

8.24 X 10

6.25 X 10

40.86 5.7 X io 1 -

4303 4.85 X io 12

47 .00 4.01 X io 12

50.40 2 .64 X io 1 -'

54.01 1 .78 X io 12

56 5i i -44 X io 12

58.04 1 . 1 1 X io 1 -'

59. 12 1 .08 X io 1 -

62 .72 0.77 X io l -

64.89 0.64 X 10 1 -

81 .93 o. 15 X io 1 -'

The porcelain was tested in an oil bath. And "At each

reading the temperature of the porcelain was noted and when the

galvanometer swing and temperature had been steady for at

least one hour, the average of these readings was taken and the

conductivity calculated."

The above table indicates that porcelain may become a con-

ductor if the temperature is carried high enough. However, the

specific resistance and the voltage required to puncture porce-

lain have no direct connection.

A S Watts 1 Transactions of the American Ceramic Society,

Vol. IV. page 97) mentions the fact that the dielectric strength

of porcelain decreases at higher temperatures. He also gives

data from Wideman's "Electricity" (Vol. I, page 560) which

shows that the dielectric strength of glass IS decreased by in-

big the temperature.
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C. Doelter (Chemical Abstracts, 1909, page 607) found thai

ilu' resistance of diopside, adularia, quartz, arfvedsonite, mica,

hornblende and quartz glass was decreased by an increase of

temperature. He regards as the most important resull of liis

investigation the establishment of electrolytic conduction in

solid silicates

The follow in- two groups are found in Doelter's classifica-

tion of crystals (Chemical Abstracts, 1901, page 2900).

(c) Minerals like chrysoberyl and cassiterite which conduct

both electronically and electrolvtically at high temperatures;

quartz probably belongs to this class.

(</) Crystals which are insulators at ordinary temperatures

but conduct well electrolytically at higher temperatures, showing

noticeable polarization; such are sapphire, silicates and barite.

In an extensive review of literature nothing was found bear-

in- directly on the subject of this research, except that work

previously done by Henderson and Weimer. 1

Object of This Research.- The work done by these last

named investigators gave an idea of the scope of work which was

to be investigated. This work will cover more especially that

region known as the "critical temperature," or that tempera-

ture at which porcelain ceases to be an insulator and becomes

a conductor, and also to a small extent the effect of composition

upon the same.

APPARATUS.

The Transformer.—The transformer used for this test was a

high-tension transformer, which has a capacity of 50 kilo-volt-

amperes at 250,000 volts and 60 cycles.

The primary coil consists of 63 turns per leg of 3

s
" double

cotton covered wire strip. It is separated from the secondary

winding by 3.6" of "Mineral Seal" insulating oil. The secondary

coil consists of 21 .357 turns on each leg wound in forty coils, of

Xo. 24 B. and S. gage copper wire. The upper coil on each leg

has 225 turns, and the one below it has 232 turns sextuple cotton

covered, all the other coils having 550 turns each triple cotton eov-

1 Trans. A. C. S., Vol. XIII. Western Electrician, Dec, 1910. Physical Review-
Dec. , 1910.
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ered, making a total of 42,714 secondary turns. This gives a
ratio of transformation of 42,714; 126 = 339. One half of the en-

tire winding, primary and secondary, is placed upon each leg of

a lamented iron core, and the whole is immersed in "Mineral

Seal" oil which is contained in a sheet steel tank. The over-all

dimensions of the core are 28 inches wide, 43 inches high and 6.2

inches thick. The yoke is 6 inches wide.

To protect the secondary coils from the high frequencies

produced by sudden changes in the value of the secondary cur-

rent, as when the load is suddenly thrown on, the secondary con-

nections terminate in a series of choke coils situated over the cen-

ter of each leg.

This apparatus gives a frequency of about 1000 cycles per

second.

The Regulator.—The impressed voltage on the primary of

the transformer was regulated by a transformer regulator con-

sisting of two similar movable coils surrounding stationary

laminated iron cores. These coils are attached to a rack and

pinion gear so arranged that as one coil is being lowered over

one of the iron cores, the other coil is being raised from the other

core.

The primary of the high-tension transformer is connected

directly across one of the coils of the regulator. Since the E. M. F.

is directly proportional to the number of lines of force in the core

cut by the coil, the voltage impressed upon the transformer

primary is proportional to the same quantity. Hence this E. M. F.

can be regulated by raising or lowering the coil of the regulator

across which the transformer is connected.

The complete electrical diagram is shown in Fig. 1 and the

method of wiring the switchboard in Fig. 2.

The Electro-Static Voltmeter and its Calibration. The high

electromotive forces used in the "break-down" test of insula

tors are usually measured by means of an electrostatic voltmeter,

which is calibrated by the spark gap. The voltmeter consists

of two metal plates, one axed and the other delicately poised

Both plates are thoroughly insulated by oil, and connected to

<>ne terminal of the secondary of the transformer. When the

transformer is in operation the two plates become charged with

like electricity and repel cadi other. The suspended plate'car-
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lies .1 mirror which reflects a light onto ;i scale. ( )n this scale

the deflections produced by the repulsion arc read and these

readings are interpreted as voltages.

The spark gap is set at sonic definite distance, and then the

voltage is regulated until i( becomes just sufficient to jump
across from needle point to needle point; this produces a certain

deflection. For each distance between needle points there is a

corresponding voltage, thus the deflections may be interpreted

as voltages by means of curves. These readings may be sub-

jected to considerable error on account of the melting of the

tut die points, drafts of air and the departure of the K. M. F.

wave from the sine wave; but by changing the needle points for

each reading and by other due precautions, the error may be

kept down to less than two per cent. The data for the calibra-

tion of the electrostatic voltmeter is given in Table I, and the

curves for the same in Figs. 3 and 4.

TABLE I. DATA FOR CALIBRATION OF ELECTRO-STATIC VOLTMETER.

Volts
(R. M. SO

Spark gap
(.Inches)

Spark gap
(Centimeters)

Deflections

5OOO O.225 o-57

IOOOO 0.47 1 .19 O 35
1 500O o-7-7 5 1 .84 O 60

20000 1 .00 2-54 O 95

25000 i-3 3 30 1 40

30000 1.625 4. 10 I 82

35°°° 2 .0 5.10 2 40

40000 -'•45 6.2 3 00

45000 -^•95 7-5 3 75

50000 3-55 9.0 4 5

60000 465 11 .8 6 55

70000 5-8 5 14.9 9 05

80000 7-i 18.0 1

1

90

90000 8-35 21 .2 14 70

100000 9.6 24.4 17 10

The Electric Furnace.—The electric furnace used consisted of a

hollow porcelain cylinder, 9 inches long, 3/
8
" thick and 3K" in

diameter, around which was wrapped about 60 turns of No. 19

Xichrome wire. A thick coating of asbestos was plastered over

the wires to confine the heat. This furnace is illustrated in

Trans. A. C. S., Vol. XIII, p. 471.
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THE INVESTIGATION.

Composition of Bodies. There were used in I his investiga-

tion four different bodies, whose location on a triaxial diagram

and compositions arc shown on Fig. 5.

In the triaxial diagram the sum of the lengths of the per-

pendiculars from any point inside the triangle to the base and

the two sides is equal to the altitude. Mence for any point the

per cent, of one of the ingredients is represented by the length

of a perpendicular from the point to the side opposite the apex

which represents 100 per cent, of the ingredient.

To secure good working properties for jiggering, the clay con-

tent was kept within the limits of 40 per cent, and 60 per cent.

25 per cent, and 35 per cent, feldspar was used in order to have

complete vitrification at cones 10 to 12.

Preparation of Samples. The bodies were weighed up in

thirty pound batches. Rach batch was placed in a ball mill

with about thirty pounds of water and blunged for one hour.

The slip was screened through a hundred-mesh sieve and put

upon muslin-covered slabs of plaster Paris to dry to a working

consistency. Previous to jiggering, each body was wedged by

hand upon muslin-covered plaster slabs.

For test pieces cylindrical cups 5
1

,, inches high, 0.15 inch

thick and 3 inches in diameter were formed by jiggering. The
moulds were allowed to stand in the open room until they would

deliver; the test pieces were then put in a gas-fired oven to finish

drying.

When dry, the test pieces were placed on a cushion of sand

in saggars which were then wadded and each one securely cov-

ered. The burning was done in a small coke-fired test kiln.

Cone 13 on the outside of the saggars was fired down in about 40
hours and inside the saggars cone 11 or 12 was down.

Testing the Pieces.—The test pieces were heated slowly

up to the desired temperature in the dielectric furnace in which a

mercury-in-glass thermometer was used to determine the tem-

perature. The results are tabulated in Table II. The data in

this table are the average of from three to eight trials for each

puncturing voltage. The curves in Fig. 6 show the results

in graphic form.
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Temp
C

Bod]
No 1

Bodj
No 11

Body
No 111

25 67500 66500 64500

50 (171100 (1(1000 64250

75 (1(1000 65000 635OO

ii»> 6350O 63COO 6.•<)()()

125 59500 60000 590OO

I.So 5»5°0 5-' 5"" 52500

75 40000 39000 41000

2< )(

1

2750O 25000 295O0

225 t6ooo [5000 J.'OOO

2SO 9000 75<>" 1 5000

-'75 5000 4500 1
1
500

300 30CO 35oo 7000

325
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TABLE II. VOLTS REQUIRED TO PUNCTURE TEST PIECES.

Body
No [V

67000

66500

65500

62500

57000

I.9500

39000

2 6500

17000

10000

7000

5000

At $2^° C. for all four bodies the voltmeter showed no de-

flection for closing the circuit, and when the pieces were re-

tested at room temperature they showed no effect from their

former treatment. Furthermore, at 325 ° C. the electricity ap-

peared to spread and be conducted through the porcelain with-

out forming a white hot arc as it did when the pieces were punc-

tured.

Although the porcelain is a conductor at 325 ° C, yet it

offers a high resistance which requires considerable voltage to

push the current through. This accounts for the voltage read-

ings at 325 ° C. shown on the curves.

Tests were made with a smaller transformer also, which has

a capacity of twenty kilo-volt-amperes at 100,000 volts and 60

cycles. For body No. 1 the results are plotted in a dash line

in Fig. 6. In every instance for a given temperature the smaller

transformer required less voltage to puncture the piece. With

the smaller transformer the same results were attained at 275

C. as at 325 ° C. with the larger transformer. This difference is

due to the lower frequency of the smaller transformer. Ray-

leigh expresses this in the form of an equation, as follows:

R,
p-7-/r pvy

R 1 + '
-..-

12 R- 1S4R 4
etc.)
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R[ = new resistance; R = ordinary resistance (by direct

current) ; P = frequency ; 1 = inductance
; ft

= permea-

bility.

This effect might be explained on two different theories;

first (and less probable), that known as "skin effect" due to the

high frequency; second, the difference in effect produced bv a

force directly applied and an alternating force.

TRAN.AM CER SOC VOL XIV FIG. 6.
70.000

60.0OO

WE/MER& DUN

25 50 75 /OO /25 /SO 175 aoo 225 250 2XS 300
TEMPERATURES IN DEGREES CENTIGRADE

i Effect of Composition. Of the ingredients, feldspar seems

to have the greatest effect upon the dielectric strength. Bodies

No. I and II, highest in feldspar, are weaker at the higher tem-
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peratures than bodies Nos. Ill and IV, which is no doubt due

to the fact that the higher feldspar makes a more glass like body

which becomes softer at a lower temperature than bodies lower

in feldspar. Gay added at the expense of ilint makes a stronger

dielectric at the higher temperatures, as body No. I is stronger

dielectrically than body No. II, and body No. Ill is stronger

dielectric-ally than body NO. IV, at the higher temperatures.

CONCLUSION.

Porcelain changes from a dielectric to a conductor pro-

gressively with increasing temperature. This transition is grad-

ual, occurs over quite a range in temperature, and is effected by

the composition of the porcelain, by the frequency of the current,

and by whether the current is alternating or direct.



THE RELATION BETWEEN THE CRUSHING STRENGTH AND
POROSITIES OF CLAY PRODUCTS. 1

By G. H. Brown.

The crushing strength of a structural clay product is not

of so great importance in itself, since it is seldom subjected to

its maximum load in practice. However, crushing strength is

frequently called for in specifications and it is usually the aim to

secure the strongest material regardless of what the conditions

of service may be. The usual practice is to send the material to

be tested in whatever shape or form it happens to be manufac-

tured. The degree of burning, the variation in form, and the de-

fects of manufacture are so widely varied that it is exceedingly

difficult to compare typical clays as to their development of

strength at different stages of vitrification. By manufacturing

from typical clays a series of test pieces made on the same ma-

chine, burned in the same kiln with the same conditions of burn-

ing, it was hoped to get some comparison of typical clays. At

the same time the shape of the place best suited for the work

could be determined and the methods of testing studied. The

investigation is a continuation of part of that described in Volume

XII of the Transactions. In the previous work cylindrical test

pieces were manufactured from typical clays, and the absorp-

tions and crushing strength developed by different degrees of

burning determined. Unfortunately, the results were some-

what erratic, owing to the excessive lamination developed by the

auger machine used and to the too great length of the test pieces.

Also, the manner of finishing the ends of the pieces for testing

was not satisfactory.

By further experimenting it was thought that the influence

of these factors could be minimized and more comparable re-

sults secured. The procedure was as follows.

PRELIMINARY TESTS.

For the preliminary work a No. 2 lire day was selected.

After grinding and tempering in a Stevenson pan the clay was

passed through a small Mueller auger machine and test pieces

1 By permission <>i' the Director ..1 the Bureau "i Standards.
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prepared. Two dies were used, one having an opening V.'"

square and the other a circular opening 3

'

2
" in diameter. From

the square column 3
1 /' cubes and bars ,s' .," long were cut; from

i in- circular column, cylinders ,s' ," long were manufactured.

The bars and cylinders were made .=,' ," long so as to have a length

equal to i
' % times the diameter. In testing metals and other

materials this ratio lias been found to give good results. The

cubes were prepared with a view to redneing the elTeet of lamina-

tion by decreasing the length of the piece.

BURNING.

Burns were made in a down-draft gas-fired kiln to 900 ° C,

cone 06, cone 3, and cone 10. The duration of burn was about

72 hours in each case. The temperature distribution was good,

being within one cone in all parts of the test kiln.

PREPARATION FOR TESTING.

For the testing an Olsen machine of 200,000 pounds capacity,

and having one fixed and one spherical bearing plate, was used.

In making crushing tests it is essential that flat, smooth surfaces,

somewhat parallel to each other and perpendicular to the sides

be used. If high points or edges are present false results are ob-

tained. The surface produced by the cutting wire passing through

a stiff mud column are too irregular to permit their being used

without previous preparation. Usually some material is used to

fill up the depressions and give proper surfaces. Materials such

as plaster of Paris, neat cement, sheets of lead, or blotting paper

are used. If recourse to one of these is not taken the bearing

surfaces may be ground so that the material itself is in contact

with the head of the machine. If the ends of the test pieces

are very irregular, a plaster cap will not entirely eliminate the

error due to this cause. The plaster being weaker than the

burned clay, the rough edges cut the cap and unequal strains

will be developed. The test piece will chip off on the edges and

a cracking sound is heard before the ultimate load is reached.

In testing the clay bars, the ends of which are irregular

and consequently leveled up with plaster of Paris, the average

variation in crushing strength was found to be 10.7 per cent,

and the maximum variation as high as 31.0 per cent. While
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considerable of the variation was due to laminated structure, a

large part was due to the rough surfaces under the caps.

The edges and corners of the test pieces made up for the pre-

liminary work were slightly higher than the center, giving a slightly

concave surface. As a result, the edges spalled off in testing the

pieces. In view of this fact, grinding off the edges was resorted

to. A surface grinder having a movable table and a revolving

emery wheel was used.

The improvement due to the grinding was made evident by

testing a set of similar bars and finding that the average varia-

tion was only 8.6 per cent, with a maximum variation of 18.6

per cent. It was therefore decided to grind the ends of the test

pieces in preference to capping them.

RESULTS OF PRELIMINARY TESTS.

TABLE I.

Test piece

Cylinders

Bars . . .

Cubes . .

Cylinders

Bars. . . .

Cubes .

Cylinders

Bars. . . .

Cubes. . .

Cylinders

Bars ....

Cubes . .

900 C.

900 C.

900 ° C.

06

06

06

cone 3

cone
5

cone 3

cone 10

cone 10

cone in

Average
length

5.OO

4 95

3 30

4 90

4 85

3 JO

4 80

4 75

3 15

4 80

4 75

3 to

Average
Area sq.

IO.65

II .49

I I .40

8-55

IO.96

IO.96

8.24

IO. IO

10. _>4

8.04

9.86

10. 18

Average load
Lbs per
sq. in.

2,5H

2,774

2,836

6, 104

6,052

6,087

11,756

14, 601

14.277

6, 867

17, 2 1

6

14, 968

Average per cent,
variation

. 88 surfaced

.44 surfaced

.63 surfaced

. 1 1 surfaced

.63 surfaced

.

1
3 surfaced

.41 surfaced

.95 surfaced

.'4 surfaced

. 1 5 surfaced

. 70 surfaced

.05 surfaced

900 ° C. Series. In this series the average crushing strength

in pounds per square inch of the bars, cylinders, and cubes is

about the same, the average per cent, variation of the cylin-

ders being 9 88 per cent., of the bars 9 94, and of the cubes

9.63 per cent. The average crushing strength of the cubes is

highest, and the average variation in crushing strength of the

CUbeS lowest.

Cone 06 Series. In this series the average crushing strength

1 aboul the same but the average per cent, variation of the cubes
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is lowest, being 7.1^ per cent, as against 8.63 per cent, for Un-

bars, and 11.11 per cent, for the cylinders.

Cone 3 Series. Here the average crushing strength of the

bars and cubes is higher than that of the cylinders, the average

per cent, variation of the cubes being .} 24 per cent., of the bars

4.95 per cent., and of the cylinders 7.41 per cent.

Cone 10 Series. -The bars have a slightly greater crushing

strength than the cubes, while the crushing strength of the cylin-

ders is very low. The average per cent, variation of the cubes is

7.05 per cent., of the bars 6. 13 per cent., and of the cylinders

17. 15 per cent.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF THE PRELIMINARY TESTS.

Behavior in Testing. The cubes seemed to give the best re-

sults throughout. Although the appearance of the fractures

was in some eases not equal to that of the bars, the shorter piece

seemed to give better results and to decrease the factor of lamina-

tion over the other pieces. In three of the four series, the cubes

gave a smaller per cent, average variation than the bars and

cylinders. With the exception of the cone 10 series, the crush-

ing strength of the cubes was equal to or greater than that of

the bars and cylinders. It was, therefore, decided to adopt the

cube as a test piece and also to grind the surfaces which were to

come in contact with the machine plates.

PART II.

Having selected the cube as the most satisfactory form of

test piece, the remainder of the investigation was taken up.

Clays.—In this paper we have limited ourselves to a discussion'

of six clays, two shales, two fire clays, and two surface clays. The

shales Nos. 1 and 2 are used in the manufacture of paving brick

;

the fire clays Nos. 3 and 4 are of the No. 2 variety and used in.

the manufacture of building brick. Surface clay No. 5 is of a

limy character, and surface clay No. 6 a red burning alluvial

clay.

Manufacture.—The cubes were made up in the same manner
as those for the preliminary tests. A number sufficient to allow

fifteen for each burning temperature was prepared from each
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clay. The cubes were slowly dried in air and then in a steam

dryer.

Burning.—Burns were made at intervals of 2 cones, start-

ing at oS and continuing until each clay had reached its vitrifica-

tion limit. As before, the burning was in a down-draft test

kiln, the duration of the burn being about 72 hours.

Porosities.—The porosities were determined in the usual

manner. The pieces were dried and placed in an air-tight tank.

After exhausting the air, boiling water was slowly introduced

and the tank kept under a vacuum from 3 to 5 hours, the time

varying somewhat with the porosity of the pieces. The wet

and suspended weights having been determined, the porosities

were calculated using the formula W— D W— S X 100 = per cent,

porositv. The variation in porosities in most of the series was

not great. Pieces which showed too great variation were disre-

garded in computing the averages.

Grinding.—The porosities cf the pieces having been deter-

mined, the ends were ground off. Most of the grinding was on

a lathe grinder having a movable table and a fixed revolving

emery wheel. Although the grinding results were satisfactory,

it was found that the dust marred the gears and guides of the

lathe; and for the latter part of the grinding an ordinary surface

grinder, similar to that used on brickyards for grinding arches,

etc., was put into service.

On the lathe grinder it was found that with the softer pieces

large cuts could be taken with safety, but the vitrified pieces had

a tendency to chip and break unless the cuts were small.

Crushing Tests.—All of the pieces were dried before testing.

Usually 15 pieces from each series were tested. Pieces which

were defective through having been cracked in burning or badly

chipped in grinding were discarded. In placing the cube in the

machine care was taken to have a good contact. This was ac-

complished by running the head of the machine down

slowly, and at the same time revolving the bearing plate

until the load was applied. The machine was operated on slow

speed for the first 8,000 Of 10,000 pounds and then thrown

i.n lull speed. Where the capacity of the 200,000 pound machine

was too low, the pieces were tested on the Olsen machine of 600,
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coo pounds capacity. The behavior of the cubes in testing was

good, most of them showing ;i cone structure the apices of which,

however, overlapped owing to the shortness of the piece.

Usually some cracking was heard before the ultimate load

was reached, l>ut the point of failure was determined without

difficulty. Pieces highly vitrified usually failed explosively,

throwing off fragments with considerable force.

Calculations. From the ultimate load and the area, the

ultimate load in pounds per square inch was calculated. The

TRANS AM CER SOC VOL A/V H BROWN

PER CENT POROSITY

diagram shows the results secured, the average ultimate load in

pounds per square inch being plotted against the average porosity.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS.

The crushing strength of shale No. i seems to increase at a

uniform rate with a decrease in porosity to 10 per cent. At this

point a remarkable increase is shown, the ultimate load increas-

ing from 18,000 pounds per square inch, at a porosity of 10 per

cent., to 32,200 pounds per square inch at a porosity of 2
. 5 per cent.
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From this point the strength takes an abrupt drop, due to the

development of a vesicular structure.

The crushing strength porosity line of shale No. 2 is prac-

ticallv parallel to that of shale No. 1, the clay attaining its max-

imum strength at a porosity of 6.3 per cent. From this point

the structure weakens.

The curves of the fire clays are practically parallel to those

of the shales at the higher porosities. However, a slight drop is

evident in both at the lowest porosity. It was not found prac-

ticable to carry both clays to the minimum porosity, owing to

the high temperature required. The crushing strengths of

both, however, are lower than that of the shales, No. 4 showing

the lowest strengths of the series.

Surface clay No. 5, being of the calcareous variety, shows a

somewhat erratic behavior. This clay having an initial porosity

higher than that of any other tested, the crushing strength in-

creases until a porosity of 27 per cent, is attained. In the manner

characteristic of this type of clay, the porosity drops from 27

per cent, to o per cent, within a temperature interval of 2 cones.

The latter part of the curve is somewhat parallel to that of the

others.

The curve of surface clay Xo. 6, although its general direc-

tion is about the same as that of the others, is not so smooth.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS.

Of the six clays shown the shales developed the greatest

crushing strength with decrease in porosity. The behavior of

the two shales, however, is dissimilar below a porosity of between

8 and 10 per cent. The strength of shale No. 1 increases re-

markably, while that of shale No. 2 falls abruptly. This is

caused by the difference in behavior of the two shales in vitrifi-

cation, X0.2 having the shorter range. This difference was not

observable from the appearance of the piece before testing. The

variation illustrates the danger in specifying too low a percentage

of absorption or porosity, as both clays do not develop maximum
strength at the same low porosities

The highest individual crushing strength shown was that

of one of the cubes made from shah- No. 1, burned to practically

.. porosity. With an area of 9.42 square inches, thi> piece with-
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stood ;i maximum load of 399,100 pounds or 42,367 pounds per

square inch. The crushing strength of this piece was considers

bly above thai of the other members of the scries.

CONCLUSIONS.

Bleininger, in Volume XII of the Transactions, shows in

one curve tile results of tests made on i 7<S bricks by crushing.

The samples were collected from a number of yards and repre-

sent both shall' and clay brick. The brick were divided into

-roups according to their absorptions. He states that "On
examining this generalized curve it is observed to consist of two

parts, viz., approximately a straight line from maximum down to

5 per cent, absorption and a short steep part from 5 to o per

cent, absorption. It seems quite clear that in the steep portion

of the curve the strength increases, due both to the gain in the

inherent strength of the solid vitrified clay and to the decrease

in pore space." Eliminating the results on calcareous clay No. 5,

this statement seems to be borne out by the results shown as far

as the lower portion of the curve is concerned. We do not get

a steep portion of the curve for all the clays tested. A steep

portion was noticed on one of the curves only.

The shape of test piece was a marked improvement over the

cylinders used when the investigation was first attempted. Al-

though laminations were still present in the pieces, their effect

was greatly reduced by the use of shorter columns.

DISCUSSION.

NOTE PREPARED AFTER READING THE PAPER.

Mr. Kerr: I wish to express my keen appreciation of the

wrork wrhich Mr. Brown has done. It is certainly work of great

value to ceramic chemists and work in a field which has been

much neglected. The popular assumption that maximum
strength always accompanied minimum porosity has, no doubt,

been responsible for the failure of many wares which, if properly

handled, would have been satisfactory.

I am pleased to note the comparison Mr. Brown has made
of the results obtained by using test pieces of various shapes.

I have never carried out so elaborate a comparison, but from less

complete data I have reached the same conclusion that the cubical
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test piece with ground surfaces is the most suitable and most re-

liable for ordinary use.

It seems almost impossible to get a capping material which

will give constant results in tests made upon samples of the same

material. The only practical method in my estimation is to

grind plain surfaces as Mr. Brown recommends.

In studying mixtures of feldspar, clay and flint, especially

within the range of rather low porosities, it has been my experi-

ence that the maximum crushing strength seldom occurs at

minimum porosity. As a rule the maximum crushing strength

occurs quite a little before minimum porosity is reached; and, so

far as I know, there is no way of telling what porosity will be

found at maximum crushing strength except by making the

tests. It seems that mixtures which show porosity-temperature

curves of fair regularity (that is, free from sudden and erratic

changes) are more apt to have the maximum crushing strength

occurring at nearly minimum porosity than are such mixtures

as have irregular porosity-temperature curves. Whether or

not such generalities would be applicable to the ordinary struc-

tural clay products I cannot say, but I would expect them to

apply.



STUDIES OF FLINT CLAYS AND THEIR ASSOCIATES.

By Sydney L. Galpin, Ethaca, X. Y.

INTRODUCTION.

Non-plastic fire clays have been recognized for many years

as a type differing distinctly from the plastic fire clays, yet the

investigation of their nature and origin has received but little

attention. Their geologic occurrence and distribution in Mary-

land,' Pennsylvania, 2 Ohio, 3 Kentucky, 1 West Virginia, 6 Mis-

souri' and Washington7 have been briefly described by different

authors; and they are also known to occur west of Pueblo in

Colorado. 8

Greaves-Walker9 discusses the sedimentation of the Ken-

tucky flint clays and concludes that they were deposited in

basins of rather limited area. Hopkins 1 " has argued from a

study of some of the Pennsylvania fire clays that they were once

the soil in which the flora of the coal beds flourished and that

they owe their purity largely to the leaching action of the plant

roots. 11 He also points out an explanation of flinty nature similar

to \\'heeler.

Wheeler 12 has described in detail the flint clays of Missouri.

He considers them to be sediments deposited in limestone sinks

and purified by the leaching of carbonated meteoric waters.

Their non-plastic quality may be due to crystallization of kaolin-

1 Md. Geol. Surv., Report on Allegheny County; Ries, Clays of Maryland, Md. Geol.

Surv . Vol. IV. Pt. III.

-' Hopkins, Clays of Western Pennsylvania, Ann. Rept. Penn. State College, 1897;

Wbolsey, Clays of Ohio Valley in Pennsylvania, Bull. 225, IT. S. Geol. Surv.; Lines, Clays,

and Shales of Clarion Quadrangle, Bull. 315, U. S. Geol. Surv.; Shaw and Munn, Foxburg
Quadrangle. Bull. 454, U. S. Geol. Surv.

1 Newberry, Geology of Ohio. Vol. Ill; E. Orton, Jr., Geol. Surv. of Ohio, Vol. VII,

Part 1.

4 Greaves-Walker, Flint Fireclay Deposits of X. E. Ky., Trans. A. C S., IX,
1907; W. C. Phalen. Clay Resources of X. E. Ky., Bull. 285, I'. S. Geol. Surv.

5 Grimsley and Grant, W. Va. Geol. Surv., Vol. Ill, 1905.

'• Wheeler. Clays of Missouri, Vol. XI, Mo. Geol. Surv.
7 Shedd, Clays and Clay Industry of Washington, June. 1910.
s Personal communication. H. Ries.
'' Loc. cit.

10 Loc. cit.

11 If this theory is correct it seems curious that many clays underlying coals are so im-

pure.

'- Loc. cit.
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ite, because of their coarsely platy structure as seen under the

microscope.

Others have made preliminary microscopic examinations

which will be discussed later.

The investigations, upon which this paper is based, were

undertaken with a view to determine if possible the nature of

the differences between plastic and non-plastic fire clays. They
were carried on partly in the field and in part at the geological

laboratories of Cornell University. 1
' The field work included

a study of the refractory clays at the following localities : Stras-

burg, Ohio; Clarion, Pa.; Woodland, Clearfield County, Pa.;

Mt. Savage, Md.; and Olive Hill, Ky. Many sections from these

localities were also studied under the microscope.

DETAILED ACCOUNT OF OCCURRENCES.

In presenting the results of this investigation it seems best

to give the details of the occurrence, petrography and other

properties first; and then to explain the views or theories formu-

lated as a result of these studies.

STRASBURG, OHIO.

The plastic and non-plastic clays of Tuscarawas County

are found at several horizons in the Lower Productive Measures

(Alleghany series). Probably the most important flint clay

is that worked about two miles east from Strasburg by the National

Fire Brick Company. The bed outcrops only near the crests

of the higher hills and seems to be at the same horizon as New-

berry's14 No. 7 coal, which is thought to be the equivalent of the

upper Freeport coal.

An unusually good exposure exists in the company's open-

rut workings from which the accompanying sketch shown in

Fig. i is taken. The clay bed consists of three divisions, viz.,

a lower, No i grade fire clay; a middle, Hint tire clay; and an

upper, No. 2 grade tin' clay.

Mi. author ia pleased to acknowledge Ins indebtedness t«> Professors Run and Gill

fur counsel .mil assistance in conducting the wurk, and t.. tin National Fire Brick Co.,

Tin- Harbison Walker Refractories Co., The Union Refractories Co., The olive Hill Fire

Brick Co . ami Mr Win Ramsay, of Mt. Savage, Mil., fur courtesies ami aid in obtaining

matt rial

11 Geology of Ohio, Vol. III. p <<
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. .COARSETO. MEDIUM SANDSTONE'

SHALES WITH 3IDERITE
CONCRETIONS NEAR BASE.

COAL 2-k FT.

NO.n FIRE CLAY I -6 FT

SEMI -FLINT ALONG CONTACT
FLINT CLAY 0-6 FT

NO I FIRECLAY 2-8FT

"|ROn' NODULES.

I-'ijj. 1.—Section at Strasburg, Ohio.

The No. 1 fire clay is a gray laminated rock having an ir-

regular hackly fracture. It shows some variation in color and

texture, becoming more sandy toward the bottom, where occasional

clay-iron stones may be seen. It is frequently contorted and

always cut by a network of slickensided slip planes. Though

hard when mined it becomes somewhat plastic when ground

in a wet-pan. Its thickness is rather variable, due to "rolling

up" in places and "squeezing out" in others. The clay rests

upon an even sandstone floor but its upper boundary, though

usually well defined, is irregular.

The flint fire clay has a massive appearance and is broken

up into blocks by irregular joints, but slip planes so charac-

teristic of the surrounding clays are wanting. It breaks with

a clean conchoidal fracture, showing a light buff surface mottled

by greenish gray lenticular markings, and lined in an irregularly

concentric manner by bluish bands or ribbons. The latter seem

to be generally grouped about bunches of small pyritic concre-

tions. Upon exposure the clay breaks up into angular fragments

stained by the decomposition of the pyrite. Carbonaceous

material is locally present in quantities sufficient to produce a

black clay. The thickness of the flint clay is decidedly variable,

there being frequent marked swells and pinches. The boundary
between the Hint clay and the No. 2 fire clay is indefinite, the

term "semi Hint" describing the transition clay, as it is made
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up of lenses of flinty clay moie or less surrounded by the slicken-

sided and more plastic variety.

The Xo. 2 fire clay bears a close resemblance to the Xo.

i, but shows perhaps even greater contortion and variation

in thickness. Its upper contact with the base of a three foot

coal bed is even and regular.

The total thickness of the clay bed is fairly constant, varia-

tions of one kind being compensated by reciprocal changes in

thickness of the others. The strata of the region show no signs

of regional disturbance, indicating that the movements in the

clay bed were of local nature.

MICROSCOPIC PETROGRAPHY ()F THE STRASBURG CLAYS.

Section /.''—This represents the flint clay of this locality.

With low magnification (40-80 dia.) one sees a fine more or less

angular ground mass traversed by irregular veins usually under

15 microns in width, which are bordered by a brownish scum

of limonite (

;
) and filled with material similar to the general

ground mass. Xumerous small pyrite crystals lie in this scum

(see Plate I, Fig. 1) and a few are scattered through the clay.

Spherical, radiated concretions of pyrite or marcasite (0.5—1

mm. dia.) are occasionally found.

Greater magnification (400-600 dia.) shows scattered angular

quartz grains, a few scales of muscovite and rarely rounded

zircons. None of the above exceed 10-15 microns in length.

The bulk of the clay is made up of plates or grains le^s than

2 microns diameter, many of which show low interference colors

in polarized light. From their similarity to determinable plates

in other sections, they seem to be kaolinite. Sixty per cent,

of the clay is estimated to be visibly crystalline, the balance

being, in all probability, mainly colloidal in nature.

Section II. This shows the contact of flint clay with the

underlying semi plastic tire clay.

The part of this section representing the "semi plastic"

clay is more coarsely and thoroughly crystalline than is that

of the flint clay (Plate I, Pig. -
1

). Some areas of the "semi-

pi n hi!. . p< , iallj noted, these descriptions ;ir<- of thm sections 1 ul From the

solid <l.i\. nnd nol "t mounted powders
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Fig. 1 —Section of flint clay, Strasburg, ().,

between crossed nicols. Dark spots are pyrite.
Large light grains quartz, small ones partly
kaolinitc X 60.

l"ig. 2.—Section from Strasburg. (). Shows
line of contact, the darker portion representing
flint clay and the lighter portion the semi flint

clay with high development of the hydro-micas
X 160.
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plastic" are seen to be more highly crystalline than others, indi-

cating varying stages of recrystallization. The platy grains are

so interlocked and intergrown that there seems to be no doubt

of their recrystallized nature. Most of these plates and aggre-

gates resemble muscovite closely, except that they do not show-

as strong double refraction as that mineral. It was noted, how-

ever, that this property varies in different individuals, and that

in a single section crystals may be seen which would form an

unbroken series whose birefringence varies from that of musco-

vite to nearly or quite that of kaolinite. To distinguish these

plates from muscovite and kaolinite, they will be mentioned

as hydro-micas and discussed more thoroughly in a later para-

graph.

Scattered through the felt of hydro-micas are occasionally

columnar or fan-shaped aggregates of plates, showing low in-

terference colors, low index 16 and the direction of greatest elas-

ticity cutting across the plates. The optical character could

not be determined in any of the plates in this section, but a similar

plate in Section 14 gave a negative biaxial figure. These proper-

ties agree with those given by Iddings and Johannsen for kaolin-

ite.

Hickling 17 has found the index of kaolinite in some of the

English china clays to be nearer 1.56 than 1.54. Furthermore,

A. B. Dick 18 describes one kaolinite which is optically positive

rather than negative and whose mean index is about 1.563,

while another he finds is negative. From this he concludes

that there are two varieties of kaolinite. Among others who
have described various forms of kaolinite crystals are Johnson

and Rlake, 19 who first used the term kaolinite, Merrill,-'
1

' Reusch,- 1

"' The index of similar plati-s in the powder <>t" clay No. 1 was fixed at about 1 .54 by
the use of "index liquids." The strength of birefringence was determined by measuring
the thickness of grains nit normal ti> tin- basal cleavage, by focusing mi first the top ami

then the bottom "i tin- grain, reading tin- difference on tin- micrometer head and correct

irtg fur m<lc\ to give tin- true thickness. Knowing tin- thickness of a grain and its inter

ference colors, the birefringence may be determined with fair accuracy.
" China Clay, its Nature and Origin,

" Supplementary Notes on tin- Mineral Kaolinite, Mineralogical Magazine, XV, i>

1 'i

\m four Si... 11. xi 11

metallic Minerals.

Ncuei fahrb fui Mm
. 1887, 11. i> 70.
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Rieke, Cook, aa Mellor2< and Ries. 28 All of these investigators

have recognized the peculiar sheaf and fan-shaped bundles of

more or less hexagonal plates. It scons thai there are then

kaolinites of different optical properties, which may well represent

simply different members of an isomorphous series, containing,

perhaps, small amounts of alkalies or other elements in place

of hydrogen in the theoretical molecule.

The prisms and fans of this section frequently show

ribs" or plates of higher index and birefringence intergrown

with those of kaolinite (Fig. 2). These "ribs" show practically

everv grade of variation between kaolinite and muscovite.

KAOLINITE' PRISMS WITH
INTER-GROWN HYDRO-M I CA PLATES.

Fig. 2.—Sketch.

Irregular and often corroded quartz grains (under 80 microns

dia.) make up about 15 per cent, of the crystalline material of

the section. Zircon grains are frequently to be seen. Rather

angular cloudy patches (under 100 microns dia.) are sometimes

found and may represent the remains of decomposed feldspar

fragments. Microscopic crystals (octahedral) of pyrite are

abundant near the contact, where they were formed, probably

as the result of the reduction of iron sulphate in solution by

organic matter from the clay.

Section IV.—This was prepared from the powder of the

upper fire clay (plastic) ; sixty to seventy per cent, of it seems to

be in the form of small plates or scales, some of which are musco-

vite, but more show the lower interference colors of the hydro-

micas. No grains were seen which could be determined with

certainty as kaolinite. Small quartz and zircon grains are pres-

ent in slight quantities. The texture and mineral content of

22 Sprechsaal. XL, 1907.
-M Clay Deposits in New Jersey, N. J. Geol. Surv., 1878, pp. 280-281.
-'< Trans. Eng. Ceram. Soc, Vol. VIII, 1908-9.
-''• Md. Geol. Surv.. IV, Pt. III.
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the powder is similar to those of the powdered plastic clay from

Mt. Savage (compare Section XIX).

Section VI.—Prepared from the powder of the '"semi-flint"

clay found between the upper plastic and flint clays.

The powder resembles that of the plastic clay except that

some of the grains are not composed of a single flake or plate,

but are made up of a large number of small plates still tightlv

bound together. (Compare with powders of Olive Hill semi-

flint and Mt. Savage plastic clays.) Individual grains do not

exceed 30 microns diameter. When lying flat in the section,

their birefringence is very low and they may be distinguished

from kaolinite only by their higher index of refraction. When
on edge, the higher interference colors mark most of them as

hydro-micas and muscovite. Only a few plates of kaolinite

were seen. These show an index of refraction of about 1.54,

and become dark in polarized light. A few quartz and zircon

grains were also noted.

RESULTS OF DEHYDRATION" TESTS.

The microscopic examination of these clays led to the belief

that there should be decided differences in the water content

of the flint, semi-flint and plastic clays. In order to test this

view a 15 to 20-gram sample of each type was powdered, dried

at 112 C. and then ignited to approximately constant weight,

with the following results:

Flint clay

Semi-flint clay

Per cent,
drying loss

Per cent,
ignition loss

Per cent.
total Iosn

0.56

05

0. i

M

12.3

8.05

7.87

131
8.6l

8 J7

7-33 : 13Plastic clay

For purposes of comparison a direct determination of the

water in the plastic clay was made according to the Penfield

method, giving: Ha 6.9%, other volatile matter (Co., s< >
.

etc 1 o per rent
, total loss --- 7.0 per cent. This clay was

taken for the Penfield determination because it contained con-

• Had been previously dried on 1 radiator
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siderable visible pyrite, and was expected for thai reason to

show a higher percentage of volatile matter, exclusive of water,

than the other clays. It Minis safe to conclude that with most

of the clays tested, more than 90 per rent, of the ignition loss

may be safely considered to be water.

The results were significant, in that they show the impossi-

bility of much kaolinite in either the semi-flint or plastic clays.

Commonly the low water content of a clay may be attributed

to the presence of excessive amounts of anhydrous minerals,

but microscopic evidence is against such an explanation in this

case. Since the samples tested represent clays ranging from the

middle toward the upper boundary of the bed, the results seem

to throw some light on the geologic history of the clays, which

consideration will be taken up later.

CLARION COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA.

In this county, as in the region around Strasburg, Ohio,

valuable fire clays exist at several horizons ranging from the

Mercer to the top of the Alleghany series.
27 The clays investi-

gated were collected at mines located from five to seven miles

northwest of Clarion. vSome specimens were taken from stock

piles and others secured in the mine tunnels. The geologic re-

lations at one of the mines is shown in the sketch (Fig. 3).

T/MWS.sl/W CS/9 50C. ISOL. X/f

LENSES OF FLINT CLAV
IN SANDSTONE.

DISTANCE TO SURFACE 70 -90 FT
DISTANCE TO OVERLYING COAL 30-40FT"

Fig. 3.—Section at Clarion, Pa.

The clay lying between massive sandstone beds is all non-

plastic, and occurs in somewhat lenticular masses, which at

times grade into sandstone if followed along the bed. The

-7 Bull. 315, U. S. Geol. Surv.; Bull. 454, V. S. Oeol. Surv.
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thickness varies from o to, perhaps, 16 feet. Variations of

color and texture may be noted, mainly in crossing the bed

vertically, but also in following it horizontally. The better

grades of clay, usually found toward the middle of the bed,

are of a cream or buff-gray color, and show a clean, smooth

conchoidal fracture. All gradations from this type into a clayey

sandstone of dull gray color and rough fracture may be found.

Although no coal lies directly above this clay, it seems prob-

able that the horizon is that of the Lower Kittanning coal, which

is sometimes missing in this locality. 28

The strata of the region show only slight evidence of dynamic

disturbance.

MICROSCOPIC PETROGRAPHY OF CLAYS FROM CLARION CO., PA.

St ction VII.—This section is from a very smooth buff variety

of the Clarion clay which shows a tendency to split into flat

slabs. The type occurred as a layer 12 to 18 inches thick, but

is now worked out.

Under the microscope, the clay is seen, in the main, to be

finely crystalline, although the section is somewhat clouded

l>v a limonite scum. In places, recrystallization of knots or

bunches of kaolinite prisms has pushed the scum out into rims,

which may be noted without magnification as brownish spots

or circles upon the surface of the clay. Other than these re-

rrvstallization structures, the section presents a rather even

and homogeneous appearance.

Kaolinite, in prisms under 50 microns length, fans, and

vermicular forms, composes from 65 to 70 per cent, of the clay.

''Ribs "of the hydro-micas art' seen in only a few of the prisms

and fans.

Rhombohedrons of siderite (FeCOs)
often 60 to 70 microns

in length are evenly scattered through the section. They seem

to have been among the first crystals to form after the sediments

were laid down. Other less common minerals are quartz in

badly corroded grains up to 90 microns length, zircon grains,

riltile in needles, tourmaline grains, and a few small ivcrystallized

plates of muscovite,

null 315, r s Geol Surv
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Section I ///. This is slightly sandy flinty clay, and the

section is similar to VII in general, but shows no siderite and

contains more and larger detrital grains of quartz, zircon and

tourmaline. Mica plates are slightly more abundant, many
of them seeming to be recrystallization products.

Section fX. This represents a variation which is so sandy

that it is discarded at the mines. It conies from near the top

of the bed (Plate II, Fig. i). Quartz grains with very irregular

outlines make up about 50 per cent, of the rock. The groundmass

is similar to that of Sections VII and VIII, but shows little

or no muscovite. The development of hydro-mica is more marked

than in any of the foregoing clays from Clarion.

Section V. A darker somewhat sandy phase of the Clarion

clay, which is mottled with occasional black, waxy patches

or lenses.

In general, this section resembles Nos. VII, VIII and IX,

but has few of the spherical recrystallization forms. There

is a larger amount of the brown or gray "scum" which may
here be in the nature of organic matter. A section was cut

across one of the black waxy lenses which under the microscope

was seen to be clearer, extremely fine, crystalline material.

The minerals could not be identified. It seems that contrac-

tion of the clay had opened slight fissures which were filled by

this fine-grained material, probably from other parts of the

same bed.

Section XI.—Typical flint clay, Clarion, Pa. This clay

differs from No. VII mainly in showing no tendency to break

or cleave in any one direction more than in any other. It is

buff in color and has a medium conchoidal fracture.

Under the microscope, its structure resembles that of No.

VII, but there are more of the recrystallization features, two

generations being visible. (Compare with Sections XX and

XXI.)

Kaolinite occurs abundantly, (1) filling the clear spaces

in the recrystallization spots, (2) in prisms, and (3) in irregular

felts throughout the section.

The prisms are frequently ribbed with hydro-micas. One
or two instances were noted where a mineral grain determined
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Fig. 1.—Section of sandy flint clay from
Clarion county. Pa., between crossed nicols
Shows edges of two corroded quartz grains. The
long grain seen near the center of the section is

a kaolinite prism. A few mica flakes may In-

seen as needle like grains X 200.

Fig 2.—Soft il.iv Woodland Pa between
• I mcols Showa coarse mal ol plates with

• ittered muscovite grains or flakes 60
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as epidotej representing probably the recrystallization of traces

of calcium with the silica and alumina, lay toward the center of

our of these prisms and 011 cither side of it, the ribs being de-

veloped to an especially strong degree. Some kaolinite fans

were noted which were ribbed with plates showing the birefring-

ence of muscovite. tn all cases these plates are clear cut, some-

times extending beyond the kaolinite, and showing no evidence

of decomposition into kaolinite. The evidence seems more

to favor the view that the hydro-micas have developed with the

kaolinite.

DEHYDRATION TESTS I >F CLARION, I'A., CLAYS.

Inasmuch as the various phases of the Clarion flint clay

do not show much mineralogic difference, it was not expected

that there would he so marked variation in their water content.

( Inly two samples were dehydrated, one being the smooth buff

clay described under Section VII and the other the sandy phase

(Section IX). The results of these tests are given in the follow-

ing table

:

Per cent. Per cent,
loss 112° loss ignition

Total

7 Flint clay 0.55 13.45 140
9 Sandy flint 0.03 12.17 12 . 2c

The variation found is due mainly to the greater per cent,

of quartz in the sandy clay. Carbon dioxide is responsible

for some of the percentage loss in No. VII as it contains numerous

grains of iron carbonate.

WOODLAND, CLEARFIELD COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA.

The clay underlying the Mercer coal is economically the

most important in this locality-' 9 although other horizons produce

considerable amounts of refractory material.

Near Woodland this bed outcrops near the base of the

hills and not many feet above stream level. It lies in a nearly

horizontal position, but has been affected somewhat by the

folding and faulting without changing the nature of the clay

to any extent. The No. 1 mine of the Harbison-Walker Company

-'' Hull. 285. U. S. Geol. Surv., Clays and Shales of Central Pennsylvania.
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is crossed by one fault whose throw varies from 8 to 40 feet.

It extends in a northwest direction or normal to the axis of

general folding in the region, and is said to continue at least

two miles to the southeast where it is encountered in another

mine.

An ideal section given in Fig. 4 may serve to show the oc-

currence.

T/34/VS ;4A* C£r/7SOC IS01.X/IS GstC^/A/

BLACK SLlCKENSIDED CLAY
OVERLAIN BY FEW INCHES OF"

COAL.
I4FT,

Fig. 4.—Ideal section at Woodland. Pa.

(1) The "soft" clay is a gray laminated rock with rough

fracture and cut by numerous interwoven slip planes. It is

fairly smooth but contains many flakes of mica which are quick

to catch the eye. Though not truly plastic it is said to be a good

bond clay. Its boundary with the flint clay is irregular and

often difficultly determinable.

(2) The flint clay is also gray, often mottled with dark,

irregular blotches, giving it the appearance of a breccia. The

fracture is roughly conchoidal, and the mass is broken by ir-

regular seams or joints whose sides are usually coated with limo-

nite and sometimes clear tabular crystals of barite. The occurrence

of barite with tire clays is somewhat unusual, but was noted also

at Olive Hill, Ky. The crystals were probably deposited by

the reaction of pvrite on solutions of barium hydrate or carbonate.

The l>ed is variable in thickness, and to some extent in quality,

One instance was noted where the clay is completely cut out

by the overlying sandstone which appears to have settled and

squeezed the clay out as its surface was crossed by a series of

rough steps (Fig. 4).
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A.bove the tliut clay there is usually a thin layer of smooth

black clay, with a few inches of coal at the top and over this

some 20 feet of material called "Black .Shelly." This is a dark

shale which breaks up into thin planes on exposure to the atmos-

phere. The sandstone is normally found above this shale.

In one instance, a more plastic clay is found above the flint

day and it is interesting to note that water is reported more

abundant in its vicinity.

MICROSCOPIC PETROGRAPHY OP THE WOODLAND CLAYS.

Section WW "Soft clay," Woodland, Pa. This specimen

is one of the most interesting of those examined microscopically.

With low powers (magnification 40 to 80 diameters) it is

seen to be highly crystalline, and made up of a felt of mineral

plates, which show a variation of from 5 to 200 microns in length

or diameter. The clay is not microscopically homogeneous,

that is, there are areas or patches which seem clearer than others

(compare Section XV), and these often show slightly lower

interference colors, although the felty structure is similar to

other parts (Plate II, Fig. 2).

There are three prominent types of mineral grains: (1)

Large plates 100-250 microns (though sometimes smaller) show-

ing when on edge parallel extinction, and high interference colors.

These plates are fairly evenly distributed through the section.

Several determinations show that they are muscovite and may
represent detrital material, although there is nothing other

than their size to indicate this. Frequently these plates are

bordered by an irregular growth of parallel orientation which

shows lower index of refraction and lower order interference

colors. These rims do not seem to be the result of weathering

because of their irregular shape and also because the boundary

between them and the muscovite scales is clean and wrell marked.

The muscovite shows good cleavage cracks while few or none

are to be detected in the bordering mineral. They, therefore,

seem to be additional growth of hydro-mica upon the muscovite

and indicate simply that crystallization of the border took place

after the available alkalies for the formation of muscovite had

been exhausted (Fig. 5).
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r/34A/s.^iAt c£~/r. 50C. yc^^/v
T

A- MUSCOVITE WITH HYDRO-MICA BORDER
B-GROUP OF KAOLINITE PRISMS SHOWING

VARYING AMOUNTS OF HYDRO-MICA RIBS.

Fig. 5.—Sketches.

While conspicuous, these plates make up a small per cent.

of the clay.

(2) Plates which are in general similar to (1) but smaller

and of lower index and birefringence make up the bulk of the

section. They usually lie in a confused felt-like mass, but some-

times show parallel orientation over considerable areas. (Com-

pare Section XVI I.) Occasionally they form fan-like aggre-

gates closely resembling kaolinite but having usually higher

index and birefringence. These are believed to be hydro-micas.

(3) Kaolinite in prisms, fans and plates is present. The
commoner shapes are represented in accompanying sketches

(Fig. 5. B).

"Ribbing" is always present to a considerable extent in

these kaolinite prisms (Plate III, Fig. 1). Where any orien-

tation could be detected the long direction of the prisms lay

parallel to the direction of elongation of the mica plates, which

would make the cleavage of one perpendicular to that of the

other. The tendency sometimes noted, for crystal plates and

prisms to lie with their long directions roughly parallel, prob-

ably represents movement within the clay under pressure.

< Occasional groups or bunches of kaolinite prisms irregularly

set together may represent the weathering of feldspar fragments,

although it steins more probable that they are remnants of the
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Pi Ml 111

Fig. 1.—Soft clay, Woodland, Pa., by direct
light. Kaolinite prisms showing ribs of higher
index of refraction X 300.

Fig. 2.— Flint clay, Woodland, Pa., between
crossed nicols. Shows only the larger crystal
grains which are mainly kaolinite, often "ribbed."
A few bunches of the hydro micas may be noted
X 200.
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knots or concretions of kaolinite so commonly seen in the more
flinty clays.

Quartz and zircon in small grains are present but incon-

spicuous and probably rare.

Rounded tourmalines were noted but are unimportant.

Rutile (?) needles of small size seem fairly abundant, some-

times so grouped that they suggest recrystallization products

from the weathering of some mineral such as biotite. On the

whole, there is, however, no definite evidence of detrital material

other than quartz and zircon in this clay.

Section XV.—Mottled, or "conglomerate" flint clay,

Woodland, Pa.

This section is composed largely of visibly crystalline material,

although the largest individuals rarely exceed 20 microns in

greatest dimension. The average size of grain is 5 to 10 microns

although there is much finer material (Plate III, Fig. 2). The

structure throughout is fairly uniform, but one notices that

there are areas clearer than others which with slight magni-

fication resemble sharp, irregular fragments embedded in a more

turbid ground mass. With higher magnification, it may be

seen that one part is much clearer than the other, although

both seem equally well crystallized. The clear areas are found

by comparison with the rock chip from which the section was

cut to represent the dark patches which give the clay its brec-

ciated or "conglomerate" appearance. Mineralogically there

are some differences. The clear areas are composed almost

entirely of kaolinite prisms and plates, while in the cloudy parts

the incipient hydro-micas are more in evidence. Also in the

cloudy areas knots and bunches of kaolinite sometimes occur,

usually with a concentration of the limonite scum about them,

as if it had been pushed out by the growing crystals. There

are places too where this scum is puckered or drawn together

about centers suggesting the contraction of a colloidal substance

upon drying. The breccia like structure serins due to a eon

traction in the clay not long after its deposition which formed

irregular cavities or cracks. These were then tilled through

Infiltration with purer material derived from the day itself

Tin local variations in minerals noted in Section XIV may be
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explained as the metamorphic equivalent of these areas. The

minerals in order of their importance here are (1) kaolinite;

(j) hydro-micas, (3) quartz, (4) zircon, (5) tourmaline, (6) rutile,

(7) mica.

The kaolinite is by far the most abundant, the lighter areas

being made up of the small crystals of it.

The hydro-micas are present but do not show a marked

development. They occur most often in radiate or fan-shaped

groups of not more than 4 or 5 plates, each of which are seldom

over 5 to 7 microns in diameter.

Quartz is scarce, as are also the other remaining minerals.

Section XVI.—"Semi-flint" clay from Woodland, Pa. 30

Microscopically this resembles the "semi-flints" examined

from other localities. It is of finer texture than No. XIV, but

coarser than XV. Perhaps 90 per cent, of the section is visibly

crystalline, kaolinite plates, prisms and fans with hydro-micas

making up its bulk. vSharp sericitic plates are in evidence be-

cause of their higher index and interference colors. The section

is considerably clouded by a scum of limonite.

Quartz grains are scarce. Rutile (?) needles (under 2

microns length) are present in large numbers and often grouped,

suggesting the weathered residue from former biotite scales.

Zircon grains were also noted but are not important.

The dehydration of two samples of Woodland clays gave

the following results

:

DEHYDRATION TESTS OF WOODLAND, PENNSYLVANIA, CLAYS.

Per cent,
loss at 112°

Per cent,
ignition loss

Total per
cent, loss

15 Mottled flint clay.

14 "Soft clay"

039
o.39

0.58

13-3

12 . 1

1

12 .

1

13-7

1-2.5

12.7

The differences here are not so great as those shown by the

Strasburg, Ohio, clays, but the amount of kaolinite seen in

Section XIV was greater than that of the other semi-flint clays.

That No. XIV owes its lower water content to the develop-

30 This clay comes from the same bed as do Nos. XIV and XV, but from a point about
1 i4 to 2 miles southeast.
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ment of hydro-micas seems probable since there is much of

this mineral to be seen in the section, and greater amounts of

quartz or other anhydrous mineral than in Xo. XV are not noted.

The presence of hydro-micas up to 20 or 25 per cent, would

produce about the reduction in dehydration loss here noted.

MT. SAVAGE, MARYLAND.

The fire clays are found outcropping toward the top of

Savage Mountain and dipping steeply under its eastern slope.

They are overlain by the Homewood sandstone of the Pottsville

formation 31 which gives them a stratigraphic position similar to

that of the Woodland, Pa., and Olive Hill, Ky., flint clays. This

clay is underlain by a heavy conglomerate. The Mt. Savage

coal is sometimes present above the clay 32 but in the mines visited

bv me no coal was seen.

r/24/VS s4/tf C£tf soc. i^z?a. . x/f e^ii/*///

Pig, <> —Section .it Mt Savage, Md.

The total thickness of clay shows a variation from 2 t<>

20 feet, made tip of plastic and non-plastic material. The flint

11 Md, (Viol. Surv . Report mi Allegheny Count)
!•,.,. Clays ol Maryland, Md Geol Surv., IV, PI in.
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clay is found toward the middle of the bed, swelling and pinching

with greal irregularity. Frequently it is represented only by

Lenticular masses which may be separated from each other along

the dip by a distance 0!' several feet. The surfaces of these

lenses are plainly marked with slickensides, giving evidence

of considerable movement along them. The clay in the lenses

is usually greenish gray, sometimes mottled and broken into

irregular chunks by cracks or joints along which oxides of iron

have been deposited. Conchoidal fracture is not well developed,

and in general appearance this clay is not so flint-like as the

specimens from other localities.

The plastic clay is of a lighter color and soft enough to be

broken up in the hands. There are at times parts which are

black, due to the presence of organic material. These are usually

toward the top of the bed where coal is said to be found in some

cases. The proportion of plastic to flint clay is higher than in

most other localities, and as far as our observation goes, the

plasticity of the soft clay is greater than that of the soft clay

from other localities visited. Because of the geologic structure

of the region the clay is unusually wet, a fact which may have

a direct bearing upon the development of the plastic clay, and

which will be discussed later.

Section XVII.—Flint clay, Mt. Savage, Md. 33

When examined under the microscope this clay is similar

to No. XVI from Woodland, Pa., Few well defined crystal

grains exceed 30 microns in greatest diameter, although there

are frequently areas 200 to 300 microns across through which

are grown many more or less distinct plates in parallel orienta-

tion. Often the spaces between the parts of one such group

of plates are filled by another set of grains in different orienta-

tion from the former but parallel to each other. Such structures

may well represent two or sometimes more intergrown crystals

although it is not thought that they represent twins, since there

is no apparent crystallographic relation between the position

of the two sets. These areas are so irregular that they prob-

33 While called a flint clay this more closely resembles, both under the microscope

and in the hand specimen, the "semi flint" clays of other districts.
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Fig. I.—Flint clay, Mt. Savage, Md., between
crossed nicols. Shows development presumably
by hydro-micas along a slip plane X 160.

Fig. 2.—Semi-hard clay . Olive Hill. Ky , bj di

rect light, Shows cloudy areas which may repre
Mm weathered Feldspars s "
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ably are not caused by the weathering of feldspar grains in

situ, but represent instead intergrowths of rather large crystals.

The section is crossed by several cracks, which evidently

represent slipping planes, as indicated by the drag of the minerals

along them (Plate IV, Pig. 0- These cracks must have served

as passageways for solutions for the reason that they are usually

tinted strongly by limonite.

Tlu' determinable minerals are (1) kaolinite in plates, prisms

and fans, more commonly "ribbed" by the hydro-micas; (2)

hydro-micas in individual Hakes or grouped in fan-shaped aggre-

gates. Tlu' areas described above are composed of hydro-

micas. This mineral apparently makes up from 50 to 60 per

cent, of the clay.

Minute rutile needles are abundant, small zircon grains

common, but prisms of tourmaline and grains of quartz are

rare.

Muscovite scales are also rather rare and seldom exceed

15 microns length. An unusual reddish mineral was noted along

the slickensides in one or two instances, which may be eucolite

or eudialyte. The evidences are not satisfactory for certain

identification.

Sect ion XIX.—Prepared from powder of plastic fire clay,

Mt. Savage, Md.

The powder was found to be made up of individual crystal

plates and grains not exceeding 20 to 25 microns diameter, while

much of the material was too fine to determine. It is interesting

to compare this powder with that of a flint clay, and for this

purpose a section of the "flint" from Strasburg, Ohio, was pre-

pared. It was made up of irregular, angular grains up to 80

microns diameter. As both clays had been ground the same

length of time in a ball mill, this difference is suggestive, and

probably shows why the "soft" and semi-flint clays develop

greater plasticity than do the flint clays as they are more readily

reduced to very fine particles, and furthermore the platy struc-

tures of these particles would develop greater plasticity than

would rounded grains of equal mass.

Only one plate of kaolinite could be identified in this section,
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but a considerable amount of the material was shown to have

an index of about 1.54 by the use of index liquids, which indicates

the presence of more in the section. 34 The one referred to was

strongly ribbed by hydro-micas. The hydro-micas are the

most common minerals, showing indices above 1.554 and in some

cases running up to above 1.5S, which would indicate that the

composition was approaching that of muscovite, scales of which

are also common in the section.

Rutile and zircon are present, the former being more fre-

quently seen.

Dehydration tests on the Mt. Savage clays afford results

quite similar to those of the Strasburg clays.

DEHYDRATION' TESTS OF MT. SAVAGE, MARYLAND, CLAYS.

Per cent, loss

at 112°C

17 Flint clay 0.67

18 "Semi-flint" 0.66

19 Plastic clay o . 87

Per cent. Total per
ignition loss cent, loss

[I. 72

7-37

6 33

[2,4

: -

It may be noted here that the Mt. vSavage flint clay was

compared microscopically with the semi-flints of other districts

and the lower water content would seem to bear out the similarity.

The "semi-Mint" and the "plastic" clays show close agreement

with similar varieties from Strasburg. The samples here tested

were collected, as at Strasburg, ranging from the center of the

clay bed toward the hanging wall.

OLIVE HILL, KENTUCKY.

The geology of this region has been described by Greaves-

Walker35 and also by W. C. Phalen. 8" The former has given

such a detailed account of the occurrence of the clays that

it seems necessary only to point out a lew facts about the region.

The following section from Phalen's report is characteristic:

J< Quartz is also of about tins index, but does not show tin platy structure of kaoliuite.

" Trans. A C S . Vol, IX. 1907
M Bull. 283. V. S Geo) Sur\ . Clay Resource! of Northeastern Kentuckj
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it. III.

Coal .... 2-6

\o ; cla) ... 1 9

Drab-flint clay 1

Semi-hard clay

Pink ore 18 JO

Blue shale . . 4 s

I mil ore

Top of lower carbon fe rous

limestone .

There is, of course, considerable divergence from this section.

In the "Burnt House" mine, for instance, flint and semi-Hint

clays only are found, while the roof is a massive sandstone.

At the same horizon, and but a short distance from some of the

"Burnt House" workings, is found the peculiar clay described

by Greaves-Walker as "Aluminite" rock. It seems that there

must be a transition from this into flint clay although the mine

workings are not reported to show it. It is also possible that

it may represent a more or less distinct lens.

The Olive Hill clay is correlated with the Mt. Savage, Md.,

and Woodland, Pa., clays, and, hence, would be at the Mercer

horizon of the Pottsville.

The samples examined represent (1) a, typical flint clay,

b, top of flint clay bed; (2) the semi-flint; (3) the aluminite

varieties described by Greaves-Walker. All are found in or

near the Burnt House mine.

(ia) (Specimen No. 21) is of buff color and shows a good

conchoidal fracture. Small concretion-like spots may be seen.

It is very similar in appearance to some of the Clarion, Pa.,

Hint clays. Fractures in this clay are frequently lined with

small plates of barite.

(lb) (Specimen No. 20). This clay is darker than No.

2 1 and shows its resemblance to the typical flint clay.

(2) (Specimen No. 22.) A smooth buff-gray clay cut up

into interlocking lenses by slickensides. The central parts

of these lenses are like the flint clay.

(3) (Specimen No. 23.) The aluminite is a buff or pinkish
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rock of great toughness having a sharp but rough conehoidal

fracture, the surfaces studded with oolites like those seen in

bauxite, but of small size and seldom exceeding i mm. in di-

ameter.

Section XX.—Clay from the top of the flint clay, Olive Hill,

Kentucky.

Structurally this clay is similar to No. XI from Clarion,

Pa. It is, however, richer in carbonaceous matter, which,

along the cracks that served as pathways for solutions, had

precipitated iron in the form of pyrite. Scattered through

the clay are cloudy areas sometimes of circular outline and

occasionally bearing remarkable likeness to the cross sections

of feldspar fragments (Plate IV, Fig. 2). Crystallization of

kaolinite prisms has formed clear patches in some of these areas,

often producing radiate structures within, and more frequently

about the periphery of the cloudy area (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7.—Types of structures characteristic of Olive Hill. Ivy., clays.

a. An irregular mass of kaolinite prisms developed toward the center of

a cloudy oolite.

b. Kaolinite grains or prisms producing radiate structure within oolite,

r . Radiating kaolinite crystals bordering an irregular clouded spot (pos-
sibly a weathered feldspar fragment).

Kaolinite is the most common mineral although hydro-

micas are to be seen, especially as ribs in the kaolinite.

Quartz, rutile, zircon and tourmaline are present in lesser

amounts

Section XXI. Mint clay, Olive Hill, Kentucky.

This section closely resembles No. XX in mineralogica]

character, but is free from pyrite and contains much less carbon-

aceous material, and the structure is like that described in Sec-

tion XI. There are traces of a sort of "mare's tail"' 7 arrange-

1111 nt in the parts least crystallized. These structures are cut

1 im-. term aa» been borrowed from meteorology where it is sometimes used to desif

Date likjht wispy cloud structures
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by the concretionary and cloudy areas. It is thought possible

that these structures were formed by movements during con

traction of the colloidal jel, of which the clay was largely com-

posed, as some of the water was squeezed from it by the weighl

of accumulating sediments above. Traces of such structures

are to be found in all of the very fine-grained Hint clays.

Kaolinite prisms (up to 70 microns length) show a great

variety of bent and contorted forms. "Ribbing" by hydro-

micas is a prominent feature and is apparently responsible for

much of the warping in the kaolinite prisms. Muscovite is prac-

tically absent.

Quartz may be seen in widely scattered corroded grains

up to 400 microns diameter. Other accessory minerals are as

noted in other sections.

Section XXII. —Prepared from powder of semi-Hint clay,

Olive Hill, Kentucky.

This section shows largely individual plates, but also many
aggregate grains, indicating that the development of hydro-

micas in this clay is not as complete as in some of the semi-

Hint clays from other localities, for the development of hydro-

micas seems to accompany any movements in the clay which

tend to loosen up the individual plates, resulting in more com-

plete disintegration into individual grains upon grinding.

The main mineral seen is hydro-mica. No kaolinite was

identified, but is doubtless present to some extent.

Muscovite is not common, and the same is true of quartz

and the other common accessories.

Section XXIII.—Highly aluminous flint clay, Olive Hill,

Kentucky. 38

Here one sees numerous concretions or oolites (Plate V,

Fig. 1) scattered through a fine-grained ground mass, which

is similar to that of Sections XX and XXI, but for fewer kaolinite

prisms and occasional patches of mineral grains which show

a higher index than kaolinite, and a structure differing some-

what from that of mica. Careful determinations of elongation,

extinction and birefringence together with comparison to known
hydrargyllite (gibbsite, (Al(OH)

:!
) lead to the conclusion that

The aluminite of Greaves-Walker.
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Fig. 1 —So-called "Aluminite," from Olive
Hill. Ky„ bv direct light. Shows structure of
oolites X 80.

Pig 2, Section oi "Aluminite" from Olive
Mill. Ky . between crossed oicola Shows li\

drargyllite (gibbaite) recrystallized in central
i>.irt ! the oolite represented in Pig I 200
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these bunches are composed of grains of thai mineral (Plate V,

Fig, 2), It is more common in the oolites than in the ground

mass. Here it is seen in nucleal groups and concentric bands

separated by rings of cloudy, extremely fine grained material

which may be a bauxitic mixture.

Kaolinite prisms are rare in the oolites hut are closely as-

sociated with the hydrargyllite in the ground mass. The hy-

drargyllite may represent the recrystallization of hydrous alumina

which was present originally in the sediments.

This clay seems to represent an intermediate phase between

kaolin and bauxite.

Dehydration of the Olive Hill clays gave the following

results:

DEHYDRATION TESTS OF OLIVE HILL, KENTUCKV, CLAYS.

Per cent, loss

at 1 1 2 ° C
Per cent.

ignition loss
Total per
cent, loss

2 1 Flint clav. . .

.

. 82

O.96

0.4

13-^

II .7

13.O

14.O

12.7

L3-4j t, "Aluminitc"

The "semi-flint" shows similarity in water content to the

Mt. Savage "flint" and the Woodland "soft" clay.

The aluminite, despite the lower amounts of kaolinite to

be seen, shows a fairly high water content due to the presence

of some hydrargyllite (Al(OH)
:!
).

OTHER CLAYS EXAMINED.

For purposes of comparison, a microscopic examination

was made of the following clays:

Missouri flint clay (ground section).

Washed kaolin from Quebec (prepared from powder).

Washed Delaware kaolin (prepared from powder).

Halloysite from Alabama (prepared from powder).

Indianaite from Indiana (prepared from powder).

Tennessee ball clay (prepared from powder)

.

Plastic New Jersey fire clay (prepared from powder).

St. Louis fire clay, hard (prepared from powder).

St. Louis fire clay, soft (prepared from powder).
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MISSOURI FLINT CLAY.

This is a cream-colored clay, having a fair conchoidal fracture

and a more earthy luster than the other flint clays examined.

The mode of occurrence has been briefly pointed out in the

introduction to this paper.

Section XXIV.—Flint clay from Missouri.

This clay is structurally like Xos. XX, XXI and XI, but shows

much greater development of the "mare's tail" feature (Plate

VI). The texture is much finer than that of any other clay ex-

Section of Missouri flint clay between crossed
nicols. Shows the mare's tail structure and the
extremely fine grained crystalline texture

X 300.

amined, there being comparatively few mineral grains of size

sufficient for identification.

The minerals determined are (i) kaolinite prisms, occasion-

ally somewhat "ribbed;" (2) minute scales of muscovite; (3)

hydrargyllite (gibbsite) (?). Of this last mineral we cannot

be certain as the grains were too small for identification. Their

rinse resemblance to those seen in Section XXIII leads us to

classify them as such, especially as the Missouri clays often

show percentages of alumina higher than that of kaolinite

Wheeler has noted in his work on the Missouri clays38 that

" m,. Oeol. Surv.. Vol. XI, 1897.
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the water content of the flint clays often exceeds that of theo

retically pure kaolinite, and suggests that it may be caused by

the presence <>!' some mineral such as pholerite, or possibly by

the admixture of kaolinite and bauxite. The latter view seems

more probable from the examination of a single slide and also

from the fact that of the hydrous aluminous minerals, only kaolin-

ite, muscovitc, hydro-micas, and hydrargyllite were identified

in sections of several of the eastern Hint clays.

WASHED KAOLIN FROM QUEBEC.

While the greater part of this powder is composed of very

small particles there are numerous crystalline grains which

sometimes reach lengths of 50 to 60 microns. Many of these

grains are platy, with low index of refraction and the optical

properties of kaolinite usually seen. Two or three well developed

fans of the same mineral were noted, but it is probable that most

of these fans that exist in the crude kaolin are broken up during

the process of washing. A few good tourmaline prisms were

seen and occasional flakes of mica.

A chemical analysis of this kaolin showed it to be of almost

theoretical purity. Its loss on dehydration was 14 per cent.

WASHED DELAWARE KAOLIN.

The powdered material is seen to be composed largely of

clear transparent plates, the largest of which are as much as

100 microns across. Their outlines are usually irregular but

some are seen which are hexagonal. Some of the smaller grains

are more fibrous than platy. When mounted in a liquid having
a refractive index of 1.54 their edges become indiscernible, show-
ing that the index of the plates is close to that of the liquid.

The interference colors range downward from grays of the first

order. Extinction is nearly parallel and in some cases quite

so. A few of the plates are of a slightly yellowish color. No
fan or prism-like aggregates were noted, but may be present

in the kaolin as the process of mounting would tend to break
them down. The mineral is doubtless kaolinite.

Some mica-like flakes are present, as are also numerous
small fibrous bunches which show the properties of the hydro-

micas. A few angular quartz grains were noted as well as some
small grains taken to be zircon though not definitely identified.
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HALLOYSITE FROM ALABAMA.

Numerous platy grains are seen in the halloysite powder,

but when viewed with magnifications of 600-800 diameters,

these grains seem to be composed of many smaller ones, the

optical properties of which could not be determined although

they seemed to be weakly doubly refracting. Some small plates

of muscovite were the only grains which could be identified

with certainty. The refractive index of the unidentified material

seemed to be above 1554, suggesting the possible presence of

hydrargyllite.

Upon dehydration the halloysite lost 15.5 per cent, of its

original weight.
INDIANAITE.

The powder is mainly crystalline in plates and grains ranging

from 80 microns down. The plates often showaroughly hexagonal

outline frequently elongated parallel to one of the diagonals.

They have but slight effect upon polarized light. There are

also fans or bunches of plates which in many cases show the

"ribbing" so characteristic of the prisms in the flint clays. The
double refraction is a little higher than that usually ascribed

to kaolinite, but the agreement of other properties favors this

mineral.

Quartz and zircon grains are present and also a very little

greenish mica. Some sharply angular fragments, possibly of

opal, have been noted. About 60 to 70 per cent, of the Indianaite

seems to be made up of crystalline kaolinite or a very similar

mineral.
TENNESSEE BALL CLAY.

This powder is composed of apparently crystalline granules

too small to identify (less than 1 micron diameter). A few

grains are present which seem to be zircons. Much of the material

has a refractive index of about that of kaolinite and very likely

is that mineral.
NEW JERSEY FIRE CLAY.

This powder is of liner grain than that obtained from any

of the semi-Hint clays. No grains were seen to exceed 15 or

20 microns. The coarser grains are frequently platy and oc-

casionally show roughly hexagonal outline. Their index is
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below [.554, but was not determined more definitely than that.

They are thoughl to be kaolinite. Quartz and zircon grains

were seen as well as a few muscovite flakes.

HIGHLY ALUMINOUS FIRE CLAYS FROM NEAR ST. LOUIS.

These two samples were sent by the Laelede-Christy Clay

Products Co., both being obtained from Missouri. They have

the following chemical composition, as determined by R. T. Hipp,

Ceramist.

178 165

SiO,

AI.O,

45 • 45

38-«>-'

i .42

0. 1

0.32

0.83

12.35

0.49

99.86

31.89

51-57

I. 17

O.68

O 34
0.68

1 2 99

0.49

99-74

Fea 3

CaO
MgO
Alkalies

Water (combined)

TiO,

No. 178.—This is a hard gray clay (so-called flint clay)

which, however, becomes plastic when ground.

The powder is composed of minute grains of crystalline

appearance. The largest do not exceed 15 microns in diameter.

Only a few grains could be determined among which were quartz

in angular grains, mica scales and a few flat plates resembling

kaolinite.

No. 165.—-This is a soft clay, the sample examined being

in small gray pellets, which are too hard to be crushed between
the fingers.

Much of the powder is in a state of too fine division for

purposes of identification, but there are numerous platy grains

which sometimes measure 25 microns in greatest diameter. These

grains are irregular or more rarely somewhat rhombic in out-

line. The refraction index is considerably above 1.54, and
the birefringence is medium to high. Extinction seems to

take place parallel to the diagonals of the rhombs, in which

the longer diagonal is the direction of least elasticity. The
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prevalent angles in the rhombs are about 80 °, although there

is considerable variation from this angle.

It seems probable that these grains represent basal plates

of hydrargyllite prisms.

The high percentage of alumina which the clay shows might

in itself be taken as evidence of the presence of some hydrate

of alumina, but if this excess is due to hydrargyllite the balance

of the clay must be rather low in water content.

CHEMICAL TESTS.

Before making a microscopic examination of the flint clays

it was thought that something might be learned concerning

their constitution through their behavior towards acids. Ac-

cordingly several of the clays were powdered and digested with

dilute H
2
S0

4
for three hours. The residue was then filtered

off and the iron and alumina precipitated with ammonia, filtered

off, washed, ignited and weighed. Inasmuch as the iron present

was never sufficient to more than tint the precipitate it was

neglected. The precipitation was digested with HF, and again

weighed, the figure last obtained being recorded as "soluble

alumina."

The results are tabulated below:

Sample Xo. 1 21 22 23 4
Ualloy-

site

\ Al
2
0,sol.ini5<rf H,SO, 957 7-8* 15.66 27-44 4 44 31 •'

i, Flint clay, Strasburg, O. ; 21, flint clay, Olive Hill, Ky. ; 22,

semi-flint clay, Olive Hill, Ky. ; 23, "aluminite," Olive Hill,

Ky.; 4, flint clay, Missouri; halloysite, Alabama.

Exclusive of the "aluminite" and halloysite, the solubili-

ties shown are proportional to the readiness with which these

days are reduced to individual grains.

Washed Delaware kaolin was similarly treated, using con-

centrations "I' 10, 15, 20 and -'.s per cent. H.SO^.

Strength "f acid i" 15'
. 20

', soluble M<» i i" 4-55 5-1 6-5
40

'" These figurei represent the average "t t»" determination*
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Ii was concluded from these results and the microscopic

examination that the solubilities in dilute H.So, are more an

evidence of the fineness <>t" the powders than of different mineral

content except in eases such as the "aluminite" which has

since been shown to contain (Al(OH) 3)
and the halloysite, the

mineral composition of which could not be determined because

of its tine texture.

These results may have considerable bearing on the value

of sulphuric acid as a reagent for use in rational analysis.

It may be seen from the foregoing data that the assump-

tion that kaolinite is the basic mineral of all highly aluminous

clays is in a few cases incorrect, as in the instance of those "soft"

or Mini Hint clays in which the development of hydro-micas

is greatest. Xo evidence has been found, in this investigation,

pointing to the existence of any other hydrous aluminum silicates

as important minerals in the purer clays although a rather wide

range of materials has been included. The presence of alumina

in excess of percentages allowable for kaolinite may frequently

be attributed to the existence of hydrargyllite in a clay, and

it seems possible that diaspore (A1
2 3 , H 20) may also occur at

times.

Comparison of the flint clays and their associates with

other highly aluminous clays, shows that the main difference

is in texture. In the flint clays the kaolinite crystals are knit

together so tightly that when the clay is crushed they break

out in aggregates rather than as individuals. In the semi-flint

clays, the crystals though larger than in the flint clays are not

so tightly interlocked and so become separated on grinding,

producing some plasticity. In the plastic clays, the crystalline

particles are smaller and at the same time more or less separated,

due either to considerable disintegration of a once crystalline

clay, or to a lack of any great amount of original crystallization.

Kaolins differ from the flint clays in having crystallized under

conditions of less pressure, allowing a more open structure,

which may account for the fact that they are frequently less

pure than the flint clays because of infiltration of foreign matter.

Any attempt, however, to do more than point out general causes

for differences in the various clays, must be based upon a most
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intimate acquaintance with all of the different deposits, which

it has not been the writer's good fortune to acquire.

THE NATURAL HISTORY OF THE FLINT CLAYS.

The origin and the nature of the flint clays have always

excited interest, and yet but few attempts have been made
to explain why or how they come to be so different from the plastic

clays.

E. Orton, Sr.,
41 Wheeler 42 and Hopkins 43 have advanced the

view that the flint clays owe their hard and non-plastic character

to part or complete crystallization of kaolinite in them. The
soft, semi-plastic and plastic clays associated with them are

considered to be much less crystalline and finer grained. The

investigations described in this paper have led to a theory of

formation which agrees only in part with these earlier views.

The land surface from which the clay-forming sediments

of carboniferous times were derived was presumably rather

low and traversed by sluggish streams. The rank types of vege-

tation which flourished are taken to be evidence of a warm climate,

perhaps even subtropical in nature. The rocks which were

being disintegrated and decomposed were mainly sedimentaries

of Devonian and Silurian age. The weathering processes which

were then active were more or less such as are active at the

present time in hot moist climates, producing lateritic soils
44

which were richer in alumina and iron than soils of temperate

climates.
45 As these soils were carried away by streams to be

deposited in bogs, swamps or lagoons, part of their iron content

was dissolved by carbon dioxide, resulting from vegetable decay

in the water. As the sediments were laid down they became

the soil in which the coal-forming plants flourished and here

i surv ( »hio, VII, Part i.

I .. .,1 Surv. Mil, XI.
48 "Clays of Western Pennsylvania," Aim Kept Penn. State College, 1897.

" Lateritic weathering has been shown by many investigator! t>> result in a reduc

t i silica, alkalies and alkaline earths and a concentration ol alumina. See M Bauer
Neiies lahrb Mm (Vol .

1<(()7. p, 33 90; Chaubard and I emome. Compt retul . 146, |>.

others have round kaolinite to be Formed also, B C Mobr, Hull Dept, I'Agric

Ides Neerld No 28 K I en/ . Neues | ahrh Kin. (Vol. 1909, II, 347.

•* The deeplj corroded quarts grains so frequently noted in the Bint clays maj be

taken as a further evidence of lateritic weathering
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they were further purified by the teaching action of plant roots

and the carbonated waters of the bogs.

It may be pointed <>nt then that the sediments of the clay

beds must have been rather free from iron, calcium, magnesium,

potassium, and sodium when laid down, due to their having been

reworked and to the fact that the waters of the carboniferous

streams were probably unusually high in their content of carbon

dioxide. If we consider, further, that these clays usually served

as soil in which coal vegetation was rooted, further purification

is to be expected for it has been shown that plant roots are very

active in removing lime, potash, and also magnesia, soda and

iron to lesser content.

It then seems probable that when first laid down these

days were very fine grained, hydrous aluminous silicates with

varying amounts of hydrous alumina as a result of the lateritic

weathering. The amounts of impurities were probably as low

as at present, when consolidation began, for it does not seem

possible that there could be much circulation of leaching solutions

through the settling clay mass.

Every fine-grained sedimentary deposit must include a

large per cent, of water when first laid down, and this would

be especially true of a clay bed. As soon, however, as any

pressure was brought to bear the pore water would begin to

filter out, carrying with it some soluble material. Eventually

only enough water would remain to fill the spaces between the

component particles of the clay provided no changes took place

in these particles. Changes, however, do take place since the

equilibrium of the surface weathering zone is not the same as

that of the buried deposit. Recrystallization 46 then sets in,

resulting in a compacting of the mass; and in some cases the

excess water collects in fissures and cracks formed by the con-

traction attendant upon recrystallization. These fissures, under

increasing load of overlying sediments, become filled by the

squeezing in of fine particles and colloidal material along with

the water. The breeciated appearance of the Woodland, Pa.,

4,1 According to Doelter (Min. Pet. Mitth., XXVIII. p. 557-9 ) amorphous substances (such

as colloidal Al(OH)s, etc.) may be made to crystallize by digesting at 60°-70° with water.

It seems quite probable that the heat produced by decomposition in the overlying coal or

peat was sufficient to bring about recrystallization in the underlying clay.
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clay, and the dark waxy lenses frequently seen in other flint

clays seem, in my opinion, to represent such changes. The
filling material, as seen, usually contains fewer impurities than

the surrounding clay. This may be explained on the ground

that the small amount of alkali present, when the fine sediments

were laid down, was taken up to form sericite and hydro-micas

during the early stages of recrystallization. The hydrates of

iron in the presence of a considerable amount of carbon dioxide

formed siderite (as seen in Section VI I) ; and it is of interest

to note that sericitic scales are practically wanting and hydro-

micas less common in this than in other flint clays due, it may
be presumed, to the removal of the alkalies by the excess of

carbon dioxide. When iron carbonate was not formed, most

of the iron became enmeshed in the matte of growing crystals,

remaining, as seen in many sections, as a sort of scum in the

less altered parts of the clay. The fixation of these impurities

left the material which filled the skrinkage cracks in a purer

condition, so that on recrystallization a nearly pure kaolinite

mass resulted. The noticeably white-burning character of the

"dark" patches is explained on these grounds.

The crystallization of kaolinite and hydro-micas in the

flint clays has gone on at about the same time as is indicated

by the fact that many of the kaolinite prisms contain plates

of the higher index mineral. From all the evidence I could

gather through examination of numerous thin sections, there

seems to be an isomorphous or nearly isomorphous series of

minerals, ranging from kaolinite through to muscovite. Some-

times in a single prism there may be seen sections or plates whose

optical properties vary between those of the aforesaid minerals

as limits. Usually the plates of higher index are distributed

through the central portion of a prism, indicating that the kaolin-

ite continued to form after the available alkalies had been used

in the growth of muscovite or the hydro-micas. There is not,

however, any appearance of growth of the kaolinite at the ex

pense of the micas. Hickling47 has described kaolinite prisms

from some of the English china clay deposits which show a varia-

tion from kaolinite to mica. He considers that there the ttlUSCO-

17 "China Clay, Us Nature and Origin," Trans, [nat. Mm. Bngrs., Bng XXXVI, p 10,

1908 9
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vite represents a transition stage in the weathering of feldspar

to kaolin, which is doubtless correct.

The apparent transition from sericite to kaolinite has been

noted in other instances.

"

Although the empirical formulae commonly used for the

micas and kaolinite do not give great resemblance, it is possible to

so construct them that they will show much similarity as follows:

Kaolinite 3(H,Al,Si,< )„)

OH
1

il

/\
\/
X X) .OH

/X
1

1

/0A1<
-Al< >Si Si< xOH

S X
| |

X)H
OH

O /OH

-Al< )Si Si< X0H
X X

| |
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Second Kaolinite Arrangement

OAl(OH)
2

(OH).. = AlO-

u

-Si

1

^Si—0-

/\
\/

-Al =-(OH),

(OH),Al—0--Si Si-O-
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48 V. Selle, Chcm. Cent., 1908. 11, 1903.
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Muscovite 2(H
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Although such structural symbols are largely speculative,

they are given because they are suggestive. The change from

muscovite to kaolinite is accomplished through the replacement

of two (KO) groups by two (OH) and the addition of 3H..O.

In a molecule of the size postulated such an addition would not

of necessity change either form or molecular volume to a great

extent.

Mellor and Holdcroft48 have classed muscovite chemically

with kaolinite saying that in muscovite there appears to be an

addition of three kaolinite groups where two (OH) are replaced

bv equivalent ( K( )) groups. They propose a formula for kaolinite,

however, which joins all of the hydroxyl groups with the alumina

thus:

(HO), - Al — O.SiO

(HO)." = Al — O.SiO

1 flu- Chemical Constitution of ilu- Kaolinite Molecule," Trans. Bng. Cer, Soe., Vol. X
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This arrangement is based largely on the facl thai dehydration

curves for kaolinite show no discontinuities of constitution.

Some other investigators have favored distributing three

hydroxy! groups between both Si and Al. Among these are

F. \Y. Clarke,""' !•'. Hundeshagen, 81 W. Vernadsky, 82 G. Simmonds, 58

and W. Pukall." P. Groth88 and V. Ulffers
68 favor symbols similar

to those of Holdcroft and Mellor.

The second kaolinite formula would conform somewhat to

the ideas of the latter, hut the objection is apparent that the

substance should be hexagonal (trigonal) with such a symbol.

In either case the possibilities of isomorphism between kaolinite

and muscovite seem fair. On the other hand, it may be that

isomorphism extends only to the complete replacement of K
by H; and that with the addition of water a molecule is built

up which, though not capable of forming isomorphous mix-

tures with the micas, is sufficiently similar to be oriented through

contact with them. I am inclined to believe in complete iso-

morphism since the analyses of museovites show considerable

variation of hydrogen and alkali content, water frequently

being present up to 6 or 6 1
/ 2

per cent, often as an addiiio)i in

part but occasionally unlacing the alkali. To my knowledge,

no mica has been reported in which the alkalies have been totally

replaced, yet such an occurrence does not seem impossible or

improbable except for the fact that alkalies are usually present

to a slight extent where micas are forming. Such a mica would

have the theoretical composition: H3
Al

;j
Si30

12 , or in per cents.,

HjO = 7.5, A1
2 3

= 42.4, SiO, = 50. i.
57 There would then be

two classes of micas showing water content in excess of the theo-

'° "Constitution of the Silicates,
-

' 1896.

si Zeit. angew. Chem., Vol. XXI. 1908.
•'-' Zeit. Kryst.. Vol. XXXIV. p. 37, 1901.

:i Jour. Chem. Soc, Vol. LXXXII1, p. 1449, 1903.
:a Chem. Zeit.. Vol. XXXIV, 610-13.
55 "Tabellarische Uebersicht der Mineralien." p. 137, 1898.

"'Jour, prakt. Chem. [2], LXXVI. p. 143, 1907.
"'
7 Brackett and Williams (Am. Jour. Sci., XLVII. ii, 21, 1891 ) have described a min-

eral which they call rectorite, having a theoretical composition of H;>Al:>Si208 (AI2O3 42.52
per cent., SiOi> 49.99 per cent., HjO 7 4 per cent. 1, which is biaxial, strongly birefringent,

with a refractive index below balsam (1 54 1. The properties of the hydro-micas are very
similar to this mineral, except that the refractive index in them is considerably above
that of balsam.
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retical amounts: (i) the hydrated muscovites in which the excess

water is in the nature of an addition, and (2) the hydro musco-

vites in which the water replaces alkalies. It seems probable

that both types are represented in the flint clays, when the

first recrystallization had taken place in the presence of an ex-

cess of water and a want of sufficient alkalies for the formation

of museovite only.

It is therefore suggested that the consolidation of the largely

colloidal sediments took place partly as the settling of a colloidal

gel, but mainly as a recrystallization of their hydrous aluminum

silicates, with the formation of minute interlocking crystals

of kaolinite and hydrated micas, resulting in the formation of

the flint clays.

During and after the "setting" of the flint clays there were

forces at work tending to break them down. These forces were

(1) pressure, both from the weight of overlying sediments and

from compressive movements of the earth's crust, (2) heat de-

rived partly from chemical changes that were taking place in

the coal measures and in part from the friction of rock structures

as they became readjusted to accommodate the changing pressures.

The effect of heat and pressure on the flint clays was, first, to

break up the outer parts of the bed with numerous fractures

along which there was some slipping, and, second, to cause a

dehydration and metamorphism of the parts so broken up.

The extent to which this action was carried depended upon

the local conditions. The Clarion clay bed was apparently

affected but little, probably because of the massive sandstone

strata above and below which protected it from unequal local

pressures The clays at the other localities show varying amounts

of metamorphism. At Mt. Savage, where pressures were prob-

ably most active, the Hint clays often occur only as lenses, the

original bed having been broken across in main' places by the

local faulting. The usual irregular boundary between the "flint

clay" proper and the more or less plastic clay associated with

it is also readily explained by this view. The metamorphism

which accompanied the fracturing and faulting resulted in the

development of hydro-micas mainly, especially in the parts

white movement and friction were greatest, Thai the kaolinite
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has lust pari of its constitutional water, especially the smaller

crystals, seems certain from microscopic examination of the

"soft" and semi-plastic clays; and the results of dehydration

tests show rather conclusively that the water content of some

of the clays is close to the theoretical amount required for a pure

hydro-mica.

The clays of this metamorphie type are known at various

localities as "soft," "semi-hard," or "semi-flint" and "semi-

plastic" clays. They show greater plasticity than the true

Hint clays because the crystal prisms have been broken down
largely into plates and the clay as a whole made more friable

by countless small faults, so that with equal amounts of grinding

the metamorphosed clay affords much more fine-grained platy

material which will develop some, although not great plasticity.
58

The development of truly plastic clays from the semi-flint

varieties has sometimes been accomplished through weathering.

After much of the overburden was removed and the pressure

on the clay beds reduced, the fault planes began to open, allow-

ing water to enter and begin the process of breaking down some

of the mineral grains, at the same time usually to deposit some

iron and traces of lime, magnesia and alkalies in the numerous

capillary fissures. The continuation of this process for a suffi-

ciently long time has produced rather plastic clays, which are

at the same time less pure than the unweathered clays. Such

clays are found at Mt. Savage and also at Strasburg, and at each

locality the overburden is thin. At Mt. Savage, the drainage

is such as to facilitate weathering processes.

It may be of interest to consider somewhat the interpreta-

tion which may be made of results obtained by others in experi-

menting with flint clays.

Wheeler 19
gives the fire shrinkage of the Missouri flint clays

as ranging from 9 per cent, to 14 per cent.

58 Cook ("Clay Deposits in New Jersey." p. 281), speaking of some kaolin clays, says:

"Trituration, as rubbing between the fingers, breaks up the bundles and the mass is ren-

dered thereby more plastic than in its original state." With the semi -flint clays the trit-

uration was of a more rugged nature but equally effective.

5» hoc. cit.
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Purdy 60 records fire shrinkages for Olive Hill tiint clay as

9 per cent, at cones 9-1 1 and 13.

Knote 61 gives fire shrinkage curves for Olive Hill flint and

plastic clays, Clearfield County (Pennsylvania) flint and plastic

clays, Mt. Savage flint clay and others.

At cones 1 1-13 they run as follows:

Clearfield County flint clay 5 4'i

Mt. Savage flint clay 5 .6-5'
,

Clearfield County plastic clay 6.2')

Olive Hill plastic clay 9.4-9'
[

Olive Hill flint clay 9%

If the Clearfield County flint clay tested was of the type

described in this paper as "soft" clay, the increasing shrinkage

noted by Knote is found in clays showing increasingly fine and

interlocking grains. The Missouri clay being of finer texture

than any of the others fits in well at the end of the groups. How-
ever, the variability of texture possible in any locality makes

it difficult to do more than suggest that the differences in shrink-

age in the flint and semi-flint clays depend, first, upon the amount

of colloidal material present, and, second, upon the size of grain

and texture of the crystalline parts.

Knote found also that changes in specific gravity of flint

clays upon heating differed from those in plastic fire clays, the

semi-flint clays showing intermediate variations. He further

found that kaolins behave in this regard very much as do the

Hint clays, a fact which accords well with our finding that crystal-

line kaolinite is the principal constituent of these clays.

The "soft" and "plastic" clays derived from the flint clays

should show varying degrees of difference in their physical changes

upon heating, depending mainly on the extent to which meta-

morphism has acted in dehydrating the kaolinite, and weather-

ing in breaking down the semi-plastic clays

The porosity curves given by Knote (/. c.) show a lower

porosity at all temperatures for the semi-plastic clay than for

Pyrophysical Behavior oi i-'liut Clays," Trans, a c. S \. p 165-79.

"Some Chemical and Physical Changes in Clays Due to the Influence of Heat." Trans

\ ( s. Vol X Knote examined several oi the flint clays under the microscope

bul does M"t emphasise their crystalline nature it seems probable thai he worked »nh

the powders, which <l" art jive as satisfactory results .is do the rock sections
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the flint. This may be explained on the ground that the former

have less constitutional water, and so upon dehydration would

show less porosity, and that at higher temperatures their more

micaceous nature would tend to reduce this absorption since

Rieke'-' has found that nmscovite cones become denser at cone 10.

It would seem also that the porous structures- produced

when the fragments of flint clay become dehydrated should

make the material more refractory except in cases where gases

containing fluxing elements come in contact with the clay.

Under such conditions it would seem that a less porous

clay would have the advantage.

Those who are better acquainted with the uses of the flint

clays may find other adaptations for the data obtained in this

investigation.

SUMMARY.

From geologic occurrences, dehydration tests and micro-

scopic examination the conclusions are drawn that:

(1) The flint clays have been formed by the setting and

recrystallization of fine-grained largely colloidal sediments which

have been purified mainly through the agency of carbon dioxide

in the waters transporting and depositing them, and by the

leaching action of plant roots. The products of recrystalliza-

tion are mainly kaolinite, with minor amounts of hydrated

micas.

(2) The "semi-flint" or "soft" clays have been derived

from the flint clays through metamorphism by pressure and heat

resulting in a conversion of much kaolinite into hydro-micas

and the development of a completely microcrystalline structure

of coarser texture than that of the original flint clay.

(3) The plastic fire clays associated with the flint clays

have resulted from long weathering of the "semi-flint" or "soft"

clays and are structurally more crystalline than the fire clays

which have never been "set." They also differ from those clays

in containing a high percentage of hydro-mica, kaolinite in all

probability forming the base of other plastic fire clays.

'•-' "The Effect of Muscovite upon Kaolin," Sprech., XLI, p. 577-83.
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(4) The change from museovite through hydrated or hydro-

micas to kaolinite may take place without destruction of the

original structure, indicating the possibility of an isomorphous

series embracing all of these minerals.

(5) Knowledge of the microstructure and composition of a

clay may be used to explain and predict peculiarities in its physical

and chemical behavior.



A SIMPLE ROPE HAULAGE FOR SHALE.

By W. A. Hull, Richlands, Va.

INTRODUCTION.

The problem of converting the raw material to a brick

plant is usually not difficult or complicated. Nevertheless,

it is one of the problems of brick making and one which must

be solved individually for each plant, according to the various

conditions existing, including the condition of the pocketbook.

In some cases, what seems best at the start, and perhaps is best

at that time, needs to be changed later on to meet altered condi-

tions. That was the case with the Richlands Brick Corporation.

THE OLD HAULAGE SYSTEM.

The plant is situated on level ground just beyond the slope

of the hill from which the shale supply is obtained. This shale

bank was opened up some years ago at the point nearest the

factory, and has been worked, for the most part, along the lines

of least resistance. This resulted, eventually, in a bad lay-out

and high operating cost. In order to get the tram cars high

enough above the dry pan to put the shale in the pan by gravity

and at the same time provide a shale storage for rainy days,

the tram track was brought into the factory building over a

trestle which gave the dumping place an elevation about twelve

feet higher than track level on the flat ground between the factory

and the shale bank. The tram cars were drawn up this incline

by means of a wire rope and drum. From the foot of the incline,

the ground slopes gently upward for about two hundred and

fifty feet to the point, near the foot of the hill, at which the shale

was first worked. Naturally the cost of getting the cars back

and forth from the shale bank to the foot of the incline was small

in the beginning, because the distance was short.

It was found, however, that the outcrop shale was better

than that deeper in the hill and that the best way to work the

shale was to skirt along the foot of the hill on a line making
an angle of about 70 degrees with line of the track from the factory

to the first working place. As the width of the workable bank
was not great, the progress of the work increased the haulage
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distance rapidly. The bottom was allowed to rise gently so as

to provide drainage and keep the grade of the track such that

a loaded car would run out, and down to the foot of the incline,

by gravity. A man or big boy was required to run the car out

to keep it from going too fast in places and wrecking and to stop

it at the foot of the incline. Then a mule was required to pull

the empty cars back to the bank and a boy to ride the mule down
to get them. The distance became greater and at the same time

the tonnage of shale used was increased until it became necessary

to put on another mule and mule boy. By that time the length

of the tram road was nearly r,ooo feet, and the factory was using

from eighty to one hundred cars of i' ', yards capacity per day.

The haulage pay-roll was as follows

:

Drum man (contract) say Si . 75

Car rider 1 . 50

Two mules 2 .0

Two boys 1 .00 S6 . 25

THE NEW SYSTEM.

The cars in use were of the revolving type and heavily built.

One empty was enough for a mule to pull up the grade. Doubtless

we could have reduced the haulage cost to some extent by sub-

stituting lighter cars with good brakes, so that one man with

one mule could handle two or more cars at a trip from the shale

bank to the foot of the incline and back. But we had the drum
and the engine; and it seemed like a reasonably simple matter

to make the machinery do all the work, with an endless rope

to the shale bank. This was decided upon some months before

the second mule became necessary, but some time was required

to \\<>rk the bank into such shape that we could cut out the

meanderings of the old track. When this was accomplished,

there remained but one curve, and the track was in very fair

shape as shale tracks go.

In order to pull in loads and return empties on a single

track, keeping the rope on rollers as far as possible and at the

same time avoiding extra work and delay at the dump, we had

to make the drum reversible. This drum is a good substantial

specimen of the hoisting drums commonly in use in brick plants

lot pulling cars up to the dumping place It is friction-driven,
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the pulley shaft being belted to an independent 10" X 16* slide

valve engine. At each end of the drum the flange carries a friction

rim to engage a friction on the pulley shaft. This gives a proper

distribution of the strain on the drum shaft. The bearings in

which the drum shaft runs act as eccentrics and each is controlled

by an arm or lever. These two levers are connected by a cross

bar. Originally, the frame carried the pulley shaft on one side

of the drum and brake shoes at the other. We took off the brake

shoes and put in a second driving shall with frictions and pulley.

There were two pulleys on the engine and we connected the new

driving shaft on the drum frame with the unoccupied engine

pulley by a crossed belt The engine runs continuously and the

drum is now run either forward or backward by pressing it againsl

one or the other of the two sets of frictions. When standing

midway between the frictions, the drum is out of gear.

A bullwheel, consisting <>l an idle pulley running on a vertical

shaft in a home-made frame, was placed near the shale bank

end <>f the tram road The rope would be more out of the way
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if the idler were under the ties, I >i 1 1 at the start it seemed best

to put it in in the easiest way and to have it up where it could

be got at.

The rope extends from the drum to the terminus in two

parallel lines, one between the rails and the other over the ends

of the ties. Rollers are placed at intervals along these two lines

to carry the rope. Curve sheaves with chilled wheels and cast

stands were purchased to carry the inside rope at the curve.

For the outside line we made sheaves by bolting two old car

wheels together, flanges outward, making loose pulleys. These

are set up on vertical shafts and do the work very well.

The equipment that had to be bought for the rope haulage

is shown in the following list. The prices do not include freight.

In addition to this list there are some few items, not large as to

original cost, that should be credited to an unsightly but highly

esteemed scrap pile.

EQUIPMENT PURCHASED.

2000' 5
/ s

" cast steel wire rope

6 chilled sheaves with 17" stands

10 No. 2 incline rollers and boxes

50 gum wood rollers 6" X 12" with wood bearings.

1 2 5
/ 8

" wire rope clamps

1 piece 2 1/.," shafting 6' long.

.

2 paper frictions

2 boxes

1 10" X 10" wood split pulley

55 ' 8" 6-ply canvas belt

1 6" electric gong

25 No. 4 porcelain knobs

9 dry batteries

2000 ' No. 10 galvanized smooth wire

$239.76

S115.16

21.30

26.00

14.00

1.44

26.00

23 76

5 75

25

2 25

1 87

This sort of haulage was new to all of us, so we expected

some trouble at the start. Our expectations were abundantly

fulfilled. However, the first attempts were timed to come in

the dull season and were not as expensive as they would other-

wise have been. And we had the advantage of being able to

reinstate the mule on short notice. We could try the rope, dis-

cover something more to be done and then go on hauling the old
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way until we were ready to try again. This gave us a chance

to avoid paying the full penalty for our inexperience.

One thing, we entirely overlooked. A rope wrapped on a

single drum takes the form of a spiral, and as the drum winds

the rope from one side and unwinds it from the other there is

a travel of the rope across as well as around the drum. If the

drum were long enough and large enough, the rope could go

its course without interference; but with our little drum and

iooo' of haulage this was out of the question. So we placed an

idle drum or spool under the pulling drum and parallel to it and

ran the rope around both. This, I believe, is regular endless rope

practice but we did not know it at the time. We find that three

wraps of the rope around the drum is ample.

At first we had trouble with slipping and put extra lagging

on the drum with grooves in the lagging. Later, when we re-

newed this lagging, we found that very slight grooves simply

to give the rope a definite path were sufficient. The essential

safeguard against slipping seems to be to take care of the slack

in the rope. The proper way to do this is to have a weighted

car on an incline and have the rope pass around a drum on this

car. This will automatically take care of the slack and give a

uniform tension in the rope. In adapting our old equipment

we could not conveniently put in such an arrangement, so we
left it out. We regulate the length of the rope as it changes with

temperature conditions by throwing it in or out of one or two

of the outside sheaves at the curve. Any further adjustment

is made at the bullwheel at the end of the line. We secure a

constant tension by means of the sag of the outside rope, which

at the factory end is carried on rollers placed high and far apart.

This seems to answer the purpose very well.

( )n one side, the rope runs the entire course between the rails.

This makes it easier to keep the rope on rollers and minimizes

the wear. The inside curve sheaves had to be placed a little

outside the center of the track on account of low bearings on our

old cars which would otherwise have struck the sheave stands

For some time we had trouble on account of the rope coming out

of the sheaves. Wc still have the tope fastened to the car a little

to one side of the track center on this account. Xo grip is used,
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so far, itiit a rigid iron ring is secured to the frame of each car

.Hid a tee <>n a chain about twelve inches long is slipped through

this ring to make the fastening. This short chain has a play of

about two feet along the rope, between two wire rope clips that

acl as stops. This play gives the mule boy something to go and

come on in spotting his car over the hitching place.

For sonic time we had trouble at the curve due to the rope

coming out of the sheaves. The load would come down around

the curve with some slack in the rope ahead of the ear, and if

the rope were out of one of the sheaves there was a fair chance

that the slack rope and dangling chain would loop around that

sheave with disastrous results. Wooden approaches or guards

—

simply a sloping piece of plank to carry the rope over the sheave

without catching—have done away with this trouble. The
rope sometimes comes out of a sheave but on the return trip the

car invariably threads it in again. We do not regard the curve

as a desirable thing, but it is no longer a source of trouble.

With a given engine speed, the speed of the rope can of

course be regulated by the size of the pulleys and frictions between

the engine and the drum. As we have it arranged, the empty
ears make the trip of approximately iooo' in about one minute

and fifteen seconds, or at the rate of about nine miles an hour.

The loads come in in about two minutes or about 5.7 miles an

hour. Both speeds could be increased somewhat but in our

ease it is not necessary. At this speed the engine will pull two

heavy cars each loaded with r
1

., yards of shale up the incline

together; allowing two minutes for shifting cars at bank and two

for dumping, a round trip can be made in 7
1

/, minutes. This

would make 82 trips or 246 yards in ten hours. That is about

twice what the factory uses, so there is a liberal allowance for

the inevitable little delays. Furthermore, our present ears

will be replaced with new ones of three or four yards capacity,

built low and dumped at a self-dumping tipple. This will shorten

the time required for dumping and for shifting at the bank.

We are still in the experimental or developmental stage with

this haulage. For the present the pay-roll for operation may be

taken as follows

:
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Drum man $i . 75

Mule o . 50

Boy 1. 00 S3. 25

We rate the mule at only 50 cents because his work is light

and he is growing younger on short rations. On the face of it,

this represents a labor saving of S3.00 per day or about 7 cents

per thousand brick. However, the additional expense of up-keep

and power will offset a considerable portion of this saving. There

is also an added risk of break-downs.

As soon as our shale workings get into more regular material

so that we can concentrate the loading and bring all cars to prac-

tically the same place, we expect to provide the car boy and the

mule with permanent employment elsewhere. We have another

place in view for the drum man as well, but we cannot see our

way clear to take him away for the present.



SOME POSSIBLE DEFINITE RELATIONS BETWEEN COM-
POSITION AND PROPERTIES OF CLAYS.

By P. I\ Grout and H. II. Brown.

INTRODUCTION.

Hundreds of analyses of clay have been made for the sake

of estimating the availability of that elay for various uses. The

resulting estimates are not very reliable. Many efforts have

been made also to correlate the composition, and behavior

—

some of them quite noteworthy—but it is a common thing for

the elay expert to ignore entirely the use of analyses.

Bischof's formula for fusibility and its rather wide use indi-

cates a relation between composition and fusibility, though the

physical condition and state of combination of elements have

further effects, and the formula is discredited. The color of the

clay and its burned products are intimately related to the ele-

ments present, but again the state of combination of the elements

is so variable that men of experience hesitate to predict the color

to be expected. The other physical properties of raw elay,

Mich as plasticity, tensile strength and slaking, certainly cannot

be related definitely to the elements present. The constitution,

or state of combination of elements is probably responsible for

plasticity, but this is not to be confused with composition. Kaolin-

ite may or may not be plastic.

It occurred to the authors that the state of combination of

the elements in raw clay largely disappeared in the process

of vitrification, and that it was in a study of the burned ware

that the most definite relationships would be found.

Let us review in brief the three stages usually noted in the

burning of a clay. A common clay consists of several minerals

of varying fusibility, and at incipient fusion enough of the most
fusible minerals have been melted so that on cooling the glass

binds the product firmly together.

At vitrification more minerals have melted and the liquid

part has dissolved enough of the less fusible minerals that the

viscous liquid nearly fills the pores between the particles that

remain unfused. Now when this cools and the liquid becomes
glass, or slag, the strength, harness, toughness, brittleness,
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etc., of the product depend much more on the part that fused

than on the unfused matrix which preserved the form. Two
paving bricks, equally well vitrified, may not be equally strong,

hard, and tough, because of the difference in composition of the

glass.

EXPERIMENTS.

We thought that melts could be made to test the quality

of glass such as would be formed by the fusible minerals of clay.

Simple mixtures were planned for the first tests; later ones to

include more complex tests, and those in which kaolin was added

to a proportion no longer capable of thorough fusion. Results

here offered are only preliminary and the contribution is slight,

but it is hoped that they are definite enough to encourage any

one favorably situated to continue the work.

The mixtures melted and tests used on the slags were as

follows

:

I

Selected as most fusible, and then

mixed with 10% NaKCO. to

make more fusible.

Fusion was effected in a fire clay crucible. The melt was

poured into graphite-clay molds which were heated in preparation

and cooled slowly iri~a muffle furnace after the melt was poured.

Rapid cooling was thought to be injurious to the strength of the

glass. The bar, about ' / X ' ," X 3", was broken in a trans-

verse test. One piece was tested for hardness by comparison

with Moh's scale. The other was tested in a piece of apparatus

designed to show brittleness. A weight of 73 grams was dropped

from successively higher and higher positions onto the bar of

slag until it was shattered.

The viscosity <>i the melts, which is undoubtedly of importance

in the degree of possible vitrification of a day, was not measured,

and did not seem to vary a great deal.

The hardness of the sla.^s was 7 in each case. The modulus

of rupture was greater in the iron slag than in the calcium slag,

although the calcium slag had cooled rather faster; and in the

calcium-magnesium slag, the strength again was high.

CaO M''< SiO,

FeO 54^'; SiO_, 46—
CaO i8' (

MgO 2o<; Si02
<-',
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The brittletiess varied in a rather more pronounced way,

the necessary drop Tor the calcium slag being only 8 inches, while

that for the iron slag was 21 inches and that for the calcium-

magnesium slag was 44 inches.

CONCLUSION.

In practice we know that excellent vitrified products are made

from clays with a rather high proportion of potash, and some

with considerable iron, hut no very good vitrified products are

made from high calcium clays. Thus far the results indicate

a very definite relationship.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. Purdy: I congratulate Mr. Grout on this unique re-

search. It strikes right at fundamental principles. I would

like to know how much glass Mr. Grout thinks is formed in a

vitrified paving brick, and if there is any regularity in the pro-

portion or character of glass in paving bricks generally.

Prof, (hont: I have always thought of the porosity of

materials as 25 per cent., and this 25 per cent, when filled with

glass determines the product—it is fairly certain, but I have

not tested it out so far.

Mr. Purdy: In that same connection, how would you

explain the fact that some bricks are at the maximum strength

when they have a porosity of 4 per cent., and some are not.

Prof. Grout: I explain that by the fact that the glass, which

before vitrification is complete has one composition, has later

absorbed the kaolin, or some other component, whatever it may
be. By the time vitrification is complete the original composi-

tion has changed.

Mr. Purdy: Then is it a question of quality as well as

quantity of glass formed?

Prof. Grout: Both, and increase of heat. Four or five

hours would be sufficient to absorb the material that would de-

crease the strength of your brick—in a few cases.

Mr. Purdy: Can we expect that this glass would decrease

in strength by increase in the solution of the more refractory sub-

stances in the clay?
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Prof. Grout: Yes in the few eases where that occurs.

Mr. Purdy: Most all paving brick clays are over-burned

if vitrified beyond a certain porosity. It is almost impossible

to burn a brick to a complete vitrification without very largely

decreasing its abrasive and impact strength, and there is no

regularity in the amount of porosity bricks have when burned

just to their maximum toughness. I am interested to know which

of the materials in a clay would cause this decrease in the strength

of the bricks by being taken into solution by the glass.

I don't doubt the argument that Prof. Grout is making but

I am quite curious to know how he will account for decrease in

the strength of the glass by the solution of the more refractory

materials of the clays.

Prof. Grout: There is no available evidence that addition

of aluminium silicate to the glassy matrix of vitrified wares has

a beneficial effect on strength. It may sometimes have the re-

verse effect.

Prof. Staler: In this connection I wish to call attention

to the fact that some interesting data on the relation between

composition and strength of glasses is to be found in the book

"Jena Glass," by Hovestadt (see chapter on "Mechanical Properties

of Glass"). According to this, high calcium has a detrimental

effect on the strength of glass. That high calcium is detrimental

to the strength of an enamel is held to be true by many enamel

makers, especially those of Germany. Prof. Grout's finding

that high calcium produced weak glasses is thus upheld by ob-

servations on two diverse kinds of glass.
(

The loss of strength in a brick when burned beyond a certain

porositv is, in my opinion, more probably due to the develop-

ment of vesicular structure than to a change in the composition

of the glass.



EXAMPLES SHOWING THE USELESSNESS OF RATIONAL
ANALYSIS OF CLAYS AS A MEANS OF CON-

TROLLING GLAZE FIT. 1

By Ross C. Purdy.

INTRODUCTION.

In our last Transactions- I made two assertions in the closing

paragraph of an earnest discussion on this same topic. The
first assertion was that the assumptions underlying the so-called

rational analysis are not in keeping with the facts. The second

assertion was "that the results obtained do not justify the claims

which have been made as reasons for adoption of these analyses

by the clayworker." This present article will be devoted wholly

to the bringing forward of proof in the support of the latter, which,

to the clayworker, is really the more important of these two
assertions.

At the outset let me draw attention to the fact that the

writer has never denounced either the ultimate or rational analysis

as being wholly without value. This could not, with consistency,

be the case for data obtained by these analyses have been used by

the writer to good advantage in so many instances when consider-

ing fundamental problems as to make such a denouncement

untenable. The writer's claim now is and always has been con-

fined entirely to the application (and hence their value) of these

analyses by the clayworker to the selection of clays, or the substi-

tution of one clay for another in the compounding of body mixtures.

INVESTIGATION.

The present investigation was made with the class of 191 2,

Ceramic Engineering Department, The Ohio State University,

as one part of their work on whiteware bodies. Each student

was given a ball clay with which to make four body mixes; hence

we had thirteen series of four bodies each.

1 Contribution from the Ceramic Engineering Laboratories of the Ohio State Uni-

versity.

- Trans. A. C. S., Vol. XIII. page 200.
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The composition of the bodies were those represented by

the corners of the parallelogram A B C D, which the writer had

used 3 in describing the limits of variation in composition of China

and C. C. bodies. In percentages, these compositions are given

in the following table

:

TABLE I.

A B C D

Feldspar

Flint

20 20

40 "-8

8

40

52

8

Clay 40 52 40

The materials used were: Ohio silica flint; Canadian feldspar;

Dillsboro kaolin; ball clay (thirteen different brands).

The batch for each body was 20 pounds, the ball clay consti-

tuting 20 per cent, of the entire batch in each case.

The ball clays used were as follows: Mandle-Sant, Tenn.

No. 2. Mandle-Sant, Tenn. No. 3. Kentucky, source unknown

positively, but probably not from the Kentucky Construction &
Improvement Co. It resembles the Paducah clays. Mandle-

Sant, Tenn. No. 5. Mandle-Sant, Tenn. No. 1. Mandle-Sant,

Tenn. No. 9. Johnson-Porter, Tenn. No. 9. Johnson- Porter,

Tenn. No. 10. English No. 12, source or agent not known.

M. M. English, Moore & Munger. English, Hammill & Ouillespie.

Procedure.—The ball clays were crushed in rolls, the body

mixtures weighed, the weights in every case being checked by

one of the instructors. The bodies were then blunged in Bonnot

ball mills for twenty minutes, passed through a 100 mesh sieve,

and then thickened to a plastic condition by allowing them to

stand in frames on muslin-covered slabs.

Trial pieces of various sorts were then made for studying

the several properties of the burned ware. For glaze fit, the

trial pieces were 10 centimeter discs, which had been cut out from

slabs of thoroughly wedged masses. Separate sets of three discs

each were biscuited at cones 3, 6, 8, i<> and 12, respectively.

Trans A. C. S. Vol XIII. pa*. '<.'
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1

The glaze used was the same as described last year. 1

The glost heat treatment was cone 4 in 24 hours.

CLASS REPORT ON RESULTS.

The report of the glaze fit committee5 is here ^
riven. At

the time of writing this report the students did not know what

ball clavs had been used, and the instructors did not have analyses

of them.

Tabulation of Results: The results obtained in glaze fit have been tabu-

lated in Table A. C and F denotes craze and shiver respectively . The numerals

1. 2 and 3 denote roughly our judgment of the degrees to which the defect

is manifest. The initials (H, F, D, etc.) are those of the students who made

up the bodies. The letters A, B, C and I) stand for the respective four corners

of the parallelogram representing composition (as before described).

Results Shown in Curve Form: The results are shown graphically in the

following curves. A base, or datum, line was established for each body

mixture. A point on the datum line indicates perfect fit on all three of the

trial pieces which had been biscuited at the cone indicated. Points above the

datum line indicate crazing; those below, shivering.

The distances above or below the datum line, which represent the extent

of manifestation of crazing or shivering, were calculated as follows: If

all three trials were crazed to a degree indicated by 3 in the tabulated data v

this would represent the worst possible case and the ordinate would be taken

as 10. If two were crazed o the degree represented by the numeral 3 (an

unusual case) the ordinate would be 6/9 8 X 10 = 6.67. If one was crazed

as indicated by 2, one was crazed as indicated by 1, and the other was per-

-; + 1

feet, the ordinate would be X 10 = ^33. In eases where only two*
9

trials were recorded, the denominator was reduced to 6, because (3 + 3)
or 6 represents the worst possible condition. For shivering, the procedure
was identical save that the ordinates were laid off below the datum
line.

Discussion: The fit of the glaze on Body A of all members of the class

was uniformly good with a tendency on the part of over half the trials toward
a slight crazing at cone 12. As the composition of A was not far from Hecht's
craze area for cone 10, and as the class 191 1 found that the craze area ex-

* Trans. A. C. S.. Vol. XIII, page 158.

5 Roy Thompson and George E. Middleton.
'• The numerator of this fraction is the value of the committee's estimate of the degree

of crazing. In this case two trials show crazing of the degrees 3, hence, 3 + 3 or 6. The
denominator is the value which would be obtained of all three trials crazed to the degree
represented by 3. In this case, 3 + 3 + 3 or 9.
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TABLE A.-GLAZE FIT.

G. M. B.

Cones. 3 6 8 10 12 Cones 3 6 8 10 12

Body Con. Con. Con. Con. Con.
t
Body Con. Con. Con. Con.

j
Con.

A
F
F

F

to

to

to

to

to

to

to

to

:
A

F

F
F

to

to

to

to

to

to

to

to

to

to

to

to

B
C 1

F

F

C 1 F
C . F

. . .
|
F

F

F
F

C 3

C 3 B
F

C 1

F F 1 F | C 3

F F C 1
j

C 3

C 1 F [c
1

| C3

C

F
F
F

F | F
F j

F
... F

F

F

F

F
F C

C 1

C 1

C 1

F

F
F

F 1 S 1
|
S 1

F Si Si
F S 1 F

D
F
F
F

F 1 F
F F
...

j
S 1

s 1
;
s 3

S 1 IF
S 1

1
...

D
F
F

F

F

F
S 2

S 1

S 1

S 3 |
S 2

S 3 |

S 3

S3 .-.

C. P. M. V. P.

A
F

C 1

F

F
F
F

F
F

F

F
F

C 1

C 1

C 1

A
F
F
F

F
F
F

F

F
F

F
I"

B
C 1

C 1

C 2

C3
C 1

C 1

F
F

F
C 1

F

C 1

C3
B

F
F

P

F

F

C 1

C 1

C 1

C 3

c 3

.
C 3

C

F

C 1

C 1

F
F

F

F
F

F

F
F

F

F
F

C
C 2

F

C 2

F

F

F

F
F

F
F
F

D
S 1

F

F

F
F

F

F
F

F

S 2

S 1

S 2

S 2

S 1 D
F
F

F

F
F

F

F

F

S 1

F

F

P. A. w.

A
F
F

F

F
F

P

F

P

F

C 1

P

P

P

C 1

C 1

F

F

F

F

C 1

C 1

A
F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F
F

C 1

B

C 2

C -•

C 2

C 1

C 1

C 1

C 1

C 2

e 2

C 1

P

C 1

C 1

C 1

t 1

C !

C3
B

F

C 2

P

C 1

C 2

C -•

C 2

F

C 2

C -•

C .

C 1

C !

C 3

C 3

C

S 1

s .

S 3

S 3

S 3

F

S 1

F

S 1

S 1

S 1

C

1)

C 1

C 1

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

C 1

F

F

F

F

F

I)

F
S 1

s .

S 1

s .

S 1

S 1

S 2

S 1

S 2

S a

S 2

S j

S j

s •

F - fit. C crazed, S shivered, Omi condition.
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TABLE A. {Continued)

1.. A . s. 11 K

Cones 3 6
1

,0 12 Cuius .< <• 8 10 12

Body Con. Con, Con . ..,, Con. lt,..l\ Con. Con. Con. Con. Con.

F F F F V F F V F F
A F F F F C 1 A F F F F F

F F F F F F F F

F C 2 C 2 F C3 F C 1 F F C3
B F F C 2 C . C3 H F C 1 C 2 C 1 C 3

F C 2 C 1 C3 F C 1 C 1

F F F F F F F F s . F

C C 1 F F F F C F I'" F S 1 F

F F F F F F F F

F C 2 F F F 2 F F F F F

I) F C 2 F F F D C i F F F F
F F F F F C 1 F F

G. F. R. E.T.

F F |
F F F F F F F C 2

A F F | F F C 1 A F F F F F
F ... ( F F C 1 F F F
F F | C 1 C 2 C3 C 2 C 2 F C 1 C.3

B F c 1
!
c 1 C 2 C 3 B C 1 C 2 F C.i

C 2 C 1
|
C 1 C 2 C 1 C 1

C 2 F | F F F C 1 F F F F
C C 1 F F F F C C 1 F F F F

F F F F F C 2 F F
F F F F F F F F F F

D F F F S 1 F D F F F F F
F ...

1
F S 1 F F F F

H. F. D. L. C.

F F F F F F F F F F
A F F F F IT A F F F C 1 F

F F F F F F
F F C 1 C 1 C3 F F F F C 2

B C 1 F C 1 C 1 C 3 B F F F C 1 C 1

C 1 F C 1 F C 1 C 2

F F F F F F F F F F
C C 1 F F F F C F F F F F

F F F C 1 F F
F F F S 3 S 1 F F F S 1 S 1

D F F vS 1 S 1 S 2 D I" F S 1 S 1

F S 1 S 1 S 1 S 1
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panded al the higher cones, these results were more or less consistent. H<>\\

ever, it is Body B which affords West opportunity for discussing craz

ing.

The statemenl by Professor Purdy' regarding the effect <>f biscuil heal

treatment is as follows: " the crazing area decreased as the

biscuit heat treatment increased from cone to cone 7. With further in-

crease in heat treatment (cone 7 to cone 11) the eraze area increased, which

checks Hecht's findings " The results of the present investiga-

tion arc concurrent with this in six out of the thirteen results; five curves

show a more or less regular increasing tendency io craze from the lower to the

higher cones, while on two of the bodies there was perfect fit at the extreme

cones and a marked tendency to craze at cone >S. However, as B lies well

within Hecht's area and dangerously close to that determined by the pre-

ceding class, the general existence of bad crazing at this point is con-

sistent.

At cone .} there was a general tendency toward crazing of all of Body C

trials As the heat treatment was increased this tendency was overcome

until finally, as predicted by Seger's rules, in three instances shiver-

ing was made manifest. In the other ten eases the glaze showed perfect

tit.

Eight of the sets of Body D trials showed decided shivering as the heat

treatment increased. This, as also the shivering noted in the Body C curves,

was seemingly in direct contradiction to the findings of Professor Purdy. 8

He states: "Shivering occurred with high flint content in the body, the

area of shivering decreasing rapidly as the biscuit heat treatment increased from

cone 5 to cone 11."

The general tendency of Body D to shiver was of course not sur-

prising.

The Effect of Differences in Mineral Constitution of the Ball Clays.

Professor Purely 9 says: "I know that you cannot substitute one clay

for another without expecting a difference, but you cannot prove that the

difference lies in the feldspathie material or in the chemical composition.

It may lie in the content of other minerals, in the difference in grain or in

plasticity and in other things which chemical analysis will not reveal. The
question of fineness of grain is very important, and difference in plasticity

is quite a factor." On page 199, of the same Transactions, he further says,

s; eaking of Hecht's experiments in which he, Hecht, used varying pro-

portions of kaolin to plastic clay: "Hecht clearly shows the way these

boundary lines would be shifted by using different proportions of ball and
china clay. Would any one care to claim that these differences in location

of the boundary lines are due wholly to difference in mineral make-up of the

Trans. A. C. S., Vol. XIII, p. 167.

Ibid., page 161.

Ibid., page 175.
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clays? If so, I challenge them to bring their proofs. I maintain that these

differences in position of the boundary lines between glaze fit and craze areas

are due more largely to physical differences in the clays than to chemical

differences.

Professor Binns says: 10 "Every clay contains a certain amount of feld-

spar running from 0.2-0.5 Per cent, up to 12 or 15 per cent. If you sub-

stitute a clay with practically no feldspar in it for one containing 10 per cent.,

you are going to increase your feldspar content and decrease your clay con-

tent."

It is quite evident from these quoted remarks, that there is a difference

in opinion as to cause of differences in effect of the clays.

To throw some light on this mooted point, let us consider the effect

produced by the ball clays on glaze fit from the standpoint of their mineral

composition. Take the case of H. F. D.'s set of bodies. Body A showed a

perfect fit at all cones. This would indicate a ball clay comparatively high

in flint either at the expense of clay or feldspar or of both. If at the expense

of the feldspar we would expect shivering on Body D at the higher cones,

fit on Body C at all cones and craze on Body B. This is exactly the state

of affairs portrayed by the curves. The same holds for B.'s set with the ex-

ception of his Body C which crazed at cone 3 and shivered at cones 10 and

12.

This glaze had perfect fit on all of H. K.'s Body A, but it also fitted his

Body D. We would consider the ball clay in this case high in flint at the

expense of the clay, if it were not for the shivering of Body C at cone

10.

M. V. P.'s Body A, all cones, had perfect fit and there was but small

evidence of shivering on Body D. This ball clay might be high in flint at the

expense of clay. The fact that Body C crazed at the lower cones and fitted

at the higher cones seemed to confirm this deduction but in that event there

should be a bad case of crazing on Body B, which we did not find.

F. A.'s Body D shivered at all cones. This would indicate high flint in

the ball clay at the expense of both clay and feldspar. Why then should

Bodies A and C both show evidence of crazing?

R. E. T.'s trials of Body B fitted perfectly; those of Body B crazed at all

cones save cone 8. those of Body A crazed at cone 1 2, as did those of C at com-

3. This might indicate a normal composition, but why the behavior in A

and C?

We see then that, although occasionally a consideration of the mineral

content of the ball clay seems to throw light on conditions of glaze tit, yel

in the majority <>f cases dependence upon this source leaves us very much

in the dark. Whether these wide differences in glaze lit are not affected b)

tin differences in mineral content of the ball clays, or whether we have failed

to interpret the results aright, we cannot saj One thing is assured the

10 Trans. A C. S.. page 170.
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different ball clays produced widely different results in the glaze fit conditions

in bodies that are otherwise identical.

ANALYSIS OF THE MATERIALS.

The above discussion, prepared by Messrs. Thompson and

Middleton, was writ tin without any knowledge of the clays. In

Tact, analyst's of clays were not made until about four months

trams am ceRsoe. VCU- x/v

F/O. 2

Rectangle ABCD-oreo of
pracf/ca/ w/?//e war* anatc/j/na

A- l/si/a/tvfr/fetvasv/n/xtv/v

Bcc/nabry <?/
r
crz7ze<7f&a,

ccwe S> e/#ss /&//

© dot/nabryff/rwx
craze<7sea£yffec6/

l

© &0v/?ai7ryff

c/ass/P//

/OOji FfLDSPA* /=VRDr

'orizofjfai'fta/cfiiry-stillerarea
C/ear -perfectg/azefif

/oo/i ru/vr /OOpClAY

Chart showing changes wrought by calculated rational analysis of the materials in

the constitution of bodies that had been made up of mixtures of dry materials in pro-
portions represented by points, A, B, C and D.

afterwards and then by a party who knew nothing of the purpose

of the analyses.

The following are the analyses of the materials used in these

bodies. For analyses of the Ohio silica flint and Canadian feld-

spar, see page 158, Vol. XIII, Trans. A. C. S.

The clays represented in the tables are : (90) Dillsboro kaolin

;

(98) Johnson-Porter No. 9; (86) Mandle-Sant No. 9; (51) Mandle-
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TABLE II.-ULTIMATE ANALYSIS.

Lab. No. Si02 - AI2O3. FeL»03 . Ti02 . CaO. MgO. KN'aO. Loss.

90 45 -78 36-79 O.50 0.06 O.OO O.00 O.58 16.49

98 51 20 3^ 10 o.73 1 .40 O.I3
|

O.OO O.79 13 -75

86 48 53 32 I 1 0.70 1.30 O. 20
|
O.OO I.50 14.90

5i 45 76 38 55 0.60 1. 18 tr. O. 20 0.4" "•35

53 61 ^3 ^5 05 1 .30 1-35 0. 10
|

O.20 I.9" 8-35

55 5i 81 3i 05 1 .20 075 . 20 ! O.30 2.6" 1 1 . 30

65 45 55 33 20 O.70 1 .80 0.00
J

O.OO 0.2» 18.90

99 52 70 34 17 0.70 1 . 20 tr. O. 10 O.618 n.65

104 54 70 31 60 0.70 1 .00 *• O.I2 1.4" 10.45

1 12 4» 61 34 60 1 . 20 0.60 tr. O.07 1.6" 12 .00

X 47 J 5 37 23 1 . 20 1.30 tr. O.05 0.4 13 13-05

52" 48 54 36 25 0.67 0.32
|

O.32 0.98 12.13

82 12
47 26 35 85 1 .01 0.58

|

O.68 1. 19 13 -94

TABLE III. RATIONAL ANALYSIS.

Determined Calculated 1

4

Lab.
No.

Clay sub. Feldspar Quartz Clay sub. Feldspar Quartz

90 93 3 3-5 3-2 95.38
|

3-57 I.034

98 87.0 30 IO 83 1

1

4 91 ii .98

86 88.7 3 3 83 89 9 47 6.6

5i 99-5 0.4 1 97 63
1

2 37

53 71 .9 1.8 ^7 3 60 38 » 67 -7 93

55 86.8 0.3 12 9 74 80 tf 1

1

9.04

65 92.O 0.5 7 5 92 17 1 30 657

99 85.8 0.8 13 4 85 4()
I

3 57 1 1 .02

104 80.6 0.4 19 77 41 8 4- 14. 16

1 1

2

91.1 0.4 8 5 85 35 9 72 | 92

X 97 0-3 2 7 95 1 1 2 *2 2.46

5-' 90 65 5 90 5 44

8 J 90 59 1 7 29 _ 10

11 Bleininger and Stull, Trans. A. C. S . Vol. XII. p 628

'- Hope, Trans A. C. S .. Vol. XI. p. 495.

1:1 Alkalies not separated The percentage amounts were calculated .is though ill

were K..<>. hence most of them are too high.

" My method and Factors given i>y Pepple, p 268, Bull VII, PI 1. Wis Geo! >ur\
,

and recommended by Mums. Tram A C. S. Vol. VIII, p 198, only the KNaO was used

in calculating the feldspar content, and this «.is considered as being all K <
>
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Sant No. 2; (53) Paducah, Ky. ?; (55) English l);ill No. 1 2 ; (99)

Johnson-Porter No. 10; (104) English ball M. M.; (112) English

ball II. & G.; (\) Mayfield, Ky.; (52) Mandle-Sant No. 3; (82)

Mandle-Sant No. 1; (65) Mandle-Sant No. 5.

In the following tables are the so-called rational composi-

tions of the bodies as calculated from the rational analysis of

TRAMS. AM. CER SOC VOL A/V

ftectan&/eASCO - are<7 o/~
pr&cf/ca/ wfi/fe worearc/

cone& c/oss /9//

/OOTiFetDSFW? rtV?DY

^p/aaono/Zia/c/j/n^ - cr&ze area
flbsTZarr/b/fofcAtrta -^/7/inercrwr
£/e#r -f*er/ecr^/<7ze /?/.

cmzeamagyS/ec/jt

Q) Boundaryof
jfti^rarea
c/oss /&//

/PO'/„ru/vr /OOfiCLAY

Chart showing changes wrought by determined rational analysis of the materials in
the constitution of bodies that had been made up of mixtures of dry materials in pro-
portions represented by points A, B, C and D.

the materials. In these calculations, the flint was taken as pure

Si0
2
and the Canadian feldspar calculated from the ultimate

analysis as consisting of;

Feldspar ' 88.2

Clay sub 6.3

Flint 5.5
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TABLE IV.—RATIONAL COMPOSITION OF BODY A, CALCULATED FROM
DETERMINED AND COMPUTED RATIONAL COMPOSITION

OF THE MATERIALS.

Body A = 20^ feldspar, 40' f flint, 2oc
'

c kaolin, 2o c
'

( ball clay.

Student's Clay
Determined Computed

initials Xo.
Clay sub. Feldspar Quartz Clay sub. Feldspar

1

Quartz

H. F. D 65 38.32 18.44 43 -'4 38.77 18.61 42 .62

M. V. P 99 37 08 18 50 44-42 37 4-1 19.07 43 5 1

H. K 86 37 66 19 94 42 40 37 11 20.25 42 63

B 5-' 38 47 19-53 4- 10

C. P 98 37 3^ 18 94 43 74 36 96 19-34 43 7i

L. C 53 34 3 18 70 47 20 32 4i 20.69 45 89

L. A. S 104 36 04 18 4- 45 54 35 82 20.04 44 14

G. M 55 37 28 18 40 44 32 35 30 21.58 43 12

G. F 82 38 45 19.86 41 73

F. A •••1 51 39 82 18 42 4i 76 39 86 18.83 4' 3i

R. E. T.... ...
|

112 38 14 [8 42 43 44 37 4i 20.3 42 ^9

TABLE V. RATIONAL COMPOSITION OF BODY B. CALCULATED FROM
DETERMINED AND COMPUTED RATIONAL COMPOSITION

OF THE MATERIALS.

Body B = 20% feldspar, 28% flint, t,2
c

', kaolin, 20% ball clay.

Student's
initials

H. F. D. . .

M V. P. .

.

H. K
B

C. P
I., c

L. A. S. . . .

C. M
G. F

F. A
r e.t...

Clay
No.

65

99
86

52

98

53

104

55

82

5i

1 1

2

Determined

Clay sub. Feldspar Quartz

18.86

18.92

20.36

19.36

19.12

18.84

18.84

18.84

Clay sub. Feldspar Quartz

31.62

32.80

30.78

32. 12

35 08

33 -92

327

30.14

3182

Computed

19.04

'9-5

20 . 67

19.96

19.76

21.12

20 47

22 .OO

20. 24

H). 26

20.73

30.74

31 63

3075
30 . I 2

35.02

32 .26

31.24

2985
29 4;

JO o
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TABLE VI.-RATIONAL COMPOSITION OF BODY C, CALCULATED FROM
DETERMINED AND COMPUTED RATIONAL COMPOSITION

OF THE MATERIALS.

Body C s' , feldspar, |c>' , flint, 32* , kaolin, 20% ball clay.

Student''.
initials

Clay
No.

1 determined

Clay sub Feldspar Quartz Clay sub. Feldspar Quartz

Computed

H. F. I)

M. V. P.

H. K .

B

C. P. . .

L. C. .

L. A. S.

G. M
G. F.

F. A
R. E. T.

65

99
86

52

98

53

104

55

8.'

5i

1 1 2

76
I

8

5-'

1

76

74

48

72

26

58

46 8 46 42 08

8 91 42 97

10 09 42 09

9 38 4i 46

9 18 43 17

10 53 46 36

9 88 43 6

1

1

42 42 58

9 66 41 19

8 67 40 77
10 14 41 75

TABLE VII. RATIONAL COMPOSITION OF BODY D, CALCULATED FROM
DETERMINED AND COMPUTED RATIONAL COMPOSITION

OF THE MATERIALS.

Body D = 8% feldspar, 52% flint, 20% kaolin, 20% ball clay.

Student's
initials

Clay
No.

H. F. D
M. V. P.

H. K. . .

B
W
L.C....
L. A. S.

.

G. M...
G. F . . .

F. A. . . .

R. E. T.

Determined

Clay sub. Feldspar Quartz Clay sub. Feldspar Quartz

65 37

99 36

86 36.

52

98 36.

53 33-

104 35-

55 36.

82

5i 39-

1 12 37- 84

Computed

7*

38.01

36.66

36.36

37-7i

36.2

31-66

35 06

34 • 54

37 • 70

39-n
36.65

10.

9-

10.

9-

9.71

•03 53

•48 54
.66 53

•95 53

75 55

10 58.

45 55

•99 54

•23 53

•24 52

•7i 53

.96

•85

•97

•33

05
•23

.48

•45

.06

•65

63
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CONCLUSIONS.

(i) Notwithstanding the fact that in these calculations

we have included the "rational" composition of the feldspar and

kaolin, very little difference from the original weights of the

raw materials is obtained. Since the eleven ball clays used

in this study were selected at random from the laboratory stock

without any knowledge of their composition, we may say that

in practical body mixes, the clay substance by rational analysis

is but little less than the total clay weighed up originally, that

the feldspathic material is only very slightly increased over

the weight of the feldspar in Bodies C and D, while it is decreased

in Bodies A and B, and that the quartz, by rational analysis of

the materials, is in excess of the weight of flint used.

(2) No matter how small or how large these differences may
be considered, the balance should be in favor of better glaze

fit. This is shown by the facts (1) that in every case the quartz

content exceeded the amount of flint weighed up, and (2) that

whenever there was an increase in feldspar (Body C and Body

D) it was at the expense of the clay substance rather than at the

expense of flint. Either of these changes should cause decreased

crazing.

(3) According to all data we have on record, there was in

no case sufficient increase in quartz content to cause shivering.

The maximum actual increase in quartz content in Body D, the

one nearest to the shiver area, was only (0.0654 X 52) or 3.4

parts per 100 batch weight of the body.

(4) Since in the Body D mixtures, the rational analysis

of the materials show mean average in feldspar as well as in

quartz over the original batch weights of feldspar and flint,

respectively, we should expect the changes in composition,

wrought by the rational composition of the materials, to be

effective toward correction of shivering, and hence in none of

the mixtures should we have had an unusual case of shivering

(5) A comparison of the data and curves of the observed

glaze tit, with the data for rational composition of the Several

bodies and body mixtures, reveals an astonishing discrepancj

between what we should have expected (judging from Seger's

rules, and their limitations as described last year), and what
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we actually obtained. It is n<> wonder that the students

were discouraged in their attempt to predict the probable varia-

tion in mineral content of the bodies.

(6) in no case was the rational composition of the bodv

so differenl from the original formula as to warrant an expecta-

tion of either crazing or shivering in Bodies A, C or D, and the

difference in Body B, owing to increase in quartz content, should

have been toward better glaze fit.

(7) The data here given plainly show that in the clays usually

used in pottery we have factors which iniluence glaze lit so very

much more than does their rational composition as to render

the rational analysis data well nigh worthless to the practical

clayworker. The only instance in which it could be of service

to the clayworker is in the determination of about how much
feldspar, etc., a given body contains.

(8) If it were not for the confusion which would result from

a large mass of data, we could present proof that variations in

translucency, shrinkage, color, warpage, etc., of these same

body mixtures did not follow the changes in rational composi-

tion.

SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES.

(1) The foregoing conclusions were written before we had

the ultimate analysis of the clays, hence they were in no way
based on the calculated rational analysis data.

(2) There is no apparent advantage in the calculated over

the determined rational analysis and it has the disadvantage

of being tedious in making.

(3) From the rational analysis data it appears that in ball

clays there is considerable alkali that is not in combination with

feldspar while in case of the kaolin (clay 90) all the potash is

combined as feldspar. This checks the findings of Seger. 21

(4) The claim here made against the value of rational analysis

is the same as that made by Seger. 22

(5) That the fine characteristics of porcelain and china are

dependent upon the properties of the raw materials as well as

- 1 Seger's Collected Writings, pp. 65, 75, 554, 584, 698, 710.
-'- Ibid., p. 689.
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on the percentage mixture of feldspar, clay and flint is well

illustrated in the case of Limoges porcelain (see Seger, p. 696).

In reporting his attempt to duplicate the fine French porcelain

with German materials, Seger says (p. 689): "The question

still remains whether bodies thus compounded (on basis of rational

analysis) really show the same physical behavior when produced

from raw materials of different origin; whether they show the

same degree of plasticity and shrinkage on drying and burning.

This question, as a rule, must be answered in the negative. These

properties depend only indirectly upon the chemical composition

:

they are functions especially of two factors in the body composi-

tion, namely, the fineness of grinding of the non-plastic constitu-

ents, quartz, feldspar, marble, grog, and the degree of plasticity

of the clay substance."

(6) The conclusion that one must draw from the data here

obtained and from the experience of Seger is not one whit differ-

ent than that which I have maintained persistently since writing

up the experiments on the floor tile.
23

(7) This conclusion as to the value of rational analysis is

directly opposed to that which has been repeatedly expressed by

Binns and others.

(8) The data here given also show the folly of expressing

body composition in terms of empirical molecular formula as

was recently done by Bleininger and Stull 24 and by others in the

earlier volumes of these same transactions.

DISCUSSION.

Professor Grout: I feel called upon to make a statement

in answer to the implications that analyses are no good. I am
not prepared to discuss analysis in its relation to glaze fit, but

1 think when Professor Purdy stands on his feet he is inclined

to include things besides -laze tit; when he wants to make it cover

anything further I want to object. As a mineralogist, I want

to call attention to a great many compounds which contain

potash in soluble form; we have whole counties in Minnesota

where the soil and clay near the surface contain potash in soluble

It m \. C S . Vol VII. p. 113

-' [bid , Vol Mi p 628
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form, which would be classed as clay substance in the rational

analysis, which would act like orthoclase in pottery, as near as

I can tell. The rational analysis, to my mind, is no good for that

reason, but when you talk about chemical analysis being useless

in the judgment of clay, then, I want to object.

Professor Binns: 1 think Professor Purdy has given a wrong

interpretation of the rational analysis. He has shown that

equal amounts of different ball clays behave differently as would,

of course. l>c expected. The point of his contention is that the

variations in behavior do not correspond with the variations in

composition. If he had made up bodies of the same rational

composition Using different clays I wonder if he would have found

the same discrepancies. If not, his point is not proved. The
object of the rational analysis is to enable a potter to maintain

the same composition in the body notwithstanding the variations

in the separate clays. Furthermore, I recall that Seger insisted

upon fine grinding as a condition necessary to a successful use

of the rational calculation. If the body mixtures are not of

equally fine grain, discrepancies would be found to arise from this

cause alone. So far as I know it has not been demonstrated that

alkalies in soluble form do not function as fluxes. Some opinions

have been advanced but not any evidence. Professor Grout

thinks that such alkali would act like the alkali in orthoclase

and, therefore, it has no place in the clay substance. I agree

with him and this is the main reason for my rejection of the

laboratory method or rational analysis. In the calculation method
this alkali would be used as an ingredient of feldspar and would

thus fall into its proper place.

Mr. Mayer: Speaking of rational analysis and ultimate

analysis, I had occasion some time ago to experiment with

bodies for vitrified china. I received a car of North Carolina

clay which was especially white. The clay was very much supe-

rior in color to any English clay I have ever seen, something ex-

ceptional. The North Carolina clay I had been getting from

the same source was very variable. Ultimate and rational

analysis of the clay, which had been made a short time before,

showed it to be very similar to a clay I was using, an English
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clay—very extensively used in England by all the china makers,

C. D. B. it is called there.

I made up some trials of some bodies; there was no sign of

vitrification about them. They looked like semi-porcelain in-

stead of vitrified china. I threw the batch away and tried again;

the second time I did not weigh it myself, but it came out the

same way. I still thought there was a mistake, but when the

third trial came out the same as the others, I decided to test the

clay in the elutriating machine. We have a common standard

in our flint—we cannot use any that does not show between

12,000 and 13,000, and this clay showed an elutriation test be-

tween 11,000 and 12,000—the English clay I was using showed

about 16,000. I am giving these figures from memory, but I am
correct in saying the North Carolina was coarser in grain than

our flint. By analysis, the English and Xorth Carolina clays

were the same, but the coarse grain of the North Carolina clay

made it unfit for use in a vitrified body at the temperature at

which we were firing.

Mr. Watts: Regarding the size of grain of North Carolina

kaolin to which Mr. Mayer has referred, I would say that not-

withstanding its complete kaolinization as indicated by chemical

analysis, it is certainly coarser than the English china clay and

lower in plasticity. In my investigation of these clays, I find

that while the kaolins of North Carolina as marketed will prac-

tically all pass a 200-mesh sieve, the proportion of extremely

fine material, as indicated by an elutriation test, is very low,

as compared with English china clays. The record of size of

clay grains is only of value when it includes the proportion which

are approximately one thousandth inch diameter, one five-

thousandth inch diameter, one ten-thousandth inch diameter,

and even smaller. Such a gradation is effected by an elutriation

separation and the absence of these very line grains in the North

Carolina kaolins is doubtless the cause of the lack of vitrification

noted by Mr. Mayer.

NOTE PREPARED AFTER READING THE ABOVE DISCUSSION.

Mr. Purdy: Neither Mr. Grout nor any other one who

has expressed himself 011 the value of chemical analysis has been
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able to show ability or even profess ability (<> prophesy from chem

ical analysis concerning the working, drying or burning behavior

of a clay. A great deal of generalities have been stated con-

cerning the usefulness <>l chemical analysis, in which special cases

have been used as illustration. To the thinking man, however,

citation of special cases will not prove generalities, and generalities

concerning the value of chemical analysis should not have been

taken as proving that the analysis of clay has the value which

writers in State Geological Survey reports would have us be-

lieve.

Now, my position on the question of the value of chemical

analysis is exactly that taken by Seger.'-'"' I know that there are

many instances where a chemical determination of a substance

or substances in clays explained some peculiar phenomenon

that had been observed. I know with equal certainty, however,

that the peculiar phenomenon could not have been predicted

with confidence from the chemical analysis. I advocate and

practice the making of special analysis but I can see no value

in an ultimate or rational analysis as means of predicting the

useful properties of a clay.

A careful study of Seger's writings will reveal also that my
estimate of the value of the rational analysis is not much, if any,

different from that which he states. I do not believe, and I

do not say, that the rational analysis is wholly without value.

In fact, I have more faith in what Dr. Seger says it will do than

most stitdoils of ceramics. The technical value of rational

analysis is nicely illustrated in Seger's writings especially in his

treatises on "Limoges Porcelain Materials," (p. 695). "The
Copenhagen Rise Ware" (p. 707), and "Composition of Some
Foreign Hard Porcelain Bodies" (p. 678).

As I said in my paper, if feldspar is present in the clay,

the determined rational analysis will find it with accuracy. In

our work on ball clays, pure unaltered orthoclase feldspar was
added to those samples in which no feldspar had been detected,

and, by analysis, we recovered the feldspar very accurately quanti-

tatively. The same may be said of the quartz determination.

- See Seger's "Collected Writings" (Amer. Cer. Soc., Edition), pp. 8-11 for example.
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There is absolutely no question but that the determined rational

analysis will accurately separate kaolinite, feldspar and quartz

quantitatively. It is for this reasou that the rational analysis

is of great value in such studies as are described by Seger and

just referred to by me.

Now, I have promised that at a future date I will discuss

the claim which I have made,-Mi to wit, "that the assumptions

on which both the so-called rational analyses are based, are not

in agreement with facts. I will not go into this discussion at

the present time except to call attention to two facts.

First, Seger 1' 7 recognized many of the factors which make

unsound the premises on which the rational analysis is ba-ed.

Second, as an illustration of the fact that clays may contain

minerals other than kaolinite, feldspar and quartz, I will cite

a mineral mixture which had been sent into this office as kaolin.

Fifteen per cent, of this material went into solution when digested

with sulphuric acid and caustic soda, indicating, of course, the

presence of 15 per cent, clay substance. The ultimate analysis

and calculated rational analysis of this material were as follows;

Ultimate analysis. Calculated rational analysis.

SiO 70.00 Clay substance f\> 24

AM 1 -'5 . 55 Feldspar 3.55

Fe2( >
a

tr. (Juartz 38 y >

Tin. o.j j

CaO tr.

MgO tr.

K.o 0.60

Vol $. 93

A close study of these figures would show that neither the

determined nor the calculated rational analysis gave tin- correct

constitution of this mineral mixture. The determined rational

was quite evidently wrong, for although the clay contained only

0.60 per cent. KjO, nearly all of the Al..o. was in tin- insoluble

portion. This Al,<>. in the insoluble portion was at first taken

as being indicative of a high feldspar content which, of course,

with this low K .( I was a ridiculous supposition.

1 , hi \ c s . v.. 1 xiii. p
, * olio t< 'I u riting pp S: 63, 65, t .' 513
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The data on the calculated rational was obviously as ridiculous

as the determined for there could not be so large a discrepanc)

between the determined and the calculated as is indicated by the

figures 1 5 and 63.

The secret of the difficulty was that we were dealing here

with a mixture of 15 per cent, clay substance, and 85 per cent.

pyrophyllite (A1,(V 4 Si02 H,0) which is practically insoluble

in H.,SO,. This shows that if the clay should contain minerals

other than kaolinite, feldspar and quartz, as many do, the rational

analysis can not determine the nature of this mineral mix.

While I do not doubt in the least that the sulphuric acid

nut hod of rational analysis will accurately differentiate between

kaolinite, feldspar and quartz without regard to the physical

conditions of these minerals, I maintain that these exact quantita-

tive data, even when the clay is wholly kaolinite, feldspar and

quartz, are not sufficient to determine the effect of the clay on glaze

fit. Seger (p. 576), Hecht, and others have shown that the more

plastic the clay, the better will be the glaze fit. Seger (p. 577 and

p. 76) has shown also that the size of the quartz grain is a very

important factor in glaze fit. No one, I think, will claim that

these physical factors can be determined by either of the methods

of rational analysis. It is for these and similar reasons that I re-

affirm all that I said in Volume XI IT'
8 on this subject.

That we may have a record of the appreciation on the part

of others of differences wrought by physical factors, I cite the

following. In doing this I make no claim of agreeing with all

the conclusions indicated in the abstracts. I make note of some

of the places wherein I differ with the writers.

FACTORS THAT EFFECT DIFFERENCES IN QUALITV OF WARES.

That the fine characteristics of porcelain and china are

dependent upon the properties of the raw materials as well as

on the percentage mixture of feldspar, clay, and flint is well

illustrated in the case of Limoges porcelain (Seger, p. 696), and

as to duplicating the fine French porcelain with German materials,

Seger has already been quoted.

Pp. 169-176. 183-209.
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The effects of fineness of grain of feldspar and flint are shown
in the following references

:

(1) Binns, Trans. A. C. S., Vol. V, p. 281. In this article,

Binns demonstrates that finer grinding results in more vitreous

and whiter biscuit.

(2) Mayer, Trans. A. C. S., Vol. Ill, p. 36; Vol. IV, p. 28.

In the first of these articles, Mayer emphasizes the fact that

coarse material gives trouble by settling, not only in the operation

of the blunger and slip tank but in the making variable the body

composition.

In the second article, Mayer demonstrates that the English

wet ground flint is not only finer, but produces more vitreous

biscuit.

(3) Burt, Trans. A. C. S., Vol. Ill, p. 17. Burt experi-

mented with five flints, two American rock, one French calcined,

and two sand. He claimed a difference in the behavior of each

but failed to trace the difference to any single condition of the

flint.

(4) Orton, Trans. A. C. S., Vol. II, p. 118; Vol. Ill, p. 204.

Orton experimented with mixtures of Mayfield ball clay and sands,

in each mixture the sands being of different fineness. He found

that after the sand was ground to a certain degree of fineness,

it caused the briquette to crack in drying, thus decreasing very

materially its tensile strength. In his second article he demon-

strated that the briquette containing the finest sands could be

dried safely if the drying was restrained.

(5) Zimmer, Trans. A. C. S., Vol. II, p. 123, cites actual

factory experience in which he found that ware cracked in drying,

owing to the flint being too fine.

(6) Galpin, Trans. A C. S., Vol. XII, p. 548. Galpin studied

the effect of varying sizes and percentages of quartz grains upon

porosity and shrinkage of kaolin. Galpin concludes that "the

coarser the grains in the mixtures, the greater the reduction of

shrinkage and the less the reduction of porosity; the less water

required in tempering, the less tendency to warp or crack in

burning; the fewer the gas vesicles formed in the ware
"

(71 Krehbiel, Trans A C S.. Vol. VI, p. 17.; Krehbiel

claims thai "it is better to grind Hint than feldspar."
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(8) Keele, Trans. A. C. S, Vol. XIII, p. 731. Keele says:

"The action then thai goes on in the healed body appears to be

the gradual absorption of kaolin by the molten feldspar. The

line grinding evidently facilitates and accelerates the absorbing

capacity of the feldspar, as it exposes a greater surface for reaction

with the clay particles.

It follows then that the finely ground feldspar requires less

time to mature a pottery body, that such a body does not ap-

proach so near to fusion (1. < ., to losing shape) and that the tend-

ency to bending and warping is much reduced." (Compare

this statement with that of Galpin and also with that of Ashley.)

(9) Trans. English Ceramic Society.

Volume II. "The Effect of Varying Fineness of Particles of

Non-plastic Materials in Pottery Bodies," by A. Heath.

Volume II. "Comparison of Physical Properties of Cylinder

and Pan-ground Flint," by \V. Jackson.

(10) Ashley, Trans. A. C. S., Vol. XIII, p. 434 and p. 437.

A uniformity of grinding is very essential since, other

things being equal, a change to finer quartz tends toward crack-

ing of the ware and increased biscuit loss; while a change to coarser

quartz tends toward crazing, reduced biscuit loss, and straighter

ware."

The more finely ground a feldspar is, the more uniform

will be its distribution through the. body, and the larger will

be the area upon which it first exerts its cementing action. If

in coarse grains, it will have to flow to fill the various pores, and

reach the grains of quartz and clay that it is to cement together;

but if fine ground, it will merely have to soften in position. //

follows then Ilia/ the firu ground feldspar requires less time to mature

a body, that tin bod) thus does not approach so near to jusion, its

particles are less disturbed, and the tendency to bending and warping

is much reduced."

See discussion by Purdy on this point, p. 453, Vol. XII.

On the comparative effect of kaolin and ball clay, aside from

their effect on the working properties in the plastic condition

and on glaze fit, we have very little evidence in print. The
following are some of the data on this point:

(1) Mellor, Trans. Eng. Cer. Soc, Vol. VI, p. 75. Mellor
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expresses the belief that ball clay is not so readily attacked as

china clay notwithstanding the fact that when heated alone

the ball clay begins to fuse at the same temperature (noo° C.)

at which the china clay particles begin to lose their identity in

the feldspar magma.

(2) Watts, Trans. A. C. S., Vol. X, p. 199: "In the propor-

tion of 70 per cent, clay and 30 per cent, feldspar, and fired at

cone 12 in a 40-hour burn, I find that the ball clays display

notably less solubility in the fused feldspar than do the china

clays, although the ball clay porcelain displays by far the finer

texture."

(3) Bleininger and Stull, Trans. A. C. S., Vol. XII, p. 628,

in research entitled "A Study of the Vitrification Range and Di-

electric Behavior of Some Porcelains," give evidence which ap-

parently is not in keeping with the observations by Mellor and

Watts. On pp. 653 and 656, they exhibit "apparent porosity

curves" which show that the Tennessee ball clay mixtures vitrify

earlier and more rapidly than the Georgia and North Carolina

kaolins and when the clay content is 60 per cent., they vitrify

earlier and more rapidly than the English china clay mixtures."

These same facts are shown in another way in the curves on

pp. 658, 659, 661 and 662 of the same article.

These investigators show on pp. 667, 668 and 669 that the

ball clay mixtures have a larger range of composition over which

maximum dielectric strength is obtained, which fact shows that

the ball clay mixtures burned to a denser structure. This is

also shown in curve on p. 310, Trans. A. C. S., Vol. X.

These results by Bleininger and Stull do not necessarily re-

fute the statements by Mellor and Watts regarding the compara-

tive readiness with which ball day and kaolin go into solution

for neither total decrease nor the rate of decrease in porosity is

due wholly to fusion. In fact, on the contrary, more rapid

rate and more complete fusion may result in increased porosity

through formation of bleb structure.

(4) Bleininger and Boys (Trans. A. C. S.. Vol. XIII, p. 387)

state that in discussing the vitrification of clay, we ate somewhat

too prone to ascribe the closing up of the pore system entirely

to the action of lluxcs which cause incipient softening and the
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resulting lack of molecular cohesion diif to the decreased vis

cosity. Pari of the contraction is undoubtedly caused by the

shrinkage of the colloidal portion of clays, since, indeed, such

condensation is typical of amorphous substances in distinction

from crystalline materials."

[f bv colloids, Bleininger and Boys refer to extremely line

particles, their statement is entirely correct as to observed facts

lmt not necessarily so as to the explanation which they give by

way of analogy. That they are not wholly correct in assuming

that condensation which results in decreased porosity is due to

shrinkage of colloids, is proven by experiments by Pense (Trans.

A. C. S., Vol. XII, p. 53) in which he determined the effect of

colloidal silica on clays. He reports that "The results show de-

creased vitrification with increased colloidal silica acting much

the same as would a similar increase in Hint."

(5) Chemically, kaolin and ball clays are not unlike except

in the composition of the clay substance; i. e., the portion soluble

in H,SO,. The clay substance of ball clays is higher in alkalies

and the clay substance of kaolin approximates the analysis of

kaolinite. See Seger, pp. 65, 75, 554, 584, 698 and 710.

Now, returning to Professor Binns' discussion, I note that

Professor Binns' recollection is that Seger insisted upon fine

grinding, as a condition necessary to a successful use of the rational

calculation. Taking it that Binns meant rational analysis rather

than calculation, I beg to suggest that his memory fails him.

Seger describes his method on pp. 50-62 and discusses its value

on the other pages I have cited. In none of these does he mention

line grinding as being necessary to this determination.

If by this reference to fine grinding Professor Binns is granting

that size of grain is a factor in control of the effect of clay in pottery

bodies, then he is beginning to admit that there is at least one

important factor concerning clays which rational analysis can

not give information.

Xo one questions but that alkalies in soluble form "function

as fluxes." That is not the issue. The issue is: Does the alkali

in soluble form have the same effect as the alkali in feldspar?

By this, of course, is meant: Can we assign to the soluble alkali,

Al .,< I and Sit ).. in the proportions found in feldspars, and consider
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that these will function the same as feldspar^ This, I have shown,- 9

by several examples, can not be the case and I have challenged

Binns to disprove my contention. He has made no attempt

to do this but repeats, in the above discussion, his opinion. I

want evidence, not opinion. I commend to him the testimony

of Professor Bleininger as recorded on p. 30. Tech. Papers of

Bureau of Standards, Xo. 7, in which he says: "Thus, owing to

the high viscosity of feldspar, its mechanical softening effect

is not as marked as it would be if an equivalent amount of free

alkali were added."

" Trans. A. C S., Vol. XIII, pp. 194-195.



NOTE ON THE FUEL CONSUMPTION OF SOME WHITE-
WARE KILNS.

By Tuns. GRAY, K. Boston, Mass.

A description is given by Mr. K. Montgomery in the Trans-

actions of the American Ceramic Society, Volume XIII, page 31 1,

of a very economic kiln, downdraft, with an inside stack. Below

is given in tabular form a description of four kilns in use at the

plant of the New England Pottery Co. For the purpose of com-

parison, there is also given a description of Montgomery's

kiln.

In giving the number of bungs, Mr. Montgomery does not

mention the size of his saggers. In case of the New England

Pottery Co.'s kilns, the number of saggers mentioned include

common, oval, coffin, single and double plate, cuspidors,

etc.

As Mr. Montgomery invites comparison, I would call atten-

tion to my experience in regard to the economy of kilns. Kilns

No. 1 and No. 2 were built in 1856 by Nutt, of Trenton; No. 4 about

[867; and No. 3 in 1903, by Louis Nutt, of Trenton. My personal

knowledge goes back forty years. In that time No. 1 and No. 2

have been in constant use except for seven months, and No. 4
has been idle for about ten years. Kiln No. 3 is economic in

firing, but has been an unlucky kiln, and we do not use it more
often than necessity calls for. During 1897, a^ three of the

stacks from the crown up and the crown were rebuilt. No. 1

and No. 2 were also rebuilt about the doors. The inside walls

just above the bags have been repaired where they burned out

and bottoms and fire boxes of course had to be rebuilt. How-
ever, the walls of the kilns have been up to two years ago as good

as when first built. No. 4 is not in as good condition as No. 1

and No. 2; neither is No. 3, although it has been standing only

eight years. All the kilns are very lightly banded.

Some years ago, I understood that a 15
1

/ 2
' kiln was considered

the ideal size. I think our experience would indicate that there

was some truth in the theory.
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DISCUSSION.

Prof. Orion: I want to say I derived benefit from this

paper. It shows the necessity of getting down with the kiln,

01 the dryer, or the tool that you may be using and making an

extensive study of what its performance is, and then remedying

whatever defects yon may find. The paper as an illustration

of the mode of study that will bring results is, in my opinion,

excellent.

NOTES PREPARED AFTER READING THE PAPER.

Mr. E. T. Montgomery : I am glad that Mr. Gray has given

u^ this efficiency reeord for updraft potter's kilns and has tabu-

lated the data for his kilns and for the downdraft kiln which

I described last year, so that they may be easily compared.

To make the comparison complete, I will add that for the

kiln I described, the saggers were 14" round and square saggers

of varying heights but averaging 30 to the bung or 3750 to the

kiln. Mr. Gray does not give the length of burn in hours necessary

to reach the designated cones, but I believe that the time was

about the same in both cases. I also wish to add that during

the time that the data was taken, which has been given in these

two papers, the downdraft kilns which I have described and the

updraft kilns which Mr. Gray describes, were fired by brothers,

both excellent firemen of many years' experience and men who
got the full value out of every shovelful of coal used. For this

reason this comparison of the two types of kiln is especially

valuable.

Considering now the data as given, we see that while we
cannot figure accurately the sagger capacity of the two types

of kiln in cubic inches of placing space, we can compare them

very closely by figuring in cubic feet the effective kiln space

in both cases. This we find to be about equal for both types of

kiln as described. We see then that the downdraft kiln fired

about the same quantity of ware three cones higher, using the

same amount of coal, and in the same length of time.

Mr. (hay: The time of burning in our kilns, which Mr.

Montgomery asks for, was about 46 hours for the biscuit and
22' , hours for the glost kilns. Mr. Montgomery uses one ton
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of coal to each fire box, while my figures give eight tons in ten

fire boxes for the glost kilns and a little less than a ton in the

biscuit.

The great economy I claim is the small expense for repairs

my kilns show in the over 50 years they (the No. 1 and Xo. 2)

have been in constant use; and they are good for several years

to come.

Another economic feature is the good results we get from

Xo. 1 and Xo. 2, which we do not obtain from Xo. 3 with as much
certainty. I am satisfied with my updraft kilns.



NOTE ON LOAD TESTS MADE ON MAGNESITE, CHROME,
AND SILICA BRICK. 1

By G. II. Brown.

LOAD TEST ON A MAGNESITE BRICK.

Although magnesite brick are designed mainly to withstand

the corrosive action of molten slags and metals such as are en-

countered in the basic open hearth furnace, cases have arisen

where brick of this type have been used mainly on account of

the fact that their refractoriness is superior to that of clay brick.

It was, therefore, thought that a load test similar to that applied

to clay fire brick and described elsewhere would be of interest.

One from a lot of magnesite brick purchased on the market

\\;is placed in the testing furnace on end and a load of 50 pounds

per square inch applied. The rate of temperature increase to

1350° C. was the same as that used in testing clay fire brick,

-

the temperature being held, however, at 1350 for one half hour

and then increased at the same rate. At 1550 C. the lever of

the furnace dropped suddenly without warning and without

previous visible contraction of the brick as far as could be observed

from the spirit level in place on the beam.

Upon examination the brick was found to have sheared "

diagonally into two parts, the break being similar to that we
would expect on testing cold in a compression machine. There

was no bending of the brick in evidence. The only appearance

of softening was at the edge of the brick which struck the bearing

block of the furnace when failure took place. This edge had

been flattened and bore the imprint of the depression of the

bearing block.

The failure was very dissimilar to those secured on fire

brick made from day.

Whether the failure could be accounted for by the softening

of the bonding material or whether it was due to a molecular

change which weakened the structure, we have not decided.

The suddenness of the failure and the character of the fracture

inclines towards the latter theory, however.

1 By permission of the Director of the Bureau of Standards.

Vols XII and XIII. Trans. A. C. S.
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The published analysis of the material from which these

bricks are manufactured is as follows

:

Si0 2 2 . 84

Al,() 0.929

Fe2Oa 8.571

CaO 1 . 120

MgO 85.32

CCX, o . 50

LOAD TEST ON A CHROME BRICK.

One from a lot of chrome or so-called neutral brick was

subjected to a test similar to that given the magnesite brick.

The furnace was held at 1350 C. for one-half hour and the

temperature gradually increased from that point. The behavior

of the brick during the test was very similar to that of the magnesite

brick, failure, however, taking place suddenly at 1450 C. There

was no previous indication of contraction. Upon examination

the brick was found to have sheared diagonally into two parts.

There was no bending or evidence of softening.

The'' published analysis of chromite or chrome ore, from

which similar brick are manufactured, shows the following:

Cr2 3 38.0 -40%
AH), 24.5 -4095

Fe2 3
17-5-40',

SiO„, 3.25-40%
MgO 15.0 -

4"'.

As in the case of the magnesite brick the failure was unlike

that secured on clay fire brick and has been unaccounted for.

In making the preliminary load tests on fire brick it was

first thought that the transverse test would be most suitable.

Samples of lire brick were supported at the ends and a load ap-

plied at the center of the tlat side of the brick. At temperatures

above 900 ° C. and below 1150° C. the brick would suddenly

fail without appreciable deformation or previous warning. The

Failures were thought to be due to the volume changes in the

brick. In testing lire clay brick more or less expansion is noted

between the above temperatures, although in testing on end

failure lias never resulted from this cause

Perhaps pronounced volume changes occurring in the mag

\ Study ol ilu I (pen Hearth," II \\ .
K
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nesite and chrome bricks ;U the higher temperatures would

accounl for their failure.

LOAD TESTS ON SILICA BRICK.

I poii subjecting a sample of silica brick to a load of 50 pounds

per square inch on cud and holding at a temperature of [350 C.

for one hour no contraction resulted. After cooling the furnace

down rapidly, however, the silica brick was found to be badly

cracked. Under the same cooling treatment cracking was never

observed in any clay brick tested. In another test on silica brick

it was subjected to a temperature of 1470 C. under a load and

was not affected.

The silica brick tested were of the variety manufactured

from crushed quartzite, using' lime as a binder.

Silica brick in which clay has been used as a binder show a

small deflection under a load at 1350 C.

DISCUSSION.

NOTE PREPARED AFTER READING THE PAPER.

Mr. Kerr: I am very much interested in the notes pre-

pared by Mr. Brown on the results of his tests with these special

refractory bricks. From my own experience with refractory

wares it seems to me that the analysis, as made by Mr. Brown,

is in agreement with all information which is now available upon

this subject.

Where the failure is of the character described by Mr. Brown,

in referring to the magnesite and chrome bricks, it does not seem

quite reasonable to attribute the failure to the failing of the

bonding material. Such failures it would seem are more apt

to result from some molecular rearrangement causing a change

in specific volume.

It would be most interesting to compare the absolute specific

gravity of the materials in the original bricks with the specific

gravity of the materials after the test, the samples being obtained

by quenching in water to prevent reversion to the original forms.

In making load tests of this sort it is most interesting to note

changes in porosity and specific gravity which occur at the time

of failure. I have, however, no data to offer which would throw

any light upon the tests which Mr. Brown reports.



NOTE ON THE SPECIFIC HEAT OF CLAY.

By J. M. Kxote, Pittsburgh, Pa.

INTRODUCTORY.

For various reasons the subject of the specific heat of clay

has not received much attention, but it seems of interest to note

the effect of increasing temperature on this property.

Landolt-Bornstein's 'Physikalisch Chemische Tabellen" gives

the specific heat of kaolin as 0.2243 at 22 ° C. to 98 ° C. Blein-

inger and Moore, Transactions of the American Ceramic Society,

Vol. X, use the value 0.2 but state that they had determined it

as 0.235 between 440 C. and 1000 C.

The points taken up in this paper are the specific heat of

a raw clay determined and calculated, the effect of dehydration

on the specific heat, the effect of the change which takes place

at 950 ° C. producing such a pronounced change in the specific

gravity of a dehydrated clay.

Theory.—By specific heat is meant the capacity of a substance

to absorb heat, compared with that of water. The fundamental

principle which enables one to understand the value and changes

in the specific heat of a substance is expressed by the law of

Dulong and Petit that the capacity of atoms for heat is approxi-

mately the same for all solid elements. Kopp showed that

frequently the molecular heat of a solid compound is equal to

the sum of the atomic heats of its component atoms. Thus

the specific heat of a substance depends on its chemical composi-

tion; and so long as that remains unchanged, the specific heat

is the same except for changes produced by changes in tempera-

ture. It has been determined that the specific heat of the solid

elements increases about 0.04 per cent, for each degree Centigrade

increase in the temperature; and the mean specific heat to zero

half that fast, although according to sonic experimenters the

silicates increase more rapidly up to a low red heal than they

do beyond that temperature.

EXPERIMENTAL.

Method. An Emerson calorimeter which had been stand-

ardized repeatedly was employed, Weighed samples of clay

in assay crucibles were put into an air oven, which was then
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held at a constant temperature for several hours. When the

calorimeter was ready the oven door was opened and a crucible

covered with a clay -scorifier which had been in the oven beside

t Ik- crucible. The crucible was then picked up in the gloved

hands and the contents quickly dumped into the calorimeter.

The whole operation required only a few seconds.

Clay Used. As has been pointed out the specific heat of

a clay depends on its chemical composition, and but few clays

would return exactly the same value. For this reason our re-

sults, though carefully determined, apply to this clay only.

A Hint clay from Olive Hill, Kentucky, was selected for this

work. Its composition was as follows:

Silica 53 . 30%
Oxide of aluminum 30.88

Oxide of iron 0.71

Lime o . 50

Magnesia 0.08

Titanic acid 2.21

Alkalies 0.12

Water 12 .24

100.04

Determinations.—A couple of pounds of the material was

ground to pass an eight mesh screen and remain on a sixteen

mesh. A portion of this was kept unburned, part was burned

to 650 ° C. in sixteen hours and the rest to 1050 C. in twenty-

four hours. All results were obtained from 22 ° C. to 150 C.

so as to get a comparison of materials and eliminate the effect

of temperature.

Raw Clay.—An average of five closely agreeing determina-

tions gave a result of 0.237. Approximately the same value

will be arrived at by calculation, using the values usually given

for silica, oxide of aluminum, hydrogen gas and oxygen gas.

Clay Burned to 650 ° C.—A series of five determinations

averaged 0.204. This also agrees closely with the calculated

result. Loss of water accounts for the decrease in specific heat.

Clay Burned to 1050 C.—Five determinations averaged

0.200. That no change in specific heat accompanies the change
in specific gravity at 950 C. is due to the fact that the chemical
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composition has not changed, i. c, the same elements are present

in the same proportions.

CONCLUSIONS.

The specific heat of a clay is lowered by dehydration, as one

would expect. The value for clay burned to 1050 C. is but

a trifle lower than that of the 650 ° material. This is probably

due to the fact that the last traces of water have not been expelled

at 650 °.

DISCUSSION.

NOTES WRITTEN AFTER READING THE ABOVE PAPER.

Professor Staler: It must be borne in mind that the specific

heat of substances of the same chemical composition, especially

silicates, does not depend wholly on chemical composition and

temperature, but depends also on whether the substance is

a crystal or glass, whether it is in one crystalline form or another
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and, in general, on the internal molecular arrangement of its

particles. For instance, the mean specific heat of quartz crystals

at temperatures between 12 C. and ioo° C. is o. 1S5, while

the mean specific heat of amorphous silica
3 (opal) at the same

temperature interval is 0.2375. In Table I
4 and Fig. i,

4 are

several other examples.

Mr. Knote: To make my statements concerning specific

heat complete, I should have included the factors Professor

Staley cites, but they are very much less important than the

others. This is very evident from my results, and it is impossible

to say whether the slight difference between the 650 ° C. and the

1050 ° C. samples is due to complete loss of water at the higher

temperature or to the factors in question. Certainly great

physical changes do not produce much of a result on this prop-

erty.

The great difference Professor Staley cites between quartz

and opal is probably due to the fact that the latter always contains

considerable water which has a great effect on the specific heat.

••
J. Joly, Proc. Roy. Soc., XLI, p. 250.

A Taken from article by \Y. P. White on "Specific Heats of Silicates and Platinum,

Amer. Jour. Science, Vol. XXVIII, p. 334.



SETTLING AND FILTERING OF FIRE CLAYS.

By George E. Thomas, St. Louis, Mo.

The fire clay mined by the Highlands Fire Clay Co., when

exposed to weathering, seems to be greatly benefited by exposure

for a long period of time; and it has been our experience that

there is a certain standard of time required to obtain certain

results, after which time no further benefit is noticeable in the

process of settling and filtering.

The clay as mined is a hard rockdike mass and weathering

reduces it t<> an easily crumbled powder. Nevertheless, a mere

disintegration, such as occurs at the surface of the weathering

piles, is not sufficient.

The clay freshly mined and exposed to weathering for a

period of two years and over appears to go through a change that

puts it iiito such a state that, when mixed with water to a clay

slip, settling of the clay begins as soon as the slip is placed in the

settling tank, the water separating on top being as clear as if

filtered. It has been noted that in a six foot depth of slip a sepa-

ration of clear water of twenty-four to thirty-six inches has taken

place in several hours, leaving the clay a thick heavy slip below;

and as this clear water is drawn off, the clay continues to settle

until it is very heavy and contains very little water.

Whereas in the same clay when exposed to weathering for

a shorter length of time (one-half to one and one-half years)

and put through the same process as stated above, a separation

of only one-half inch to six inches of water takes place in the

settling tubs, and this water does not separate from the clay

clear, it being of a cloudy, milky appearance. No further change

takes place whatever whether allowed to settle one day or fourteen

days. In the filtering through filter presses water will not separate

from the clay easily; and it requires double the time required

for the older clay to press out the surplus water, even under

the same pressure, and no difference is observed if higher pressure

is used. The cakes will not filter solid; they form a thin layer of

clay next to the filter cloth and hold a soft, mushy mass of clay

in the center, which remains in this state regardless of pressure

or time. Also there remains upon the cloth a slimy, sticky clay
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substance which seems to coat the cloth and make it waterproof,

while with the older clay the cloth is left clear and dry when
the solid cake of clay is removed.

In the weathering, let it be understood, the clay in both

cases is tested under exactly the same conditions, the only differ-

ence being the length of time of exposure to the weather.

It has been found with this clay that after the change has

taken place, as in the two-year old clay, no appreciable change

or benefit was experienced by aging the clay up to five years,

the filtration and settling of the two-year and five-year clays being

alike.

As far as we can learn, there is nothing in the chemical

analyses of the two clays which would explain or cause the differ-

ence in their working.

Our aim is to learn if possible what change takes place, and

the cause, to make such a vast difference in the workings of the

two clays and whether or not the same results cannot be obtained

by other means than the weathering process.

DISCUSSION.

NOTES PREPARED AFTER READING THE PAPER.

Mr. Watts: This peculiar behavior may be due to incom-

plete solubility of the alkali in the fire clay. In the study of

primary kaolins, I have found cases where the kaolin as mined

dissolved with difficulty and when made up into a thin slip would

settle out but leave the water milky, and this would not settle

for days. Kaolin from the same workings which has laid on the

dump or been otherwise exposed to weathering action settles

in a short time leaving a clear liquid. In handling such kaolins

directly from the mines it is customary to use a solution of alum

as an electrolyte to lloccnlate the kaolin. This is introduced

in lump form in the trough through which the kaolin slip must

pass to the cistern. The amount used is very small and the kaolin

settles in a few hours to a dense mass from which the excess water

may be drawn off without difficulty. Other electrolytes such as

KjCOg, .\a.,C<>
;

,
and \;i.Si<>. maybe used but in kaolin refining,

ordinary potash alum, KA1(S04) 25H20, is found most satisfactory

An interesting experimenl would consist in drying this
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fire clay at various temperatures after a limited weathering

Some number two fire clays work much more satisfactorily in

the filter press after once being dried at too to [20 C.

Prof. Bleininger: Prom the note of Mr. Thomas, ii would

appear that the longer weathering results in a coagulated condi

tion of the clay, while the shorter exposure causes it to be in the

deflocculated state. It would seem perhaps that the difference

is due to soluble salts being formed from the pyrites in the claw

The amounts involved nwd be l>ut very slight.

Prof. Binns: There are two possible reactions in the

weathering of clay, either of which would account for the phenom-

ena in question. Weathering involves both mechanical and chem-

ical processes; the latter consist mainly in the breaking down
of alkali-bearing minerals and the slow liberation of salts. The

effect of the liberated alkali is first to suspend the clay in the

mixing water and then to cause it to settle as more alkali is brought

into solution. This would be accompanied, however, by a de-

crease in plasticity.

On the other hand, an acid reaction would equally well

account for the settling of the clay, though not so well for the

previous suspension. The acid reaction might arise from the

liberation of sulphuric acid due to the oxidation of pyrite and

subsequent separation of limonite, or it might be due to organic

growth. The increase of plasticity in aged clay has been shown

by Stover to be due to bacterial growth and this is believed to

set up an acid reaction. Seger produced a similar effect by the

addition of an acid. It would not be difficult to determine which

of the two causes was operative.

The phenomenon at the filter press is simply incidental to

the decomposition or weathering. In the half weathered clay

the finer particles are liberated. These pass to the inner face

of the cloth and form the waterproof coating. On prolonged

weathering the whole clay is broken down and the non-plastic

particles are also set free. These mingle mechanically with

the fine plastic grains and produce a mixture which is sufficiently

porous to allow the whole mass to be filter-pressed.

As to the matter of accelerating the reaction, three things

are possible: i. The addition of a weak acid. 2. The addition
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of an alkali. 3. The inoculation of the new clay with some

already weathered. These suggestions are simply tentative.

Experimental work alone would determine which, if any, were

effective.

Mr. R. T. Hipp: The several conditions mentioned in

Mr. Thomas's paper, "Settling and Filtering of Fire Clays,"

have been noted with interest, and are subjects that have been

given considerable thought and extensive research by manu-

facturers of washed clays.

During my association with a concern which was weathering

and washing pot clays, I experienced conditions similar to those

outlined by Mr. Thomas. A clay which will settle rapidly in

the tank, and will permit of easy filtration through the press

(leaving the press cloths comparatively clean) is a clay which

has been exposed to the weather a sufficient length of time so

that a large percentage of the very desirable milk or colloidal

matter is lost, being washed away by the rains and leaving a

large content of a somewhat insoluble matter.

A clay which has not been weathered to any great extent

or for a sufficient length of time to remove the colloids, will,

of course, permit them to become dissolved in the stirring tank.

It is this milk found in fresh clay that stays in suspension in

the settling tank, and a small percentage adheres to the cloths

in the press, the balance passing off in the waste water.

The troubles that confront the clay washer are ones that,

unfortunately, can be remedied only at the expense of the con-

sumer. This is due to the fact that the manufacturer can weather

his clay more completely at a trifling cost thus driving out the

valuable colloid matter before this clay reaches the wash-house,

and the consumer is forced to use an article much inferior in

quality as compared with what this same clay would he if it

were merely weathered for several months and not washed.

It is conceded beyond all question that the most valuable

clays tor glass-house refractories come from Germany, and this

condition will certainly continue to exist as long as our native

clays are placed on the market witli their most valuable property,

1. (., colloid matter, removed by washing.

\h ('. W. Berry: Since establishing our laboratory some
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seven years ago, our process of working clay has been changed

.uul improved continually until we have developed a wonderful

tensile strength and plasticity in our washed clays.

Our method has consisted of carefully picking the clay as

it comes from the mine, then placing it on the weathering piles

where it is distributed over a large area in thin layers; the clay

is weathered from three to five years and is worked continually

during this period by men with rakes, raking down the sides of

the piles as the clay is used. The clay when taken from these

weathering piles to the washing tubs should be in a fine state

of disintegration; if it is not and there are lumps remaining,

the clay should be put through a pan or disintegrator before

going into the tubs.

We believe too much care can not be given to the selecting

of clays as they come from the mines and even in the mines;

the dark top clay is usually the best and should be shot down
separately and when carefully picked before going on weathering

piles.

There are bad streaks of faulty clay in some of the mines

and those should never be used for washing purposes, but can

be made up into common fire brick. This sandy hard clay occurs

more often in the locality known as the "Cheltenham" district

than it does in the mines of the "Oak Hill" district; in fact,

there is very little of the dark upper strata of pot clay found

in the Cheltenham district.

We have only one satisfactory way of testing the plasticity

and tensile strength of our clays and that is by actual test with

a tensile strength machine as is used in testing cement. We
test our washed clays every few days, both raw and burnt, modi-

fying our process of washing when we find the tensile strength

diminishing.

We know the high tensile strength of our washed clay is

obtained simply through the care exercised in its selection and

preparation.

Mr. C. H . Kerr: From the studies which have been carried

on by various investigators it is very clear that the colloidal

condition of the plastic constituents of a clay is of the utmost

importance in determining the physical properties of the clay.
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Ashley 1 has made a searching review of the literature bearing

upon this subject and he has given a very brief, but very clear,

summary of the work. This question of the effect of weathering

is another phase of the same problem.

Mr. Thomas brings to our attention the fact that a Missouri

fire clay when not well weathered will remain in suspension for

a long period of time and when it does settle will leave a milky

suspension in the water above. The same clay when weathered

for a sufficient period of time will settle rapidly leaving a clear

water above. There can be no question that this milky sus-

pension which refuses to settle is colloidal and that the alterations

produced by weathering must effect the colloidal condition of

the plastic constituents of the clay.

It has long been known that the addition of small amounts

of electrolytes to clay suspensions would produce very marked

effects. Ashley- has cited a number of such instances and Wiley3

has given certain others.

In these various investigations it has been found that the

addition of small amounts of certain electrolytes to certain

clays will produce a fiocculation or precipitation of the clay

slip while larger amounts of the same electrolytes will produce

a subsequent deflocculation or suspension of the slip. With

other electrolytes small additions cause deflocculation while

larger additions flocculate or precipitate the slip. Still other

electrolytes will produce fiocculation and others deflocculation

of the slip as larger proportions are added. Mellor, Green and

Baugh 4 made a very complete study of the effect of adding certain

materials to a slip made from an earthenware body containing

ball clay 23.53 percent., china clay 27.95 Per cent., Cornish stone

k).ii per cent, and Hint 29.41 per cent. They summarized

their conclusions as follows:

"The different substances may be arranged in five groups

"1. Substances which first make the slip more fluid while

' Ashley, n B . "The Colloid Matter ol Clay and its Measurement," Hull 188 I

S Geol. Survey (1909) Also Tr.ms A C S., V.>1 XI, i>i> 530 95.

[bid
i Wiley, H \\ , "Principles and Practice of Agi Analysis," Vol [., pp 181 95(1906)
1 Mellor, I \\ . Green, S \ . and Baugh, T., Tr.ms. Bnj Ceram Soc., Vol VI, i>i>

u. i
,ii
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further additions stiffen the slip. Examples: sodium and potas-

sium carbonates, fusion mixture
;
potassium sulphate; potassium

bisulphate; potassium hydroxide; potassium nitrate; sodium

sulphide; tannin and gallic acid.

"2. .Small amounts thicken the slip, increasing amounts

made the slip more fluid. Examples: copper sulphate, dilute

ammonia, and potassium aluminium sulphate.

"3. Substances which make the slip thinner. Examples:

magnesium, mercury and sodium sulphates; sodium sulphite;

sodium acetate; sodium chloride; sodium phosphate; ammonium
gallate; hydrochloric acid; water glass. It is just possible that

MHiic of these substances may have to be transferred to the

first (or second) group if greater (or less) concentrations be tried

than those employed.

"4. Substances which only stiffen the slip. Grape sugar,

humic acid, borax, ammonium chloride, calcium chloride, cal-

cium sulphate, ammonium urate, aniline, ethylamine, methyl-

amine. Here again some of these substances may have to be

transferred to the second (or first) group if greater (or less)

amounts than those just indicated are used.

"5- Substances which have no appreciable effect on the

slip; e. g., alcohol."

The clay to wdiich Mr. Thomas refers contains about o. 1

per cent, of K,0 and Na,0 which is probably there in the form

of undecomposed feldspar. During the weathering this feldspar

is decomposed to a greater or less extent, yielding the alkalies

in carbonate form. In this way changes are brought about in

the electrolytes present in the clay slips. Such changes must

cause, or help to cause, flocculation and consequent settling

of the "sol" form of the colloids present in the unweathered or

partly unweathered clay.

If a few drops of a normal solution, as hydrochloric acid,

be added to 100 cc. of a thin slip of this clay in the partly weathered

state, the clay will be found to flocculate and settle rapidly,

whereas a similar sample of the same clay without the addition

of the electrolyte will remain in suspension for several days

without settling appreciably. The same is true of the milky

white suspension which remains above the partly weathered
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clay after it has finally settled ; a single drop of a normal solution

of hydrochloric acid will cause a very rapid flocculation and

settling of this colloidal material which before the addition of

the electrolyte had remained in suspension for several months.

The addition of a few drops of a normal solution of sodium car-

bonate to 100 cc. of thin slip of the partly weathered clay causes

no flocculation, the clay remaining in suspension like the un-

treated sample. An excess of the sodium carbonate, however,

flocculates and settles the slip. With sodium chloride a few

drops of normal solution causes flocculation and precipitation

which is contrary to the finding of Mellor, Green and Baugh

in working with the earthenware body.

In addition to the precipitation of the suspended colloids

by small amounts of electrolytes formed during the weathering,

it is evident that the weathering must cause changes in the col-

loidal condition of the clay particles. The alternate expanding

and contracting, wetting and drying, etc., must produce very

profound changes in the physical condition of the material.

Hydrolysis undoubtedly plays an important role, and it seems

a well established fact that colloidal forms of aluminum silicates,

silicic acid, and hydroxides of iron and in some cases of alu-

minum may be and are formed when the clay is exposed to weather-

ing agencies.

It is very probable that in addition to these two causes,

(i) the action of electrolytes in flocculating and precipitating

the colloids and (2) the changes in physical condition of the

clay due to the mechanical processes operative during weather-

ing, there are also other agents at work which produce more or

less important alterations.

A thorough and careful study of the changes which take

place during the weathering of a hard and rock-like clay should

prove of great moment in helping to solve the problem of that

elusive property, plasticity.



BODIES FOR INVERTED MANTLE RINGS. 1

By k. Linn Clare, Columbus, Ohio.

INTRODUCTION.

Inverted mantle rings are white porous bodies, used as the

supporting frames for the frail mantles on inverted, illuminating

gas burners. They are also a means of attaching the mantles

to these burners by three lugs extending from the rings.

The problem in this investigation was to make such ex-

periments as would show, if possible, what combination of mate-

rials and what treatment of these materials woidd produce a good,

commercial mantle ring. It would seem at first thought that

this should be fairly easy, but upon investigation of the subject,

the writer found that such was not the case as is shown by the

following work. This problem was suggested by the fact that

one Ohio firm was forced to quit manufacturing inverted mantle

rings because it was unable to secure more of the materials used

in their body mixture and was unable to obtain another success-

ful formula to replace the one it had been using. This problem

was also suggested because of the absence of any literature on

the subject, due no doubt to the fact that firms manufacturing

the rings are loth to give any information regarding same.

EXPERIMENTAL WORK.

PRELIMINARY STEPS.

The first work was to determine to what temperature changes

the rings were subjected. Consequently, an inverted burner

was set up in the laboratory writh mantle and ring attached,

and by means of a standardized thermo-couple the hottest point

in the lighted burner was found to be 86o° C. The writer noticed,

however, that the rings never attained a red heat, due probably

to the rapid radiation losses. The hottest point in an open

"Bunsen" burner was found to be iooo C. These data suggested

that it was not necessary to give much thought to the refractoriness

of the ingredients used.

Tests were then performed on various commercial mantle

Abstract of a thesis done under the direction of Professor R. C Purdy, in the
Ceramic Engineering Laboratories of the Ohio State University.
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rings, chemical porcelains such as casseroles and crucibles, and

thermo-couple tubing. These tests were made by heating por-

tions of the pieces to redness in a gas and air blast, keeping the

other portions out of the flame, and then cooling the piece suddenly

either in air or by dropping into cold water. It was found that

under this intensive treatment the chemical porcelains and the

thermo-couple tubing ruptured much easier than the commercial

mantle rings. This warned the writer against using bodies of

the chemical porcelain type.

From such preliminary work and from advice received from

persons interested in this subject, the writer decided upon the

following requirements for a commercial mantle ring:

(i) It must stand sudden and repeated changes of tempera-

ture without rupture.

(2) It must be white after burning.

(3) It must be of good mechanical strength, green and dry.

(4) It must have sufficient bonding ingredients to be workable

by the dry-press process.

From the above, the writer decided that a porous body,

the cementing bond of which had a low coefficient of expansion

when vitrified, would probably serve the purpose. Upon investi-

gation, however, it was found that chemical porcelains made
up on the formulae of bodies of the lowest coefficient of thermal

expansion found by Purdy and Potts 1
' were not satisfactory;

that is, they did not stand the sudden changes in temperature

as well as other bodies of higher coefficient. The writer was

also advised by Mr. Farl T. Montgomery, who has made some

investigations along this same line, that the introduction of

Hint or feldspar into the body mixtures for inverted mantle rings

gave rise to difficulties that precluded their use.

As a result it was decided to totally disregard the coefficient

of expansion of the materials used and to omit flint and feldspar

in the bodies of the series devised.

THE INVESTIGATION PROPER.

The Compositions Tested. The separate series were there

lure devised to contain: lirst, a constant amount of ball clay

rran \ C s
. v..l xm
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to furnish the vitrified bond; second, varying amounts of a re-

fractory kaolin; and third, varying amounts of sonic non plastic

grit. This was to give a porous body with the ball clay acting

as the vitrified bond. In the different series, different non-

plastics were used, as shown in Table I.

TABLE I. COMPOSITIONS TESTED.

Series A.— (C; Icined ka Mint

|

S<ri<-s B. (Calcined MgCO,)

Mo. Ball
clay

Kaolin Calcined
k :i 1 a 1 11

No. Ball Kaoiin
el ay

MgO

i '5 7° 15 O 15 77 -5 7 5

-' 15 (,o 25 1 '5 70 '5

3 15 50 35 2 '5 60 25

4 '5 40 43 3 15 5" 35

5 15 30 55 4 15 4" 45

Series C. 1 100-mesh alu nduni) Scries D.— (200-mesh alundum)

No. Ball
day

Kaolin 100-mesh
alundum

No. Ba" Kaolin 200-mesh
Clay alundum

i 5 70 15 1 15 7" 15

2 >5 60 25 2 1 5 60 25

3 i5 SO 35 3 15 50 35

4 15 4" 45 4 '5 4" 45

5 '5 30 55 5 15 30

Materials Used.—The ball clay was "English ball clay

No. 12," purchased from The Golding Brothers Company of

East Liverpool, Ohio. It is very plastic, vitrifies slowly at about

cone 9 to 10, and burns white. This particular clay was selected

as the bond because its properties were best known to the writer.

The kaolin selected was "Dillsboro kaolin" mined by the

Harris Clay Company at Webster, North Carolina. It is some-

what plastic and burns white. Incipient vitrification begins

at about cone 11 to 12. Its drying shrinkage is six per cent.;

burning shrinkage, four per cent.; sp. gr., 2.43. The analyses

ol this clay as given in the North Carolina Geological Survey3

are as follows

;

Bulletin No. 13. "Clay Deposits and Clay Industries in North Carolina
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Ultimate analysis Proximate analysis

Moisture 0.35 Clay substance 96.81

Silica 45-JO Quartz 0.07

Alumina 40.61 Feldspar 3.12

Ferric oxide 1 .39

Lime 0.45

Magnesia o . 09

Alkalies 2.82

Water (loss on ignition). . . . 8.98

Total 100.39

Total 100. . .(

>

This clay was selected primarily because of its low fire

shrinkage. This would tend to lessen the loss during firing.

It was also chosen for its good color after firing. Of course

other kaolins of this type would serve as well, but this one was

the best available at the time.

The calcined kaolin was the above mentioned Dillsboro

kaolin calcined in a small gas-fired muffle kiln to cone 3. This

was then ground in a ball mill to pass a one hundred mesh screen

or finer. This non-plastic was selected because of its cheapness

and because of the simplicity it gave to the formula.

The magnesium oxide was secured by calcining commercial

magnesium carbonate in a gas-fired muffle kiln to cone 3. This

suggested itself as a cheap, refractory non-plastic and was used

because of the fact that a chemical analysis of one commercial

mantle ring showed it to be high in MgO.

The 100-mesh alundum (which is the trade name for fused

bauxite or corundum) was secured from the Norton Company
of Niagara Falls. Analysis shows SiO.,, CaO and MgO to be

present but in such small quantities as to be negligible. This

grit was suggested because of its use in chemical porcelains,

,uk1 because it is an excellent refractory. It has little or no

lire shrinkage and a coefficient of expansion nearly like that of

the average ball clay.

The 200-mesh alundum is the same as the above, only ground

liner The use of the varying sizes of grain was to ascertain if

possible the size best in respeet to working properties ami to the

properties <>t the finished product.
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All <»i the above non-plastics will burn white.

Preparation of the Bodies. Bach body was blunged from

fifteen to twenty minutes in a small hand power blunger of three

liters capacity. Sufficient water was added to each body to

bring it to a smooth slip, thick enough to prevent settling of

anj of the components. The only difficulty eneountered in the

process was with the magnesium oxide series. This entire series

had to be passed through a one hundred mesh screen and be

re-blunged in order to break up the flocculated particles of MgO.

After blunging, all the bodies were passed through a one

hundred mesh screen to take out any foreign materials and then

dried.

After drying, each body was ground to pass a twenty mesh

screen. Next they were spread separately on muslin-covered

slabs and approximately ten per cent, of water was sprayed on

each. They were then placed in a small plaster-lined damp-box

for aging. The bodies remained there four days in order to

allow the moisture added to become uniformly distributed and

to secure any added bond that might result from aging the

plastic ingredients.

Making the Rings.—After numerous attempts, the writer

was unable to secure either a commercial mantle ring press or

a mantle ring die. The problem then resolved itself into securing

a ^hape and size for the trials suitable for getting a reliable test.

It was finally decided to adopt a simple ring of rectangular cross-

section. This ring was to have a diameter the same as that of

the commercial ring and a cross-sectional area approximately

that of the smallest cross-section of the commercial ring. This

discussion was the result of many tests of commercial rings.

It will lie noticed that there are no lugs on this ring, nor has it

exactly the same shape in cross-section that a commercial ring

has. The lugs were omitted for two reasons : first, because it

was noted from the tests that the presence of the lugs on the ring

weakened it in no way but in most cases seemed to give added

strength. The rings always ruptured through the section of

least area. The rectangular cross-section was adopted because

of the simplicity it gave to the die construction and because at the

same time it was in no way stronger than the commercial ring:
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with the rounded eross-seetion. A die was designed to make a

ring according to the above and when finished it was simple

in construction and in manipulation. A top plunger compressed

the circular hollow column of clay and a bottom plunger pushed

out the ring. The die was fitted upon a small hand-power lever

press capable of exerting sufficient pressure to give a good bond

to the dry-pressed rings. The dimensions of a green ring were

as follows: inside diameter i
3

.,, in., outside diameter i
3

8 in.,

thickness of ring 9

64 in., height of ring \ Iti
in.

Each ring received approximately the same pressure and

all were exactly the same size. A measured amount of material

was made into each trial so that no ring contained any more or

less material than any other of the same body composition.

This was easily controlled, for the height of column compressed

could be varied at will.

Each body was re-screened through a twenty mesh sieve

just before using. This broke up any lumps present and gave

a still more even distribution of moisture.

Each ring was given two pressures in the press, the first

to expel the air and the second to complete the bond. All the

bodies worked well by this method and had good mechanical

strength, both green and dry. The rings could be handled

with safety and in no instance was a ring broken except by

extremely rough handling.

Those bodies high in alundum were very hard on the die.

Their abrasive nature would require frequent replacement of

dies in commercial practice.

Sixty rings were made from each body and allowed to dry

thoroughly in air, on metal palettes. All dried safely. \'<>

marks or scratches of any kind were put on the rings, but each

body was placed on a separate marked palette as a means of

distinguishing them.

Burning the Rings. -The rings were piled four high in small

saggers and surrounded on the outside by clean sand to prevent

their becoming displaced. Can- was taken not to get any sand

within the rings lest it prevent their shrinking freely. Small

pieces of porcelain, marked with the different body numbers,

were placed within each set of rin^s as a means of distinguishing
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the various members after burning. Bight rings of each body

were set in each different burn; the saggers were wadded to

prevenl the kiln dust marring the rings; and cones were placed

in each to indicate the exact heat treatment received.

The different burns were made in the small, coke-fired,

downdraft, test kilns in use in the Ceramic Laboratory of the

Ohio State University. Kiln No, 1 has two furnaces and its

chamber is 4' 4" x 2' o" X 2' 4" high. Kiln No. 3 has one

furnace and its chamber is 2' o" X 2' o" X 2' 4" high. The

cone 8 and cone i<> burns were made in kiln "No. 1." The cone

[2 burn was made in kiln "No. 3." The finishing temperature

in each burn was reached in 45 hours and the burns were uniform

111 all the saggers. All the kilns were allowed to cool slowly with

wickets up. Cone 12 was about the highest temperature ob-

tainable in these kilns with the fuel available and, therefore,

QO attempt was made to burn at a higher cone. When removed

from the saggers all the rings had a good white color, were porous,

and none were cracked or broken.

Testing the Rings.—The adoption of a suitable test for these

rings was a matter of some investigation. They required a test

intensive enough to break them yet somewhat similar to the

conditions under which they are used. The chemical porcelain

test, that is, heating up the piece and immersing it in water,

was obviously out of the question, because once the ring was

immersed it would instantly become saturated with water and

any subsequent heating would rupture the ring, owing to the

sudden expansion of the steam formed. The time at hand was
not sufficient to permit of drying the ring after each test. The
following test was finally adopted and proved to be entirely

satisfactory.

The Test. -One-half of the ring is heated in the hottest

part of a gas and air blast lamp and almost instantly becomes
white hot. The ring hangs on a small wire hook during the

heating process. Then it is grasped with tongs and placed directly

in a cold air blast, which chills the ring rapidly. Finally it is

placed on the hook of a spring balance and subjected to a pull

of six pounds. The pull of six pounds was found to break any
ring that had a slight crack, yet not sufficient to break a sound
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TABLE II. RESULTS OF TESTS.

Series A.— (.Calcined kaolin

>

Series B—(Calcined MgCOs)

No. Cone 8 Cone 10 Coae 12 No. Cone 8 Cone 10 Cone 12

' 4 IOH io H O io H io H io H
« 5 IO H ioH O 9 io H io H
- ' io H io H O 7 io H ioH
2 3 ioH 5 I 3 io H io H
2 ioH 5 I 2 9 ioH
2 io H 5 ,

I 3 io H io H

5
4 IO 2 2 o o 4

?> 8 5 'oH o o o

3 io H i io H o

4 4 3 o o o

4 i i 4 3 o o o

4 i io H io H O O

5 6 i i<> H 4 O O o

5 io H 5 ioH 4 o o o

5 i 7 4 o O O

Series C— (100-mesh alundum)

No.

; eries D.— (200-mesh alundum'

No. Cone 8 Cone 10 Cone 12 Cone 8 Cofte 10 Cone 12

I n. H IO H IO H 1 ioH io H io H

I io H io H io H I ib H io H io H

i to H io H io H l io H io H io H

2 ioH io H to H 2 io H io H ... H

> io H io H io H 2 io H io H io H

2 io H io H io H j io H io H io H

3 ioH ioH io H 5
10 H .<» H io H

3 io H io H IO H
!

io H io H io H

; to II io H io H
!

io H io H ... H

4 [O II IO H io H 4 IO 11 IO 11 io H

4 10 II IO II io H 4 ... 11 io H io H

4 ,., II ,,, 11 io H 4 ,o H io 11 io H

5
io H io II io H 5

loll I..1I IO 11

5 5 - io 1! 5
,,. 11 io H io H

5 9 IO II to II 5
IO 11 [O 11 io II
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ring. Although the commercial ring is never subjected to any

tension in practice, it was found that this was a ready means of

discovering cracks too small to be seen with the naked eye.

The above procedure is repeated with each ring up to ten times.

If it fails then to break, the ring is given ;i mark of "10 H" (10

Held) and is considered one capable of standing the hardest

commercial usage. The writer feels fairly safe in making this

last statement, because out of many commercial mantle rings

tested in this manner, only two stood the test ten times and the

others failed at varying points from one to nine.

It will be noticed that this test is intense in every respect.

The temperature of the blast used was found to be 1330 ° C,

while that of the ordinary illuminating gas burner is only 86o° C.

The heat was always applied to the same portion of the ring in

these repeated tests. This was designed to set up additional

strains and to open any microscopical cracks that might be formed.

Results of the Tests.—The results of the tests are shown

in Table II. The numbers show how many times the rings stood

the test without failure. Three rings of each body from each

burn were tested.

Discussion of Results. Series "A". It is noticed in this series

that at cone S all of the bodies are unreliable, that is, it seems

a matter of accident whether or not a good ring is obtained.

At cone 10, A 1 is undoubtedly a good ring for all three bodies

held after ten tests. However, with increasing percentages

of calcined clay, the rings become less and less reliable, yet as

a whole they are better than those of the cone 8 burn.

At cone 12, Ai is still a good ring, with all the other members
-till unreliable yet slightly better than those at cone 10.

Series "B." It is noticed that the cone 8 burn of this series

is unreliable throughout all the members.

At cone 10, B-o is a successful ring and B-i very nearly so.

At cone 12, both B-o and B-i are entirely successful rings.

The most notable thing about this series is the very high

tire shrinkage, due no doubt to the high MgO, as the shrinkage

increases with increased MgO. Another notable fact about
these rings is that those bodies with over twenty-five per cent.

of MgO have not the mechanical strength after burning to
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stand the six pounds tension. They were easily broken, even

without heating, and for this reason none of these were considered.

Series "C." This series was entirely successful except for

member C-5 at cones 8 and 10. This member, however, became

a successful ring at cone 12.

The one objection to this ring was the fact that the one

hundred mesh alundum gave the ring a rough, gritty, appear-

ance in the higher members. These members were also very

hard on the die.

Series *'D." This series was successful in all particulars.

It had good color, good general appearance, worked well in the

die, and stood the tests perfectly at all cones.

CONCLUSIONS.

(1) This investigation proves conclusively that successful

commercial inverted mantle rings can be made, using either

two hundred or one hundred mesh alundum as the grit in the

bodies, and burning to cones 10 or 12. The two hundred mesh

alundum used as the grit gives a better ring, as to general ap-

pearance and strength, than does the one hundred mesh.

(2) Calcined Dillsboro kaolin used as the grit is unsatisfactory

when in amounts greater than fifteen per cent, and when the

bodies are burned lower than cone 10. This ring has the ad-

vantage, however, of being the cheapest ring to produce.

(3) Calcined magnesium carbonate, used as the grit in the

bodies, gives successful rings when in amounts of twenty-five

per cent, or less. This material has the disadvantage of intro-

ducing a very high fire shrinkage.

(4) English ball clay "No. 12" is eminently successful

as the \itrilied bond for inverted mantle ring bodies burned

above cone 8.

(5) Dillsboro kaolin is a very good white refractory ingredient

for the major portion of the Inverted mantle ring body.

(6) A consideration of the coefficient of expansion of the

materials in the thermal treatment of such bodies seems unneces-

sary.

(7) All the compositions used worked well in the die, had
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good mechanical strength, green and dry, and burned to good

white bodies.

(8) Bodies of the compositions used should be burned above

cone 8 for best working strength. The ability of the bodies

to resist the test imposed, increased with inereased heat treat-

ment up to cone 1 2.
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LIGHT GREEN CHROMIUM STAINS.

By A. R. HEUBACH, Alfred, X. Y.

INTRODUCTION.

Seger gives the following formula for a brilliant light green

stain, so-called "Victoria Green:"

1/36 Potassium bichromate

\/20 Flint

v/12 Fluorspar

y/ 20 Whiting

12 Calcium chloride (molten)

100

The writer has used this stain repeatedly as a coloring for

terra cotta glazes at cone 3 as well as cone 7, with equally good

results.

However, with the large amounts of stain needed in this

line, the writer found it very annoying to handle large quantities

of both potassium bichromate and calcium chloride, the former on

account of the fine dust which spreads all over the room and is

very irritating to nose, throat and lungs, the latter on account

of its property to absorb moisture from the air eagerly, which

makes it sticky and hard to grind.

Seger used with these ingredients in solution, but that also

would be a difficult matter on a large scale, and as the total batch

would have to be reground after evaporation in order to get a

thorough mixture, the same inconveniences would be experienced

as in mixing and grinding dry. Seger's purpose in using the solu-

tions was to get a better distribution of these compounds

I tried both the solution method and grinding of the materials

dry, and, in my experience, there is no noticeable difference, pro-

vided the materials are ground fine enough.

The object of this investigation was to produce a stain of

equal brilliancy and intensity by substituting for the bichromate

and the calcium chloride other compounds which can lie easily

handled in large quantities.

As a first stej), it was decided to determine the influence <>!

Calcium chloride and other calcium compounds in regard to color

and Stability of the stains.

It was intended to select the most promising members of
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this investigation; and it it should be found thai calcium chloride

was essentia] to the development or stability of the color, the sub-

stitution for calcium chloride of combinations such as whiting

and salt in equivalent amounts was planned.

A.s .1 last step the potassium bichromate was to be replaced

1>\ chromium oxide and nitre, or possibly both calcium chloride

and bichromate by whiting, chromium oxide and salt in equiva-

lent amounts.

PART I. THE INFLUENCE OF LIME COMPOUNDS AND REPLACEMENT
OF CALCIUM CHLORIDE BY OTHER LIME COMPOUNDS.

In planning the investigation, I intended at first to use equiv-

alent amounts of the lime compounds; hut as my previous ex-

perience with these stains seems to show that the color depends

on the form in which the lime is present, rather than the amount
u\ lime as such, and as I desired to include Seger's stain in this

investigation to facilitate comparison, I finally decided to use

percentage amounts Seger does not use equivalent amounts

and therefore it would have been impossible to include his stain

in the investigation.

As Seger's stain contains three lime compounds, the tri-

axial diagram suggested itself, and I used it in the following man-
ner with Seger's formula as a basis:

Seger's formula contains 36 per cent, potassium bichromate

and 20 per cent, flint, which were kept constant throughout.

The remaining 44 per cent, were made up by lime compounds.
As some authors recommend the use of plaster of Paris for light

green stains also, I decided to include this compound in this in-

vestigation.

The following four extremes were made up, and three of them
blended with each other in four stages:

Potassium bichromate 36

Flint jo

Fluorspar 44

Calcium chloride

Whiting

Plaster of Pari

B C D

36

20

36

20

36

20

44

44

44
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These mixtures were ground dry in a ball mill for two hours

and passed an 8o-mesh screen without residue. They were then

blended as indicated in the diagram. The mixture B was kept

in an air-tight jar, which was opened only for each weighing.

In order to include the four extremes in the triaxial diagram,

I placed the mixture D at the three corners of the triangle, and

the mixture A, B and C in the middle of the sides.

I thought, however, that this arrangement might be too

complicated for those who cannot read the triaxial diagram

readily, and for this reason I divided the triangle into four smaller

ones, each representing a separate group.

Xo. ii, in Group I, does not correspond exactly to Seger's

formula, but the color is identical, and therefore this stain repre-

sents the standard.

This method has the disadvantages, that some of the mix-

TSPAA'S.AM. C£/?SOC. I/OS. Mis
/=/&./.

//£t/&4C/S
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tuns will reoccur in different groups. Pig. 1 shows the diagram

with tlu' four subdivisions; the duplicate mixtures art- indicated

by circles and semi-circles. This triaxial diagram has appeared

so frequently in the Transactions of this Society that a further

explanation seems unnecessary.

For the benefit of the practical men, who are not able to read

the mixtures from the diagram, I will give the actual weights of

each stain. See Table I:

Croup I

TABLE I. COMPOSITION OF STAINS.

2 I 3 I 4 I 5

Potassium bichromate

Flint

fluorspar

Calcium chloride

Whiting

Croup II

20 20

1 1

36

33

8
I
9

I
1 0| 1 1

36

20

33 33 H

Potassium bichromate

Flint

Fluorspar

Calcium chloride

Plaster of Paris

36

33

36

33

36

Croup I 11

Pot issium bichromate

.

1-lin

Fluorspar

Whiting

Plaster of Paris

Croup IV

36

II

Potassium bichromate

,

Flint

Cal rium chloride

Whiting

Plaster of Paris M

36

33

36 36

33

33 44

i, u, 36

S3

36 36

36

33 33 H

36

33

The stains were burned at cone 4, in an oxidizing atmos-
phere in cylindrical crucibles, which were not covered, in order
to facilitate the escape of the volatile matter.

When the crucibles were taken from the kiln, a great num-
ber of them was badly cracked and apparently forced apart,

while others appeared as if they had been soaked in a brown
fluid.
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The latter is of course due to the volatile chromic acid and

was particularly apparent with those mixtures which contain

calcium chloride.

I am not able, however, to give a reason for the cracking of

the crucibles. It is apparently due to an expansion of the stain,

taking place at the earlier part of the firing, as all the stains,

with the exception of numbers 10 and 13, in Groups I and III,

formed small cylinders with about '

4
inch space between the

stain and the wall of the crucible, as shown on the left of Plate I.

Plate I

Numbers 10 and 13 had started to fuse and had boiled up to the

top of the crucible.

The other five crucibles on Plate I show the cracks and the

discoloration caused by the volatile compounds.

As an explanation for the fact that numbers 10 and 13 in

Groups I and III are the only two stains which have actually

started to fuse, while all the others were only more or less fritted,

I would suggest the following:

B. Karandeeff 1 found the eutectic mixtures of calcium-

metasilicate and calcium fluoride at 38.2 per cent. CaF, and 61 .8

per cent. CaSiO., with a melting point at 1 130° C.

Assuming that the whiting and the flint combine to calcium

silicate, we find, by calculation, that No. 13 would contain 22. 15

per cent. CaF, and 77.85 per cent CaSiO, ; the whiting and flint

happen to be present in equivalent amounts in this case, while

No 10 would contain 46.17 per cent. Cal\, and 53 83 per cent

CaSiOj with some free silica, /. , ., leaving the bichromate out of

COE ideration.

Zeitschrifl fill nnorganiw he t. hemic, 1 will. 3 (1910
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Comparing these figures with the utectic mixture, we find

thai this would lie between No. [O and No. [3, and thai these

two mixtures, being nearest t<> the eutectic, would therefore

be expected to be the most fusible ones

KarandeelT found also a eutectic mixture between calcium

metasilicate and calcium chloride, with a melting point of 764

C He does not give actual figures in this case, stating merely

that the eutectic lies very close to the calcium chloride end.

We would therefore expect signs of fusion between Nos. 5 and 9 of

Groups I and IV, but this is not the case. However, the whiting

being so low in these mixtures, there must be a considerable

amount of free silica present, and this may have prevented the

fusion. I state this merely as a suggestion and do not claim

that it is actually the case.

The stains were then coarsely ground in a mortar and washed

with hot water until the water was perfectly colorless. Wash-

ing the coarsely ground stains is much more convenient than

grinding them fine first, as the stains will settle more easily,

and the operation can be done more rapidly.

It developed that the amount of the soluble salts is inversely

proportional to the amount of the volatile substances, i. e.,

those stains which showed the strongest evidence of volatility

needed only a few washings, while those which showed no or but

little volatility had to be washed eight times or more before the

water was colorless. The only exceptions to this rule were

again Xos. 10 and 13, of Groups I and III. They did not show

any pronounced evidence of volatility and yet the water was
clear after three washings. This is due to the fact that they

had fused and therefore did not give up the soluble salts readily.

However, they had to be rewashed repeatedly after they had been

finely ground, while none of the other stains needed rewashing.

The stains were then ground wet in a ball mill and screened

through a 1 20-mesh screen.

In order to show the results plainly, little hexagonal tiles and
parts of hexagonal tiles were made, which were arranged as shown
in Fig. 2. Each screw which holds the tile to the board repre-

sents the point in the diagram at which the mixture of the stain,

used on this tile, lies. Two series of these tiles were made.
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2 . 60 SiO,

031 B3Oa

D C &
On one series the stains were used as under-glaze colors, to

show the shade and intensity of the colors. This was done by

mixing the stains in the proportion of 3 to 1 with a glaze of the

following formula:

0.43 CaO
0.23O 0.25 A1A
0.34 PbO j

which is the standard earthenware glaze of the New York vState

School of Clayworking and Ceramics. The same glaze was ap-

plied over the colors and the trials burned at cone 4.

There are little blisters and small spots bare of glaze on some

of the tiles. This is not a detect of the colors or of the glaze,

but is caused by the method of application. The colors were ap-

plied by spraying with plain water, consequently t lu\ were lay-

ing on the tiles as loose, dry powders by the time the glaze was ap

plied. When the glaze was applied, the water of the glaze-slip
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expelled the air between the particles of the color, and this es-

caping air caused the glaze-slip (<> blister while it was being ap-

plied. This might have been avoided by simply using some

gum with the under-glaze colors.

Other under-glaze colors arc usually prepared by adding a

few per cent, of ball clay or body mixture to the stain, and the

gum may then be omitted. With delicate green colors, how-

ever, i1 is no1 advisable to use clay, as it produces brownish tints.

To secure a proper bond between the body and the color, I used

the addition of glaze, as otherwise the stain alone would act the

same as dust on the ware.

The second series was made to test the stability of the stains,

and to that end 5 parts of the stains were added to 100 parts

of above glaze.

In this series the glaze has badly blistered on some tiles.

As all the blistered glazes happen to contain plaster of Paris, it

might appear, at the first glance, that the sulphuric acid from

that source was causing the trouble. Perhaps it is indirectly

the cause, but closer inspection reveals that, for instance, No. 9

of Group III, which contains 39 per cent, plaster, is perfectly

smooth, also No. 8, which contains 22 per cent, plaster, while

No. 2 of the same group, which contains only 1 1 per cent, plaster,

has badly blistered. We find that all the glazes which show

blistering have been applied too heavily, and I believe that,

with the proper application, none of the glazes would show this

defect.

The colors of the stains and of the under-glaze colors are

shown in Table II.

The colored glazes of the second series have the same gen-

eral appearance as the corresponding under-glaze colors, but the

white body of the tiles, showing through the translucent glazes,

makes the colors appear lighter. With a higher percentage of

stain, to render the glazes opaque, the difference between the

under-glaze colors and the colored glazes would probably be but

slight.

The only distinct difference will be seen in No. 13 of Groups

I and III. As under-glaze color this stain produces a grayish

grass-green, while in the glaze it has been bleached to a pale
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The plates accompanying this article indicate the differences

in intensity of the colors produced, but not the differences in hue.

In the plate above, the triangle marked Group 3 should be

marked Group 4, and vice versa.
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grayish light green. It is apparently the least stable stain of

the whole investigation, being partly decomposed by the glaze.

The color of No. n, in Group III, may be regarded as iden-

tical with that of Xo. n in Group I, which is the standard color,

and therefore the purpose of this investigation, to produce a

color of the same general appearance as Xo. n, Group I, with-

out calcium chloride, has been accomplished.

Apparently, complicated reaction takes place in the forma-

tion of these stains, and as it is doubtful whether even a careful

analysis would throw any light on this point, I shall refrain

from any theoretical speculations.

CONCLUSIONS ON PART I.

The conclusions to be drawn from this investigation are as

follows

:

i. Fluorspar is essential for the production of light green

stains.

2. Calcium chloride is not essential, acting merely as a

modifier of the color.

3. Whiting alone does not give satisfactory results.

4. Whiting and calcium chloride and whiting and plaster

of Paris produce very dark green colors.

5. Plaster of Paris acts very similar to calcium chloride as a

modifier of the color.

6. The best results are obtained with a mixture of about

equal parts of fluorspar and whiting, and this color may be modi-

fied by either calcium chloride or plaster of Paris.

It is understood, of course, that different glazes will give

different results, particularly glazes of different temperature

range. However, so far as glossy glazes of the same tempera-

turf range are concerned, the difference will not be noticeable,

provided none of the glazes contain zinc oxide.

This is not so with matte glazes. An alumina matte, in an

oxidizing burn, even if it does not contain zinc, will give brown

ish tints, or if green colors are obtained, they are very unreliable,

changing with different burns or showing different tints even in

one and the same burn.

On the other hand, in my experience, barium mattes pro-

duce very satisfactory results, provided they do not contain
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more than o.i equivalent of zinc oxide. One-tenth equivalent

of ZnO will produce green colors, hut they are as unreliable as

the alumina mattes, while more than o.i equivalent of ZnO will

invariably produce brown colors. This is in perfect harmony

with Bryan's3 results.

It seems, however, that zinc oxide is detrimental only when

it is incorporated in the glaze, as I have produced good green

stains with a considerable amount of zinc oxide in the stain.

Having demonstrated that calcium chloride is not essential

in the production of light green stains, it remains only to substitute

for the potassium bichromate some less objectionable compound.

To this end I shall select Group III as the only group which

gave satisfactory results without calcium chloride.

PART II. REPLACEMENT OF POTASSIUM BICHROMATE BY CHROMIUM
OXIDE AND NITER.

In an endeavor to replace the objectionable potassium bi-

chromate Group Y was made up.

This group is the same as Group III with the exception that

potassium bichromate was replaced by equivalent amounts of

chromium oxide and nitre.

The three extremes are:

E F G

Chromium oxide 18.6 18.6 18.6

Niter 24-7 24 -7 24.7

Flint 20 .0 20.0 20.0

Fluorspar 44
Whiting 44
Plaster of Paris 44.O

107-3 107.3 IO7.3

These were mixed according to the diagram and treated in

exactly the same way as in the preceding groups.

The actual weights are given in Table III.

When taken from the kiln, the stains had very much the

same appearance as those of Group III. Even Nos. 10 and 13,

as in Group III, were the only two which had started to fuse.

Trans. A. C. S. ( Vol. X, p. 124.
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Using the same glaze, the stains were applied to two series

of tiles, as under glaze colors, and as coloring matter in colored

glazes.

The colors of the stains are shown in Table IV:

TABLE IV. COLORS OF STAINS IN GROUP V.

No. After n ashing Under glaze

1 Chromium green Light green

j Chromium green Grass green

3 Chromium green Chromium green

4 Chromium green Dark chromium green

5 Chromium green Dark chromium green

6 Bluish chromium green Light green
~ Grass green Grass green

8 Grass green Light chromium green

9 Chromium green Dark olive green

to Brilliant light green Light green

I I Brilliant light green Light green

12 Chromium green Very dark olive green

'3 Brilliant light green Light green

'4 Dark green Very dark olive green

[5
Grayish green Very dark brownish green

The colored glazes have the same general appearance as

the corresponding under-glaze colors. It might be mentioned,

though, that they did not show the boiling up, which was ob-

served in the preceding groups, as they were applied more care-

fully.

While the colors of this group show a striking similarity to

the corresponding colors of Group III, .many of them show a

slightly different tint.

CONCLUSIONS ON PART II.

Strictly speaking, I did not succeed in matching Seger's

" Victoria Green " exactly; however, the difference between Seger's

"Victoria Green" and No. n of Group V is so slight that it

would be negligible under factory conditions. If an exact match
is desired, it could probably be secured by blending No. 1 1 with

one of the other stains.

In order to avoid misunderstanding, I would say, in conclu-

sion, that it was not expected that different lime compounds
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or chromium introduced from different sources would yield iden-

tical results.

In the case of the lime compounds we could not expect

identical results, because they were not present in equivalent

amounts.

Moreover, we have here what Dr. Mellor terms "arrested

reaction," and even if the lime compounds had been present in

equivalent amounts, we could not expect identical results.

In order to produce a certain result, we give the mixtures

a certain heat treatment, *. c, we do not permit of a complete

reaction between the different ingredients, because if we did,

we might get identical results, if the different compounds were

present in equivalent amounts, with the exception of fluorspar,

which would involve a variation of the silica content of the final

product, but we would not get the light green color for which we

were looking.

Since the original ingredients are different chemically as

well as physically, the reaction is arrested at a different point

in each case, although the heat treatment was the same in all

cases. Therefore, we could expect identical results only, if we

would bring the mixtures to complete fusion, and even hold them

at that point for some time, to permit of a complete reaction,

the same way as we do with a silicate fusion in chemical analysis.

The case is somewhat different with the chromium derived

from different sources. Here we could reasonably expect similar

results, because very likely the niter reacts with the chromium

oxide, forming potassium chromate, at a temperature at which

the other ingredients are still unaffected. It would then be

only a question of the action of potassium bichromate in Group

III and potassium chromate in Group V.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. Hurt: I don't care particularly to discuss the use of

chromium, because I have not worked very much with it. I

think it is a very interesting line, and I am very glad to see it

taken up and ranied out, for we have not had very much work

on the subject. I find thai m.) best course is not to use chromium

to a very < rre;it extent. I was interested to hear Mr. Heubach
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explain his trouhlr from blistering. That is very frequently

the case.

Mr. Purely: I wish to tall attention to the fact made plain

in these experiments, that the source of the oxides is am impor-

tant consideration in the obtaining of tints. This is one of the

points on which 1 have stood alone in chrome-tin stain discus-

sions.

Mi. Pone: In replacing calcium chloride in Seger's formula

with fluorspar or fluorspar and whiting, I find that the green

color obtained is similar to that obtained from the Seger for-

mula but that it is more yellowish and not so strong as the Seger

green.

Unless the stain is used in very large quantities, Seger's.

method of preparation will not be found particularly inconvenient,

and the stain obtained will be more satisfactory.

Mr. Heubach's statement concerning the action of the

"Victoria Green" in the alumina matte does not agree with my
experience. I have found the stain prepared from Seger's for-

mula to give very reliable and uniform results in a matte of this

type, the color being the green characteristic of the stain.



KAOLIN MINING IN THE SOUTH APPALACHIAN MOUN-
TAINS. 1

By A. S. Watts.

The following is a portion of an investigation carried on by

the United States Bureau of Mines for the purpose of determin-

ing the industrial importance of the pegmatite dykes of the

South Appalachian mountain districts and whether the varia-

tion in physical and chemical properties displayed by different

portions of these dykes is inherent or is due to variation in re-

fining processes.

The district covered by this investigation lies southeast

of the full extent of the Great Smoky Mountains and consists of

an immense tableland which extends from the Great Smoky
range to the Blue Ridge mountains. The width of this plateau

is more or less irregular owing to spurs from the Great Smoky
mountains on the North and from the Blue Ridge on the south.

Its maximum width, however, is about forty miles. The length

of this plateau is approximately four hundred miles, including

the gradual slope into Georgia at the southwest extreme and

the slope into Virginia at the northeast extreme.

The pegmatite dykes which occur throughout this area are

seldom of great width or extent but exist in vast numbers and

apparently of considerable uniformity. Up to the present time

the main products of these dykes have been mica and a limited

amount of kaolin. The lack of transportation facilities has pre-

vented more extensive mining of kaolin, feldspar and quartz,

which are always encountered in the mining of mica within this

area. Recent extensions of railroads have opened up additional

areas within this district, and the time has arrived when their

industrial value should be determined.

AREA COVERED BY THIS INVESTIGATION.

Starting at Rome, Floyd Co., Ga., and Dallas, Paulding Co.,

Ga ., as the southwest extremes, the dykes producing the above

materials follow a general northeast direction, becoming of

Commercial importance however only when the northeast slopes

1 By IMTM1ISM..I1 of the Director, U. s. itutcau of Mines.
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of the Nantahala Mountains are readied. The dyke bell here

broadens and covers the territory from Clayton, Rabun Co.,

c.i
, to Brysen, Swain Co., X. C. Here the first kaolin mining

in the belt was done. The belt narrows gradually until Waynes-

ville, Haywood Co., X. C, is reached. Xortheast of this poinl

only small evidence of the dykes are found until Rurnsville,

Yancey Co., X. C, is reached. Here the belt expands to about

twenty miles width, including the Spruce Pine, Penland and

Bakersville districts, where operations are now quite extensive.

Xortheast of this district the dykes are less altered, only one

dyke of kaolin of any value being found until the Virginia line is

crossed. Beyond this line the dykes are scarce and of little

value until Bedford Co., Va., is reached, where several important

dykes are found producing both kaolin and feldspar. The in-

vestigation ended at Lynchburg, Ya.

The Lower District.—The district northeast of Nantahala

Mountains covers Macon, Jackson and Swain counties and a

small amount of Haywood County. The dykes here are in an ad-

vanced state of kaolinization in most instances and are very

numerous. In Maeon Co., sixteen separate deposits of kaolin,

three deposits of semi-kaolinized feldspar and five feldspar de-

posits were sampled. In Jackson Co., eleven kaolin deposits,

three semi-kaolinized feldspar deposits and three feldspar deposits

were sampled. In Swain Co., six kaolin deposits and one semi-

kaolinized feldspar deposit were sampled. In Haywood Co.,

five kaolin deposits were sampled.

The Spruce Pine District.—This includes Yancey, Mitchell

and Avery Counties.

The dykes in this district are in all stages of kaolinization.

In Yancey County five kaolin deposits and two feldspar deposits

were sampled. In Mitchell County eleven kaolin deposits, two

semi-kaolinized feldspar deposits and eight feldspar deposits

were sampled. In Avery County, two kaolin deposits and three

feldspar deposits were sampled.

The other deposits studied lie outside these centers and may
be considered in most cases as unimportant, although in a few

instances these isolated dykes are of sufficient importance to

justify operations.
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In a number of the most extensive deposits of this district the

formation can hardly be recognized as dykes since the walls are

not clearly defined and the deposit has no regular structure.

Such deposits are undoubtedly great lenses formed at favorable

positions along the intruded dyke. A fact worth noting in con-

nection with these great lenses is that they are uniformly lower

in feldspar and kaolin than are the better defined and narrower

formations.

The material investigated are associated with or form a part

of the granite pegmatites which occur throughout the Appalach-

ian mountain range.

ORIGIN AND GEOLOGY.

A discussion of the origin and geologic occurrence of these

dykes does not properly belong in this treatise. However, geolo-

gists agree that within the area covered by this investigation

these pegmatites exist as dykes intruded into the enclosing

rocks, probably in the fluid state; and because of the fact that

such intrusion would naturally occur along the planes of easiest

fracture, these dykes lack uniformity as regards both direction

and size. They are lens-shaped, often pinching out within a

few yards from a mass many yards wide to one only a few inches

wide. The same is true of the perpendicular dimensions, al-

though not to so pronounced a degree.

The majority of the dykes studied dip from io° to 25 ° from

the perpendicular toward higher ground of the present topog-

raphy. The general direction of the dykes is northeast and

southwest, l)ii t many of the large deposits appear to have a due

north or due east direction.

The entire area covered by this investigation is rough and

mountainous, the level areas being confined to narrow river val-

leys and a few small plateaus.

Mosl of the dykes worked at the present time are well up

on the mountain sides and in some eases such dykes have been

found in the present nests of mountains. Similar deposits are

found, however, as low as the level of the present river beds

and are apparently no more advanced as regards kaolinization

than are the deposits located at higher levels
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In every case studied the dyke is intruded into a micaceous

gneiss, best known as the Carolina gneiss. This gneiss seems to

have withstood weathering to about the same degree as the in

traded material, the walling in every ease studied being disinte

grated when kaolinization has occurred and to about the same

degree.

The pegmatite of these dykes consists of feldspar and quartz

in more or less intimate mixture, varying from a fine granite to

associated masses of pure feldspar and quartz, in no case,

however, have either been found alone and the ratio of quartz

to feldspar seems reasonably constant. In the mixture is found

mica (both as muscovite and biotite), garnet, beryl, tourmaline

and small quantities of other secondary minerals.

The structure of the dykes is peculiar and leads one to be-

lieve that they may be a series of intrusions.

The structure of these dykes is graphically shown in the ac-

companying sketch, Fig. 1.

The material adjoining the hanging wall is nearly always

quartz in a distinct band. This quartz band may be only a few

inches or may be several feet thick. Next to this quartz we

generally find a feldspar-rich pegmatite or a narrow layer of

feldspar-lean pegmatite carrying garnet, tourmaline and other

minerals. Adjoining this pegmatite we will find the massive

feldspar if such a stratum occurs in the dyke. Adjoining the

massive feldspars, if such occurs, we may expect to find a narrow

band of massive isolated lenses of quartz. Adjoining this we
find two or more distinct bands of pegmatite, each band being

distinct as regards size of grain and percentage of quartz con-

tent and impurity. Generally these are next to the quartz band

which joins the wall. Between the last pegmatite band and the

flint band we may find the mica, although it is not uncommon
to find it between the feldspar and the first-mentioned pegmatite.

In fact the mica is rarely found continuously between any given

bands ; and although its general position rarely changes from one

wall to the other, its irregularity makes mica-mining a very un-

satisfactory business.

Oxide of iron occurs as a stain in infiltrated surface clay

and is often so securely set in the crevices of ruptured strata
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that no amount of washing will remove it. Fortunately, it sel

(loin penetrates more than a few yards. Where the dyke has

kaolinized t<> any extent we find pockets of iron-stained sand

and enclosed lenses of iron-bearing micaceous gneiss which is

altered to the same extent as the pegmatite and must be removed

with great care, as it is exceedingly friable and its finely divided

iron oxide content has enormous coloring power.

Garnets are rarely found as the sole impurity in pegmatite.

Where they occur we generally find mica either as muscovite or

biotite, or both, and often beryl and tourmaline. Garnets rarely

occur in the feldspar-rich strata but are more often found in

strata which are made up of quartz and micas. Many dykes

which are rather low in feldspar would present industrial possi-

bilities were it not for the iron garnets and fine biotite mica

which they carry. Beryl, on the other hand, is found almost

entirely in those strata high in feldspar and low in quartz. Tour-

maline, like beryl, is found oftenest in the feldspar-rich strata.

Manganese and cobalt as earthy oxides are found associated

with most of the dykes studied. These generally occur as wad
or as asbolite.

The quartz band, which adjoins the hanging or foot wall

in most of the dykes, is ruptured apparently from cooling strains,

and in the crevices thus formed we may find the deposits of wad
or asbolite above referred to. They exist as brown or black

powdery material loosely filling the crevices or as nodules ad-

hering to the quartz. Only in two instances have either of these

materials been found intermixed with feldspar or kaolin. At

one point in Macon Co., N. C, a few nodules of asbolite were

found in the kaolin bed ; and in the Isinglass Hill kaolin deposit

these nodules are very common indeed.

Cassiderite (oxide of tin) is found associated with a kao-

linized pegmatite dyke at Lincolnton, Lincoln Co., N. C. This

deposit, however, lies outside the district directly under investi-

gation as does also the Isinglass Hill deposit, both being south

of the Blue Ridge Mountains. However, their occurrence and

structure are so similar to the deposits being studied that it seems

permissible to mention them here.

With the exception of the cassiderite and the wad or asbolite
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in nodule form disseminated throughout the dyke, the minerals

above mentioned are common to every pegmatite dyke studied;

and the problem of their removal or utilization confronts every

present or prospective operator.

KAOLINIZATION.

The term " kaolinization " is used to signify the process of

decomposition of feldspars and the recombination of a portion

of the decomposition products forming kaolin. The process may
be considered as follows:

Molecular combination Combination by weight

KzO A12 3 Si0 2 H 2 K 2 AlgOa Si0 2 HoO

Feldspar

Loss bv H.,0 solution

Insoluble decomposition products

Recombination as kaolin with ab-

sorption of combined H ,0

I'ncombined or free SiO,

I

I

I

I

I

6

6

4

2

'7

17

18 4

18.4

18.4

64.6

64.6

21.6

43

6.44

We thus see that of 100 parts potash feldspar decomposed

we lose 17 parts potash by solution and we have 43 parts free

flint and 46.44 parts kaolin, which latter is made up of 40 parts

obtained from the feldspar plus 6.44 parts water of combina-

tion absorbed. The total of the insoluble products is 89.44 Per

cent, of the feldspar decomposed. A bed of residual kaolinized

feldspar (minus the potash and plus the water of combination

in the kaolin formed) should therefore contain 51.81 percent.

kaolin and 48. 19 per cent, free quartz.

This is assuming that the deposit is pure feldspar. In nature

this is rarely the case. In the present investigation of pegma-

tites the feldspars are mixed with greater or less amounts of

quartz. Other minerals are also present in small quantities

so that if we find a kaolinized dyke averaging 40 per cent, pure

kaolin we have an exceptional east/.

It rarely occurs that the kaolin and quartz products of the

feldspar disintegration remain evenly distributed throughout

the deposit. The tendency srrtiis ( (1 be for the kaolin to filter

its u.iv down through the quartz particles until it has formed
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a compact mass, where it packs together into a bed which some-

times runs 92 td 93 per cent, kaolin. Below this bed in the dyke

we find another strata of quartz sand which with depth becomes

richer in kaolin until another bed of nearly pure kaolin is en-

Countered.

The extent to which this process has gone on varies in differ-

ent dykes and different localities, but it is more or less apparent

in every dyke studied.

As the extent to which kaolinization has progressed varies

inversely with the depth, it is not surprising to note that the

kaolin decreases in plasticity with the depth of the dyke below

water level until the proportion of semi-kaolinized material

becomes so great that deeper mining for kaolin is impractical.

This semi-kaolinized material, if devoid of plasticity, acts like

feldspar or quartz sand in the washing process and may all be

removed by the mica troughs and screens.

The depth at which this unplastic material becomes appar-

ent in the dykes studied can be roughly set down at 40 to 45

feet, although the richest and apparently most plastic kaolin

is always encountered when the present water level is reached.

It is doubtful if this kaolin is really more plastic than the rich

portions encountered at high levels but it appears so, owing to

the excess of water which it carries. In some dykes the kaolin

content steadily increases until the water line is reached, and in

such cases the deposit at that point is very rich indeed. These

dykes exist in all stages of decomposition from fresh feldspar

to perfect kaolin. The topographical location seems to be no

guide in determining the extent to which kaolinization has pro-

gressed. Fresh feldspar and completely kaolinized feldspar

lay almost side by side and at the same elevation. On Tremont

Mountain, Macon Co., N. C, we find fresh feldspar and kaolin

deposits only a few hundred feet apart on the same level. The

two deposits are identical in structure, each having narrow veins

of mica-bearing pegmatite along both walls, and a horse of pure

quartz cutting the dyke through the center vertically. At Pen-

land, Mitchell Co., N. C, a deposit in an advanced state of kao-

linization is being worked for kaolin, while fifty yards distant

a fresh feldspar dyke is being worked. In this case, however,
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the kaolin deposit is not so well defined and appears to have been

disturbed by a slide. The feldspar deposit is a well defined

dyke. Near Jasper, Pickens Co., Ga., we find a kaolinized dyke

following the crest of a low ridge while one hundred yards dis-

tant and at a level of fifty feet lower we find a fresh feldspar

dyke.

Many other similarly associated dykes of feldspar and kao-

lin will be found recorded in the description of deposits included

in the investigation of this district.

PROSPECTING FOR KAOLIN.

Within the area studied very little prospecting has been

done aside from the "ground-hog" mica mining which has re-

sulted from exposure of mica-bearing ledges on the surface.

Dyke formations are so uncertain that only by the most

thorough prospecting can the extent of a deposit be ascertained.

Pig .' i'Mm 1 1 surface indications of a disintegrated pegmatite dyke Macon Co., North
Carolina i in white quart] boulders, which once constituted > band in the dyke and
which alone have withsl I disintegration, are tttered ibout ovei the belt beneath which
wi may exped to find kaolin.
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The surface indications arc mainly confined to scattered

quartz boulders except where a wash may expose kaolin or peg

matite ill dyke structure. A typical surface indication is shown

iii the accompanying photo (Fig. 2 )-

MINING AND REFINING THE KAOLIN.

( 'pen cut mining is employed exclusively on but one property

in the district. At the Hewitt Mine in Swain Co.. N. C, shown in

Fig. 3.—Open-cut mining of kaolin. Frank R.
Hewitt operations, near Almond, Swain Co.. North
Carolina. The quartz band is absent from this
dyke, and the low kaolin content indicates a some-
what different structure from that of a majority of
the dykes of this district.

Fig. 3, the overburden is removed by scrapers until that por-

tion is removed which overlays the dyke to the depth which is
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kaolinized. A vertical cut is made through the hanging wall

and the slope of the foot wall is followed, making a Y-shaped

opening. The walling is so friable, however, that this method
causes much trouble from slides, as shown in the illustration;

and other operators have resorted to open-cut methods only so

far as the walls will stand safely, which is a maximum of about

thirty feet. Below this depth the circular shaft and tunnel

system is employed in every case.

The combination of these two methods is shown in the il-

lustration of the Franklin Kaolin and Mica Co. operations in

Fig, 4 Combination open cut ami shaft mining. Franklin Kaolin and Mica Co .

lotla Bridge, Little Tennessee River, 4 miles north of Franklin, Macon Co., North Caro-
tin i The qttarU band on the right form-; the f""t wall while tin- other quart/ band bi-

sects tin- dyke,

M. in in Co., X. C, see Fig. 4. Note on the right the quart/

stratum adjoining the hanging wall and another quartz stratum

cutting the dyke in the center.

The open cut as a method for removing the upper portions
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of the dyke is well shown in Pig. 5, illustrating the Harris Clay

Co. operations at Brysen, Swain Co., V C. The portion of the

working here shown has been worked oul as thoroughly as pos-

sible without too great expense for removing the enormous over-

burden shown on the left sick- of the cut. The outline of some of

the circular shafts can still be seen in the foreground.

This dyke was being worked last summer at a point one-

half mile farther north, but is rapidly pinching out. This por-

tion of the dyke is shown in Fig. 6 and shows very well the

method of open-cutting. Note that the material is removed in

two benches and conveyed in dump ears to an incline by which

it is conveyed to a point about two hundred feet lower on the

mountainside, where a sluice system begins by which the ma-
terial is floated one-half mile to the washing house. The horse-

drawn carts are used only for removing refuse and overburden.

The incline system referred to is shown in Fig. 7. Note

in the upper portion of this picture the face of the workings

along the mountainside. The present workings are to the right

of the head of this incline. The water supply for the sluice is

conveyed by troughs which you will note coming from the center

right of the picture.

Another good illustration of open-cutting preliminary to

shafting is Fig. 8, illustrating the Harris Clay Co. operations

at Sprucepine, Mitchell Co., N. C. In the center foreground is a

great mica-gneiss lens which was found in the heart of the de-

posit and which has been carefully worked around and left stand-

ing. This deposit is an example of the expanded lens referred to

and is kaolinized only about forty feet deep, so that the shafts

are rarely more than twenty feet. Two shafts are being operated

here, but both are hidden by the obstruction in the foreground.

The sluice system for removing the kaolin to the washing plant

is carried directly to the mouth of the shafts in these workings

and will be noted in the lower right-hand corners of the illustra-

tion. This sluice system is merely a trough either V- or U-shaped,

into which water is run, and at a lower point the crude kaolin

is shoveled in and thus is floated to the washing point. A long

sluice system is found very advantageous as it aids in disinte-

grating the hard lumps.
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Fig. 5.- Abandoned operations of the Harris Clay Co., two miles north of Brysen, Swain
Co

, North Carolina Open-cut and shaft mining were combined in working this dyke. The
dyke dipped toward the hill, and mining was discontinued on account of the great cost ol
handling overburden. Note the outline of shafts in the foreground.

I
i '. It. ..in operations of tile Harris Cla\ Co . at Krysin. Suaiu Co North CaTO

luii Open-cut mining preliminary to shafting This deposil tain the face ol a mountain
ii oi about 1000 tt above tin- washing plant
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Fig. 7. Gravity system of handling crude kaolin from the mines to the head of the
flume. Harris Clay Co., Brysen, Swain Co., North Carolina. The mining operations, fol-

lowing the fare of the mountain, are shown in the upper portion of the view. The flume
enters from the lift center of the view.

Fig. 8. —Kaolin mining operations of Harris Clay Co., Sprucepine, Mitchell Co., North Car-
olina. ( )pen-cut preparatory to shafting. Roan gneiss lens found in the center of the dyke
stands undisturbed in the foreground. Flume system of conveying crude kaolin to the washing
plant is carried to the point of mining operations and may be seen in the lower right and
lower left of the view. Note the thin overburden.
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Fig. 9.—Original kaolin mining operation of Gurney Clay Co., 4 miles north of Frank-
lin, Macon Co., North Carolina Shaft mining exclusively. Note the gradual rise of thi^

knoll. An old horse-drawn whim, now abandoned, lies in the center foreground while a new
horse driven hoist is being operated in the lower left corner of the view.

10 Hoi >ii i n hoist for removing kaolin from shafts Gurnej Clay Co . M icon

Co., North < irolina
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Another property where this system of mining is employed

is the Gurney Clay Co. operations, north of Franklin, Macon Co.,

V C. This deposit is an expanded lens, but of especial richness.

Pig, g shows this property as originally operated before the

open-cut system was introduced. Horse-driven hoists are used

to elevate the material from the mines. An old horse-drum

hoist, now abandoned, is seen in the foreground. Fig. m is a

nearer view of the horse-driven hoist. .Since these photos were

taken the shaft system has been supplemented by an open-cut

system by which about twenty feet of the top of the dyke are

removed. This is shown in Fig. 11, which is taken looking

directly into the face of the hill and shows the remarkable thin

overburden at this point. On the right is seen a stained area

which occurs in the deposit and which is caused by iron-stained

surface clay filtering in along the roots of the tree of which you

can see the stump remaining. From a point directly above this

stained area another view was taken looking out over the area

already mined over. This is shown in Fig. 12, and shows the

system of shaft mining which follows up the open-cut system and

by which the lower portions of the dyke are removed.

At the mines of the Southern Clay Co. at Franklin, Macon
Co., X. C, the shaft system is employed exclusively. Fig.

[3 shows the district known as No. 4 mines. The dyke here is

about eighteen feet wide and runs east and west across a ridge.

The shafts are sunk to about one hundred and ten feet depth,

when water is encountered in great quantity, and the dyke shows

decreased alteration, making mining for kaolin unpractical.

The Hume for conveying the kaolin to the washing plant is to be

seen running from left to right in this view. The material from

these shafts is elevated by means of electrically driven hoists.

A good idea of the method of timbering these shafts to prevent

caving is obtained from a study of Fig. 14. The timbers are

cut in 3 ft. lengths and are 4X6 inch yellow pine or oak. The
ends are cut to key the desired circle so that when in place they

form a solid circumference which becomes only tighter as pres-

sure is applied from the walling. The shaft is sunk in 3 ft.

benches, and the timbering above is retained in place, when the

supporting material is removed, by short posts, although the pres-
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Fig. 13.—Shaft mining for kaolin. Operations at No. 4 mines of Southern Clay Co.,
Franklin, Macon Co., North Carolina. The flume for conveying crude kaolin to the
washing plant runs from left to right across this view.

Pin 14 Kaolin shaft showing construction of cribbing Southern Cla> Co., Franklin,

North Carolina Tins shall being on .> hillside necessitates the cribbing extending higher on
d< than the other, thus exposing the cuds of some of the timbers,
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sure created by the walling is generally sufficient to prevent the

timbers moving, The dip of the dyke necessitates a vertical

shafl extending i ti i < > the walling on cither one or both sides, and

the maintenance of the shaft in circular form necessitates the re-

moval of much worthless material. The dip of the vein is shown

in Fig. 1 5.

Tig. 15.—View in a kaolin shaft showing the dip of the dyke and the great contrast be-
tween the white kaolin and the dark red decomposed Carolina gneiss, which forms the
country rock through most of the section studied.

When the shaft has reached the maximum depth at which

the kaolin content will justify mining, a series of tunnels are run

off and the kaolin removed from that portion of the dyke not

enclosed within the shafts, which are generally sunk on about

forty feet centers. This means tunneling 10 ft. from each shaft

if the shafts are 20 ft. in diameter. When the dyke at a given

level has been robbed, the tunnels are filled up with material

from the surface which has been dumped into the shaft, and thus

the shaft filled up until the next higher bench is reached, when
the enclosing timbering is removed and that bench robbed as

was done on the lower level. The shafts are thus filled before

leaving and the overburden, removed in preparation for new
shafts, is disposed of. The removal of quartz strata encountered
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in the center of a dyke, and almost invariably along the hanging

wall, is a very expensive operation and attended with some

danger, owing to the advanced state of decomposition of the as-

sociated materials.

The removal of water from the shafts is, however, the most

expensive and annoying proposition met with in kaolin mining

in this section. The amount of water draining into a shaft will

often necessitate a continuous operation of hoisting by means
of barrels in order to enable the miners to work. This water is

seldom encountered until more than 40 ft. depth is reached, and

in many of the older operations mining was abandoned when the

flow of water was so great as to demand bailing. In the district

studied, the cutting of a tunnel at or below the level where water

is encountered has never been successful, although in Lincoln

Co., N. C, where a similar dyke is worked for cassiderite, a shaft

has been sunk and tunnels radiated from it, and thus a great

area has been successfully drained. Another evidence that such

a system would be successful is the fact that where two or more

shafts are being worked on the same dyke, the deepest shaft is

I'li:. 16 Kaolin washing plant ol Harris Claj Co Hoj Rock deposit, neai Webster,
m Co North ( .

1 1
•

-1 1; This operation is the oldest in the district, having been
worked continuously sm e 1890
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generally troubled with nearly ;ill the water, while the other

shafts are comparatively dry.

Prom the shafts or open cut the crude kaolin goes by sluice

to the washing plain, an example of which is seen in Fig. t6.

The first process to which it is subjected is known as washing

and the machine used is called a washer. This is really merely

a process of disintegrating or washing the kaolin free from the

mica and quartz particles with which it is intimately mixed in

the deposit. The machine is more plainly seen in Fig. 17,

and consists of an oblong box with a horizontal revolving shaft

through the center. To this shaft arms are attached which stir

the kaolin into a finely divided slip. From the washer the kaolin-

charged water passes to the sand wheels, which are shown in

connection with the washers in Fig. 18. These sand wheels

air merely wheels with scoop buckets attached to the radiating

spokes, and these scoops scrape the sand from the bottom of the

machine and in rising allow the kaolin and water to drain off

before the scoop reaches an elevation which will permit of the

sand dropping off the scoop. The back of the scoop is sloped

toward the outside of the machine so that when the sand slides

out it is projected at a 45 ° angle from the scoop and falls out-

Fig 17. — Kaolin washer and sand wheels. End view, sht
pulley with the washer and by gear with the two sand wheels.

.ing power connection by
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Fig. 18.— Kaolin washer and sand wheels (side view). Franklin Kaolin and Mil
Iotla Kridge. Macon Co., North Carolina. The refnse from the sand wheels lies in a heap in
the left foreground.

l-*i^' 19 Kaolin washing plant, including washer and sand wheel
Mil. i troughs in lefl foreground Top Frame "i settling tanks shown i

Franklin Kaolin and Mica Co . Iotla Bridge, Macon Co . North Carolina

shown I

righl foreground.
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side the machine. In some plants ;i small jet of water is im-

pinged upon the scoops when they reach the desired elevation

and thus the sand is more readily dislodged. Most plants find

thai at least two batteries consisting of a washer and sand wheel

each are necessary. loom the sand wheel the erude kaolin

floats through a sand box which is of no standard size but is

merely a tray like box where the force of How created by the

washer and sand wheel is overcome by increased surface, and the

sand which has not already been removed can be allowed to set-

tle. The outlet of this sand box should be so placed that the

water current must turn at least at right angles and a i8o° turn

is preferable.

Prom the sand box the crude kaolin floats into the mica

troughs. These are shown in Fig. 19. The construction of

the mica trough is a matter of much importance in kaolin refin-

ing and is very poorly understood. In some plants the troughs

are sloped from end to end, and a drop of from one to one and a

half inches is provided in each fifty foot length of trough. Thus

in a series of eight troughs a drop of eight to twelve inches occurs

in four hundred feet flow. In other plants the individual troughs

are level from end to end, but each succeeding trough is set one

to one and a half inches lower than the one above. This encour-

ages the settling of sand and also provides the necessary drop to

maintain flow. The length of trough regulates the degree of

separation accomplished, provided too much drop is not intro-

duced; and except as regards the elimination of very fine mica,

this means of separation is very efficient.

Another system of mica troughs employed in England

but not used, to my knowledge, in the United States is the "fan

system" shown in my article of last year on "Kaolin Mining in

Europe." By this system the rate of flow and resultant set-

tling of mica is accomplished by conducting the erude kaolin

slip from one central trough into a battery of radiating troughs,

and the increased area over which the slip is distributed furnishes

the retarding force which causes the sand and mica to settle.

From the mica troughs the slip goes to the screen for the

elimination of any particles of mica which may have floated to

that point. Experience indicates that if sufficient mica trough
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length is provided to eliminate the last traces of mica without

the use of a screen, a large amount of slightly plastic kaolin will

settle in the last portion of the troughs, and the product, while

more plastic on account of the elimination of these particles, will

possess an extreme shrinkage, which is objected to by the tile

manufacturers who are at present very large users of the kaolin.

The screens used are of three types, viz., the stationary, the

rotary and the vibrating.

The stationary screen is most common in this district and

is so well shown in Fig. 20 that little additional explanation

is necessary. The system as shown consists of four independent

screens. The flow from the mica troughs is so divided that an

equal portion is diverted in each screen. The screens are made
in three sections each. The overflow from the first runs onto

the second and from the second onto the third. The screens are

Pig 20 Mica trough* and ttationary screens Note the flow of kaolin slip onto the top
screens and the small amount thai Bows "\<r onto the second m<l third screens Harris
1. lay Co operations, Sprucepine, Mitchell Co .

\"ith Carolina
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so slanted thai the excess materia] flows off readily, thus pre-

venting clogging; and the third screen rarely has any water on

it except when the slip heroines too thick and an exeess of line-

sand and mica is conveyed to the end of the mica troughs.

The rotary sereen is known to every one and may be seen

in nearly any clay working machinery catalogue. It is very

efficient when used in day working and has this advantage in

clay washing over the vibrating screen, that the screen surface

is inverted each time the screen revolves, thus loosening any

line mica particles which lodge in the meshes. This is much aided

by playing a line jet of water directly over the screen.

The vibrating screen has been found uneconomical in this

district, mainly owing to the fact that fine mica particles clog

the meshes and are removed only when broken up by contact

with other particles, in which case they pass on through, which

is exactly the result that the screen is intended to prevent.

From the screen the kaolin slip passes into the settling

tanks. Although the kaolins of this district are very low in

plasticity they do not lack fineness of grain and the property of

remaining in suspension in water. This is undoubtedly due in

part to the soluble alkali present. In nearly every plant alum

Pig. 21.— Filter presses elevated to permit of use of cars to remove pressed kaolin.
Frank k Hewitt plant, near Almond. Swain Co.. N'ortli Carolina.
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Fig. 23. Kaolin dryer with separate roof which rolls back on a track thus exposing the
kaolin to the direct rays of the sun. Harris Clay Co., Sprucepine, Mitchell Co., North
Carolina.

Fig. 24.—Ordinary steam dryer for kaolin. Kaolin heaped directly on steam pipes,
which arc laid along the floor. Harris Clay Co., Sprucepine. N'orth Carolina.
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is employed to overcome the difficulty. This is used in lump
form and is introduced in a bag in the trough which conveys

the slip from the screens to the settling tanks. From the set-

tling tanks the slip, after removal of the excess water, is trans-

ferred to the agitator, where it is thoroughly re-blunged, and then

pumped directly into filter presses. The filter presses are ele-

vated to permit of the use of cars for removing the clay, as shown

in Fig. 21.

From the presses the clay cakes are taken to the drying

house. A number of drying systems are employed in this dis-

trict. The simplest form of drying is by open-air sheds where

the cakes are exposed on shelves and dried by natural evapora-

tion of the water. An improvement and labor-saving arrange-

ment in this district consists in having the open-air dryers eleva-

ted and stock bins below (Fig. 22) . The clay, when dry, is dumped
off the racks through openings in the floor into these stock bins.

Another improvement to open-air dryers is shown in Fig. 2$.

This consists in having the roof constructed to roll on a set of

tracks, permitting of its removal from above the clay rocks so

that the clay can be dried by direct rays of the sun.

An artificial drying system is shown in Fig. 24. This con-

sists of an ordinary shed, the £oor of which is covered with steam

pipes. The clay is heaped directly upon these pipes and drying

is very rapid and economical. Great care must be exercised not

to remove the covering of clay from these pipes in case the heat

is shut off, for the pipes will then rust very quickly and stain

the clay. The most modern drying system in the district is em-

ployed by the Southern Clay Co., at Franklin, X. C. This linn

has installed two fan system, hot air, tunnel dryers similar to

those employed for (Irving bricks. The clay cakes are taken from

the presses onto cars; and these cars are run into one end of the

drvers and come out at the other end, dry and ready for shipment.

SPECIAL PROBLEMS CONFRONTING THE KAOLIN REFINER IN THIS
DISTRICT.

The danger of contamination by iron-bearing minerals as

sociated in the dykes and l>\ the enclosing gneisses cannot be

too strongl) emphasized. The grade of the product can be more
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easily reduced l>v admission of such material than in any other

way. The existence of these kaolins in narrow dyke formations

instead of vast beds increases the temptation to mine out every

particle of salable material, and this leads operators to accept

small amounts of stained material which in more extensive de-

posits would be rejected.

It the high-grade product which is possible from these dykes

in to be produced, it is imperative that no stained material shall

be removed simultaneously with the associated kaolin. When
iron-stained sand pockets or streaks of iron-stained clay, due to

infiltrated water, are encountered, they should be carefully re-

moved and all traces cleaned away before touching the white

clay on the same bench, or they should be carefully worked about

and all white clay removed from the bench before the stained

sand or clay is disturbed. Of course this does not make for cheap

operation, but only by such precautions can the danger of con-

tamination be avoided and a uniformly high-grade kaolin ob-

tained, such as the district is capable of producing.

Aside from the variation in the color of the kaolin due to

associated materials, the most serious consideration is the varia-

tion due to degree of kaolinization. This does not affect the color

but affects the refractory value, the plasticity and especially the

shrinkage of the kaolins. The influence of degree of kaoliniza-

tion upon refractory value is shown in Fig. 25, which compares

combined water content with refractory value. Combined water

content is here taken as an indicator of degree of kaolinization.

Here we see the refractory value increase as the feldspar

alters to kaolin and in approximately the same proportion.

Many of these deposits are so slightly kaolinized that to the casual

observer they are fresh feldspar. An examination, however,

shows that the cleavage is becoming notably weak, so that many
specimens may be broken with the hands. A determination

shows a small amount of combined water and a proportionate

increase in deformation temperature. The exposure of these de-

posits to surface drainage or wash removes the kaolin formed,

leaving a mixture of feldspar and quartz, wrhich naturally does

not check with this curve, hence only samples from well pro-

tected deposits have been considered. The presence of the requi-
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site [3 (> per cent, of combined water cannot be taken as an in

dication of the development of plasticity. In fact, none of the

materials classified in this investigation as semi-kaolinized feld-

spar possess any real plasticity, nor do they possess sufficient

bonding power to permit of their being pressed into shape for

test without the employment of some organic bonding agent.

Shrinkage tests made at 1330° C. indicate that the materials

containing less than 3 per cent, of combined water deform and

hence cannot he measured. A specimen containing 3.7 per

cent, combined water shrinks 15 per cent, and is vitreous and

translucent, but not deformed. A specimen containing 5.5 per

cent, combined water (•/. c, 40 per cent, kaolinite) shrinks 7.5

per cent, and is semi-vitreous but not translucent. Those speci-

mens possessing more than 5.5 per cent, combined water are

not vitreous at this temperature but show increased shrinkage

with increased content of combined water. A specimen con-

taining 1 1. 3 per cent, combined water shows a shrinkage of

15.25 per cent.

This variation in shrinkage is due to two causes. In the

slightly kaolinized specimens the shrinkage includes that of

vitrification, while in the specimens nearing complete kaoliniza-

tion the high shrinkage is due to the high combined water con-

tent and the fine state of subdivision of the kaolin particles.

The presence of this semi-kaolinized material with its varia-

ble shrinkage is very probably the cause of much of the shrink-

age variation noted in the washed kaolin from this district.

A study was made of the variation of physical properties

with depth in a number of especially well exposed deposits.

Samples were taken from a point near the surface, and other

samples were taken from the lowest practical mining level. The
accompanying table shows the combined water content, the pro-

portion of the various sized grains in the samples taken, and the

shrinkage at the various stages of manufacture.

We see by a study of this table that a variation in shrink-

age exists in all of these deposits but with no regularity. The
variation between the different deposits is far greater than be-

tween the different depths in any one deposit. This is of course
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assuming that a washing process is employed which will remove

all the hard granular feldspathic material.

VARIATION OF PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF KAOLINS WITH DEPTH OF
DEPOSIT.
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The production of a uniform product from any given de-

posit depends therefore upon the ability or willingness of the oper-

ator to work all levels in the same proportion, or in a constant

ratio to each other. This calls for a storage system at the mines

so that excess material from any given level may be reserved

until the proportions of materials from other levels will permit

of its use. The same result may be accomplished by reduction

of output from any level which tends to produce temporarily

more than its average amount of material. However, for economy

of operation it is advisable to operate at a maximum capacity

and the expense of maintaining a reasonable storage of unwashed

clay will compare favorably with the added cost i\\k- to reduced

production, especially if water must he removed from the work-

ings.

The same proposition confronts an operator who attempts

to blend materials from two or more dykes. A constant ratio

must be maintained between the amounts of material introduced

from the different dykes < >wing to the greater difference between

dykes than between different levels of tin- same dyke, such a pro
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cess of blending demands special attention and care it the prod-

uct is to be maintained uniform.

Another detail of refining which demands special attention

is the amount of material fed into the washing plant as compared

to the amount of water flowing through it. This subject is en-

titled to more careful consideration than it has received up to

this time. I! the plant is crowded to its capacity, the slip

passing through the sand box and mica troughs may have a spe-

cific gravity of 1 .55 and can thus float much fine mica and grit

which it could not carry if only moderately charged with crude

kaolin. For satisfactory washing operations in this district a

specific gravity of 1.30 to 1 for the crude kaolin slip appears

to work most successfully, although this cannot be laid down as a

standard for all operations. The main point brought out here

is that a slip of uniform density should be fed into the washing

plant if a uniform product is to result.

Another precaution which will materially assist in producing

a uniform product is the maintenance of ample storage tank

capacity for slip, thus enabling the operator to blend his mine

products of, at least, several days before pressing.

Another detail worthy of attention in connection with kaolin

refining operations is the uniformity of the water used for wash-

ing. Usually the source of supply is a spring brook, and this

tends to vary with the season due to surface water additions.

The soluble salt content varies with variation in flow and season,

and this has a marked influence on the capacity of water to hold

kaolin in suspension. Where variation in this property exerts

so great an influence on the product, the maintenance of a uni-

form water supply would appear to be a wise investment.

The practice of re-using the water in such operations as

kaolin washing should not be attempted except when the sup-

ply is limited and the practice is a necessity. The kaolinizing

process which the feldspathic matter in the dykes has under-

gone has, as is explained heretofore, liberated a considerable

amount of alkali and doubtless some of this remains associated

with the kaolin by adsorption. If water for washing is re-used

it soon becomes charged with these soluble salts, and its abilitv

to remove the soluble material from the crude kaolin is lost.
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The kaolin produced from water charged with soluble salts will

hence contain considerable soluble salt, and its refractory value

be proportionately reduced.

It is advisable, where the re-use of washing water is neces-

sary, to replace at least a portion of this by fresh water from

time to time and thus prevent the stock water from becoming

too concentrated. The addition of fresh water to replace loss by
evaporation does not provide any relief along this line as the total

alkali content in that case remains the same since by evapora-

tion no alkali is removed.

The removal of mica and its possible utilization should be

carefully considered. Mica is present in varying amount in all

the dykes of this district, and its removal is imperative whether

it is thereafter made a merchantable article or not. Coarse

mica does not present any difficulties to the kaolin miner but

can be picked out by hand and sold to considerable profit. The

only difficulty arising from the presence of coarse mica is due to

carelessness. When it is allowed to enter the flume with the other

associated minerals of crude kaolin, it soon becomes battered

to pieces and enters the washing plant in such small particles

that its removal even by the aid of fine sieves is difficult and often

impossible.

All mica in blocks should be removed with the coarse flint

particles before the crude kaolin enters the flume. One-fourth

to one-eighth inch mica may be removed by the settling troughs

but its separation when pulverized is a very difficult problem,

and it resolves itself into a problem of removing the mica while

coarse and to this end the process of disintegrating the crude

kaolin without injuring the mica present To this end the sluice

from mines to washing plant should be of gradual slope and with-

out sudden angle or drops. The spokes in the washers should

clear the sides and bottom so that no mica present may be crushed.

The seoops on the sand wheels should clear the bottom of that

machine sufficiently so that no mica lodging there may be battered

to pieces.

Mica liner than one-eighth inch diameter is the most diffi-

eult to remove of any impurity in crude kaolin, in successfully

removing the Other non-plastic material, a certain amount of
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fine mica is of necessity carried piisi the mica troughs, and a fine

screen is necessary for the removal of (his mica. A sieve of [oo

meshes per lineal inch is customarily used for a stationary screen.

[f a vibrating or revolving screen is used a sieve of 120 meshes

per lineal inch is employed.

The recovery of the fine mica from the sand in the mica

troughs and from the slime on the screens should be considered

very seriously as the material thus obtained, if separated from

the associated sand, should make a product suitable for use in

the manufacture of lubrication mixtures and in many instances

suitable for use in the decoration of wall paper.

A process for the recovery of this line mica would consist

of a separation based on size of grain. The mica particles, being

in plates while the quartz and other associated materials approach

spheres in shape, woidd permit of a separation by currents of

water. Such apparatus is not at present on the market but

could be easily constructed to remove the quartz by hydraulic

methods. The biotite, chlorite and vermiculites, being much more

friable than the museovite, are naturally broken into finer parti-

cles and may be removed without difficulty, provided enough

water is furnished to enable the coarser particles to settle with-

out interference.



AN APPARATUS FOR THE DETERMINATION OF THE EX-
PANSION COEFFICIENT OF SOLID BODIES.

By P. A. Boeck, Worcester, Mass.

In the course of some experimental work and investigation

of certain phenomena in the manufacture of grinding wheels by
the vitrified process, about three years ago, it was found neces-

sary to determine the coefficient of expansion of bodies for which

no data were available.

On investigating the various types of apparatus used it

was found that none answered all of the requirements, the prin-

cipal difficulty being in the use of large, and in some cases com-

plicated, test pieces on which the determination was made. As

the main line of work was to be on abrasive materials having a

hardness of 9 or more in Moh's scale and infusible except at the

temperature approaching that of the electric arc, it was mani-

festly evident that a small test piece of simple shape would be

required.

The main considerations in the design of an apparatus for

the work in hand were arranged in the following order of their

importance.

1. Ease of preparation of sample.

2. Temperatures up to rooo C. and with certain slight

modifications up to the softening point of quartz.

3. Determination of absolute values for the coefficient.

4. Reasonable accuracy.

5. Rapidity and facility of operation.

c>. Adaptability to test pieces of any material.

The principle on which the apparatus, as finally adopted,

is based was suggested by an instrument seen in the Reichsan-

stalt which depends on the compensation in expansion of two con-

centric fused quartz tubes, the outer one serving as a heat-

ing chamber lor the test piece and the compensating inner quartz

tubes on either side of it. The outer quartz tube is clamped

tightly by a support at one end and the inner set at the opposite

( ad, the difference in expansion of the inner and outer sets of

tubes due to heal being measured by a micrometer microscope.

The final development and arrangement of apparatus took
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the following form (Fig. i) : An expansion furnace in which the

test piece is uniformly heated by means of resistance wire wound
about a fused quartz tube, the expansion of the test piece being

transmitted to a smaller fused quartz tube concentric with the first

and bearing a cross hair upon which is focused a filar micrometer

attached to a high power microscope. The movement of the cross

hair is observed simultaneously with the temperature of the test

piece inside the furnace as is indicated by a thermocouple which is

in intimate contact with the test piece. The temperature is meas-

ured on a recording millivoltmeter and is corrected for the tem-

perature of cold juncture as indicated by the thermometer in a

cold juncture block. The degree and rate of heating of the furnace

in which the test piece is placed is gauged by the ammeter and

controlled by a carbon compression rheostat in the heating circuit.

The detail of the construction of the expansion furnace

is shown in the accompanying elevation which will be described

briefly

:

A fused quartz tube (Oi) (Fig. 2) 41.3 cm. (16.25 inches)

long and 2 cm. (0.78 inch) bore, having tightly affixed brass end

pieces, is wound with 6.5 m. (25.5 ft.) of flat " Nichrome " wire

(R) 0.36 X 1.1 M.M. (0.014 X 0.045 inch) in section closely

covering 15 cm. (6 inches) of the tube slightly to one side of its

center and connected to the terminals (Ti, T2), as shown. The

active portion of the heating element, i. < ., the heated portion, is

covered by a thin layer of Alundum cement to prevent corrosion

and to distribute the heat uniformly. The tube is rigidly fas-

tened by the bronze support at the right side and allowed to

slick- freely in a similar support on the left so that any expansion

that occurs due to the heat will be towards the left.

A fused quartz disc (Q 4) of the diameter of the outer quartz

tube, having a hole large enough for the introduction of a thermo-

couple, presses firmly against the end of the outer tube and pre

vents any movemenl of the inner quartz tube (Q 3) towards the

left Tlie test piece (T), whieh is in the form of a tube 10 cm.

; 937 baches) long and 1 8 cm. (0.709 inch) in diameter, hav-

ing a hole 1 cm. (o 393 inch) in diameter, is held in place <>n

either side by fused quartz tubes (Q 2, Q 3) which allow {>i move

limit only towards the right, all free motion being taken up by
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a helical brass spring (S) of the proper tension placed at the ex-

treme right of the inner tube (Q 3) . The inner tube at the right

side bears a cross hair (H) of a single strand of black silk, on which

the micrometer microscope is focused.

It will be seen from this description that each set of tubes

has free movement only in opposite directions, the outer tube

capable of moving only toward the left and the inner set only

toward the right, which latter movement is diminished, with re-

spect to the cross hair, by the distance the outer tube moves
to the left by virtue of its expansion due to its being heated.

But the degree to which both inner and outer tubes are heated

being the same at any point, the expansion of the quartz tubes

will be equal and opposite in direction and will therefore com-

pensate each other, so that the net movement of the cross hair

on the inner tube will be due entirely to the expansion of the

test piece. If this expansion be divided by the true rise in

temperature of the test piece, the linear coefficient of expansion

per unit length per degree rise in temperature may be readily

obtained by a simple calculation.

There is, however, a slight correction for the expansion of

the outer quartz tube about the test piece and for a slight deforma-

tion of the fixed standard at the right, due to warming, which is

known as the "Correction for the quartz and instrument."

The equipment used for measuring the change in position

of the cross hair consists of a Bausch & Lomb microscope fitted

with a filar micrometer attachment capable of measuring with

the -'

3
inch objective any variation in position of the cross hair

to within a possible error of 0.00052 mm. (0.000020 inch). This

is calibrated by a standard slide having parallel lines ruled one-

tenth and one-hundredth millimeter apart. Not being able at

the magnification used to obtain a cross hair sufficiently fine

SO that no error would be introduced, it was found most advan-

tageous to use a dark dyed single strand of silk and select one

particular portion o!" this to hi' followed.

The most difficult problem confronted in a determination

of this kind where absolute values arc sought is the uniform

heating and the measurement of the true temperature of tin- test
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piece. Where high temperatures are used this is by no means

an easy matter, but by eliminating <>ik' obstacle after another we

have been able to reduce the error in this apparatus from this

cause to a minimum.

The test piece is supported and prevented from coming in

contact with the heating tube by means of two rings of platinum

wire placed near either end of the piece, insuring a uniform

heating by radiation except at the point at which the actual con-

tact with the platinum occurs, which is so small as to be negligi-

ble. The quartz tubes on either side of the test piece are of

course supported in like manner.

The next consideration is the placing of the hot juncture

^4 the thermo-couple in the test piece in such a manner that it

will record the true average temperature of the test piece as

accurately as possible. The form of the piece is such that it

will quickly assume the temperature of the surrounding bodies,

i. «., the walls were made as thin as is consistent with ease of

manufacture, so that by placing the juncture of the couple in

close contact with the inner wall of the test piece the proper

temperature will be indicated. This is done by placing a plug

of pure asbestos fiber beside the couple in the center of the piece.

In winding the resister about the outer quartz tube, a space

of 3 em. (1 . 18 inches) on either end of the test piece was cov-

ered to assure a uniform temperature to the piece and to prevent

a lowering of the temperature of the extremities by radiation

and conduction losses.

The thermo-couple used was a platinum, platinum-rhodium

all«»y, made by Wilson and Maeulen, and standardized by the

Bureau of Standards. As a precautionary measure the couple

was 'glowed out" frequently by an electric current and checked

by determining the freezing points of standard pure metals.

The free ends of the couple were immersed in mercury contacts

in a steel cold-juncture block having a thermometer placed to

record the temperature of the mercury. The cold-juncture

corrections determined by Offahaus and Fischer (Electrochemical

and Metallurgical Industry, IV, 9-362) were applied to all read-

ings. The electromotive force of the couple was measured by
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a Taylor "Thread recorder" of high temperature, and amperage

was taken simultaneously every minute throughout the entire

run.

The remainder of the apparatus requires no further descrip-

tion except the possible explanation that the current (a 110

volt lighting circuit) passing through the heating coil was so

gauged that a uniform rise of 20 degrees centigrade per minute

was maintained within the test piece.

It is somewhat outside the province of this paper to discuss

results obtained ; however, some characteristic expansion curves

may serve to show the accuracy of the apparatus and be of in-

terest in suggesting new lines of work in this very interesting

and important field.

Fig. 3. The expansion curve of "Alundum"—electrically

fused alumina used for abrasive purposes. This material is es-

sentially a glass. Note the linear expansion.

Fig. 4. The expansion curve of "Crystolon," a recrvstal-

lized piece of silicon carbide, also used for abrasive purposes.

The expansion of this material is approximately half that of

the "Alundum." Xote the position of the cooling or contract-

ing curve showing the small temperature lag and also the fact

that the latter curve eventually reaches the initial position,

indicating that the expansion and contraction through the rise

and fall of the temperature are the same. The coefficient of

linear expansion is calculated from the mean expansion as shown

by these two curves.

Fig. 5. The expansion curve of a sample of ball clay burned

at cone 12. Note the peculiar character of the curve indicating

a well marked thermal reaction at a comparatively low tempera-

ture. This is also shown more strikingly and checked in the

following curve.

Fig. 6. Two expansion curves of a tire clay burned at cone

12. This curve was so unusual that a check run was made.

This, in verifying the previous run, shows the capability of the

apparatus for obtaining concordant results

The apparatus is not limited to ceramic or mineral bodies
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but is adapted (<> any material which can be formed into the re

quired test piece. Standard metals have gives results which

check very closely with the accepted values of their coefficients.

The temperature limit of the apparatus as described is about

1100 centigrade. By using a resistance wire of platinum or

iridium the apparatus may be used up to the softening point of

quartz.

Research Laboratorij s,

Norton Company,
WORCES1 n. Mass



RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN THE REFRACTORIES IN-
DUSTRY.

By F. T. Havard, Madison, Wisconsin.

HISTORICAL.

Although the art of the potter and the knowledge of the

chemist and geologist have combined to develop the ceramic

industry, perhaps the combination of these with the skill of the

mason has been most effective in urging the progress in the prepa-

ration of refractories, which have supplied the sinews of war

to the furnace men in the extraordinary changes which have

been made in recent years in the science of metallurgy. Dur-

ing the middle ages, the furnace operator was at the same time

the worker in clays, a potter of no mean skill, who had consid-

erable intelligence in the selection and application of refractory

materials. Agricola describes the methods used in preparing

fire clay retorts and crucibles, and the practice in constructing

furnaces in the middle ages. The clay was pugged, thrown by

hand, dried and burnt in wood fires. The furnaces in his day

were similar to many used at the present time in Europe, in which

the movable roof, made of nicely fitted tiles to form an arch

inside a round angle iron band, superimposed the hearth made
of tamped bone ash, marl, silica or some other refractory ma-

terial.

The use of kaolin to make porcelain also helped the chemist,

who gained a lively appreciation of the qualities of the purer

clays. His acquaintance with bone ash, carbon, plumbago and

wrought iron anteceded that with silica, while he rapidly becomes

conversant, through experiment, with the properties of bauxite,

magnesia, dolomite and marl. It is only within quite recent

time that the use of chromite, steatite, and the various artificial

refractories has developed.

Thus the art of the potters preceded that of the brick and

refractory makers in Europe. It was not so, however, in America.

We read of brickyards mi Long Island in 1040, ami the industry

has continued to develop mi a scale larger than and different From

that of any other country. Following the use of lire clay, came

the application of silicious rocks in natural state such as pudding
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stone, granite and quartzites which were found suitable to with-

stand the corrosive action of metals and sla^s at high tempera-

tures. Then bone ash had its day, followed by graphite until a

happy combination of ground rock and clay mass led the way
i" the discovery of the advantages offered by the silica brick

material.

Soon after the introduction of aluminous brick, the value of

graphite as material for crucibles and furnace linings was real-

ized. It is interesting to note that a patent, No. 767, Jan. 25,

1 7 j , was granted to Win. White for a "new invention in the

manufacture of crucibles for the melting of metals and salts."

The specification directs that Stourbridge and Dorsetshire clay

are to be mixed with Woolwich sand and water and that the

mixture is to be trodden with the feet. The use of coke in ad-

mixture with Stourbridge clay in the manufacture of crucibles

was patented by Anstey, who used two parts of fine ground clay

with one of pounded gas coke, and prescribed that the coke was

not to be crushed finer than one-eighth of an inch and that the

mixture should be worked with water and well trodden. An-

stey's pots withstood eighteen successive fusions of cast iron,

provided they were not subjected to frequent and rapid cooling,

and earned for him a prize of a silver medal and the sum of twenty

guineas for his invention from the Society of Arts. It was not

long afterwards that an effort was made to substitute plumbago
for coke and in 1828 Mr. Charles Sidney Smith was awarded .£'20

for the manufacture of crucibles composed of Stourbridge clay,

coke and plumbago. The process of making these pots or cru-

cibles is described in Vol. 47 of the Transactions of the Society

of Arts. They seem to have been of an even homogeneous

character and of considerable strength and refractoriness.

In 1856 Deville made alumina crucibles from a mixture of

gelatinous alumina with a proper proportion of calcined alumina

and from an intimate mixture of equal parts of alumina and

pounded marble. These crucibles when exposed to a high tem-

perature acquired a remarkable degree of solidity and resisted

sudden and great changes in temperature. In 1869 bauxite,

which had been previously analyzed by Berthier, was suggested
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as a raw material for crucibles. It obtains its name from the

hill called 'Colline des Baux," from which Berthier obtained

his sample. Some bauxite in Andalusia had been used by the

Moors for the manufacture of terra cotta ornaments, but it was

not until the end of the '60s that it was used as a lining for fur-

naces. It is not surprising, considering its physical properties,

that it has not obtained a wider application for this purpose.

Lime crucibles were made at this time, and experiments were

conducted by Deville in applying them for smelting; but on ac-

count of the reaction of lime with carbon and its tendency to slag

with any silicious or aluminous material it did not obtain a wide

field of use. Furthermore, the lime crucibles disintegrate when
kept for a long time and are unsuited for the melting of iron or

iron ores on account of the tendency to form calcium ferrate.

Magnesia, on the other hand, soon obtained wide and favorable

reputation as a refractory lining and was used as far back as 1870

in Bessemer converters and open hearths. Since that time it

has steadily grown in favor and is perhaps to-day the most favored

of all refractories. Hardly less useful than magnesite is dolomite,

which has been favored by the English and German iron mas-

ters as a lining for open hearth furnaces and Bessemer converters.

Unburnt limestone, when mixed with clay, has been used as a

lining in more recent years to replace the old-fashioned bone ash

and marl, both of which were used in the 18th century, but in

turn has given way to magnesite. It is only within recent years

that the high-grade magnesite bricks manufactured from Grecian

and Styrian deposits have obtained the high reputation they now
deservedly enjoy.

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS.

The developments within the past few years have been of a

very different kind. Thirty years ago the refractories industry

in the United States produced products to the value of $400,000

a year. Now their value is between fifteen and twenty million

dollars.

This is altogether due to the progress made in the metallurgi-

cal industry. The wealth arising from this industry would have

been impossible of realization had it not been for the energy of
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the refractory makers in supplying durable materials l<> stand

severe physical and chemical strain. In [820 a Mast furnace

made eighty tons of iron a week, in [860 about that much per

day. \o\v it makes ,s<><> tons daily. In 1SS0 a copper furnace

would smelt twenty to thirty tons of ore per day; now it handles

as much as two thousand. Coke oven, blast furnace and cement

kiln developments are only a few of a similar character. The re-

fractories industry has amply proved its ability to cope with these

new demands. One firm alone produces over one million refrac-

tory brick a day. There are about 400,000 silica and 50,000

magnesia brick produced daily in the country.

It is not only in quantity but also in quality that the re-

fractories industry has met the demands made on it by the

enormous furnaces, stoves and ovens. And to its credit, it has

generally been first in anticipating these wants and has frequently

educated the operators in the requirements of good, modern

practice.

Yet no remarkable change has been made in the character

of the raw material used, nor yet in the principle of the methods

of manufacture. The Americans have improved in a physical

sense the refractory products; their good chemical properties

were well known nearly a hundred years ago. We still use fire

clay brick. We have improved it for some purposes by increas-

ing the alumina percentage to 60 and 70, such as is contained in

" Alusil " bricks recommended for rotary cement kilns. But in

the preparation of silica, magnesia, chromite, graphite and the

artificial refractories we have achieved signal progress.

Unfortunately, as the industry developed there arose a con-

fusion of names applied to the silicious refractories. The name
Dinas was first used in the beginning of the 19th century by Mr.

Weston Young, who worked the silicious materials in the Dinas-

fels in Wales into brick with the aid of the underlying cretaceous

lime. The Young family kept the process a secret until the

middle of the century. During this time another kind of silicious

brick wras being made by grinding and mixing the gannister

rock of Sheffield with clay. The name "Gannister" is still

generally applied in England to such silicious material bonded
with clay. Germans commenced the manufacture somewhat
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later of the elay-bonded silica brick and called it "German Dinas"

and advanced its superior qualities as a competitor with the im-

ported English Dinas. When American industry called for acid

furnace linings, bricks and mass of the composition of the Eng-

lish gannister were marketed under the name of "Quartzite;"

the word "gannister" was restricted to the second class silicious

material, won in sandstone and quartz quarries, which was

bonded with clay and used in lining converters. The Americans

have never used the term Dinas. The first-class silica brick

with lime bond is called silica. It would be an advantage to the

industry if the terms were standardized. We might compre-

hend under "silica," brick with approximately 96 per cent,

silica and 2 per cent, lime; under "gannister," a mass with about

80 per cent, silica and 20 per cent, fire clay; under quartzite,

brick with between 70 and 80 per cent, silica, and reserve the

name "Dinas" to the peculiar brick of principally historic in-

terest made from such formations of silica and lime as those of

the Dinasfels. At the present time we have more names than

distinctions in silicious materials, since Dinas and silica on the

one hand, and gannister, quartzite and German Dinas on the other,

comprehend the same meaning.

In the manufacture of silica brick, the leading American

refractory brick makers have obtained the best results in the use

of sedimentary sandstones and quartzites containing about 97

per cent, silica; these, when ground and tempered with less than

2 per cent, of clay, burn into a brick of uncommon properties.

At the present time there are two cheap sources of this raw ma-

terial (in Wisconsin and Pennsylvania), in both of which the

silica averages 97 per cent, and is supplemented by alumina and

ferrous and ferric iron. Attempts have been made to use pure

quartzite with <><> per cent, silica, but without conspicuous suc-

cess. It would appear that the impurities when totaling less

than 3 per cent, and containing not more than 1 toi^ per cent, of

oxides of iron, strengthened the brick by the formation of incipient

slag particles. The lime is necessary to hold the silica together

during the processes of moulding, drying and burning; and it

probably acts as a fluxing agent at the high temperature of

burning, cementing the silica particles together. There is no ap-
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pearance of fluxing in the fracture of the brick, which is dry and

homogeneous. The slag particles are, however, only in an in-

cipient stage of formation l>nt are sufficiently active to act as a

bond. The physical properties of the rock play an important

role. Sand may not be used because the particles are round

and do not interlock and fail to make a cohesive strong bonded

brick. Rock which grinds into splinters, which overlap and inter-

lock, forms a satisfactory brick and is always preferred to a ma-

terial however pure which is or grinds into a granular condition.

The silica bricks have a wide use in the construction of by-

product and bee-hive coke ovens, in open hearth furnaces, in

the glass, iron, copper, and melting business. Their physical

properties of regular expansion and heat diffusivity have en-

deared them to modern furnace builders who do not require

basic materials.

Not less remarkable has been the progress in the use of

magnesia in furnace work. Five years ago no copper converter

was lined with any material other than gannister. Ten years

ago there were but a few basis-lined, open hearth furnaces.

Magnesia or burnt magnesite has in recent years been re-

placing the old standard dolomite. Magnesia is generally used

in the form of bricks, while burnt dolomite was used as mass.

The highly refractory qualities of magnesite were realized as far

back as 1870, but effort after effort to use it was frustrated on

account of the poor physical properties of the burnt mass and

bricks. It is only in the comparatively recent years that we have

developed the art of making these burnt bricks firm and suffi-

ciently tenacious to stand pressure when hot. The magnesite

to be refractory must be low in iron, silica and alumina, and yet

may not be pure. The deposits which are sufficiently pure to

use in furnaces where the highest demands are made come from

Styria and other parts of Austria-Hungary. The deposits are

most carefully mined, the mineral sorted from impurities, ground,

mixed sometimes with a suitable bond such as tar or in some

eases with little refractory plastic clay, dried and burned several

times at a high temperature. These are the most useful bricks

for the modern practice of metallurgy.
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In lead-silver smelting practice they make the most eco-

nomical lining in softening and cupelling furnaces. In the metal-

lurgy of antimony they are used in both shaft and reverberatory

furnaces; in tin and arsenic furnaces magnesia is equally satis-

factory, and it makes an economical lining in copper and steel

practice. The linings of the bath of open hearth copper and

steel furnaces are now almost invariably made of magnesia brick.

To the copper metallurgist this means the saving of time, money
and the physical energy expended on the weekly clayings of the

lining, which are costly, and retard work in plants using the fire

brick lining. Since the large modern furnaces and fore hearths

are placed out of commission on account of their lining being

eaten rather than on account of the fore hearth "freezing up,"

it has been found profitable in the long run to line these with

magnesia. We are just entering on the area of basic copper

converting when the linings of our copper converters are of mag-

nesia instead of silica clay. These magnesia-lined converters

already in use give great satisfaction, and smelt a charge of

2000 pounds per converter. Magnesia is the most satisfactory

material to use in electric furnace work and makes a particu-

larly good crucible.

Of the neutral refractories chromite is of the greatest im-

portance to the iron, copper, antimony and tin metallurgists.

It is used as a buffer lining between the bath lining of magnesite

and the wall lining of fire clay, preventing any reaction between

the basic and acid bricks. In the French antimony works it is

used as lining in the reduction hearth furnaces; and in the metal-

lurgy of tin it is, and should be still more, used for the bottom

and sides of the hearth. In open hearth iron and copper fur-

naces which use a magnesite bottom, chromite is laid in between

the hearth and the foundation of fire brick. Chromite of satis-

factory quality is found in Greece and New Caledonia; some is

found in California. It should be fairly low in iron and with

only sufficient clay content to enable it to bond.

The use of steatite (magnesia and alumina silicate) is a com

paratively modern innovation, for use principally in electric

furnaces. Perhaps the most recent, or at any rate, the most

satisfactory of the more recenl introduced refractories is carbo-
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rundum firesand or thai silicide of carbon which is produced

in an amorphous condition just outside the region of heat at

which crystalline carborundum is produced by the combination

of silicon with carbon at the intense heat of the electric arc fur-

nace. Carborundum enjoys wide-spread use both as a protective

paint for preserving bricks against acid fume and slag and also in

form of bricks made by mixing the fine carborundum with a small

quantity <>f tire clay or lime.

Bauxite has not come into more general use on account of

its quality of shrinkage. Chemically it is very inert, it may be

bonded easily into a brick of unusual strength, but in all prac-

tice known the material has shrunk sufficiently to imperil the

structure in which it was used.

A. J. Aubrey (Electrochemical and Metallurgical Indus-

try, Vol. IV, page 52) claims that bauxite bricks and blocks made
by the Laclede Fire Brick Co., of St. Louis, successfully stood

some severe tests and he would argue the superiority of bauxite

to magnesia in certain operations in the metallurgy of iron and

of lead and to fireclay brick in certain industrial furnaces such as

rotary cement kilns. The chief sources of the ore are in Arkansas,

New Mexico, Georgia and Alabama. The crude bauxite is washed

to remove some of the free silica, calcined, at cone 12, when the

water of combination amounting to 30 per cent, of the raw ore

is expelled. The bauxite shrinks considerably, particularly be-

tween temperatures of cone 9 and cone 12. The washed, cal-

cined, Arkansas bauxite analyses:

Mechanical water 0.88%
Silica 6 . 40%
Iron sesqnioxide 1 .43%
Alumina 87 . 30%
Titanium oxide 3 .99%

The calcined material may be bonded with fire clay, sodium

silicate or lime and made into brick or tiles, which, after burning

at a high temperature in downdraft kilns, are said to be suffi-

ciently strong to stand a crushing strength of 10,000 pounds per

square inch. The calcination may be done in a rotary kiln. A
brick 9" X 4K" X 2y2 " weighs 7.5 pounds. In a test made by
the St. Louis Portland Cement Co., a lining 6" thick in a 6' rotary
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kiln, 60' long, which burned pulverized coal, was removed after

a continuous run of eleven months. During the time 75,000

barrels of cement had passed over the lining and the average

loss of the blocks was about 2]/2 " . It is possible that the future

may develop uses in the chemical industry for this material.

Of the other neutral refractories I would refer to the growth

of the plumbago crucible industry; to the wider uses given to

carborundum and similar artificial compounds; to the efforts

being made to realize the value of steatite ; and to the Norton

Company's refractories such as 'Alundum."

DISCUSSION.

Prof. Parmelee: I would like to ask Mr. Havard about the

temperature, whether he meant centigrade 5

Prof. Havard: Yes sir, 1,600 degrees.



A COMPARISON OF TEN WHITE ENAMELS FOR SHEET
STEEL.

By Robert I). Landrum.

This paper is the record of the manufacturing and descrip-

tion of the physical properties of ten white enamels. It is given

not with the idea of presenting to ceramic literature a sel of

commercial formulas, but to illustrate a method for testing,

arranging the data, and arriving at the comparative values of

any enamels upon which it might be desirable to experiment.

The ten enamels are those given in the " Tasehenbueh fur

Keramiker, i<)ii,"' pages eighteen and nineteen. It should be

stated, however, that some changes have been made in the mill-

ing where it was deemed necessary, and also that a feldspar

high in silica has been used where the formula calls for pure feldspar.

All the materials, except the borax and the saltpeter, were

finely ground. Crystals of these were used. The enamel batches

were weighed, a kilogram at a time, on a balance sensitive to

one hundredth of a gram. They were then very thoroughly

mixed and were smelted, 200 grams at a time, in a gas-fired

crucible furnace, - at temperatures varying from 1050 to 1200

C. This smelting required from twelve to twenty-five minutes

and, as is the custom in practice, the molten enamel was poured

into cold water to facilitate subsequent grinding.

The resulting frits were milled—after drying—with the

required amount of tin oxide, clay, magnesia and water, about

four hundred grams at a time, in a small porcelain ball mill.

(This mill is manufactured by the Abbe Engineering Co., N. Y.,

and is illustrated on page eleven of their catalogue.) The time

required for milling varied from ^
XA to 6 3

/ 4
hours.

The wet enamel from the mill was slushed upon miniature

wash basins which had been previously coated with a good

cobalt groundcoat. After drying and burning, a second coating

of the same white enamel was applied. Both white cover-eoats

were applied as thin as possible and were burned in the regular

muffle furnaces.

These dishes were then tested as to their resistance against

1 Published by the Keramische Rundschau, Berlin. X. W., 21, Oermany.
- See E. H. Sargent's Catalogue No. 2098 for illustration and description of this fur

nace.
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corrosion by acetic acid; their behavior during rapid expansion

and contraction; and their brittleness, elasticity and adhesive-

ness under punishment by impact; and were examined as to

their opacity, gloss, etc., as a finished ware.

METHODS FOR TESTING THE WARES.
TEST AS TO CORROSION BY ACETIC ACED.

Each dish was carefully dried and weighed correctly to

o.oooi gram; and 15 cc. of 20 per cent, acetic acid 3 (20 per cent,

by volume of 99 . 5 per cent, acid) were measured into it. It

was then placed on a gas-fired hot plate and boiled to dryness,

the plate being so regulated that about thirty minutes were re-

quired to bring the vessel to dryness. The enameled dish was

then washed out thoroughly with distilled water, rinsed, dried

on the hot plate, cooled in a desiccator and again weighed. The

difference in weight is the amount of enamel dissolved by the

acid, and is recorded as "Acid Loss." The ten enamels were

then arranged in a list according to their relative resistance to

corrosion, the dish losing the least being first, and so on. The

position of each enamel in this list is also given under "Acid Loss."

TESTS OF ADHESION UNDER RAPID EXPANSION AND CONTRACTION.

Test 1.—Twenty-five cubic centimeters of water were heated

to boiling in the dish, on a wire gauze over a Bunsen flame, and

the dish was then plunged into cold water. The effect of this

treatment on the enamel was recorded.

Test 2.—The dish from Test 1 was dried, heated on the wire

gauze over the Bunsen flame for one minute, and then plunged

into cold water and any results noted.

Test 2
1

2
.— In the dish from Test 2 a few cubic centimeters

of water were boiled away—over the Bunsen flame as in the

other two tests and then the dish was allowed to remain, dry,

over the flame for one minute and was again plunged into cold

water. (This test may seem a duplication of the one above. It

is not; many commercial wares fail with this test as it is especially

severe.)

Test 3. The dried disli from Test 2
' _> was very gradually

heated in the blast ilanic until the bottom became red-hot. The

results of this rapid expansion were noted.

Mi, I, , . been .h..uii to be .<)>< -ut the strongest mixture of acetic acid and water, as

ured bj 1 1 • i' t Ion on an enamel. See Trans. ACS, Vol. XIII, im> 494—301.
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Test 4. While the dish was still red hot from Test 3 it was

pkinged into cold water and the effect of this rapid contraction

upon the enamel coating was recorded.

A description of the behavior of each enamel under these

tests is given under " Expansion and Contraction," and it is to

he noted that when a test is not mentioned the ware was un-

affected by it. Again the enamels have been listed, this time

according to their adhesiveness under rapid changes of tempera-

ture, and their position in this list is also given under " Expansion

and Contraction."

TEST AS TO ADHESION UNDER PUNISHMENT BY IMPACT.

A testing machine, by means of which a five-ponnd hammer
T&AHS AM CERSOC VOL XIV LA/VCWi/M

T F/G./

m r^^-4TI
L M^

Impact testing machine.

with a three-quarter inch rounded head can be dropped twenty

and one-quarter inches onto the middle of the bottom of the in-

verted basin, was used. The sample dishes were weighed cor-

rectly to 0.0 1 gram before and after the hammer was dropped

upon them, and the grams loss and a brief description of the effect

upon the enamel coating is recorded under " Loss under Hammer."
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As before, the enamels have been arranged in a list which shows

their relative adhesion under punishment by impact.

EXAMINATION AS TO OPACITY.

The finished dishes were arranged in a series according to

their opacity, and their position in this series as well as other

details as to their appearance are given under "Appearance of

the Ware."
ARRANGEMENT OF THE DATA.

It is the custom of the Lisk Manufacturing Company's

laboratory to make a complete record of each enamel on a single

sheet of special form, and although this cannot be followed ex-

actly in publishing this article, the general arrangement and form

of report will be retained.

Immediately under the heading of the enamel the batch mix
in percentages and the calculated graphic formula is given,

and under the latter the oxygen ratio and the ratio of the silica

Formula

Feldspar 4
.

Borax

Quartz

Cryolite

Soda

Fluorspar

Calcitc

Saltpeter

Carh magnesia

Magnesia

Clay

Tin oxide

0.45 Na.,0, 0.39 K_,0, 0.06 CaO,

A1 20„ 7 . 1 1 SiO,

Na,0, 2Bj08 . ioU.fi

SiO,

_>Na.,AlF„

NaX>, CO..

CaF,

CaO, C< •

K,0, NaOj

MgO, CO,

MgO
Al,(),, 2.8 SiO„ 1.6 HsO
SnO,

602

382

60

420

106

78

ICO

202

84

4"

;,

IS'

I 4/,' -

47

20

4i 5

28 2

43 9

53 4

5-' 1

IO

So. 0035

00375
0.0025

0.0600

0.0085

0.0045

0.0060

00525
0.0800

O. IOOO

O.OIOO

0.4600

. Chemical analysis of feldspar

Silica.. .

\ lumina

Potash <k < >

S all N'a.O. by (liff. 1

Lime 1 Cat >).

Carbon dioxide

\\ it. r

Per cent.

70 (.(.

16 83

5 93

» (.1

52

(I 41

1 02

ion 00
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to the boric anhydride (Si0
2
B

3 8). The oxygen ratio is given

considering Al.<>, 1 >< » 1 1 1 as a base (ORb) and as an acid (ORa).

Following these ratios is the calculated loss on smelting.

A chemical analysis * > f each of the materials used was made,

and from them the following formulas were derived. These

and the other constants given in the table above were used in

making the calculations.

A brief description of the action of each enamel during

smelting and of the resulting frit is given. The milling follows

in percentages of tin weight of frit charged. Thus "12 per cent,

tin oxide" means " 12 grams of tin oxide to each hundred grams

of frit." Water is added to each milling equal to 50 per cent.

of the weight of the frit.

The latter part of the record of each enamel needs no further

explanation.

The Charts.—Figs. 2 and 3 show a method of arranging

all the data in regard to an enamel in such a form that it may
very easily be compared with any other enamel. The data of

the enamels may be separated by cutting along the horizontal

lines of the chart and these slips can be arranged in any order

desired for making comparisons. This is especially desirable

in a series where but one factor is changed at a time.

The Photographs of the Dishes.—The two half-tones show

the effect of the "Hammer Test" and the "Expansion and Con-

traction Tests" upon both the outside and inside enamel coatings

of the ten wares.

Remarks.—The types of these enamels are so different that

the writer will not try to draw any conclusions. In figuring the

graphic formulas the customary method has been used. In

figuring the oxygen ratio, the tin oxide and the fluorine have been

ignored. This is incorrect in almost every case, for it has been

proved by experiment that only about 20 per cent, of the fluorine

is driven off, and it is also a fact that some of the tin oxide com-

bines to form stannous silicate. This is especially shown in Enamel
X, for although this melted enamel contains 11. 7 per cent, of

tin oxide, it is a transparent glaze. Enamel II also illustrates

this, for although its oxygen ratio is 4
.

5 when figured in the ordi-

nary way. it is one of the most easily smelted of the enamels under

discussion.
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ENAMEL I.

Feldspar 38.

6

r
; 0.497 Na,0 ] ,

Quartz 190 o.i86KX> . , _. j

2 ' 5
!
3 ?^

t7 or-"^ ^ 0.299 A1,0,
^ 0.262 B,0

3Borax 15.4 0.278 CaO - *

Cryolite 11. 7 0.039 MgO
J

I °-599 **

Saltpeter 6.5

Calcite 6.5 ORb = 3.1 ORa = 6.7 SiO_,/B,0
3
= 9.6

Fluorspar 1.3

Mg carbonate 1.0

Loss on Smelting.— 17. 34 per cent.

Milling.—Four hours with 12 per cent, tin oxide, 7 per cent.

Yallendar clay and 1

4
per cent, magnesia.

Smelting.—Smelted at about 1200 C, hundred gram batches

required about 15 minutes. The melted enamel is quite viscous

and is inclined to be lumpy.

The Frit.—The frit is fairly opaque but is translucent in

spots.

Acid Loss.—0.0101 gram (fifth in list).

Expansion and Contraction.—This ware was unaffected by

heating to redness in blast flame (Test 3) and came off only over

a medium sized surface on the outside and a comparatively

small surface on the inside when plunged, red-hot, into cold water.

This enamel is very adhesive, according to this test, and is second

only to Enamel II.

Loss under Hammer.—This was 1 .07 grams, and the manner

in which the enamel comes off shows it to be of average brittle-

ness and elasticity. It is placed fifth in the list according to this

test, but it is to be noticed that all the enamels, excepting VI II,

which is much the best, and IX and III, which are much the

worst, stand very close together.

Appearance of the Ware. This ware sets a very high stand-

ard in its appearance and is much more opaque than many with

higher tin oxide content. In fact, it would be marketable with

a much smaller proportion of this oxide added at the mill, and

with this change would be a good commercial enamel. As it

stands, it is fourth in the list, according to opacity.

Cost. The cost of the materials for the finished enamel

is So 70 per hundred pounds; and this could be reduced by using
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less potassium nitrate, and, as said before, by using less tin at

the mill

Remarks. If the cost is not considered, 1 >n t considering

everything else, this is the second best enamel of the ten. If

cost is considered, it is the very best.

ENAMEL II.

Quartz... . 29.7^ 0.563 Na2 ] f
1 . 636 Si()

2

Tin oxide 24.0 O.131 K_,() > I 0.396 B2 3

Borax 22.9 0.306 MgO
J I 0.525 Sn0 2

Sodium carbonate. 11 .7

Saltpeter 8.0 OR = 4.5 SiOj/B2 3
= 4 .

1

Magnesia 3.7

Loss on Smelting. —19.89 per cent.

Milling. vSix and three-fourths hours with 4.3 per cent,

quartz, 2. 1 per cent, tin oxide and 8 per cent. Vallendar clay. 5

Smelting.—Smelted at about 1200 C, hundred gram batches

required about 15 minutes. To get the maximum opacity it

was necessary to mechanically stir just before pouring. The

viscosity was medium and melt was free from lumps.

The Frit.—The frit was extremely opaque and quite hard

and tough.

Acid Test.—The acid test showed this enamel to be abso-

lutely unaffected by 20 per cent, acetic acid solutions, and thus

it is first in the list as to resistance to corrosion by acid.

Expansion and Contraction.—When plunged, red-hot, into

cold water (Test 4) this enamel came off over very small sur-

faces, both inside and outside, and in such a manner that it is

easily singled out as the most adherent enamel of the ten. Few
enamels have even been tested by the writer that have with-

stood sudden changes of temperature as well as this one.

Loss under Hammer.—This was 1 .02 grams. This enamel

is of average brittleness and elasticity and is placed third in the

list as to adhesion under punishment by impact, but an examina-

tion of the sample used for this test shows that it is not as well

suited to the ground coat as is Enamel I.

Appearance of Ware.—This ware is very opaque, and it cer-

Necessary for correct slushing t>n t not given in original directions.
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tainly should be, as the finished enamel contains something like

32 per cent, of tin oxide. It is second in opacity only to Enamel

VI, which contains a little over 23 per cent, of tin oxide when

on the ware. This enamel is so opaque that it may be put on in

very thin coatings. This is an advantage, as the thinner the

enamel is applied the more durable the product.

Cost.—The cost of this enamel is Si 5 .07 per hundred pounds,

and this would make it entirely impractical to use on a commer-

cial ware. It is a freak enamel in every sense, and is of interest

on this account.

ENAMEL III.

Borax 30.0% 0.894 Na
2

I f
2.217 Si02

0.097 K26 [-0.147 AlaO, \ 0.632 B
2 3

0.009 CaO [ 0.399 Sn02

Feldspar 22

Quartz 17

Tin oxide 15

Sodium carbonate .. . 13

S ltpeter 2

ORb = 4.4 ORa = 6.8 Si02/B 2 3
= 3.5

Loss on Smelting.—21 .08 per cent.

Smelting.—Smelted at about 1200 C. for 15 minutes or

less; the melt pours with medium viscosity.

The Frit.—The frit was creamy-white and very opaque.

Some of the tin oxide remained in suspension, but, except for

this, the frit was homogeneous.

Milling."—Five hours with 10 per cent. Yallendar clay, and
1

4
per cent, magnesium oxide.

Acid Loss.—The acid loss was but 0.0016 gram. This is

remarkably low and places this enamel second in the list as to

acid resistance.

Expansion and Contraction.—This too is an excellent enamel,

according to the manner in which it withstands punishemnt by

rapid changes of temperature. It was unaffected by any of the

tests up to Test 4 and when plunged, red-hot, into water during

this test came off in Hakes, both from the inside and outside of

the dish Very little steel was laid bare, but the surface of the

ground coat enamel which was exposed is larger than on either

Enamel I or Enamel II. This enamel is placed third on the list

Loss under Hammer. This was 1 .31 grains This shows

triginal direction* gave no milling
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up the chief fault in (his enamel brittleness and lack of elasticity

—and places it next t<> last in the list, arranged in accordance

with their relative ability to withstand punishment by impact.

Appearance of Ware. Considering the fact that this enamel

contains about 19 per cent, of tin oxide when on the ware, it is

very poor in opacity indeed. The writer has made many white

enamels with no other opaciiier than cryolite that were more

opaque than this one. It is fourth from the poorest among these

ten.

Cost.—The cost of this enamel is S9.81 per hundred pounds.

If the cost is not considered, this enamel stands fourth, consider-

ing all its properties.

ENAMEL IV.

Quartz 31-40% 0.834 Na
2 ) r s

-n
Feldspar 23.50 0.098 K 2 I . , _

2 ' 5/lv
„

1

^_ ! r*_ \ 0.249 A1
20, { 0.272 B 2 3Lrvohte 1570 0.007 CaO | V

Borax 16.20 0.061 MgO
J

Sodium carbonate . . 9 . 30

Saltpeter 3. 10 ORb = 3.4 ORa = 6.8 SiO,/B
2 ;) 9.5

Magnesia 0.80

Loss on Smelting.—16.61 per cent.

Smelting.—Smelted at about 1100 C, four hundred gram

batches required 15 minutes. The viscosity of the melt was

medium.

The Frit.—The frit had little, if any, opacity and with a

smelting of 18 minutes became a clear glass.

Milling.—Four hours with 6.67 per cent, tin oxide, 4.44

per cent. Yallendar clay, and i

j i
per cent, magnesia.

Acid Loss.—0.0033 &ram »
placing this enamel third on the

list.

Expansion and Contraction.—While being heated to dry-

ness (Test 2%) innumerable "nail chips" flew off, both from the

inside and outside surface, and when heated to redness in the

blast flame (Test 3) a few more came off. When plunged red

hot into cold water (Test 4) the coatings peeled off over medium
sized surfaces, leaving the ground coat almost bare. Not-

withstanding the apparent adhesiveness under Tests 3 and 4, the

utter failure of this enamel under Test 2% causes it to be deemed
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the poorest of the ten, according to its resistance to punishment

by rapid changes of temperature.

Loss under Hammer.—This was 1.07 grams; and although

this is not far different from several others, the manner in which

the remaining enamel adhered places this ware sixth in the list.

Appearance of the Ware.—Although this enamel contains

but eight per cent, of tin oxide in its finished coating, it is opaque

enough to be placed fifth in the list. The gloss is quite poor.

Cost.—The cost of this enamel is $5. 03 per hundred pounds.

Its final rating places it fifth in the list.

ENAMEL V.

Feldspar 35-3°9?

Quartz 20.50 0.504 Na2 ] [ 2.447 Si0 2

Borax 16.80 0.176 K2 \ o. 281 A1 2 :

. { 0.284 B
2Oj

Cryolite 12.00 0.320 CaO
J [ 0.636 F_,

Calcite 7 .00

Saltpeter 6.40 ORb = 3.1 ORa = 6.6 Si02/B 20.,
= 8.6

Fluorspar 2 .00

Loss on Smelting.— 17.86 per cent.

Smelting.—Smelted at about 1100 C, in from 18 to 20

minutes. The melt, when poured, was very thick and sticky.

This mixture is inclined to melt unevenly and should be mechan-

ically stirred for best results.

The Frit.—The frit has a translucent white color, fairly

good for the amount of cryolite it contains. It is not noticeably

hard and tough.

Milling. —Five hours with 1 1 . 76 per cent, of tin oxide, 5.88

per cent, of Yallendar clay, and '

t
per cent, magnesia.

Acid Loss. —0.0084 gram. This is of about the same acid

resistance as the best wares on the market and is excelled only

by Enamels I, II and IV in this list.

Expansion and Contraction.—When boiled to dryness on

asbestos gauze, this enamel chipped slightly (Test j'j) but was

not further affected when plunged into cold water. When heated

t<> redness (Test 3) more chips flew off the outside and the inside

enamel blistered somewhat. When plunged, red hot, into cold

water according to Test 6, the enamel came off very badly from

both surfaces of the dish, and much steel was laid hare This
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enamel stands sixth according t<> this test, and is typical of the

action of many of the warts on the market.

Loss under Hammer. This was i .00 gram, showing this

enamel to be quite elastic. It stands next to the best, according

to this test.

Appearance of the Ware. This ware is quite opaque, stand-

ing third among the ten, but when one considers that 12 per

cent, of cryolite was used in the smelt and that the finished enamel

contains 12 per cent, of tin oxide, he comes to the conclusion

that much of the color must have been lost.

Cost. -The cost of this enamel is So 67 per hundred pounds

and its final rating places it third best, when all its physical

properties are considered.

ENAMEL VI.

Feldspar.. 32-00*
of>

} f'
558^

??
rax

.V
26 °°

0.109 K2 0.198 AV),
°-4.5BA

I in oxide 1 1 .00 _, _, 0.452 K
o j- L 0.247, CaO o «Sodium carbonate. .9.00 (0.222 Sn(J 2

Quartz 8 . 00

Fluorspar 6.00 ORb = 2.7 ORa = 5.0 SiCVB/)., = 3.8

Cryolite 5 . 00

Saltpeter 3 .00

Loss on Smelting.—20.71 per cent.

Smelting.—Smelted at about 1150 C. in from 20 to 22 min-

utes. The viscosity of this enamel was rather low.

The Frit.—The frit was creamy-white and quite opaque

but inclined to be non-homogeneous. Threads of this enamel

were brittle.

Milling.—Five hours with 9.3 per cent, tin oxide, 7 per cent.

Yallendar clay, and i

j i
per cent, magnesia.

Acid Loss.—0.0190 gram, placing this enamel eighth on

that list.

Expansion and Contraction.—During Test 3 a few large

chips came off while the dish was being heated to redness in the

blast flame. When plunged red-hot into cold water, a large

surface of the ground coat wTas laid bare on the outside, but the

inside was affected very much less. This enamel is seventh

best, according to this test.
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Appearance of the Ware.—This is the best appearing enamel

of the ten, and its great opacity is not to be wondered at when
we consider that as a finished enamel it contains about 23 per

cent, of tin oxide. The gloss is splendid.

Loss under Hammer.—This is 1 . 13 grams, which is the aver-

age, but places this enamel third from the last when listed ac-

cording to its relative resistance to punishment by impact.

Cost.—The cost of this enamel is Si 1 . 10 per hundred pounds;

but as much more oxide of tin has been used than is necessary

for even a very high grade ware, this could be greatly reduced.

Considering everything, this is the sixth best enamel of the ten.

ENAMEL VII.

Feldspar 39.00''! 0.500 NaX) r
_

Quartz 19.00 o.iyqK.O .,_
~

t> A
7, „ «V» ^ 0.30} Al.,0., 1 0.255 B,0,
Borax 15.00 0.282 CaO J J * 3

°X -

,. ,, ^ °-598 F>
Cryolite 12 .00 0.039 MgO

J

l °

Calcitc 7 .00

Saltpeter 6.00

Fluorspar 1 .co ORb = 3.0 ORa = 6.7 SiCL B,0. 9.9

Mg carbonate 1 .00

Loss on Smelting.— 17. 09 per cent.

Smelting.—Smelted at about 1200 C. The melt poured

thin and somewhat lumpy.

The Frit.—The frit was quite translucent and non-homo-

geneous, a hard glassy frit.

Milling. Three and one-half hours with 1 1 1 per cent.

Vallendar clay and '

,
per cent, magnesia.

Acid Loss.—0.0204 grarn <
nr next to the worst in the ten.

Expansion and Contraction. This enamel chipped somewhat

when boiled to dryness in Test 2
1

•>
, but no more chipping was ob-

served while heating to redness in blast llaine (Test 3). When
plunged, red-hot, into cold water (Test 4) the enamel adhered

fairly well, especially on the inside, but the failure in Test 2^2

places thi-^ enamel next to the poorest, according to this test

Loss under Hammer. This was 1 06 grams and this ware

comes fourth as to its adhesiveness under punishment by impact.

Appearance of Ware. Considering the fact that there is no

oxide of tin in this enamel, it is quite opaque indeed and deserves
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further trial with tin oxide added at the mill. Even as it stands,

it is more opaque than Enamel X, which contains almost 12

per cent, of till oxide. It stands next to the last in the list, ar-

ranged according to the relative opacity of the ware.

Cost. On account of the absence of tin oxide in the make-up

of this enamel, its cost is but $2 1 7 per hundred pounds. With

the proper addition of this oxide at the mill, this enamel would

cost about $5.00 per hundred pounds. Everything except the

cost considered, this enamel is rated as ninth best.

ENAMEL VIII.

Feldspar 38.40 o66l N
] f

, - 5??5
I

::

,rax
.

1

J78° o.mK.O o. 2o3 A1A °-4*3BA
l "» °xide '3-90

Q [2g c .;() I

0.215 F2

Sodium carbonate 1 1 .,}o [ 0.293 Sn02

Fluorspar 5-3"

Saltpeter 2.00 ORb = 2.7 ORa = 5.0 SiO,/B,0, = 3.3

Quartz 1 .30

Loss on Smelting.—20.87 Per cent.

Smelting. —Smelted at about 1200 C. for from 15 to 18

minutes. The viscosity was rather low. Although the melting

point of this enamel is low, it was difficult to drive off all the

a >,.

The Frit.—The frit was creamy and very opaque, but rather

brittle.

Milling.—Four hours with 7.87 per cent, tin oxide, 4.5 per

cent. Yallendar clay, and '

4
per cent, magnesia.

Acid Loss.—0.0353 gram. This is entirely too high for a

cooking utensil and places this ware last in the list as to its re-

sistance to corrosion by acetic acid.

Expansion and Contraction.—While heating this dish to

redness, a few chips flew off and when plunged, red-hot, into cold

water (Test 4) the enamel flaked off over quite a large surface,

but only to the ground coat and even this was fairly well covered

by the adhering cover coat. This ware stands fourth according

to this test.

Loss under Hammer.—This wras 0.56 gram, so that accord-

ing to this test the enamel is very excellent indeed. It stands

punishment by impact better than any of the rest.
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Appearance of Ware.—The opacity of this ware is very low,

considering the fact that it contains 25% per cent, of tin oxide.

It stands sixth when listed according to opacity.

Cost.—The cost of this ware is $21. 08 per hundred pounds.

This is the most expensive of the wares, except one, and yet it

stands sixth according to opacity and eighth when everything

is considered.

ENAMEL IX.

Quartz 35-39% 0.670 Na,0
j

f
^ 406 SiO

Borax 20 . 50 o . 062 K,0 „ . . _.

"

„ ~2

„- 0.228 A,0, < 0.323 B.,0,
Cryolite 19.40 0.005 CaO 2 3

a r
Feldspar 17.70 o . 263 MgO
Magnesia 3.50

Sodium carbonate . 1.80 ORb = 3.4 ORa = 6.5 Si0 2/B 2
0. = 7.4

Saltpeter 1 .80

Loss on Smelting.— 15. 48 per cent.

Smelting.—Smelted at about 1200 C. for from 15 to 18

minutes. This enamel was difficult to pour from the crucible.

The enamel was quite viscous and lumpy.

The Frit.—The frit was very hard and, although quite opaque,

was translucent in spots.

Milling. 7—Three and a half hours with 10 per cent. Yallendar

clay and '

4
per cent, magnesia.

Acid Loss.—0.0159 gram. or seventh in the list of ten

enamels.

Expansion and Contraction.—When plunged, red-hot, into

cold water (Test 4) this enamel came off over a large surface on

the outside and a small surface on the inside of the dish. The

steel was laid bare in many places. In the list of wares, arranged

according to their resistance to punishment by change of tempera

ture, this enamel stands eighth, as it scaled slightly during Test

2}4 when water was boiled to dryness in it.

Loss under Hammer.—This was 1.42 grams, which is more

than any of the other dishes lost, and places this enamel last in

the list.

Appearance of Ware. This enamel is remarkable in its

opacity, all of which conies from the cryolite and clay. It con-

7 Milling ii"t given in original direction!
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tains no tin oxide and stands eighth in the list according to

opacity.

Cost. The cost is l)tit $2 . 87 per hundred pounds. With

sufficient oxide added at the mill to bring this lip to a remarkable

standard, tins enamel would cost about $5.50 per hundred

pounds. Considering everything, this is the poorest enamel of

the ten.

ENAMEL X.

Feldspar 45.70', 0.841 Na2 ]
f 2.013 Si02

B< .rax 32.00 o.i4_'K
2 [>

o. .'8.3 AI,0
:1

< 0.625 B2Oa

Sodium carbonate . 1 1 .40 0.017 ^aO
J I

O.227 Sn0 2

Tin oxide 9 . JO

Saltpeter 1 .70 ORb = 3.2 ORa = 6.8 Si02/B2 3
= 3.2

Loss on Smelting.—21.33 per cent.

Smelting.—Smelted at about 1050 C. for 20 minutes; this

enamel became transparent, although it contains 9 . 2 per cent,

tin oxide. Its viscosity was medium.

The Frit.—The frit was a colorless glass, comparatively hard

and quite tough.

Milling.—Four and one-fourth hours with 6.4 per cent.

Vallendar clay and 1

/ i
per cent, magnesia.

Acid Loss.—0.0119 gram, placing this enamel sixth in the

list.

Expansion and Contraction.—While heating to redness in

the blast flame, the enamel bubbled slightly, and when plunged,

red-hot, into cold water, came off to the steel over a small sur-

face on the inside and a larger surface on the outside. This

enamel stands fifth, according to this test.

Loss under Hammer.—This was 1.09 grams, which places

this cover coat seventh in the list.

Appearance of Ware.—Although this enamel contains 1 1
.

7

per cent, tin oxide, it stands last in opacity, being nothing more

nor less than a clear glass.

Cost.—The cost of this enamel is S7.01 per hundred pounds.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. Rankin: Mr. Landrum, I wrould like to ask if you have

ever made any experiments in the line of substituting sodium

nitrate for potassium nitrate?
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Mr. Landrum: I have made experiments on a small scale

and a large scale. The substitution of sodium nitrate for potas-

sium nitrate is successful only where you can make routine

analyses of the sodium nitrate. Sodium nitrate takes up water

from the air, and thus varies in strength. In the sheet steel

enameling industry, the variation of water content will spoil the

enamel unless this is taken into account.

I worked in one place where they determine this very nicely

by weighing about ten or fifteen pounds and then drying and re-

weighing it, thus getting results which were as accurate as taking

a smaller sample and testing it in the laboratory.

Mr. Stalcy: I wish to say that I consider this a very able

paper.

The Germans do not use the empirical formula in their enamel

industries to any large extent. They publish their results in

percentage of the various oxides. When it comes to fluorides,

they publish their results in percentage of the various fluorides.

I think that is a fairly good way. In my own papers, I prefer

to consider the melted weights of the various minerals; consider

the feldspar, for instance, as feldspar rather than as split up into

the oxides. The method I use is very similar to that of the Ger-

mans. Mr. Landrum advocates the use of empirical formulas in

connection with batch weights. This divergence in methods

of calculation shows very nicely that, provided a man works in a

systematic manner and has enough experience, he can get re-

sults from a variety of methods of calculation.

Enamels III and X are two cases where there are high

sodium and potassium oxides and practically no other basic

oxide. I believe that early in the history of this Society Mr.

Hurt gave the results of some experiments in which he showed

that you can melt tin oxide and sodium carbonate, or tin oxide

and potassium carbonate, together and get a clear glass. It is

known that there are sodium stannates and potassium stannates

in existence which are translucent. I think it is more plausible

to sac that in a material as basic as enamel the loss in opacity

is due to the fad that the potash and soda are high rather than

to attribute the poor opacity to any hypothetical effect that the

alkaline earths have in preventing the tin from forming stannous
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silicate. I have always found that, with a given amount of tin

oxide, when sodium and potassium run up the opacity decreases.

To verify Mr. Landrum, I find that increasing calcium or barium

oxide increases the opacity. To my mind this means simply

thai opacity was increased by decreasing the percentage of sodium

and potassium.

Mr. Purdy: I would like to ask Mr. Landrum if it makes

any difference in the power of tin oxide to produce opacity,

whether you frit it or use it raw?

Mr. Landrum: Yes, there is a very marked difference.

This has already been brought out in the Transactions. It never

pays to put tin oxide in the smelt for opacity.

I have found, however, that it is good practice to put a small

amount of tin oxide in the smelt for gloss. In this case you get

no opacity from the tin oxide. For maximum color, the tin oxide

should be added at the mill.



DETERMINING THE COST OF ENAMELED STEEL COOKING
UTENSILS.

By J. B. Shaw, Ellerslie, Md., and Lucian Shaw, West Lafayette,

Ohio.

The manufacture of steel cooking utensils embraces a great

number of different items of great variety of size and shape and,

consequently, differing in the cost of manufacture. In order

to avoid selling some articles at a profit and others at a loss,

it is necessary to know as exactly as possible the cost of each

individual item.

From the nature of the business, it is readily seen that it

is impossible to determine exactly the cost of any single item;

but it can be found to a very close approximation, and he who
would tread on safe ground should not be satisfied until he has

determined as nearly as possible the exact cost of every item

he manufactures.

The following is an outline of the method used in figuring

a cost system for The West Lafayette Mfg. Co.

This paper does not contain all of the data obtained because

the method used for determining the cost of one item will apply

to any other item, with perhaps a few exceptions; hence, one

typical item was taken and all data obtained thereon are given.

The labor at this plant is very largely piece work and where

it is not piece work the cost was gotten by timing the operator

without his knowledge while working on ioo pieces of ware.

The item taken to illustrate the work is the 14 qt. hollow-

handle dish pan. For convenience the following outline is used:

Cutting blanks

Oiling blanks

Pressing shapes

Spinning

Beading

Riveting

f
Sheet steel

Steel Rivets

Handles

Labor

Machine room COSt
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Enamel room cost

Packing room cost

t >tlur expenses

Laboi

Materia!

Labor

Material

Office

Management
Power

Interest

Depreciation

Sundry

Genera]

Sealing

Pickling

Dipping

Heading

Burning

Aeid

First coat enamel

Second coat enamel

Finish enamel

Fuel

f
Packing

Sorting

| Wrapping

) Straw and paper

\ Crates

MACHINE ROOM.

Labor

:

Cutting blanks—piece work 0.06 per hundred

Oiling blanks 0.03 per hundred

Pressing shapes o .07 per hundred

.Spinning o . 10 per hundred

Beading o .07 per hundred

Riveting o . 60 per hundred

Total labor 0.83

Steel.—The blank used for the 14 qt. dish pan is a circle

22 inches in diameter, 25 gauge steel, cut from a square 22 X 22

inches, bought in this shape.

100 sheets 22 in. X 22 in. X 25 G. weighs 285 lbs.

100 circles 22 in. diameter 25 G. weighs 219 lbs.

Scrap 66 lbs.

Scrap in beading 100 pans 2 lbs.

Total scrap to sell 68 lbs.
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285 lbs. steel at 2.09'/, per 100 lbs S5 .97

68 lbs. scrap at 0.40 per 100 lbs 0.27

Total cost of steel for 100 pans S5 . 70

Cost of rivets o . 02

Cost of 200 handles 1 . 40

Total cost steel S7 . 1

2

ENAMEL ROOM.

Labor :

Sealing So . 1 2 per hundred

Pickling 0.17 per hundred

Dipping first coat 0.25 per hundred

Dipping second coat 0.25 per hundred

Dipping finish coat 0.41 per hundred

Beading o . 10 per hundred

Burning ground coat 0.50 per hundred

Burning second coat 0.55 per hundred

Burning finish coat o . 60 per hundred

General labor 1 . 20 per hundred

Total labor $4. 15 per hundred

Materials.—Acid: The acid used for pickling is commercial

hydrochloric acid, costing about 1 cent per lb. Fifteen lbs.

acid used for 100 pans at 1 cent per lb. is 15 cents per hundred.

First Coat Enamel: The cost of the enamel per hundred

lbs. is figured as follows:

Raw material 500 lbs. costs S9.00

Labor required for fritting 0.25

Fuel in fritting 500 lbs., 1 1 bu. coal at 6 cents. ... 0.66

Frit resulting 400 lbs $g 91

$9.91 -r 400 = S2.4H per 100 lbs. of frit.

First coat enamel

:

inn IbS frit S2.48

[o Ihs. raw material 0.10

110 lbs. unground $2 .58

Burned weighl is 108.5 " ,s l
'" st ^

Cost ( ,ii ware of I lb O.O238
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White enamel frit:

Raw material 500 ll»s $12.50

Labor mixing and fritting o. 25

Fuel fritting 1 1 bu. coal at 6 cents 0.66

Frit resulting 410 ll>s 13.31

$13.3] -r 4.10 = $3.25 per 100 lbs.

Enamel:

Frit 3-25

Raw material 20 lbs 5. 50

120 lbs $ 8.75

Burned weight 1 18.5 lbs 8.75

1 lb. costs 0.0738

Finish Coat.—This finish coat at present is white inside and

mottled blue and white outside, the mottled effect being produced

by simply throwing colored enamel from a brush on the ware

just after dipping in white.

The colored enamel is produced from white residue by grind-

ing with colored stain. The residue is the drippings from the

ware in finishing plus the washings from all ware which is spoiled

before burning the white. The amount of white enamel which

finally reaches the residue tub is a variable factor and can only

be roughly estimated.

The stain used in making the colored enamel costs about

Si.00 per lb. and about i
1
/ 2

per cent, is added to the residue,

hence, the finish color costs about $1.50 per 100 more than the

white.

The ratio of color to white used in finishing the ware is about

as 15 to 100.

In reading the last three paragraphs one is strongly im-

pressed with the amount of guess work contained therein, but

because of admixtures of color and white in greatly varying pro-

portion there is no method by which accurate determinations

can be made. Personal observation and experience have con-

vinced the writers that these estimates are not far wrong.

Then— 100 lbs. white at $7-38 $7.38

15 lbs. color at 0.0888 1 .7,7,

1 15 lbs. finish 8.71

100 lbs. finish enamel 7-57
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Enamel for Black Beading.—This is the finish put on the

bead and handles of the ware, generally black. It is made from

first coat residue and raw materials by fritting them together.

The bead is a very small item and as its cost differs so slightly

from that of white frit, it has not been determined separately,

but weighed in with the second coat enamel.

In determining the amount of each enamel used, ioo pans

were weighed just before dipping in first coat, second coat, and

finish, and after being finished.

2nd coat wt. Finished wt.

234 lbs.

Deduct.

Total enamel.

248 lbs.

234 lbs.

14 lbs.

286 lbs.

248 lbs.

38 lbs.

326 lbs.

286 lbs.

40 lbs.

14 lbs. first coat at 0.0238

38 lbs. second coat at 0.0738

40 lbs. finish coat at 0.0757

0.33 per ioo pans

2 .80 per 100 pans

3 .03 per 100 pans

Total cost of enamel

Fuel for muffle, 12 bu. at 6 cents.

S6. 16 per 100 pans

.... S .72 per 100 pans

This fuel factor runs constantly 3 bu. per hour, regardless

of what is being burned.

PACKING ROOM.

Labor:

Labor packing So . 50 per hundred

Sorting and wrapping 0.40 per hundred

Materials:

Straw and paper o. 20 per hundred

Crates 2 .00 per hundred

Total packing room cost S3. 10 per hundred

GENERAL EXPENSE.

The remaining items are figured from the normal capacity of

the plant, six hundred 14 qt. dish pans per 24 hours.

In figuring the cost of enamels, the power for grinding was

not included in the cost. The power given here includes all

power required for running machine room and grinding enamels,

lighting, heating and drying.
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Power Gas $2 .00

Labor 2 .00

4.00 + 6 = $0.67 per too pans

Management 2 .00 per roo pans

Office expense O.33 Vvr 1()<) pans

Interest '75 p^' r I(,( > pans

Sundry, including grates, repairs, depreciation,

etc 1 .00 per 100 pans

$5 -75 I
)t>r 100 pans

SUMMARY OF COST.

Total cost of steel per 100 14 qt. dish pans $7 . 1 2

Total machine room labor 0.83

Total enamel room labor 4 .15

Total enamel room material.

Acid 0.15

Knamel 6.16

Fuel 0.7^ 7 . 03

Total packing room cost 3 . 10

Other expenses not included above 5-75

Total cost $27 . 98

The above figures represent very closely the cost of 14 qt.

dish pans at this plant, at this time. It must be admitted that

these figures will vary somewhat with different workmen and

different enamels ; and whenever conditions are materially changed,

this process should be repeated in order to keep the cost figures

up to date.

Knowing the cost of manufacture and the percentage of

"Number Ones" and "Seconds" in the finished ware, it is simple

enough to figure which side of the ledger will contain the balance

at the end of the vear.



THE CAUSE AND CONTROL OF CRAZING IN ENAMELS ON
CAST IRON. 1

By Homer F. StalEy.

INTRODUCTION.

Crazing and its converse shivering in enamels on east iron

are such complicated phenomena that it is advisable to give

a preliminary statement of how I purpose to treat the subject.

It must, first, be understood that in this discussion I am dealing

with enamels applied by the American process, that is, a thick

coat of opaque glass sifted dry onto a thoroughly fused and ex-

tremely thin ground coat. I do not intend to discuss the

problems as they appear in enamels applied by the wet process

nor when a relatively thin coat is applied to a thick and only

partially fused opaque ground coat. The latter process is em-

ployed in some European factories but is no longer in use, to the

writer's knowledge, in this country. I shall first give the practical

methods of controlling general crazing in enamels on cast iron

and next a discussion of the causes of general crazing and shiver-

ing. Then, I shall take up cases of crazing and shivering that

occur only in particular patterns or shapes. Since in these cases

the connection between the cause and control of the crazing is

so very close, the cause and method of control will be treated

at the same time.

In the treatment of all practical points in the control of

crazing, I shall be as plain and explicit as possible. It is desired

that these parts of the paper may be available, not only to trained

chemists, but also to those practical men in the enameling business

who have not had the advantage of a technical education. The

section of the paper dealing with the cause of general crazing will

necessarily be more abstract in its thought.

PART I. GENERAL CRAZING.

A. THE CONTROL OF GENERAL CRAZING.

Occurrence of General Crazing. It sometimes occurs that

there is a decided tendency for a large proportion of the ware

1 Contribution from the Ceramic Engineering I aboratorj "i the Ohio State Univer-

ii \
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being made in a plant to craze <>r to shiver. This general crazing

or shivering is usually much more easily remedied than the trouble

arising in single patterns or shapes to be discussed later. Never-

theless, it is certainly desirable that the treatment of such eases

be fully set forth together with as much of an explanation for the

same as we can reach.

Seger's Rules.—Any discussion of crazing must go back to

the work of Seger and his well-known rules for correcting the

defects of fritted glazes by altering their composition as follows:

I. On the Occurrence of Crazing.- -(A) By an increase of the

silica content and decrease of the fluxes raising the alumina at

the same time, if this is necessary to prevent devitrification.

With an increase of the silica and also the alumina content,

an elevation of the melting point of the glaze takes place.

(B) By an increase of the boric acid at the expense of the

silica, leaving the other ingredients of the glaze unaltered. By
this, a lowering of the melting point of the glaze is accomplished.

(C) By substitution of one of the fluxes with a high equiva-

lent weight (and, therefore, giving a glaze with a low percentage

of silica) by one having a lower equivalent weight (and, therefore,

giving a glaze with a higher percentage of silica). An elevation

of the melting point of the glaze is coincident with this change.

II. On the Occurrence of Shivering, Cracking of the Edges,

etc.—Reverse the above rules. 2

Segers's Rules A and C in Simple Language.—The wording

of the rules will be mystifying to most enamel workers. They

are not accustomed to talking about "equivalent weights."

This language is due to the custom, established by Seger, of

recasting the composition of glazes into certain units for purposes

of calculation and comparison. The ideas back of this system

were the expectations that the use of these units would enable

the ceramist to see the chemical similarities or dissimilarities

in glazes, and that chemically similar glazes would have like

physical properties. Neither of these expectations have been

realized to any great extent.

So enthusiastic have ceramists been about this method of

- The Collected Writings of H. A. Seger, page 581, published by the American Ceramic
Society, Columbus. Ohio.
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calculation, and so fixed have they become in the habit of doing

their thinking in this tedious and involved method that most

of them have failed to see the other aspect of the rules as pre-

sented by Seger.

Rules A and C can be combined and made to read, practically

in the words of Seger, as follows: On the occurrence of crazing,

increase the percentage of silica, or silica and alumina, thus render-

ing the glaze more infusible. This rule is well known to all enamel

workers, and, in fact, to the majority of enameling plant work-

men, who never heard of Seger or chemical equivalents. It is

common parlance around an enameling room to say: "// the

enamel crazes, harden it; if it shivers, soften it."
3

As we have intimated, the use of chemical equivalents,

empirical formula, oxygen ratio, and all the other "impedimenta"

of ceramic calculations have never come into general use among
enamel workers. Xor does it seem to me that it is desirable

that they should. Even in comparatively simple glaze mixtures,

this method of calculation has not given the results that were

expected from it. This is on account of the fact that the physical

condition of the ingredients and their state of chemical combina-

tion is fully as important as the final chemical composition of

the entire batch. In the much more complicated mixtures

that we have in iron enamels, the use of "empirical formulae"

is very laborious and serves to give little or no insight into the

factors controlling the physical properties of the fused enamel.

It is much more simple for an enamel maker to go about curing

a case of general crazing or shivering by his plain "harden or

soften" rule than it would be for him to attempt the same thing

by the use of empirical formulae and Seger's rules A and C.

Whichever way he works, he will do the same thing when he

comes to weigh his batch—in cases of crazing, lower the per-

centage in the melted enamel of those ingredients that render

the enamel fusible; in the case of shivering, raise the percentage

of these.

Application of the Simple Rule. As we have stated, the

simple Statement of Seger's rules A and C found in the "harden

Harden" ^ used by enamelers in the tease ol "render more infusible " "Soften"
in. ii in the sense "i "render more fusible

"
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in soften" rule of the enameling shop is usually applied in cases

ni general crazing, or shivering. In many rases, it is effective.

The actual variation in the enamel batch differs widely among
enamel workers. Red lead is most often used as a variant.

Variation in the amount of fluorspar of cryolite is sometimes

used. We know of one enamel maker who for several years

successfully controlled crazing and shivering of this kind by
varying soda ash. In our own experience, we have varied red

lead, fluorspar, cryolite, barium carbonate, soda ash, borax,

glass-makers sand, Hint, and feldspar.

Probably the safest ingredient to vary is feldspar. vSince

this is present in such large amount in the batch, a moderate

variation does not make a radical change in the general make-up

of the enamel. Thus, there is little danger of running into diffi-

culties, such as loss of luster, tendency to blister, change in tint,

loss of opacity, etc.

We, therefore, submit the following rule:

Rule I. When general crazing occurs in a fusible enamel,

increase the feldspar. When general shivering occurs in a re-

fractory enamel, decrease the feldspar.

Seger's Rule C.—This rule states that crazing may be reduced

by increase of the boric acid at the expense of the silica, and

that a lowering of the fusing point of the glaze accompanies

this change. In the terms of the enamel makers, this means

that crazing may be reduced by substituting boric acid for flint

in the proportion of 124 parts of raw boric acid for 60 parts of

flint. The validity of this rule as a cure for crazing in glazes

has been called in question by Purdy and Fox 4 and others. The

effectiveness of this rule for application in curing all cases of

general crazing has been questioned by the author of this paper. 5

If a soft enamel crazes, substitution of boric acid for flint will

not cure the crazing. However, we sometimes find general

crazing in hard enamels in which any attempt to cure the crazing

by application of Seger's rules A and C, either in their complex

form as used by some clayworkers or in their simplified form as

4 Trans. Am. Cer. Soc, Vol. IX, p. 177.
B Ibid., Vol. X, p. 120.
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used by enamel makers, results only in making the crazing worse.

This treatment may go so far as to render the enamel so hard

as to be unworkable, without decreasing the crazing. We believe

and have actually demonstrated that in many cases this is due

to the enamel being too hard for the ground coat. It is well

known that an immature glaze or enamel is more liable to craze

than a fully matured one. Even if the hard enamel is properly

matured, crazing may take place. This latter phase of the subject

will be treated in the next section.

When crazing occurs in a refractory enamel, increase in any

of the ingredients that render the enamel more fusible makes

the enamel less liable to craze. For instance, increase of red

lead or zinc oxide and decrease of feldspar have been found effec-

tive at different times. We have found that a modified form

of Seger's rule C, consisting of increase of boric acid without

decreasing silica, is the safest plan to follow. Boric acid may
be increased by simply putting in the hydrous boric acid. In

case it is desired to increase boric acid by putting in borax,

a reduction may be made in the soda ash in order that the sodium

in the enamel may not be raised. The addition of 38 lbs. of

borax and removal of 10.5 lbs. of soda ash will have the same

effect as the addition of 25 lbs. of raw boric acid. This gives

us all the advantage of a decrease in coefficient of expansion, if

the crazing should happen to be due, in part, to high coefficient

of expansion in the enamel, and, at the same time, gives a more

fusible enamel better suited to the ground coat.

We, therefore, submit the following:

Rule I/. When general crazing occurs ni a refractory enamel,

1 hi n ase boric acid.

Relation of the Fusibility of the Ground Coat to That of the

Enamel. As we said above, general crazing sometimes seems

to he due to a lack of conformity between the fusibility of the

ground coat and that of the enamel, which lacked of conformity

results in poor attachment between the enamel and the iron.

We have known east's where an enamel that was giving good

results crazed or shivered when applied over a ground coat that

had given good results with another enamel. In fact, in extreme

cases, both crazing and shivering would occur even on the same
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piece of ware. In these cases the trouble was remedied by chang-

ing the fusibility of either the enamel or the ground coat.

This lack of conformity may, of course, take two forms:

First, the enamel may be too refractory for the ground coat.

In this case, if the enamel is properly fused, the ground coat is

simply burned to a cinder under the enamel and the bond between

the enamel and iron destroyed. If the ware is fired only until

the ground coat is at its best strength, the enamel coat is not

only rough but immature and, consequently, liable to craze.

Second, the enamel may be too fusible for the ground coat. In

this case the enamel matures before the ground coat has become

fluid enough to take a proper hold on the iron, and, consequently,

no firm bond between the enamel and iron is ever formed. The

obvious remedy is to bring the maturing point of the enamel

and the temperature range at which the ground coat is at its

best closer together. Since at most plants either the enamel

or ground coat will have a fusibility suited to the general working

conditions of the enameling room, the remedy will consist in

an alteration of the fusibility of the other coat. Incidentally,

we might say that in some cases it would probably be advisable

to secure a ground coat with a longer temperature range. 6

We, therefore, submit the following:

Rule III. In all cases of general crazing or shivering and

especially in cases where these defects occur together, see to -it that

the fusibility of the ground coat and enamel properly conform.

Advantages of a Thin and Uniform Coat of Enamel.—It

has been my own experience, working in several shops and with

many different enamels, that the thinner and more uniform the

enamel coat, the less liable it was either to craze or shiver. As
far as I have been able to ascertain, this has been the experience

of all enamel makers.

We, therefore, submit the following:

Rule IV. Have the enamel applied to the ware in as thin

and as uniform a coat as possible.

Variations in Strength and Elasticity of Enamels.—Various

Some valuable suggestions in this regard will be found in a paper by Mr. John H. Coe„

entitled "A Comparison of Commercial Ground Coat Enamels for Cast Iron." Trans.

A. C. S., Vol. XIII, p. 531.
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enamels of the same fusibility show minor differences in their

tendency to craze and to shiver. In some eases, increase in the

percentage of a certain fluxing material at the expense of another

fluxing material, in such proportions as to keep the fusibility

of the enamel the same, always tends to reduce crazing. I have

found this to be true of boric oxide. In other cases, increase

in the percentage of a certain ingredient, keeping the fusibility

the same, tends to accentuate the defect in fit to which the given

enamel is subject. If the enamel tends to craze, the change

makes the crazing worse; if it tends to shiver, the substitution

increases the shivering. I believe, as the result of my experience,

that the fluorides have this tendency. In still other cases, the

substitution of a certain ingredient for others, keeping the fusi-

bility the same, minimizes the fault of fit to which the enamel

is subject. The use of zinc oxide has, according to my observa-

tions, this effect when substituted for other fluxing materials.

Zinc oxide, however, must be used with caution, for it forms

compounds that are easily crystallized. When this occurs, the

enamel loses not only in strength but also loses its luster. It

has always seemed to me that those enamels in which feldspar

alone was used as a hardening material were not as liable either

to craze or shiver as those in which flint or sand was used to a

considerable extent. The high flint enamels always appeared

to be more brittle. It is extremely difficult to get absolute

assurance on these points, and I simply state them as my personal

experience and would be pleased to have the opinion of other

enamel makers on these questions.

B. THE CAUSE OF GENERAL CRAZING.

Object in Discussing Theories of Crazing.—The writer is

free to confess that he has little interest in theoretical considera-

tions as to the cause of crazing. To know how to control crazing

Seems to him to be of much more importance than to prove or

disprove a theory of the cause of the phenomenon. Our only

object in discussing the theory of the cause of crazing can be

thai we may thus arrive at more efficient methods of controlling

it.
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THE DIFFERENCE IN COEFFICIENT OF CONTRACTION THEORY OF
CRAZING.

The Theory. The theory of crazing that has found most

adherents is the difference in coefficient of contraction theory.

The adherents of this theory hold that crazing is due to a differ-

ence in thermal coefficient of contraction and expansion of the

glaze and bod} -

. As applied to enameled iron, the theory is as

follows : Crazing and shivering are duv to a difference in coefficient

of contraction and expansion with temperature of the enamel

and iron. On cooling a piece of ware, a strain is set up between

the enamel and iron, due simply to this difference in rate of eon-

traction with change of temperature. If the enamel has the

higher coefficient of contraction, there is a tendency for crazing

to result. If the enamel has the lower coefficient, there is a

tendency for the enamel to be pushed off the ware, resulting in

shivering, or chipping, at the edges and on sharply convex curves.

If there is no difference in the rate of contraction, there is no

strain set up and consequently no tendency to craze or shiver.

Seger's Belief in this Theory.

—

vSeger believed fully in the

difference in coefficient of contraction theory of crazing and

shivering. Therefore, since he found the above rules would

stop crazing and shivering in the class of glazes with which he

worked, he naturally thought these rules were rules for varying

the coefficient of contraction of the glaze. It is to be noted that,

although Seger did more than any other man to establish this

theory of crazing in the minds of ceramists, he never did any

experimental work to prove the validity of the theory. That

rules A and C work in glazes and in enamels in the majority

of eases of general crazing or shivering there can be no question.

Rule C has been found to work in glazes only under certain con-

ditions, and the same holds true in enamels as has been shown.

That these rules are a direct means of varying the coefficient

of contraction is far from being established.

Limitations of this Theory.—In discussing this theory of

the cause of crazing, we must recognize one very important

limitation of its application that is not always taken into account

by its adherents. Strains set up due to a difference in coefficient

of the enamel and iron would be only such strains as would arise
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if we should start with no strain in the enamel or iron and with

every particle of the enamel and iron at exactly the same tempera-

ture and should then cool or heat in such a manner that every

particle of enamel and iron would undergo exactly the same

change in temperature at exactly the same rate. Under these

conditions, if it were properly supported and free from the iron,

the sheet of enamel could be cooled or heated as rapidly as desired

without any strain being set up. The same would be true of the

iron casting. Therefore, it is evident that this theory does not

cover the crazing and shivering caused by the strains that arise

for a variety of reasons in a rapidly cooled piece of glass of large

size and varying thickness. Such strains would render a piece

of glass of the size and shape of the sheet of enamel as worthless

as a lot of Prince Rupert's drops if the glass vessel should be

cooled under the same conditions that a piece of enameled iron

actually is. This would be true even if the sheet of glass were

properly supported and free from strains due to its own weight,

which is not true in an enameled iron casting.

These various causes of strain will be taken up later. It is

well, however, to keep the possibility of their existence in mind

while we are discussing the strains supposed to be caused by a

difference in coefficient of contraction.

Comparison of this Theory with Actual Occurrence of Crazing

and Shivering.—Let us see how this theory fits in with the ob-

servations as to the circumstances under which crazing and shiver-

ing occur in enamels.

First. The strains due to a difference in coefficient of con-

traction between the enamel and iron should consist of either a

simple tension or thrust effecting every part of the piece in equal

degree and everv piece made <>l tin same enamel and same iron.

In the usual enameling plant, this would mean that there would

be a decided tendency for a large proportion of the ware being

made t<> develop either crazing or shivering. We have found

that such a condition sometimes exists.

Second. We have found that, the rest of the composition

being kept the same, the fusibility and tendency t<> craze may
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be decreased by increasing Si0
2
and vice versa, the infusibility

ami tendency to shiver may be decreased by decreasing Si02 .

It is well known that increase of SiOa decreases the coefficient of

any workable glass or enamel. This point fits in with the

theory.

Fhird. When crazing occurs in a refractory enamel, it may
be reduced by making changes that also make the enamel more

fusible. If we render it more fusible by adding a substance

such as lead oxide, we are raising the coefficient of contraction

(as we will see shortly). This in respect to variation of coefficient

of contraction is contrary to the theory. However, if we con-

sider that this change simply permits a better condition in the

ground coat, it is not in contradiction to the theory. For, as

we will see under our next point, it would be perfectly possible

that an enamel having proper attachment to the iron could

better withstand a large tension due to a slightly larger differ-

ence in coefficient of contraction, than another enamel, having

poor attachment, could withstand the smaller strain due to a

small difference in coefficient. If we make the enamel more
fusible by increasing boric acid, which would lower the coefficient,

we have no appearance of contradiction to the theory.

Fourth. We found that both tendency to craze and to shiver

are decreased by proper attachment of the enamel to the iron.

In view of my remarks that according to this theory there would

be no strain due to difference in coefficient if there were no at-

tachment, it would seem that the fact that proper attachment

gives less defects than poor attachment would be contrary to

the theory. On reflection, however, we see that if there is any
attachment at all, there would be a strain set up. Each part of

the enamel between two points of attachment has to bear the

strain due to the over-contraction or expansion of the strip of

enamel between these two points of attachment. The greater

the distance between two points of attachment, the greater the

strain each part of the strip has to bear and the greater the danger

of rupture in the weakest part.

We would expect that, if this be true, in some instances the

point of attachment would break instead of the enamel, thus
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giving a larger strip free from points of attachment to the iron

with each part of the strip bearing a correspondingly heavier

strain. This could go on indefinitely until finally, if the enamel

had the greater coefficient, we would get a large fracture with

the enamel on either side of the fracture not attached to the iron.

We actually find such large and distinct fractures. In enameling

shop vernacular, they are known as "lifts" because the enamel

seems to have been raised or lifted free from the iron. On the

other hand, we would expect to find, when the enamel had the

smaller coefficient, large areas shivering off the iron. We some-

times actually find this condition. We can conclude, then, that

the observed relation between proper attachment of the enamel

to the iron is not a contradiction to the difference in coefficient

of contraction theory of crazing, but that it shows the existence

of one very important modifying circumstance.

Fifth. We observed that the thinner the coat of enamel,

the less the tendency both to craze and to shiver. That a thin

enamel should be less liable to craze than a thicker one is in direct

contradiction to the coefficient of contraction theory. If crazing

is simply a matter of failure to withstand a straight pull, a thick

enamel shou'd be less liable to craze than a thin one. The ob-

served facts lead us to think that elasticity or ductility must be

a factor in the power to withstand tendency to craze. The re-

lation between elasticity and thin section in any substance is

well known. That the thicker coat is more liable to shiver is

no evidence for or against the theory. It simply shows that,

whatever the cause of the strain, the thicker coat is more able

to break the bond between the enamel and iron.

Summary of Relation of Fact to Theory.—In summing up

the relation of the actual circumstances, under which crazing and

shivering occur, to the difference in coefficient of contraction theory

we find

:

First. Several of the observed circumstances tit in well

with this theory. This, of course, docs not necessarily prove

the theory. An equal number might be made to tit in with some

other theory. In such a complicated problem as the cause <>!'
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crazing, several circumstances can be made to lit in with any

theory, no matter how fantastic. 7

Second. Several circumstances under which general crazing

occurs seem to be in contradiction to the difference in coefficient

theory.

/ In) (I. Several circumstances under which general crazing

occurs seem to indicate that factors other than relative coefficient

of expansion must be taken into account.

ACTUAL MEASUREMENT OF COEFFICIENT OF EXPANSION OF ENAMELS.

Works of Winkelman and Schott.—Winkelman and Schott

determined the actual coefficient of expansion with temperature

of thirty different glasses. They have published 8
the following

coefficients, by which the percentages of the constituent oxides

of a glass are to be multiplied in order to obtain by addition ten

million times the value of the cubical expansion per degree centi-

grade of the glass.

Na,0 1 o . o BaO 3.0

KX> 8.5 ZnO 1.8

CaO 5.0 Si02 0.8

A1X>.> 5.0 B
2
0.

(
0.1

PbO 3.0 MgO 0.1

Work of Mayer and Havas.—Mayer and Havas have done

a vast amount of valuable work in measuring the coefficients

of expansion of enamels. 9 These experimenters confirm the figures

of Winkelman and Schott within 2 per cent., except that for PbO

7 An instance is found in Hopkins' "oxygen strain" theory of crazing. Hopkins has

found that by making certain variations in a glaze he can increase or decrease the tendency

to craze. By a rather complicated system of calculation, he has figured that in making
these variations in a systematic manner he has also systematically varied the ratio of the

molecular volume of the oxygen in the glaze formula to the molecular volume of the metal-

lic elements in the glaze formula. This he does, assuming that the various elements when
in combination in the glaze have the same molecular volume as when free. Hopkins points

out the relation between these calculated molecular volume ratios (he calls them oxygen
strains^ and crazing. For the variations that he presents in his papers. Hopkins is abso-

lutely right. This relation does hold. Therefore, Mr. Hopkins says that crazing is due
to "oxygen strain" and presents his calculations to prove his point. Now the point to

the whole thing is that in controlling the tendency to craze and shiver Hopkins has made
exactly the same variation in the batch of his glazes that ceramists have made for years.

The latter said they were controlling the coefficient of contraction; Hopkins says he was
controlling the "oxygen strain." One has as many points to support his theory as the

other.

8 Ann. d. Phys. v. Chem., LI, 735, and "Jena Glass" by Hovestadt, page 217.

"Sprechsaal, XLII, 497; XLIV, 1885, 207. 220.
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which they make 4.2. In addition they have found values for

enamels containing opacifiers as follows:

Na3AlF,;
7.4 TiO„ 4

NaF 7.4 Fe2
0.

s
4

ThO, 6.3 Nib 4

Cr,0
3 5.1 Sb,0 , 3.6

BeO. 4 7 CaF2 2.5

CoO 44 MnO,
AIF3 4.4 CuO
CeO, 4.2 ZnO
PbO 4.2 Sn0 2

They found the coefficient of expansion of enamels for sheet

steel to average around 0.0000300 and that of the steel used in

making enameled sheet steel wares to average around 0.0000400.

They, therefore, believe that the enamel on enameled sheet steel

utensils is under considerable compression. This opinion is

verified by the well known fact that the enamel on this sort of

ware seldom crazes but is rather prone to shiver. Mayer and

Havas believe that, owing to the limitations set on variation in

composition of this type of enamel by practical consideration

of manufacture and necessary properties in the furnished ware,

it is not possible to produce an enamel for sheet steel with a coeffi-

cient much more than 75 per cent, as high as that of the steeL

They conclude that success in making this type of ware must

depend on care in manufacture and especially on producing ware

with a thin coat of enamel and one of uniform thickness in order

that the elasticity of the enamel may be developed to the highest

degree.

Using the values of Mayer and Havas, I have calculated

10,000,000 times the value of the cubical expansion of the twelve

enamels, the recipes for which I published in Volume XIII, page

519, Transactions of the American Ceramic Society. They are

as follows:

1 310 VII 198

II 317 VIII 290

III 317 IX 296

IV 3-7 X •.,

V 319 XI ^)2

VI 319 XII 3"
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The cubical coefficient <>f expansion of cast iron, when multi-

plied by [0,000,000, has been round to be close to 310. It will

be Men that the coefficient of the enamels varies around that of

ea^t iron. This may explain how an enamel on cast iron may
develop either crazing or shivering, while sheet steel enamels

do not craze.

I'sing these different enamels on the same cast iron, I have

not noticed any particular tendency for the enamels with high

coefficients to craze or for those with low coefficients to shiver.

Work of Purdy and Potts.— It is of interest to note in this

connection that Purdy and Potts 1 " measured the coefficient of

expansion of a large number of porcelain bodies. These bodies

were then all glazed with the same glaze. These investigators

found that the crazing which appeared bore no direct relation

to the coefficient of contraction of the porcelain body.

THE RELATION OF ELASTICITY AND STRENGTH OF THE ENAMEL TO
CRAZING.

This whole discussion of the control and cause of general

crazing brings us around to the realization that there must be

factors operating other than simply a difference in coefficient

between the enamel and the iron. Upon consideration, we see

that whether a given material will be fractured by a strain de-

pends upon at least three factors.

First. The amount of strain. In the case of strain due to

a difference in coefficient of expansion, the amount of strain would

be proportional to the difference in coefficient.

Second. The ability of the substance to yield to the strain,

i. c, its elasticity or ductility.

Third. The ability of the substance to withstand the strain

,

in other words, its strength.

It is readily seen that, since all three of these factors must
be operative in all cases, the tendency for general crazing or

shivering to occur will not be in all cases proportional to the

difference in coefficient of expansion.

A large difference in coefficient might be offset by high

strength or elasticity (ductility) in the enamel. For instance >

10 Trans. A. C. S., Volume XIII, page 431.
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our experience has led us to believe that in an enamel of given

fusibility a high content of zinc oxide has a favorable influence

in counteracting crazing. By reference to the work of Winkel-

man and Schott, we find that a content of zinc oxide exerts a

decidedly favorable influence both on the strength 11 and elasticity
1:>

of glass. We have discussed the close connection between high

elasticity and a thin and uniform coat of enamel. Again, we spoke

of the action of B
2 :j

in tending to reduce crazing in an enamel

of given fusibility. Winkelman and Schott found that a content

of B
2 :i

had a decided effect in reducing the coefficient of con-

traction 13 of glasses and also a favorable effect in increasing their

elasticity. The strength of the enamel is, as we have seen, de-

pendent to a large extent upon proper attachment to the iron.

Since these three factors always act concomitantly and we have

no means of determining which one is of paramount importance,

we believe that we are not justified in ascribing crazing to one of

them alone. We would have as much reason for ascribing crazing

to poor strength or elasticity in an enamel as to ascribe it to

high coefficient of contraction. In either of these cases, we

would be wrong, for we would be taking into consideration only

one out of three coordinate factors. Moreover, to the mind of

the writer, it seems that it must be a rare case indeed in which

crazing or shivering occurs, due to the play of these three factors

alone. If the ordinary sheet steel enamel resists the strain due

to a difference of coefficient of 25 per cent., the thicker cast iron

enamels certainly are able to withstand a possible difference in

coefficient of 10 per cent.

UNEQUAL COOLING AND OTHER FACTORS.

While the three factors of difference in coefficient, strength,

and elasticity must be always operative in a case of general

crazing, they are not by any means the only factors that may be

taking part in the production of the phenomenon. It is practic-

ally impossible to have every particle of a piece of enameled iron

at exactly the same temperature when we start to cool it; and

1
' "Jena Glaaa," page, 13

1

11. 1. 1 , pace 1 $9

11 ibid . page, 21 7.
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it is altogether impossible, in the accepted manner of manufac

taring, to cool every particle at exactly the same rate. There-

Fore, in the cooling of any piece of enameled ware, there arc set

up strains due to lack of uniform cooling. From our knowledge

of the effect of such strains on the strength of unannealed glass,

we are forced to conclude that these strains must be very severe,

much more severe indeed than any strains that might possibly

be set up due to a difference in coefficient of expansion between

the ordinary enamel and the ordinary cast iron. Two years

ago, I expressed my belief that "crazing is caused in the same way

that a piece of glass that is not annealed properly is caused to

break." 1 * I still hold to the opinion that unequal cooling is one

of the most potent factors in causing general crazing and shivering

in enamels on cast iron.

Likewise, in a case of general crazing or shivering, any or

several of the other numerous conditions that produce special

crazing may be operating to reinforce the factors that tend to

produce general crazing or shivering.

CONCLUSIONS AS TO THE CAUSE OF GENERAL CRAZING AND SHIVERING.

(A) Three coordinate factors must always be operating to

effect the fit of an enamel coat on an iron casting: (1) difference

in coefficient of contraction and expansion of the iron and enamel

;

(2) the strength of the enamel, which is largely dependent upon

proper attachment to the iron; (3) the elasticity (ductility) of

the enamel, which is largely dependent upon a thin and uniform

coat. While certain combinations of these factors would tend

to produce crazing, and other combinations would tend to pro-

duce shivering, it is probably very seldom that a case of shivering

or crazing occurs due to the play of these three factors alone.

(B) Unequal cooling is probably the most potent factor in

producing general crazing.

(C) Tendency to general crazing or shivering, due to factors

mentioned in A and B, may be reinforced by any or several of

the circumstances that tend to produce crazing or shivering in

special patterns.

" Trans. A. C S., Vol. XII, page 326.
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PART II. SPECIAL CRAZING.
Definition of the Phrase.—Much more common than the

occurrence of general crazing is the occurrence of crazing or shiver-

ing in ware made over a certain pattern, or on casting made by

a certain molder, or in ware that has been enameled by certain

workmen. Obviously, such phenomena are not due primarily

to the composition of the enamel but to special causes. Such

cases of crazing I designate as special crazing or, more properly,

crazing due to special causes. In this section I purpose to take

up several such cases.

Relation of Special to General Crazing.—It is well to call

attention in the very beginning of this discussion to the fact

that, just as the causes of special crazing may be auxiliary agents

in bringing about general crazing, a tendency toward general

crazing or shivering may be an auxiliary cause of special crazing

or shivering. The two classes of causes, working together, may
cause a rupture that would not appear if only one were operative.

Therefore, a rule to be applied in all cases of special crazing or

shivering is to minimize as much as possible the tendency to general

crazing or shivering. This is to be done, of course, by applying

the rules laid down in the first section.

CASE I. THICK SPOTS IN THE CASTING.

EFFECT.

A thick spot in the casting has two effects: First, the thick

spot does not heat up as readily as the rest of the casting, and,

consequently, the ground coat is not properly fused on it by the

time it is at its best strength on the rest of the casting. The

result is poor bond between the iron and enamel on the heavy

spot. If the piece is fired until the ground coat is properly fused

on tin heavy spots, there is danger that the ground coat on the

rest df (he casting will he overtired. The result is a lack of proper

attachment between the enamel and iron on the thinner portions

of the casting. Second, the thick spots do not cool down as rapidly

as thi' rest (»1 the casting. Therefore, the enamel over the thick

spot continues to contract and set after the surrounding enamel

is rigid. The result is that this part of the enamel is under special

stress and strain
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The defect due to a heavy spot depends upon the location

of the heavy portion and the heat treatment given the casting.

The heavy portion may consist of an iron bead on the edge of

the casting or of a heavy portion at a convexly curved portion

of the casting. 11" the ground coat is not properly matured on

these portions, there will be a tendency for chipping (shivering)

to take place, due to the poor bond between the enamel and iron

and to the contraction of the enamel on the heavy portion after

the surrounding enamel has become rigid. When the casting

is heated until the ground coat on the heavy portion is properly

matured and the ground coat on the thinner portions of the cast-

ing is heated beyond its best strength, the enamel over these

thinner portions tend to develop "lifting." A "lift" is, as we
have explained, a large distinct crack occurring in an area of

enamel that lacks proper attachment to the iron. While by this

latter treatment there results proper attachment of the enamel

on the thick spots to the iron, the section of the enamel over the

heavy spot is still subject to the strains due to the slower rate

of cooling of the heavy portion of the easting. The result is

that there is some tendency for chipping to occur on the heavy

convex curves and beads.

In ease the heavy portion is at a concave curve or in a flat

surface and the ground coat over it is not properly fused, there

is a tendency for fine crazing to occur, due to the location of the

area, the poor bond between enamel and iron, and the slower

cooling of the heavy portion of the easting. If the bond made
by the ground coat is very defective, lifting may result. Some-

times, in portions at the edge of a piece, chipping occurs. In

ease the piece is heated until the ground coat is properly fused

over the heavy portions, there is the liability that the ground coat

on the thinner portions will be overheated and that the bond be-

tween the enamel and iron at these areas will be thus rendered

defective. In this case, the tendency is for the enamel on these

areas to develop the defect to which it is subject, crazing or shiver-

ing as the case may be. When the bond is very defective, we

may have lifting and scaling of the enamel in large flakes. More-

over, crazing is liable to occur at the border of the heavy portion
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owing to the contraction and setting of the enamel in this area

after the surrounding enamel has become rigid.

Thus, we see that a heavy spot in the casting may cause either

crazing or shivering. It may also cause "lifting" and in extreme

cases may be the occasion of the development of crazing and

shivering in the same piece.

REMEDIES.

First. Reduce the thickness of the metal as much as possible.

At one time, beads were supposed to be a necessary ornament for

every lavatory. In late years, beads have been removed from

all first-class lines with much improvement in the beauty of the

ware and a decided decrease in the amount of defective ware.

Thick spots in casting are often due to slipshod methods in pattern

making. This is inexcusable, even from the standpoint of econ-

omy. The use of a defective pattern in an enameling plant

is one of the most extravagant ways of wasting money that can

be devised. One of the characteristic differences I have noted

in visiting various plants is that the successful plants invariably

have good patterns and the unsuccessful ones generally have

poor ones. All patterns should be filed to templets, not only on

the larger surfaces but also in corners, on rims, etc. Of course,

all parts of a pattern can not be of the same thickness, but it is

possible to know just how thick each part is.

Especial care should be taken in the design of parts where

it is necessary to have a double thickness of metal, as at the over-

flow channel of a lavatory. I have broken castings and found

that, due to carelessness in design of core boxes, there was a

thickness of five-eighths of an inch of metal between the over-

llmv channel and the bowl of a lavatory. Is it any wonder

that bowls made- over that pattern had been giving trouble in

the enameling room? Or is it any wonder that firms which

habitually use patterns as grossly defective in one way or another

as this are not able to compete with more alert concerns 3 Many

of the collars around opening can easily be dispensed with, and

nt hers can be made much lighter where they lap over the body

of the casting than is the custom in some shops. At a certain

plant, considerable trouble was experienced from crazing around

tin outlet of a certain size roll rim sink. ( >n examination we
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found that the collar of the bell was three-eighths of an inch

thick and lapped over the bottom of the sink for one and one

eighth inches. When the pattern was altered so that the collar

was only a scant quarter of an inch thick and lapped over only

one-half inch, the crazing immediately disappeared. Many
other instances of the advantages gained by simple alterations

in the thickness of parts of a pattern might be quoted, but space

does not permit.

Second. Turn and chill the piece while the ground coat is

being fused. This is a trick of manipulation in use at most plants.

It consists in removing the piece from the furnace when it has

reached a dull red heat, allowing it to cool for a minute or two,

then putting it back in the furnace in the reverse position from

the one originally occupied. While the heavy spots heat up

more slowly than the thinner portions, they also lose the heat

they have gained more slowly. The chilling allows the piece

to go back into the furnace with the heavy spots considerably

ahead in temperature of the thinner spots. Thus, there is a

chance that the ground coat on the heavy spots will fuse at the

same time that the ground coat on the rest of the casting does.

Of course the turning is in the interest of even heating of the cast-

ing.

Third. Put a more fusible ground coat on the heavy spot.

The object of this is obviously to attempt to have it fuse down
at the temperature at which the regular ground coat is at its

best strength on the rest of the casting.

Fourth. Provide a ground coat that has a long heat range,

i. c, one that fuses at a low temperature and is still good at a

high temperature. Such a ground coat will stand large inequali-

ties of temperature in various parts of the casting. The way
to go about obtaining such a ground coat is indicated in Mr.

Coe's paper, already referred to.

Fifth. Provide an enamel of high elasticity and great strength.

We have indicated in a general way in the other section of this

paper, how this can be done. The main points to be observed

are to have the enamel as high as possible in zinc oxide, high

in boric oxide, and to have it applied in a thin and uniform coat.
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CASE II. THIN SPOTS IN THE CASTING.

This is plainly the reverse of Case I and the effect and remedies

have been sufficiently indicated under that heading. The only

variation in the remedies would be that we would endeavor to

make the thin spots thicker instead of thinner and that we would

put a more refractory ground coat on the thin spot than on the

rest of the casting. Chilling, a good ground coat, and a strong

elastic enamel are just as serviceable in the case of thin spots

as in that of heavy spots.

CASE III. SHARPLY CONCAVE CURVES AND PROJECTING CORNERS.

EFFECTS.

It is well known, as a matter of experience, that chipping

is liable to occur on sharp projecting corners and sharply convex

curved portions of a piece of ware. This is probably due, in part,

in many cases to the fact that such portions are liable to be es-

pecially thick, owing to the difficulty of properly filing the reverse

surface in the pattern and of properly molding it in the casting.

In addition to this, there is the fact that as the casting cools

there is a tendency for the enamel not to follow the decreasing

arc of the curve but to split off along lines tangent to it. This

tendency to rupture is due to the rigidity or slight elasticity of

enamel and comes into play no difference what the relation between

the coefficients of contraction of the enamel and iron. If there

should be any difference in the coefficients of the enamel and iron,

it would act as follows. If the enamel should have the larger

coefficient, there would be a tension set up which would tend to

cause the enamel to be pulled in two. If the enamel should

have the smaller coefficient, it would be thrown into a state of

thrust and the tendency would be for the enamel to be pushed

off the ware at the sharp curve or corner. Both these latter

tendencies would, therefore, simply increase the tendency to

rupture, due to lack of elasticity in enamel.

REMEDIES.

First. Avoid sharp corners and make all convex curves

with radii as large as possible.

Second. See that the reverse side of convexly curved portions
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of patterns are properly hollowed out. See that such portions

are properly molded.

Third. Use an enamel that does not tend to give general

crazing or shivering, and one with as much elasticity as possible.

The composition of such an enamel has been indicated. It is

a soft enamel high in zine oxide and in boric oxide.

Fourth. Apply the enamel in as thin and uniform a coat

as possible. This is in the interest of elastieity in the enamel.

CASE IV. SHARPLY CONCAVE CURVES.
EFFECTS.

Just as there is a tendency for enamel to fly off at a tangent

to a convex curve, there is a tendency for enamel to be crushed

on a sharply concave curved portion of a casting. As the casting

cools, the angle of the coneave eurve becomes more acute, and

the enamel must adjust itself to this sharper angle. This tendency,

however, seldom manifests itself in a rupture for the simple reason

that the power of enamel to resist such a strain is very great.

The power of a glass to resist crushing is very great, as shown by

Winkleman and Schott, ten to twenty times as great as its power

to resist tension, 1 "' and in this case the enamel forms a natural

brace for itself.

A sharply concave portion of a casting is frequently a cause

of defect in the enamel for an entirely different reason. Owing
to the method of applying the enamel by sifting it on as a dry

powder, it is very difficult to enamel the area around a sharply

concave curve without getting an extra heavy coat of enamel

in the sharply curved portion or corner. This is especially true

if the sharp eurve or corner comes at the bottom of a straight

area, such, for instance, as at the bottom of the straight back

in a "D" shaped lavatory bowl. The defect due to a heavy

spot of enamel will be discussed in the next section, but sharply

convex curves and corners constitute a special cause for the pro-

duction of such spots, and so are treated as a distinct case in the

list of causes for special crazing.

REMEDIES.

First. Eliminate, as far as possible, sharply concave curves

in the casting. At different times, I have had a large number
1 "' Ann. d. Phys. und Chem., XUX, 401. "Jena Glass," by Hovestadt. 151.
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of patterns altered so as to increase the radii of sharply concave

curves on the surface. In all these the tendency to crazing in

these parts was greatly decreased and in most cases disappeared

altogether.

Second. Apply the various rules for avoiding rolls given in

the next case.

CASE V. ROLLS.

EFFECTS.

A "roll" is a heavy accumulation of enamel on the surface

of a casting. The difference between a roll and a simple thick

spot of enamel is that a roll shows some evidence of flow. Prac-

tically all excessively thick spots of enamel, such as those that

form in corners, become rolls. In addition to this, rolls may be

caused by excessive flow in enamel on a straight or a slightly curved

surface.

The effect of a roll is to produce a tendency toward crazing,

either in the roll or in the enamel close around it. When the

ware is cooling, the roll remains hot longer than the thinner coat

of enamel surrounding it. The result is that the enamel consti-

tuting the roll is contracting after the surrounding enamel has

become rigid. Strains are thus set up that cause the crazing

and "lifting" mentioned.

REMEDIES.

First. Alter the pattern as directed under Case V so as to

reduce the tendency for enamel to lodge in hollows and corners.

Second. Use finely ground enamel. When the enamel

is coarse, it does not fuse and adhere readily on being applied

to the casting, but part of it drops down and accumulates in piles,

especially in corners and hollows.

Third. Use fairly fusible enamel. This is in the interest

of having the enamel adhere readily.

Fourth. Have the workmen use mechanically agitated sieves

and take especial care in the application and heat treatment of

enamel on castings in which rolls tend to form. The surface

to which the enamel is being applied should he as marly horizontal

as possible. The enamel should he applied in as uniform a coat

as possible. As soon as tin- enamel ceases to adhere well, applica-
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tion should be stopped. In heating, the ware should not become

so hot that there is any large amount of flow in the enamel. These

precautions show that in order to minimize the tendency for the

formation of rolls, it is necessary to have the enamel applied in

a coat so nearly uniform that it is not necessary to have any

appreciable flow in the enamel while the ware is in the furnace.

Such application is not readily obtained by use of sieves agitated

by hand, but is easily obtained by the use of mechanically agi-

tated sieves.

CASE VI. BEADS OF ENAMEL.

EFFECTS.

"Beads" are small rolls around the edge of an enameled sur-

face. They are caused by the pressing up of the enamel into a

roll when a workman tries to cut off the part of the enamel that

has flowed down over the edge of the casting. They are especially

liable to be formed if the trimming is done after the enamel has

started to become rigid. Beads are very liable to chip off, since

the enamel in them is not only of different thickness from the

adjacent enamel, but more especially because the enamel in the

beads has been thrown into a condition of strain by the process

of trimming. These stresses very frequently do not manifest

themselves as chips until some time, often months, after the piece

has been made.

REMEDIES.

First. Apply the enamel as thinly as possible at the edges

of the piece. This is best done by putting very little enamel

on the edge during the application of the first coat of enamel,

and only a light coat during the application of the last coat to

the whole piece.

Second. If possible, do not heat the ware to the point that

the enamel flows down over the edge. This implies that the

enamel should be applied to the whole easting in the manner
described under Case V.

Third. If trimming is to be done at all, let it be done quickly

while the enamel is still soft. It should be done with a good

tool and with the blade of the tool making an acute angle with

the enameled surface. This gives a clean slanting cut, while
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any attempt to trim with the blade held perpendicular to the

surface of the enamel results in more or less beading.

CASE VII. MECHANICAL STRESS IN THE CASTING.

This may be subdivided into three special sub-cases: A,

stresses due to the apparent warping and bending; B, stresses

due to exterior mechanical restraint; C, stresses which are mani-

fested only by the production of crazing or shivering in the

enamel.

A. STRESSES DUE TO APPARENT WARPING AND BENDING.

Many castings, especially those of thin section and long

slender shape, show considerable warping and buckling on cooling

after the iron is black and the enamel has become fairly rigid.

Of course this has a tendency to set up strains between the enamel

and iron and in the enamel itself. Such castings are especially

common in plants manufacturing specialties. These strains

must always tend to produce crazing or shivering and in aggravated

cases produce actual rupture.

Remedies.

—

First. Strengthen the sections by the use of

iron ribs on the back, etc., so that the tendency to warping

and buckling is minimized.

Second. Use a good ground coat and a strong elastic enamel.

B. STRESSES DUE TO EXTERIOR MECHANICAL RESTRAINT.

In making certain styles of castings, especially those for

sectional work, it is very important that they conform to a certain

shape. The expedient of cooling these castings in forms or

clamps is sometimes used. This procedure may so interfere

with the normal contraction of the iron and enamel as to set up

strains that may cause crazing or shivering. As a case in point.

I may quote the following: At a certain plant we were making

some rectangular sections about 24 X 48 inches in size. It was

necessary that the sides of these sections be perfectly straight

for the sections had to be bolted together and make a good butt

joint. It was found that when the castings came from the enamel-

ing furnace the sides were curved in to a slight extent. When
they were cooled in the ordinary way, this curvature was still

apparent in the cold pieces. To obviate this difficulty, we rigged

up a heavy vice-like affair, clamped the castings in this while
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still hot, and allowed them to cool there. This straightened

out the sides and produced a slight bulge at the ends of the piece.

The deformation of the ends was immaterial, but we found

that this procedure caused the enamel to develop minute crazes

at each corner of the section. We concluded that when the

castings were cooled in the vice, the ends, which took the stress,

were acting like compressed springs. When the clamp was

removed the ends of the casting expanded and caused the enamel

to craze. Acting on this theory, we decided to put the castings

in the clamp, compress them strongly while the iron was still

hot and the enamel still plastic, and then to immediately remove

the clamps. When we did this, we found that the ends were

bulged slightly more than before, that the sides were straight,

and that the crazing immediately disappeared.

Another type of stress due to external constraint that enam-

eled iron frequently has to undergo is that caused when a piece

of ware that is slightly out of shape has to be drawn into place

by bolts when being set up. This, of course, occurs most fre-

quently in sectional ware.

Remedies.--First. If possible, so fashion your patterns

that the easting will hot have to endure external stress either

in cooling or when being put in place.

Second. If stress is to be applied, it should be applied while

the iron is still hot and soft and the enamel is plastic.

Third. Use a good ground coat and a strong and elastic

enamel.

Fourth. Use a soft ground coat and a soft enamel so that

the easting will not have to be heated very hot in the enameling

process.

C. HIDDEN STRESSES.

It sometimes happens that crazing or shivering occurs, in

certain shaped patterns, for which there is no apparent cause.

The defects are not amenable to any of the various treatments

already suggested, but disappear wdien we make certain altera-

tions in the pattern. For this reason we can not but think that

the defect is due to strains set up in the enamel or between the

enamel and iron, due to some peculiarity in the pattern, the sig-

nificance of w'hich we do not realize. This type of crazing is the
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most difficult to deal with for it gives absolutely no indication

of its cause. We are reduced to depend only on experience and

systematic alteration of the pattern. For instance, I have

found that, given two sinks of exactly the same size, shape,

and thickness, with the exception that one has its outlet near

one side or end and the other has its outlet at the center, the

latter sink will have decidedly less tendency to develop crazing

around the bell than the other. Again, I have found that a

kitchen sink with a well rounded bottom is less liable to develop

crazing than one with a bottom that is nearly flat. Why these

things are so, I can only conjecture. They are merely matters

of experience. Similar cases might be multiplied if space per-

mitted. The treatment of each case of crazing or shivering

of this sort is a special problem.

Remedies.—First. Apply all the rules for general or special

crazing that are applicable.

Second. Depend on experience and systematic alteration

of the pattern.

CONCLUSIONS FOR PART II.

Crazing in special parts of patterns or in special patterns

may be due to a large variety of causes and to various combina-

tions of these causes. Likewise the means of control must be

many and varied so as to suit each special case. There is no one

"panacea" for crazing in enamels on cast iron. Efficiency in

its control depends upon a thorough understanding of the chemical

and physical factors invoked and on wide experience.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. Landrum: I have had no experience in enameling

cast iron, but there is one thing that Professor Staley gave that

I do not find is true in the enameled sheet steel industry; that is.

that increase of fluorides will increase the brittleness. Now

if he wants to say increasing the calcium oxide will increase the

brittleness, I will agree with him One of the best ways to so! tin

an enamel so that it will be less brittle is by an increase of the

cryolite without changing your formula; that is, without changing

the molecular formula of the batch. This will soften an enamel
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without seeming t<> change its coefficient of expansion and without

making it unsuitable in practice,

These rules that he has given are each very good and agree

with my experience so far as the steel industry goes. For prac-

tical men, it is well to give directions, for instance, to add flint

and to increase the feldspar rather than to increase the silica.

We must remember that the cost proposition comes in as a factor

when we arc making changes in an enamel. It would be much
better from the standpoint of cost if a man could figure to put

in borax and take out his soda ash, rather than to add boric

acid, and this calculation is quite simple.

Prof. Staley: Yesterday there was a discussion as to whether

it is the calcium or fluorine of calcium fluoride that makes an

enamel brittle. Xow, we do not know whether calcium fluoride

is converted into calcium oxide in an enamel or what does happen

to it, but we do know that increasing the calcium fluoride makes
the enamel more brittle. For that reason I put the statement

in the form I did.

Mr. Pence: I have had some experience in introducing

cryolite into a glaze formula and my experience has been that,

preserving the formula the same, cryolite would increase the

tendency to craze. I wondered if that was the experience of

the enameled iron people. I remember also a citation by some

German authority which said the same thing.

Prof. Staley: It is true in cast iron enamel.

Mr. Landrum: I have had a good deal of experience

with adding cryolite to enamels. I have taken enamel formulas

carrying six or seven per cent, cryolite and increased that cryolite

as high as eighteen per cent., and have had enamels every bit

as successful as those low in cryolite. None of them craze and

none chip under ordinary conditions.

Prof. Staley: There is one difference between sheet steel

and cast iron enamel which may explain the fact that Mr. Landrum
has been able to use such a large amount of cryolite without

getting crazing. I refer to the work of Mayer and Havas. The

coefficient of expansion of sheet steel enamels ranges around

about twenty-five per cent, less than the coefficient of the sheet

steel used, so that there would be very little tendency for his
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enamel to craze. He might add a lot of cryolite and reduce

the tendency to shiver and go towards the tendency to craze

without really getting into crazing.

Now, the coefficient of expansion of cast iron enamels, by

the same figures given by Mayer and Havas for sheet steel enamels,

ranges on either side of the coefficient of expansion of cast iron,

so in that case we have to be a good deal more careful about the

use of substances like cryolite than they do in the sheet steel

enamels.

Mr. Bruner: I would like to ask Professor Staley, do you

use the molecular formula? If so, where do you put fluorine

Prof. Staley: I no longer use the formula myself. I have

seen a lot of formulae of enamel published and I never saw the

fluorine put in. When I read one of those papers it generally

takes me about two hours to figure out just what the composi-

tion of the enamel was, whether it had any fluorine in it, and how
much of the alumina in the formula came from cryolite and how
much of it came from feldspar. In writing formulae, it does

not make much difference where you put your fluorine; you can

put it up in a corner if you want to. I formerly put it between

silica and boric oxide; that is just as good a place as any, for we

have no right to attach any chemical significance to the position

of fluorine in an empirical formula. Putting an expression for

fluorine into the formula is simply a means of indicating, in

a rather obtuse way, that the enamel contains a certain amount

of that element. It also aids us in calculating the actual batch

of the enamel.

Mr. Landrum: I have done some interesting work on the

analysis of fluorine in glazes, and I find that in ground coat enamels

for sheet steel, where the frits are properly fused, the fluorine

from the calcium fluoride entirely disappears. In white enamels,

however, when cryolite is added as an opaeitier, the melting is

not carried so far, and fluorine does remain in the enamel. If

the melting is carried far enough to drive out all of the fluorine,

the white opacity also disappears In white enamels for sheet

hil. properly smelted, about twenty per cent, of the weight

of the cryolite is given off as silicon fluoride, and in figuring for
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this loss, I consider that cryolite loses twenty per cent, of its

weight in smelting.

Mr. Bruner: Twenty per cent, of the fluorine or cryolite 5

Mr. Landrum: Twenty per cent, of the cryolite. I figure

twenty per cent, loss as fluorine.

Mr. Bruner: What is the total percentage of fluorine?

Mr. Landrum: I think it is more than fifty per cent.

Prof. Staley: It has been shown in analyses by the Ger-

mans that if yon frit the enamels as we frit them in the cast iron

industry, that is, run your frit through the kiln in one to two

and a half hours and apply it in an oxidizing atmosphere, there

is a lot of fluorine left in the enamel.

NOTE PREPARED AFTER READING THE PAPER

Mr. Blackham: To my mind this paper covers the ground

thoroughly in a plain, practical manner, treating conditions as

they actually exist, not theories.

Supplementary to "Thick Spots," I have found it necessary

in some cases to thicken up the pattern in some particular spot.

I have in mind an 18" X 30" flat rimmed sink pattern of which

we were working two, made from the same master pattern and

filed in exactly the same manner. The casting from one of these

patterns crazed in the corner, at the rim. I tried making it

thinner; this only seemed to aggravate the difficulty. The

pattern was then made very heavy at this point, and gave no

further trouble. The other pattern, with apparently the same

condition, gave no trouble at this point.

When "lifting" occurs, my experience has been that it usually

can be traced to the slush coat. Either the slush coat is defective,

deficient, overheated, or applied too thin. Lifting will occur

on thin spots in castings, due to the slush coat being burned off

at this point.



SOME PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED IN PRODUCING A
STIFF-MUD FLOOR TILE.

By W. H. GorslixE, Rochester, X. Y.

Quarry tiles appear to most clay workers to be about as

simple a product as can be manufactured from clay—a rect-

angular slab, of not large enough dimensions to make its handling

difficult, and with enough thickness to reduce warpage to a small

factor. It has been the experience of the writer that their manu-

facture is not so simple as it looks, a conclusion which the experi-

ence of others will probably reinforce.

The object of this note is to describe some of the problems

encountered in taking up the manufacture of quarry tiles. The

work was undertaken as a side-line in a factory which had been

manufacturing another line of ware for many years, and in which

all adjustment for the success of the staple product had been

pretty fully worked out long ago. Hence, there was a tendency

to view the requirements of the new line in the light of the regular

routine of the old line, which probably hindered to some extent

the early attainment of success.

When the line was once launched on the market, production

had to be crowded ; this limited us to experiments undertaken only

as a means to an end, and not for the purpose of establishing or

proving general laws. Possibly most of the devices and experiments

used are old and may be known to experienced clay-workers ; but

they certai ily are not known to all. For in our efforts to over-

come our defective wares, we sought the experience of others;

and, in most cases, we could not obtain the aid needed and had

to work the matter out for ourselves. Some of these points

were very simple, yet they made the difference between good

and bad ware, between success and failure.

By setting forth his own experiences, the writer hopes to

induce others to record theirs, with a view to accumulating more

complete and exact information.

Most companies depend upon the knowledge their men have

accumulated and never gather it together and analyze it. When
the latter is done conflicting views are sure to develop. In the

end, such study leads to efficiency and better results. Meetings

between foremen and managers are productive of much good,
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and the ideas advanced in this way ran be tried out with the cer-

tainty of the interest and, generally, the hearty support of the

men.

The studies of the writer wen- devoted chiefly to three separate

problems. First, making a mechanically perfect ware in the

green state; and, second, placing it in the kiln in such a position

that it would remain true and square, and of good color after

burning; and third, the proper method of burning.

MANUFACTURE OF THE WARE.

The Clay. The clay used was the same that had been in

use for a number of years in the plant. It was made up of a

mixture of two local surface clays with a New Jersey fire clay,

the whole forming a very plastic body. The structure resulting

from flow through the dies, therefore, gave trouble, probably

far more trouble than would have been the case with ordinary

fire clays or shales.

The Tempering.—The clays were ground and tempered

in wet pans, with four mullers of serpentine tread for each pan.

This system produced clay of excellent physical structure.

The First Manufacture.—For the first year or so, a small

quantity of tile was made, using a piston press with vertical de-

livery. To the bottom of the press was attached a die which

made a rectangular tube of clay, scored at the corners, so that

on breaking up each block made four tiles. This method had

two difficulties which condemned it: first, the clay bar had a

surface skin, beneath which air bubbles were formed; second,

the die was not lubricated, which made it impossible to produce

square corners without repressing the blanks (see Fig. i).

The scoring of the square tube had to be deep enough to

permit the men to separate the tile while still green; and, if scored

deeply enough to allow this to be done without injuring the tile,

the hollow column was found to be not strong enough to support

its weight in a horizontal position, and the top quarter collapsed.

To eliminate the first objection recited, as well as to avoid

the disadvantages cf repressing, a small auger machine and cut-

ting tables were procured, and lubricated dies were designed to

make 4" x 4" and 6" x 6" tiles, producing a square tube to be cut
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into four tiles at a time, like the original method. It wasthough.1

too difficult to make </' x (/' tiles horizontally in this way, and a

di • making a single column of clay <>" wide and i
a

," thick, plus

shrinkage, was procured for this size. The latter die proved to

I) the best.

Making a Smooth Clay Bar. These three original dies for

the auger machine were made with an open space, between

the slicker and the scale next to it. The expectation in this

was that surplus lubrication and slush would work out through

this opening and the column passing through the slicker would

be free from defects from these causes (see Fig. 2).

In spite of painstaking efforts, the contrary was the result,

and these dies with openings never gave satisfaction. Particles

of grog would become caught in the opening and mar the surface

of the clay; slush would accumulate there and eventually soften

up the clay or run over on to the surface; often the clay would

catch on the edges of the slicker and the column. Sometimes

the clay would even back up out of these openings. All of these

difficulties happened in spite of careful tempering.

To eliminate the objections attributed to the opening between

the slicker and the first scale in the original dies, the opening

was closed up by inserting blocks of wood. The wood fitted

fairly accurately and extended almost through to the clay. The

result of this change was a decided improvement as regards

excess water, slush, etc., although some trouble with water in

a lesser degree continued until we learned how to adjust the

exhaust pipe better.

Encouraged by this experiment, we inserted a metal piece

to close up the opening; this piece was machined nicely to

fit to the discharge end of the last scale and to the receiving end

of the slicker, forming an almost straight line between these

two points as shown in Fig. 3. This arrangement gave the smooth-

est column yet produced and was adopted for the time, subject

to further trial.

In the meantime, it was decided that the dies making a square

tube must be abandoned, for the reasons given above, and a new
six inch die was now designed to make a single stream bar in
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the same way as the nine inch die ; the new four inch die designed

at the same time was similar, but gave a column eight inches

in width, the column being split as it issued from the die by a

piece of wire stretched vertically across the die, back of the slicker.

The chief difficulty now seemed to be marring and "feather-

ing" of the surface, which recurred frequently and which was

not controlled by the re-built dies.

The holes for the bolts by which the slicker was held to the

scale box were large enough to permit of some adjustment,

and as we were trying everything at this time, one day we bolted

the slicker on as high up as possible, giving an offset in the line

from the last scale. Such a good surface on the bar was the

result of this adjustment that we continued changes along this

line and finally proved to ourselves that this offset was an absolute

essential to the production of a smooth bar of clay. The clay

was allowed to expand and some moisture to accumulate at

this point, the latter aiding the slicker in smoothing the column

as it passed through. Marring was now entirely overcome (see

Fig- 4)-

At first the dies were made so that the offset was at the top

only. Later on it was proven that to have a slicker with the

receiving end larger in all directions than the last scale was the

best arrangement. This stopped roughing up the sides of the

column, as well as the top, and had a tendency to give a drier

bottom. With these dies, it was found that a slicker from ' „."

to '

H
" larger at receiving end than the scale next to it was the

best proportion, and it was soon possible in this way to secure

a column of clay with perfectly smooth surface and edges at

times. Of course, the slicker must taper to the discharge end,

at which point the opening should be the smallest in the die.

The First Scales. The scales in these dies were independent

of each other, coming together with butt joints. Lubrication

was provided for by placing thin strips of tin between the joints,

at first; bill later it was found that the tin was unnecessary.

The pipe connection on the lower side of the die took away sur-

plus steam and condensed water which accumulated in the jacket

space, and which would otherwise squirt forth at times, mining

the surface of the column.
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PRODUCING SQUARE TILES.

Operating as above l'<>r a time, the fact was disclosed that

after drying, one wire cut edge <>f the tile was no longer straight.

Although the tile, if carefully squared up immediately after

cutting, appeared almost straight where cut and accurate enough

for this class of material, it was found that after drying one end

still remained fairly straight where cut and the other end was

very much bowed or convex. The convex end was the forward

cut of the tile, farthest away from the machine (see Fig. 5).

There was no concavity at the back end of the tile to corre-

spond with the convex cut at the front end; or, in other words,

one end was almost straight and the other end was bowed. This

peculiarity was a puzzle for everybody at first, and various ex-

planations were put forth.

Upon analysis, it seemed to be due to a differential flow

of the clay in the die. The outside portions of the column were

held back by the sides and corners of the die more than the center,

which permitted the central portion of the column to flow rela-

tively more freely. If examined immediately after coming from

the cutting table, this defect was generally not noticeable; but

after the clay began to dry and relax, the bowed end appeared;

sometimes the deflection from a straight line was as much out

at the farthest point as :!

, ,

". It seemed necessary to get at this

defect by changing the contour of the interior of the die, stopping

this unequal flow of the clay. Eventually, this was accomplished

in the following way:

The receiving side of hinge plate was machined to flare

out at the sides and corners of the opening as much as possible,

so as to offer the least resistance to the clay as it entered at these

points (see Fig. 6, heavy lines only). This proved not to be

enough, and the dies were re-built about as shown by the other

line in Fig. 6, with the opening in the center contracted to retard

the flow of the clay, where it formerly ran the freest. This con-

traction of the opening at the center was relieved and gradually

increased towards both sides, so that after some experimenting

a contour of such proportions was adopted as to prevent uneven

flow and give a tile, which, after drying, was square at both ends.
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This idea was carried so far in one of our experiments that a eon-

cave end was produced in place of the convex.

"Dished" Tile.—When the cause of bowed ends was under-

stood and the trouble corrected, a new difficulty developed as

a direct result of the remedy applied. The central portion of

the face of the column was lower than the outside portions, due

to the lines of the interior of the die.

The tiles made from such a die were dished in the center.

The cause was soon apparent, but the retarding lines of the dies

could not be relieved for fear that the old trouble of bowed ends

would reappear. Hence, we resorted to an expedient which

the writer has since learned is sometimes used in the brick business,

but which was suggested by reading an English book, "The

Manufacture of Roofing Tiles," by A. T. Ackworth.

The portion of the slicker which formed the top surface

of the column was machined out about as much as the column

of the clay was depressed in the center and along lines approxi-

mating the form of the depression. The top face of the slicker

was concaved in a manner somewhat like the concavity on the

face of the column. This gave the clay a chance, when it reached

the slicker, to expand in the center where it had been depressed

by the scales. After a little adjusting, this made possible a column

quite flat and level on the surface, and which dried square when

cut square (see Fig. 7).

Blisters.—A considerable number of blisters were generally

present in the smooth surfaced bars produced on the single stream

dies. These were reduced by keeping the barrel of the machine

at all times as nearly full of clay as possible, so as to work out

the air.

Several times the question of the effect produced by varying

the distance between the auger and the die arose. Originally

the die was bolted on to a hinge plate, hung directly on the

auger machine in the customary manner, which gave only a space

of three inches from the end of the auger to the Opening of the

die.

Thus the influence of the auger was partly responsible for

imperfect moulding of the day, and for a tendency of the column

to run more in one direction than another. It was found by
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increasing this distance and forming an intermediate collection

chamber, a more even flow of the clay was secured and more air

was worked out. This resulted in a column which had less blisters

on the surface and less lamination in the body.

At one time, the distance was increased to 12 inches more

than it originally was, making altogether 15 inches, but it was

found this placed too great a duty on the small auger machine,

and retarded the flow of the clay too much. Very satisfactory

results eventually were secured by operating with a distance

of 9 inches from the end of the auger to the opening of the die.

On special wares like floor and roofing tile, a double auger machine

recommends itself.

Die Linings and Lubrication.—In changing the dies and re-

building them, as described in the foregoing, the linings finally

adopted were of the telescopic variety, the snout of one ring enter-

ing into the base of the ring just ahead. This system prevents

any movements of the scales and makes it possible to control

the amount of lubrication by regulating the tightness with which

thev are screwed up. The lubrication can also be distributed

with some uniformity. The results are usually more satisfactory

than with the butt-joint type of scale. If a die can be constructed

so that there is ample lubrication between the first two scales

nearest the machine, there is not so much lubrication needed

throughout the rest of the die (see Fig. 8).

Steam seemed, in this case, to be the best form of lubrica-

tion, because it could be more easily controlled. When stopping

during a run, the steam never made the clay excessively wet

and sloppy, as water did. This might not be the case where

le>s pressure was required.

With the clay and the die arrangements described, a pressure

of not less than 28 pounds to the square inch gave the most satis

factory results. This was provided by tapping on to a steam

line and running the pipe into a receiving tank, from which the

steam was conveyed by means of a small pipe to a point near

the die. From there on a steam hose was used, to give the flexi-

bility and convenience desirable in changing dies in the line

leading to the receiving tank, was placed a reducing valve, to

regulate the pressure: on the receiving tank was fitted a steam
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gauge. The latter showed at .ill times the pressure which was

being used, and the former readily permitted variations in pres-

sure.

Speed of Flow through the Die. When originally installed,

the auger machine was run at a speed specified by the manu-
facturers: this turned out the bar faster than the men could

handle it, and it was found that at a reduced speed a better class

of ware was produced. The conclusion seems justified that with

this class of ware, in order to secure a good well moulded product,

the machine should be operated at less than its maximum capacity.

The actual capacity of the machine, as is well known, varies

with different clays and may be below or above its rated capacity.

It is the writer's opinion that with some clays too great speed

is objectionable with ware like iloor and roof tile, where the thick-

ness of the bar is much less than that of brick. Considerable

compression of the clay is required to force it from the barrel of

the machine through the slicker of the die. This cannot be accom-

plished and the necessary quality maintained, if running too fast.

Exterior Resistance.—During the experiments conducted

in trying to reduce the bowing of the tile, there was installed

a wooden table between the die and the cutting table, leveled

to correspond with the bottom of the column, over which the

column of clay had to be forced before it came to the rollers on

the cutting table. The purpose of this was to overcome some

of the stretching effect and mould the clay better. This board

we named the "resistance board," for lack of a better name (see

Fig- 9)-

If 20" or 24" long, this resistance board requires rollers

running in oil to slightly lubricate the bottom of the column,

as otherwise the latter sticks to the board, and soon so much
slush accumulates that the machine has to be stopped and the

board cleaned.

Another advantage of this board, in the case in hand, was

the space it afforded between the die and cutting table, in which

the column could be inspected. A man could stand writh a trowel

and prick and rub out the blisters, and remove foreign particles

from the clay.

Shape of Dies.—Dies should taper from the receiving end
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to the discharging end, including the slicker, which should not

be straight at any point. A straight slicker constantly gave

trouble, and roughed the surface of the column, producing a

feathery effect on the surface or on the edges. The same defects

will also be produced if the receiving end of the slicker is not

larger than the scale next to it.

The internal angles and edges of the die should be rounding,

the maximum radii being at the entrance end of the die and re-

ducing gradually throughout the die until the square form of the

finished tile is produced at the discharge end of the slicker.

There is an opportunity to do some experimenting to determine

the principle governing the proper length of dies, and the relation

of the taper to the length. The writer has not had enough ex-

perience along this line to go on record, but definite data on this

subject are a much needed addition to ceramic records.

Weathered Clay.—Weathered clay is far more satisfactory

for ware of this character and reduces die troubles, air bubbles,

lamination and warping.

BURNING.

The tiles were set in the kiln singly on benches close together,

after the manner of setting roofing tiles. There were several

reasons for this

:

First, the clay would not safely sustain the weight of setting

the tiles one upon another throughout the kiln.

Second, color effects sought could best be secured in this

way.

Also, in taking the tiles from the cutting table they were

faced up, in stacks, which reduced the quantity of warped tile,

and forced most of the drying to take place from the sides and

backs, thereby reducing the tendency towards the formation

of air bubbles and blisters and scum on the surface while drying.

In burning, a system had been developed a few years before

which gave most satisfactory results and which, with a few changes,

we were able to use in burning quarry tile. The absence of a

fixed system or schedule for burning is to be deplored, because

the tendency with most burners, when a kiln does not come up

to the mark, is to alter their method in the nexl kiln, without

stopping to consider whether they have followed the system in
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the past burn. With a schedule in use which only allows them

a littlr practical latitude, it" a kiln docs not conic out just right,

it is easy to prove in the majority of cases that the poor results

arc due to sonic departure on the part of the burners from the

schedule.

Tin' tiles in consideration were burned under a fixed schedule.

The average burn was about 22 hours for water-smoking, 70

hours for the oxidation period, and 40 hours for the vitrification

period, averaging about 132 hours to reach the maximum tempera-

ture of 1165 C. Up to 900 ° C, an excess of air was allowed

to enter into the kiln, to accomplish the process of oxidation.

The maximum temperature was reached twelve to fifteen hours

before firing stopped. This time for soaking at full heat insured

a uniformity of burning throughout the kiln, and, with this clay,

generally removed whatever scum was liable to form on the tiles

in the parts of the kiln where the circulation was poor.

Quarry tiles, like paving brick, should be as tough as possible,

on account of the wear on their surface. To accomplish this,

cooling was always done slowly with the aim of producing a

cooling curve that approximates the heating curve in duration

and rate of change.

In conclusion, many thanks are due to E. M. Freese & Co.

for painstaking assistance rendered during the experimental

work on dies which is reported in the preceding notes.



OILS, FATS AND GREASES FOR DIE GREASING IN THE
MANUFACTURE OF DUST-PRESSED WARE.

By Geo. Simcoe and A. F. Smith, Trenton, X. J.

The object of this investigation was to secure accurate data

concerning various oils, fats and greases and, if possible, show

any preference, other than cheapness, in their selection for die

greasing in the manufacture of various dust-pressed products.

The outline of the work is as follows:

First. To show the physics of the part played by oils, etc.,

upon dies in making dust-pressed ware.

Second. List of all commercially available oils, fats, greases,

waxes, pigments and metal filings.

Third. Securing samples of materials described above.

Fourth. Test to show harmful effect, if any, of the various

members of above list in raw state upon both burned and un-

burned clay products.

Fifth. The selection of a proper cutting oil.

Sixth. Testing under practical conditions of various materials

on the list combined with kerosene, and showing the relative

cost of working mixtures.

Seventh. Some old ideas and practices.

Eighth. General conclusions.

First.—Oil is applied to a die in one of two ways: either

directly with a brush, or indirectly by mixing the oil in the clay.

In the latter method when pressure is applied, the oil is forced

in a thin film over the die. In either case, the ultimate condition

is practically the same. The popular term for this process is

"die lubrication," which seems to be wrong, for the function

performed by the oil is not lubrication, as the following short

definition will show: "Lubrication has for its object the reduc-

tion of friction." While there is undoubtedly friction developed

between die and clay, the oil is not there to reduce that. Who
would say "lubricate'" the frying pan 5 Absurd! You would

say "grease" it, so that a film of grease may interpose between

the fried egg and the pail to prevent sticking. We claim the

film of oil between die and clay is analogous, and therefore be-

lieve we are right in savin- oil, etc.. for "greasing" dies.
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The physics of the proposition may be considered from

two standpoints:

(i) The oil prevents the adhesion between die and clay.

(2) Where there is a tendency to form a vacuum,

the oil being made up of minute elastic globules, which under

pressure form more or less continuous film between die and clay

hut when pressure is removed become rounded again, what was

a continuous film becomes lull of inter-globular canals through

which air may pass and relieve what is commonly known as the

"suck."

Second.—After consideration of between 400 and 500 oils,

fats, waxes, etc., those given in Table I were selected as commer-

cially available, and in addition to these a number of color pig-

ments and metal filings such as might be found in a pottery with

a view to showing that if spots or discolorations were found they

might be traced from their characteristic coloring or discoloring

effect to foreign matter in the oil.

TABLE I.-LIST OF OILS, FATS, GREASES, ETC.

Oils

Class No. Name Specific
gravity

Cost per
gallon

Animal I

2A

3

Neats foot

Lard oil

Rancid lard oil

Tallow oil

O
.
9 1 69

O
.
9400

$0.85

O.80

o-75

0-75

Fish 4

5

6

Brown fish

Sperm oil

Seal oil

0-9334 0.65

095
0.65

Vegetable

Drying
7

8

9

Linseed

Hemp seed

Soya bean

o.935°

0.9280

0.9270

0.98

0.85

065
Vegetable

Semi-drying

10

1

1

12

Cottonseed

Castor

Peanut

. 9306

o.959i

0.62

125
0.70

Vegetable

Non-drying

13

14

15

16

17

Rape seed

Mustard seed

Olive

Maize

China wood

0.9139

0.9170

0.9100

0.9274

0.85

0.80

o.95

0.65

0.60

Essential 18 Turpentine 0.8727 0.60
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TABLE I (Continued).

Waxes

Class No. Xame Specific
gravity

Cost per
gallon

Mineral 19

19A

Crude petroleum

Texas crude oil

O.09

O.09

20 Paraffine oil . . O.18

2 1

23

Cylinder oil

Engine oil

Gasoline

O.40

O.25

O.I2

24 Benzine O.06

25 Kerosene O.06

26 Mineral sperm O.I2

27

27A

Spindle oil

Roof pitch

O.15

O.80

27C Pitch O.80

2 7E Residuum O.09

Vegetable 28 Carnauba O
. 9990 1 .20

Animal 29

30

Beeswax

Spermaceti

O.9627

O . 9600

3-38

I-50

Mineral 31 Parowax 0.75

31A Mineral wax i-73

Gums

Vegetable

32

33

34

Caoutchouc

Gum arabic

Gum tragacanth

2 . 40

... 1 . 60

5 4o

Animal 35 Gelatine 1 88

Mineral 35A Mineral gelatine js

Fish $6 Isinglass 4 55

Fats

Vegetable

37

(8

39

Palm oil

Cocoa nut oil

Japan wax

0.9209

0.9259

9840

75

0.90

1 13

Animal 4" Tallow :>m<> ,, 60

Mineral 4' Petrolatum
!

Animal

Greases

Butter

Pure lard

Commercial pure laid

Compound lard

Beef stearine

Mutton steal ine

1 .20

., 68

1 05
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So.

too

mi
I02

IO3

104

IO5

io6

107

108

109

1 10

1 1 1

1 1

2

"3
"4
1 14A

table I ( ( 'ontinned)

< >tlur Compound Commercial Oils

Name

0. I'. Zurn Co.

(). F. Zurn Co.

o. F. Zurn Co.

0. F. Zurn Co.

0. F. Zurn Co.

Crew-Levick Co.

Crew-Levick Co.

Crew-Levick Co.

Crew-Levick Co.

Crew-Levick Co.

Crew-Levick Co.

Crew-Levick Co.

Crew-Levick Co.

Crew-Levick Co.

Glycerine

Mineral castor oil

Orient die oil

Die oil

Castor compound . ,

Lustre oil

Press oil

Compound lard oil , .

Pump oil

Press oil

Acme mould oil "A".

Acme mould oil "B".

Acme mould oil "C".

Acme mould oil "D"
Acme mould oil "K".

Acme mould oil "F".

Pigments and Metallic Filings.

"5
II5A

Il6

117

Il8

[19

I20

121

I 2 2

"3
124

125

126

Pure graphite

Metallic zinc

Manganese dioxide

Green oxide of chromium

Chromate of iron

Copper oxide

Cobalt oxide

Copper filings

Iron filings

Brass filings

Babbitt metal filings ....

White brass filings

Zinc filings

Price per
gallon

So . |()

o 40

CI |r,

O.4O
(). 18

O.4O

O.I5

O.I8

0.3I

0.29

35
-'85

-7 55

235

00

18

Samples tested for

color effect only

Third.—Securing samples of materials described in above

list required about six months, as experimental quanti-

ties are much more difficult to obtain than barrel lots. In order

to have a record for reference test, a small sample of each material

used was taken and placed in a homeopathic vial and numbered

in accordance with the list.

Fourth.—A test was made to show harmful effect, if any,
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of various members of above list in raw state upon the burned

and unburned clay products. For this test, we made a number
of small disks of red and white burning bodies about i'\

8
" in di-

ameter by ' .'/' thick. A small quantity of each material was

applied to the samples, the white being glazed after applying

the oil, and the red left unglazed. Two sets of the white samples

were fired, one at cone 12 and the other at cone 3. The two

sets of red samples were fired at cones 6 and 3 respectively.

An examination of the fired samples shows that the oils,

fats, waxes, gums and even pure graphite do not leave any specks,

but the pigments and metal filings give their characteristic color,

as was to be expected. When it is considered that the oils,

fats, waxes and gums are hydrocarbons, it is not surprising that

they are burned out completely at the temperature to which

ceramic products are fired.

The accompanying cut gives a very good idea of the burn-

ing points of various oils.

TRANS. AM. CER SOC VOL X/V FIG. I. SIMCOE & SMITH
50 100 ISO ZOO 250 300 350 -*X> 450 S00 -550 6O0 6SO 7QO 7*0 SOP

SUPERHEAT
CYLINDER

TALLOW OIL

DARK CYL-
INDER OIL

OE0RA5

PETROLATUM

SIGNAL OIL

CURVE 5HOWING
BURMNG POINTSOF

VARIOUS OILS
-KEROSENE

TURPENTINE

3ASOLINE
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Chart of mi; Distillation of Petroleum

Description "f distillate

503

Firsl Gas.

Se "iid Liquids of specific gravities <>f

nionly known as "gasoline."

75° to 95 Be\ com

Third Liquids of specific gravities of 58

"benzines." Arc volatile.

' to 68° Be. known as

Fourth Liquids of specific gravities of

Hash below 59 F.

55 to 60 ° Be\ All

Fifth Liquids of specific gravities 4J

°

material flashes at 172 F.

to 55° Be\ The 42
°

After this, a heavier oil under 40 ° Be. remains in the still.

This is treated by some refiners by filtration, and oils known
as spindle oils, red oils, or light machinery oils are produced.

These all have a Hash test below 450 to 475 ° F. The residue

of heavy material left in the still is treated and converted into

cvlinder stocks used for making heavy bodied cylinder oils of

various grades. These all flash below 600 ° F.

The point we wish to bring out is that all oils obtained from

crude oil are vaporized or volatilized below 650 ° F.

Fifth.—The selection of a proper cutting oil. Having proved

to our own satisfaction that there was nothing to prevent the

use of any of the materials in Table I, so far as causing discolora-

tion was concerned, excepting, of course, the pigments and metal

filings, we proceeded to look up the best and cheapest cutting

oil to combine with them. Gasoline and lighter oils than kerosene

were tried, but were more expensive as well as dangerous. We
even tried water as a cutting agent, forming emulsions with

straight oils and in direct combination with saponified oil, as

''castor compound," No. 102 in the list. But water will not

work, as it combines with the clay, makes it sticky, and is really

worse than nothing on a die. Therefore, on account of cheapness,

general good working qualities, and reasonable safety in working

and storage, we decided to use kerosene.

Sixth.—Preparation and testing under practical conditions

of oils, fats, waxes and gums of Table I combined with kerosene

to show relative cost of working mixtures.
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In preparing our samples for testing, we started with 20

parts kerosene to 1 part oil or grease to be tested. Measuring

carefully in a 120 cc. graduate, we aimed to make a uniform

batch of 100 cc. After making up the samples as described,

they were tried out under practical dust-pressing conditions;

and in order that the results might be as uniform as possible,

the same man did all the pressing and the same dies and presses

were used on the sample body, and these conditions were main-

tained throughout the test.

The body used was an electric porcelain body maturing at

cone 12, containing no whiting and composed of spar, flint,

Florida clay and English china clay. The size and shape of the

ware pressed were of such character as to give a fair test, being

of the types used in electric porcelain. Fig. 2 shows detail

of same.

Fig, 2.

If the oil sample worked at 20 to 1, a new sample was made

increasing the ratio, and conversely if it would not work. The

ratio of kerosene to oil was decreased or increased until the work-

in.; combination was found or it was plain that it would not

work.

Table II shows the results of this work from which a rough

idea ran he had of the relative cost of the ultimate mixture.
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TABLE II. THE KEROSENE COMBINING TABLE.

-om -
" fi -J

•Bt*

.A

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1 1

1 j

13

•4

15

16

I?

18

19

19A

20

21

22

23

-4

25

26

-7

27A
27C

27K
28

-'9

30

31

3i A
32

Wats foot

hard oil

Rancid lard oil.

Tallow oil

Brown iisli

Sperm
Seal

Linseed

Hemp seed

Soya bean

Cottonseed

Castor

Peanut

Rape seed

Mustard seed . . .

Olive

Maize

China wood

Turpentine

Crude petroleum

Texas crude oil. .

Paraffine oil

Cylinder oil

Engine oil

Gasoline

Benzine

Kerosene

Mineral sperm. . .

Spindle oil

Roof pitch

Pitch

Residuum

Carnauba

Beeswax

Spermaceti

Parowax

Mineral wax ....

Caoutchouc

0.85

0.80

0.75

0-75

0.65

095
0.65

o . 98

0.85

0.65

0.62

1-25

0.70

0.85

0.80

o-95

0.65

0.60

0.60

0.09

0.09

o. 18

0.40

0.25

0.12

0.06

0.06

0.12

0.15

0.80

0.80

0.09

1 . 20

3-38

1.50

o-75

i-73

2.40

O. K.

(). K.

O. K.

(). K.

(). K.

(). K.

(). K.

0. K.

(). K.

0. K.

0. K.

O. K.

0. K.

O. K.

O. K.

0. K.

O. K.

0. K.

N. G.

N. G.

N. G.

N. G.

N. G.

N. G.

N. G.

N. G.

N. G.

N. G.

O. K.

N.G.
N. G.

N. G.

N. G.

O. K.

N. G.

N. G.

0. K.

N. G.

ij
•- a

tl

8
o

0.09X

0.095

0.093

.093

0.088

o. 103

0.097

O. I 18

0.098

0.088

O . I I I

0.098

0.093

0.098

0. 106

o. 1 16

0.097

0.094

0.090

0.36;
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TABLE II {Continued).

33

34

35

35A

36

37

38

39

40

4i

4-

43

44

45

46

47

48

100

101

102

[03

104

105

1 06

107

108

109

1 in

1 1 1

1 1 -•

113

"4
1 14A

.13

to

,,6j

0. K

Gum arabic

Gum tragaeanth

Gelatine

Mineral gelatine

Isinglass

Palm oil

Cocoa nut oil

Japan wax
Tallow

Petrolatum

Butter

Pure lard

Commercial pure lard. . .

Compound lard

Beef stearine

Mutton stearine

Degras

Z orient die oil

Z die oil

Z castor compound

Z lustre oil

Z press oil

C-L compound lard oil

C-L pump oil

C-L press oil

C-L acme mould oil "A"

C-L acme mould oil "B"

C-L acme mould oil "C".

C-L acme mould oil
"1»"

C-L acnu- mould oil " E"

C I. acme mould oil " F"

Glycerine

Mineral castor oil

1 .60

540
1 .88

0-35

4-55
o.75

0.90

1
• 13

0.60

0.23

2-25

1 . 20

0.90

0.68

0.98

1.05

o. 20

0.40

0.40

0.40

0.40

0.18

0.40

0.15

0.18

o 3

1

0.29

035
0.28 1

.

O.253

O.23*

5 00

o. 18

•5 =~
> 4. *> n ..

50

5

1

35

8

5

2

5

50

30

30

10

15

20

20

20

15

15

IS

'5

(S)

(S)

(S)

(S)

N. G. (S)

N. G. (S)

N. G. (S)

0. K.

N. G.

0. K.

O. K.

N. G.

O.K.
O.K.
O.K.
O.K.
O. K. (S)

N. G. (S)

N. G. (S)

N.G. (S)

O.K.
0. K.

O. K.

N. G.

O. K.

O. K.

O. K.

O. K.

O. K.

O. K.

O. K.

(). K.

O. K.

(). K.

O. K.

(). K.

(). K.

= 5

O.O63

0.074

o. 200

O.O75

OO79
0.4^5

O.44O

0.200

O.063

O.O7I

0.07I

O.O73

O.O7I

O.O76

O.068

O.O7I

,. 071.

O.O7I

O.O74

M (.7I

07 1

-' -'5

, . ,.1,7

Samples tested for color effect only.

Works all right. N.G. Will not* work (S) Settles.
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Seventh. Some old ideas and practices.

Plastic Body. We learned that some potters claimed

that certain oils would nol work on their ware, because it was

too rich. Assuming that the richness came from ball clay, we

made up a body containing 30 per cent, ball clay and made several

comparative tests, and found that the ball claybody, being stronger

and holding together better, did not require so strong an oil

mix, 1. <., a mix containing proportionately higher content of

kerosene could be used.

Short Body.—Another instance was brought to our at-

tention where a factory had a body that they claimed could not

be worked with lard or refined neatsfoot, but that a low grade

of neatsfoot oil, heavy in foots, probably adulterated with horse

oil, would work satisfactorily. We were able to get hold of

a sample of this body, and found it to be very short and we
were not sure whether the shortness resulted from lack of plastic

clay or from the presence of whiting. However, we tried this

body and found that it would work with lard oil, compound

lard oil, etc., only using the mix stronger than shown in the fore-

going table. To make sure that whiting would not produce

any complications, we made up a body containing 3 per cent,

whiting and the result was a short body that had the charac-

teristic oil requirements of the body last mentioned. This

bears out our work when preparing the paper on "Dust-Pressed

Ware" for Vol. XII. We found then as now that plastic bodies

do not require as rich an oil as do short ones.

Camphorated Oil.—Many factory peculiarities and prac-

tices were brought to our attention, such as the use of camphorated

oil successfully where all others failed. Now, camphorated oil

is nothing more than olive oil and gum camphor—that is, it should

be, but the chances are that what was used was cottonseed oil

and gum camphor which is the common substitute.

Viscosity the Chief Requirement.—From our experience,

we feel that there must have been some simple explanation of

the proposition. For instance, the degree of viscosity seems to

be a factor in our work (see mineral gelatine in table). No
doubt, if the proper consistency of their regular oil had been
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secured, they would have experienced no difficulty. It was to

explore this field that gums and waxes were considered in the

table but, as you will note, with no apparent good results.

Gum to Prevent Oil Settling.—Another point that might

be worth mentioning is that based on the potter's idea of using

plastic clay or gums to hold up his body or glaze. We tried

using gums, etc., to try to make such oil mixes as would stay

up, but our results were negative.

Turpentine.—Some instances are known of using turpen-

tine for die greasing where a plastic body was used, whether

due to the drying qualities of turpentine we do not know, as we

do not handle the plastic proposition. It may have been used

in connection with a heated die.

VALUE <>f Work.—Pages might be written on these various

shop practices, but enough has been shown to convince the reader

that there is great need of light on the subject. However, we

believe that having exploded the idea of black spots, etc., coming

from oil high in carbon, the potter has only to consider the "Kero-

sene Table" and select his cheapest material. A consideration

of the table shows that de gras and mineral gelatine are the

cheapest. De gras is a-thiek grease recovered from leather, wool,

etc., after partial saponification and then returning to oil again.

Mineral gelatine is obtained by treating a soap which is a potas-

sium or sodium stearate with aluminum sulphate and after a com-

plex reaction aluminum stearate and potassium or sodium sul-

phates are formed.

While these materials are easily obtainable, the proposition

of mixing them with kerosene is somewhat troublesome to the

average potter, as they would have to be mixed with kerosene

and heated to secure an even mix. However, a much better way

is to take up the matter with your oil man, and get him to sell

you a compound oil made of a cheap spindle oil and either de gras

or mineral gelatine. This will give you a cheap heavy oil that

von will he able to mix with your kerosene in the same manner

as von mix lard or neatsfoot oil.

Eighth. General Conclusions. As a result of our work,

we claim the following:
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a. A knowledge of the commercially available oils, etc,

b. The value <>f such oils for die greasing and their relative

cost when combined with kerosene.

(. Explosion of the theory that oils leave black spots due

to unoxidized carbonaceous matter.

</. That water cannot be used as a cutting agent.

(. The advancement of a theory that corrects the popular

application of die "lubricating" to die "greasing."

/. Plastic bodies do not require so strong an oil mix.

•;. Short bodies, whether containing whiting or not, require

a much stronger oil mix than plastic bodies.

//. That an animal oil is not essential for the production of

a good die greasing oil, either from a point of quality or cost

(as mineral gelatine)

.

i. That an animal grease reclaimed, as in the case of de gras,

is equally as good and, price the same, in our estimation there-

would be no preference between the two.

/". We believe we have given both the oil manufacturer

and the potter some data that will enable them to get together

and effect a mutual saving.

In conclusion, we wish to thank for samples and advice the

O. F. Zurn Co., of Philadelphia, Pa.; the Crew-Leviek Co., of

Philadelphia; and the Standard Oil Co., of Newark, N. J.
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DISCUSSION.

Professor Parmelee: Suppose you had a kiln full of ware

which was greased with mineral oil?

Mr. Simcoe: Well, now, I know what you are going to ask,

and in answer to that {viz., smoked ware), would say we ourselves

found that a good deal of this trouble is blamed on the oil, when

it should be blamed on the fireman. We took some samples

of glazed porcelain and with a torch got them as black as a hat,

and they came out as clear as Could be. I think that the car-

bonization conditions are due to the fireman, and not to the oil.



THE TESTING OF PAPER CLAYS.

By CHARLES S. GWINN, Madison, Wise.

The object of this paper is to describe physical tests used

in determining the suitability of days for paper-making purposes.

In paper-making, a clay may be used as a filler or as a coating

material, but the tests here described are intended to apply pri-

marily to the use of clay as a Idler. This is by far the more im-

portant use, since clay enters into the composition of all the

ordinary printing and bond papers, as well as of many wrapping

papers. The physical eharacteristies to be eonsidered are

:

(i) presence or absence of grit; (2) color; (3) capability of dis-

integration; and (4) retention.

Grittiness. —Clays to be used in paper-making are desired

as free from grit as possible, since the presence of such proves

detrimental in many ways. The grit will be carried on the paper

machine along with the stock; there it leads to increased wear

on the paper machine "wires" (which are of bronze) and other

machine "clothing." It also is likely to cause breaks in the

unfinished sheet during the process of manufacture, and in the

finished product may be the cause of specks of varying appear-

ance. A rough way of determining the presence of grit in a clay,

and one commonly used by paper-makers, is to take some of the

clay and "feel" for the grit between the teeth.

The following is a more definite method for determining

the amount of grit. Weigh out 200 grams of the clay under

examination and add to it, in a beaker or other suitable vessel,

800 to 1000 cc. of water. Agitate with a mechanical stirrer

until all the clay has been mixed with the water and well brought

into suspension; this operation will probably require an hour

or longer. The mixture is then screened through a 200-mesh

silk bolting-cloth screen. A small quantity at a time is poured

upon the screen, and a gentle stream of water is allowed to run

upon it at the same time. By shaking the screen and gently

rubbing the clay with the finger, the finer particles are all washed

through and the grit remains behind. It can then be dried

and collected for examination and weighing. By this means
the amount of the grit and its character may be determined.
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The amount of grit permissible in a clay to be used for

paper-making purposes depends upon the type of paper in which

it is to be used as a filler. For an ordinary high-grade news-

print paper, 2 per cent, would in general be objectionable, more

particularly on account of the fact that news machines are run

at high speed and the presence of every added amount of grit

means increased wear on the machine "clothing." The char-

acter of the grit would also be of influence in deciding this point,

since a micaceous grit would not be as detrimental as one of a

sandy or silicious nature.

Color.—The color of a paper clay is of importance as affect-

ing the color of the paper, even though it may be to a small

degree. In determining the color of a clay it is customary to

compare the clay with others which are used as standards. These

standards are chosen arbitrarily and may grade from the purest

possible white to a dingy gray or yellow. They may be three

or more in number, and ranked, e. g., as good, fair, and poor.

In conducting a test a small amount of clay under examina-

tion is mixed with water to the consistency of a paste and made
into a smooth pat on a glass plate. The standard evidently

nearest to it in color is similarly treated and made up into a pat

immediately along side of the first. The surfaces of the two are

smoothed off until they become continuous. By this means

any differences in color are clearly brought out. The test pats

are examined while still moist and also after they have dried out.

The conclusion, however, is usually drawn from the examina-

tion made upon the dried surfaces, since it is considered that

this condition is more representative of that under which the

clay will exist in the paper, and that it shows, at the least, how

the color of the clay may be affected by wetting and subsequent

drying. By this test the color can be classed as good, fair, or

poor, depending upon which of the standards it comes nearest

t<> matching. However, it should be noted that a clay whose

color might be such as to make it unsuitable for some purposes

would do very well for others, « g., days comparatively poor

in eolor can be used in the manufacture of news print, while

for the best grades of book and bond papers only thi' whitest
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of clay should be used. So that a clay whose color might be

determined as "poor,"' would do very well in a hanging paper.

Disintegration. The quality of rapidly disintegrating is

to he- desired in a paper clay. A simple test for this is to put

a lump of the clay in a beaker of water and to note the rapidity

of the disintegration, other things being equal, a clay which

fell to pieces rapidly in water would be more desirable than one

which took some time to disintegrate.

Retention. —Another thing to be taken into consideration

in considering a paper clay, but one which is not judged by

a laboratory test, is what is known as its "retention;" c. g., if

of the clay furnished to a beater, 80 per cent, is found by analysis

to be present in the finished paper, the clay is said to have shown

80 per cent, retention. While the retention of a clay is dependent

upon particular qualities of the clay, it is also largely influenced

by other factors, such as the kind of fibre used, the length of time

of beating, and the amount of clay furnished. But of two clays

showing under like conditions different retentions, other things

being equal, the clay having the higher retention would be the

most desirable. This is simply because less of it is lost in the "white

water" from the paper mill.

The amount of the retention of a clay can be determined

in the mill during the every-day process of manufacture. An
account is kept of the amount of clay furnished to the beaters

and of the amount of the paper production. Samples of the paper

are taken at regular intervals, and the ash content determined,

and from this the per cent, of "original" clay in the paper, taking

into account the moisture in the original clay and the ash of the

wood, is made known. Knowing the total paper production,

the total amount of clay retained can be calculated, and from this,

with the amount of clay furnished, the "retention" can be com-

puted.

DISCUSSION.
NOTE PREPARED AFTER READING THE PAPER.

Mr. Watts: This paper is a unique addition to the literature

of our Society. Few ceramists realize what a large amount of

white clays is utilized for filler in the manufacture of paper

and other articles not connected writh the ceramic industry.
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Concerning the color of clays it is worthy of note that many
clays which in the raw state have a very fine color are of a greatly

inferior color when burned. On the other hand, many clays

which are of a pronounced cream color in the raw state burn

to a fine white color. Of the first class we have the clays of

eastern Pennsylvania and Georgia, while in the second class

we have the Florida kaolin and some of the Appalachian clays.

As the value of a white clay for paper filler is about the same as

for a clay of similar color for pottery manufacture, the value of

a clay should not be estimated until it is examined both raw and

burned.



INVESTIGATIONS ON THE DIELECTRIC STRENGTH OF
SOME PORCELAINS. 1

By B. S. Radclifpb, Van Asselt, Wash.

In the following work on porcelains, four problems were

investigated for the purposes of determining:

i. The relation between dielectric strength and thickness.

2. The effect upon dielectric strength due to varied heat

treatment during burning and cooling.

3. The value of lire clays as raw materials for high tension

insulators.

4. Influence of lime on dielectric strength.

INFLUENCE OF THICKNESS.

The dielectric strengths of nearly all insulating materials

(porcelain included) are considered proportional to the thickness.

The strengths of varnished and impregnated paper insulators

are exceptions. Since no experimental data was found pertaining

to the relative dielectric strength to the thickness of porcelains,

it was deemed advisable to make a few simple practical tests in

order to determine this point for use in the work following. For

this purpose, a body having the following composition, which

vitrifies at cone 12, was made: Tenn. ball clay, No. 1, 15; No.

Carolina kaolin, 20; Eng. china clay, 25; spar (Brandywine

Summit), 20; flint (Ohio, 8 hr. grind), 20.

The body was prepared in the usual manner according to

factory practice and the trials jiggered in the form of small

crocks (Fig. 1) which could be nested closely so that all pieces

would receive the same heat treatment.

The trials were made in different thicknesses, varying from

1.4 mm. to 7 mm., by adjusting the jigger tool. The trials were

burned to cone 12 1
, and punctured under transformer oil (Fig. 2),

the voltage being increased gradually by a rheostat. As soon

as the trial was punctured, the current was immediately broken.

The thickness at the point of puncture was measured by

a micrometer. Five to ten trials made of the same thickness

were punctured in each case. Whenever puncture took place

1 An abstract of work done in 1909-10 in partial fulfilment of requirements for M. S.

degree in Ceramics at the University of Illinois, under supervision of R. T. Stull.
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through a Haw, the trial was rejected. The voltages required

for puncturing sound trials of the same thickness were averaged,

the thickness being plotted on the ordinate and voltage on the

abscissa (Fig. 3).
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Calculating the average puncture voltage per nun. thick-

ness for all trials tested, assuming that the puncture voltage

is directly proportional to the thickness, gives a voltage of [4,525.

This point is plotted and the heavy dotted straight line passes
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from the origin through it. Owing to the facl thai a voltage

higher than 100,000 was not available, pieces over 6 1
/ 2

nun.

in thickness could not be tested. However, the limits covered

exceeded the requirements in the future tests.

Sonic interesting results were obtained by puncturing the

same test piece repeatedly in the same spot. One piece, 5.7 mm.
in thickness required 83,800 volts, and was given a second test and

punctured at 79,000 volts, a third test required 59,300, a fourth

51,200. When the trial was shifted to a new place, the voltage

required to puncture it was 77,500. Other trials were treated

in the same manner giving similar results. Repeated tests

through the same line of puncture weakened the dielectric strength

at that pqint, but not until several punctures did the porcelain

become too weak to resist a fairly high voltage.

Apparently the current fuses the porcelain in passing. Upon
breaking several pieces through the line of puncture a glassy

appearance was always noticeable.

INFLUENCE OF VARIABLE HEAT TREATMENT.

There seems to be no data available pertaining to the effect

of rate of burning and cooling upon the dielectric strength of

porcelains. In order to throw some light upon this subject,

four porcelain bodies were selected from the work of Bleininger

and Stull on "The Vitrification Range and Dielectric Strength

of Some Porcelains." These bodies are here designated by A,

B, C and D. Besides these, E was made by blending the four.

Hodv Georgia
kaolin

Tenn. X. Car
ball No. 1 kaolin

Eng. China
clay No. 7

Potash Ohio
feldspar flint

A 50

B
|

c

D
E 5

•
1

•
55

55

9 -'7

60

18

40

15

2 5

20

23

10

30

20

20

18

Five more bodies were made similar to these except that

soda feldspar replaced the potash feldspar by theoretical mole-

cules. These bodies are designated as Ai, Bi, Ci, Di, and Ei.

Twentv trials were made from each of the ten bodies. These
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trials were divided into four sets, each set containing five trials

made from each body. Each set was burned and cooled under

different conditions. Set i was burned to cone 10 in six hours

and cooled slowly in order to determine the effect of quick firing

and slow cooling. Set 2 was burned to cone 13 in six hours after

which air was passed through the kiln cooling the temperature

down to cone 02 in one hour. The kiln was then allowed to

cool slowly. Set 3 was burned to cone 10 in six hours then the

temperature was gradually raised to cone 12 in an additional

14 hours, then carried rapidly to cone 17 and held for 2 hours.

The kiln was then allowed to cool slowly. Set 4 was burned to

cone 10 in 6 hours, gradually raised to cone 13 in an additional

iS hours and held for 20 hours. The kiln was then cooled down
to cone 2 in five hours, then allowed to cool slowly.

C and Ci in the first burn showed 2 per cent, porosity but

all the other bodies were well vitrified.

AVERAGE VOLTAGE PER MM. REQUIRED TO PUNCTURE TRIALS.

Part 1.

Cone 10
Part 2.

Cone 13
Part 3.

Cone 17
Part 4,

Cone 13

13260

12840

13120

1 3 lOO

12600

14300

13070

13870

I 3400

14000

IO32O

9180

1 3000

13640

13960

13220

13500

13620

1 J760

13820

1 30OO

14160

1 3 1 80

1 $860

14540 13150 1 3680 1 4 1 OO

1 3400

13550
I356o

13920

' 3470

14820

1 3 I OO

1 466 )

1 4 1 00

135-0

12850

[3860

The tests show that there is not a very wide difference

in the dielectric strengths of the different bodies or in the manner

I heal treatment. By taking the average puncture voltage

per nun. for each different body for the four different burns

(excluding C and Cl which were porous in the first burn), we have

the following table which shows that the soda feldspar bodies

have higher dielectric strengths than the corresponding potash

feldspar bodies in all cases except in bodies I) and Di in which

case I) shows a higher dielectric Strength than Di.
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Potash \\ . > Average Soda
siKir voltage \ oltage spar

bodies per nun. per mm bodies

A [3OI 2 13527 A 1

B [3225 13855 I; 1

1 33< "

'

13633 C 1

I) [3867 13485 I) ,

!•: 13632 14185 B -

In order to get a comparison of tlic effects of variation

in heat treatment, the average voltage per mm. is taken of the

ten bodies for each of the four different bnrns. In averaging

the first burn, bodies C and Ci are rejected on account of their

porosities. The percentage variation between maximum and

minimum puncutre voltages is less than 0.55 per cent, showing

that the dielectric strength was substantially unaffected by the

variations in burning and cooling from cone 10 to cone 17.

Burn Cone Average puncture
voltage per mm.

Part I

Part II

Part III

10

13

17

I35 69

13540

Part IV
. >.»-r /

FIRE CLAYS AS RAW MATERIALS FOR HIGH TENSION INSULATORS.

The trade demands a white porcelain body for high tension

insulators. Frequently a dark colored glaze (usually brown)

is called for. If a colored body could be employed containing

a high per cent, of fire clay, a cheaper body and a more uniform

color of glaze would be the result. Insulators made from No. 2

fire clay or stoneware clay do not show a high dielectric strength.

These clays vitrify at or near cone 8 while the white high tension

porcelain insulators vitrify around cone 12.

In order to obtain bodies which would vitrify near cone 12,

three fire clays were blended triaxially (Fig. 4). The three fire

clays selected were: Olive Hill flint fire clay (calcined); Olive

Hill Xo. 1 plastic fire clay; Bloomingdale2 Xo. 2 plastic fire clay.

- An excellent stoneware clay, vitrifying at cone 8.
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Five trials of each body were made and burned to cone 12 1

v

The porosities and puncture voltages were determined and aver-

aged. These results are plotted on the triaxial diagram (Fig. 5),

the dotted lines representing porosities and the heavy solid

lines puncture voltages per millimeter thickness.

The results show that 90 parts No. 1 plastic fire clay and

10 parts calcined flint fire clay give a body of the highest dielec-

tric strength at cone 12
1

,, and even though this body had 1 per

cent, porosity, it compares very favorably with the best white

porcelains in strength, 14,000 volts per mm. being required to

puncture it.

When No. 2 fire clay <>r stoneware clay replaces the No. 1

plastic clay, the flint clay remaining constant, the dielectric

Strength is lowered even though the porosity is lowered at the

same time.

Bodies containing 50 per cent, or more of No. 1 day showed

evidences of a "bleb" structure, which weakened them, causing

them to puncture at a low voltage. The substitution of 10 per

Cen1 No. 2 clay for No. 1 in body 31, which gives body No. 32,
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did not materially lower the porosity, yet it lowered the puncture

voltage from 14,000 to 12,500.

Trials which were subsequently made from bodies 14, 22

and 31 and burned to cone 14 gave a porosity for 14 of 1.34

and a puncture voltage of 13,600 per mm. The porosity of No. 22

was 0.08 and its puncture voltage 14,100 per mm. Porosity

of No. 31 was zero and its puncture voltage 14,600, an increase

in voltage of 600 for a decrease in porosity of 1 per cent. The
white porcelain body of highest dielectric strength found in the

foregoing work is the soda feldspar body Ei, giving a puncture

voltage of 14,820 per mm. in the part II burn. The potash feld-

spar body of highest dielectric strength is D, showing a puncture

voltage of 14,660 in the part III burn.

In so far as dielectric strength is concerned, the foregoing
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evidence indicates that vitrified bodies made from refractory

fire clays stand on an equal footing with white porcelains for high

tension insulators.

Good colored high tension insulators can be made from a body

composed of No. i plastic fire clay (part of which may be calcined)

and a small amount of feldspar to assist vitrification. The use

of flint fire clay in the body lowers the dielectric strength by
increasing porosity through its refractoriness. The plasticity,

working properties and shrinkage of a fire clay body can be con-

trolled much better than white bodies and at the same time, it

would be cheaper in composition.

INFLUENCE OF LIME ON DIELECTRIC STRENGTH.

In order to determine the effect of lime upon the dielectric

strength of porcelain, the following bodies were made in which

CaCO
:j
was used to vitrify the bodies in place of feldspar. Part

of the clay was calcined in order to control working properties.

The trials were burned to cone 14 and porosities and puncture

voltages determined. These results are given in the following

table.

Body
Tenn. N- Car
ball C. kaolin
No. 1

Ohio
flint

Calcined
N. Car.
kaolin

CaO >

F. .

Hi.

F2.

F3 .

F4
F5

F6.

F7 -

F8

10 45 22 23

10 45 2 2 22

10 45 22 21

10 45 2 2 20

10 45 -1 -1 19

10 45 22 18

10 45 2 2 '7

10 45 2 2 16

10 45 2 2 '5

The results show that 6 per cent. CaCOa
has produced a non-

porous body at this temperature which dot's not show a high

dielectric strength, and that each increase in CaO Has increased

the dielectric strength. P5 containing 5 per cent, CaCO, has

a porosity of 12.84 l
HI ~ cent. P6 shows that an increase of 1

pa cenl of CaC0
3

lias lowered the porosity t<> almost zero.
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F

Fi

Fa

F3

( r relit .

lorosit 5

A\ erage
voltage
pel mm.

28 02 F4
2 7 . 60 Fs

20.52 F6

1 7 . X 1 1
;

7

F8

Per cent
porosity

1 2 65

12.84

O.05

O.03

(I of.

Avei ag<

voltage
per mm.

50CO

60CO

6700
X( » m )

When the puncture tests of F6, F7 and F8 are compared

to those of feldspar porcelains of the same porosities and burned

at the same temperature or even a little lower, it is observed that

the dielectric strengths of the feldspar porcelains are from one

and one-half to twice those of the lime porcelains.

CONCLUSIONS.

Conclusions which may be drawn from the foregoing work

indicate that:

1

.

For all practical purposes, the dielectric strength is

proportional to the thickness of the porcelain, which is in con-

firmation of that assumption.

2. Rapid burning or slow burning, rapid cooling or slow

cooling do not materially affect the dielectric strength of high

tension insulators so long as such treatment does not develop

blebs, cracks or other Haws.

3. The average of all tests made in this work showed that

the molecular substitution of soda feldspar for potash feldspar

in a porcelain decidedly increased the dielectric strength.

4. High-grade fire clays are capable of making high tension

insulators giving as high a dielectric strength as the average

potash feldspar porcelain vitrifying at the same temperature.

5. The substitution of a stoneware clay for No. 1 plastic

fire clay lowers both the maturing temperature and the dielectric

strength.

6. A body made vitreous by the use of lime without feldspar

gives a porcelain of low dielectric strength.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. Purdy: I note that he has a series in which calcium

carbonate is varied against calcined clay. An explanation of the
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philosophy of a substitution of such unlike materials would be

of interest.

I note also that he reports that a piece which has already

been punctured will show a lower but relatively high strength

when tested the second time at the same point and the same high

strength when the same test piece is punctured at a new point.

The only fact of value in these observations is the efficiency of

oil as a non-conductor. When puncturing under oil the hole

thus caused is filled with oil and not by glass as Mr. Radcliffe

thinks. You can not re-test a punctured piece in the air as they

did in the oil. In fact they could not have tested those shallow

pieces in the air at all because of arcing around. Their data,

therefore, on these two points is of value only for insulation

under oil. Their conclusion should have been that their porcelain

test pieces had but little, if any, better dielectric strength than

did the oil they were using.

Prof. Siull: In order to satisfy Prof. Purdy's interest re-

garding the replacement of calcined clay by calcium carbonate,

I will say that the calcined clay was employed merely for con-

trolling the working properties and drying shrinkages of the

bodies, as was mentioned when the paper was read. No attempt

whatever was made to get a comparison of the bodies by variable

lime-calcined clay. The object in view was merely to obtain

vitreous bodies by using lime without resorting to additions

of feldspar, and to compare the dielectric strengths of these

lime bodies with those of feldspar bodies previously made.

There is no "hole" left after the porcelain has been punctured.

Several of these crock shaped test pieces, after puncturing,

were used as convenient receptacles for calcining small samples

of kaolin at iooo° C. At this temperature the oil was com-

pletely burned off. Some of these trial pieces were broken

through the line of puncture after they had served their purpose

in calcining clay and these pieces showed plainly that the "hole"

was filled with a glass.

.Mr. Radcliffe shows that repeated puncturing through the

same spot gradually weakens the dielectric strength. It" punctur-

ing leaves a hole and this hole is filled with oil, then why would
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not repeated puncturing after the first give the same voltage

readings for puncturing the column of oil filling the hole?

The use of the oil bath is merely to prevent arcing. If

the trial pieces had been made of suitable size and shape to

prevent arcing when tested in air, there is no reason why they

would not have shown the same dielectric- strengths in air as they

did in oil.

The results are comparative whether the porcelains are

tested in air or in oil. Either set of conditions would show

the porcelains of highest dielectric strength.

NOTES PREPARED AFTER READING THE PAPER.

Mr. Minneman: This paper by Mr. Radcliffe is a valuable

addition to our ceramic literature, for the reason that so little

experimental data is available along these lines.

I think, however, that certain of his conclusions are drawn

too directly from his actual results, neglecting other conditions

which are bound to enter in.

In regard to the dielectric strength of soda-feldspar versus

potash feldspar, Mr. Radcliffe says: "The soda feldspar bodies

have higher dielectric strengths than the corresponding potash

feldspar bodies" and "The average of all tests made in this work

showed that the molecular substitution of soda feldspar for potash

feldspar in a porcelain decidedly increases the dielectric strength."

However, upon looking over the individual test results, it is seen

that in eleven cases the corresponding soda feldspar bodies show

higher dielectric strength while in the remaining eight cases

the corresponding potash feldspar bodies show the higher dielec-

tric strength. Averaging the dielectric strengths of all the soda

feldspar bodies and all the potash feldspar bodies, we find the

soda feldspar bodies have only about 2.5 per cent, higher dielec-

tric strength than the corresponding potash feldspar bodies.

This appears to be a decided increase in the dielectric strength,

but when it is remembered that, in the method used in testing,

voltage readings accurate to several per cent, are almost impossi-

ble, and variations up to 10 per cent, are quite possible, this

difference of 2.5 per cent, seems almost negligible.

The voltage readings in these tests were taken, I under-

stand, from a voltmeter placed across the low tension side of the
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transformer, getting a calibration curve between the volts pri-

mary and volts secondary by means of a needle gap in the high

tension side. The readings could, therefore, not be more accurate

than readings from the needle gap which would be from one

to four per cent., depending upon the experience of the observer.

Add to this numerous uncontrollable variables, such as varying

weather conditions, growth of charge in the circuit, variation

in wave form and the time element in testing and it is evident

that a wide divergence is quite possible.

That such a variation occurs, may be seen from the results

obtained by Messrs. Bleininger and Stull, Vol. XII, Trans. A.

C. S., p. 638, who made tests on the same porcelains fired at

approximately the same heat treatment and tested with the

same, or a very similar, apparatus. Comparing their results

on the same trials and with Radcliffe's results we find variations

up to 25 per cent.

Considering these points, I should say that Mr. Radcliffe's

results tend to show that the dielectric strength of a porcelain is

the same whether made from soda feldspar or potash feldspar

so long as the porcelain is well vitrified and dense.

In regard to the use of lime, Mr. Radcliffe concludes that

"a porcelain made vitreous by the use of lime without feldspar

gives a porcelain of low dielectric strength.''

It must be remembered that Mr. Radcliffe replaced his

feldspar with lime and calcined china clay, thereby making a

body of an entirely different structure. It is evident that a bods-

made up with calcined clay and lime in place of feldspar would

behave quite differently, due to the lesser distribution of the lime

particles and the resulting differences in fusion, just as a body

made up with equivalent amounts of sodium carbonate and

calcined clay would differ from a body made up with soda feld-

spar. Had the clay and lime been fritted and ground until a

homogeneous mixture was reached before being used in the porce-

lain, I think that entirely different results might have been ob

tained. I agree with Bleininger and Stull that dielectric strength

depends more upon sound vitrification and good mechanical

structure than upon chemical composition."
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Mr. Radcliffe's results do, however, show thai lime used

in porcelain in iliis way materially shortens the firing range.

The great volume <>f high voltage porcelain is not used

under » > i 1 but in air and tests under oil often give entirely different

results than do air tests, it is particularly noticeable that a

porcelain not completely vitrified and having considerable ab-

sorption, shows up very well when tested under oil, hut breaks

down much earlier when tested in air with the bottom of the test

piece placed in water as is done in commercial tests.

Mr. RadelilTe mentions the puncturing of a piece under oil

repeatedly in the same spot. When testing porcelain in air,

after puncture once takes place there is a continuous flow of the

current, and the piece ceases to act as an insulator. When
testing under oil, however, this repeated puncture at a lower

voltage often takes place, which leads me to believe that the oil

protects the punctured spot sufficiently to give considerable

insulation after the first puncture.

Consequently I should say that tests made in air, more nearly

approximating conditions under which high voltage porcelain

is used commercially, would be of much more practical value.

Prof. Si nil: The question of experimental errors enters

into all research work of this character. In theory, however,

there is such a thing as absolute accuracy. The value of research

work depends largely upon the accuracy in executing the work

and the extent to which experimental errors are avoided or elimi-

nated.

One of the greatest sources of error which Mr. Minneman
failed to mention is due to variations in structure of different

pieces made from the same body. It is impossible to eliminate

minute air bubbles and to mould two pieces of porcelain so that

they will have identically the same structure.

Where it is impossible to eliminate experimental errors

or to deduct such errors by calculations from known data, it is

customary to make several tests and to consider the mean average

as a means of reducing such errors to a minimum.
As has been mentioned, Mr. Radcliffe made from five to ten

different puncture tests for each different body under each differ-

ent set of conditions, excluding all trials in which flaws due to
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moulding were apparent and taking the mean average of ap-

parently sound pieces.

Mr. Minneman states that "it is seen that in eleven cases

the corresponding soda feldspar bodies show higher dielectric

strength while in the remaining eight cases the corresponding

potash feldspar bodies show higher dielectric strength."

It was stated in Mr. Radcliffe's paper when read that "bodies

C and Ci are rejected on account of their porosities" (in the

first burn). Since these two bodies are porous they are not at

all comparable with the others which were well vitrified, hence,

it is legitimate and proper to exclude them from the calculations.

Excluding C and Ci in the first burn, it is observed that the com-

parison is as twelve to seven, as Mr. Minneman has evidently

made an error in count.

Since five trials of each porcelain for each of the four burns

were tested, the average puncture voltage per mm. (excluding

C and Ci in the first burn) is calculated on ninety-five trials

punctured for each type of porcelain. Taking the average

of such a large number of tests tends to give an accurate com-

parison.

The physical properties of ceramic mixtures depend upon

composition and method of treatment. The treatment of the

potash feldspar porcelains and the corresponding soda feldspar

ones were carried out as nearly alike as possible. Since the two

different kinds of feldspars are bound to exert some differences

upon the physical properties, and one of these physical properties

is "dielectric strength," it is more logical to conclude that the

substitution of soda feldspar for potash feldspar has increased

the dielectric strength since this conclusion is backed by the

average results of ninety-five puncture tests of each of the two

types of porcelain.

Mr. '/. //. Armine: The puncture tests made upon the

porcelains referred to in Mr. Radcliffe's paper were made under

my supervision in the Engineering Experiment Station at the

University of Illinois.

The accompanying sketch shows the connections used in
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the test. G is a generator of 60 kilowatts capacity which pro-

duces practically a sine wave of electromotive force. T is a

transformer stepping the voltage of the generator up by a four

to one ratio. HT is a transformer of 10 kilowatts capacity which

is designed to step from 440 up to 100,000 volts. FR is the

held rheostat of the generator by means of which the high tension

voltage was varied. O is a stoneware jar having a brass electrode,

E, inserted through a hole in its bottom. A similar electrode,

E\ was arranged in such a manner that it was brought in the

same straight line as E and so that it could be pulled up away

from E to permit of putting the porcelain sample TS between the

electrodes.

The first procedure was to obtain a calibration curve of

the apparatus. The connection was removed from the electrode

E and E 1 and a needle gap was placed across the high tension

side of the transformer. With various settings of the needle

gap the voltage was gradually brought up by varying FR until

the discharge took place across the gap, at which time the voltage

on the low tension side of the transformer was read by means

of the voltmeter Vm. In this way the relation between "volts

primary" and "length of the needle gap" was obtained. Then

by means of the well known A. I. E. E. curve between "distance

between needle points in air" and "volts," the "centimeters

width of needle gap" were translated into "volts secondary."

This calibration was repeated several times and good checks

were obtained so the average curve between "volts primary"

and "volts secondary" was adopted as the calibration curve.
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In making the puncture tests the connection was made as

shown in the diagram, a porcelain test piece, TS, was placed be-

tween the electrodes and the stoneware jar O filled with trans-

former oil. The voltage was gradually brought up by varying

FR until puncture took place, at which time the "volts primary"

were read by means of the voltmeter Ym. By means of the cali-

bration the curve "volt secondary," that is, the volts to produce

rupture, could be obtained. In all the tests care was taken that

the rate of increase in voltage was uniform for all samples.

In Mr. Minneman's discussion of this paper the question of

accuracy of the results obtained is brought up. Since the cali-

bration curve was obtained by reference to a needle gap it may
be in error by as much as 4 per cent. Since it was made all in

one day under as constant conditions of weather, etc., as possible

and since several checks were made it is probable that the error

in calibration is less than this. However great the error in the

calibration curve is, it is a constant error and affects the reading

only when considered as absolute values of voltage and does not

affect the relative values obtained for the various samples. For

instance, the tests upon soda feldspar vs. potash feldspar involve

none of "the uncontrollable variables such as varying weather

conditions, growth of charge, variation of wave form and time

element," mentioned by Mr. Minneman. The values obtained

for these two porcelains should be closely comparable even if

the absolute values of voltage were seriously in error since the

errors should be the same for both sets of tests.

Mr. Minneman also mentions that "when testing a porcelain

in air, after puncture takes place there is a continuous How of

current and the piece ceases to act as an insulator." This same

action takes place with tests under oil. At the instant of rupture

the current follows the arc and continues to follow it as long as

the voltage is on in the same way as it does with a test in air.

A second application of voltage in the same spot does show

that there is still considerable dielectric strength after the First

puncture. This dielectric strength is not, however, due to the

protective effect of the oil. The current which follows the are

fuses the porcelain and when the circuit is broken the fused poire
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lain solidifies in place, forming a glassy spot. Due, perhaps,

to flaws and to the presence of foreign material such as carbonized

oil, which probably prevents the formation <>f a homogeneous

structure, the strength on second puncture is less than mi the

first. The voltage at which a sample will puncture the second

time has, 1 believe, no relation to the real dielectric strength,

i. «., on first puncture, of the porcelain sample. I believe that

the only serious effect of testing under oil would he with very

poorly vitrified porcelains such as are obviously not lit for high

tension insulators. In testing these porous porcelains comparable

results possibly would not be obtained under oil.



THE ESTABLISHMENT OF TECHNICAL TRAINING SCHOOLS
FOR ARTIST-CRAFTSMEN IN CONNECTION WITH

INDUSTRIAL PLANTS.

By M. E. Cooke, Columbus, O.

Progress in the Art Industries, as in civilization, is measured

by the use man makes of his higher, or reflective and creative,

powers; and trained industrial skill is a powerful factor in com-

mercial progress as well as individual.

Speaking of the marvelous expansions of German industries,

a recent London journal comments thus: "It is, of course, im-

possible to locate with certainty the actual effects of any given

cause, but there can be little doubt that the growth of the many
immense industries is traceable to the system of education that

has directed all the available powers of scientific knowledge and

research upon industrial art problems."

In the past six years in England, five technological universi-

ties have been established to meet industrial needs, and stress

laid upon the branches of science most useful in industrial art.

Until the past few years, this field of educational development

has been neglected in America. But today the education whose

motive is to prepare workers for productive efficiency is the edu-

cation the modern world recognizes as a necessity, and it is

trying to meet this need by establishing vocational and trade

schools. These are, of necessity, elementary, though giving the

boy or girl a start in the right direction.

But where can the clay workers find the training that will

enable them to be economically efficient in bringing to America

clay products of ultimate beauty of form and color? In the art

schools he learns only abstract art; instruction is cultural with

few or no facilities for the study and practical application of

his knowledge. One of our strongest and most American sculp-

tors has declared, "Our art schools, as now conducted, arc re-

tarding progress," and that if we want to find American artists,

we should turn to the men who are concentrating into great

masses our industries, who are dividing the continents, letting

the sea into the land, and the products out. These are the men

of dreams, of imagination. Our artists, must speak with the

same voire; it must he the concrete doing, not abstract, if the}
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put the soul of all this power of natural resource and mechanical

efficiency into our sculpture and architecture. How else shall

we utilize to tne fullest extent the wonderful beauty that science

and practical training have made available in the clay indus

tries?

And where shall the American boy and girl find their training

to put honestly and sincerely the story of American life and

aspiration into the most beautiful medium nature affords, unless

they know it from every standpoint? You will, I feel sure,

agree with me that clay holds for the unwary mortal who ever

touches it a subtle lasting charm, from which he never escapes,

beginning, perhaps, at the mud-pie stage, lasting through struggling

days of investigation and experiment, responsive to his will

as is no other medium of expression, and always at every stage

its own compensation.

Given the opportunity, the clay modeler or designer will

be more faithful to his chosen vocation, I doubt not, than the

worker in any other craft. Where could he find a more compre-

hensive and inspiring knowledge of clay than in one of our great

industrial clay plants, where practical experience, mechanical

skill, and science combine to produce the technically perfect clay

product?

In production of pottery, tiles, and special architectural sculp-

ture, the clay product has, to a large degree, reached perfection

—from the artistic standpoint. But these are still undeveloped

fields for the artist-modeler, if the clay products keep pace with

the demands of the architects for distinctive design and greater

simplicity in utilizing the technical beauties of clay for architec-

tural purposes at moderate cost.

The technical schools, where art is allied, are doing much
for pottery and tiles; but in the larger field of architectural

sculpture, the American craftsman has an almost undiscovered

country in which to create the distinctive work that lifts the

brick or terra cotta structure out of the commonplace. We
hear much of "American Art," but will we have any real Amer-
ican art until wre begin—as all races have begun, at the struc-

tural foundation, with clay as our medium and with skilled

craftsmen, having some intelligent knowledge of their material,
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its possibilities as well as its limitation—to set free the spirit

of beauty that lies latent in every lump of clay!'

In the ancient crafts, the system of apprenticeship directed

and organized the vocational work, and doubtless this system,

as inherited by certain of the great vocations of the middle

ages, was the most perfect system of vocational education that

the world has ever known. Was not the secret of success in

the apprentice schools due to the fact that the workers were

put at once to the concrete doing of things of practical use and

purpose?

Extension work in some mechanical engineering colleges

gives the men practice work in the industrial plants. Last year,

the American Institute of Architects appointed a committee

on education, and their recent report, made after systematic

study of education applying to architecture, is encouraging.

Columbia College, acting upon suggestions of the committee,

established definite courses for extra-collegiate students, given

under university auspices, that have been surprisingly success-

ful. They are called extension courses, and cover all first and

second year work. The University of Pennsylvania is giving

a similar course.

In Boston, the Institute of Architects, with some aid from

the Society of Architects, has taken all responsibility for ex-

tension work there, where the instructors are the pick of the

Harvard and Technology faculties

Can not some practical and effective means of education be

formulated for the clay workers, through coordinating the work

of the technical departments of our universities with practical

training in the great industrial plants, under careful instruction

of artists and sculptors 5

Is the development of the art side of our clay products going

to keep step with the technical and practical sides in the clay

industries, unless we have skilled workers, knowing intimately

and intelligently the body, soul and spirit of clay? In the wonder-

ful progress of developing the day industries along certain lines,

have we not left Art imprisoned in the blunger?

To reach the higher standard of artistic excellence demanded

l>v the public, through the architects, a broader, more effective,
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.iikI thorough coordination <>i practice, science, and art musl

be accomplished through practical education.

In his report to the U. S. Bureau of Education, Bulletin 6,

upon the apprenticeship system in relation to industrial educa-

tion, Carroll I). Wright says: "A combination of apprentice-

ship and academic education is what we need. With modern

development of industry there is overwhelming evidence all

over the country that demand for skilled labor is not met by the

supply. It is generally conceded by best educators that the

industrial school does not, and cannot turn out full-fledged skilled

mechanics and artisans ready to take np their trade."

In recent years in America, each industry that has some form

of apprenticeship has developed its own type of school, though

general systems are much alike.

The General Electric Company, Lynn, Mass., teaches theory

first, then practice. The New York Central Lines have what

they call "a rational apprentice system," reversing that of the

General Electric Company, giving practice work in shops first.

These schools are established at eight or nine points on their

system, and provide: first, apprentice instructors to give close

supervision and instruction in the shop; second, a school conducted

by the company during working hours, the apprentices paid

for attendance, where mechanical drawing is taught in a practical

way. A course of problems suited to their work is given the

apprentices to work out in practice. The boys, under this sys-

tem, take great interest in their work, and because of the princi-

ples learned in connection with their educational studies, are

better able to carry out instructions given them, and their earning

power is increased.

The Ludlow Manufacturing Company, of Massachusetts main-

tains a school giving instruction of two kinds, the practical

part in the mill, the theoretical in the school, the whole course

embracing about four years. A special shop arithmetic, covering

all the operations and calculations needed in the mills, was

prepared by the overseers and director of the mills. Designing

and all natural sciences relating to textile manufacture are

studied, also history of textiles. Manual training is given in

constructing rooms. In connection with their study of physics,
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they examine and grade fibres, testing them for strength, moisture,

etc.

This is Industrial Art education of a high order.

Is it not sensible and along progressive lines to regard the art

student choosing clay as a medium as so much raw material

plus unknown creative power, originality of conception in design

and color, and requiring a scientific development to secure eco-

nomic efficiency just as the brother clay we study so profoundly

to mould into bricks and terra cotta.

DISCUSSIONS WRITTEN AFTER READING THE PAPER.

Prof. Bleininger: In Europe the porcelain manufactories

under government control, such as the Royal factories at Berlin,

Dresden, Xymphenburg, etc., serve to some extent as training

schools for artists though, of course, their leading function is to

develop artistic progress along new and original lines. Many

German artists now engaged in factory studios owe their training

to the above institutions and in the study of European pottery

this influence must not be underestimated.

Mr. Cowan: The problem of technical ceramic education

is one in which I am naturally very much interested. As some

of the members of this society know, I have charge of the work

along this line in the public schools of Cleveland. In this dis-

cussion I desire to give a frank statement of the work we are

doing, conditions as I find them, and some ideas of my own

about the needs of such education.

Cleveland has taken a prominent position in the recent de-

velopment of technical education, if not the most prominent

part, under the leadership of Mr. Win. H. Elson, a man big in

every way and well able to carry out his progressive ideas.

Under Mr. Elson's administration has grown up a broad sys-

tem of technical and vocational training in the public schools

as represented by two technical high schools, each, the result

of an outlay of three-quarters of a million dollars, two high schools

of commerce, manual training and applied art buildings for

each of the seven academic high schools, as well as an industrial

school and manual training and domestic science centers where

all the children in each of the eighty some grade schools have
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a little practical training. This is but a beginning, although

a better one than any other city, of which I know, in this country

has made.

As Mr. Klson was much interested in pottery and thought

its study could be introduced into the school system with value,

a department was well fitted out in the first of the technical

highs to be built, four years ago. The second of the technical

highs was built this past year, and I am now completing a pot-

tery equipment for this school.

The pottery work was made a part of the regular art course

in the technical and academic high schools by taking it as the

first of the crafts, as the first method of making practical their

study of form and applied ornament. This application we be-

lieve the best way in which young children can work out the theo-

ries of form and ornament which are given them, and, more than

this, in time is bound to exercise a desirable effect on the demand
for good things in ceramics, because when grown these children

will always have an eye for things made of clay, and an apprecia-

tion much keener than the appreciation of those whose interest

is not so intimate. Of this use of pottery work there has been

but little criticism and much commendation.

So, even though only for selfish reasons, I believe it would

be worth while for the members of this society to encourage this

elementary pottery work in the public schools of the country

instead of criticizing it as I have heard done because of its crude-

ness. However poor it may be, it is usually the children's best

effort and the more apt he or she will be throughout their life

to truly appreciate pottery or other ceramic work on which con-

siderable skill has been expended.

I have said there can be but little criticism of this elementary

work as a part of the art course. It being out of the question

for all of the students after making and decorating their pottery

to spend time to mix glazes and learn to fire, it becomes neces-

sary that some one of sufficient skill and experience do this glaz-

ing and firing. Being the only one with these qualifications,

I have had this to do. The criticism, as voiced by several, is

that the glazing and firing is the part of the work which is really

important, that the shaping of the piece and its ornamentation
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is merely incidental, and consequently the child acquires an

exaggerated idea of the importance of its own part in the pro-

duction of the piece, since it takes no further part in the work.

There is much justice in this criticism, but the advantages

of the work, as I see it, far outweigh its disadvantages. I will

not take space to argue the question but must say that the general

ceramic product of the country looks as though many of the

manufacturers thought the form and decoration of the ware to

be of little importance.

In addition to the elementary pottery work common to all

the art departments, it was planned to gradually develop such

interest in the pottery work that eventually more advanced

classes could be organized in the technical highs where the specially

interested pupils could further develop whatever talents they

might possess.

The Board of Education, however, has a rule to the effect that

all classes must consist of at least twenty members, and this

was rather fatal to the success of this plan, too few selecting

the work in the day classes. Interest in the night classes, however,

is quite general and success here seems assured. The pupils

in the night classes are of mature age; and by the interest shown,

it will not be long before Cleveland will have a number of pro-

ducers of amateur art pottery, eventually making this city, we

hope, one of the centers for the making of such ware.

This country may not have as many college graduates in ceramic

work as can be used, but what the country really needs is a trained

body of workmen, and the reason why is largely to be found

in the peculiar state the clay industries are now in. Throughout

the whole series of ceramic products from the coarsest to the

finest, there is a condition of affairs common to no other industry

with which I am acquainted. This condition is a lack of concen-

tration of production. In the steel industry we have conceu

tration; we have immense plants with thousands of workmen,

and so of necessity hundreds of positions of trust, requiring edu-

cated nun to till them la such an industrial condition ex-

tensive research laboratories are possible. Even though a smaller

plant could make every bit as good use of knowledge so gained

through research, it can hardly afford the expense attached to it.
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This lack of concentration in all the branches of ceramic work

is, to any one who lias compared it with other industries, quite

evident. In the case of the coarser wares, such as brick, where

the cost of transportation makes thai ware of necessity a local

product and of local consumption, it is the limitation of this

consumption that limits the size of the plant. In whiteware

manufacture we have much the same condition but without

the same governing cause, for the product is not usually of local

consumption. YVe have, however, a large number of small

plants, often grouped together in rather large numbers but for

the most part independently managed.

If we take one of these small plants and analyze it we find

it is manned by, we will say, several hundred workmen, two or

three foremen, and one superintendent. There is usually a busi-

ness manager or general manager, and thus we have the full

complement of men. The only position open in such a plant

to a college graduate is that of foreman or superintendent, neither

of which are very alluring as compared to positions in other

industries. Neither could a college graduate fill these positions

without several years work at the bench. To say that every

pottery needs a chemist is all right in theory but to my mind

there is a more pressing need.

The conditions I have been citing of the whiteware industry

are just as true of the other industries, brick, tile and terra

cotta. Though there are some large plants in each of the branches

of clay work, the largest is insignificant compared to some other

industries.

The foremen and superintendents of these small plants are

drawn of course from the ranks of the workmen. The workmen
are of slight education, very few have anything better than a

grade school education and many not even that. The slight

school training they have had is the first lap of a course of educa-

tion which has been developed with an eye single to a higher

education and not fitness for life wrork. So outside of the fact

that they have learned to read, write and figure a little, pro-

vided they can make practical the usually impractical school

mathematics they have been taught, they have merely grown
up and gone to work.
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Now, it has been proven by actual figures in Cleveland as

elsewhere that if the high school course is made of practical bene-

fit to these children a much larger proportion will stay in school,

and go out to earn a living much better fitted for progress, than

would otherwise be the case. Indeed, where the high school

can be made of direct and practical benefit, it is proven that many
will go to high school and graduate who on the other hand would

never have gone at all. Surely no one will have the hardihood

to question the value of education which will do this.

Cleveland has a multitude of industries, and such practical

training as it has been possible to give these students has as yet

been along the lines of general, mechanical, and artistic work,

while the problem of direct training along special lines has only

begun.

On the other hand, what a wonderful opportunity there is in

the whiteware industry to give to children in the pottery centers

a chance for this special education, a chance for a broader under-

standing of their life work. We have cities such as East Liver-

pool, Ohio, where the potteries make up the bulk of the industrial

work of the cities. In these places we have thousands of children

growing up with no real help from the city schools in the work

which a majority of them must take up. Special courses should

be arranged in the high school where chemistry applied to ceramics

and art work applied to form and decoration of claywares could

be taught and equipment furnished to enable pupils to get at

least a slight knowledge of the different operations of manufacture

and possibly some skill in certain operations. These schools

should be made continuation and night schools as well, to get

the maximum of good from them.

The continuation school as it is generally considered works

out on sonic such plan as this. Each state has child labor laws

which arc more or less strictly enforced. A limit is set at, we

will say, fourteen years of age, below which no child is allowed

to go to work. A higher limit is set below which a child can go

to work with permission of the proper authorities. During

this interval of work with permission, the continuation school

is most beneficial, in as much as this permission can be granted

with thi' understanding that the equivalent of one hall day a week
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will he- granted the child to attend school. In addition to tliis,

the school is open to all above this minimum working age for

as long as can be arranged with the employer. Also night classes

arc established where the schooling can be continued as long

as the pupil thinks best. It should not be hard to understand

the greal good that would come of such opportunity offered to

those ambitions to get along in the field of clay work. Kngland

and Germany are working along these lines, and have been for

some time. It is about time Americans woke up and lived up

to their supposed reputation of being progressive.

America is getting too far behind the other countries in the

production of fine ceramics. Our colleges where ceramics are

taught have had a lasting and remarkably good effect on the value

of ceramics from the engineering and scientific standpoint.

The graduates and instructors of these schools have solved

many pressing problems the manufacturers have had to meet.

But the pressing need of this day is a better and more intelligent

class or workmen. A class of men with a training such that it

will be possible to draw from them a better and more intelligent

class of foremen and superintendents. Men are needed whose

early training has been such that the latent originality is not

crushed out by a cruel grind at one operation, and the only way
this will be accomplished is by giving such as have some ambi-

tion a better opportunity to get a fuller knowledge of the funda-

mental science, art and mathematics of their work. This schooling

should not be with the idea of turning out trained investigators,

our colleges of ceramics do that, and neither should the purpose

of the wrork be in any way to prepare for a higher education, for

this is the great fault of the present high school system. If

such a system of education was followed there would not be any

less work for the trained investigator. Rather would there be

much more. For as the ability of the trained workers increased

in like ratio would this ability to do better things create a demand
for original wares and glazes. A need would be also felt for

a deeper insight into the why and wherefore of the actions and

reactions involved in all processes of manufacture. This need

of vocational training every day becomes more urgent. Our
neighbors across the water have the start of us and something

must soon be accomplished ere we are hopelessly outdistanced.



THE WORKING OF SOME MONTANA CLAYS.

By Richard R. Hice, Beaver, Pa.

INTRODUCTION.

Five years ago we one morning found on our tracks a ear of

clay of which we knew nothing. On examination it proved to

be of four varieties, each carefully sacked and marked, the total

amount being some fifteen or twenty tons. We found it was

billed from some point in Ohio, and we later found it came from

one of our customers, the real point of origin being Great Falls,

Montana, and that the people sending the clay would be to see

us regarding it in a few days.

We naturally took a look at the clays before the parties arrived;

and not being impressed with first appearances, we concluded

we wanted to be very careful in all pertaining to the matter.

On the arrival of the parties we found they came to see us make
up the clays into chimney blocks, thinking all we would have to

do would be to shovel the clays into a dry pan and take the

finished blocks from the machine. We found that arrangements

had been made for the erection of a brick plant at Great Falls

to make the material needed in the erection of the big chimney

at that point, the blocks to be made from the materials in the

vicinity, samples of which were in the car we had received. After

going over the matter it was arranged we should take them

up in our own way, starting with small trials and working up to

the finished blocks, if we could make them from the clays re-

ceived.

The question of whether the samples were fairly representative

of the deposits seemed settled, and coming from such a source

we felt they were fair, average samples. This phase of the

question was, therefore, dismissed at that time, the character

and sufficiency of the deposits, as well as their uniformity, being

assumed.

It turned out two of the days were from Field, a point about

five miles east <»f south from Great Falls. The clay marked

F Y was tailed "Field Yellow." It was a rather light yellow,

breaking with a sort of flinty fracture, and we got to calling it

the "Hint clay," B term which has been used for very similar
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clays at other places in Montana. The clay marked F B was

called "Field Blue." It was a grayish ' )HK ' m color, was found

intermixed with the F Y clay, the two being irregularly deposited

at Field, but normally the F Y belonged on top, the F H grading

downward into a softer form. The I
1' B proved exceedingly

plastic and altogether too sticky for good working.

The other days were marked S R and K C. These were both

from deposits at and near the location of the proposed plant and

near the smelter at (treat Falls. The S R clay was bluer than

the F B, and at the same time softer, more plastic, or perhaps

merely more sticky, than the F B. The K C was a surface clay,

found at the location of the proposed plant, and worked near-by

by the soft mud process for common brick. Wood was being

exclusively used for fuel, and it was locally said no other fuel

could be used successfully. This clay was reddish in color,

very sandy, and we were advised not to consider it, as it would

not form a good substantial body, such as was needed in the

erection of a structure over 500 feet high. We, therefore, neg-

lected it entirely in the earliest experiments. Immediately

under the K C clay came the S R, which was not used locally.

PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTAL WORK.

The first trial pieces were made up by hand and, in the absence

of all knowledge of the behavior of the clays, were placed in the

evening on the top of a steam radiator. In the morning they

were dried and sound.

Under all the conditions attending the supply of the clays

.

and the getting of the same to the plant, it seemed desirable

that as little of the F Y clay should be used as possible, and we
very early concluded it would be better to use a combination of

the clays. We found some difficulty in grinding small lots of

the F B and S R clays for trials, and finally had to grind them

in a dry pan. The grinding was then accomplished with difficulty,

owing to the extreme stickiness of the clays and their adhesion

to the iron of the pan. The other clays ground readily. All

were passed through a ten mesh screen.

A series of trials was made up by hand, being all made nine

inches in length, but perforated in about the same proportion
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as chimney blocks. These were made up in the afternoon as

follows

:

Mark. Composition.

F B Made entirely ol F B claw

S R Made entirely of S R clav.

A _• parts S R, i part F V.

B j parts F B, i part F V.

C i part S R, i part F V.

D i part F B, i part F Y.

]•: i part S R, i part F B, i part F V.

The F Y clay was not tried alone as it was not sufficiently plastic.

At five o'clock these were placed in the cool end of the dryer,

behind some 30,000 brick made during the day. In the morning;

they were so badly cracked as to be of no value, although they

were run down through the dryer and burned, to get a line on the

burning behavior.

A second set of trials was made of the same proportions and

bearing the same marks. These were carried to the office and

placed at a distance of about 18 feet from a radiator, where there

was just sufficient heat to prevent freezing. After 72 hours

we reported the condition of the trials as follows:

"Trial A is 8 1

2
inches in length and not over half dry. It

shows no sign of cracking as yet. Trial B is 8 u 1K inches in length,

not cracked yet, and appears about one-third dry. Trial C

is 8"
„., inches in length, has one large crack in the top edge,

while the lower portion is quite soft. This trial as a whole is not

over one-fourth dry. This trial is not satisfactory as it seems

as if some one must have picked it up and set it down with con-

siderable force, as the bottom edge is badly out of shape. Of

course this may be due to the weight of the brick alone. We
will make up another trial of this latter to-day. Trial D is not

cracked, is S' 1

.,._, inches long and about one-third dry. FB is

s"
ia

inches lung, and still quite soft, not over one-fourth dry

and is cracked. This crack may be due to difference in shrinkage

as the upper portion of the brick is drier than the bottom edge.

Trial S K is X" M
. inches long, about one fourth dry and is cracked.

Trial E is 8 8
, inches long, about one-third dry and apparently

still sound."
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We thought we could begin to see where at least some of the

troubles would be, and later in the same letter said:

"It would seem to us that drying the brick will be quite a prob-

lem. With these plastic clays we would think there would he

little difficulty in making the blocks on the machine, but if the

material was our own we would have it put up to the dryer man
good and stiff as to whether he could dry the material

We. . think at present that the drying is proving quite a prob-

lem."

The next day we again reported the progress of the trials, and

closed our letter thus:

"We made up yesterday additional trials C and F B. These

are still too soft to say anything regarding them so far as shrinkage

is concerned. They have been allowed to simply air dry and

were placed on wooden pallets on edge. The top edges of the

brick seem to have all the shrinkage and there is no shrinkage

whatever on the lower edge, which this morning is much softer

than when the trials were made yesterday. It would seem that

the water has not so much evaporated from the surface as that

it has passed down through the clay to the lower portion of the

brick, leaving the top stiffer than when made, but the lower

portion of the trial with more water than yesterday. This

behavior accounts, at least in large degree, for the fact noted

yesterday, that some of the trials were all out of shape. This

behavior of the water is a very unusual thing, and will com-

plicate the satisfactory drying of the clay, and only emphaszes

what we said in our letter yesterday, that if the material wras

our own we would put it up to the dryer man to dry the clay."

Some of the clay had been sent to the people making the machin-

ery and erecting the plant, including the dryer, and the next day

we received a letter from them. They said:

"We would very much like to have you write us giving the

results of the tests and stating whether or not there was any

difficulty in drying the wares made from each material, also

whether they checked or cracked.

"We, too, are making some tests, but unfortunately have not

a drying apparatus and have had a little trouble in successfully
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drying the test blocks. This may or may not mean much, and

therefore we are writing you anticipating you will be able to

furnish reliable particulars regarding this point."

We did not have the "reliable particulars" and thought the

trouble in drying did mean "much."

I 'lie hundred and fourty-four hours after making all the trials

were dry enough to set, the shrinkage being shown on the diagrams.

The diagrams also indicate the shrinkage in burning, and some

facts may be noted regarding this. The S R clay seems to have

all its shrinkage in the drying, no additional shrinkage being

noted in the burning of the trials. This also seems to be the case

with two of the trials in which this clay was made up in combina-

tion. It is probable, however, that in the S R and C trials

the opening up of the drying cracks during the burning offset

the burning shrinkage. In the E trial, however, which was

sound, no additional shrinkage was noted.

Before this time we had come to the conclusion that if chimney

blocks were to be made in Great Falls there would have to be

some other material from which to make them. We did not

knowr what might be available and could get no information

on this point. The published geological literature was no help,

and we considered making a trip there to see what we could find,

and if it had been later in the season would probably have gone

for this purpose. Under the circumstances, we turned to the

K C clay, which we had been advised not to use. This was a

residual deposit and quite sandy. We felt we needed something

with these clays which would increase the water-holding capacity

and prevent the passing of the water downward through the clay

by gravity. This passing of the water downward through the

clay meant it was not retained in the pores by capillary attrac-

tion, and, while the preventing of this movement of the water

might not help the drying so far as cracking of the ware was
concerned, yet it would at least help to keep the brick in shape

during drying, and hasten the drying by exposing a greater water-

bearing surface to the air.

After some preliminary experiments we made up two additional

sets of trials as follows:
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Mark. Composition.

N i part each FB,SR,F Y, and K C.

S i part each F B, S R, and K C.

Also trials of the K C clay itself.

'We had sufficient confidence in the drying of these trials to

place them at once in the dryer, and two days later reported

that both came out sound and that each had but half an inch

of shrinkage. We then suggested the making up of the major

portion of the clays into blocks, using equal parts of each of the

four clays. This was done and after passing through the dryer

the blocks were set in a small kiln and burned with all possible

care. We spent one day longer than was our practice in the burn-

ing of this kiln, and burned it off some six cones below our ordi-

nary burning temperature. Of the top set of cones, 2 was down,

number 3 not started. Of the middle set of cones, 1 was about

down and 2 not started, and of the bottom set of cones, 1 was

just starting. This was certainly all the heat the clays, when

used in the proportions given, would properly stand, as was

shown by the condition of the blocks when drawn. The result-

ing blocks were fairly good. Of course many were checked, but

they had the strength needed for the work, and we advised the

people that the clays as received by us, if carefully worked,

would make a fairly good block.

WORK AT THE PLANT.

At or before the time we received the clays the contract had

been made for the erection of the brick plant, and while we

were experimenting, work was going along in that line. This

was, of course, out of our control in any way, but we were expected

to take a hand in operating the plant, and accordingly the troubles

wire transferred to Great Falls about the first of July.

Geology of the Deposits.—Great Falls and the region to the

southward and southeastward lies in the lower Cretaceous forma-

tion. This was first determined by Newberry in 1SS7 and has

been repeatedly confirmed since. The measures are of fresh water

origin as is shown both by tin' fossil plants and the invertebrates

These measures are known as the Kootenai and have a thickness
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of about j,s<> feet. They are overlain by the Colorado shales, the

Fori Benton of the Meek and Hayden survey.

The Montana lobe of the Wisconsin stage of glaciation ap-

proached within a few miles of (heat Falls, and blocked the drain-

age of the Missouri river, creating a large lake, in which we now
find characteristic lavustrine deposits. During the time of the

interference with the old line of drainage of the Missouri, the

waters were forced into a new channel, which has been retained

by the present river, just as similar channels have been cut and

retained in other portions of the glaciated region.

Fisher 1 has made a short report of the clays at Armitage,

near Belt, a few miles southeast of Great Palls, and in his report

mentions the clays about Great Falls. There does not seem to

me to be much doubt of the approximate correlation of the clays

at Field with those at Armitage, although it must be borne in

mind that all these formations are exceedingly lenticular and

cannot be traced continuously any great distance.

The coals of the Belt region are about sixty feet above the base

of the Kootenai. They are quite irregular, but are the best

source of fuel within a large region and will continue to produce

pretty large quantities of coal even under the relatively un-

favorable conditions. About thirty feet above the coal, comes

the clay now being worked near Belt. The description of the

Armitage clay pretty well fits the F B clay. These are not the

underclays of the coal of the region, the coal lying on sandstone

or sandy shales. The clay mined by the Anaconda Copper Mining

Co. near Belt are plastic, according to the report of Fisher. He
says:2

"The clay in this mine is light gray to slate colored, fine-grained

and uniform in texture. It has a greasy feel and a subconchoidal

fracture, and in places indistinct laminations can be seen. Al-

though the material contains all the minerals ordinarily found

in clay of this character, the only one which could be detected

witli the naked eye or a hand lens is pyrite, in crystals most of

which are cubical in shape."

1 U. S. Geological Survey, Bull. Xo. 340, p. 417.
2 Loc. cit., p. 420.
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As will be seen later there seems but little common in the two

clays when viewed chemically.

Fisher also speaks of the clays at Field and at Great Falls.

That at Great Falls is the K C clay referred to above. It is

a sandy clay and has been used for the manufacture of common
brick by the soft mud process and later with a stiff mud machine.

It is about thirty feet in thickness and lies something like three

hundred feet above the base of the Kootenai. About five miles

south of Great Falls is Field. Fisher says the clay here is at about

the same horizon as that at Great Falls. If so there is a very

marked difference in the character of the clays, as there seems

nothing in common in the deposits. From information obtained

from those familiar with the localities, I am inclined to think

the Field deposit is somewhat lower in the formation than that

at Great Falls. At one time there was a brickyard at Field

for the making of fire brick, but this was abandoned some years

since. Fisher says this was owing to the high iron content of

the clay. Our own experience with these clays does not bear

this out, especially so as regards the F Y clay, which is not dis-

colored in any of the trials.

Analyses.—The Armitage clay was sent to St. Louis for analysis,

and Fisher also gives an analysis made by the Anaconda Copper

Mining Co. Analyses of the Field clays have also been furnished

by the Boston and Montana Smelter. There seems to be more

difference than was expected.

Silica

Muinina

Ferrous oxide.

Lime

Magnesia

SO,

Ferric sulphide.

Alkalies

Water at ioo°

Ferric oxide

Ignition loss

St. Louis3 Anaconda FY F n

55-38

30 . 86

0.86

0.40

1 03

o . it)

- • 23

1 30

0.84

6 86

90

00

85

70.90

19.90

11 20

0.15

TV" 1 in

76

'K\ idently burned clay Editor,
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Tin' analyses <>i the Field clays were made in December, 1906,

and evidently from the materials sent us for testing.

At one time a day was worked near Belt forty-live feet above

the clays now worked there Fisher says this clay "is hard,

gritty to the touch and breaks with an irregular fracture." An
analysis made by the Anaconda Copper Mining Co. is given by

Fisher as follows:

SiO, 77. 6

M.<>, 12.2

Fe,03 2.3

CaO o.j

This analysis, it will be noted, is almost identical with the F B

day at Field, and this deposit appears to me to pretty closely

correspond with the horizon of the Field clays.

Troubles in Manufacturing.—About the first of July the brick

plant was in shape to operate, that is, the buildings were up,

the machinery erected, and one kiln built; then the real troubles

in Montana began. On arrival on the ground, it was shortly

found the sample clays, collected under the direction of trained

mineral men, were not typical of the clays; especially was this

true of the Field clays. The K C clay was all right, as it was

taken from the active workings at the brickyard. There was

some stock of the Field clays on hand to begin work, and no

examination of the deposits was made at first.

Difficulties at once arose regarding the working in the machine.

The plastic clays, both the F B and the S R, were sticky, and it

immediately developed they had a wonderful adhesion to iron

whenever they came into contact with that metal. The way
the clay would stick to the knives of the machine, to the barrel,

and to the die was a revelation. In a short time the barrel be-

came so hot the hand could not be placed on it, and the die gave

all kinds of trouble. Steam lubrication, water, and oil, all were

tried ; and it was determined water was the best of the three.

The extreme adhesion of the clay to the sides of the machine

and to the die caused a very pronounced difference in the rate

of travel of the interior of the column as compared with the sur-

face, with a consequent transverse set of strains which necessarily

resulted in immediate checking and cracking. Fortunately
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the first trials of the material was in making brick for additional

kilns, and not with radial blocks with fifteen cores each. The

clay could not be left in the machine over night, but it was found

necessary to thoroughly clean out the pug mill and machine

every evening. In the morning the polished iron was covered

with a thin green coating.

When the column got on the cutting table, more troubles

arose. The adhesion of the clay was just as great to the measur-

ing belt as to the iron of the machine, and when the column

passed off the belt to the platens of the cutter proper it stuck

right there, and a fresh set of troubles arose. The adhesion

of the clay to the cutter was finally partially overcome by the

use of lard oil—a rather costly lubricating material at a dollar

and forty cents per gallon.

As the clay continued to come from Field, it was more and more

apparent it could not be depended upon ; there was no regularity

in the proportions of the F B and the F Y. On inspecting the

mine it was seen at once the samples sent us were not typical

or fairly representative of the deposit, in fact there was such an

intermingling of the different parts of the deposit, and they were

so discontinuous, both as regards the deposit as a whole and as

regards the two different varieties of the clay, that no set of

samples would be fair. Also there was quite a difference in the

working of the clay from the different portions of the opening,

and it was evident some other source of material must be found

if the [6,000 tons of blocks required for the chimney were to be

made.

All this time the plant was running with an enormous loss in

drying, and with the kilns turning out one-third, and, indeed,

more of the brick cracked. About three miles below the smelter,

on the other side of the river, a green shale was found, which

promised well. This was some two hundred or more feet In-low

the horizon of the K. C clay. This, however, like most of the

other deposits of the region, was a small lens, which soon ran out,

and the plant was hack to the old clays with all their troubles.

In an attempt t" help mil the drying one half was added to the

dryer and a warming room was built, into which the brick were

run and wanned up in a damp atmosphere before going into the
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dryer. This helped but little with the field days or the S R,

but was of advantage with the shale and the K C clay.

Our Mr. Stewart, who had been at the plant since the first

of July, was called home about this time and did not return for

several weeks, When they were back on the Field clays with all

their troubles. He had been paying close attention to the work-

in- <>t" the plant, relying on what the local people said regarding

the shale deposits and their absence. While he was east, we went

over all phases of the matter very fully and were convinced the

Field clays would have to be dropped, but nothing appeared to

take their place. On his return to Great Falls, he found across

the hill from the brick plant, where the grading for the flue

from the smelter to the chimney was in progress, a large deposit

of shale which turned out fairly well.

This shale occurred something like one hundred feet below the

horizon of the K C clay. In common with all the deposits of

the region, it effloresced badly, but under the circumstances

this was no objection so far as appearances were concerned. It

did not run very regular in its working, and could be handled

with difficulty when but a small portion of the material immedi-

ately overlying was present. This was often the case, for the

material was loaded with a shovel and, the top being irregular,

the overlying material was often mixed with it. At the same

horizon at other points this same shale was not found. In

drying it was much better than the Field clays, but there was

generally quite a loss, unless it was first put through the heating

chamber before referred to, although at times it dried well when
put directly into the dryer.

Relation of the Clays to Bentonite.—I am not prepared to

make any suggestions as to the cause of the drying behavior

of these clays. When I first read Orton's paper in the Trans-

actions of the last meeting, I did not have the analyses of these

clays at hand; and, his experience being the same as we had with

these lower clays, noting the similarity of his clays with Bentonite,

and being familiar with the action of the latter, I was inclined to

assume the same cause for the similar behavior of these Cretaceous

days. With the analyses before me, however, there does not

seem to be any relation to Bentonite. The non-plastic character
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of the F Y clay, with a lower silica and higher alumina content

than its associated clay, the F B, seems also rather unusual,

as is the high silica content of the plastic F B clay, 76.8 per

cent.

The silica and alumina content of the several clays mentioned

above and their relation will be better shown by the following

table:

6 c d e f h t

SiO,

AlA
46.30

39 Sn
55-38

30 86

53-70

27.20

54- 13

19.67

68.O

13-5

65^4
15.88

76.8

12.7

77.6
|

70.9

12.2 19-9

a Kaolinite.

b Armitage clay, U. S. G. S. at St. Louis. Fisher.

c Armitage clay. Anaconda Copper Mining Co.. Fisher.

d e Orton, Trans. A. C. S.. XIII, p. 782.

/ Bentonite. U. S. G. S., Bull. 285. p. 446.

g F B clay. Fields, B. & M. C. C. & S. M. Co.

h Armitage clay. Anaconda Copper Mining Co., Fisher.

i F Y clay. Fields, B. & M. C. C. & S. M. Co.

Occurrence of Gypsum.—Another fact that probably needs

mention is the common occurrence of gypsum through all the

horizons of the Cretaceous and Tertiary of all this region. This

is a common ingredient, being scattered in crystals of all sizes,

and some were found in the Field clays. The effect of this mineral

as reported by Kramm in the last volume of the Transactions of

the Society causes this to become a factor in the consideration

of any preheating scheme in any attempt to work these clays

commercially. As it is found in crysals of some size, it might

readily be missed in the collection of small samples, while seri-

ously affecting the clays when taken in large quantities.



NOTES AND DATA ON OPERATION OF THE DENNY-
RENTON DOUBLE DECK TUNNEL DRYER.

By S. C. K.\K/i:\, Akron, Ohio.

INTRODUCTION.

The following is a report, in the form of a scries of notes and

observations, on work done in the regulation of the tunnel dryer

.it the Renton plant of the Denny- Renton Clay & Coal Co. The

work herein described is really supplementary to that already

noted by D. T. Farnham in Volume XIII of the Transactions.

The regulation was done on the same dryer but after it had been

subjected to a few changes. These will be explained later.

The dryer is fully described and photographed in the volume

already mentioned; but for a more complete understanding of

the article, I have thought it advisable to give a rough diagram,

not drawn to scale, but showing the dimensions of the flues,

fan location, etc., of the dryer as it is at present. A Bristol

recording pyrometer is located in the fan room. Small iron shut-

ters are located at the pressure fan. By this arrangement,

we can control the temperature of the incoming air from the

kilns. Opening or closing of the shutters tempers the air to the

required value, and the pyrometer shows the results graphically.

A large door about 5'o" x 5'o" is located at the exhaust fan,

leading directly to it. Its use will be noted later. The brick

cars in use are the ordinary double decked variety, capable of

carrying 500 brick pavers per car. An extra ten are allowed

in hacking to cover the dryer loss.

The brick are made of a mixture of shale and sandstone, the

proportions of which are kept fairly uniform in the preliminary

winning. The clay is very sensitive, tending to check on the

slightest provocation. Hence, the most extreme care was re-

quired to bring the ware through the tunnels intact.

The original pressure fan, a'o" in diameter, was replaced by
an iS'o" fan, and shifted to the exhaust end of the dryer, taking

the place of the old much smaller one. Also the location of the

exhaust fan was different than the position of the old fan. The
desire was now to dry 180,000 paving brick per day as against

a previous capacity of 160,000, and the reduction of the dryer

loss within the allowable limits of ten brick per car.
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HEAT DISTRIBUTION AT THE TIME EXPERIMENTS WERE BEGUN.

Before going any farther, I wish to impress upon the reader

the fact that this is a double decked dryer, one series of tunnels

above the other. At the time this work was begun, conditions

were such that more brick could be obtained from the bottom

than from the top series of tunnels. Also, the half of the dryer,

top and bottom, farthest from the pressure fan received the

smallest amount of heat and, hence, gave less dry brick. The
top dryer as well as the bottom has eighteen tunnels and will

be called T 1 to TiS. The bottom dryer will be noted as B1-B18.

Hence, putting the condition in concrete terms, tunnels Bi-

B9 were the hottest and gave the most dry brick, and tunnel

Bio Big were next in order; then followed T1-T9, and finally

T10-T1S. This condition of affairs undoubtedly entailed a loss

in heat, and reduced the amount of dry brick which would other-

wise have been obtained for this reason.

According to previous experiments on this clay and continuous

observations, it had been found impossible to dry the brick in

less than three days and still obtain good brick. This meant
ten ears of brick from each tunnel per day for the best results.

It was found that tunnels B1-B9 would dry twelve ears or more;

B10-B18, ten cars; T1-T18, about six cars. The bottom tunnels

might have dried even more than twelve cars, but we did not

dare draw them. If we had, it would have meant the sending

of relatively wet and tender brick into a dangerously hot zone,

which meant cracked ware. This consideration prevented us

from drawing all the dry brick that could be drawn from the lower

tunnels; hence all the heat over and above the amount necessary

to dry ten cars per tunnel was wasted. If it could be diverted

to the remaining tunnels, it would bring up their output to capacity

and thus be used.

PROPORTIONING AIR BETWEEN MAIN TUNNELS.

It follows, therefore, that by proportioning the air in the differ-

ent tunnels, we could obtain more dry brick and less cracked ware.

This was the first step involved in the regulation. Our first
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move was to divert more heat to the farthest tunnels, both top

and bottom. This could be done if we could throw a greater

volume of air into the duct marked "A." The divisions of air

between ducts "A" and "B" was made by the damper "D."

Anemometer readings were taken in duct "A" with the damper
in various positions until one position directly across duct "B"
was found which gave the greatest air volume in duct "A."

The rate of drying in the tunnels was noted now for three days.

Tunnels Tio-TiS and B10-B18 showed signs of doing better,

but were still far behind in drying capacity as compared with the

remaining tunnels.

One other plan remained, namely, the enlargement of the

damper. This was done, and again readings were taken until

the best position for the damper was found. After the damper

was enlarged, we found that we could throw a greater volume

of air into duct "A" than was really desired, and it was by constant

experiment and observance of the tunnel drying action that the

precise position for "D" was finally determined. The proportion

of air volume passing through the two ducts was

:

Volume cu. ft. per min. in "A" 1.6

Volume cu. ft. per min. in "B" 1

That is to say, the farther tunnels required a greater air volume

than the nearer tunnels to do the same drying because of loss

of heat by radiation and reduction of volume due to friction be-

fore finally entering the tunnels.

The enlargement of this damper proved beneficial in more

ways than one: (1) It allowed us to shift more air to the farther

tunnels. (2) It seemed to relieve a certain back pressure on

the fan, and hence the fan was able to throw a greater air volume

without increase of power. In the old positions of the damper

"D," directly across duet "H," the damper obstructed the direct

How of air and caused back pressure on the fan. The new posi-

tion, which the enlargement enabled the damper to take, re-

moved a considerable amount of this direct obstruction, the air

striking the damper at a tangent and gliding off.
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EQUALIZATION OF DRYING IN TOP AND BOTTOM TUNNELS.

Having now distributed the air supply between the farther

.iml nearer tunnels, our next move was to equalize the drying

of the top and bottom sets of tunnels.

As described in Mr. Farnham's article, the air for the lower

tunnels passed through two openings in the floor of the tunnel,

there thus being direct communication between duct and tunnel.

(hi the other hand, the air had to pass upward through ducts

in the walls quite a distance before it could enter the top tunnels.

The tendency was, of course, for the air to pass into the lower

tunnels and completely omit traveling to the upper ones. How-
ever, by placing plates over the bottom holes, the air was cut

off from the lower tunnels and forced to pass upwards. It was,

on the whole, a cut and try method. The anemometer readings

were useless. We would cut off a square inch of cross-section

in the holes of each of the lower tunnels and note the effect for

three days on the drying of the upper tunnels. In this way,

little by little, we cut off the lower tunnels, thus forcing the air

upwards, until finally the upper tunnels did as much drying as

the lower tunnels.

A theoretical method of figuring the necessary size of openings

required is here given. The method of determining the exact

cross-section of openings necessary is that used by Mr. D. T.

Farnham in his flue regulations (see Vol. XIII, Trans. A.

C. S.), and it was at his suggestions that the formulae were

applied to the following calculation.

(a) The large main duct from pressure fan divides into two

duets, A and B, as per diagram:

Duct A = 6'o" x 6'o" approximately.

Duct B = 5 '6" x 5 '6" approximately.

To convert a rectangular duct into the equivalent circular duct,

use formula:

D = :>

AP 2— a = 5 '6". b = 5
'6".

y-Ha+b)
Solving, we have
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D = 6.059 for duct B.

D = 6.61 for duct A.

2)12.669

6.33 = average diameter of each.

To find one large duct, equivalent in diameter to both A and

B, we use

N =
(d )

N = 2, D = 6.33, D' = ?

Substituting values and solving, we obtain

D' = S.3', diameter of one duct equivalent to the two.

There are thirty-six tunnels, with two holes per tunnel, which

must be equivalent to this large duct. Hence, seventy-two holes.

Again using

N = (p'y N = 72, D' = 8.3, D = ?

we obtain

D = 1 .485 = diameter of each hole.

Reducing to rectangular dimensions by

D , sJ33 ?
3
*>
3

D = 1.485, a
*nHo+b)

we get an opening 16" x 16", two of these per tunnel.

The cross-section of the exit duct is -j'o" x -j'o". We first

reduce to diameter, then figure this into seventy-two round holes,

and finally into square holes 15" x 15".

As stated further in the report, some of the holes had to be

reduced in size. Theoretically, therefore, to keep our area equal-

ized, it would be necessary to increase the farther holes. In

other words, whatever cross-section was cut off holes at one end

had to be added to the cross-section of the holes at the other end

in order to keep the total cross section equivalent to the main

ducts.

PLAN OF FURTHER WORK.

Having now done all thai was possible with the dryer under

the existing conditions, we mapped out a course of action some

thing as follows
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To increase the capacity <>f a dryer:

' (.) Increase li. p. of

fan (speeding).

(2) Increase size and

Increase in quan- smoothness of

tity of air. duets.

Increase in quan-

tity of dry brick.

(3)

(4)

Increase tight-

ness of walls.

Decrease length

of ducts.

'(1) Heat from kilns

Increase in tempera- (more kilns).

ture of air. | (2) Furnace to aid

I kilns.

Taking up consideration of these items in the order named:

Increase in quantity of air.

(1) Increase h. p. of fan. The fan could be speeded up within

certain reasonable limits. The limiting conditions would be:

(a) too high for velocity for economical usage
; (6) extreme danger

of air checking cooling brick from too rapid cooling.

(2) The size and smoothness of ducts are constant quantities

and cannot be changed.

(3) The tightness of wall is a constant quantity.

(4) The length of duct is a constant quantity.

Increase in temperature of air.

(1) At the time no more heat except as might be had by speed-

ing of fan could be had.

(2) The use of a furnace was to be avoided, if possible.

REGULATION OF QUANTITY AND TEMPERATURE OF AIR.

Before proceeding further, the theoretical air volume required

was figured from the following data

:

Required to dry 180,000 pavers per day.

Average weight, wet, 3.785 kgms. Iron cars 350 lbs.

Average weight, dry, 3.265 kgms. 500 brick per car.

Average brick temperature, 60 ° F.

Average outside temperature, 6o° F.
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Hot end temperature, 240 F. (This was an assumption based

on previous work.)

Cold end temperature, 90 F.

Saturation of outside air, ox>rc . Saturation desired in outgoing

air, 90'
J

.

The calculation was made according to method followed by

Minton in his dryer problem (Trans. A. C. S., VI, page 269).

The result obtained was 100,000 cu. ft. per minute. Practically,

however, we found this far from the true amount. We may
account for this, perhaps, by the fact that the temperature

eventually used was not continuously 240 F.

The following method was used to determine the air volume

required. For several weeks, the temperature at the fan was

kept at 220 F., as registered by pyrometer, and the volume of

air increased every three days. The condition of brick drawn

was noted. For several weeks the same was repeated, only using

230 ° F. at fan. For several weeks the same was repeated only

using 240 F. at fan. The temperature was easily kept constant

at the fan by the use of the shutters before mentioned. The

increasing air volume was more difficult to attain. When air

volume was to be increased, more kiln openings were put on the

dryer. When this gave out, the furnace was fired up.

The following conclusions were drawn

:

(1) With 220 at the fan and the air supply varying from

105,000 cu. ft. per minute to 130,000, it was impossible to dry

180,000 pavers per day. Beyond this amount, we did not think

it necessary to increase our air supply since it meant much cracked

ware.

(2) With a temperature of 230° F. at the fan, we would re-

quire about [30,000 cu. ft. per minute or better the majority of

the week to dry the brick.

(;>) ( )ur best results were obtained with a temperature of -'40° F.

and aboul [25,000 cu. ft. per minute the first lew days, and in

creasing to [.30,000 cu. ft. per minute the latter part of the week

The original speed of the fan was [25 revolutions per minute.

This was, we found, not enough 1" throw the air necessary by

aboul 1
• per cent. Hence, it was necessary to speed it up to

1 |o revolutions per minute, which gave us all the air we needed.
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Of course, the volume of air thrown l>v i he- fan depended a great

deal upon the kiln openings on the dryer. Under the old speed,

we never could get enough air to dry the brick irrespective of

the number of kilns on the dryer. With the new speed, there

was often a tendency for too much air to be thrown. Our

remedy when this occurred was to reduce the size of the kiln

openings on the dryer. There were several direct benefits which

the speeding of the fan gave us: (i) The increased air volume

that was a necessity in order to dry the brick. (2) The increased

speed enabled us to draw heat from the farthest kilns, which had

heretofore given very little heat to the dryer.

A good means of regulating the air volume from the kilns

would have been the use of a large damper in the main duct

leading to the fan. If the air volume should be in excess of what

was required, this damper could be dropped until the fan would

be throwing the necessary amount. An air gage is a prime neces-

sity where good regulation is desired. It should be a recording

pressure gage, placed in the duct leading from the fan to the dryer,

and should read air volume direct.

An attempt was made to determine the relation between air

volume thrown by fan and the area of kiln opening on dryer,

but no definite results could be obtained for several reasons.

The amount of air drawn from the different kilns was proportional

to their distance from the dryer. Atmospheric conditions caused

the amount to vary from day to day. The temperature of the

cooling kilns also affected the volume of air drawn from them,

irrespective of size of opening.

A sliding scale of air volume and temperature was suggested

;

that is to say, wThen air supply became very low, use extremely

high temperature and vice versa. To a limited extent, this is

possible, but there are extremes which can not be used, (a)

With a small air volume and high temperature, it is possible

to so heat the tunnels as to make it impossible for the men to

work, (b) With large air volume and low temperature, we
strike another difficulty. The large volume of air which of neces-

sity must pass through small openings is propelled at so great

a velocity as to be carried far down the tunnel before any drying

occurs. As a result, the heat carried down the tunnel does less
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drying, is less saturated, and tends to crack the incoming wet

brick. These physical difficulties make the sliding scale of air

and temperature a difficult system to use. What approximated

this sliding scale was finally adopted, but from entirely different

reasons.

CONTROL OF CHECKING.

Now that we have gained an idea as to proper amount of air

and temperature required to give us our capacity, the next point

was to stop the checking.

Manipulation of Covers for Exhaust Holes.—In the cold end

adjustment, our primary object was, of course, to obtain a nearly

saturated condition; that is to say, from 90 to 95 per cent,

saturation. The saturated air from the tunnels was removed

through openings in the floor leading to the exhaust duct and so

on out to the fan. The exhaust arrangement is, therefore, similar

to that used for the admission of the heated air. These openings

at the rear end of the tunnels were fitted with covers which could

be slipped back and forth. The closing of these holes, of course,

acted as a damper on the suction, restricted the speed of the air

through the tunnels, and hence helped produce saturated condi-

tions.

The use of these was all very well, but they did not cure by

any means. Although the holes were cut down to such an ex-

tent as to cause the steam to blow out under the doors, still

saturated conditions were not obtained, and the brick still cracked.

There were two causes for this. (1) The pressure fan was throw-

ing so great a volumcof air. (2) The exhaust fan was traveling

at a speed of 150 revolutions per minute, which was in excess

of what really was required under normal conditions. Yet

this speed could not be cut down, because very often water

in the hot air ducts raised great quantities of steam in the tunnels.

These two conditions led to tin- result that the air would he

drawn too rapidly into the tunnels, over the ears, and out, dry

and unsaturated. This meant that the air was not doing efficient

drying, besides cracking the wet and tender ware to a great e\

tent As noted, no matter how small we made the holes, this

was not cured. We, therefore, reduced the size of these rear

openings to the smallest possible dimensions that would not
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produce blowing of steam under the doors. Further regulation

was done ai the exhaust fan.

Regulation at Exhaust Fan. As stated before, a door =,'<>" X

s'o" was cut into the exhaust fan house, leading directly into

the- Ian. By opening this, the fan could be made to draw in the

outside atmosphere, and in this way suction from the tunnels

could be reduced. Hence, though the same volume of air be

admitted at the heated end, we were able to control the speed

with which it traveled through the tunnels, by means of this

door. As will be explained later, Monday, the day on which

the brick were dryest, the door was opened widest, and slow re-

duction of opening took place toward the latter part of the week.

We found by experiment that:

(i) About 18" x 5/0" was necessary on Monday, Tuesday

and Wednesday.

(2) About 9" x 5'o" was necessary on Thursday and Friday.

(3) Complete closing was necessary on Saturday and Sunday.

By this means we were able to materially help conditions in the

tunnels, although it did not totally remedy matters.

Temperature Regulations.—As already stated, it was found

that with a temperature of 240 and a volume of 125-130,000

cu. ft. per minute, we could dry 180,000 brick per day. It was,

however, impossible and impractical to keep this temperature

and volume the entire week. On Monday morning, since the

brick had had an extra day of drying over Sunday, we were forced

to cut our temperature way down or suffer from excessive crack-

ing. The reason is obvious. The bricks become dry quite a

distance into the tunnel, due to two days drying. Now, if we
had the normal temperature, the drying capacity of the air is

far in excess of the moisture to be expelled. As a result, the air

comes to the exhaust end hot and dry. Any wet brick which may
enter the tunnel come into this hot dry air, fail to get their pre-

liminary steaming, and consequently check badly. It behooved

us, therefore, to reduce the temperature and air volume to such

an extent as to just take care of the moisture to be expelled.

Our method of procedure was as follows: Saturday evening,

after the last dry brick had been drawn from the dryer, the temper-

ature was immediately reduced to 230 ° F. and so kept until
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Monday. Conditions in the dryer were noted Monday. The

same was done the next week reducing to 220 F., and finally

to 180 F. In each ease as much as possible of the air volume was

cut down likewise. We hoped in this way to do only one day's

drying in the two; that is to say, have the brick in the same

condition Monday morning as if they had been subjected to

only one normal day's drying. By reducing the temperature as

stated to about 180 F. and the air volume to about 100,000 cu.

ft. per minute, we obtained these results.

Of course we could not immediately increase the temperature

and air volume Monday morning, but did it in stages. Monday

morning the temperature was raised to 200 F., with the air

volume about 1 10,000 cu. ft. per minute. Monday evening

the temperature was 210 F., then 220 F. at midnight, and 230

F. about Tuesday morning; 240 F. and the full air volume was

obtained as soon as the brick warranted it. Of course, the con-

dition of the brick would show how rapidly the temperature

should be raised. If they began to show wet spots early, the

temperature was raised more rapidly. When we obtained

240 F. and about 130,000 cu. ft. per minute, we were reasonably

sure of dry brick up to the capacity of the dryer. In this way

we prevented a weekly dryer loss on Monday morning.

Baffles.—With all these precautions, we found great difficulty

in keeping our dryer loss below the limit assigned, ten brick per

car. It was found that the top course was the one most troubled.

We, therefore, calculated on the following conditions. The air,

of necessity large in volume, swooped in through a small opening

at a high velocity. It shot up to the roof of the tunnel and stayed

there, the natural tendency of hot air to rise keeping it there.

The hot air traveled down the tunnel, hugging the roof, drying

the upper courses, and never getting its full quota of moisture.

It came to the rear far from being saturated and very hot. The

result was poor drying and cracked brick Our problem was the

forcing of this heated air down among the brick, where more

efficient work could be done.

A number of SO-called baffles or curtains were made. These

consisted of heavy canvas, [8* wide, suspended on rods and placed

the full width of the tunnel. They were so placed that the canvas
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would just drag over the tops of the cars without pulling off any

brick. Beginning at the rear of the tunnels, these curtains were

placed two ear lengths apart, from three to four baffles being used

in each tunnel. The result was instantaneous. The air striking

these bailies was diverted downward, gathered its full quota of

moisture, and was withdrawn from the rear end in an almost

saturated condition. Another method, similar in principle to

baffling, was the raising of several brick above the level of the

remaining brick. These acted as a screen to the remaining ware.

This was not nearly as efficient as the curtains.

Drying of Blocks.— We very often had an order of blocks

to dry. For awhile we attempted to dry these at the same rate

as the smaller shapes but with very poor results. However,

by the closing up of the hot end openings and thus drying the

blocks much more slowly at a lower temperature, we obtained

very good results.

SUMMARY.

CONDITIONS IN DRYER NECESSARY FOR BEST RESULTS.

Air.

vol.,

cu.

ft.

per

min.

fa

ta
V
V
H
la

a

H

Exhaust fan >

a
c
3
H

Dimension

exhaust

opening

a

Day

Rev. per
minute

Door
opening

V
a

U
V
B
c
3
W

5 2?

3

T 1 3K" X 12" Full

2 3' 2" X 12" Full

3 3'," X 12" Full

Mon 125, 000 200 °
150 125 5'o" X 18" 140 4 3'/' X 12" Full

2IO° 5

6

3'->" X 12"

3K" X 12"

Full

Full

220°
7 3

1 /' X 12" Full

Tue 125, 000 2 30°

240°
150 I2 5

|
5 'o" X 18"

1

140 8

9

10

1

1

3
lA" X 12"

5" X 12"

open full

open full

Full

Full

Full

Full

Wed 125, 000 240° 150 125 18"

1

140 12

13

open full

open full

Full

Full

H open full Full

15 open full Full
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CONDITIONS IN DRYER NECESSARY FOR BEST RESULTS (Continued).

u
V
a .

fa

s.

M
•a

Exhaust fan >

d

*~
a"

u =
a -

So
B
a

Dimension

exhaust

opening

>

—

Day

Rev. per
minute

Door
opening

Air.

vol.,

nun.
Winter Summer

M

Thu

Fri

Sat

130,000

130, 000

130, 000

240°

240°

240°

150

150

i-^5

"25

•25

9"

9"

0"

140

140

140

16

•7

18

B 1

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

1

12

•4

5
16

17

.8

open full

open full

open full

3'," X 12"

2 1 ," X 12"

2" X .2*

2
1 ," X 12"

3" X 12"

3" X 12"

3" X 12"

3" X 12"

3" X 12"

3" X 12"

3" X 12"

3" X 12"

3" X 12"

3" X 12"

4" X 12"

5" X .2"

6" X 12"

6" X 12"

Full

Full

Full

5" X 9"

5" X 9"

6" X 8"

5" X 9"

5" x 9"

5" X 9"

6" X 8"

6'/' X 8"

7" X 8"

7" X 12"

7" X 12*

7" X 12"

7" X 12"

7
" X 12*

7" X 12"

7" X 12"

7" X 12"

7" X 12"

DISCUSSIONS WRITTEN AFTER READING THE PAPER.

Mr. Ellis dates: This is a very interesting paper, for several

reasons; the two most important ones, it would seem, are as fol-

lows :

First: It shows that no matter how carefully calculated the

construction of the dryer and distribution of hot air may be,

it is still necessary to adjust the dryer by practical experiments.

Second: The manner of adjustment is quite interesting

and will no doubt prove to be of interest and profit to others who

wish to get greater efficiency from their dryer.

It, however, seems strange that "bafflers or top curtains"
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were not tried at fust, inasmuch as they have been used for

many years in tunnel dryers, it being necessary to have some

arrangement for throwing hot air to the bottom.

It would seem that an auxiliary tan located midway between

the large intake fan and the further kilns would overcome the

difficulty in securing air from the further kilns. This fan would

need to he run only when cooling one or more of the distant

kilns.

Mr. Burns: Mr. ECarzen has given a full history of the changes

that were made in the dryer in order to bring its capacity from

[60,000 to 180,000 brick per day. There are a few points, how-

ever, in his observations with which I take issue.

Under the discussion head "Regulation of Quantity and Temper-

ature of Air," another means of regulating the air volume

from the kilns has been suggested instead of placing a damper

in the main duct, namely, to cut a hole in the duct between the

fan and dryer and to have it controlled by a shutter or weighted

lid which, when opened, allows excess air thrown by the fan to

escape to the atmosphere without going through the dryer to

the exhaust fan. The advantages claimed for such arrange-

ment are:

First: A better and much easier control of the volume and

temperature of the air passing through the dryer during the

first part of the week, when lower temperature and less volume

are desired, irrespective of excess number and temperature of

kilns connected to the waste heat system.

Second : Cooling kilns that have to be cooled within a certain

time limit in order to take care of the dryer's output would not

be held back because only a limited amount of air may be drawn
from them on account of the conditions existing within the dryer.

"A sliding scale of air volume and temperature (b)." A further

effect that a large air volume and low temperature has on the

brick in a tunnel is that a thin dry crust is formed on brick part

way down the tunnel, due to high air volume and too low tempera-

ture to sweat the brick. Checking takes place for a considerable

distance down the tunnel as well as at the extreme back, due to

the too rapid shrinking of this outside crust.

"Manipulation of Cover for Exhaust Holes:" The figures
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of 90 per cent, and 95 per cent, saturation are a little low. Ninety-

five per cent, to 98 per cent, has been found, from the daily read-

ing of the wet and dry bulb thermometer, to give better results.

Almost invariably the best results have been obtained when the

difference in temperature has not been over 4 F., preferably

2 , and when the temperatures have been within the limits of

82 ° to 88° inclusive, conditions generally being the best when

the wet bulb shows 84 ° and the dry 86° F.

"Regulation at Exhaust Fan:" Another device adopted to

aid in the control of the air at the exhaust fan is by means of

a damper 3' x 7', placed on top of the exhaust fan stack, which

is raised and lowered as conditions in the dryer seem to warrant.

This is supplementary to the 5' x 5' door leading directly into

the fan.

As Mr. Karzen has stated, air and temperature have to be

regulated as conditions of the brick in the front and back of the

dryer seem to warrant, changing them somewhat from any set

of regulations in regard to amount and temperature of air for

successive days of the week, but on the whole conforming quite

closely to them.

In case a double deck dryer was to be constructed for as sensi-

tive shale as the one under discussion, a general improvement

might be obtained by building single track tunnels, allowing the

least possible clearance space for the cars within the tunnels,

both on the sides and overhead. Such a dryer would require

a solid foundation, which the dryer under discussion has not,

as the whole plant is located on a fill made by the Cedar River

when it made one of its periodical changes of course. The con-

struction of the dryer itself would have to be thoroughly rigid

in order to keep the tunnels and tracks in perfect alignment.

In such a dryer baffles would not be necessary and with less

clearance all around the car, the air would be forced through

the brick more evenly, requiring less air to do the drying more

efficiently.

Mr. Karzen' The suggestion made for another means of

regulating air volume from the kilns, other than a damper in the

main air Hue, undoubtedly has the advantages stated in the

discussion It has, however, the disadvantage of allowing
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a considerable loss of heated air which would otherwise have

been retained in the kilns. Where this latter consideration is

unimportant, the method just suggested would be the best.

In the present instance, however, it has often been found neces-

sary to increase the hot air supply by means of a wood-fired

furnace. Hence, in order to waste as little heat from the kilns

as possible, the damper in the line should be used.

Ninety-eight per cent, humidity is a dangerous figure to use,

for the reason that it too closely approaches completely saturated

conditions. If your tunnel shows a humidity of 98 per cent,

about the middle of the week, you can undoubtedly expect com-

plete saturation before the end of the week is reached. This

means a considerable loss, due to dripping of moisture or even

softening of the ware. I believe that for average safe conditions,

95 per cent, is best.

Any scheme, the use of which would prove an aid in retarding

the suction of the rear fan, is good, and the one mentioned must

undoubtedly be a great help.

The use of baffles, I think, would be beneficial even in the most

closely built tunnels. Several of the tunnels had very low roofs,

but still gave poor drying conditions until the baffles were used.

No matter how long or how closely built a tunnel is, the tendency

of the heated air is to rise, and, therefore, some means must be

used to force the air downwards at intervals.



THE POWER CONSUMPTION OF STIFF-MUD BRICK

MACHINERY.

By Richard R. Hice, Beaver, Pa.

INTRODUCTION.

One of the problems in connection with the equipment of any

clay-working establishment is that of power, and this is perhaps

more important in stiff-mud brick plants than in other branches

of the clay industry. When we examine the catalogues and

literature issued by the various manufacturers of brick-making

machinery, nothing is more marked than the absence of any

information, at least of a reliable character, concerning the

power needed. The fact that there is a wide difference in the

ideas of different machine people as to the power required by

machines, of supposedly the same capacity, is shown by the

difference in the diameter, width of face and speed of the pulleys

ordinarily used. It must be admitted that machines of practic-

ally the same capacity, differently proportioned, will require

in some cases somewhat different power equipment. This,

however, is by no means so true of some classes of machinery

as of others.

In the case of dry pans we should not expect much difference

in the power consumption in grinding, say, the material for

twenty-five hundred bricks per hour in pans of different makes,

using the same clay. It is to be granted that different clays may
require different amounts of power, even when the capacity of the

pan may be the same. One clay may be quite hard but drop

readily through the screen plates, another may be quite easily

crushed, but, owing to physical conditions, arches over the slots

in the screen plate and does not so readily pass out of the pan.

In such cases there may be quite a difference in the power ion

sumption. On the other hand, where the same clay is used in

pans of different makes and different proportions of weight of

muUers, width of face, and arrangement of slots in the screen

plates, there may be considerable difference in the power consump-

tion, hut if tlu' arrangement of the screen plates is such as t<>

allow the material to pass through readily there should he hut
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Little difference in the power consumption of differenl makes

of pans.

In the matter of pug mills there is a marked difference in the

power consumption, due t<» the amount of pugging given the

clay and not to the difference in shape and "set" of the knives,

as generally assumed.

In auger brick machines (turning out the same number of

bricks per hour, of the same clay, screened to the same fineness

and pugged the same) there is certainly but little difference

in the power consumed where the brick arc the same density.

There is in practice a very marked difference in the density of

brick made on different machines, the shape and proportion

oi the barrels, size and character of the auger and die, being

designed to produce brick with perfect corners and reasonably

free of laminations, and not of any fixed density. This differ-

ence in the column is shown in the difference in shrinkage of

bricks made of the same clay, ground and pugged the same,

when made in different machines. The density of the burned

brick may be practically the same, notwithstanding the difference

in the column as it comes from the die.

In all the foregoing generalizations, no consideration is, of

course, given to the matter of internal friction of the machine

itself, or to the fact of more friction between the moving clay

and the machine in one ease than in another. These are factors

that are largely constant and which, if considered, mean a con-

sideration of particular makes of machines. In the case of auger

brick machines, it can be stated as a general rule that the denser

the column the more friction between the clay and the machine

to be expected, and this is true regardless of the proportion of

the machine barrel, or the shape of the knives and dies.

It is the object of this paper, not so much to point out how
much power is required for any particular machine, but rather to

show the relative amounts of power required by a particular

plant operated by a fairly good steam installation, and by the

same plant when rebuilt after a fire and operated by electricity.

It is recognized, of course, as suggested in the foregoing statements,

that these figures should not be used quantitatively with some
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other material; but it is believed the results will hold relatively

good in all cases.

STEAM PLANT INSTALLATION AND POWER CONSUMPTION.

This plant, as ordinarily designed, was equipped with an iS x 42

Corliss engine developing 175 h. p. The material used was a low

grade of fire clay from the lower Kittanning vein, relatively hard

to grind and screened rather fine. The power was taken from

the engine to a line shaft, from which the machinery was all

driven. The dry pans, pug mills, and brick machine were

driven by belts, and the elevators by rope drive. Owing to the

occasional coincidence of the peak loads on the several machines,

it was not an uncommon thing to have the engine overloaded

several times a day ; and to take care of these peaks it was neces-

sary to maintain the full steam pressure constantly, whether

any of the machines were temporarily out of use or not. A
somewhat careful estimate of the power developed at the boilers

for one thousand bricks shows it would run from 75 to 82 h. p.

hours.

In common with the usual experience for plants, this one went

up in smoke; and in rebuilding it was decided to abandon the

steam plant, equip with motors and purchase the current. With

the actual cost this paper has nothing to do. In designing the

equipment, we found that we had but little data on which to go„

and it was determined finally to equip as follows.

ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION AND POWER CONSUMPTION.

Nine foot dry pans are driven by belt from 35 h. p. 60 cycle.

2 phase, 220 v., squirrel cage type, motors, running 560 r. p. m.

The shaft of the motors used was very heavy, and they were

equipped, therefore, with an overhanging pulley, no outboard

bearing being needed. These have now been in use for six months

and are entirely satisfactory.

The elevators are driven by independent. 7
1

., h. p., 60 cycle,

2 phase, 220 v., squirrel cage type motors. These motors are,

of course, larger than the load seems to require; but they are

belted directly to the elevator, no clutches being interposed;

and, therefore, the starting torque is very heavy, having the

dead elevator, which is about 50 feel in height, to start. There
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is an independent Lead line for each dry pan and elevator motor.

The brick machine and pug mill arc independent, bul both

are driven by the same motor. This is a 75 h. p., 60 cycle, 2

phase, 220 v., squirrel cage type, motor, running 570 r. p. m.

In this motor, the shaft is extended on each end and equipped

with pulleys, one of which drives the brick machine and the

other the pug mill. This has proven quite satisfactory as the

pull on the bearings is largely balanced by this arrangement

and there is no necessity for outboard bearings.

The clay from the screens is carried by a belt conveyor to the

pug mill, which is driven by a 3 h. p. motor, using a belt drive.

The pump for water supply is also driven by a 3 h. p. motor,

and tlie D. C. generator, which develops the current for operating

the drills in the clay mine, is driven by a 5 h. p. motor. A 3 h. p.

motor is also used to drive the small machine shop in connection

with the plant.

The switchboard is arranged in two circuits, one of which

carries the dry pans and elevators; and thus the current consumed

in the grinding and elevating is at all times measured by itself.

A second circuit carries the brick machine and pug mill motors,

also the dust conveyor, D. C. generator, and machine shop motors,

so that the reading of the meter on this circuit is more than the

brick machine and pug mill proper. The light circuits are en-

tirely independent.

The brick machine and pug mill motors, and the dry pan motors

are all equipped with overload and low voltage release, a feature

which seems quite valuable when making installations of this

character.

The average power consumption for the production of 1,620,700

brick was 30.4 k. w., or 40.75 h. p. hours, per M. brick. Some-

thing over one-half of this was consumed in grinding, the average

power consumption per M. brick of the dry pans and elevators

being 16.8 k. w. (22.52 h. p. hours) while that of the brick machine,

pug mill, conveyor, pump, D. C. generator, and machine shop

was 13.6 k. w. (18.23 h. P- hours) per M. brick. These average

Figures of power consumption per M. brick compare very favorably

with the power necessarily provided by the steam plant, being

less than 60 per cent, of what the steam plant provided. This
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is due to a considerable degree to the fact that during every small

shut-down of a machine it is necessary that the steam be kept

up in the boilers and that the rest of the plant including all shaft-

ing be kept in operation, and in cases where but a small portion

of the plant is in operation the entire dead load of engine, shafting,

etc., must be carried without any return. When using electricity,

with independent motor drives, the power consumption is cut

off with the machine. These savings are, of course, obvious to

any one.

In our own case, we buy the current, and hence there is no

necessity of providing for the peak load as would be the case if

we were using steam or if we were generating our own current

in any manner. It is not intended to suggest that where one is

using electricity and generating his current he could reduce the

size of the power plant as indicated by the difference of power

consumption shown by the foregoing figures.

CONCLUSIONS.

Few of us probably realize the real cost of our steam power,

and even where electricity can be bought at a reasonable rate,

most are inclined to think it much more expensive than their

old steam plant. There is necessarily a great variation in the

cost of power at various plants, due to ever changing condi-

tions; but it would seem safe to say that the power consumed

in most stiff-mud brick plants really costs 75 cents to Si.00

or more per M. bricks. The cost of current where it is bought

also varies greatly, and an average rate would probably be a

mere guess. With the power consumption indicated, 30.4 k. w.,

at a rate of 2 cents, which would probably be high for the amount

of current used and the character of load, the cost of the power

per M. bricks would be 6] cents. What the current would cost

if generated at the plant depends, of course, upon the amount

of power needed and the character of the equipment. It is

needless to say that in small plants there would not be much,

is any, saving in generating its own current. These are features

that must be determined in each particular case.



DESIGN OF AN ECONOMIC FURNACE FOR TUNNEL
DRYING.

By S. C. Karzen.

Hie majority of brick plants at the present time use continuous

tunnel dryers, the drying being accomplished by waste heat

obtained from the kilns. It happens very often that the waste

heat is insufficient to do the necessary drying, in which ease an

accessory in the shape of a furnace is a necessity. It is for such

systems that this furnace can be used.

The furnace, as designed, is intended to burn cord wood in

4'o" lengths. The design can easily be changed and the grate

area reduced where any other fuel is to be used.

The ordinary furnace is one which obtains the air necessary

for combustion from the atmosphere through the ash pits. This,

of course, means the heating up of air from atmospheric tempera-

ture to a temperature at which it can be used in the dryer. The

furnace here shown is designed to utilize the waste heat passing

through the duct to support combustion. Since the air passing

through the duct is already at a temperature closely approaching

the required temperature, only a small amount of fuel is neces-

sary to raise the temperature to the required point.

Generally, furnaces of this type are placed very close to the

fan house, the suction of the fan furnishing the draft. In this

case, the furnace is connected to the fan direct by means of an

asbestos covered tube. The furnace is placed, as shown, directly

over the waste heat air duct, having two openings leading directly

to it. Receivers, closed at one end and open at the other, are

placed over these holes so as to guide the air to the spot where it

proves most efficient.

The suction of the fan, now acting as the draft, draws the air

up through these receivers into the ash pit and up through the

grate bars, thus furnishing the air for combustion. The gases

then pass on through the checker work, for better mixing of air

with volatile unconsumed gases, into the combustion chamber

where final combustion takes place. The products of combustion

plus the heated air then pass into the fan through the tube.
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The tube itself may be dampered. A damper can be placed

in the large air duet also. By manipulation of these dampers,

the draft may be increased at will in either the air duct or through

the furnace. An iron damper may also be placed over each hole

connecting the furnace and duct, in case it should be found

that the cross-section of openings are too great. No trouble

should be encountered in forcing the air up through the furnace

if these dampers l>c in place.

The dryer will suffer to a certain extent, perhaps, from soot

and smoke. But the combustion chamber and checker work

should cure this to a certain extent, and the fuel itself would
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not be fed in such great quantities when using such ;i furnace

as would otherwise be required.

The furnace has never been tested. As slated before, it was

merely the idea involved that, I hope, will prove of benefit.

DISCUSSION WRITTEN AFTER READING THE PAPER.

Mi . Burns: The efficiency of such a furnace would depend upon

the success which would be met in inducing the fan to draw the

air from the main tunnel through the asbestos-covered tube.

Tlu- friction which the fan would have to overcome in this

comparatively small tube would be a big handicap. To over-

come this in the comparatively short distance between the outlet

at the fan and the intake in the top of the waste heat duct, the

large damper would probably have to be lowered to such an ex-

tent that the control of the air supply for the dryer would be

materially affected.

The effect of opening the furnace doors would also affect the

efficient working of such a furnace. Doors of considerable

size would be necessary to handle cord wood, and these would

have to be opened very frequently when any considerable heat

had to be supplied by this means as not infrequently happens

when it is necessary to use a furnace at all. The effect of opening

the doors wrould be to change the air supply from the dryer duct

to the outside atmosphere, which is what the furnace is especially

designed to prevent. Any cracks in the furnace would tend to

destroy the efficient working of such a plan. On the whole,

the efficiency and practicability of such a furnace is very question-

able.



A NOTE ON THE ACCIDENTAL PINK DISCOLORATION OF
A WHITE ENAMEL FOR TERRA COTTA.
By Diane F. Alberv, Terra Cotta, 111.

Description of the Trouble.—At Terra Cotta, 111., in the spring

of 191 1, we ran into an interesting color phenomenon. For

some months previous to this time we had been using an enamel

of the following formula

:

o.i48Na,0
J

0.104 K2 I
2.987 SiO,

0.443 CaO
\
0.320 Al2Oa 0.087 B 2 :

.

0.C87 MgO o. 136 SnO_,

o.:i8ZnO
J

This enamel had been burning to a good white color. The burning

was clone with coal, about 95 hours on fire, 90 hours cooling.

In June, 191 1, the fuel was changed from coal to fuel oil, and the

time of burning was shortened to 75 hours on fire, 90 hours cool-

ing. At about this time it was noticed that some of the enamel

showed a decided pink color. Not all of it, just an occasional

piece of terra cotta here and there showed this tint and the color

was more pronounced in some cases than it was in others. It

was not confined to any one kiln, nor to any special part of the

kilns.

Correction of the Trouble.— I could find no reference to any-

thing of this sort either in Seger's works or the Transactions

of this Society. My first suspicion was that some peculiar con-

ditions in the kilns were responsible for the trouble. But, at

the same time, I realized that there must be some chemical combi-

nation, having a pink color, forming in the enamel.

As to impurities in any of the materials used to manufacture

the enamel, the following conditions existed : No new supply

of any of these materials, excepting tin oxide, had been purchased

since some time before the pink color made its appearance. Two
samples of tin oxide from the manufacturers were tried out in

the enamel. Both of these oxides were rated as A 1, and in both

cases the enamel came pink So, if any impurity in the materials

Use 1 was the cause of the pink color, this same impurity was

present when the enamel was burning to a white color. If the

impurity was in the tin oxide, it would be found in the best tin
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oxide we could obtain from the different manufacturers, and we

could not, therefore, look for relief in thai direction.

In April, 1911, We started burning some terra cotta which had

a li.^ht pink slip on it
; the pink color was produced with a "chronic

tin" stain It was considered possible that sonic chromic acid

had vplatilized from this slip and caused a chrome tin combina-

tion in the enamel, thus producing the pink color. The high

lime content of the enamel would seem conducive to such an oc-

currence. Messrs. Pnrdy and Brown, in their article on "Chrome

Tin Pinks," in Volume XI of the Transactions of the American

Ceramic Society, state concerning stains that in changing from

a high lime content to a low lime content the red color of a stain

is gradually destroyed.

By reducing the lime content in our enamel to below 0.2 equiva-

lent and substituting some lead, zinc, and magnesium oxides,

we obtained enamels which would burn to a good white color

free from any pinkish tints.

Conclusions.—I do not wish to state that this is proof that there

was a chrome tin compound formed in the enamel, as it hardly

seems possible that, after several months of burning since the

last of the terra cotta with the pink slip was finished, there would

still be enough chromic acid present in the kilns to produce

a perceptible pink color in the original enamel. However, the

reduction in the lime content of our enamel was very effective

in stopping the pink discoloration.

DISCUSSION WRITTEN AFTER READING THE PAPER.

In 1. Stale): In making cast iron enameled ware it is quite

common to produce enamels with a slight pink blush. At one

time this tint became so popular that some manufacturers, who
could not produce it otherwise, added a small amount of MnO.,

to their enamel to produce the desired hint of a pink color. There

is no probability of this tint being due to the presence of chromium,

for chromium compounds are not used in cast iron enamels.

The color is found in enamels high in calcium. It is especially

pronounced when such enamels have been fritted and fused

onto the iron under strongly oxidizing conditions.

I mention this as a phenomenon similar to, but not necessarily

the same as, that described bv Mr. Alberv.



SOME CHEMICAL REACTIONS OF INTEREST TO THE
PLATE GLASS CHEMIST.

By F. Gelstharp.

INTRODUCTION.

In making certain investigations relating to the making of

plate glass, I have often been unable to find published informa-

tion regarding the pyroehemieal properties of some of the mate-

rials and the reactions which take place at the comparatively

high temperatures we use in glass furnaces. We seem to have

very much information available regarding the properties and

reaction of common materials at ordinary temperatures and in

solution; but the information of high temperature properties and

reaction is not at all plentiful. There is no doubt that much
is already known, but it has not been compiled in form for easy

reference, so that in making investigations, if one has not the

opportunity of searching the files of published matter efficiently,

he must in many cases repeat what others have already determined.

I am afraid I may be in this position and can only hope to be

pardoned.

In this paper I do not presume to give very accurate scientific

data, but rather the results so far obtained in a preliminary

way, which however have enabled us to understand our own
problems a little more clearly than heretofore.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM.

The materials used in the manufacture of plate glass are sand

(SiO,), soda ash (Na
2
CO

;t
), saltcake (.\a,S0

4 ), common salt

(NaCl), limestone (CaC0
3), coal or charcoal (C), and white arsenic

(As
2 :)

). In order to become properly acquainted with the

chemistry of glass-making we must know

:

I. The degree of fineness and chemical composition or analysis

of each material.

II. The pyroehemieal properties of each material, including:

(<i) what is its melting point? (b) does it dissociate and at what

temperature? (<) does it volatilize and at what temperature

?

III. What reactions take place when any two or more of the
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materials arc mixed at high temperatures? What are the proper-

ties of the compounds formed?

IV. Are any of the reactions incomplete, thus leaving some

of the material in solution in the j^lass
5 Or is the excess vola-

tilized ?

Y. What arc the physical properties of the compounds (sili-

cates) produced?

VI. How do the various silicates formed affect the viscosity

and other physical properties of the resulting glass?

VII. What eutectics should, or do, we produce?

VIII. Is the sum of the heat effect of the reactions endothermic

or exothermic?

IX. What are the properties of the possible impurities in the

material, and their effect on the final reaction?

X. What are the properties of the materials and also of the

ultimate glass in respect to the clay of the glass pots?

Of course, I do not propose to cover these queries as it is quite

a field for investigation and we have, so far, touched only the

outside of it.

TABULATION OF PUBLISHED DATA.

The following information regarding the pyrochemical proper-

ties of these materials has been obtained from published matter.

SINGLE CHEMICALS.

(1) Sand: Changes to tridymite at 8oo° C, melting point

1600 C. It combines with bases to form more or less fusible

silicates.

(2) Soda Ash: Melts without decomposition at 850 C.

;

some dissociation at higher temperatures.

(3) Salteake: Melts without decomposition at 863 ° C. ; some

dissociation or volatilization at higher temperatures.

(4) Common Salt: Melts without decomposition at 774 C.

and volatilizes at 815 C.

(5) Limestone: Dissociates completely at 900 C, forming

CaO.

(6) Coal or Charcoal : Active reducing agent.

(7) White Arsenic: Volatilizes without melting at 150 to

200° C. ; may act as reducing or oxidizing agent according to

conditions.
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MIXTURES OF TWO COMPONENTS.

(8) Sand + Soda Ash: React, forming silicate of soda. There

seems to be no real limit to the increasing proportion of sand

above monosilicate (Xa
2

Si0
2). The viscosity increases and

solubility in water decreases as SiO._, increases. "Reaction

appreciable at 700 C. and increased at 8oo° C. At 850 C.

the Na,C0
3

fuses and reaction is complete at 930 ° C. Na
2

SiO., is a mobile liquid at 1150 C. and is glass on cooling."

(J. W. Cobb, Jour. Soc. Chem. Ind., XXIX, 399-404.)

(9) Sand + Saltcake: Xo information.

(10) Sand 4- Common Salt: In presence of water vapor,

silicate of soda and HC1 formed. Xo further information.

(11) Sand + Limestone: CaO 2SiO, and CaO SiO., are prob-

ably formed ; the melting point of the eutectic between these

two calcium silicates is 1410 C. According to proportions,

other silicates may be formed with higher melting points.

(12) Sand + Coal or Charcoal: Xo reaction except at very

high temperatures.

(13) Sand + White Arsenic: Xo information (nothing prob-

able).

(14) Soda Ash + Saltcake: No reaction (G. Lunge).

(15) Soda Ash + Common Salt: Xo reaction (G. Lunge).

(16) Soda Ash + Limestone: Dissociation of limestone and

fusion of soda ash, with some loss of \'a.,(). (J. \Y. Cobb, Jour.

vSoc. Chem. Ind., XXIX, 799-802.)

(17) Soda Ash 4- Coal or Charcoal: Reduction of Na,CO.
(
at

high temperatures with formation of sodium vapor.

(18) Soda Ash L White Arsenic: No information.

(19) Saltcake : Common Salt: No reaction (G. Lunge).

(20) Saltcake ! Limestone: No reaction (G. Lunge).

(21) Saltcake f- Coal or Charcoal Reduction to sodium sul-

phides

(22) Saltcake l White Arsenic: No information.

(23) Common Sail • Limestone No reaction (G. Lunge)

(24) Common Sail Coal or Charcoal No information (noth-

ing probable).

(25) Common Sail
I
White Arsenic: No information (nothing

probable).
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(26) Limestone
I

Coal or Charcoal: Dissociation of Limestone

goes on more freely.

(27) Limestone ' While.' Arsenic No information.

(28) Coal or Charcoal
I
White Arsenic: Reduction to metallic

arsenic which sublimes.

MIXTURE <>1'
- THREE COMPONENTS.

(29) Sand I Soda Ash I vSaltcakc: No further information

than already stated for two components.

(30) Sand 4- Soda Ash 4- Common Salt: Ditto.

(31) Sand I Soda Ash + Limestone: Mixture of silicates

formed, solubility, fusibility, and transparency, depending on

proportions.

(32) Sand + Soda Ash + Charcoal: No further information

than already stated for two components.

(37,) Sand + Soda Ash + White Arsenic: Ditto.

(34) Sand + Saltcake + Common Salt: Ditto.

(35) Sand + Saltcake + Limestone: Ditto.

(36) Sand 4- Saltcake + Charcoal : Form silicate of soda when
used in proper proportions (G. Lunge).

(37) Sand + Saltcake 4- Arsenic: No further information than

already stated for two components.

(38) Sand + Common Salt + Limestone: Ditto.

(39) Sand + Common Salt 4- Charcoal : Ditto.

(40) Sand + Common Salt + White Arsenic: Ditto.

(41) Sand 4- Limestone + Charcoal: Ditto.

(42) Sand 4- Limestone 4- White Arsenic: Ditto.

(43) Sand 4- Charcoal 4- White Arsenic: Ditto.

(44) Sand 4- Soda Ash + Saltcake + Common Salt 4- Lime-

stone 4- Charcoal 4- White Arsenic: When these are in proper

proportions, several reactions take place with the result that

a mixture of silicates of soda and lime are produced which is

known as glass.

We might extend the series to other three-component and four-

component mixtures, but there would be no advantage, since

the foregoing cover all probable reactions. The above informa-

tion is very meagre but is all I was able to learn from what litera-

ture I have consulted. I have, of course, omitted what is not

of interest to the glass-maker.
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QUESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY.

In going over the above, I think we may omit from further

consideration all except the following, which we will note as

questions on which we require further information.

(3) Saltcake: The extent of dissociation at various tempera-

tures ?

(8) Sand + Soda Ash: Reactions most probable in glass

melting?

(9) Sand + Saltcake: Possible reaction

?

(10) Sand + Common Salt: Limits of reaction in glass melt-

ing

(18) Soda Ash + White Arsenic : Possible reaction ?

(20) Saltcake + Limestone: Possible reaction?

(22) Saltcake + White Arsenic: Possible reaction?

(27) Limestone + White Arsenic : Possible reaction?

(29) Sand + Soda Ash + Saltcake: Possible reaction of the

saltcake?

(31) Sand + Soda Ash + Limestone: Limits for proportion of

limestone?

(35) Sand + Saltcake + Limestone: Possible reaction of the

saltcake ?

(36) Sand + Saltcake + Charcoal : Possible reaction if sodium

sulphides are also formed?

(43) Sand + Soda Ash + Saltcake + Common Salt + Lime-

stone + Charcoal + White Arsenic (glass mixture) : Combination

of all possible reactions when perfectly and imperfectly mixed?

(44) Action of all the raw materials and also of glass produced

on the clay of the containing pot ?

EXPERIMENTAL WORK.

(3) Saltcake: Dissociation or Volatilization Temperature.

2.9262 grams of fused, C. P. Na.SO, was placed in a small covered

platinum crucible which was enclosed in a larger one. This

was placed on calcined magnesia inside of a lire day crucible

in a small furnace. A pyrometer element was inserted inside

the fire clay crucible so that the temperature could be regulated,

and the furnace condition was kept strictly oxidizing. At

intervals of one hour, the inner platinum crucible containing the
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weighed amount of Xa.So, was withdrawn and weighed when

cold.

There was no loss in weight until a temperature <>f [310° C.

was reached. The following results were obtained:

1310 C. Lossinwt.in 1 houro.0189 gr. 0.64695 of original Na.so, used

1370 C. Loss in wt. in 1 hour 0.0618 gr. j.mo',' of original Na 2S(), used

1430 C. Loss in wt. in 1 hour 0.1535 gr. = 5.250' ,' of original Na
2
SO, used

1 \')i> C. Loss in wt. in 1 hour 0.3847 gr. = 13.100% of original Na
2
SO, used

The resulting mass was tested for free alkali and found to con-

tain 1.27 per cent. Na,(). This was present as carbonate =2.17

per cent. Na
2
C03

. A trace of platinum was also found in the

melt. We, therefore, concluded that Na
2
S0

4
begins to dissociate

at about 1300 C. and the rate of dissociation increases rapidly

with increase of temperature.

(8) Sand 4- Soda Ash.—Pure silica, ground to pass a 200 mesh

sieve, was intimately mixed with anhydrous Na
2
C03 and heated

in a platinum crucible at a temperature of 131 ° C.

Experiment I. 1.06 grams Na
2
CO

:i
+ 0.60 gram Si0

2 , i. e.,

1 equivalent in centigrams of each, was used in order to form

monosilicate of soda (Na
2

Si0
2). There was an energetic re-

action, and when gas ceased to be liberated, a perfectly clear

glass was produced. The loss in weight corresponded with the

amount of C0
2
in the Na

2
C03 used.

Experiment II. 1.06 grams Na,C0
3 + 1.20 grams Si0

2 , i. e.,

1 equivalent in centigrams Na
2
CO

:!
and 2 equivalents in centi-

grams Si0
2 , was used in order to form bi-silicates of soda (Na

2

2Si0
2). Gave result similar to Experiment I.

Experiment III. 1.06 grams Na
2C0 3 + 1.80 grams Si0

2 , i. e.,

1 equivalent in centigrams Na
2
C03 and 3 equivalents in centi-

grams Si0
2 , was used in order to form tri-silicate of soda (Na

2

3Si0
2). After the reaction was over, there was the same loss

in weight as in Experiments I and II. But on examination

the mass was found to contain a considerable amount of undis-

solved silica in suspension. This melt was returned to the furnace

and the temperature continued about half an hour, when it was

again examined and found to be perfectly clear glass, although no

further reaction seemed to take place.

The conclusion I draw from these experiments is that in a mix-
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ture of soda ash + excess of sand, we may have formed Xa,0

SiO, or Xa
2

2SiO, or mixture of these depending on the intimacy

of the soda ash and sand mixture. The most predominating

would be the bi-silicate, and by continued heating these silicates

would dissolve the excess of sand, finally producing a homogene-

ous glass.

(9) Sand + Saltcake.—We used the same apparatus as for

dissociation of Xa,S0
4

. Pulverized, fused, C. P. Na
2
S0 4

and

pure silica, ground to pass a 200 mesh sieve, were taken in the

proportions to form Xa
2

4SiO, and oxidizing conditions were

maintained in the furnace. The mixture, freshly made up for

each trial, used was 0.71 gram Xa
2S0 4

+ 1.20 grams SiO,. It

was heated at the following temperatures:

870 C. no loss

Loss in wt. = 0.0066 gr. SO., =
Loss in wt. = 0.0065 gr. SO
Loss in wt. = 0.0 100 gr. SO
Loss in wt. = 0.0348 gr. SO
Loss in wt. = 0.0693 g1"- SO
Loss in wt. = 0.1947 Sr - SO

925 C. for 30 min.

980 C. for 30 min.

1040 C. for 30 min.

1090 C. for 30 min.

1 150 C. for 30 min.

1200 C. for 30 min.

1260 C. for 30 min.

1310 C. for 30 min.

1310 C. for 15 min.

1310 C. for 45 min.

i.6 5
'

( Na,S0
4
reacted

1.65% Na,S0
4
reacted

2.509J Na_,S0
4
reacted

8.70'
i
Xa,S0

4
reacted

17.30',' Xa,S0
4
reacted

48.70' ,' Na,S0
4
reacted

Loss in wt. = 0.2612 gr. SO, = 65.30% Na,S0 4
reacted

Loss in wt. = 0.3687 gr. S0
:i
= 92.10'; Na,S0 4

reacted

= 64.70' ( Na 2S0 4
reacted

= 99.10' < Na.,S0
4
reacted

Loss in wt. = 0.2598 gr. SO,

Loss in wt. = 0.3965 gr. S0
:(

A perfectly clear glass was produced in the last trial.

The conclusion I draw from this is that Xa
2
S0

4
reacts with

SiO,, beginning near the melting point of Xa,S0
4 , and the rate

or energy of the reaction depends on the temperature.

It may be of interest to give the results of another experiment

in which the proportion of silica was very much less, viz., in pro-

portion to form \'a,0 SiO,. 2.13 grams Xa.SO, • 0.90 gram

SiO, were taken and treated in the following way, only one sample

being used

Loss in wt. 0.2583 gr. SO, _> 1
.

5
'

, Xa.SO, reacted

and dissociated

Loss in wt. 0.3805 gr. SO, = 317' , Xa.SO, reacted

and dissociated

Loss in wt. 0.5195 gi SO, i; ;', Na,S04 reacted

and dissociated

Loss in wt. 0.5921 gi SO |o ;'
,
N'a.so, reacted

and dissociated

i ;;n° C. for 30 min.

1 J70 C. for 60 min.

1370 C. f<

foi 130 min.
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Another separate trial gave the following results:

1400" C. for <>o nun. Loss in \\ t. 0.5073 gr. So,
1
2.3* ,', Ma .S< >, reacted

and dissociated

A complete reaction would have shown a loss of 1.20 grains.

In this case, the reaction cannot complete itself; a clear glass

is formed at the bottom of the crucible and is covered by a layer

of \.i,S( ),. No free silica is left to react with the excess of Na
:
,S( ),.

The gradual increase in the loss of weight after the first reaction

is simply dissociation.

(10) Sand I Common Salt. This experiment was conducted

with the grade of materials used in glass-making, that is, sand

passing a 40 mesh sieve but in large portion remaining on a 60

mesh, and salt of coarse grained quality and rather damp, con-

taining ,s per cent, moisture. The proportions used were 120

of sand to 61.5 of salt, so if the whole of the NaCl reacted, we
should produce Na.,0 2Si0

2
. The materials were intimately

mixed and placed in a fire clay crucible, the temperature of which

was slowly raised to 1370 C. NaCl fumes passed off freely and

the heat was continued till nothing condensed on a cold iron bar

held over the crucible. On cooling, the mass was found to con-

tain a large amount of soluble chloride. It was returned to the

furnace and the temperature raised to 1400 C. for three hours.

When cooled, it was now found to be free from soluble chloride,

and the mass appeared as glazed sand grains loosely fritted to-

gether. This was analyzed and found to be composed of:

Na,0 1 .01%, equivalent to 1.906 NaCl.

Si0 2 98.99

Therefore, with the above conditions, it is possible for 1.92

grams of NaCl to react with 100 grams of Si02 . This reaction

cannot be anything more than a mere surface reaction in respect

to the sand grains. Whether the reaction is according to only

one or both of the following equations, I am not prepared to say.

j.MaCl + 2Si02 + H.,0 = Na.CuSiO, + 2HCI

4NaCl 4- 5Si0 2
= 2(Na 202Si0 2 ) + SiCl

4

I believe the first is the more probable ; and it is easy to conceive

how. by reason of the presence of water vapor, the sand grains

first become coated with a film of silicate of soda which prevents

any further chance of the reaction continuing beyond this state.
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(18) Soda Ash + White Arsenic.—Not investigated.

(20) Saltcake + Limestone.—A mixture of 1 equivalent of

CaCO., and 1 equivalent of Na
2
S0

4
was heated in a platinum cruci-

ble to 1000 C. The Na,S0
4
fused, and there was considerable

evolution of CO, gas. The mass was ground up and digested

with cold water repeatedly to remove soluble salts. The residue

after filtering and washing was found to be a mixture of CaC03

and CaH,0, but it was not free from sulphate, possibly due to

imperfect washing. There is evidently no reaction between the

Na,S0
4
and CaC03 .

(22) Saltcake + White Arsenic.—Not investigated.

(27) Limestone + White Arsenic.—Not investigated.

(29) Sand + Soda Ash + Saltcake.—With such a mixture,

we know that a silicate of soda will be produced; but we wish

to know how the physical properties of such a silicate compare

with those of a silicate made from sand + soda ash alone, and

what amount of Na,S0
4
can be retained in solution in the silicate

of soda produced. Not yet investigated.

(31) Sand + Soda Ash + Limestone.—This mixture forms sili-

cate of soda and lime. In certain proportions it may form true

glass. We wish to know what are the limits for the proportion

of limestone and soda ash to produce permanent glasses. Not

yet investigated.

(34) Sand + Saltcake + Common Salt.—These will produce

silicate of soda by the reaction of Si0
2 + Na,S0

4
and to a small

extent by reaction of Si0
2 -f- NaCl -f H,0. But what we wish

to know further is whether the NaCl may react in conjunction

with the Si0
2 + Na

2S0 4
reaction thus:

\a.,S0
4

4- 2 NaCl + 4Si0
2
= 2Na

2
C>4Si0

2
+ Cl

2
4- SO,

fNa
2
S0

4
4- 2SiO

a
=Na

202Si0 2
4- SO,

°r
1 2 NaCl + S03

4- 2SiO, =Na
2
02Si0

2 + Cl
2 + SO,.

We have not investigated this possibility.

(35) Sand ; Saltcake -\ Limestone. We have not made any

experiments with such a mixture. With certain proportions

;i glass will be produced, and we wish to know what the limits

of those proportions are.

(36) Sand ! Saltcake
I
Charcoal. When we have the right
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1

proportions of charcoal to saltcake, there is produced silicate

of soda, thus (G. Lunge) :

j\a.,SO, I C I 4SiO, 2(Na
2

2vSi()
2 )

I 2»SO
a + C03 .

Hut when the charcoal is in excess of this, there is also produced

souii' sulphide of sodiiuu, thus:

Na,S0
4 + 2C = Na,vS + 2C03 .

This latter reaction is not so simple as stated, because instead

(A simply Xa.S we invariably have a polysulphide of sodium

formed, which colors the silieate of soda a yellow or amber color.

We might formulate an equation produeing a polysulphide

of sodium thus:

2Na
2
S0

4
+ 4C = Na

2
CO, + Na

2
S 2 + 2C0 2 + CO,

the Na.,CO.
t
forming silicate of soda which dissolves the poly-

sulphide. We have dissolved such a silicate of soda in hydro-

fluoric acid with the separation of free sulphur and evolution of

sulphuretted hydrogen. This gives us confidence in the assertion

that a polysulphide is formed.

(43) Sand + Soda Ash + Saltcake + Common Salt + Lime-

stone + Charcoal + White Arsenic.—When in proper propor-

tions and intimately mixed, a practically insoluble, homogeneous

glass is produced. The reactions which take place are usually

expressed as:

1. Na
2
C0 3 + nSi0

2
= Na

2
nSi0

2 + C0 2
.

2. CaC03 + 2Si0
2
= CaO 2Si0

2 + C0
2

.

3. 2Na
2
S0

4
+ C + 2Si0

2
= 2(Na

2
2Si02) + 2S02 + CO,.

4. 2NaCl + H
2

+ SiO~ = Na
2

SiO, + 2HCI.

5. As,0
3
oxidizes iron and volatilizes.

These serve to give a general idea. But in the making of glass

there are many phenomena which the above equations fail to

explain. The reactions are evidently very much more compli-

cated .

We have present all the materials used in the old Le Blanc soda

process which produced a waste material, calcium sulphide, in

addition to soda ash, thus:

Xa.,S0
4

4- CaCO, + C = Na
2
C0

3 + CaS + CO., (G. Lunge)

This reaction will take place below 1000 C. The extent to which

it can take place in a glass mixture will be modified by the pres-

ence of Si0
2 , but it is sure to take place to some extent. Here
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we would have a new material (CaS) introduced, which further

complicates the reactions.

We have shown that we may have unconsciously introduced

in the melt Xa,S, or Na,S,, and CaS. Recently, attention has

been called to the reaction of metallic sulphides on CaS0
4
and

BaS0
4
(W. Schutz, Metallurgie, VIII, 228-46; and H. O. Hofman

and W. Mostowitsch, Bull. Am. Inst. Min. Eng., XLVII, 917-39),

and we have found that similar reaction takes place with Na
2
S0

4

under certain conditions. I intend to cover this inquiry regarding

action of sulphides on Na
2S0 4

in the near future. There is also

the effect of certain impurities in the materials to be considered

such as CaS0
4 , Fe,0

:{
, and Al

2 :t
. These, however, are not pres-

ent to any large extent.

Reactions of CaS0
4

.—Dissociation of CaS0
4

. H. O. Hofman
and W. Mostowitsch (Chem. Eng., IX, 152-4) determined that

dissociation takes place at 1200 C. and is complete at 1360 C,
and found that Si0

2
lowers the temperature of complete decompo-

sition. We found that 1.36 grams of CaS0
4
held at a temperature

of 1370 C. for one hour lost 0.4451 gram SO.,, equal to a percent-

age loss of 32.7. This is equivalent to 55.6 per cent, of the CaS0
4

dissociated in one hour.

CaS0
4

4- Si0
2

.—C. P. CaS0
4
and purified sand, ground to

pass a 200 mesh sieve, were used. 0.68 gram CaS0
4
and 1 .20 grams

SiO., (7. <•., 1 equivalent of CaS0
4
to 2 equivalents of Si0

2)
were

taken, intimately mixed, and heated in a platinum crucible in

an oxidizing atmosphere with the following results:

1090 C. for 3omin. Loss in wt. = o. 1023 gr. SO., = 25. 57% of CaS04 reacted

1 200 ° C. for 30 min. Loss in wt. = 0.2852 gr. SO
:
,
= 71.30', of CaS04 reacted

Total loss in wt. = O.3875 gr. SO
.

= 96 .*;'
, of CaSO, reacted

0.4 gram loss would represent a complete reaction. This reaction

evidently takes place at about twice the rate of its sister reaction

with saltcake (\a.,SO,), and we would, therefore, expect it to

take place prior to it where both materials were present.

CaSO, • C. H. ( ). Hofman and YV Mostowitsch (Bull.

Am, Inst. Miti Eng., XLVII, 017 39) give the following reaction:

.. CaSO, I- 4C CaS • 4CO.

2. CaSO, 1 4CO CaS 1 4 CO...

3. 3CaSO, I CaS 4CaO ! 4SO...
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The firdt reaction commences at 700 and is complete at 1000 ° C.

Below 8oo° C, Co., is formed; but above 8oo° C, CO is formed.

Therefore, CO reduces CaSo, more readily than C. The second

reaction commences at 68o° C. and is complete at 8oo° C. The

third reaction begins at 8oo° C. and is energetic between 850

and i)i O C.

CaSO, t Glass. We have found that when CaS04 is mixed with

ground glass and held at a temperature of 1370 ° C. (that is, at

the firing temperature of glass) for a sufficient length of time,

the CaO of the Ca»SO, is taken up by the glass and NaSO, separates

out on the surface. The Na,S0
4

later entirely disappears by

dissociating, the Na
2

being partly volatilized and partly taken

ii]) again by the glass. This requires further investigation,

which we hope to give it.

It has been stated by some writers on plate glass manufacture

that the Na
2
S0

4
used in a glass batch is reduced to Na

2
SO

:i
by C.

This we conclude is very improbable if not impossible. All

our attempts to produce Na
2
SO

:(
by reduction of Na2S04

by C
were futile. But considering that there might possibly be some

peculiar conditions in glass melting which allowed Na
2
SO

:{
to

be produced, we carried the investigation further. C. P. Na
2
SO

:j

was procured and heated in a closed crucible to fusion. The

\a
2
SO.

t
was completely decomposed, producing a mixture of

\a„S0
4
and Na

2
S. The probable change was:

4Na,SO.
f
= 3Na

2
S0

4
+ Na

2
S

C. P. Na
2
S03

was then heated to fusion in an atmosphere of

SO,. The Na
2
SO

:j
was entirely converted into Na

2S0 4
with libera-

tion of sulphur. It, therefore, does not seem possible that

\a.,SO
:)
could be produced in melting glass batch.

I regret that this paper is very incomplete, but I hope to be

able to continue these investigations and to give the results

at some future time.

DISCUSSIONS WRITTEN AFTER READING THE PAPER.

Dr. Tittotson: Mr. Gelstharp is to be commended for the very

systematic outline of his proposed research. Two thoughts

come to me on reading it over. (1) In a systematic study of

all possible reactions, new facts of utmost importance and value
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are always to be found, often in the most unexpected places.

(2) Reactions in a simple system may not take place in a more
complex system.

Mr. Gelstharp has selected for study about fourteen reactions

out of a possible forty-four. He doubtless intended that these

fourteen are to be studied first, reserving the other for a later

period. The results obtained in the reaction between saltcake

and sand are very interesting. In the experiment in which 2.13

grams Xa
2
S0

4
and 0.90 gram Si0

2
were taken, the reaction was

not complete and a layer of Na,S0
4
over a layer of glass was

produced. From the proportions taken and the amount of loss,

it appears that this glass possessed the composition Na
2

2SiO.>.

It would be interesting to know if Na
2
S0

4
could be made to react

with Na,0 2Si0
2 , Na,0 3SiO,, etc., both, of course, being inti-

mately mixed. This seems to be a reaction which may throw

some light upon the chemical compounds which soda and silica

may form in a glass.

The behavior of Na,SO
;j
at high temperatures is rather unex-

pected. But this, I think, does not disprove the possibility

that Na,S0
4
may be reduced to Na

2
S03 by carbon. In the melt-

ing process we have a complex system and the resulting products

will depend in no small degree on the velocity of the reactions.

Thus if the reaction 4Na,S0
3
= 3Na

2
S0

4
+ Na

2
S is very rapid

we would not expect to find any sodium sulphite on heating

saltcake with carbon, even if it were formed. But if Na,SO
:1
+

SiO, = Na,Si0
3 + S0 2

were a rapid reaction the production

of S02
when saltcake, carbon and sand are melted together is

explained. If Na
2
SO

:t
is not formed, I do not understand why

S< >., should be liberated during the fusion process.

This and other similar questions may be answered only by the

accumulation and correlation of a large amount of data.

Mr. Gelstharp: Dr. Tillotson gives us the suggestion that

\a.<> .'Si< >. was probably formed in our experiment with 2.13

-rams of \a.,S<), and 0.90 gram Si< >.,. The result would indicate

this. In making a repetition of this experiment I would try to

prove it lliis were so.

1 1 certainly would be of value to know whether N'a.SO, will

react with Na..< > Si< >... \a ,( ) 3SK >., etc. This will be iuvesti

gated as the opportunity presents itself.



BEHAVIOR OF AN ACID GLASS IN A TANK FURNACE.
By J. M. Knote, Pittsburgh, Pa.

It is no ordinary thing for a glass manufacturer to be troubled

h\ de\ iii ificatiorj of the ware at the furnace. In the case described

below, the trouble took the form of white streaks through the

machine-made bottles. It developed on investigation that the

white tail or streaks represented the glass left sticking to the

clipping rod after the pieee of viscous glass had been cut off for

the formation of the previous bottle. On putting the rod baek

into the furnace, this remnant blended imperfeetly with the new
lump of glass and a white steak resulted in the next bottle.

The factory worked two tank furnaces, one delivering eight

tons per day and the seeond twelve tons. The gas supply was

equally divided between the two. No trouble of the kind men-

tioned was experienced on the small furnace but all on the large

one and most severely on the machines making large bottles.

It also developed that the trouble grew better or worse as the

gas pressure was high or low. A sample of glass was taken from

each tank while the smaller one was delivering good ware and the

larger one causing much trouble. The analyses are as follows:

Glass I

Silica

Lime
Magnesia

.

Soda

Empirical formula

Magnesia 0.2]
Lime 0.2 \ Silica 3.13

Soda o .

6

It was thought at first that the mixer had accidentally changed

his formula or the raw materials had changed, but glass from a

bottle three years old analyzed as follows

:

Glass II

Silica 76.45%
Lime 4 .05%
Magnesia 2.8 %
Soda 16.7 %

So it is evident that no appreciable change had occurred, and
this formula had been in use for years. In contrast to this formula

a factory near by was making a glass

:
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f
Silica 73. 10%

Glass III J
Y'

me '3-472

I

Magnesia 0.5%
[ Soda 12 . 1 %

The chief points of interest in this case are how much the compo-

sition of the glass made in some places varies from the most

desirable composition, the effect of high silica on glass in actual

practice, and the influence of temperature and method of working

on glassware.

DISCUSSIONS WRITTEN AFTER READING THE PAPER.

Dr. Tillotson: Mr. Knote's paper offers some very good prob-

lems in the physical chemistry of silicates, and I am sorry that

he did not present a more lengthy discussion of his observations.

In the first place, the question of devitrification is all important

in the production of perfect glassware. We know that devitri-

fication is caused by the crystallization and segregation of some

component or components of the glass, and we know that devit-

rification may be induced in many glasses by subjecting them

to a temperature either at or just below that at which the glass

begins to soften. Tammen in his book "Krystallisieren und

Schmelzen" has set forth 1 mutual relationship between the vis-

cosity, melting point, velocity of crystallization and tendency to

spontaneous crystallization, and has shown that the velocity

of crystallization has a maximum value at a temperature just

below the "melting point." The same phenomena are observed*

in the manufacture of gold ruby glass.

The data given by these observers explain the facts that a

glass may be rapidly cooled from a high temperature to one be-

low its inciting point without visible devitrification taking place

Crystalline nuclei arc, however, always formed, and if the glass

is reheated to the softening point, they may serve as seeds for

larger crystals, resulting in devitrification of the glass; so it is

not surprising that the glass left on the dipping rod should de-

vitrify on being again introduced into the furnace, for while the

glass in the tank, on account of its high viscosity, may not de

1 Sit aKo Bleininger, these Transactions, l\. 427. I90i

' Zsigmondy, "Colloids and th< Ultramicroscopc p 165, ci acq.
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vitrify, although it is in a supercooled condition and needs only

the presence of nuclei to start the growth of crystals, yet the crys-

tals in the glass on the dipping rod will not disappear unless

subjected to a temperature considerably above the gathering

temperature.

Another point must not be overlooked, and that is the tempera-

ture at which the change is melted. This is an important factor

because it not only controls the completeness of the chemical

reaction and of the chemical equilibrium, but also because it

controls the degree of physical homogeneity in the glass. A
higher temperature produces a more fluid melt in which chemical

equilibria and physical homogeneity are more readily attained.

Mr. Knote observed that a higher gas pressure, which presumably

gave a higher temperature, produced a more workable glass,

and that glass from the small furnace gave little trouble. This

is doubtless due to the higher temperature attained during the

actual melting and fining of the glass in the small furnace.

In his closing paragraph, Mr. Knote is disappointingly brief.

We should have liked to know his ideas on "the most desirable

composition" and on "the effect of high silica on glass in actual

practice."

In this connection, I should like to suggest a method for ex-

pressing the composition of a glass which shows at a glance

a little more than the empirical formula as given by Mr. Knote.

If we denote the alkaline earth oxides by RO and the oxides of the

alkalies by R,0, Glasses I and III may be expressed as follows:

I. (RO.Si0
2) + 1.49 (R

2
0. 4 .55Si0 2).

III. (RO.Si0
2 ) + 0.77 (R

2
0. 5-36Si0

2).

The assumption that the alkaline earths exist as metasilicates

in the glass is partially justified from the fact that only meta-

silicates of calcium and magnesium have been observed in de-

vitrified glasses, but the more important part of the system is

, •
,

equiv. R.,0 , .
,m the ratios 1.40 and 0.77 which represent ; =77— which

equiv. RO
is a most important ratio in determining many of the physical prop-

erties of a glass but more especially that of devitrification. The
ratios 4.55 and 5.36 are indices of the "acidity" of the glass and
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show, in this case, that a glass with a lower per cent, of Si0
2

may be a more "acid" glass.

Mr. Gelstharp: I happen to be acquainted with the case cited

in this paper, having inspected some of the defective bottles and

samples of the glass batch used in the tanks. I would ascribe

the cause of the trouble to "devitrification" (agreeing with Mr.

Knote)

.

Such glass described as Glass I, analysis of which is given,

would be very much inclined to devitrify or crystallize. The

glass-maker should know that when his source of alkali is soda

ash alone, there is a fixed minimum limit for the ratio of soda

to lime and magnesia, beyond which he cannot go without risk

of getting into trouble in the nature of white scum or by producing

a glass which easily devitrifies. The limit appears to be near

2 to 1, that is:

Na
2

: CaO + MgO :: 2 : 1.

In such a desirable glass the molecular empirical formula would

be:

CaO
I 1

MgO
J

" 33
SiOa x

Xa.O 0.66
J

Now Glass I is given in the paper as:

CaO 0.2)
MgO 0.2 fSi02 3.i 3
Na,0 o . 6

J

The ratio here is

:

Na,0 : CaO + MgO :: 1.5 : 1.

This glass under favorable conditions devitrifies.

Glass 1 1 made three years ago is represented by

;

CaO 0.17s

MgO 0.170 SiO, 3.1
\'..J) 0.655 J

The ratio in this case is:

Na.,0 : CaO + MgO :: 1.95 : 1.

This glass does not devitrify and closely agrees with the desired

ratio of 2 : 1

.

The glass-maker should know this in order to compound his

hatch properly, but even this knowledge is not alone sufficient.

He must have Iun materials analyzed and especially it" he uses
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ground burnt lime instead of limestone, and still more important

is this it" the lime be dolomitic. Otherwise he is liable to get

into much trouble.

1 understand that the bottle machine referred to works out of

the large tank only, that the »lass left attached to the gathering

rod is a condition which must be tolerated, and that the small

tank is run on hand work, in which case the above mentioned

condition does not exist. The reheating of the attached piece of

glass assists crystallization or devitrification of such imperfect

glass, while with a better proportioned glass the worst defect

that would be produced would be a cord.

It is stated that the trouble is better or worse as the gas pres-

sure is high or low. This may be due, to some extent, to a loss

in the soda content making the ratio somewhat less ; or if the work-

ing end of the tank is run hotter, the attached piece of glass may
be raised in temperature past the critical stage of crystallization.

In Glass I, we are right on the extreme limit and the smallest

change is liable to affect it.

Glass III, which is referred to, could not be a glass made from

soda ash alone as the source of alkali. This batch must contain

saltcake, since it is impossible to make glass of so high a lime

content without the use of some saltcake. This is a good type

of glass and will not devitrify under ordinary conditions.

Mr. Knote makes the point that this devitrification trouble

is the effect of high silica content and the influence of tempera-

ture. I do not think that in this case the high silica content is

directly the cause of the trouble, but rather the ratio of the bases.

Mr. Frink: Mr. Knote's rather too brief paper on the subject

of devitrification is of more than passing interest to the glass-

maker. The subject is one which deserves very careful study

and close application and exhaustive investigation whenever the

opportunity presents itself, and usually this is not infrequent

in a practical operating plant.

Using the term of "devitrification" as a general classification

of all forms of crystallization which occurs in the manufacture

of glass is sufficient for the glass-maker; however, in my opinion,

this should be subclassed by differentiating between what I

would call a true devitrification, that is, the crystallizing of the
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whole body of the metal, and the separating out, from a magma
of glass, of crystals of those minerals or materials which are pres-

ent in excess, or those which are more readily crystallized when-

ever certain temperature or pressure conditions happen to pre-

vail.

Mr. Knote has cited two cases wherein he has shown quite

clearly that it is largely a matter of temperature and pressure

conditions that has caused his crystal forms, although, without

doubt, the primary cause has been due to there being present an

excess of one of the constituents, which in this case was silica.

By the aid of a petrographic microscope and the application of

simple methods of optical mineralogy, it is quite easy to differ-

entiate between crystals of silicates of the alkalies and alkali-

earth metals and those of uncombined alkali-earth metals, the

silicates of either of them, or free silica. The crystals which are

the combined silicates of lime and soda or lime and potash are

isometric, and, therefore, show substantially no extinction when

the crystal is rotated between crossed nicols, while those of the

soda silicate or lime silicate show extinction and, in the majority

of cases, definite orientation, and quite often interference figures.

It would have been very interesting indeed to have subjected

Mr. Knote's specimen to a microscopic analysis in conjunction

with his chemical analysis. One of my methods is to take small

portions of the glass containing the devitrified glass, or crystal sub-

stance, and free it as far as possible from the clear glass, and, by

crushing in an agate mortar so that it will pass a 60- or So-mesh

sieve, examine a small portion in the microscope. I apply the

powdered specimen to a microscope slide, immersing same in a

mixture of oil of sassafras and oil of juniper (about 6 parts

of sassafras to 4 parts of juniper). This mixture gives a refract ive

index of about 1.523 for sodium light, which is substantially the

same as that ol glass whose composition is approximately:

7 .•<>',
. ... Sin.

,3.5 \.,o

12.5 CaO
0.5 MgO
i.j .... AlsO,

A specimen thus prepared, when viewed between crossed nicols
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1

and with divergent light, of any magnification up to 800 diam.,

will reveal very little of the glass, <>r at least only faintly show

the outlines of the glass particles, while crystals, of whatever

form of character, unless perchance they should he of the same

refractive index as the oil mixture, will show up very plainly

and with good definition. Thus the extinction angle can he ob-

tained, and also many of the other optical properties of the

crystal can he studied, unless such crystals should be com-

posed of the same materials as the glass itself and should he

substantially free from stress.

In reviewing Mr. Knote's paper, I am of the opinion that this

is an instance wherein silica was crystallized otit, inasmuch as

there appears to be a poor balance of the molecular equivalents.

I believe that the glass of which Mr. Knote gives an analysis

contains altogether too much silica and is too high in soda. It

would appear quite certain that unless high temperatures were

maintained a crystallization must inevitably take place, as I

consider it quite necessary to maintain the molecular ratios such

as approximate the chemical analysis given above. Our practice

approaches this. Taking an analysis of recent date, it fairly

well approaches what I term a normal glass, in which the silica

equivalent equals 3 of silica to 1 of soda, and 3 of silica to 1 of

lime. This analysis is as follows:

Si02 71 .67

Na2 1 3. 40

MgO o . 40

CaO 12 . 05
Al _,0 , 2 . 40

Fe2 , o . 08

Extending this in its approximate molecular proportions, it

will be seen that the silica component would be 4,315, that of

soda 831, lime and magnesia 692, alumina 204, and iron 12.

Xow let us consider that the alumina acts both as an acid and

a base, and it may, therefore, be neglected in the consideration

of the chemical equivalent ratio. As we now assume 3 molecules

of silica to react with 1 of lime, and the same amount with 1

of soda, it will be seen that our glass will very closely conform

to that of a normal or perfect glass, as we would have one-half
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of the molecular equivalent of SiO, (4,315) or 2,157.5 g°mg to

the soda, which, it will be seen, is substantially three times the

soda molecular weight, which is 2,493, and likewise with the lime,

which is 2,076. However, it will be seen that in order to have

made this glass perfect, it would have been necessary to reduce

the soda somewhat.

The adding of magnesia for the purpose of making the glass

thinner, or, as is advisable to do in certain mechanical operations,

to obtain a greater liquidity, or the adding of baryta to increase

its brilliancy or for other purposes, does not alter the molecular

ratios. At least my experience has been that in our practice,

as is necessitated by present furnace construction and fuel ap-

plication, the closer one can keep to the above mentioned ratios

the less the breakage and the easier the handling obtained, and

the fewer the imperfections to be contended with.

The factor of temperature is a very important one, but what

is nearly as important is the factor of combustion or, in other

words, the completeness and uniformity of combustion. Without

doubt the products of combustion play a very important part

in the maintaining of glass in a desirable condition, and, in my
opinion, this is one of the factors which has caused one tank

to show crystallization where another has been substantially

free from it, even though the temperatures were the same.

Another factor which to a considerable extent governs crystal-

lization is the velocity of movement of the glass while in the

molten condition. By this I mean that a large tank from which

but little glass is being taken is much more susceptible to crystalli-

zation at a given temperature than would be a smaller furnace

from which the glass was being taken up to, or approaching, its

capacity. This accounts for the finding of spherulites and other

crystalline forms in "dead" corners, tloater notches, or after a

tank or pot has been blocked for a considerable period.

Pig. 1 shows the beginning of a crystallization. To the un-

aided eye these crystals were hardly discernible, but by slight

etching with hydrofluoric acid they were brought out so that they

were very prominent under the microscope, magnified about

So diameters. They were (\\w to the blocking of the tank for

a considerable period of time.
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Fig. 1.—Crystals, caused by prolonged heating,
just forming.

This glass was a trifle high in soda, and high in silica, or perhaps

it would be more proper to state that it was low in lime. Quite

likely the crystals observed by Mr. Knote were very similar to

those shown in this figure.

Fig. 2 shows crystals where an excess of lime prevailed,

that is, silica was about 68, soda 13, and lime 13.5 to 14, which

composition produced a condition that caused a very hard work-

ing glass and one which was very difficult to melt. These crys-

tals seemed to pervade the whole mass of glass, and although

Fig. 2.—Crystalline condition due to excess
of lime.
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without microscopic examination there appeared to be no definite

forms, the glass had a peculiar, slight opalescent appearance,

which on etching clearly revealed these figures. Microscopic

examination showed them to be a definite crystalline form,

aggregated in the manner shown, their optical properties denoting

them to be various compounds of lime and silica.

As to the variations and composition of glasses made in various

places, I would say that in the analyses of something over a thou-

sand different glasses, there are rarely any two, even for the same

purpose, which agree in composition. The effect of high silica

upon glass in actual practice, in my opinion, is very detrimental,

and the cause of a great deal of trouble, unless one is working

a furnace up to its capacity at all times, and unless he has more

than ordinarily satisfactory means for controlling the temperature

and the combustion.

Personally I am a great advocate of alumina, and I believe

that when alumina is applied in the proper manner it assists

in absorbing excess of either silica and soda, which, without

the presence of alumina, would have a tendency to exist in an

uncombined condition, making it imperative that the furnace

conditions should be maintained more nearly uniform and to

a given point. What constitutes that uniformity, or just what

that point is, I doubt if there are any as yet able to specifically

state.

It would be very interesting, and of great practical value, if

more of such problems as Mr. Knote has called attention to

would come before the Society.



SOLUBILITY OF SOME SALTS IN GLASS.

By F. Gelstharp.

INTRODUCTION.

Object of the Investigation. We have made sonic careful

chemical analysis of plate glass, made from the following materials:

SiO„ \'a.,CO
:1

, Xa.SO,, XaCl, CaCOs , C, and As,(),. This work

was done in order to determine whether the Na2S04
and XaCl

were entirely decomposed during the melting, or partly volatil-

ized, or partly retained in the glass as Xa.SO, and NaCl.

Our knowledge of the deportment of these two salts leads us

to believe that the following reactions may take place under con-

dition of a glass melt

:

2\'a,S0
4
+ 4SiO, + C = 2(Na,0 2Si0

2 ) + CO, + 2SO,.

2Na,S0
4 + 4Si0

2
= 2(Na,0 2S1O,) + 2SO, +

2

or we may have simple dissociation at the fining temperature,

j\'aS0
4

= 2Na,0 + 2S02 + 2 ,

in the latter case some of the alkali being taken up by the glass

and some volatilized. The NaCl may be decomposed to some

extent according to the following reaction

:

2 NaCl + 2SiO, + H.,0 = Na
2

2SiO, + 2HCI.

Other possible reactions we have not established. If the NaCl

is not all used up in this reaction, we would expect the remainder

to be volatilized since the fining temperature of glass is about

530 ° C. above the volatilizing temperature of NaCl.

ANALYTICAL RESULTS.

Na,S0
4

.—According to the foregoing we should not expect

to find either Na,S0
4
or NaCl in the finished glass. But in our

investigations, we find by chemical analysis considerable amounts

of both these salts, although a microscopic examination fails

to show their presence. No difference can be detected in the

appearance of glass containing the salts when compared with

glass that does not contain them.

The following are the amounts of Na
2
S0

4
found in several sam-

ples of plate glass, made at various times and perhaps under

slightly different conditions:
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Sample i

3

4

5

6

Per cent, of Na
2
SC>

4
found o . 59

o . 64

0.65

0.68

0.74

o . 80

0.85

o . 90

1 .01

1 .09

1 . 1

1

1 . 20

I .21

I
• 30

i-74

We do not lose sight of the fact that some Na,S0
4
may be

found in glass made from materials which did not originally

contain it. In such cases, the S03
is supposed to be absorbed

during the melting from the furnace gases; but this did not amount

to more than 0.22 per cent, of Na,S0
4
in experiments we have

made under the same conditions. So we feel justified in con-

cluding that the Na
2
S0

4
we find is from the original Na,S0

4

used in the glass batch.

NaCl.—Of NaCl we found in samples of glass:

Sample 1. Per cent, of NaCl found 0.91

2. " " " 0.98

3-
" " " 148

Na
2
S0

4
+ NaCl.

NaCl we found

:

-In samples tested for both Na,S0
4
and

Sample 1. Per cent, of Na
2S0 4

found 0.85

NaCl " 0.91

2. " \a.SO, " O.64

NaCl " [.48

From these results, we conclude that under ordinary condi-

tions, it is possible to have about 1.0 per cent, of N'a.SO, and.

if common salt is used in the batch, also 1.0 per cent. XaCl in

solution in the residual glass

\\Y have found that by increase of temperature or increase

of time at the same temperature the amount of Na,S0
4

is de-

creased. As an example, glass was prepared and found to con-
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tain 0.90 per cent. \a.,S<),. This was remelted and held at a

temperature 50 C. higher than before for one hour with the

result that the glass now contained only O.65 per cent. \a.,SO,.

This was not tested for N'aCl, but in making experiments we

found that i;lass containing much XaCl continues to give off

NaG fumes.

An attempt was made to determine the maximum amount
0!' \a.,SO, and NaCl plate glass could retain, but this depends

so much on time of exposure to certain temperatures, that we
considered it, for our purpose, necessary to consider only the

ordinary plate glass fining temperature. The result, therefore,

can apply to our special case only. But I believe they may
be taken as approximately the maximum amounts that can re-

main in plate glass.

For Na
2S0 4

\vc found 1.74% maximum.
NaCl we found 1.48% maximum.

A very important fact regarding the water solubility of plate

glass containing Na
2
S0

4
and NaCl is that it is less soluble than

that which does not contain these salts.

Fluorides and Sulphides.—There are two other interesting

cases of solubility of salts in glass which might be mentioned

here. One is the solubility of fluorides in opal glass, which is

a very variable quantity. The depth of color largely depends

on this. During the melting and fining, fumes of fluorides are

given off freely, and long continued heat or increase of tempera-

ture will drive out almost the whole of the dissolved fluoride.

Then there is the case of sulphides; very large amounts of CaS

or Na
2
S may be retained by glass. As to whether this is a case

of solubility, or simple mixture, or actual chemical combination,

we do not wish to commit ourselves.

Method of Analysis.—The methods of analysis used to de-

termine the Na
2
S0

4
and NaCl are those commonly known to all

chemists. We omit particulars of individual experiments made,

as they are unnecessary to the value of this paper.

DISCUSSIONS WRITTEN AFTER READING THE PAPER.

Dr. Tillotson: Mr. Gelstharp presents some interesting and
important analyses, and it is to be hoped that the investigation
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will be continued. His observation that glasses containing a

small amount of Na,S0
4
and NaCl are less soluble than glasses

which do not contain these salts brings to mind that the new
Jena glassware, which is said to be annealed in gases containing

SO,, is much more resistant to water than glass annealed in the

ordinary manner. The importance therefore of studying the

effect of small amounts of what might be considered "impurities"

in a glass is not to be overestimated.

Mr. Frink: I am much interested in Mr. Gelstharp's paper

on "Solubility of Some Salts in Glass," because it shows an interest

in, and is attacking a problem, the complete solution of which

I believe would be of great interest and assistance to the glass-

maker. While it differs considerably from the views which

I have formerly held in the matter, the facts noted are, neverthe-

less, sufficient to prove that hurried or superficial observations,

as were some of those on which I have based my opinions, are

of more danger than of value, inasmuch as I have made several

attempts to determine apparently unaccountable causes for

certain effects and defects noted in the manufacture of window

glass by machine process, which may be directly attributable

to the presence of dissolved salts or small quantities of unde-

composed salts, whether they be free or dissolved.

Mr. Gelstharp's statement as to the rather erratic manner

in which sulphates may be present agrees perfectly with my
own experience, and accounts for my opinions given some time

ago of the improbability of there being present, even in minute

traces, any SO., in the finished glass, and that it is quite improb-

able that there was sufficient quantity of this existing in the com-

bined state with either soda or lime to be effective.

I, however, can not quite agree with Mr. Gelstharp's statement

that that glass which contains any considerable quantity, say

0.5 per cent, or more, of Xa.SO, could be less soluble than that

which contained no \a.,S<),.

It would further be interesting to know under what condi-

tions the glasses were made from which the samples 1 to 15 were

taken, that is, wire tin- melts made in open pots as in the melting

"i plate glass, the lire used being producer gas or natural L;a-..

or were they made in covered pots or tank furnace, under prac-
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deal conditions or in laboratory experiments. In the tank there

would be exceptional good opportunity for variations in the

quantities of sulphates found. It would seem to me that a quan-

tity of i
. 74 per cent, of \'a..S(), would be markedly manifest in

the properties of the glass and its solubility.

In the event that the analyses cited by Mr. Gelstharp in

Xos. i to i,s were made of samples produced under conditions

of melting whereby the lire came in direct contact with the major

portion of the batch materials, such analyses would afford us

a very good check upon furnace conditions, particularly the re-

lation of combustion and degree of melting. If the analyses

given are from substantially the same furnace conditions and

batch formula, it would seem to be directly due to the reducing

or specific action of the fire. It is well known among glass-

makers that the amount to which "salt water" exists on the

surface of the glass can be easily controlled by "producing a

reducing heat" or, in other words, bring about a reducing action

of the lire. While this is the prevalent method of accomplishing

this result, a much better method is to always maintain the furnace

under proper operating conditions so as to prevent the accumula-

tion of "salt water," and obviate the necessity of such a step.

The practice of producing reducing conditions for the purpose

of volatilizing sulphur often involves the glass-maker in trouble

due to the drop in temperature occasioned by the incomplete

combustion and also causes cordy glass due to an entrainment

of carbon in the event that he oversteps the line of safety when

he reduces the air sufficient to obtain this result.

Again I would say that if it is possible to obtain methods

for determining sulphates that may be readily applied in technical

analyses without introducing errors to such an extent as to make
such sulphate determinations worthless as a factor of control,

it would without question make an admirable check upon furnace

conditions. This is something which up to date I have not

found, it being a well known fact that after the glass is once

finished or taken from the furnace, there is nothing in the glass

itself which may be used for determining whether or not it has

been mixed and melted under proper conditions.
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Mr. Gelstharp: Regarding the water solubility of glass

containing Xa.,SO, and XaCl, one naturally would expect the

glass to be more soluble, but all experiments I have made prove

the contrary. In fact the solubility appears to simply depend

on the percentage of alkali silicate contained in the glass. When
we have present a greater amount of Xa-.SC)., and XaCl, the per-

centage of Xa.,0 is correspondingly less, and in such cases we

always find the solubility to be less.

The glass was in every case melted in open pots using natural

gas, but the batch weights were varied or the glass melted at

varying temperatures. The amount of 1.74 per cent. Xa
2
S0

4

is the maximum amount I could produce in apparently good

plate glass; this should not be considered as anything like a normal

amount.

As to an analysis of the glass being a check on the melting

conditions, it may be possible; but I am afraid it would not be

very practical, unless batch weights were kept strictly correct

and the mixture perfectly uniform. These two latter condi-

tions I have found are very hard to maintain. Otherwise, I

believe, Mr. Frink has made a very wise suggestion which might

prove very practical in some glass works.

The following is an outline of one method of analysis I use

for determination of SO
:i
in glass:

Fuse 1 to 2 grams of finely ground sample with Xa
2
CO

;i

in platinum crucible over alcohol blast lamp. Digest with water

till completely disintegrated and make slightly acid with HC1.

Boil well; add small quantity of paper pulp. Filter off SiO,,

using filter pump. Add to boiling solution just sufficient BaCl,,

boil for some time. Filter off BaS04l which contains some Si0
2

.

Burn filter paper at a low temperature. Treat residue in platinum

crucible with HF and add a few drops of H..SO,. Heat to drive

off SiK, and excess H.,S( >,. Fuse residue with \a.,CO
:!

. Take

up with water; add a drop of HC1 in excess to make acid and boil

for some time. Filter and weigh the BaSo, remaining. From

weighl of I'.aSo, calculate S<>
;

or Na.So,



MATTE GLAZES. 1

By Ross C. Purdy.

INTRODUCTION.

We have had considerable discussion, in our Transactions,

of this type of glaze in which formulae of the glazes and theories

on the cause of niattencss have been given. Notwithstanding

die seemingly exhaustive treatment which this subject has been

given in the past, we found it very difficult to plan series exploiting

the range in composition within which matte effects could be

produced without resorting to the use of a tried formula as a

base and then blindly making variations in the several glaze

constituents. After collecting data from the reports of four

different senior classes at the Ohio vState University, we concluded

that none of the theories so far advanced were wholly tenable

or at least none of them gave a working hypothesis. With

the work of each succeeding class, we gained new ideas, all of which

pointed in one general direction; but it was not until this winter

that these ideas finally resolved themselves into a theory that

gives an absolutely reliable working hypothesis.

TWO TYPES OF LOW AND MEDIUM FIRE MATTE GLAZES.

There are two- general types of low and medium fire matte

glazes:

I. Glazes of the ordinary raw lead type using from 0.5 to

0.7 equivalent PbO.

II. Glazes in which 0.2 to 0.4 equivalent of the lead has been

replaced by BaO.

TYPE I. RAW LEAD MATTES.

A study of the work done on this type of matte glaze re-

veals the following conditions as being necessary to the develop-

ment of a matte texture.

(a) There must be a certain ratio between the CaO from

whiting and the A12 3
from clay, this ratio being dependent upon

the equivalent of feldspar used. The higher the feldspar equiva-

' Contribution from the Ceramic Engineering Laboratories of the Ohio State I oj

\ ersity.

• True crystalline matte ula/es, such as the Teeo. are not here considered.
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lent the lower must be the ratio of CaO to the A12 3
derived from

clay.

We find that a matte texture can not be produced in this

type of a glaze with less than 0.15 equivalent of CaO. Xo other

oxide can take the place of CaO in this, not even MgO.
(b) To be reliable under ordinary variable firing condi-

tions, the glaze must contain the constituents necessary to produce

a clear glossy glaze at two or more cones below the maturing

point of the matte glaze when the A1
2 3

has been decreased to

an equivalent compatible with the heat treatment given. 3

The equivalent of PbO in the medium and low fire matte

glazes should not be less than 0.5, the zinc oxide should not ex-

ceed o.i, and the equivalent of SiO, should be such that, with

the reduced A1
2 3 , the oxygen ratio would be 2.0.

T7PE II. RAW GLAZES WITH LOW LEAD AND CONTAINING

BARIUM.

(a) In these glazes there can be less A1
2 3 and CaO.

(b) The SiO, content is more a function of glost heat treat-

ment than of molecular proportions of the other oxides.

THEORIES AS TO CAUSE OF MATTENESS.

After studying many series of glazes which were made to

determine the limiting proportions and conditions in the develop-

ment of matte glazes, we concluded that matteness was not

:i Illustration of this may be found in the case of Professor < toton's glaze No. 5X. Trans.

A. C. S., Vol. X, p. 557. He started with the following cone 4 glossy glaze:

0.4 PbO ")

° l^ i-0.35 A1-.0,. 2.56 SiO.
0.2 CaO

I

0.2 Zn() J

and finally arrived at the formula

0.4 PbO ]

0.15 K 2(> \ 4 Al.()
; . 1 6 Si< >_.

45 CaO J

which he said was a very pretty matte m patches and flowed fairly well. Had be proceeded

contrary to some of his earlier conclusions and increased the PbO at the expense of ZnO
and then reduced the silica, he would have obtained a far better matte, one that would

have had a longer heat range I >r had he started with the following more fusible gla/c

as a base he would have obtained a cone t matte by merely increasing the Al ' I

5

jo

tOKjO
10 ZnO )

PbO
|

\'' (
'

; o • \i .i i
. i i, s.i >.
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t>

due pet te to (i) low oxygen ratio, (2) high aluminium content,

(3) immaturity, (4) crystallization, or to (5) "overloading.'

-

Thai these conclusions arc true can be easily shown:

(a) That a matte texture can not be produced by merely

decreasing the oxygen ratio has been shown in every fully reported

study on matte glazes.

'

(/>) No matter what oxygen ratio a glaze may have, a mere

increase in Al.,( )
3
will not always result in a matte texture or even

in matteness. 8 With many RO combinations, an increase in

\li» would result either in blistered glossy glazes or in dry

surface effects.

(c) Immaturity will not produce a matte texture in every

glass, lor if it would, we would have a matte texture at some

stage of the development of every glaze."

(d) Matteness in this type of a glaze cannot be due wholly,

if at all, to crystallization. 7 Unsuccessful attempts have been

made to produce mattes by crystallization in these glazes through

additions of ZnO. In no matte glazes made upon the usual formula

proportions of raw lead glazes, i. c, with 0.2 or more A1
20.„ has

there been found sufficient crystallization to produce the "all

over matte texture" sought for in matte glazes. * The maximum
crystallization found in several matte glazes did not exceed 2

per cent, by volume of the entire mass. That matte effects

may be produced by crystallization was shown by Purdy and

Krehbiel, 9 but the surfaces of these glazes were rough, quite

unlike the usual matte surface.

(c) If matteness is due to "overloading" per se, we should

be able to cause matteness by overloading with Si0
2 , clay, or

calcium. Overloading with Sn02
will increase the tendency

towards matteness, but a matte effect can not be produced in

everv mixture by this means.

4 Compare this statement with that made by Hinns. Trans. A. C S.. Vol. XII, p. 541,

542.
' Compare this statement with those by Mayer and Ilattinger. Trans. A. C. S., Vol.

X p. 579. They differ w,th Orton. p. 574 and with the present statement.
" Compare with Orton, Trans. A. C S., Vol. X. p. 574.

• This is in agreement with Professor Orton, Trans. A. C S.. Vol. X, p. 574.
8 Compare this with Claflin. Trans. A. C S.. Vol. XII, p. 559, and with Stull, Trans.

A C S . Vol. X. p. 581.
1 Trans. A. C. S.. Vol. IX, p. 319.
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Our Working Theory.—Our working theory as to the

cause of matte texture in such glazes as are described as Type I

is that normatively there must be a glassy matrix in which a

substance, or substances, is slowly forming and dissolving.

We theorize on the normative basis that anorthite feldspar

(CaO A1
2 3 2Si02)

and leucite (K,0 A12 3 4Si0 2 )
are the mineral

materials which, by their gradual formation and solution, produce

this matte texture in most cases. The presence of orthoclase

aids in the retarded formation and solution of anorthite and leucite,

and perhaps behaves to some extent in somewhat the same manner

and with the same result.

We know that if sufficient orthoclase is added to cause

a portion of the calcium to react with it rather than with clay,

thus tending to form leucite (K
2

A1
2 3 4Si0

2)
rather than

anorthite, we will have the same general effect and one that is

less apt to appear scummy.

Our data show further that according to our working theory

an increase in wollastonite (CaO Si0
2 )

content will shorten the

heat range in which a glaze will remain as a matte but will lengthen

the heat range in which it will remain as a good glossy glaze.

It seems necessary, however, to have some wollastonite present

in matte glazes (especially if the PbO is as low as 0.5 equivalent)

or the glaze will be dry.

Illustration of Glazes of Type I.— (A) The following is a

glossy glaze at cones 03 to 1. Neither whiting nor clay is used

in making this glaze.

0.75 PbO
O.15 K..O 0.15 Al.O., 1 7 SiO.

o. 10 ZnO
J

The normative constitution of this glaze is calculated to be:

" yj s equivalent 2Pb< >, Si<

'

005 equivalent aZnO, SiO,

i» 15 equivalent K.,(>, Al_,o., 6SiO,

0.1 -'.s equivalent SiO,

By adding <>.-' equivalent of anorthite to this mixture we

obtain a glaze having the following empirical formula:

o 60 PbO
o. 12 K-0 . . ,

.

,«•«-»
0.32 Ala 8, 1.58 Si< >.

o 10 ( i<
•
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Experience has shown thai this will be a good matte glaze.

(H) A glossy glaze of the following formula, 0.55 PbO,

0.15 K,0, 0.30 CaO, 0.2 Al.,o
:i

, t.675 Si< ).., will have a normative

constitution as follows:

0.275 equivalent 2PbO, Si(),

o. 15 equivalent K ,0, Al.( > , 6Si< >

0.05 equivalent CaO, Al,(),, jSH),

0.25 equivalent CaO, Sio.

075 equivalent Si()_,

We found that this glaze had a heat range as a glossy

glaze from cone 03 to 6.

By increasing the A1,0
:
, of this glaze to 0.35 equivalent

through additions of clay, we would obtain a glaze having the

following normative constitution:

O.275 equivalent jPbO, SiO_,

0.15 equivalent K_,0, Al
2 :t

, 6Si0 2

o.jo equivalent CaO, A1_,0.,, jSKX
o. 10 equivalent CaO, Si02

This glaze has a heat range as a matte from cones 03 to 6,

the same as the glossy base glaze. It has a tendency to scum. 10

(C) A good matte glaze that will not scum and has a heat

range from cones 05 to 4 may be made as follows

:

0.575 PbO 1

o . 200 CaO
f

o . 35 Al ,0
:1 ,

1 . 6 SKV 1

0.225 K,0
J

The normative constitution of this glaze is

o.j 87 5 j PbO, SiO,

o. 1 J5 CaO, A1
2 :! , jSiO, (anorthite)

0.04375 K20, A1
20„ 6Si02

(orthoclase)

o. 181J5 K
20, A12 3 ,

4Si0
2
(leucite)

0.075 CaO, Si02
(wollastonite)

It should be noted that while this glaze has, according to

norm calculations, less anorthite than the preceding ones, it

contains considerable leucite resulting from the reaction of cal-

cium and feldspar. Glazes in which this reaction is prominent,

as in this case, are whiter, clearer glazes, freer from that scummy
or soapy appearance, and are much less soluble. 12

1,1 See also Binns' Glaze 4, Trans. A. C. S., Vol. V, p. 52.

11 See Hinns' (Haze 11-4, loc. cit.

'-' It should be noted also that in no matte glaze was any free S1O2 found by this

iiH'thod of calculation.
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Examples could be multiplied in illustration of the sort

of mixture in which we have this retarded formation and solution

phenomenon, but enough has been given to illustrate the case.

Every matte glaze we have obtained exhibits these same norma-

tive phenomena and relations.

This retarded formation and solution results in or is condi-

tioned by (i) low oxygen ratio, (2) high A12 3
content, (3) im-

maturity, (4) crystallization, and (5) overloading; but all of these

are either the effect or the result from a common cause. The

condition, according to this theory, that causes a matte texture

in these glazes is a glassy matrix so constituted as to permit of

slow formation and solution of some one or more of the feldspars.

We are convinced of the soundness of this theory by the

fact that whenever we have rapid solution we have evidence of

boiling and blistering at one and the same time with fair gloss.

In cases of delayed solution, as in case of glazes rendered dry

through addition of clay, the glaze passes directly from the dry

to the glossy conditions without showing matteness as an inter-

mediate effect. It is only with retarded formation and solution

of these feldspars that we have matteness through a reasonable

heat range.

All matte glazes of this type (raw lead, no barium) show

a matte fracture throughout their mass. They appear to be full

of bubbles that do not come to the surface. In some cases a

fracture actually shows a honey-combed structure, hence it may
be that, owing to slowness of the solution, the gases which cause

these bubbles are not formed so rapidly, i. e., the boiling is less

violent, hence they do not show on the surface. Aside from the

bubbles, however, we have globular like material. One naturally

would hesitate to argue from the presence of these globules and

from the retarded solution of these feldspars, that matte glazes

are examples of what Staley13 calls mineral emulsions yet, in

effect, this emulsion idea seems to lit the case.

Conclusion as to Cause of Matteness in Glazes of Type I.

11 To produce a matte glaze of this type this theory states

llrit it is necessary to have about

I r ins ACS. Vol XIII P '•''
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(i 15—0.30 equi\ m iiii t 2 l'h< ), Si( I

.

i" equivalent Ca( '. Sit I

to which shall be added about 0.35 equivalent of the feldspars.

(2) It is necessary that a largo portion of these feldspars

shall have a tendency to be formed during the fusion.

(3) The proportion of the feldspar that must necessarily

be thus slowly formed during the fusion is dependent upon the

kind If anorthite is to be the only feldspar that would be formed

if the fusion is carried to completion, it should constitute about

0.2 out of the total of O.35 equivalent of the feldspars. If we

take it that leucite is to be thus slowly formed with anorthite,

the total number of equivalents of slowly forming feldspars

must be increased to 0.30 equivalent.

(4) Example:

o. j,s equivalent jPbO, SiO., / ,„, , , ,

• ^ ^ f.-^ " 1 the lead "lass
O. 10 equivalent La(), SlOa )

o. 10 equivalent leucite

o.jo equivalent anorthite ' The feldspars

o. 10 equivalent orthoclase
J

The empirical formula of this mixture would be

0.528 PbO
o. 189 K,0 [ 0.377 AIX),. 1 .67 SiO,

0.283 CaO J

TYPE II. LEAD-BARIUM MATTES.

It is well known that barium forms silicates very slowly

but that when barium is thus combined it becomes almost as

good a fluxing agent as lead oxide. When barium is used with

low lead we know that the glaze fuses very slowly, hence, instead

of a slowly forming and slowly dissolving solute, we assume in

this theory that we have, in this case, a slowly forming solvent,

the net result of which is the same sort of a retarded formation

and solution as in case of the glazes of the first type.

A matte texture, other than those formed by crystallization

or by artificial roughening of the surface, can be produced only

on the basis of this theory of retarded formation and solution.

We use this expression "retarded solution" to contrast this phe-

nomena with such "arrested or delaved reactions" as we have
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in the case of a sillimanite solute which would produce dry sur-

faces rather than mattes.

Our theory does not say that these feldspars are being formed,

although we believe this to be the case. Our theory is offered

as a very practical working basis.

SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES.

(1) To produce either of these types of matte glazes it is

not necessary to dip especially thick 14 or to cool slowly, 15 nor

do they require the use of gum of tragacanth or other glues to

make them adhere properly to the tile and to burn without part-

ing. In fact a properly constituted matte glaze need not be

applied in any way different from the glossy glazes.

(2) To produce water marking or partings, it is necessary

to use a constituent that will raise the surface tension of the glaze.

Drying cracks, due to thick dipping, may control the character

and extent of these partings, but it is the composition of the glaze

that causes it to crawl and then to partially fuse and flow back

into the place where these drying cracks appear. 1 " Zinc oxide

and Ca() are very serviceable in this connection.

DISCUSSION WRITTEN AFTER READING THE PAPER.

Mi I'( nee: I am pleased to note that Prof. Purdy, in develop-

ing a theory for cause of matteness in the two matte types

recognized by him, has arrived at conchisions that agree

fundamentally with my own as set forth elsewhere in this volume.

We seem to have viewed the same phenomena from somewhat

different angles, but the testimony in the two cases should be

considered confirmatory rather than contradictory.

In the rase- of Prof. Purdy's Type I, or high PbO matte,

the cause of matteness is assigned to the slow formation and

solution of one or more of the feldspars, the action taking place

within a glassy matrix. This idea of formation I consider to

be analogous to my own idea of segregation since Prof. Purdy's

11 Compare tins with statinii nt l>\ Blnns, Tr.ms A. C. S.. Vol X. p 580.

> SCC Trans \ C S . Vol X. |.

"• Sec discussion on tins poinl in Trans. A C S
, Vol. XI. p. 1:0 Scaling of the gtaaa

off of tin- wart «.!-. there confused bj sonu with tin- watei marking ami parting shown in

mam mat If ^la/is
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assumption that the compounds formed are slowly dissolving

includes the requirement that they be present in some undissolved

01 segregated form following the act of their formation.

Prof. Purdy lays no emphasis upon the idea of segregation

or precipitation in the glaze. In fact he speaks disparagingly

of the theory of crystallization. It is seen, however, that the

fundamental idea of segregation necessarily underlies his theory

for mattes of Type I.

In my conclusions on a theory for cause of matteness, I

have not presumed to say what compounds were formed or segre-

gated.

I have not considered the point of slow solution to be of great

importance, although, undoubtedly, such solution is taking

place under the conditions that obtain in the maturing of the

glaze.

In Type II, or lead barium mattes, the basis of explanation

given is practically identical with my own, viz., the retarded

combining action of the barium.

Prof. Purdy has not given recognition to the zinc crystal

type of matte at medium fire. This is not surprising for such

mattes in all probability would rarely be produced successfully

in the small experimental kiln.

Mr. Purdy: Having no knowledge of the possibility of

precipitation of amorphous material from igneous solution,

and having seen no ease in which such a physical action was

apparent, I cannot deny the possibility of such an occurrence.

I must say, however, that such a reaction does not strike me
as being possible. The only cases of "separating out" that I

have recognized was that of crystalline material. I did not realize

that I had spoken disparagingly of the theory of crystallization

as cause of matteness, except in the cases discussed. The facts

are that we have produced very pretty crystalline matte glazes,

but most matte glazes produced commercially and most of those

which have heretofore been described before this Society were

neither crystalline nor had any possibility of being crystalline

under any ceramic kiln condition.

I can not see that our theory of "slow formation and slow

solution of the feldspar norms" is fundamentally in agreement
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with Mr. Pence's precipitation theory. He must assume complete

formation, a saturated solution and a precipitate of a compound

having definite physical properties. We hold, on the contrary,

that in matte glazes (other than those which are crystalline)

we have incomplete reactions both chemical and physical, that

the question of saturation of igneous fusions is one of attending

physical conditions on which the production of matte texture

is not necessarily conditioned, and that when the precipitate

has definite physical properties the 'mother glass" is more likely

to be glossy than matte unless nearly the entire glaze has crys-

tallized.

Mr. Pence considers that the reactions are completed and

the undissolved substance has been precipitated from solution.

We consider that the reactions have not been completed and the

undissolved material had never been in solution.

The only case which he cites which seems to give more

credence to his views than to ours is that of a glaze which had

previously been melted as frit and dropped into water, and which,

when applied and re-fused as a glaze had a matte texture, not-

withstanding the fact that as a frit it was a clear glass. I have

never personally seen such a case but do not in the least doubt

that his observations are true. We have fritted a large portion

of matte glaze batches to clear glassy fritts and then, after mixing

with the unfritted portions into glazes, have found that we had

a better matte both as to texture and heat range. This experience,

in substance, is of the same sort as that recited by Mr. Pence.

In such cases as these, it seems more plausible and more

in keeping with known laws of fusion to believe that in these

clear frits which have been suddenly cooled there is complete

solution without complete reaction and that when re-fused as

a glaze opportunity is given for these reactions to take place.

I say that this conception is more plausible than that in these

frits the chemical reactions had been completed and, when re-

fused as a glaze, amorphous compounds precipitated out from

solution.

If the procedure which Mr. Pence's theory described is true,

all mattes should hi' crystalline. The procedure which my theory

ribed involves a conception of a solution like unto an emul-
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sion. As 1 said, 1 hesitate t<> say thai matte glazes are examples

(rf rigid emulsion although they have every appearance of being

such. vSince most matte glazes are not due to crystallization,

1 can not svc how .Mr. Pence's conceptions can he considered

plausible. His theory applies only to the crystalline mattes, while

the theory I present is, as I stated, applicable only to the non-

crystalline matte glazes.

A typical crystalline matte glaze is of the kind Mr. Pence

calls zinc mattes. Of these we have made many in our laboratory

but classified them as crystalline glazes in which conditions had

not been correct to permit of the growing of large crystals. Such

glazes were described by Worcester in Vol. X, p. 450, of our

Transactions, and a very pretty discussion of these by Prof. Stull

may be found in Vol. VI, p. 186.



A THEORY FOR THE CAUSE OF MATTENESS IN GLAZES.

By Forrest K. Pence, Zanesville, Ohio.

CLASSIFICATION OF MATTES.

Experience with a great variety and widely varying types of

matte glazes, both in experimental research and in commercial

control, has impressed me more and more with an idea regarding

the cause of matteness in glazes. This idea has gradually de-

veloped into a conviction which I choose to call a theory, as set

forth in the following.

It is necessary to state at this point that glazes whose matte-

ness depends upon their content of barium form an exception in

their action to the general class of matte glazes. The barium

glazes will therefore be discussed under a separate classification.

We may therefore divide matte glazes into two classes.

In the first and more general class (which in this paper we

shall call "Class A"), the formation of the matte texture is due to

a phenomenon which is analogous to the chemical precipitation

which occurs when certain salts are brought together in aqueous

solution.

To illustrate : When sodium sulphate and barium chloride

are brought together in water the formation of an insoluble salt,

barium sulphate, is made possible by the liquid medium. There-

fore, according to the law that when an insoluble compound can

be formed it will be formed and precipitated, the solid, barium

sulphate, is formed throughout the solution.

Now in a matte glaze the fluid matrix, of which Purely speaks,

plays practically the same role as does the water in the above

illustration in facilitating precipitation; and when, in excess of

this fluid matrix, the elements are present in proper proportion

to form an insoluble compound, such a compound will he formed

and its precipitation facilitated throughout the mass.

We shall divide Class A matte glazes into two sub-divisions.

First. Those whose matte texture is evidently due to the

formation of a calcium alumina compound. In these glazes the

CaO is 0.2 to 0.35, Alj03 is 0.30 to 0.35, 0. R. is ] ;
1' ...

Second. Those in which the texture' is determined by the for-
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illation of a zinc compound. In these glazes ZnO is 0.30 to 0.50,

Al.,( )., is o. 1 to 0.2,0. R. may be as high as 1 : 2.

The second class of matte glazes (which we shall call "Class

B") owe their matte texture to the presence of materials that

enter into combination or solution slowly and with difficulty.

Most prominently under this heading would he placed the barium

mattes. The use of tin oxide as an aid to matteness would

probably conform to this elass. This class includes the glazes

that have been commonly called "mattes of immaturity."

CLASS A MATTES.

First Type. In considering the glazes of the first division

<> Class A, the following experiments will be of interest:

Of the type glaze X

0.55 PbO )

0.15 K,() 0.35 Al.,0
:j , i.6SiOa

o . 30 CaO J

the following portion was fritted.

0.15 PbO ]

o.i 5 K 2 \
0.35 A12 3> 1.3 Si02

o . 30 CaO j

The raw addition was 0.4 PbO, 0.0 Al
2 :i

, 0.30 Si02 .

All frits were prepared by the crucible method in a small

gas and air blast furnace. The frits were all clear, transparent

glasses, care being taken to make the fritting process thorough.

The frit and raw addition were then ground together in a ball

mill and dipped on white wall tile bisque. The tiles were then

fired to cone 02. The resulting glaze was a matte of texture

practically identical with that produced by the same glaze com-

pounded from the raw materials.

Two frits were then prepared which included the entire glaze

batch.

Frit V Frit Z

0.55 PbO 0.50 PbO )

0.15 K 2 \

o . 35 A1
2 :!

, 1 . 6 SiO, 0.15 K 2 } o . 35 A1,0
:)

, i . 6 Si0 2

0.30 CaO j 0.35 CaO
J

The frits were clear, transparent glasses.

These ground frits, applied to wall tile bisque and fired at
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cone 02
,
gave mattes that were practically identical respectively

with the raw matte glazes of the same formulae.

This would seem to be very good evidence that some ma-

terials which had been taken into solution in the clear, trans-

parent, glassy frits were precipitated, i. c, separated out, prob-

ably as some definite compound, at the temperature suitable for

the precipitating or crystallizing action to occur. What the

compound or compounds may be has not as yet been determined.

In Sprechsaal for 191 1, No. 50, p. 730, is given a list of

calcium aluminates and calcium alumina silicates with their

respective melting points. We may choose possible compounds

from this list in explaining the matte texture development, but

positive identification is a task for the expert petrographer.

It should be pointed out that the precipitating action may
be, in general, a gradual and continuous process, so that in no

period of the matte development of the glaze in the kiln does the

glaze necessarily pass through a stage of brightness.

Second Type.—In considering the glazes of the second divi-

sion of Class A, we shall only call attention to a phenomenon

which doubtless others have observed. A zinc matte glaze when

fired in one portion of the kiln showed a bright field with irregular

clusters and masses of crystals distributed over it; but the same

glaze was a uniform, silky, matte when it came from that portion

of the same kiln which received a slightly higher heat treatment.

However, no individual crystals could be distinguished by the

naked eye. It is very probable that the crystallizing agent

here is a zinc silicate compound. The identification of this com-

pound is a subject for future study. The presence of small

amounts of zinc, as o. 10 ZnO, in glazes of the calcium alumina

type very probably functions simply as a flux and has no crystal-

lizing action.

CLASS B MATTES.

To illustrate the glazes of Class B, or barium mattes, three

glazes were prepared, each having the formula:

., 150 Ba(

'

0.500 PbO
007s Ca< I

KNaO

13 Al.<> .
• SiOj
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The method of introducing the BaO differed in the three

glazes as follows:

G,. BaO introduced as barium carbonate.

Ga . BaO introduced as barium oxide, which was prepared

by igniting barium nitrate.

G8 . BaO introduced was incorporated in a frit of for-

mula:

0.175 Na,0
o. 175 K 2

O . [50 CaO
0.500 BaO

0.15 Al,0
:t - '45 SiOa

Results at cone 02 :

G,. Shows a dead matte texture.

Ga . Is an immature bright glaze.

G.j. Is similar to G2 .

This result is in accordance with common experience in re-

placing BaCO., in a glaze similar to G, with barium introduced

in fritted form. The results indicate that the matteness in

glazes similar to G, is due to the delayed tluxing action of BaCO.,,

which in turn is probably due to the delayed and slow decomposi-

tion of the same.

BaCO., may also be introduced in small amounts as an aid

to matteness in glazes of the other types. A small amount, as

0.04 BaO, introduced as BaCO., in glazes of Class A, will often

prevent bright edges where the glaze is thin and its texture

changed through attack of the body. This is further evidence

that BaCO
;j
in such eases promotes matteness in much the same

way as tin oxide develops opacity in bright glazes.

On the other hand a glaze high in zinc (0.40 ZnO) with

barium (0.25 BaO) substituted for lead, with low alumina (0.20

A12 3), and O. R. 1 : 2, with rather prolonged firing treatment

at cone 7, may give a matte of the zinc crystal type, showing

that in a glaze of this type and treatment the barium has entered

into combination and served as a flux.

We thus see that the use of certain materials is not restricted

to glazes of any single type. However, the characteristics of the

different types are distinct.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION.

In explaining the development of matte texture in glazes

we recognize two distinct classes.

In the first and more general class, the matteness is pro-

duced by the development of a fluid medium in which is facilitated

the formation and precipitation or segregation of certain com-

pounds difficultly soluble in this medium.

We have divided this class into two types.

In the first type the compound or compounds thus segregated

are apparently calcium aluminates or calcium-alumina silicates.

In the second, the compound is apparently a zinc silicate.

This view explains why glazes of the first type should contain

high A1,0
:!
and those of the second, low A1

2 3 . It also explains

why there should be at least 0.50 PbO in raw glazes of this class,

for why should PbO be so high if matteness depended simply

upon the resistance of some compound to solution.

In the second or somewhat special class, the matteness is

due to the retarded combining action and solution of an essential

portion of the glaze. This class includes particularly those

glazes whose matteness is due to the presence of BaC0
3
in the

batch. These glazes may be termed "mattes of immaturity."

This explains why in them the content of PbO required is, in

general, not so high as in other mattes.

As previously stated, my regard for the theory set forth in

this paper has developed with my experience in the commercial

control of matte glazes and various simple glaze experiments.

Proof can be established and compounds identified only by ex-

tensive study along chemical and petrographical lines

The terms "Mattes of Crystallization" and "Mattes of

Immaturity" are familiar to us from the experience of others.

It has been my purpose to formulate the evidence at hand into a

theory of general explanation which should be in harmony with

commercial experience and with chemical law.

DISCUSSION.

Professm Stalt 1 . I believe it is true that matteness can be

produced by crystallization; but 1 also believe that the number

of mattes due to this phenomenon is very limited. I am con-
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vinced that a large number of mattes arc classed as crystalline

in which there arc but lew crystals and in which the inattcness

can be shown to be due to causes other than crystallization. 1

base my belief on the microscopic examination of a number of

matte glazes, as will be reported in another paper at this meeting.

Mr. Purdy: 1 would like to ask if he believes in the formation

of sonic compound within the glaze.

Professor Staley: 1 believe that in the true crystalline matte

there is some compound formed ; I think it separates as crystals.

Mr. Hottinger: I would like to ask Professor Staley if he

ever made frits of the matte glazes. I ask this because my
experience with matte glazes show that most of them when

fritted in saggers and allowed to cool in the kiln show a crystalline

separation. The crystals vary in shape depending on the bases

used. The foregoing statements apply to glazes rather high in

lead, from four-tenths equivalent up. With other matte glazes,

such as barium, I have not been able to detect any crystals.

Professor Staley: I am not saying that matteness cannot be

produced by crystallization, but what I am saying is that in the

type of matte of which Professor Purdy was speaking this morn-

ing, the type generally known as immature, there has not been

developed any appreciable amount of crystals. If you take that

same composition and frit it, you may get matteness due to

crystallization.

Mr. Hottinger: This would seem to indicate that the mattes are

due to crystal formation, something separating from the glaze.

Professor Staley: As I say, it is possible to produce mattes

by crystallization, but I have examined twelve different commer-

cial mattes of many types and found very little separation of

crystals in most of them.

Professor Binns: I want to ask Mr. Pence whether those

frits that he made were poured into water to cool.

Mr. Pence: They were.

Professor Bums : They were thus cooled suddenly, of course,

and present the appearance of glass. Then the same frits put

upon tile and burnt exhibit a matte texture. How do you

account for this change? Why is the frit transparent, when

cooled quickly, and opaque when relatively slow-cooled?
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Mr. Pence: I think that is a point which substantiates my
contention, that the material may be first taken into solution

as in the frit, and in rapidly cooling the frit we retain it in the

solution. But when the frit, ground and applied as a glaze

coating, is put into the kiln, and subjected to continued heat

treatment, we give the materials an opportunity to segregate,

and thereby materials formerly in solution separate from the

solution to form the matte texture.

Professor Staler: I would like to ask Mr. Pence if he thinks

that the material has separated in the crystalline or amorphous

state.

Mr, Pence: That is a point that remains undetermined. I

contended myself with stating that it was segregation, because

I had no way of knowing whether it was amorphous or crystalline,

but I am inclined to think that it may be amorphous in some

cases.

Professor Staley: I doubt very much whether amorphous

material would separate from the glaze. I have worked with

glass in rather a large number of cases, and I have never seen

amorphous material separate from a glass.

Mr. Pence: I want to ask Mr. Staley if he had in mind the

calcium alumina type of glaze when speaking of mattes due to

immaturity.

Professor Staley: Yes.

I think if you take that same matte and frit it. you might

get matteness, but the matteness would be due to altogether a

different cause. I would like to examine, under the microscope,

one of your raw mattes and one of your fritted mattes to see if

the cause of the matteness in the two cases is different or not.

There is no use in guessing when we can determine the facts with

absolute accuracy.

DISCUSSIONS WRITTEN AFTER READING THE PAPER.

Mr. Pence: The result in the case of the fritted matte shows

thai segregation in such a glaze is possible. The action of the

glaze in the large commercial kiln as compared with its action

in the small test kiln, the apparent evidences of segregation when

the glaze is applied as a heavy coating and tired in the large kiln.
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and other experiences in the handling of these glazes, as suggested

in Mr. Hottingcr's remarks, point to segregation as an explana-

tion of the matteness obtained.

Of course, there may be glazes abnormally high in Al2Oa
or

CaO, or abnormally low in Pb(), the same being called mattes,

whose texture would be due to immaturity.

The next addition to the evidence already at hand should be

that provided by microscopic study. This will be presented at

another time.'

Mr. Hottinger; As I have said before In the discussion of

other papers bearing on this subject, I believe that matte glazes

are due to crystallization. I refer more particularly to the high

lead fritted glazes with which I have done considerable work.

To make a fritted lead matte glaze it does not seem neces-

sary to have any fixed amount of lime or zinc as sometimes stated,

for instance, a glaze of the following formula:

0.67 PbO ]

0.03 ZnO
0.075 CaO ^ A12 3) 0.28, 0.36, SiO.„ 1.85

o. 175 Na 2

0.050 K
2

will produce matte glazes of various textures depending on A1
2 :!

content. With the higher content of Al
20.j a rough crystalline

texture is produced, while with the lower content a rather smooth

good glaze will be obtained. As will be noticed, the glaze has

very little lime and zinc.

A frit made of this formula, when allowed to cool in the

crucible, will show clear glass with small white spots; these spots,

when examined with a glass, are seen to be needle-like crystals

radiating in all directions from a common center.

By changing the formula and substituting lime for lead, the

shape of the crystal changes; instead of being long needle-like

they now are shorter and spread in fan shape.

It will be observed that the above facts confirm Mr. Pence's

theory, as applied to fritted glazes, except that he calls it a pre-

1 In this connection, sec "The Microscopic Examination of Twelve Matte Glazes,

this volume.

—

Editor.
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cipitation or segregation, and if only finished glazes on tile are

taken for consideration, this would be the natural conclusion.

I have seen but few glazes on tile which by direct examination

could be called crystalline, but when making them up as a frit

and allowing them to cool slowly can, as a rule, find crystal

segregations. My experience with high zinc glazes is limited

and the few that I have observed I would class as crystalline, as

surface indications of crystals, or, as it might be termed, incipient

crystallization. With the barium matte glazes, I can only say

that in practice my results agree very closely with the facts as

observed by Mr. Pence, namely, that they are mattes of im-

maturity.



THE MICROSCOPIC EXAMINATION OF TWELVE MATTE
GLAZES.'

By Homer P. Stalky.

INTRODUCTION.

This investigation consists of a study of the surface and in-

ternal structure of various types of matte glazes by means of the

microscope. It was undertaken with the expectation that such

a study would throw light on the cause of niatteness in the various

types and, therefore, enable us to set about producing a given

kind of matte in a systematic manner.

In making the microscopic examination, the writer was very

fortunate in securing the aid of Professor W. J. McCaughey, of

the Department of Mineralogy, Ohio vState I'niversity. Professor

McCaughey has but recently come to the university from the

government service at Washington. In that service, he was

widely known as one of the most expert men in the country in

the use of the microscope, especially in connection with micro-

scopic examination of soils. I take this occasion to publicly

thank Professor McCaughey for his part in the preparation of

this paper.

DESCRIPTION OF SPECIMENS.

The following is a detailed description of the various samples

examined

:

I. TECO WARE.

The specimen of glaze examined came from a small green

vase, bearing the Teeo mark. As it appeared on the ware, it

was a green matte of very pleasing shade and texture. The
composition is unknown.

Under even a low-power glass, this glaze is seen to consist of

two layers, an upper layer of crystals and a lower glossy layer.

The surface of the matte is composed entirely of large (micro-

scopically speaking), elongated crystals. These crystals inter-

lace, forming a texture not unlike that recognized by petrog-

raphers as ophitic. An example of this texture is frequently

found in diabase. These crystals very frequently form penetra-

tion twins with an angle of about 6o°. The intersal space of the

1 Contribution from the Ceramic Engineering Laboratory of the Ohio State I'ni

versity.
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crystal layer is free from glass, which seems to exist only below

the surface.

These large crystals are about 0.07 by 0.5 mm. in dimensions.

They are green in color and are weakly birefringent. Occluded

in the crystals is a considerable proportion of extraneous matter.

This occluded matter is a confused aggregate that does not

render itself to the ordinary methods of microscopic crystal

determination, even with a glass that gives 600 to 700 magnifica-

tions. It is, however, probably amorphous. It may possibly

but not probably be a conglomerate mass of infinitely small

crystals. The surface of these crystals presents the characteristic

surface of impure crystals, that is, they have a rough appearance.

Beneath the layer of crystals and surrounding the lower

projections of the crystal layer is a layer of glass. This glass is

perfectly clear and is of the same shade of green as the large

crystals.

As a matter of interest, although it has no connection with

the matte texture, we may state that in the glass itself there has

been developed a second generation of microscopic crystals.

These are seen under a high-power objective to show fairly high

birefringence and positive optical elongation. They were very

small and roughly oblong in shape.

The matte texture in this sample is due to two factors.

First, the presence of the crystal layer on the surface. Second,

the rough surface, due to the occluded matter, of the crystals

composing this layer.

II. KOOKWOOD VELLUM GLAZE.

The specimens were taken from some sherds of glaze and

engobe that had come from a small piece of ware. These showed

the characteristic beautiful misty effects on the underglaze dec-

oration that has been so much admired in this ware. Of course,

the composition of the glaze is unknown.

Microscopic examination shows that the surface of the glaze

is characterized by a crinkled appearance not unlike that of a

withered apple. The crinkles are not systematically arranged,

but run in all directions in a very irregular manner. This ap

pearance would be due. probably, to a contraction of the body

of the glaze after the skin or surface had partly set. The more
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prominent of (lust' crinkles arc evidently what have been mis-

taken for crystals by sonic observers using hand glasses, Dis-

tributed throughout the glaze are a large number of large blow-

holes or bubbles, about 0.4 mm. in diameter. These arc easily

seen by the unaided eye and are what give the glaze the finely

mottled appearance. Many of these bubbles are entirely sub-

merged in the glass. Others were in the process of bursting

when the glaze became rigid. Still others have unquestionably

broken and disappeared. While it is not at all the function of

this paper to account for the production of the various types of

matte textures described, we suggest that the loss of gas bubbles

would be one circumstance that would make the body of a glaze

contract in an irregular manner more than a partially rigid

skin.

There has been a slight development of extremely small

crystals in this glaze. They are diamond shaped and only about

0.005 ii 1 '"- hi diameter. The total amount formed is less than

1 per cent, of the volume of the glaze. There is also found in the

glaze approximately 10 per cent, of a confused mass of material

showing aggregate polarization. This leads us to state that it is

undissolved material. This material and also the crystals are

embedded in the glass. This indicates that they have no effect

on the production of the matte surface. The matte surface is

not at all confined to the areas showing undissolved matter or

crystals. The matte effect is due to the finely crinkled surface

of the glaze.

III. PROFESSOR. ORTON'S MATTE.

This specimen was taken from trial piece 1 78 in Professor

Orton's article on matte glazes in Vol. X, Transactions of the

American Ceramic Society. The formula of this glaze is

:

0.15 K 2

0.10 PbO
o. 10 ZnO , 0.233 A12 3 , 1 .90 Si0 2

0.35 CaO
o . 30 BaO

J

The sample was fired to cone 2. Professor Orton used this

glaze raw. This particular sample was chosen from those avail-

able because of the small but well developed "water markings."

Under the microscope, the characteristic feature of this
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glaze is a high percentage of a conglomerate mass of material

that shows weak aggregate polarization. These features show

that this material is undissolved matter. The interior of the

matte shows a granular texture. This texture is seen under a

high power to be due to a very even distribution of the undis-

solved matter.

The surface of the matte is inclined to be uneven, due to

this undissolved matter. The amount of glass present is not great

enough to conceal the unevenness of the surface that would be

presented by the undissolved material alone. The higher parts

of the surface are coated with a thin film of glass, while in the

lower portions are little rivulets of smooth glass. These rivulets

are what cause the "water marking." This type of matte is

plainlv due to immaturity.

IV. MINTON'S MATTE FOR TERRA COTTA.

The specimen was taken from a sample tile from the Perth

Amboy Terra Cotta Co. This glaze was developed by Mr. Leroy

H. Minton, while in the employ of the above firm. The particular

tile chosen happened to be rose colored and was a good matte,

smooth to the touch, and finely "water marked." The com-

position is unknown.

The microscope shows the surface of this matte to be roughly

granular. This is easily seen by examination of a cross section

of the glaze. The .amount of glass in this matte is relatively

small, 35 to 40 per cent. There does not seem to have been any

development of crystals. The rest of the glaze, 60 to 65 per

cent., is a heterogeneous mass showing aggregate polarization.

These characteristics show it to be residual, undissolved matter.

This undissolved matter is not evenly distributed as in Professor

Orton's matte, bill occurs in unevenly distributed masses. The

result is that surface of the matte is more roughly granular than

in Professor Orton's sample. The other features of the surface

are the same as the sample from Professor Orton's series, ami

this matte is also dm- to immaturity.

V. VAN BRIGGLE MATTE.

The specimen was taken from a small blue vase bearing the

imprint of 1 1 1 * - Van Briggle Ait Potter) of Colorado Springs,
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Colorado. On the piece, the matte presents a very pleasing ap

pearance, shows fine water markings, such as described as occur-

ring on Professor Orion's sample, and feels smooth to the touch.

The composition is unknown.

Microscopic examination shows this glaze to be of the im-

mature type and very similar to the sample of Professor Orton.

The proportion of undissolved material is about 60 per cent.,

and it is evenly distributed. Both the undissolved material and

the rivulets of glass are blue.

VI. BROWER'S MATTE.

This sample was taken from a trial piece produced at the

Ohio State University, Ceramic Engineering Department, by Mr.

Fred W. Brower, under the direction of Professor R. C. Purdy.

The formula of the glaze was:

0.55 PbO
0.15 KNaO [0.4 Al2Oj, 1 .6 SiO.,

o . 30 CaO

The sample was fired at cone 1

.

In appearance this glaze has the alligator hide effect. The
surface is divided into slightly elevated areas about one-half

inch square by rivulets of glass. From an artistic standpoint

the effect is rather good.

This glaze is characterized by the very high percentage of

undissolved material. This runs about 80 per cent. In addition

to the usual nondescript undissolved matter found in the other

mattes of this type, large particles of quartz are seen. These

particles are fully 0.05 mm. in diameter and show angular edges,

which indicates that they have not been acted upon to any large

extent by the magma.
This sample falls very decidedly into the class of mattes due

to immaturity.
VII. GRUBEY GREEN MATTE.

The specimen was secured from a large vase bearing the

Grubey imprint. On the vase, the glaze had the green color

and artistic rough matte appearance characteristic of this well-

known ware. The composition of the glaze is not known.

The internal structure of this glaze is characterized by the
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presence of two glasses. One of these is very clear, clean-cut,

glass, colored green. The other glass carries a very large per-

centage of undissolved material. This undissolved material

consists of heterogeneous matter, such as found in the other

mattes of the immature type, and also a considerable amount

of what is apparently undissolved fine-grained quartz. Both

glasses and the undissolved matter are colored green. No crystals

have been developed.

The surface of this matte is not as uneven as that of some of

the others examined and the percentage of glass present is higher.

Therefore, the flow of the superficial glass film into the lower

lying areas is not so much in evidence. The rough granularity

of some of the immature mattes is replaced by innumerable

little hillocks rising with gentle slope from the surface of the glass.

This gives to the surface a rippling effect midway between the

crinkled effect of the vellum glaze and the granular effect of the

immature mattes carrying a high percentage of undissolved

matter. Of course, in this discussion we are speaking about the

minute texture of the surface. The rough irregularities of surface

seen in a piece of Grubey ware are due to thickness of dip, running

of glaze, etc. With these we have no concern.

We would, then, classify this matte as belonging to the im-

mature class, but as having a rippled rather than a granular

texture, due to the comparatively low percentage of undissolved

material.

VIII. MISS COOKE'S COPPER MATTE.

This specimen was secured from one of a series of trial tiles

produced by Miss M. E. Cooke in the Ceramic Engineering Labora-

tory of the Ohio State University. The trials were made under

the direction of Professor Edward Orton, Jr. The particular

sample used was chosen because of its beautiful green matte

(!!'(•(
t and, as it appeared to the unaided eye, its high state of

crystallization. This was a raw glaze in which Cornwall stone

was used in place of feldspar. The formula is as follows

o 088 KNaO
0.344 Cal I

0.475 PbO
o Cu< I

50 AljOg, 1 \<«> SiO,
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To our surprise, we found thai matteness in iliis sample

is not due to crystallization but to the high percentage of un-

dissolved material. The glaze consists of about ,v> to 40 per

cent. ^\ green glass and about 60 to 70 per cent, of undissolved

matter, also tinted green. The matteness and water markings

are brought about in the same manner as in other mattes of the

immature type.

The glass from the rivulets is perfectly clean and shows the

development of a small amount of exceedingly small crystals.

These crystals vary from hair-like to rod-like in shape. In size

they are about 0.002 x o.O] mm. They show negative optical

elongation. Prom the fact that these few small crystals occur

only in the clear glass and do not even roughen the surface of

this, we know that they have no part in the production of the

matte texture.

This matte also falls into the class of typical immature

mattes.

IX. R00KW00D RED-BROWN MATTE.

The sample was secured from a small sherd of a vase of this

ware. As it appeared on the piece, the glaze was a rather dull

matte whose chief beauty is in the peculiarly attractive tint.

The composition is unknown.

Examination of the interval structure of this glaze shows

that it carries a very high percentage of undissolved matter, a

large part of which is apparently iron oxide. In the glassy portion

there has been developed a small growth of tiny needles about 0.002

xo.oi mm. in size. From the study of the surface of the glaze,

it is quite questionable whether these crystals have any part in

producing matteness. The surface is coarsely uneven and

irregular. Irregularity of surface which could be due to the de-

velopment of these minute crystals would be a microscopic un-

evenness and would call for a much higher percentage of crystals

than is actually found. The matteness is due to a coarse un-

evenness of the surface and is, in all probability, caused by the

large quantity of undissolved material, as in the case of the other

immature mattes.

We, then, catalog this matte as belonging to the class of im-

mature mattes.
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X. KNOLLMAN'S MATTE.

This specimen was procured from a trial tile made by Mr.

H. J. Knollman, in the Ceramic Engineering Laboratory, Ohio

State University, under the direction of Professor R. C. Purdy.

The appearance of the glaze on the ware is that of a smooth matte

of dull luster and free from water markings. In cross section

this glaze is, even to the unaided eye, plainly vesicular.

This is a fritted glaze carrying considerable barium, intro-

duced as carbonate. The formula of the frit is:

o. 140 Na2

0.138 K2 ! $1,635 SiO,

o . 444 CaO
°

"

" '
8

- •'
) o . 438 B 2 3

0.278 BaO
J

The formula of the glaze is:

0.126 Na
2 ]

0.500 CaO •" 2 !

} 0.394 B
2 3

0.250 BaO

The sample was fired at cone 02.

Examination under the microscope with a high-power glass

shows that this is a glassy glaze with little undissolved matter. The
glass itself is characterized by the presence of innumerable small

vesicles or bubbles. These are distributed throughout the glass.

A large number have risen to the surface but have not penetrated

the skin. By elevating the skin at a multitude of points, they

have rendered the surface uniformly uneven.

The presence of a considerable quantity of barium carbonate

in the batch of this glaze is in all probability an important factor

in producing the matte. This chemical gives off a gas, CO,,

at high temperatures and also furnishes to the glaze a base,

BaO, which is especially liable to attract sulphur. The effect

of sulphur in causing a toughening of the skin of a glaze or enamel

has been noticed by the writer and others.

We would classify this glaze as belonging to a class jvhose

matteness is due to an irregular surface produced by numberless

small vesicles elevating the skin of the glaze.

XI. HAMILTON MATTE GLAZE.

This specimen was secured from a large green jardiniere
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made in a small art pottery at Hamilton, Ohio. On the wan

the glaze is a smooth matte, with rather more luster than the

usual green matte. When the light is allowed i<> play on the

surface, glistening particles arc seen here and there. Under a

good hand glass small, rod like crystals are seen on the surface.

The glaze has obviously been applied quite thin. Where the glaze

has become thick by running into cavities or collecting in drops

on the bottom of the piece, it is not matte hut clear, dark green,

glass.

On examination, we found that this gla/.e is a pure green

-lass containing no undissolved matter. There has been a large

development of thin, rod like, green crystals 0.02 x 0.10 mm. in

size. For purpose of comparison, we may recall that the crystals

in the "Rookwood Red Brown Matte" were 0.002x0.01 mm.
and the large crystals in the " Teco Matte" were 0.07 x 0.5 mm.
The crystals diller also from the occurrence in the "Rookwood
Red Brown Matte" in that they are vastly more numerous and

are not accompanied by any undissolved matter. They differ

from the crystals in the "Teeo Matte" not only in size but also

in being free from occluded matter. The absence of this ex-

traneous matter permits the crystals having the smooth surfaces

characteristic of pure crystals. The small size of the crystals

prevents the occurrence of large glistening patches, such as are

found in a texture composed of large pure crystals.

The crystals occur not only embedded in the glass but pro-

jecting from it and lying on its surface, thus forming a structure

similar to that of the "Teco Matte," but composed of much smaller

units with brighter surfaces. The result is, as we would expect

and have described, a smooth fine grained matte with rather

high luster and an occasional bright glistening speck.

We unhesitatingly classify this matte as belonging to the

class produced by a layer of small clean crystals.

XII. JACKSON'S BLACK MATTE.

This glaze is a clear green glass covered with a black skin

with a metallic luster. It was made by Mr. E. C. Jackson. 2

The formula of the glaze is:

- Trans. A. C S.. Vol. IX. page 408.
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o . 500 PbO
0.082 K.,0

o . 100 ZnO o . 205 A12 3, 2.25 Si02

o. 100 CaO
0.218 CuO

J

The peculiar effect was produced when ware that came
from the glost kiln with a bright green glaze was retired in a

decorating kiln. The metallic film is supposed to be copper oxide.

The microscopic structure of the glaze is well described by

Professor Orton as follows

:

"I chipped off a sliver of the glaze, and put it on the field

of a microscope of moderate power, and found that with its change

from a bright smooth glaze to a dead metallic surface, the struc-

ture of the glaze had altered as profoundly as the color had.

From a plane mirror-like expanse, it had become minutely ridged,

resembling the ridges on the palm of the hand, but so fine that

they cannot be seen clearly with an eight-power hand glass.

There are millions of these little parallel lines, like waves and

valleys."

Professor Orton seems to lean to the theory that this crinkled

skin is due to an increase in volume of the material forming the

skin. To our mind, this assumption is hardly necessary. We
would not expect a layer of copper oxide to contract on cooling

at the same rate as the underlying glaze. If the skin contracted

while the glass was still plastic at a slower rate than the glaze,

a crinkled effect, such as described, would be produced.

We classify this matte as belonging to the crinkled skin

type.

SOME GENERAL OBSERVATIONS.

In none of the samples examined (unless we care to consider

Matte XII as belonging to this class) did we find any evidence

of the production of a matte by a scum of dry, undissolved,

material floating on the surface of the glaze. In every Case,

both projecting nodules of undissolved matter and projecting

crystals were coated with a thin film of glass. In fact, a con-

sideration <>f tin- ordinary laws of surface.- tension, as applied

to a layer of grains of solid material in contact with a layer of

liquid, shows that tin- grains would, in all ordinary cases, be
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coated with the liquid. The presence of this lustrous surface

on the particles is what makes the difference between a true

matte and a dry slip

hi no case did we find any decided tendency for the coloring

oxide used to go into any special part of the glaze structure.

This observation applies particularly to copper-oxide, green

mattes. In all the green mattes, two of which are known to be

copper greens and all of which presumably are, the color was

evenly distributed between glass and crystals, or glass and in-

soluble material, according to the type of matte. The copper

oxide in green matte glazes may aid in some manner the produc-

tion of niatteness, but it certainly does not do so by a decided

and uniform tendency to remain insoluble or to separate out in

crystals.

CAUSE OF MATTENESS.

Matteness is essentially an optical phenomenon. Its occur-

rence depends upon the presence at the surface of the glaze of

innumerable small lustrous surfaces set at a variety of angles.

The light refracted from such a surface is diffused and gives

to the glaze the soft velvety appearance so characteristic of a

true matte.

CLASSIFICATION OF THE MATTES STUDIED.

This general type of texture may occur in several different

arrangements and may be due to a variety of causes. There-

fore, we have several types and sub-types of matte glazes. The

twelve mattes we have described may be classified as follows:

I. The Crystalline Type.—In this type the matteness is due

primarily to a crystalline structure on the surface of the glaze.

We found it occurring in two forms:

(A) Large crystals with surfaces roughened by occluded

matter. Specimen I, the Teco matte, is the only example found

of this class.

(B) Small, clean-cut crystals. Specimen XI, the Hamilton

matte, is the only example found of this class.

II. The Immature Glaze Type.—This term is one in accepted

usage, but is not strictly accurate. All immature glazes do not

give a matte surface, and other types of mattes may be due in
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part at least to immaturity. By the immature type of matte, we
mean a glaze containing such a large percentage of undissolved

material that the amount of glass present is not sufficient to cover

the projecting portions but simply wets them with a thin film of

glass. Many varieties of this type occur, depending upon the

relative percentage of raw material and glass, the size of grain

of the particles of raw material, and the manner in which they

are distributed. In fact, no two mattes of this type are exactly

alike. There is, however, a family resemblance in all of them,

one example of which is the more or less evident water-marking

found in all mattes of this type. In this type of matte, we found

the following: Professor Orton's matte, the Van Briggle Art

Co.'s matte, Brower's matte, the Grubey matte, Miss Cooke's

copper matte, and the Rookwood red brown matte.

Inasmuch as this list contains the names of three beautiful

and deservedly popular mattes on the market at the present time,

the old canard, that an immature matte can not be beautiful

or be made a commercial success, is shown to be ridiculous.

III. The Crinkled Skin Type.—This type of matte is due to

the body of the glaze contracting more than a skin that has

partially set. It might be due also to an expansion of the skin

due to some phenomenon that would not affect the body of the

glaze. There are probably several varieties of this type in ex-

istence. The two classes that we found are as follows:

(A) The Irregularly Crinkled Class.—In this, the forces

causing the contraction seem to have been operative at different

times. A possible case would be the elimination of bubbles of

gas, for instance, CO,, from the molten interior of the glaze.

An example of this class is found in the Rookwood vellum matte.

(B) The Regularly Crinkled Class.—In this type, the con-

traction has taken place over the entire glaze at the same time

and rate. An illustration of this would be the even cooling of a

glaze with a high coefficient of contraction which is covered with a

film of oxide with a lower coefficient of contraction. An example

of this type is found in Jackson's black matte.

IV. The Gas Vesicle Type. In this type, the matteness i^

duv to the elevation of the skin of the glaze at innumerable

points. There are in all probability several classes in this type,
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and this phenomenon is probably a slight contributory cause of

matteness in examples classified under other types. We found

at least some gas vesicles in all the mattes examined. The only

example of this type of matte among those examined was Knoll-

nian's matte.

DISCUSSION.

.1/; . Burt: At what were you looking, a cross section through

the glaze or a section of the surface?

Prof. Staley: We examined the specimens both looking

down upon their surfaces and in cross section.

Mr. Burt: Are you describing surface effects or the ultimate

effect of the interior structure of the glaze on the production of

matteness? I believe that some of our wares show a surface

crystallization.

Prof. Staley: I found the crystals all through the glaze.

The only glazes in which we found any appearance of surface

crystallization were in the Teco matte and the Hamilton matte.

In these, there was no real surface crystallization; the appearance

was due simply to the fact that the glass had run away from the

crystals. To the best of my knowledge, no crystal can grow

out of the surface of a liquid unless it grows at one end only,

which would be unusual. I have seen cases where it looked as if

crystals had grown out of the surface of a liquid. I have always

felt convinced that this appearance was due either to running

away of the glass after the crystals had formed or to the fact

that on cooling the glass had contracted more than a network of

crystals and left them projecting from its surface. Of course

the running away of the glass might consist of the glass simply

soaking into the body. We can see that, if a surface of a crystal

were projecting from a liquid, it would be impossible for the

crystal to grow on this surface except by volatilization of material

from the glass and the deposition of this material on the pro-

jecting crystal surface.

Mr. Burt: I understand the type you are speaking about,

but it seems to me I remember Mr. Gates having a fringe of

crystals reaching at least half an inch above the top of his vases.

Prof. Stale) : They must have grown by volatilization.
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DISCUSSIONS WRITTEN AFTER READING THE PAPER.

Mr. Burt: Mr. Staley shows in his paper that the great

majority of matte glazes in regular use seem to owe their matte-

ness to "immaturity." With this I heartily agree. Practice

shows that a highly crystalline glaze generally has the main

body of the glaze receding as he says from the crystals, leaving

them a confused mass generally rough with unoccupied cavities

around them. These cavities fill at once with dirt, giving the

glaze a surface impossible to clean. Hence we are driven to the

so-called immature type as it gives a far better surface. While,

therefore, I agree that in the main the affect is due to immaturity

and that crystallization plays a minor part in these commercial

mattes, I am surprised to find that his researches should show-

crystallization as almost non-existent. He says, for instance,

of the Rookwood vellum "there has been a slight development

of extremely small crystals," while a growth of small needles

that I have always considered crystals can be seen with a hand

glass if not with the naked eye. All makers of matte glazes

realize how sensitive they are, how slight variations in heat

treatment may produce the most varied results from the same

glaze. Hence it is hardly conclusive to judge from a single sample

of any glaze. My own examination with a hand glass shows

crystals almost invariably present on the surface of regular

mattes. In fact I have always considered this a ready means of

telling a true matte from a refinished one. By "refinished" I

mean a glaze which has come from the kiln a clear glaze and been

sand-blasted or treated with acid for a matte surface.

The main point given us by this paper, to my mind, is that

matteness is due to the unevenness of surface whether pro-

duced by immaturity, crystallization, or some other cause

This is undoubtedly true and is well illustrated in cutting glass.

First, we have the clear glass piece into which is ground some

design. Iu this state it is matte through uneven surface. Then.

by most careful polishing, which is mere fine grinding to an abso-

lutely even surface, we again have a clear glass I see no reason

why matte glazes could not be polished to full gloss.

Character and causes of this uneven surface then become a

most interesting study. Mr. Staley considers crystallization, as
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said before', a very minor cause in most types of mattes. I

rant help feeling, however, that crystallization may be of more

importance than he would have us believe. Frost on a window

gives all the gradation from a clear glaze to a full matte one,

all due to crystallization. The same is true of crystal glazes.

Let the crystal he in the plane of the glaze surface, and the glaze-

will be matte as are many of the true crystalline glazes. If the

crystals are in a lower plane, we have high glaze with crystals

Min beneath its surface as in the "Goldstone" glaze for instance,

that is the " Aventurine." There is no need of the crystals

growing out of the glaze surface as Mr. Staley says seems im-

probable to him hut merely let them grow in the surface plane

and their nnevenness will give us a matte. To refer again to

ice, we all know the beautiful frost crystals often a foot or two

in size on windows; these I call a surface crystal producing matte-

ness. Then we have clear ice enclosing snow. Here we have

crystals below the surface not producing a matte surface. So

while I agree that immaturity is the main cause of most matte

glazes, I hold that crystals can and do play an important part at

times.

Mr. Pence We are fortunate in having the evidence of the

microscope added to the other results of matte glaze study to

be found in this volume. Petrographic examination is an im-

portant feature of such study and should be of especial interest

in connection with the development of a theory for cause of

matteness.

The foregoing paper is of interest as indicating the types

of matte textures to be found in various fields of commercial

usage, but is not sufficiently extensive or exhaustive to warrant

general conclusions concerning the relation of composition and

matte texture.

The results tend to confirm the theory that the barium

matte is one of immaturity. With the exception of Glaze IX,

the commercial mattes of immaturity examined very probably

belong to the barium type. This is indicated by the descriptions

given. It is of interest that of seven mattes in commercial

usage examined, two were classified as crystalline.
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The crinkled surface matte is probably very rare and forms

an exception to the regular matte types.

Further investigation may show that a surface composed of

gas vesicles is characteristic of a family of fritted mattes of the

types represented by Glaze X.

Two observations are given on matte glazes of the high

CaO and A1
2 ;!

type (Glazes VI and YIII). In both cases the

matteness is assigned to immaturity due to the high percentage

of undissolved material present. The description of Glaze VI

shows that the result obtained in the glaze is abnormal. A glaze

of the formula given when fired regularly at cone i, should give

a smooth matte with none of the alligator hide effect and glass

rivulets as described. I consider the report on Glaze VI as

having but little value as regards commercial glazes of this type.

In the case of Glaze VIII, the composition is abnormal. The

Al.,0
:t

is very much higher than we would expect to find in this

type of glaze, 0.35 Al._,0.
t
being normal. Also, the Si0

2
is low.

Glaze YIII might be expected to show immaturity. However,

a rather high percentage of glass is found and some crystals occur.

We must remember also that these glazes were very probably

subjected to a firing and cooling treatment of considerably shorter

duration than that of commercial practice.

While the observations on Glazes VI and YIII indicate to a

small degree that glazes of the type

0.55 PbO
o. 15 KNaO 0.35 Al.o,. 1 55 SiO,

o 30 CaO

owe their matteness to immaturity, the evidence at hand is en-

tirely inadequate to confirm this theory. Further microscopic

study of such glazes of normal composition and treatment may

show immaturity to be the cause of their matteness. My own

observations of the working of such glazes in the factory does not

support such a view.

Mr. Purdy. Mr. Pence has repeatedly referred to the kind

of work we eau do in OUT small kilns Now I know what EactOI")

results are and I know the limitations of small kilns. 1 therefore

state, with considerable assurance of being correct, that in our

coke-fired kilns, in which we take the same heating and cooling
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curve as obtained in factory kilns, we can duplicate very closely

tn factory conditions. I most strongly protest against tin- im-

putation Mr Pence implies when he refers to our experimental

kilns (hat will hold [2 saggers, 1 S" x X" x 8".

Professor Staley I am well satisfied with Mr. Hurt's dis-

cussion; his final conclusion agrees well with the evidence I have

brought forward. In regard to what Mr. Pence has said, I wish

to add a few remarks.

He says that the investigation is not sufficiently exhaustive

to warrant general conclusions concerning the relation of com-

position and matte texture. I have not attempted to do so;

but inasmuch as this is the first paper giving direct evidence

on the micro-structure of matte glazes, it is certainly deserving

of some consideration.

Whether a glaze of composition similar to VI gives a smooth

matte or one with an alligator hide effect, when fired at cone 1,

depends largely on the thickness of dip. The particular example

examined happened to be dipped quite thick and was chosen

because we wanted to study a glaze with this particular effect.

We had on hand at the time quite a variety of samples of similar

compositions (some fifty different compositions), all with a

similar matte texture but grading down from the alligator hide

effect to a smooth matte. A cursory examination of several

of these under the microscope was sufficient to convince us that

the micro-structure was essentially the same in all the grada-

tions.

I am not aware that there is any compulsion for a calcium-

alumina matte to confirm to any particular formulae. I have

seen mattes of this type made over a rather wide variety of

formulae. Therefore, I am at a loss to understand what Mr.

Pence means by saying that glaze VIII is not normal—unless he

means that it does not conform to the formula he has been using.

However, to meet him on his own ground, I will say that I have

before me, as I write, a glaze trial of the same RO as VIII but with

an alumina and silica content very nearly "normal," 0.30 A1
2 3

and 1.60 Si0
2

. The general appearance of this trial varies some-

what from VIII, there being a small bright patch at one end.

Microscopic examination shows that the internal structure of the
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matte portion is qualitatively the same as that of YIII, but that

quantitatively there is present less of the undissolved matter.

This was to be expected from the difference in the batch.

Finally, Mr. Pence says that his observations on the working

of calcium-alumina mattes in the factory does not support the

view that the matteness is due to immaturity. This may be

true, although he, or any one else, has published no observations

that would even tend to show that raw calcium-alumina mattes

are not due to immaturity of a certain type, consisting of the

presence of a glassy matrix and considerable undissolved matter.

What these compositions do when fritted has no bearing on their

action raw. Nor, on the other hand, could the factory experi-

ence of Mr. Pence, or of any one else, be expected to give much
support to any opposing view.

The glaze structure that gives a true matte texture is micro-

scopic, is far beyond the powers of observation of the human eye,

even when aided by a hand glass. Evidence on this question

drawn from factory experience must always be inferential and

subject to rebuttal by the first direct evidence that can be brought

to bear on the subject. All of us have the most profound respect

for practical experience in its proper fields. Factory experience

can teach us many valuable things about matte glazes, how to

compound them, how to dip them, how to burn them; but in

regard to the physical basis of the matte texture, it can teach

us practically nothing. This is a case where seeing is believing,

and the only way you can see the micro-structure of a matte

glaze is by looking at it through a powerful microscope with the

eye of an experienced observer.

The results of this investigation were as much a surprise

to me as to any one else, for I too thought that most mattes were

crystalline; but if we are to be at all open-minded, neither I nor

any one else can refuse to accept the evidence at its true value.



THE DEHYDRATION OF CLAYS. 1

By G. II Brown and l{. T. Montgomery.

Considering the economic importance of clays, little investiga-

tive work has been done as to their decomposition and other

points indicated by loss of water, heat absorption and evolution,

and specific gravity changes. Le Chatelier2 divided clays into

five groups on the basis of retardations and accelerations in the

heating curve. His temperatures have been proven too high.

Bleininger3 preheated clays at temperatures below 400 C. and

found a marked decrease in plasticity and improved working

qualities where desired. Orton 1

in seeking to improve certain

sticky clays failed to get results at the lower temperatures and was

compelled to resort to higher. The work of Mellor and Hold-

eroF' on the "Chemical Constitution of the Kaolinite Molecule"

has thrown much light upon the subject. The recently published

articles of Rieke" has covered considerable of the field as to the

losses in weight when heated to different temperatures and the

rate at which the water of hydration is given off. The present

investigation was undertaken under the following heads

:

1. The heat absorption of clays.

2. The loss in weight of clays when heated at constant tem-

peratures.

3. The loss in plasticity of clays due to heating to constant

weight at different temperatures.

For the investigation the following clays were selected

:

1. Xorth Carolina kaolin. 6. Flint clay.

2. Georgia kaolin. 7. Shale.

3. Tennessee No. 3 ball clay. 8. Shale.

4. A No. 2 fire clay. 9 Highly plastic surface clay.

5. A refractory plastic fire clay. 10 Highly plastic surface clay.

An-air dried sample of each clay was passed through a 20-

mesh sieve, tempered, and thoroughly wedged on a plaster block.

1 By permission of the Director of the Bureau of Standards.
- Z. physik. Chcniie, 1 526 .1 Ind. and H. Cliem. Ill, 2, 91.

; A. C S., XII.
1 A C S . XIII.
5 T. E. C S.. X. 94-120
' Sprechsaal, 44-45.
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Enough from each sample was prepared to allow the cutting

of all samples from the same lump.

PART I.

THE HEAT ABSORPTION OF CLAYS.

For the heat absorption work cylinders 3
3

. s
" in length,

i
7
/s" in diameter, and having a 7

8
" hole cut through the center,

were prepared.

An electric furnace wound with nichrome wire and having

a heating chamber 2" in diameter x 5" in length was used. The

furnace temperatures were measured by a platinum-platinum rho-

dium thermocouple and millivoltmeter, the junction of the couple

being placed outside of the piece. The cold junctions of the

couple were immersed in an ice bath. The bulb of a resistance

pyrometer was inserted through the center of the piece and used

for recording the inside temperatures. The temperature of the

furnace was increased at a uniform rate by means of a regulating

rheostat. The temperatures inside the test piece were recorded

at intervals.

The test pieces were dried at 1 io° C. until constant in weight

and at 200 C. before inserting into the furnace. In Fig. 1 are

seen the temperature retardations of the different clays.

The rate of heating of the furnace is shown by the straight

line at the top.

Taking up the clays in order the observations were as fol-

lows:

1. North Carolina kaolin. This clay shows a marked re-

tardation, first distinguished at about 480 C, the main heat

absorption being between 540 and 570 . The loss in weight

of the clay at 650 was 13.20 per cent.

2. Georgia kaolin. This shows a heat absorption beginning

at 525 ° and most pronounced between 520 and 500°. The

loss in weighl of this clay was 12.93 l
K ' r cent- at 650 . The

curve appears drawn out over a longer interval than that of the

North Carolina kaolin

3. Tennessee No. 3 ball day has a retardation beginning at

and greatest between 520 and 590 . The loss in weight was
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10.67 per cent, at 650 . The retardation was less pronounced

than that of the two kaolins.

4. The Xo. 2 fire clay shows a lag beginning at 475 ° and

greatest between 570 and 605 °. The loss in weight at 650 C.

was 6.69 per cent. The retardation shown by this clay is less

than that of the three preceding clays.

5. Plastic fire clay. The first drop in temperature is at

475 , the main heat absorption lying between 550 and 580 .

The loss in weight was 5. 68 per cent. The lag is more pro-

nounced than that of the Xo. 2 fire clay.

6. Flint fire clay. This clay shows a decided retardation,

first visible at 475 ° and more pronounced between 540 and 560 .

The loss in weight was 10.45 Per cent - at 650 . The retardation

shown by the flint clay is similar to that of the kaolins.

7. A shale shows a slight retardation first visible at 485 °.

The loss in weight was 3.98 per cent, at 650 .

8. A shale has a very indistinct lag. The loss in weight was

4.88 per cent, at 650 .

9. A highly plastic surface clay shows no heat absorption.

The loss in weight was 5.63 per cent.

10. A highly plastic surface clay shows only a slight lag

first visible at 490 . The loss in weight was 10.09 Per cent.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS.

For the majority of the clays the first retardation was noticed

between 475 and 500 C, the greatest heat absorption lying

between 540 and 6oo°. The purer clays show the bulk of the

water given off between 540 and 560 C, the two kaolins and

the flint clay having the most decided lags. These three clays

show the highest water content. The size of the lag, however, is

not a criterion of the amount of water present in the impure

clays. Surface clay No. n>, which shows a loss in weight oi

10.00. per cent., lias only a slight retardation, while clay No. 5

lias a decided lag vet has a loss in weight of 5.68 per cent. The

loss in weight of the impure clays is partly due to oxidation and

probably other reactions to some extent, and is not strictly com-

parable to that of the kaolins and Hint clays.

As will be shown later the temperature at which a retarda-
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tion is first visible is not the temperature at which the water is

first given <>IT. The initial retardation is governed more or less

by the manner in which the furnace is manipulated, the size and

condition of the clay sample used, and the rapidity of heating.

Thus, when the furnace was heated in one half the time used,

a smaller lag was seemed and a retardation was first noted at a

higher temperature. By increasing the time the lag was less

pronounced.

PART II.

THE LOSS IN WEIGHT OF CLAYS WHEN HEATED AT CONSTANT
TEMPERATURES.

The same clays were used for this part of the investigation,

a small cylinder 1" long and :,

/ 8
" in diameter and weighing about

10 grams having been adopted as a test piece. The same type of

furnace was used, the test piece being placed in the zone of most

equal heat distribution. The temperatures were measured by

the use of thermocouple and millivoltmeters. Also a potentiom-

eter indicator was used for checking the instruments.

Each piece was dried at no° C. until constant in weight.

The temperatures of heating were 200 °, 400 °, 450 °, 500 °, 550 ,

6oo°, 650 , and 700 C. The fluctuations were not more than

5 C. in either direction. The accuracy of the temperature

measurements were those of the couples and instruments used.

The pieces were heated until the loss in weight was 0.2 of

1 per cent, after a two-hour heating period. In Fig. 2 are shown

the losses in weight of 7 clays, the other four being omitted on

account of overlapping.

The losses in weight at 200 were small, varying from o. 10

of 1 per cent, to 1.4 per cent. The pieces were heated to constant

weight without difficulty.

The losses at 400 ° were greater, especially with surface clays

9 and 10, which lost 2.83 per cent, and 3.13 per cent., respec-

tively.

At 450 C, a gradual loss was secured by continued heating,

the amounts driven off decreasing as the time of heating in-

creased. The removal of the last traces of water was found

impracticable. The North Carolina kaolin lost 11.5 per cent, of
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watei .11 the end of .s;
1

_. hours' heating at 450 . The Georgia

kaolin lost 8.3 per cent, by weight a1 the end of 36 hours' heating

[t isevidenl that by a sufficient length of heating period, the- entire

water content could l>c driven off at 4,s<)°C. At 500 the rapidity

at which the water could be driven off increased. The last

traces, however, were still held tenaciously. At the higher tem

peratures only traces of water remained, the amount decreasing

with increase in temperature (see Fig. 2A).
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS.

The two surface clays and the ball clay lost more in weight

below 450 ° than did the other clays. These surface clays have

been subjected to the preheating treatment on samples of 300

pounds in size, and have been found to lose a great part of their

plasticity. In tests described later on, the ball clay was found

to have a considerable loss in plasticity when heated to 400 ° C.

The slope of the curve of surface clay No. 9 is somewhat
gentle and does not show a drop at 450 °. It will be noted from

Fig. 1 that this clay had no retardation in its heating curve.

The same is true also for the shales which show only slight re-

tardation in their heating curve, and a somewhat gradual loss in

wreight with increase in temperature.

In the case of the shales and surface clay No. 9, the lack of
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retardation and the gradual expulsion of the water with increase

of temperature indicate the presence of \-arious compounds
which liberate their water at different temperatures.

At this point attention is called to the work of \Y. M. Ken-
nedy, 7 a former pupil of Orton's. He shows a loss in weight

versus temperature curve, secured by heating a 30-gram sample

of Florida kaolin over a period of 28 hours. His curve is very

similar to that secured on the kaolins used in this investigation.

PART III.

THE LOSS IN PLASTICITY DUE TO HEATING TO CONSTANT WEIGHT AT
DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES.

A 60-gram test piece was adopted for this work, the heating

being in the same type of furnace used for the other work. The

pieces were dried at 1 io° until constant in weight, and then heated

until practically constant in weight at 350 , 400 , 450 , 500 ,

6oo°, and higher when necessary. After heating, the pieces were

ground in a mortar, passed through a 20-mesh sieve and tempered

and molded into cylinders. Enough water was added to give

good molding qualities. The plasticity and working qualities

were noted by personal observation. The wet piece was allowed

to remain in a desiccator over water for 3 hours, and the wet

volume determined in a small volumeter, using kerosene. After

drying to constant weight at 110
,
the pieces were paraffined

and the dry volumes measured.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS.

The working qualities of the clays were observed as follows:

No. 1 North Carolina Kaolin.—After preheating to no° the

plasticity was the same as that of the air-dried sample.

After preheating at 330°, a slight decrease in plasticity was

observed.

The plasticity at 400" was the same as that at 350 .

The sample preheated to 450 showed a large decrease in

plasticity, the clay being granular in character At 500 , 550°,

and 6oo°, the granular structure increased

No. 2 Georgia Kaolin. Preheating at 1 io caused a slight

1 mm A C s . i\'. p 1 i'.
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decrease in plasticity. A quite noticeable decrease occurred

after preheating at 350 C.

At po , there was a slight decrease over that at 350 .

At 4.50°, a large decrease took place, and the granular struc-

ture was again developed, as with the North Carolina kaolin at

the same temperature.

At 650 and 700°, there is no further change. A large loss

in plasticity is caused by heating at 750 , and at 8oo° the plasticity

is entirely destroyed.

No. 6 Flint Clay. The initial plasticity of the Hint clay

was small and decreased slightly with each increase in the heating

temperature. The test pieces could not be molded after heating

at 6oo°.

No. 7 Shale. An air-dried sample of this clay had about

the same plasticity as most shales.

There was not a noticeable decrease at 110 . At 350 ,

there appeared to be a slight increase in plasticity. This was

observed by the improved working and molding properties.

At 400°, it may be said there was a further slight increase.

At 450 °, the behavior was the same as at 400 °. At 500
°

and 550 , there was no change in behavior over that at 400 and

450°.

A very slight decrease in plasticity was observed at 600 °.

At 650 and 700 , the clay undergoes but slight change. A
large decrease in plasticity occurs at 750 ° and the working prop-

erties are destroyed.

No. 8 Shale.—The behavior of this shale is very similar to

that of shale No. 7, the plasticity being retained without de-

creases when heated at temperatures below 650 .

No. 3 Tennessee No. 3 Ball Clay.—This clay appeared to

have a slight decrease in plasticity at 1 io° over that of the air-

dried sample. At 350 , a decided decrease was observed, the

clay being no longer sticky but having the working qualities of a

Xo. 2 fire clay.

At 400 there was a further large decrease, the clay assuming

the granular structure observed in the two kaolins when heated

to 450°.

Preheating at 450 ° developed a sand structure.
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No. 4 No. 2 Fire Clay.—The plasticity of the Xo. 2 fire clay

was not materially decreased when heated to temperatures below

450 . At this temperature there is a large decrease in plasticity,

although this clay still has fair working properties:

At 500 °, a further slight decrease in plasticity is noted. At

550 , there is no noticeable change oYer that at 500 .

A somewhat granular structure is developed by heating at

6oo°.

No. 5 Refractory Plastic Clay.—Only a small decrease in

plasticity is noted upon heating to 350 .

At 400 ° and 450 °, there is no further decrease in plasticity

over that at 350 . Although the clay appears slightly granular

when water is first added, the plasticity is rapidly developed.

At 500 , the plasticity is apparently the same as at 450 ;

and at 550 , only a slight decrease is observed.

Heating to 6oo° causes a quite noticeable decrease, although

the clay is still quite plastic.

At 650 , a slight decrease in plasticity is observed over

that of the air-dried sample. At 700 , there is a further decrease;

and at 750 , the clay loses its ability to be noted.

No. 9 Surface Clay.—This clay is exceedingly sticky and is

dried with difficulty.

When preheated at 110 , no noticeable change in plasticity

occurs.

At 250 , the clay loses its stickiness and has improved work-

ing properties.

At 300 , there is a further reduction in plasticity.

At 350 , the plasticity is practically destroyed, the structure

becoming granular.

Preheating to 400 and temperatures above causes no

further changes.

No. 10 Surface Clay. This clay also is of the sticky variety,

being similar to the so-called joint clays. No reduction in plas-

ticity is caused by heating to 1 io°.

At 250°, the stickiness disappears and the working properties

an- impro\ id

A further decrease in plasticity OCCUTS at ,v><
)0

-

Preheating al 350 develops a granular structure with poor
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working properties. At 400° and higher temperatures, the

plasticity is destroyed.

VOLUME SHRINKAGES.

The percentage volume shrinkages of the clays at the different

temperatures are shown in Fig. 3.

The North Carolina kaolin shows a volume shrinkage de-

creasing rapidly when 450 C. is reached.

The volume shrinkage curve of the Georgia kaolin is some-

what similar to that of the North Carolina kaolin, being greater,

however, at the higher temperatures.

The volume shrinkage of the Tennessee ball clay decreases

rapidly as the temperature increases. Preheating this clay at

temperatures below 450 caused large reductions in plasticity.

The volume shrinkage curves of the No. 2 fire clay and the

plastic fire clay are somewhat similar, at the lower temperatures.

The effects of preheating the two fire clays were not the same,

the former losing considerable of its plasticity at 450 ° while the

latter was not materially affected at temperatures below 600 °.

The two shales show changes in volume shrinkages which are

similar.

The plastic surface clays show rapidly decreasing volume

shrinkages with increase of preheating temperatures.

In most cases, the volume shrinkages of the clays are in

accordance with the personal observations made as to the plas-

ticities. The kaolins showed a large decrease in plasticity at

450 . The ball clay and the two surface clays showed marked

decrease in plasticity when preheated at the lower temperatures.

The fact that shales do not lose their plasticity at a red heat has

been noted by Purdy, 8 who records that after heating a shale

from 500 to 8oo° for 17 hours, it slaked down to a red plastic

mass in water.

The per cent, water added in tempering the clays after pre-

heating are plotted against the different temperatures in Fig.

4. At the higher temperatures the loss in plasticity is usually

accompanied by an increased amount of water required for work-

ing.

8 1. S. G. S., Bull. 9. 185.
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS.

In Part III of the investigation, we find clays which lose their

plasticity at temperatures below 450 ° C, others which lose their

plasticity upon being preheated at 450 , and still others which are

only materially affected at temperatures as high as 750 C.

The possible loss in plasticity of a clay when preheated to tem-

peratures below 450 ° seems to be partly governed by the amount

of water given off at those temperatures. This was found true

for the ball clay and the two surface clays. In almost every

case where there was a loss in plasticity, a granular structure

seemed to have developed. In other words, the preheating,

aided by the presence of some cementing material, caused an

agglomeration of the particles. In some cases these granules

were broken down as soon as water was added.

This cementing did not take place in the shales nor in the

plastic fire clay, and may possibly be due to the different character

of the colloidal portion of the clay. The air-dried samples of the

shales and of the plastic fire clay were soft and easily crushed,

as were the samples preheated at the temperatures below which

plasticity was not destroyed. The ball clay and the surface clays

were crushed with some difficulty after the preheating treatment.

CONCLUSIONS.

The results of the investigation confirm the observations

of Rieke as to the temperatures and rates of dissociation for

typical clays. Rieke's statement that the loss of plasticity does

not appear to be closely connected with the loss of combined

water is borne out by the behavior of the clays tested.

The work of both Bleininger and Orton as to the effect of

preheating is substantiated as to temperatures. Clays occur

which if preheated below 450 ° lose their plasticities. Other

clays occur which do not lose their plasticities at the dehydration

temperatures or temperatures much higher. Where preheating

causes loss of plasticity, the amount of this loss is a function of

tin- time of heating as well as of the temperature.

Acknowledgment is made to Prof. A. Y. Bleininger for the

outline and helpful suggestions as to the carrying out of the work,

and to Mr. Paul Teetor, who assisted in the laboratory experi

tnents.



PHILIPPINE POTTERY.

By C. H. Crowe, Philippine .School of Arts and Trades, Manila,

P. I.

The purpose of this article is to give a brief history of Philip-

pine pottery and to show what is being done to develop the clay

working industry.

Much primitive, crude, red pottery is made throughout the

Philippines. The value of this is roughly estimated at $200,000

a year. The products are mostly pots for cooking or holding'

water. None are glazed. Some are decorated with lines scratched

with a stick on the unburned clay.

The clay used is generally sedimentary and always unrefined.

Water is mixed with the clay and the mixture is tramped with the

bare feet, care being taken to pick out the sticks and stones.

As the clay often shows a great air shrinkage, fine river sand is

sometimes mixed with it.

The clay is roughly made into cup shape articles and then

set away to dry to a tough, leathery consistency. These are

then given a second shaping by holding a smooth stone inside

and beating them with a wooden paddle. The beating renders

the clay more compact and tends to prevent cracking

while drying. Sometimes to make the surface more smooth,

the objects are painted with a fine grained, red slip (probably

ochre) and then polished with a piece of a large shell. When the

pots are dry, they are piled on a layer of bamboo sticks and rice

straw, covered with more of the same fuel, and burned in the

open. The firing is completed in a few minutes.

This manufacturing of pottery is carried on as a household

industry. The pots are usually made by the women and children

while the men get the raw material and market the product.

Passing through the towns or barrios that are the centers of the

pottery industry, one sees the pots piled for sale in nearly every

yard and hears the beating of the paddles from every house as

the pots are being formed.

There are but few kilns in the Philippine Islands. The
Spanish introduced the dome-shaped beehive kilns which were

used to fire the Spanish roofing tiles so much employed before
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corrugated roofing iron was imported. This type of kiln is now
used for firing brick. The usual type of pottery kiln is a long,

semi-eylindrieal structure introduced by the Chinese. In these

kilns are produced the large tenajas (jars for carrying water,

vinegar, cocoanut oil, nipa sap, etc.) and sugar pilones. The
kilns are fired with wood, and the temperature attained is low,

but the clay is very fusible and a semi-vitrified ware results.

A Japanese kiln has lately been introduced. This consists of two

ovens, the first for glazing and the second for biscuit-burning.

Three of these kilns are now being operated in the Philippines.

The Bureau of Education recognized the needs of the Filipinos,

and. in accordance with its industrial policy, organized a pottery

school in 1910. This school was started in Laguna Province

but was later moved to Manila and became the Ceramic Department

of the Philippine School of Arts and Trades.

The students of the wood-working course constructed the

building for this department and the following equipment was
made in the school: a blunger of 40-gallon capacity, a settling

tank of 120-barrel capacity, one kiln 12 feet by 24 feet (con-

taining two ovens), one small test kiln, eleven potters' wheels, a

kneading table, a modeling table, drying racks, and a filing case

for clay samples and tests. The equipment includes the following

power machines: a cup machine, a saucer and plate machine,

a lathe, a ball grinder, a glaze mill and a polisher. This equipment

accommodates 60 pupils and with it, terra cotta, faience, stone-

ware, porcelain, and all other classes of clay products can be made.

The Ceramic Department aims to train boys so that they will

be able to equip and operate a factory. In this first year of the

course, the students have constructed the kilns, made tiles,

common bricks, lire bricks, and common glazed ware (faience) of

various colors and designs.

Sixteen provinces have submitted samples of clays, and on

them too tests have been made. Fifteen samples of grayish

and white so-called yeso have been received. Of these, seven

burned a white color, six gray, one red, and two bull. Clays

from Los Hanos, Laguna, and from Xasugbu, Batangas, nave been

received in bulk and have been used separately, mixed together

and mixed with common clay, in each case with good salable
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Fig. IV— Refractory ware and terra cotta made by students of the Ceramic Department
of Philippine School of Arts and Trades

Pig V Faience made in factory owned and operated by i«" boys who had one jreai

i raining in Ceramics.
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results. Further experiments with the white burning clays will

be made for stoneware and porcelain.

Twenty-nine clays and mixtures have been tested for vitrified

brick. Of these, three warped slightly, five cracked, one swelled,

fifteen showed too short a range between vitrification and viscos-

ity, and five with a slight variation of mixture would apparently

make a good commercial brick.

The most successful experiments were those on refractory

ware. Fire bricks, fire clay tiles and posts have been made and

used in the kilns and have in ever}- way served as well as the

imported product.

Only mechanical tests are made but these show shrinkage,

color, hardness, warping, cracking, etc., from which the useful-

ness of a clay can be determined. Some of the results of these

experiments are found in the preceding table.

After studying for nine months in 19 10, two boys have been

able to organize a small factory and are now earning their living.

They made their own bricks and built the kiln. They refine the

clay, prepare the glazes, and do all the work. They make glazed

and unglazed flower pots, water jars, pitchers, water coolers,

trays, toys, etc. This makes a decisive step in the advancement

of clay work, as heretofore no Filippino has refined a clay or has

been able to make a glaze. It is also indicative of what may be

expected from the teaching of clay work in the Ceramic Depart-

ment . The forty students who are now studying ceramics will

later go to their various provinces to make use of their knowledge

in pottery schools or in factories. In this way the knowledge of

clay work will be spread throughout the islands.
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THE CHEMICAL ROLE OF BORON IN GLAZES. 1

By Ross C. Purdy, Columbus, 0.

1 question the validity of the arguments that have hereto

fore been put forward for considering B2
( )., as functioning the same

as AI..O.,. I do not want it taken that I am criticizing the placing

of B2 a
with AljOg in the empirical molecular glaze formula, for

these formulae are merely mechanical ways of expressing a con-

venient grouping of the oxides, and if it is convenient to write

B,0
:t
with the Al.,0.

t
, that is sufficient argument for so doing.

I want, however, to question the claims that have been advanced

as proofs of the similarity in function of A1
2
0., and B

2
0.

t
.

Professor Binns says in the discussion of paper by Bleininger

(this volume) on "Thermal Studies of Si0
2
-B

2 :!
Mixtures" that

he has been confirmed by Dr. Singer and Professor Stull and has

no reason for retreating from the position he took concerning the

role of boron in glazes. His original arguments were as follows: 2

(i) "Analogy." "So far as we are aware all of the ses-

quioxides exert both acid and basic functions."

(2) "Reactions." "It has been shown that upon the

melting of silica and boron sesquioxides together, heat is

evolved
"

(3) "Practice." "Glazes containing boron sesquioxide do

not obey the bisilicate law if boron be regarded as acidic, but

this law is immediately obeyed if the boron be regarded as basic."

A. I do not deny the partial truth in his analogy argument.

I can say, however, as I have said before, 3 " 1 know there are boron

phosphates, and I know that all attempts to show that boron

is a base have, as a rule, failed; and that the boron phosphates,

boron chlorides, etc., are rather unstable compounds. In en-

vironments to be found in a fused glaze, boron might possibly be

combined with an acid, as for instance, forming a boron silicate."

I have yet to see proof that boron functions as a base in

stable compounds, igneous or otherwise. This argument by

1 Contribution from the Ceramic Engineering Laboratories of the Ohio State Uni-

•versity.

- Trans. A C S-, Vol. X, p. 167.

3 Trans. A. C S., Vol. X. p. 171.
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analogy is based on very weak circumstantial evidence, in fact

is almost wholly without proof. It can not be given much
credence.

B. Professor Bleininger has shown that Binns ' argument on

"Reactions" was based on malreadings and hence need not be

further considered.

C. Professor Binns' "Practice" argument deserves con-

sideration and does not need to be substantiated, so far as the

construction of the empirical molecular formula is concerned,

by any proof other than that of convenience in manipulation

and reading of the empirical molecular formulae. But do fritted

glazes follow the "bisilicate law?"

In Volume IX of our Transactions, page 97, I quote five

fritted glazes. In these, with B
2 :i

considered as a base, we would

have oxygen ratios of 1.87, 1.5, 1.76, 1.78, 1.38, respectively.

A study of the curves on pages 1 57-1 71 of Volume IX of

our Transactions makes plain that in all groups, the glazes of

Series 1 to 5 (those highest in B
2 :!

) had the longest heat range;

and the data shows that they were freest from crazing. The

oxygen ratio of these glazes, with B
2 :{

considered a base, would

be as follows

:

GROUPS.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5,

0.94 I .08 I . JO I .30 1 33

1 (».s I .22 I . 36 1 49 ' 54

1 1

j
1 32 1 .48 I.63 1 69

1 . 26 1 49 i .68 1 86 ' 95

1 .4.' 1 .70 1 95 2 iS -

It should be noted that the groups increased progressively

in oxygen ratio, that the series decreased progressively in B3 3

content, and that the above values hold true in the glazes for all

contents of Al ,( ),. Further increase in oxygen ratio or decrease

in BjOj resulted in decreased excellency in every respect, hence

such glazes are considered impractical.

These examples go to show that Binns' " Practice" argumenl

is without foundation He cannot hold his position longer on

this line of reasoning, unless he presents proof in support of his
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argument. This he never did, although he lias claimed to now
have no more trouble in formulating fritted glazes than he lias

in raw glazes, both obeying the same law. 4 In the glazes he cited,

according to his own admission, l,

the faults oj /In glazes are more

eloquent than their excellences." His glazes certainly were not

eloquent in support Of his contention for none were anywhere

near perfect. In fact, no one would attempt to compound glazes

the like of those he used as illustrations, so irrationally were they

proportioned.

Aside from the imperfections of all his glazes pleading

eloquently against his claims, one of his series speaks especially

eloquently for a difference in the role played by the two R
2 :j

.

A study of Seger,"' " Note on Glazes Free from Lead," makes

plain that in the type of glaze with which he was experimenting,

and which are similar to those in Professor Binns' Series V, the

AJ2Os
must be increased as the B

2 :!
is increased to avoid the very

troubles which Professor Binns reported but of which he said

"these glazes present the appearance which is usually attributed

to an excess of alumina." Experience in our own laboratory

checks that reported by Seger, hence we must conclude that in

this series, Binns should have increased the Al.,0., to counteract

the effects of the B
2 :j

. Does this show that these two R
2 :i

oxides play the same role? Quite the contrary.

I have shown that so far as any evidence Professor Binns has

presented, there is none in support of the contention that, in

glazes, B
2 :j

plays the same role as Al
2 :j

. I will now review the

evidence presented by Dr. Singer" and Professor Stull. 7

Dr. Singer, in his introductory remarks, misquotes Purdy

and Fox when he says that "they conclude that the radicils

B
2 :!

and Al
2 ;i

are analogous in glazes." He also quotes Binns

to the same effect. I have just proven that the latter quotation

could not support the claims that B
2
0.

s
and A1

2 :{
function alike

in glazes, and in the discussion of Dr. Singer's paper, I have al-

ready called attention to the points in which he erred when

J Trans. A. C S., Vol. XII, p. 140.
'' Soger's "Collected Writings," Vol. I. p. 453.
'' Trans. A. C S.. Vol. XII, p. 676.
7 Trans. A. C S.. Vol. XII. p. 129.
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quoting Fox and myself. The evidence presented by Fox and

myself would certainly show that B
2 3

and A1,0
3
did not func-

tion alike. The further citations by Dr. Singer are admittedly

in proof that B,0
3
and A1

2 3
function alike when as acids and

not as bases. Binns contended that they functioned aliWikas bases.

Dr. Singer made what he called a ''Replacement of A1,0 3

by B.,0
:!
in unfritted matte glazes, claiming that in this the B,0

3

and AUO.j appeared to function alike. Stull, discussing this

series, very aptly drew attention to the fact that these glazes

were admittedly (by Singer) immature mattes and that the sub-

stitution of calcium borate for clay simply reduced the maturing

temperatures.

Furthermore, Dr. Singer attaches significance to the oxygen

ratio of 2 for a cone 7 matte glaze, using two cases in illustration.

Professor Orton adequately states the want of significance in

this ratio, and Dr. Singer's own series, whether or not his inter-

pretations are correct concerning the function of B
2 3 , amply

corroborates Orton's view.

Now does the fact that with the same RO and the same

total SiO., content, glazes with 0.6 A1
2 3 and 0.2 A1

2 3 + 0.4

B,0
3
are mattes at cone 7 and cone 07 respectively prove that B,0 3

and A1,03
function alike 5 The texture here is the sole coin-

ciding result, and this not at the same cone. Is he justified

from this coincidence in effect in this one series of trials in saying,

"Based upon this fact, it seems practical to the author to place

the B,0.
t
in matte glazes, not in the column with the silicic acid

but in the column of the sesquioxides? " He had quoted Binns

to this same effect from page 171, Vol. XI, of our Transactions.

Both ignore all other proportions and oxides, the one author

falling back onto an incorrect supposition that all cone 7 mattes

must have an oxygen ratio of two, and the other to the so-called

base, B
2 3 , rendering the glaze a "sesquisilicate."

The table of oxygen ratios just given, in which B,0., is figured

as a base, proves that the contention of neither of these gentle-

men has a general application and that to argue from this one

scries as to the similarity in function of Al.,()
:i
and B.O., without

taking the proportions and conditions into consideration is

absurd.
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The report Stull has made concerning the total want of com-

parative effect of B3Oa
and AlaOa on cobalt pink amply offsets

similar hut contrary evidence presented by Dr. Singer.

For Dr. Singer's work on zeolites I have profound respect

hut am unable to discuss it for I know nothing of the chemistry

involved. It may be that it is for this reason that I see in this

portion of his work the only demonstration I know of in which a

similarity in function of Al
2
()., and B

20., has been shown. I

wish to draw attention to the fact, however, that these zeolites

are very unstable and their constitution little understood, hence

that they do not furnish positive proof concerning a similarity

of role for B2 3
and Al2Os

in glazes. This Dr. Singer ad-

mitted.

The material evidence produced by Stull and Rad cliffe,
8

and on which they make claim that in glazes of low oxygen ratio

B
2 ;

, functions as an acid, and in glazes of high oxygen ratio

as a base, can not be questioned. It is in perfect keeping with

similar evidence found by Fox and myself, 9 as may be seen in the

descriptions of the trials
10 and also from the tables in summary

(pp. 172-170). An error was made in our general conclusions

in making too sweeping a statement 11 concerning the effect of

B
2 :i

on crazing, and, for that matter, on devitrification. In

this study by Fox and myself, B
2 ;i

caused what we called de-

vitrification in the first two groups, i. c, those of lowest oxygen

ratio, but counteracted it in the groups of higher oxygen ratios.

Now the evidence is that in respect to both crazing and de-

vitrification, B
20., and Al

2 ;j
have opposite effect in glazes of low

oxygen ratio, and the same effect in glazes of higher oxygen
ratios. Fox and I did not see this evidence when making our

final summary and conclusions, and probably would not have

seen it if Stull and Radcliffe had not developed and emphasized

this same evidence concerning the effect of B
2
0.

(
on crazing in

their research. So far as evidence is concerned, then, I have very

good reasons for believing that their observations are correct,

- Trans. A. C. S . Vol. XII, p. 129.

* "Fritted Glazes." Trans. A. C. S., Vol. IX. p. 95.
10 I.oc. cit.. pp. 124. 135, 140, 141
11 Ibid., p. 177.
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and the only reason I refer to the paper by Fox and myself is to

make plain my reasons for faith that their evidence is cor-

rect.
I -

Is their interpretation of the evidence correct ? Does it

furnish proof that in glazes of low oxygen ratio B.,0., functions

as an acid, and in glazes of high oxygen ratio it functions as a

base? I hold that the evidence they present, although checked

by similar evidence produced by myself, does not furnish proof

concerning the chemical role of B
2 :j

. In fact, this same doubt

of proof in their evidence was evinced by Stull and Rad cliff

e

themselves when they said: 13 "Although there are no absolute

chemical proofs at hand, the following theories 14 are advanced

from the foregoing evidence." Theories, hypotheses, deductions,

conclusions and the like are not proofs; they are personal inter-

pretations, assumptions or opinions. I say this, too, without

the slightest disrespect to the evidence and conclusions (or

theories) given by Stull and Radcliffe. In fact, their work

deserves the same respect as any of that done on glazes by Seger

and all other ceramists since Seger's day.

I clearly stated my estimate of the value of such empirical

work when discussing Singer's paper. 1 "'

I there said: "We have

in this paper an excellent contrast between empiric and scientific

work. The former is the kind we are used to reading in our

Transactions. That sort of work has a decided value, but the

evidence obtained is most largely circumstantial evidence, while

the evidence obtained in scientific work, such as Dr. Singer has

given us on zeolites, is positive evidence.

"The work done with glazes and colors docs not warrant

positive statements regarding the chemical nature or behavior

of BaOj. In fact, all of this is admitted by Dr. Singer. His

trials were glazes so compounded as to show the comparative

influence of alumina and boracic acid. He also made color

studies. The evidence he obtained is only indicative of similarity

Mum. in itiii also found increased erasing with increased content of BjOa with low

oxygen ratio, Trans, V C, S. Vol, XIII, i> 523. Sec also discussion by Whitmer,

Vol JCI, p 277, and by < >rt.>n and others >>" i> 294 same i olume.

" Ibid . p i 16

1 ' Not italics in tli<- original

I

I

m . l. C. S., Vol \ II. p KM
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in action of AJ3Oa
and B

3 3 but can give no positive conclusions

as to the chemical rdle of Ba 3
as compared with Al

:
,().

(

."

All of this opinion, concerning the value of such data as proof,

is in keeping with Dr. .Singer's closing paragraph in which he says,

"The question whether Al.,( )., and B3 3
in glasses and glazes

work in like manner as bases or as acids, I leave open," and with

Stull and Radcliffe when they say that their evidence furnishes

"no absolute chemical proofs."

I hold, therefore, that their evidence, from the nature of its

kind, can not be taken as proof. It can be taken only as a basis

for such theorizing and conjecturing concerning the chemical

role of B2 3
as they give in their concluding paragraphs.

Are the "theories" advanced by Stull and Radcliffe backed

by sound reasoning? I hold that they are not.

Staley, 16 as also Kerr, 17 has pointed out the illogic of such a

"ring around the roses" argument that because the addition of

an oxide to a glaze mixture causes crazing it must be an acid

(or a base) 18 because addition of acids (or bases) causes crazing.

It is not intended, in this note, to enter into a discussion of

the cause of crazing. This subject has repeatedly been theorized

upon in our Transactions, and elsewhere, and, because the pre-

dominance of evidence is against the old "Coefficient" theory,

we are now largely groping in the maze of several theories. The

weight of the evidence, however, points clearly to the fact that

the cause and cure of crazing can be credited to neither the basic

nor to acid oxides as classes, nor can it be shown that the same

oxide will alike effect crazing in all glaze mixtures.

Take, for illustration, the evidence given by Stull in his

"Porcelain Glaze" study in this volume. He shows a curve

which bounds the craze area, plotted on a chart in which in-

creasing SiO, is the abscissa, and increasing A1,03 is the ordinate.

The craze boundary curve has a U shape. By starting from a

point within the U, and proceeding either to the left (decreasing

"' Trans. A C. S., Vol. XIII, p. 124.

17 Loc. cit.. p. 138.

Is l"se <if the alternative expression is because of the difference in assumption between
Stull and the Other writers as to whether it is the acids of the bases which produce crazing.
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SiO,) or to the right (increasing Si0
2 )

we find that the glazes

will pass from fit to craze. Or, starting from the same points

within the U and proceeding upward (increasing A1
2 3

)we find

continued fit, but on proceeding downward we soon find craze

again. Are we to conclude from this that A1,03 and SiO, both

play the dual role of base and acid in glazes, the same as he

argued for B,0
3
? Decidedly no!

This illustration emphasizes the want of logic (as pointed

out by Staley, and by Kerr) in such a course of reasoning, and

shows why we are finding more and more theories of crazing

that do not involve the chemical nature or role of the varying

oxides. 19

Theories can not constitute proof, and inasmuch as Stull is

basing his arguments for an acid role of B,0
:j

in glazes of low

oxygen ratio, and for a basic role in glazes of high oxygen ratio,

on other theories that in themselves involves unproved and much
questioned hypotheses, his conclusions are worth no more than

can be credited to personal opinions.

I will not enter into a further discussion of his adopted assump-

tion that since in glazes of low oxygen ratio B,0
3 causes crazing,

it must be functioning as an acid, although his line of reasoning

is directly opposite to the usual assumption concerning the effect

of the acid constituents. I simply wish to draw attention to

the fact that he had to reverse 20 the usual line of such reasoning

in order to make his theories sound plausible.

No one has yet presented proof that B,0
:i
functions in glazes

either as a base or as an acid. All who have attempted to obtain

proof that B,03 functions as a base admit their failure. I have

no positive evidence on the case either way.

In conclusion, let me repeat that if one finds it convenient

lor any reason to write the B.,( ).< with the Al.O. in the empirical

molecular formula, there need be no further reason or argument

for so doing. I maintain, however, that there is no inherent

reason, other than convenience, that can he used in support of

such a practice. The question of where to place B,0a
in the

111 See stull s "Crystallization Theory for Crasins," Tr;ms a C. S., Vol XII, i> 138
-'" S«C Seger'S "Colin tod Writings," |> di)2. Amcr. Crr So. « il it i. mi
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formula is exactly like that concerning the coloring oxides.

Tlu-so, to simplify factory practice, I write as being added to the

base glaze. The usual way has been to include the RO and R
2
()

coloring oxides in the RO group, and the R,()., coloring oxides

in the R,0., group. This I found to be inconvenient, hence feel

justified in not conforming to the old practice. For this same

reason I prefer to write B
2
0.

t
as an acid and I feel I need no further

justification for this.



THE REPLACEMENT OF TIN OXIDE BY ANTIMONY OXIDE
IN ENAMELS FOR CAST IRON. 1

By R. E. Brown, Mt. Savage, Md.

INTRODUCTION.

Classification of Opacifiers.—Opacifiers for the purposes of

this work are divided into two classes: (i) partial opacifiers,

and (2) absolute opacifiers.

In the first class are included bone ash, fluorite, cryolite,

and silica. Bone ash is rarely employed in enamels, but the re-

maining three, especially the silica, are invariably used. Fluorite

and cryolite are advantageous, commercially, both from the

standpoint of their low fusibility and their fluorine content.

The latter gives them the property of acting as weak opacifiers,

thereby decreasing the amount of absolute opacifier needed. 2

The silica, as is shown by the following work, has no opacifying

tendencies in itself in this type of glasses but emphasizes and in-

creases the opacity brought about by certain opacifiers proper.

In the second class, the opacifiers, per se, are arsenious oxide,

zirconium oxide, tin oxide and antimony oxide. Arsenious

oxide finds a very limited use, being employed only for decorative

work on jewelry and art ware. Zirconium oxide is not widely

used ; while some consider it too expensive for commercial

work, others regard it a cheap opacifier as a substitute for tin

oxide. :! Tin oxide is by far the most widely used of the opacifiers,

and is employed not only in the enameling of sheet iron and cast

iron, but in the enameling of clay products as well.

Antimony oxide has had, to date, only an extremely limited

use as an opacifier. It has been used to some extent in Ger-

many in conjunction with zinc oxide as a substitute for tin oxide. 4

It has been used in this country to some extent, and in one case

its list- in conjunction with other ingredients is patented as "a

substitute for tin oxide.""' In a "Note on White Antimony*

1 AUst r.i. 1 "i .1 thesis fulfilling p;irt ot the requirements for the degree <>t Bachelor "i

si I. n. 1 in Ceramics, University <>i Illinois

Mayer and ii.i%.is. Sprechsaal, XI II. 4<,<> k,i

1 ., ( , 1 unique, LI, 100 101 Keram Rundschau. XVI. 89-91, 133 139

1 I'll Byer, Stahl una Eisen, XVIII, 1097, 1099

1 p ,!. nt,
•'
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Enamels," Bock points out the dangers of t he use of antimony

oxide in enamels for cooking vessels, but no mention is made of

its employment in enamels for cast iron.''

The most expensive constituent of the ordinary commercial

enamel is the opacifying agent, tin oxide, both by reason of the

high market price and the quantity employed. The prices of

antimony oxide and tin oxide in barrel lots are at present io 1
,'.,

and 45 cents per pound, respectively.

Object of Work. -It was with a view to using the cheaper

opacifier for cast iron enamels that this work was undertaken.

The work attempts to determine, in a practical way, the con-

ditions under which antimony oxide may be used in enamels.

EXECUTION OF WORK.

Preparation of the Enamels.—In carrying out a series the

ingredients of the two extremes of a series were weighed up and

mixed thoroughly by passing 5 or 6 times through a 20 mesh
screen. The batch was next put into a small fire clay crucible

(capacity about 250 grams of the raw batch) and fritted in a pot

furnace, fired by a blast lamp using artificial gas and compressed

air as fuel. After melting and becoming relatively free from

bubbles the contents were poured into water. It was then dried,

again put into the crucibles and refritted, care being taken in

this second fritting to prolong the heating to such length of time

that no bubbles were given off. As soon as bubbles had ceased

to form, the contents were again quenched by pouring into water.

The shattered glass was dried and then ground in 8 inch, porcelain,

ball mills so as to pass a 200 mesh sieve.

The two extremes of a series, now in a powdered form,

were weighed out in the proper proportions to form the inter-

mediate enamels. These were now mixed by rubbing 5 or 6

times through a 60 mesh sieve.

The Ingredients.—The raw ingredients employed in intro-

ducing the following constituents with the molecular weights

used were as follows

:

ZnO: Introduced as zinc oxide (81).

PbO : Brought in as red lead Pb
:{0, (685)

.

*• Chem. Ztg.. XXXII, 516-51;
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BaO: Where employed, was brought in by barium car-

bonate (197).

CaO: Brought in by fluorite (78), whiting (100), and

hydrated lime (74).

Xa,0: Introduced as sodium carbonate (106), borax (382),

and cryolite (210).

K,0: Brought in by potassium nitrate (101) and potash

feldspar (557).

MgO : Brought in by magnesium carbonate (84) and

magnesium oxide (40).

A1
2 3

: Potash spar (557) was used as the main source of

alumina. Small amounts of cryolite, Na
3
AlF

6 (210) were also

used.

B
2 3

: This was brought in by using borax (382) in the cover

enamels and as borax and boric acid (62) in the ground coats.

Sn0
2

: Brought in as tin oxide (150).

Sb
2 3

: Introduced as white oxide of antimony (288).

SiO,: Brought in as potash feldspar (557), and as flint (60).

In addition to the above ingredients, ammonium carbonate

was used in some of the enamels of the later series. This

volatilizes readily and serves as a clarifier of bubbles in the glass

during fritting.

Trial Pieces.—The trial pieces were small circular discs

V 8
" thick and 2" in diameter with a raised center. The iron

used for casting these trials did not prove to be of a very satisfac-

tory grade as it frequently produced large bubbles or blisters in

the enamels, probably due to the sulphur content of the iron.

The trials were cleaned by pickling for 20-30 minutes in a

dilute solution of hydrochloric acid so as to remove the scale

and any oxide present. After this they were washed and scrubbed

and then dipped in a dilute solution of sodium carbonate so as to

neutralize all of the acid. They were then scrubbed and washed

again, the surface water was wiped off, and the trials were put

into a warm oven. Even with this seemingly thorough treat-

ment, the coat of carbon (left by dissolving the iron) was not

entirely removed, and hence gave rise to bubbles during the burn-

in- process Another method of cleaning the iron, used in the

latter part of the work, proved \ a \ effective. In this, the iron
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was pickled as before and then put into a ball mill with sand and

water; thus all of the carbon was effectually removed with the

result that less trouble as regards bubbling was experienced.

The ground coat was applied to the trials by dipping, care

being taken to secure a thin coat that was as uniform as possible.

Composition of the Ground Coat. -The ground coat chosen

was of the composition shown:

0.30 K 2 }

0.24 Na 2
I

0.297 Ala 3 I

o. 159 CaO
0.219 MgO
0.081 PbO

f

O.31 K

A

Batch weights: 15 Hint; 30 potash feldspar; 10 boric acid;

5 KNOs ; 5 Pb
3 4 ; 2.2 Ca(OH)

2 ; 2.3 MgO; 10.0 cryolite; 1.0

fluorite.

The trial piece, after being slush coated and dried, was

placed in the furnace, which had been heated to the temperature

of burning. As soon as the iron had attained a sufficient heat

for fusing the ground enamel, it appears to "melt" not unlike

a coat of frost or snow. This commences at one spot and soon

has extended over the whole trial. The trial now has a glossy

appearance. Almost coincident with this, innumerable bubbles

are formed which "break" at once. This continues for a short

time, after which the glossy coating or glass smooths down.

It is at this point, in the writer's judgment, that the burning of

the ground coat is complete. If the trial is not removed at once,

larger bubbles are formed, but the glass is then decidedly more

viscous than when the preliminary bubbles were formed. When
they break, if they break at all, they leave a rough slag on the

surface of the trial as is shown by cooling the trial piece.

Burning the Enamels.—The furnace used for the enameling

was of the open-fired type, %. c, without a muffle chamber, and

was fired by the use of artificial gas and compressed air as fuel.

Although this is not the type of furnace best suited for this kind

of work, it was the only one available and there was no time for

the construction of a more suitable one. The temperature of

burning was measured by a Le Chatelier pyrometer, the couple

of which was inserted so that its junction point was at the side
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of the trial. The holder for the trial piece consisted of a bar of

iron 'upset" at one end and so shaped as to fit on the inside of

the trial piece.

Series I.

REPLACEMENT OF TIN OXIDE BY ANTIMONY OXIDE IN A TIN-

ENAMEL.

This series was carried out by replacing the tin oxide in an

enamel similar to that given by Riddle in his "Types of Enamels

for Enameling Cast Iron Sanitary Ware," Trans. A. C. S., Vol.

IX, with antimony oxide, thus:

0.25 Na,0

o. 10 MgO '

0.15 PbO j 0.15 A12 3 iooSiO,
0.15 BaO
0.15 K 2

I

0.20 B
2 3 J

o. 15 SnO_.-o.075 Sb2 3

0.05 ZnO
0.15 CaO

J

Batch formulae (in equivalents).

i

2

3

4

0.15 0.05

150.05

150.05

o. 150.05

0.15

0.15

0.15

0.15

o. 15I0. 15

0.15 0.15

.1 15 05 o [5I0 15

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

IOO 10 0. '5

1(1(1 10 0. 15

10 10 0. 15

io|o 10 0. '5

10 (] 10 '5

a c
fe X

10 '5

10 "25
10 075
10 0375

(»
. 10 00

0.00

O.OI8&

d 6375

0.056

0.075

Description of Trials.— Xo. 1 is a good enamel and is a

tvpical tin enamel. All of the rest of the series, with the possible

exception of Xo. 2, are very poor. A peculiar "puckery" or

matte texture exists, the surface is rough and uneven, and the

enamd flies off in patches, resembling shivering of clay ware.

In the trials of enamels 3 and 4, the "puckery" effect is partially

overcome by laising the burning temperature. The shivering

is also lessened by this treatment. It is also evident in this

series as well as in the rest of the work that where an enamel is

applied, too thick shivering is more likely to occur.

Thinking perhaps that the "puckery" effect mighl be over

come partially by making a more easily fusible enamel it was
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decided t<> run a series with a more fusible R.0 combination.

It was also suggested that the "puckery" effect mighl be due

to the barium which reacted with the sulphur present in the

VS1).,()..
7 Some of the SbaOa

was tested and found to contain

sulphur.

A series embodying the two above ideas was accordingly

.inied out as given below. Although it was not conducted

strictly on a scientific basis it is sufficient to show in a practical

way the desired effect.

Series II.

VARIATION OK BARIUM OXIDE AND ITS EFFECT ON ANTIMONY
oxiDE.

o.j 5-0. 54 Na 2

o. 1 0-0. 00 MgO
o. 15-0. 15 PbO
o. 15-0. 16 K2

>

0.05-0.05 ZnO 0.20 BX>

o. 15-0. 10 CaO
o. 15-0.00 BaO

o. 15-0. 16 A1
2 3 ] 1 .00 Si02

L

0.075 Sb2 3

Batch formulae (in equivalents).

2
U QJ

O

a
a
N

u

"0

u
u

ci

U

X
a
u

pq

O
an

r. s |

1

•>

3

4

0.15

0.21

0. 29

o.35

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.15

0. 10

0.05

0.00

0.15

0. 10

0.05

0.00

O.O5

O.O5

O.O5

O.O5

0.00

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.00

0.02

0.04

0.06

O.OO

O.O3

O.O7

O. IO

0. 10

0. 10

0. 10

0. 10

O. IO

O.O7

O.O3

0.00

0.15 lo. 10

0. 148 0. 14

0. 136 0. 18

O.I3 |o.2 2

O.O75

O.O75

O.O75

O.O75

Description of Trials.—The "puckery" effect has decreased

toward the end of the series which contains no barium and in

Xo. 4 is not present at all. This enamel is a fair enamel which

adheres well. No. 1 is somewhat shivered. This series shows

from a practical standpoint that barium should not be used to

any very large extent in an enamel where there is a contact with

sulphur gases. Its use, however, in enamels where tin is used as

an opaeifier is very much desired, owing to its ability to decrease

shivering.

:
Sl>_.< I., is prepared From stilmiu-. Sb_.S ;i . by roasting in air, hence sulphates are formed

which, if not entirely removed, would combine with the barium compounds.
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Series III.

VARIATION OF THE SILICA CONTENT.

This series was varied between the limits of i.oo and 2.00

equivalents of silica as shown

:

o.ioCaO
I

0.54 Na 2 I o.i6Al2 3 ] 1 .00-2 .00 Si02

o.i 5 PbO \ \

0.16 K2 I

0.20 B 2Oa J
0.075 Sb2 3

0.05 ZnO

Batch formulae (in equivalents).

V,

O
u
a

0
O i

"3

>.
u

s
O
u

X
td
u

u

a a

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

0-35
o-35

035
o.35

0-35

035
035
035
o.35

O.O5

OO5
O.O5

O.O5

O.O5

OO5
O.O5

OO5
O.O5

005
0.05

005
0.05

0.05

005
0.05

0.05

0.05

0.06

0.06

0.06

0.06

0.06

0.06

0.06

0.06

0.06

0.06

0.06

0.06

0.06

0.06

0.06

0.06

0.06

0.06

0. 10

0. 10

0. 10

0. 10

0. 10

0. 10

0. 10

0. 10

0. 10

O. IO

O. IO

0. IO

0. IO

0. IO

O. IO

0. IO

O. IO

0. IO

0.13

0.13

0.13

0. 13

0.13

0.13

0.13

0.13

0. 13

0.22

0.345

0.47

o-595

0.72

0.845

0.97

1 095

1.22

0.075

0.075

0.075

0.075

0.075

0.075

0.075

0.075

0.075

Description of Trials.—Nos. 1, 2 and 3 have an egg shell-

like texture but otherwise are fair enamels. The trials of enamels

Nos. 4 and 5 are better and do not show the above texture to such

a degree. No. 6 is a fair enamel but is a trifle dull. No. 7 is a

good enamel and adheres well. It is whiter and has a better

gloss than the average commercial enamel. Enamel No. 8 is

whiter than No. 7 and has a better gloss. A few of the trials

shiver somewhat, showing that the silica is a trifle too high.

Enamel No. has shivered still more, but on the trials where

it held, it is the whitest and most brilliant of the series. Enamels

Nos. 8 and 9 have an exceptionally white color and are more than

the equal of the average tin enamel in this respect.

The result of this series seems to show that the last two

enamels are too high in silica and also that a silica content of

over [.85 equivalents is conducive in shivering. The burning

temperature rises as the silica content increases; but this heat.
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wen with the enamels containing 2.0 Si( ).,, did not cause the iron

to deteriorate to any visible extent. As silica increases, the

whiteness is increased, and it is evident that a sacrifice must be

made of part of the whiteness in order to obtain enamels that

do not shiver.

Series IV.

VARIATION OF ALUMINA.

This scries was run between the limits of 0.1 and 0.2 equiv-

alent of AlaOs . To bring in the Al
2
()

;!
in combined form, /. e.,

as spar, it was necessary to change the RO with respect to K
2

and Na.,0 thus:

o . 1 6-0 . 20 K ,(

)

0.15 PbO
o, 10 CaO
o . 54-0 . 50 Na2

0.05 ZnO

o. 10-0.20 A1,0,
I
1.80 SiO,

1.

0.20 B,0, 0.075 Sb2 3

Batch formulae (in equivalents).

O

*

a

a
N $

V

>>

O

•A

a
u

«

u
a
0.

W

W

d

S
O
s.

1. . . . 0-35 0.05 O.O5 0.06 0.06 0.06 O.IO O.IO 0.07 1.38 0.075

2. 0.342 0.05 O.O5 0.049 0.06 0.06 O.IO O.IO 0.09 1.26 0.075

3. . . . 0-334 0.05 O.O5 0.038 0.06 O.06 O.IO O.IO O.II 1. 14 0.075

4 0.326 0.05 O.O5 0.025 0.06 O.06 O.IO O.IO 0.13 1.02 0.075

5. .. . 0.318 0.05 O.O5 0.013 0.06 0.06 O.IO O.IO 0.15 0.90 0.075

6 0.31 0.05 005 0.00 0.06 0.06 O.IO O.IO 0.17 0.78 0.075

Description of Trials.—All enamels of the series are good

enamels with wrhiteness increasing toward No. 6, i. e., with in-

crease of Al
2 ;f

. The temperature required for maturing increases,

however, with the Al-jO^. The best enamel of the series, taking

burning temperature, whiteness, gloss, and adhesive properties

into consideration, is No. 4 containing 0.16 A1
2 :)

.

Series V.

VARIATION OF ANTIMONY OXIDE-

This series as well as the remaining two series was carried

out in two parts, A and B, the two parts being practically alike
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except for the silica content. Part B was carried out first and the

limits of Sb.,0.
(
were not high enough, hence these were changed

in A.

Series V, A.

0.16 K,0
0.05 ZnO

j
o. 16 A1,0

3 ] 1.8 Si02

o. 10 CaO
o.i5PbO

I

o.JO H,0,
I
O-O.14 Sbj,Oa

0.54 NaaO J

o.i6K,0
0.05 ZnO
o. 10 CaO
0.15 PbO
o . 54 Na 2

Series V, B.

0.16 A1,0
:;

0.20 B,0

2.0 SiO,

0-0 . 1 1 Sb.,0

,

V, A. Ratch formulae (in equivalents).

r.

3

4

5-

6.

7-

8.

0-35

035
035
0.35

0.35

o 35

0.35

0.35

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.06

0.06

0.06

0.06

0.06

0.06

0.06

0.06

0.06 0. 10 0. 10 0. 13

0.06 0. 10 0. 10 0.13

0.06 0. 10 0. 10 0. 13

0.06 0. 10 0. 10 0.13

0.06 0. 10 0. 10 0.13

. 06 0. 10 0. 10 0.13

0.06 0. 10 0. 10 0. 13

0.06 0. 10 0. 10 0.13

1 .02

I .0:

I .0.

1 .0:

1 .OJ

1 OJ

I .02

I .OJ

0.00

O.02

0.04

O.06

0.08

o. 10

O. 12

O.I4

V, B. Hatch formulae (in equivalents).

1

3

1

5

6.

Z

\s

\s

o \s

0.35

jj

35

o 05
,, 05

03

0.05

o 05

05

05

o 05

os

o . 05

o 05
I

0.05

•J.

06

0.06

II 06

I) 06

,
, 06

06

Q

06

I) ()(.

06

O (>(>

006
O 11(1

id

to

O. IO

o 10

O. 10

o. 10

, , 1,

.

o 10

o 10

010 o. 10

o 10 o 10

o. 13

1

1

l > '3

O.13

o. 13

<» 13

T.

i'.'

0.022

044

066
,, 088

o I 1

Description of Trials. The trials of enamel 1 A have but
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slight opacity. No. 2 A has a trifle more and so 011 up the scries.

Enamel No. 3 A has a fair opacity, No. 4 A and 5 A arc good

enamels, No. 5 A being the whitest. No. 6 A is a good enamel,

it is whiter than No. 5 but is not quite so -lossy. No. 7 is a good

enamel and is a trillc "matte" in texture. No. 8 has a beautiful

matte texture and differs from all the rest of the series in this

respect. One of the trials, however, shows a tendency to shiver

but this may possibly be due to the mode of application. Enamel

No. 5 is the best of the A part of the series, taking gloss, finish,

and general appearance into consideration, while for a dull or

matte texture No. 8 is the best. Rnamels No. 7 and 8 require

a higher temperature for burning, thus indicating that high

antimony decreases the fusibility.

With part B of the series shivering is more evident in every

case. The enamels which held are, however, of greater brilliancy

and opacity, enamel No. 2 of A being identical in appearance

with No. 1 of B. Enamels 2, 3 and 4 of part B are practically

the same as 3, 4 and 5 of part A respectively. From this we would

conclude that 0.016 equivalent of Sb,0
:i

,
in this range of silica

content, has about the same opacifying effect as 0.02 equivalent

of silica.

Series VI.

REPLACEMENT OF ANTIMONV OXIDE BY TIN OXIDE IN AN ANTIMONY

ENAMEL.

This series, also using two different equivalents of silica,

was carried out as follows:

VI, A.

0.16 K,0
0.05 ZnO |o.i6Al,0

:1 j

1.80 SiO,

o. 10 CaO
0.15 PbO j

0.20 B2 3 j 0.075 SbA-0.15 SnO,

0.54 Na,0
J

VI. B.

0.16 K,0
» . 05 ZnO

I

o . 1 6 A 1/ )
. 2.0 Si08

o. 10 CaO
0.15 PbO j o.jo P.O.,

J
0.075 Sb2 3-o. 15 SnO ?

0.54 Na,0
J
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Batch formulae (in equivalents).

VI, A.

2

o
S

•0

c
c
N

C

01

>>
u
O

=
O

O

X
C3
u

-

a
a
X

.=
Q

X
d
c
X

I . . . . o-35 0.05 O.05 0.03 O.06 O.IO O.IO 0.13 1.02 0.075 0.00

...... o-35 0.05 O.05 0.03 O.06 O.IO O.IO 0.13 1.02 O.O56 0.038

3 0-35 0.05 O.05 0.03 O.06 O.IO O.IO 0.13 1.02 O.O38 0.075

4- • • • o-35 0.05 O.05 0.03 O.06 O.IO O.IO 0.13 1.02 O.OI9 0.1125

5 • 0-35 0.05 O.05 0.03 O.06 O.IO O.IO 0.13 1.02 O.OO 0.15

I . . . . 0.35 0.05 0.05 0.03 0.06 O.IO O.IO 0.13 1.22 0-O75 O.OO

2. . . . o-35 0.05 0.05 0.03 0.06 O.IO O.IO 0.13 1.22 O.O56 O.O38

3. . . . o-35 0.05 0.05 0.03 0.06 O.IO O.IO 0.13 1.22 O.O38 O.O75

4.... o-35 0.05 0.05 0.03 0.06 O.IO O.IO 0.13 1.22 O.OI9 O.II25

5. ... o.35 0.05 0.05 0.03 0.06 O.IO O.IO 0.13 1.22 O.OO O.I5

Description of Trials.—All enamels of the A part of the series

adhere tenaciously and are good enamels. Enamel No. 1 has

more opacity and whiteness than No. 5, these two properties

decreasing uniformly between these extremes. The antimony

enamel requires a slightly higher temperature for maturing, but

not to such extent as to be detrimental to the iron.

In the B part of the series shivering is much in evidence,

due to the increased silica. Enamels Nos. 1 and 2 have good

opacity but Nos. 3 and 4 are much inferior in this respect. In

enamel No. 5 the silica has dissolved the SnO, almost entirely.

Taking the results of this series we would conclude that SiO,

at the higher limit is opposite in effect with regard to Sb3Oa
and

Sn0
2

. In the case of Sb,O
a
the opacity, whiteness and brilliancy

are increased, while with SnO, these properties, notably the

opacity, are decreased. Shivering, however, is increased in

either case. The results obtained in part A of the series are not

in accord with those of Riddle whose high limit of silica was 1.25

equivalents. In enamel No. 5 part A as given above, a good

white enamel was obtained using 1.8 equivalents of silica.

It might be interesting to note also at this point, the be-

havior ol" the enamels on wrought iron. The enamels of pari

A were applied to iron washers, and although they had not been
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previously cleaned, tlu enamels held perfectly and were of good

whiteness, brilliancy and texture.

Series VII.

VARIATION OP BORIC OXIDE.

This series employs two equivalents of silica and the Na
2
CO

:(

content is varied in order to reach the lower limit of B
2 :1

still

maintaining the same ratio.

VII, A.

o.i6K,0 ]

0.05 ZnO j
o. 16 Al.,0, I 1.80 Si02

o.ioCaO
0.15 PbO I 0.10-0.40 B

2 :) J
0.075 Sb2Oj,

o . 54 Na2 J

VII, B.

0.16 K.,0

0.05 ZnO 0.16ALO3 ]2.ooSi02

o.ioCaO
\

0.15 PbO
I

0.10-0.40 B
2 :t J 0.075 Sb

2 ;j

0.54 NaX>
J

VII, A.

Batch formulae (in equivalents)

0.4 0.05

o-375 005
0350 0.05

o.3^5 0.05

0.300 005
0275 0.05

0.25 0.05

0.4 0.05

0-375 0.05

0-350 0.05

o.3-'5 0.05

0.300 0.05

0275 0.05

0.250 0.05

c
c
N

O
V

"o
>,
u
u

X

U

O.O5 0.03 0.06 O.IO

OO5 0.03 0.06 O.IO

O.O5 0.03 0.06 O.IO

O.O5 0.03 0.06 O.IO

O.O5 0.03 0.06 O.IO

O.O5 0.03 0.06 O.IO

O.O5 0.03 0.06 O.IO

B

O.O5

O.075

O.IO

O.I25

O.I5O

OI75
0.2

VII, B.

u

a
X

M
C

s

0.13 1.02

0.13 1.02

0.13 1.02

0.13 1.02

0.13 1.02

0.13 1.02

0.13 1.02

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.075

0.075

0.075

0.075

0.075

0.075

0.075

0.03 0.06 O.IO 0.05 0.13 1.22

0.03 0.06 O.IO 0.075 0.13 1.22

0.03 0.06 0.10 O.IO 0.13 1.22

0.03 0.06 O.IO 0.125 0.13 1.22

0.03 0.06 O.IO 0.150 0.13 1.22

0.03 0.06 O.IO 0175 0.13 1.22

0.03 0.06 O.IO 0.200 0.13 1.22

0.075

0.075

0.075

0.075

0.075

0.075

0.075
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Description of Trials.—All enamels of part A adhere well

and are good white enamels up to Xo. 6. Xos. 6 and 7 have a

yellowish east and are not all desirable enamels. Bubbling is

also evident in the enamels of higher B,0
:
, content. Enamel Xo.

1 is the whitest of the five enamels.

The results obtained in part B are substantially the same as

those of part A. The enamels are whiter, however, than the ones

of the same B
2 :i

content and the yellowish cast of enamels 6

and 7 of part A has disappeared in the corresponding enamels of

part B. Shivering is present to quite a large extent in part B,

due to the high silica. As in part A, bubbling is prominent

in the enamels of the higher B.,0
:i
content. The difference in

whiteness of the high and low B
2 :!

enamels in part A is not so

pronounced in this part of the series. Enamels B 1 and B 7

have verv little difference in whiteness, B 1 being a little the

whitest. The difference in maturing temperature is however

quite large and the tendency to bubbling is more evident.

The results indicate that the lower the B
2 3

the better and

whiter are the enamels. The limits for desirable enamels are

about 0.15-0.30 B,0
3

.

LIMITS OF THE INGREDIENTS.

The limits of the ingredients and their effects established

by this work are as follows:

SiO., : The effect of silica is to increase brilliancy, white-

ness, acid-resisting properties and gloss. If increased too high,

shivering takes place and the maturing temperature is too high.

The limits are about 1.65 1.85 equivalents, those nearer the

higher limit being the preferable.

Al.<> Increased AU >. increases the temperature for matur-

ing and gives whiter enamels. The high limit is around 0.18

equivalent. The low limit was not established but for com-

mercial enamels is probably about O.13 equivalent.

vSb.,().,: The effect of SI>..o. is to increase the maturing tem

perature, and to increase the whiteness and opacity when em
ployed between the limits of 0.0 0.09 equivalent Sb,03 . If

used between the limits of o.l 14 equivalent the enamels aie

dull at the lower limits and mat teness increases at the higher.
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Ai the high limit, 0.14 equivalent, shivering is likely to occur.

For brilliant enamels of good opacity and texture the limits

are 0.06 0.09 equivalent, about 0.075 being preferable.

SnO
a

: No variation of the Sn( )., content was made but a

good enamel was obtained using 0.15 equivalent of Sn02
.

Ba s : The effect of increased B2
< )., is to lower the maturing

temperature, to increase the tendency to produce bubbles, to

decrease the whiteness when used above a certain limit, increase

gloss, and to increase the solubility of the enamel. The limits

are about 0.15 0.3 equivalent, those nearer the lower limit being-

preferable.

BaO: The effect of BaO in Sb2Os
enamels is to produce a

"puckery" or matte effect. This is no doubt due to the sulphur

arising from the Sb2 3
and the fuel gases, which comes in contact

with the barium compounds.

The most likely enamel taking all points into consideration

is:

0.16 K.,0

0.05 ZnO |o.i6Al
20, J

1.80 SiO„

o. 10 CaO
0.15 PbO
0.54 Niv.O

0.20 B
2 ;! J

0.075 Sb2 3

DISCUSSION.

Professor Staler: Why do you not include the fluorine in

your formula? No one will be able to calculate the batch from

the formula unless you do so. Moreover, it makes a vast differ-

ence whether an enamel contains a small or a large amount of

this element.

Mr. Brown: I do not think it is necessary. I introduced

it as cryolite, using 0.06 equivalent of cryolite throughout.

Professor Staler: Mr. Brown, I just want to ask one more
question. Did you get an absolutely pure white enamel, or was
it of a greenish or bluish tint? There have been many attempts

made to use antimony in place of tin oxide in cast iron enamels,

but it has never given a satisfactory white. They get a tint

they call white, but it is not a commercial white. Do you have

any idea of how to avoid getting that greenish, bluish white so

characteristic of antimony oxide?
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Mr. Broun: I did not carry on work to eliminate the cast

you speak of. The cast was not present to an aggravated extent

that I could see. A number of others said the same thing. There

is a slight bluish cast or tint in some of the trials.

Professor Staler : In your final enamel as well as in all the

others?

Mr. Brown: It was not so pronounced in this case, but

more so in the enamels of higher silica content.

Mr. Burt: I noticed in speaking of the enameled iron

industry they always speak of dusting the enamel on and I would

like to get a little description of what the mechanical process is

—

of what is involved in this dusting on of the glaze.

Professor Staley: In a paper ("The Manufacture of Enameled

Iron Sanitary Ware," Trans. A. C. S., Vol. VIII, p. 172) I pub-

lished several years ago, you can find a description of the ordinary

method of making a piece of enameled cast iron. The only

difference between the method described there and the method

used at present is the use of a mechanical agitator.

Mr. Burt: What mesh sieve do you use?

Professor Staley: The sieve is a fifty- or sixty-mesh sieve.

Mr. Brown: I would like to ask Professor Staley what his

opinion is of the fluorine in a fused enamel—whether it is

volatilized or whether it is retained in the enamel. I have read

of several instances where they analyzed for fluorine and found

it in the enamels in small quantities.

Professor Staley: That is all a matter, in my mind, of how
hard, how long, and how hot you heat the enamel. You can

volatilize it all, 01 you can have the larger portion of it stay in.

If it is all volatilized you have no opacifying effect from the use of

fluorides. In cast iron enamels that are heated or fritted in the

ordinary length of time, the large bulk of fluorine stays in

NOTE PREPARED AFTER READING THE PAPER.

Professor Bleininger: It seems to me that Mr. Brown has

solved his problem satisfactorily. He has accomplished two

things, viz., the production of a white enamel which compares

favorably with the besl tin enamels, in the opinion of impartial

observers, and he likewise has shown clearly the kind of enamel
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required for the use of antimony as an opacifier, which differs

somewhat from the common type.

As regards the poisonous quality of antimony compounds,

Rickmann, Sprechsaal, XI, Y, u.s 117, says that during an ex-

perience of ten years the use of tnetasodium antimonate has not

proven injurious. However, he points out that the antimony

oxide compounds (tartar emetic, etc.) are poisonous. For cast

iron enamels, therefore, the use of Na,Sb
2
()

:
, might be a perfectly

feasible solution.



THE NECESSITY OF COBALT OXIDE IN GROUND-COAT
ENAMELS FOR SHEET STEEL.

By Robert D. Landrum.

There has been a great deal of discussion recently in German
ceramic literature over the function of the ground coat and

especially as to the necessity of cobalt being present in such an

enamel. As the durability of an enameled ware is primarily

dependent upon the physical properties of this fundamental

coating, it might be well to review what has been said upon the

subject.

In the Transactions of the American Ceramic Society, XI,

p. 115, J. B. Shaw says that cobalt-containing grounds have the

advantage that they change color during burning, the iron taken

up from the steel destroying the blue cobalt color. "The ground

coat is considered well burnt when the blue color is no longer

visible. It seems to be quite generally believed that CoO has a

great affinity for iron and that a good ground coat cannot be made
without using CoO." Shaw goes on to say that from his ex-

periments along this line he feels perfectly safe in stating that

this belief is ungrounded.

About the only other time that this subject is mentioned in

the Transactions is by J. H. Coe, Volume XIII, p. 549, and he

states that the value of cobalt oxide in the ground coat for cast

iron is doubtful.

Dr. Grunwald in his book " Enameling on Iron and Steel,"

p. 22, says: "Cobalt oxide possesses valuable physical char-

acteristics which make it suitable for the preparation of ground

(coat) enamels, for these derive the property that their coefficients

of expansion are as near as possible the same as sheet iron."

This is disputed by M. Mayer and B. Havas 1 who find that ground

(.•oat enamels have a much lower coefficient of expansion than

that of sheet steel.

Dr. Yondracek, in the Sprechsaal, [909, Xo. 14, seems to have

first propounded the theory of the function of cobalt in a ground-

COa1 enamel which is most popular at present. He considers

1 Cheni Ztg . Vol XXXIII. p I3H
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that the iron, at the melting temperature of the ground coal,

is oxidized at the expense <>f the cobalt oxide and thai the latter,

01 rather the cobalt silicate, is changed to a compound of lower

oxygen content, or is even reduced to the metal. As a result

of this, thi' clean surface of the iron is attacked so that the enamel

joins very intimately with the metal and the danger of the chip-

ping off df the enamel coats is lessened. In another place, Dr.

Vondracek, although he repeats that cobalt improves the ad-

hesiveness of enamels, says: "I have, notwithstanding, often

obtained a very adhesive ground-coat enamel without using

cobalt oxide." 2

Philip Ever in his book "Die Kisenemailierung," pp. 10-12,

says: "The idea of adding cobalt oxide to the glaze so that

it will go into combination with the iron is faulty, for a good,

adherent ground-glaze can be prepared without the use of that

oxide. However, the application of such a ground coat is im-

possible in practice." Also in writing of cast-iron enamels in the

"(ilashutte," Vol. XLI, pp. 737-8, 764-5, he says that cobalt

and nickel are necessary as they form a weak alloy with the

iron.

C. Tostman, in the Keramische Rundschau, XIX, pp. 5, 65

and 107, discusses this subject and emphasizes especially, what
is, in the writer's opinion, the best argument as to the necessity

of cobalt in a ground coat. He agrees with Shaw that cobalt

acts as an indicator for correctly burning the enamel. He says

in part:

"Only in cobalt oxide grounds docs a blue color appear on smelting.

If one should discontinue the heating just at this point, it would not adhere

firmly enough to the steel, even though it had already become molten and
glass-like. One can also burn it so long that the color becomes black. Now
how is this (definite) color change, which is so markedly essential for a proper

adhesion to be explained ? The only explanation I find for it is that the

enamel has taken up the iron from the surface (of the black shape) in some
form of oxidation."

He goes on to state that while this oxygen might come from

the air in the muffle, it is more probable that it is given up by the

oxide of cobalt, which is in turn reduced to metal. "These'

- See Chem. Ztg., XXX, 575-7.
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small amounts of very finely divided metallic cobalt could then

perhaps form a very porous alloy with the iron on the surface

of the shape. To this, the enamel would be able to adhere

firmly, while the silicate flux would take the place of the cobalt

which alloyed with the iron." He gives as an argument that this

oxygen is furnished to the iron by the cobalt and not from any

other source, the fact that in ground coats, which are not colored

by cobalt, "an exceedingly smaller change of color takes place

during the burning." He also mentions the fact that the addi-

tion of borax to an enamel causes it to chip and the further addi-

tion of cobalt oxide seems to correct this.

Dr. Bela Havas 3 replies to Tostman that he agrees with

him that the cobalt silicate in the ground coat is reduced to a

lower stage of oxidation and, as previously published by him in

cooperation with M. Mayer, 4 this is indicated by the change of

color of the enamel coating from blue to green. However, he

states that it is improbable that the reduction of the cobalt

silicate at the temperatures involved would go far enough to

produce metallic cobalt.

The writer has no new theories to offer, but he is very strongly

of the opinion that cobalt is a necessary ingredient in a successful

ground coat for two reasons, which have been given above:

First, it is an excellent indicator which will inform the

" burner " exactly the point at which his charge of ware is correctly

burned.

Second, whatever may be the reason, the fact remains that

cobalt grounds adhere more firmly to the steel than those not

containing this metal, and it is the opinion of the writer that any

non-cobalt ground coat can be improved in its adhesive prop-

erties by the correct addition of cobalt to its formula.

To illustrate this a ground coat was prepared which is

practically a transparent glaze. When it is coated on a piece of

ware the bright steel surface shows through the glaze and makes

this appear a very light colored coating (see Fig. I, i). The

• Bprechaaal, xi.iv. 3 •
I

« n>id , xi. in. i
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composition is practically the same as that of the Mayer and

Havas ground No. 1 as given in the Sprechsaal, 1909, No. 34.

M-H. GROUND COAT NUMBER ONE.
Batch mix Graphic formula

Feldspar 36 34' < 0.642 Na._,()
f
2.256 Si()_,

Borax 35 (h' < 0.080 K,()

Quartz 14.38'', <> 243 CaO 0.204 A12 3 0.6298,0,
Soda 7 . 4^'/V 0.025 MnO
Fluorspar 5-349? O.OlO CoO

I
0.231 F,

Manganese oxide . .
. 0.65*

,

Coball oxide 0.23% OKI) 4.0, ORb 7.0, Si<VB 20, 3.6

Milled with 6 per cent, clay and 2
1

/ 2
per cent, dissolved

borax.

A cobalt ground coat has been prepared which has the same

chemical composition except that 0.03 equivalent part of CaO
has been replaced 0.03 equivalent part of CoO (see Fig. I, 2).

This enamel has been made as follows:

COBALT GROUND COAT/'
Hatch mix Graphic formula

Feldspar 36.42% 0.642 Na
2 ] [2.26oSiO_,

Borax 35

Quartz 14

Soda 7

Fluorspar 4

Manganese oxide .... o

Cobalt oxide o

54% 0.080 K 2
I

38% 0.213 CaO j 0.203 A1
2 3 <J

0.628 B
2 ;i

42% 0.040 CoO

64% 0.025 MnO
J

(0.201 F„

65%
95% ORb 4.0, ORa 7.0, Si0 2

/B
2 3 3.6

Milled with 6 per cent, clay and 2
x

/ 2 Per cent, dissolved

borax.

Each of these enamels has been coated with two white

cover coats and then tested under the hammer (see article on

white enamels) , and it is to be noticed that the non-cobalt ground

coat leaves the steel entirely bright and bare (see Fig. I, 3), while

the one containing cobalt still adheres in concentric ridges (see

Fig. I, 4). It is very evident that the cobalt must cause this

extra adhesiveness.

5 The same materials and method of manufacturing and a similar arrangement of

data have been used as in "Comparison of Ten White Enamels for Sheet Steel," this volume.
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DISCUSSION.

Mr. Landrum: As an example of the reduction of a metal

oxide (or silicate) in an enamel coating by the steel of the shape

it may be interesting to examine a sample dish coated with the

following enamel

:

0.451 Na.n \ 0.886 Si<>.

0.019 KjO
o. 123 CaO o. 1 1 1 Al,()

;l
-! 0.282 ]'._,()_.

0.285 ZnO
0.122 CuO o. 1 23 I"

Milled with 6"
., per cent. clay.

This enamel when used as a cover coat (separated from the

steel by a ground-coat enamel) is green but when applied directly

to the steel becomes red through the reduction of the copper

compound. It may be observed on the sample which has been

dented in the testing machine that some of the copper compound

has been reduced to the metal and that this is plated on the

steel surface.

Mr. Purdy: You have tried oxides other than cobalt?

Have you tried nickel, for instance?

Mr. Landrum: I have tried oxide of nickel and it works

fairly well, but does not promote adhesiveness to as great a de-

gree as does the oxide of cobalt. It is best used in combination

with that oxide.

Mr. Purdy: There is no actual oxygen for it to give up.

Mr. Landrum: We have nickelic and nickelous compounds,

and the change may be from one to the other and not necessarily

a change of the oxides; then, too, the conclusion might be drawn

that the reduction is to metallic nickel. In the case of the enamels

under discussion, it is easy to see that the one containing cobalt

(see vessel 4 in illustration) does adhere to the steel after being

dented while the one which does not contain cobalt (vessel 3)

does not adhere but leaves the steel surface bright.

Prof. Staler: You will have to look at it with a micro-

scope.

Mr. Landrum: I have examined this and other cobalt

grounds under the microscope and have not been able to see any

evidence of an alloy being present. The dark particles remain-
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ing after the dish is dented have a gloss that would lead one to

think that they are particles of the glaze rather than of metal.

Microscopic examination is difficult as it is practically impossible

to get a good cross section of an enameled steel sheet.

Prof. Staler: In other words, this alloy theory is used just

because it fits in—because it is within reason?

Mr. Landrum: Yes, and even then there is a doubt that it

is within reason at enameling temperatures.

Mr. Purdy: In our transactions I stated as my opinion that

cobalt in the ground coat merely furnished a mechanical means

of holding the enamel onto the iron. It is easy to enamel most

metals directly, but very difficult to enamel iron. The cobalt

is merely suspended in the ground coat furnishing the required

easily enameled 'go between."

Mr. Landrum: This may be true and would be a good ex-

planation. There is an interaction between the iron and the

enamel when you have cobalt present; when you do not have

cobalt present there is no interaction. Sample 1 (see illustra-

tion), which is enameled with the non-cobalt ground coat, is nicely

covered ; but under impact the enamel comes off, leaving the bright

steel (see dish 3). Sample 2 is covered with the same enamel

with 1 per cent, of oxide of cobalt added, and when subjected

to the same blow, adheres firmly in ridges, barely exposing the

steel between them (see dish 4). Samples Xos. 5 and 6 also

show how the adhesiveness, under punishment by rapid changes

of temperature, is promoted by the addition of oxide of cobalt.

Both have been heated red hot and plunged into cold water.

Number 5, whose fundamental coating contains no cobalt, peels

off clean, to the steel, while 6, whose fundamental coating is the

cobalt ground, exposes no steel at all.

Pro/. Staley: I would like to have Mr. Landrum prove that

there is an interaction between the ground coat and the iron

when cobalt is present and no interaction when cobalt is absent.

I would also like to see him demonstrate the presence of a porous

alloy Intuitu the enamel and iron. In regard to what Prof,

Purdy lias said, I would like to know on what evidence he bases

his statement that cobalt is merely suspended in the gound coat

and, furthermore, to explain the mechanics of just how such a
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suspension, if it should exist, would make a more tenacious

ground coat. We have one fact, namely, that the addition pf

cobalt to a ground coat for sheet steel enamels makes it a better

ground coat. This is admirably shown by Mr. Landrum's paper.

Beyond this one fact, we can merely speculate until sonic one

produces some evidence.

Mr. Landrum: We are merely speculating as to the "me-
chanics" of the action of the cobalt, but I believe that these

samples show to the naked eye that there has been an inter-

action between the steel and the cobalt-containing enamel,

and that there has not been such an interaction in the case of the

non-cobalt enamel. It might throw light on the subject to

consider the fact that even a cobalt-containing ground coat will

not adhere well to a steel surface unless that surface has been

made rough, or porous or crystallized by pickling, sand-blasting,

or annealing. It may be that the enamel simply sinks down into

the pores of the steel, but the question is: Why should an

enamel have to contain cobalt to do this? Now if some one has

the facilities to make a cross-section of a piece of enameled steel,

I would like to see it. Such a section might explain this matter.



COBALT COLORS OTHER THAN BLUE.

By R. T. Still and G. H. Baldwin", Ceramic Laboratories,

University of Illinois.

INTRODUCTION.

The color imparted to a glass or glaze depends upon the kind

of coloring oxide, the composition of the batch and the manner

of heat treatment. It has been considered that cobalt is per-

sistent in producing blue under all conditions. Since two or

more distinct colors are obtainable from all other coloring oxides

under different conditions, there seemed to be no logical reason

why some color other than blue could not be obtained from

cobalt oxide.

Since cobalt oxide has so persistently given blue colors under

normal ceramic practice, it was evident that a departure in com-

position must be made from the ordinary commercial types of

glazes if a color different from blue was to be developed from

cobalt oxide.

A speculation as to the possible colors obtainable from cobalt

oxide as the sole colorant is of interest. Cobalt salts in solution

under certain conditions impart pink, while under other conditions

the color imparted is blue. It, therefore, seemed possible to de-

velop all the different shades from blue on one hand to pink or

even light red on the other. The problem was to develop a type

of glaze that would bring out the pink or red color if such were

possible, and the key to the situation was found in blowpipe

analysis. Magnesia and magnesium minerals containing cobalt,

when powdered, moistened with a solution of cobalt nitrate and

heated, give a pink color. Alumina and alumina minerals

containing cobalt, when similarly treated, give blue.

This suggested a glaze high in magnesia and free from alumina.

It was recognized that if such colors could be produced they would

be of greatesl value for low temperature work. Since a high

content of magnesia imparts refractoriness to a glaze, it would

be necessary to introduce a softener" which would not in

lluence the color toward the blue. Of the two "softeners,"

PbO and BjOa ; tried in a preliminary test,
1

it was found that tlie

1 Vol XII. Trans ACS. pp 08
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former changed the magnesia cobalt pink to blue, while the latter

did not, hence Ba 3
was selected as the "fluxing" or "softening"

agenl

EXPERIMENTAL WORK.

First Group. The (list group of glazes was made in order

to develop workable members over a range of temperatures.

In this group the RO remained constant, the Si0
2
and !>.,().,

being variables. The limits covered were

o.j Na,<)

0.6 MgO
0.2 CoO

o to 1.0 BsOg, i .0 to 4.0 Si02 .

Twenty-four glazes were made in this group. The horizontal

series are designated by letters and the vertical series by numbers

(see charts). The formula and batch weights of the four corner

"lazes are

:

Formulae Hatch weights

O

u pq X

O
U
to

d
6' O

PQ |

A-

1

0. 2 O.6 O. 2 1 .0 2 12 504 t65 600

A-6 0. j 0.6 O. 2 1 .0 I .0 2 I 2 504 65 1240 600

D-i 0. 2 O.6 O. 2 4.0 212 504 >65 2400

D-6 0.2 O.6 O. 2 1 .0 4.0 2 12 504 t65 1 240 2400

The four batches were weighed, ground dry for one hour,

fritted and ground to pass 120 mesh. The different members
in the group were made by blending the four extremes according

to their combining weights.

Since the glazes settled rapidly and caked, it was found

necessary to employ a "colloid" in order to induce flotation for

application and adhesion on drying. Glucose, dextrine and glue

were tested. The best results were obtained with 4-5 per cent,

glue. Such large quantities of either glucose or dextrine were

required in order to produce free flotation that the glazes cracked

and curled up on drying. With glue, however, a high degree of

flotation was obtained, and the glazes dried without cracking.

The glazes were applied in a thick coat on 2" porcelain discs

previously burned to cone 11. Three burns of this group were

made, viz., cones 2, 4 and 7 (Charts 1, 2 and 3). At cone 2
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(Chart [) members C <>, H 5, M 6, A 5 and A 6 were well matured.

A 4 and B4 were well vitrified, presenting pleasing matte surfaces.

Refractoriness increases on a line from A 6 to I) 1. Member A 6

is a dee]) "red-violet " in color, showing more of the red than the

bine. When we pass in any direction from A 6 upward or to the

Kit, the red diminishes and the bine inereases.

At cone 4 (Chart 2) the held of matured glazes has not

materially broadened. A 4 and B 4 are still matte but their

surfaces have changed from an "egg shell" texture to a promis-

cuously interlacing needle crystal, surface.

At cone 7 (Chart 3) the matured held has broadened only a

little. A 5 and A 6 have reached a high state of fluidity, have

flown down over the sides of the trials and are deep bine in color

with a few spots of the red-violet here and there. These glazes

show that they have attacked the body vigorously. In all three

burns crystallization is quite prominent and brings out the red-

violet color.

The results of this group indicate that a decrease in Si0
2

and an increase in B
2 3

tends toward diminishing blue and in-

creasing red, and that 2 molecules of Si0
2
as a maximum and

0.6 molecule of B
2 :j

as a minimum are the approximate limits

in these directions for glazes that will mature well at or below

cone 7.

Second Group.—A second group was constructed with the

idea of bringing out more of the red and less of the blue and to

develop glazes maturing at lower temperatures. This group,

in which the constant RO is the same as in the first group, covered

the following limits

:

o . j NaX>
o . 6 MgO o . 6 to 1.4 li_,0

:
„ o . 5 to 1.5 SiO

,

o . 2
f

CoO j

Twenty-five members were made, A 6 of the first group being

stationed at the center and having the new nomenclature of G3.

The members were blended from the four previously fritted

extremes, the same as was done in the first group. The foimulae

and batch weights of the four extremes are

:
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i'i u mulac Batch weights

s
*

H
P.

C

u s
f
in V.

yM
c

3

:

E i

K-5
I i

1 5

o. j

O.J

() . 2

(). 2

o.6

0.6

0.6

o.6

o. j

C). 2

o. j

0. 2

o.6

' -4

o.6

• -4

0.5

( >-5

' -5

.5

_• 1 2

2 1 2

2 I -•

2 I .'

504

504

5°4

5«>4

165

'65

165

165

744

[860

744

i860

300

300

900

900

Three burns were made, viz., cones 02, 1 and 3 (Charts

4, 5 and 6). The red-violet color was well developed in all cases

except in vertical series 1, containing 0.6 B
2
0.

t
, which remained

persistently matte in all three burns. Crystalline patches appear

in all pieces where well matured. The red-violet color is more

prominent where crystallization has taken place. Decreasing

SiO., and increasing B
2
0.

t
tends to throw the color toward the

red and away from the blue the same as observed in the first

group. Where the glazes are overtired, they have "run" con-

siderably, attacked the body and give a clear blue. Occasionally

a small group of red-violet crystals appear in a clear blue field.

Several of the glazes in this group were applied to porcelain

bisque vases. In all cases where the glazes did not flow ex-

cessively or where crystallization appeared, the red-violet color

was prominent. Where excessive flow took place the glaze

remaining on the surface of the vase was a clear blue. In several

cases where the glaze flowed down over fire clay "buttons" used

as setters, the color of the glaze on these buttons was a dark

green. The best glazes in the group are E 3, E 4, E 5, F 3, F 4, F 5,

G 3, G 4 and G 5. Member F 4 appeared to be the best one in all

three burns.

Third Group.—A third group was made in order to obtain

lighter shades of the red-violet color. Since F 4 seemed to hold

the color so persistently and showed a fair range of temperature,

it was selected as the starting point. Lighter shades can be

produced by blending F 4 with a similar glaze but containing

no cobalt oxide. The first problem to solve was to produce such

a glaze having the same heat range and fusibility as F 4. In

order to save time it was decided to make a triaxial group (Chart
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7~/TW/*S;4A>r.C^/t'5C?C t>Z>jL AT/IS

^^"V^ i

7) by placing F 4 at the upper apex, and the two following color-

less glazes at the lower corners:

0.2 Na,() / _ ^ _,._, 0.5 Na,0 )

c.8 14b !
'-5BA0.75SA j M^j

jo. 9 BaOa 0.75 S,0,

The only constant member in the group is SiO, at 0.75

molecule.

The group was made by fritting the three extremes and

blending as was done in the two preceding groups. Glazes were

applied to porcelain discs and burned to cone 02.

Examination of the trials indicates that there is no difference

in shade or intensity of color from a content of 0.1 CoO to 0.2

C<>< >. The glaze near the lower left corner is a dark lavender

while the 011c near the lower righl corner is clear bine. As the

MgO and Ba0, decrease and \'a..< ) increases, the color tends

toward blue. Wherever crystallization appears, the red violet

or a lighter shade tending toward lavender appears.



Purple Produced by Use of Cobalt

0.2 Na 2 O
0.6 Mg O
0.2 Co O

G-5 at cone 2

.4 B 2 Q 3 1 Si 2
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CONCLUSIONS.

The color violet is composed of equal intensities of red and

blue. Most of the colors produced in the foregoing work lie be-

tween the violet and the red. A fusion of either soda or boric

oxide and cobalt oxide gives blue. Cobalt silicate is blue. A
mixture of magnesia and cobalt oxide heated to redness gives

pink. The color darkens tending toward red as the temperature

of calcination is increased; the color change, however, is not pro-

nounced until very high temperatures are reached.

The red-violet, lavender or pink color is apparently due to

some combination of magnesia with an oxide of cobalt. De-

creasing MgO or increasing Si0
2
causes diminishing red and in-

creasing blue. This would indicate that the silica has broken

up the magnesia-cobalt combination, thus imparting the cobalt-

silica blue.

Although a fusion of B,0
:!
and CoO gives blue, an increase in

B
2 :)

in the foregoing glazes tends toward the red and away from

the blue, indicating that the magnesia-cobalt red-violet color

is not only stable in the presence of B
2 3

but that the latter en-

courages the red by some action not definitely understood.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. Wilder: I would like to ask. what would be the result

of increasing the heat in the trials shown on the last diagram?

Mr. Stull: You would tend to get less of the red-violet or

lavender and more of the blue. This is probably due to the fact

that the glaze becomes very fluid as the temperature increases

and attacks the body vigorously. The alumina taken up changes

the color to blue. We intend to continue further and try what

we call an insulating glaze, by biscuiting the porcelain at 05 to

02, then applying a glaze similar to the first one on the board,

as, for example

:

.vNa
2

)

., *
\ 2S1O,

rMgO )

In this glaze %, y and z must necessarily be determined experi-

mentally in order to fit working conditions. After applying the

insulating glaze to the soft biscuit, the body is to be vitrified at

cone 11 or cone 12, then the colored glaze is to be applied and
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burned to maturity. In this way we hope to exclude alumina

from the glaze.

Mr. Wilder: I would like to ask Professor Stull if he ever

tried to make pigments by calcining the magnesia?

Mr. Stull: No, I have never done that.

Mr. Land) urn: I made pigments by calcining iron oxide

with magnesia; but I never decided whether there was a com-

pound formed or not, nor whether there was a red-violet color

from the magnesia and the ignition simply gave a more homo-

geneous pigment. I think there should be some trials made by

igniting at a little higher temperature.

Mr. Stull: If the color so obtained were stable, it would

work all right, but apparently these colors are very unstable

during fusion in the presence of silica and alumina. It seems to

me that it would be possible to make over-glaze colors along this

line, if they are not fired too high and thus made too fluid. The

white sample in the right-hand lower corner of the triaxial is

very fusible and has attacked the body vigorously as it is pitted

in places. Therefore, the over-glaze colors would have to be

fired with caution, or so constituted as to possess a wide heat

range.

My. Will: I make blue stains of various composition which

in cone 8 and cone 10 fire turn out a pink-violet, a beautiful

color, but the invariable experience has been that on being used

as colors under a full glaze they turn to a deep blue. In other

words, the red color is not stable except with a matte glaze.

For instance, use same as a stain for a matte glaze, or a semi-

matte undertircd, and you get a pink glaze. From this, purple

glaze is often produced by overliring, and on firing to a gloss

the same piece will show a blue color.

Mr. Bruner: I would like to ask a question in regard to

Chart 7. Professor Stull, do you wish to give us the impression

that iu the lower left hand corner, the effect was due to low

soda, high magnesia, high boric acid, and that if handled cor-

rectly, these glazes will give the pink color and on the other hand

with low magnesia and low boric acid, the blue color comes out?"

Mr. Sin// That is righl

Mr. Brunei Ate all those pieces exposed to just about the
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same heal or would you say their color was due to their position

in tlu- kiln.-
1 You do not mention anything about the fusibility

and the possibility of the glazes being much more fused in one

end of the kiln and the lad that when you have thai condition

it naturally loaves the color blue. On this piece (indicating

number) you have a beautiful red-violet, as you call it, but in-

side it is blue. Even around the edges here you can see a little

of the blue.

Mr. Stull: Underneath the red-violet glaze there is a thin

film of blue next to the body, and where the glaze is thin the blue

shows through. When crystallization takes place it brings out

the red-violet color, and underfiring also brings out the char-

acteristic red-violet color. On the inside of the piece, the thin

glaze has attacked the body, thus giving the characteristic cobalt-

alumina blue.

Mr. Will: I have applied one of these reddish blue colors

to glazed Belleek ware and fired it again at glost kiln heat (cone

4-5) and there also one could not help noticing the phenomena of

crystallization and the bringing out of red spots where under-

fired, while the balance of the piece showed a strong deep blue

glaze w^ith a high gloss.

Mr. Burt: I notice a number of these samples seem to show

a distinct crystallization wherever the pink occurs, and I wondered

whether Mr. Stull had examined it with that in mind. You get

blue on the inside, but on the outer surface where you have

sufficient surface glaze, you produce crystallization phenomena

which develop this pink crystal. Is not the color something of a

crystallization phenomenon?

Mr. Stull: It is true that the crystals do show the color,

but the red-violet color is also developed in an underfired glaze

and blue in an overtired glaze, or where the glaze is thin and has

"fluxed into the body." On Chart 1, in the upper left-hand

corner is the most refractory glaze in the group. It is as soft as

chalk, yet it shows a light red-violet color. Alumina and cobalt

together at a red heat will give a blue, while magnesia and cobalt

will give pink. I do not know whether it is a chemical or a

physical action that brings out the blue in one case and the pink

in the other.



NOTES ON THE PERFORMANCE OF A PRODUCER GAS-
FIRED CONTINUOUS KILN.

By W. D. Richardson.

I have been persuaded by the secretary to present to the

Society some notes from my experience in the past year in opera-

ting the Youngren kiln. In doing this I do not presume to give

any information to those who are using such kilns, but trust

that a brief account of my struggles with this kiln may be of

interest to many of our members who are considering or who will,

at some time, consider the adoption of the producer gas-fired kiln.

I should say in explanation that I had nothing to do with the

installation or construction of the kiln, but took charge of the

manufacture and sale of face brick of two factories at one of

which, a stiff-mud plant, built about three years previous, the

only kiln is a Youngren gas-fired kiln, the first one built, I think,

for the burning of face brick exclusively.

The kiln, as constructed at this plant, and the local con-

ditions affecting its operation will be briefly described.

KILN.

The outline drawings of the essential features of the kiln

will make few words necessary to a clear understanding of it.

The kiln has 10 chambers, each 16 feet wide by 43 feet long,

crowned by a half-circle arch, height, from floor to top of crown,

12 feet. The chambers are in one straight row, though the opera-

tion is continuous, chamber 1 being preheated by the hot gases

passing from kiln 10 through the return flue A. It was planned

to build a duplicate row of chambers parallel to this with a space

between the rows of 25 to 30 feet and return the fires from 10

across this space and down the second row to 1, in the regular

manner of continuous kiln operation.

The main gas Hue B, a steel cylinder lined with fire brick,

extends along tin- top of the kiln on one side wall and is con-

nected by a portable sheet iron hood to the transverse distribu-

ting Hues on the partition walls between the crowns of the cham-

bers Prom each distributing Hue small Hues extend down through

the partition walls of chambers to the cross Hues, in the partition
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walls below the floor line, that connect the draft flues of the

chamber behind to the bag walls of the chamber ahead. There

arc 14 of these cross connecting flues in a partition, each served

by a gas flue in the top.

The end gas flues are straight and controlled by separate

valves, but the other gas flues are branching, one valve control-

ing 4 outlets These valves have rods extending up above the

top of the kiln and are operated by means of wire ropes and

pulleys, on one end of each chamber at the peep hole over the top

of the bag wall, so that the burner regulates the supply of gas

while watching the lires where they first come in contact with

the ware.

The perforated floor Hues have outlets also to an arched

longitudinal flue, under the center of each chamber and extending

out of one end, with provision for connecting with the main draft

flue by means of a sheet iron breeching.

Tlic main diafi flue leads to a fan operated by an electric-

motor.

GAS PRODUCER.

The gas producer is a rectangular brick box or furnace, 7
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feet wide by 19 feet long, having in the top four circular open-

ings provided with cast iron bell hoppers for charging with coal.

There are no grates in the furnace and the ash outlets are covered

with sheet iron. There is a row of poke holes at the level of the

top of the fuel bed for the purpose of leveling the fuel bed after

charging and for breaking down the clinker when cleaning out.

For supplying steam to the producer there is a small vertical

boiler at the front end of the producer connected with 3 pipes

extending longitudinally through the hot-ash zone of the pro-

ducer, so that the steam is generated by the waste heat in the

ashes. These pipes, the center one 8" in diameter and the side

pipes 6", are connected at the back end of the producer. Under
the center pipe is a flue for the distribution of the air and steam.

This flue has brick side walls and the top covered with V-shaped

castings with opening under the pipe for the escape of air and

steam above as shown in drawings.

The gas generated in the producer passes out of the back

end into the soot chamber and thence into the vertical brick

flue to which is connected the main gas flue previously described.
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CLAY AND PRODUCTS.

The clay used at this plant is a coal-measure plastic No. 2

fire clay, 6 to 8 feet being mined. The exact geological forma-

tion has not been definitely determined but it is about 100' below

No. 6 coal. The coal vein above the clay is only a thin seam,
1

4
" to 3

/' thick, with no limestone above it.

This clay, or the central portion of it about 4 feet, is used

at this factory for the making of a high-grade impervious, wire-

cut face brick of a light buff, or yellowish white, color, at cone 2,

running to a bluish white when burned to a higher temperature

or held at a high temperature for a longer time. By mixture

with manganese, gray brick are also pioduced at this factory.

FUEL.

The fuel used, No. 6 coal, is mined on the property by con-

tract, from old workings left from operations 25 or 30 years ago,

when a large coal business was done. This means that we get

nothing but old pillars and stumps and coal near crop. We
have no means of screening the coal, hence, though we aim to

have the best of it selected for the producer, the miners get no

extra pay for this and often give us considerable slack and some

"bone" coal. The fireman picks out the "bone" coal and forks

out the slack as far as practicable.

LABOR.

The operation of the kiln requires, for each 12-hour shift.

a fireman for the gas producer and a burner to regulate the gas

and air and manage the burning. The men employed for this

during my management have been ordinary brickyard laborers

of average intelligence, with but only a few months' experience

in burning and in the operation of the gas producer. No expert

service was available, and I had too many other matters in hand

to give the kiln close attention.

CONTROLLING APPARATUS.

The kiln was equipped with draft gages, indicating and re-

cording, and electric pyrometers, both indicating and recording.

Draft and temperature charts were plotted in the little burners'

house on one side of the kiln where the instruments were located

in a ,<;lass covered case.
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There was no apparatus for analyzing the gas, nor for measur-

ing its temperature at the producer. No regular measurements

of settle were made.

I found that the burners were spending too much time in

their house watching the instruments and not enough time at the

kiln watching their fires. Moreover, I found the recording

pyrometer and recording draft gage unreliable, so I discon-

tinued their use. We continued the use of the inclined-tube,

indicating draft-gage and of the long-stem thermometer in the

watersmoking chambers. We also established a system of

regular measurements and recording of settle every two hours.

For this purpose I had cards made, that are tacked upon
a board extending down from the roof to about 5 feet above the

kiln. The measurement rod is a x " pipe with a straight-edge

iron tee welded on one end. The card is tacked on to the board

with the rod in the hole and the upper edge of the tee on a line

with the printed line marked "first measurement." At every

succeeding measurement a line is drawn across the top of the tee

with a pencil. The ruling is in eighths of an inch (see page 783).

DIFFICULTIES IN OPERATION.

Producer.—The difficulties arising in the operation of the

gas producer are due, first, to the poor and variable character

of the fuel, second, to the design of the producer itself and, third,

to the lack of definite knowledge of the best manner of operating

it as well as a lack of any means or apparatus as a guide in con-

trolling the performance of the producer and maintaining it at

its highest efficiency. Our only positive means of judging how-

well the producer is operating is by closely watching the burning

of the gas in the kiln and the progress of the heating and burning

of the ware When the gas is burning well and proper progress

is being made, nothing further is desired; hut when the kiln is

not heating properly and little or no progress is being made, the

question is what is the cause of the trouble. Here is where c\

perience and good judgment come into play. Action must be

prompt, since, if much time is lost on a kiln with producer i;;h as

fuel, no amounl of efforl thereafter can bring it up to the desired

results Every hour of delay or insufficient progress cools the
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chambers behind the fire, resulting in a lower temperature of air

for combustion and a lower combustion temperature. When this

cooling <>i ware behind has gone on to a eertain degree, the kiln

cannot he finished and nothing can he done but to move ahead

to the next chamber.

So far as the Inefficiency of the producer may be due to poor

coal, we are for the most part helpless. We specify that our

coal miners are to deliver the best of the coal to our producer,

but sometimes in the old workings the best is not very good, and

it is not to be expected that the men mining all coal at the same

rate per ton will be as careful as we desire in the selection. Our
burners throw out many lumps of slaty coal and try to keep out

most of the slack. They know that too much slack will choke

the producer and cut down its efficiency and increase the amount
of labor.

Sometimes, undoubtedly, trouble is attributed to the coal

when it is due to something else, possibly to the inefficiency of the

operator, yet it is agreed by those who have had experience with

gas producers that even for brick burning the best coal that is

practically available should be used. It is true that the pro-

ducer gas-fired continuous kiln makes possible the utilization of

low-grade fuels such as lignites and peats for higher temperatures

than are attainable with these fuels in direct firing, but those who
are induced by promoters of this kiln to think that any grade of

cheap fuel is practical for the gas producer are likely to be dis-

appointed.

My experience indicates that a bituminous coal high in

volatile matter is best for our use and the higher the temperature

required for slagging the ash the less trouble experienced in the

operation of the producer. Fine lump of uniform size is best;

run-of-mine coal of good quality is practical, but requires con-

siderable care in charging and leveling to prevent the formation

of holes, and in consequence the producer running too hot and
burning its own gas. I have not used any coal that did not

require the addition of water to the gasifying air to prevent the

slagging of the ash from cutting down the efficiency of the pro-

ducer. I am willing to admit also that the proper amount of

steam increases the thermal value of the gas, but I am not so sure
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that the quantity and distribution of the steam is so well regu-

lated in our producer as to appreciably increase the heat ob-

tained from the gas. But we know we cannot run our producer

without steam as we must have the water for keeping down the

temperature and preventing the ash from forming a molten slag

and choking the producer. Steam is a convenient means, even

in a suction producer, of drawing in the necessary air, and as the

steam is generated by the heat of the ashes, the water pipes serve

also to lower the temperature of the ashes.

The distribution of air and steam in this form of producer

is uneven, due to the steam being admitted at one end of a flue

having the slotted outlets varying in size from the obstructions

of ash and clinker. This has a tendency, together with the

unevennessin the size of the coal and in its distribution, to produce

holes in the fuel bed. These irregular conditions lessen the effi-

ciency of the producer.

The form and length of the producer being, with its four

charging hoppers, practically four producers in one, with the

gas from all passing out at the rear end, from the first three

over one or more of the other holes in one producer caused by

uneven operation or by the cleaning out of another, cause the

burning of the gas in the producer, resulting in poor gas and a

hot producer for sometime thereafter.

Just what should be the temperature of the gas leaving the

producer I do not know, as I have never made any investigations

of this. Vater says that it should be 850-900 F. If the pro-

ducer is run too cool there is apt to be a deposition of tar in the

tints, and if run too hot there will be trouble from soot caused

by the breaking up of the hydrocarbons. Our producer is not

capable of close regulation and is apt to run too hot.

The filling up of the soot chamber and the main gas flue

with soot require the cleaning and burning out of these frequently,

two or three times each round, and sometimes the outlets of the

jjas producers will nearly lill up with soot in a short time. The

trouble is first noticed in the kiln, the heating up not progressing

as it should; but this mighl be due to something else and an in-

vestigation and application of the remedy causes sonic dela)

All of these troubles with the gas producer can be over-
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conic, or at least combatted successfully, by knowing what to

do and doing it promptly. Experience, good judgment and

activity are the essential requirements. Sonic change in the

construction of the producer would overcome or lessen many
of these troubles.

Kiln. The difficulties in the operation of the kiln, outside

of those arising from the producer arc:

1. Choking tip of the soot chamber and main gas flue with

soot.

2. Choking of the small distributing gas lines with soot and tar.

3. Cracking of the walls of the gas Hues, causing leakage

of air into the lines or escape of gas into the kiln back of the ports.

4. Burning ahead too close—not enough chambers ahead

or not enough behind the fire. Ten chambers not enough.

5 Difficulty of getting a good burn of the first chamber in the

row, and a poor burn in one chamber always affects the next

chamber adversely.

6. Difficulty of getting a hard burn on the end having the

breeching connection to draft flue.

7. Interference with draft by suction from the chamber

being set.

8. The swelling or increase in size of the hard-burned brick.

9. Repairs.

Only a brief explanation of these difficulties need be made.

1. The formation of soot is to a great extent a necessary

evil. The greater the amount of volatile hydrocarbons and
moisture in the coal, the greater the amount of soot formed.

Undoubtedly also the maintenance of the proper temperature

in top of the producer affects the formation of soot, as also does

the height of the fuel bed. I have no definite data on this to

present now. The burning out of the soot in our kiln causes

considerable delay, the loss of one-half to one day every round.

Moreover, with the imperfect arrangements for this, it can some-

times be done only by also drawing considerable heat from the

chambers being burned.

2. The small flues that distribute the gas from the cross

flues down to the 14 air flues are well adapted in this kiln to be

choked with soot and tar. Only two of these flues are straight,
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one at each end of the chamber. The branching flues have hori-

zontal parts where soot and tar can lodge. One valve for four

flues would not, in any case, give uniform distribution; however,

so long as the flues are all open and clean, the burning goes on

satisfactorily; but when one or more of them get choked up,

part of the kiln is falling behind and the burning cannot be fin-

ished unless the obstruction can be removed.

Sometimes these flues can be burned out so as to work prop-

erly again in an hour or less, and sometimes the obstruction

either is not removed by the burning or soon fills up again, espe-

cially if the chambers behind have cooled so as not to sufficientlv

heat the air for combustion.

3. It was learned many years ago by the Germans that the

placing of the gas flues between the crowns or in the partition

walls gave trouble from the cracking of these flues due to expan-

sion and contraction, and the plan was abandoned. This is not

a very serious trouble with us, but is one thing to be looked after

and is sometimes quite an annoyance.

4. Any one who has given much attention to continuous

kilns knows that 10 chambers is not enough for satisfactory oper-

ation in burning brick to cone 2 to 4. In cool weather, when
everything is running steadily, we get along very well as follows:

four chambers behind the fire for heating air for combustion,

one chamber under fire, two chambers preheating ahead of the

fire, one chamber watersmoking, one being set, and one being

emptied. But an extra holiday or anything causing a day's

delay in setting, such as a break in manufacturing or, as fre-

quently occurs in warm weather, a chamber too hot to empty
at the right time, necessitates the holding back of the burning,

the cooling of the air for combustion and underburned brick.

We aim to complete the burning of a chamber within 48

hours after putting the gas on it. If it runs much over 48 hours

we cauuot make any further progress with it and must move
ahead. Forty-eight hours, however, is generally ample time for

burning, as well as lor setting and emptying a chamber. There

should he at least u chambers, so that there could always he a

chamber open for cooling ahead of the one being emptied and

two chambers watersmoking.

5. A kiln with a single row of chambers, or what is called
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a semi-continuous kiln, is nunc difficult (<> bum than the full

continuous kiln, since the conditions arc different in the burning

of every chamber, except three or four beyond the center, and

systematic operation is practically impossible. In coming back

to chamber i, especially, the utmost (.-are must be exercised in

order to get even a fair burn, and sometimes we are obliged to

give the kiln up hall-burned and pass on, finishing the burning

next round. When we start gas in the other chambers, the brick

are incandescent all through the to]) and center and nearly through

the bottom; but when 10 is burned and we are ready to start 1,

the kiln only shows slight incandescence on the heads, just enough

heat to start the burning of the gas. Therefore, often before this

kiln can be burned, the air behind becomes too cool and further

progress is stopped.

6. A periodical kiln having the draft connection at one

end will burn harder at that end than at the other. But our

Voungren kiln always has some soft brick at the end of the cham-

ber having this draft connection. Of course the draft is not

connected at this end during the firing, and the draft can have

nothing to do with it. The only way that I can explain this re-

sult is that the opening through this end of the chamber, covered

on the outside with an iron plate, conducts away so much heat

to the atmosphere as to prevent this end from attaining as high

a temperature as the other end. We know that this iron cover

becomes very hot, so hot that if we were to cover it with sand

it would warp the casting. The opening, 3 ft. square, is too

large to cover with a fireclay slab. We have thought of making a

reinforced clay cover. Such a cover would be heavy, but could

be lifted with chain blocks.

7. The maintenance of the proper draft at all times is an

important factor of successful results in continuous kiln burn-

ing. If there is leakage from the chamber being set into the

chamber behind it, the draft will be short-circuited to some ex-

tent and interfere with the proper operation of the kiln. This

will happen if the paper damper is not tight or if there are cracks

in the brickwork. This would not bother us so much if we had

more chambers in the kiln.

S. It has often been observed that when brick are burned

hard on the top of a continuous kiln, whether gas-fired or coal-fired,
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they enlarge in size, while brick from the same clay burned in a

periodical kiln will not have this defect. This may not be the

case with all clays. This swelling or enlarging is generally at-

tributed to the generation of sulphurous gases, not, in my opinion,

so much from the sulphur in the coal as from sulphur in the clay,

since where this phenomenon has been most marked, in my ob-

servation, the clay has contained considerable sulphur. But
why is it that this defect is not produced in periodical kilns?

It might be explained that in a continuous kiln where the sulphur

gases from the fuel and from the clay pass from one chamber

into another the ware must be subject to an atmosphere having

a higher content of sulphur than in a periodical kiln, and though

the brick may not have absorbed sulphur, yet the volatilization

of the sulphur compounds in the clay would be delayed in such an

atmosphere. We know that a portion of the sulphur is not driven

off until a high temperature is reached and that this enlargement

of the bricks does not take place until the last hours of the firing.

In a continuous kiln, undoubtedly the conditions would favor a

retarding of this action. A strong draft on the kiln seems to re-

lieve this trouble.

(). Kiln repairs are generally a considerable item of expense

at any brick plant where high temperatures are employed. The

repairs on the Youngren kiln are little more than on any one-

side firing, compartment kiln. Any one who has operated such a

kiln at high temperatures knows that the partition wall and crown

on the side of the chamber that is fired becomes much hotter

than the other side and gradually pull toward the fire. The arch,

coming down, pushes the other side up or over until finally the

crown, or a portion of it, falls into the kiln or becomes so dan-

gerous that it must be removed and rebuilt. Since 1 have been

in charge of this plant, I have been obliged to rebuild the crown

of every chamber an expense of over four thousand dollars. It

should be said that this was done about three years after the kiln

was built. The cost of doing this is greater with the Youngren

than other kilns, since the transverse .^as Hue between the crowns

must also come down and Ik- rebuilt. Beyond this the repairs

on the Youngren kiln are no greater than on any other one-side

firing, continuous, compartmenl kiln, except the repairs to gas

producer. The repairs to gas producer should be a small item.
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With us the use of water in the boiler that is somewhat dirty at

times forms a sediment is the pipes that burns them out. This

is an expense of about $25.00 a year. The bottoms of the bell

hoppers also burn out from improper operation of the producer.

This is an expense of about $10.00 a year.

Repairs on a continuous kiln are more expensive than the

actual cost shows, since the making of these repairs sometimes

shuts down the whole plant.

CONCLUSIONS.

It may be interesting after having said so much to give my
opinion of the gas-fired continuous kiln.

1

.

This type of kiln is the best that I have ever used for the

burning of face brick (not Hashed). It is an unnecessarily ex-

pensive kiln for the burning of cheaper wares, such as common
brick, drain tile, paving brick, etc., though if used for such prod-

ucts the annular form should be adopted, instead of the compart-

ment form. The form in any case should be modified to suit the

products to be burned and other local conditions and could thus

be adopted to various wares, such as roofing tiles, fire brick

and, perhaps, some glazed goods.

The saving in fuel is not an important matter with us as

compared with saving in labor and better results, since our coal

costs us a little less than a dollar a ton in our hoppers. The coal

delivered to our producer as well as to our periodical kilns and

boilers is all weighed. Our Youngren kiln requires about one-

half as much coal per 1000 brick burned as our round and rect-

angular downdraft kilns.

2. I have not seen the Youngren patent specifications and

do not know what claims were allowed. I suppose that this

special feature is the method of distributing the gas and control-

ling it. Similar methods have been employed in Germany, but

not the same in every detail. For kilns with very long chambers

some such method seems necessary, but the German method of

underground distribution is, I believe, better in most cases. Gas

Hues on top of the kiln and in the partition walls are objectionable.

I do not know that the gas producer on this kiln was de-

signed by Youngren. In any case it can be improved, and I be-

lieve that there are better producers on the market.



NOTE ON THE DISSOCIATION OF CALCIUM HYDRATE.

By R. K. Hursh.

INTRODUCTION.

The present study, which was intended to be of a techno-

logical rather than of physical-chemical nature, was undertaken

with the purpose of learning more regarding the properties and

behavior of the compound Ca(OH)
2

. The work has a practical

bearing in demonstrating the value of methods of thermal study

upon problems dealing with the dehydration of limes, cements

and plasters.

A number of values have been given for the dissociation

temperature of calcium hydrate. Herzfeld 1 says that dissocia-

tion evidently begins at 470 to 500 C. He gives the thermal

effect of slaking CaO as 1 .51 cals. per gram of Ca(OH)., and the

maximum temperature of formation as 468 °. H. Rose 2 found

that pure calcium hydrate lost nothing at ioo° C, absorbed C0
2

at 200 and 300°, and began to lose H,0 at about 400 C.

Le Chatelier' gives a vapor tension of 100 mm. at 350 C,

and 760 mm. at 450 C.

Tichborne 4 found the precipitate from a heated solution of

lime water to show a loss on blasting that corresponded to the

formula ^CaO^H.O. Others using similar methods failed to

find such a hydrate.

Dr. Johnston,' whose work is taken up further on, found

the dissociation pressure' of Ca(OH)
2
to reach 760 mm. at 547 C.

METHODS AVAILABLE.

There are several methods of studying the dissociation of

hydrates, such as the making use of heating curves, the deter

mination of the aqueous pressure in direct or differential tensim-

eters, and the method depending upon the determination of

the loss of weighl at different temperatures

Handbuch del anora Chem . C. Dammer
Pom Ann du Ptaj lik u. Chem., LXXXVI, 103

Handbuch det anora Chem . 22, Gmelin Kr.mt
1 Chemical News, XXIV, L99

Ztachr I'livs Chem , LXII. 330
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HEATING CURVE METHOD
A portion of the substance is placed in ;i furnace with a

thermocouple touching it and another mar it. The furnace is

heated, and the temperatures of the furnace and substance are

noted. At the point where dissociation takes place, a lag may be

noted in the heating curve due to the endothermic reaction, i. <.,

tin' absorption of heat due to the expulsion of water. It is fre

quently difficult and sometimes impossible to determine the point

by this means, owing to the small amount of heat required for

tlu- reaction of the slow rate of dissociation. Distinction may
be made between mechanically held or dissolved water and chem-

ically combined water, In the case of chemical water, the lag

will occur abruptly at the temperature of dissociation. Mechan-

ical or dissolved water will pass off gradually over a range of tem-

perature, and the lag due to these is gradual, showing no abrupt

break at a definite temperature.

In the use of heating curves, close regulation of the tempera-

ture is very necessary to get reliable results. There should be

no fluctuations in the heating of the furnace. Three general

methods may be followed in the heating:

Indiscriminate, in which no attention is given to the rate of

the furnace curve, and only the lags in the heating curve of the

substance are given attention.

Constant rate, in which the temperature of the furnace is

raised at a uniform rate.

Constant difference, in which a uniform difference between

furnace temperature and that of the material is maintained.

This method is the best, although the most difficult one of the

three. The constant rate method gives good points, but the lag

will, in most cases, be sloped instead of horizontal.

AQUEOUS PRESSURES METHOD.
Van Bemmelen, in studying the dehydration of the silicic

acid gel, placed his samples in desiccators containing various

concentrations of H
2
SOr Constant temperature was maintained,

and the samples were kept in the desiccators for sufficient time

to reach equilibrium under the various vapor tensions. By
plotting the loss of weight curve for the several concentrations

of H.,S()
4
or the corresponding vapor pressures, he was able to
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determine the inversion points and the degrees of hydration in

each case. The same method has been applied by Prof. A. V.

Bleininger'"' in studying the moisture in clays.

Dr. John Johnston 7 studied the dissociation pressures of

several metal hydroxides and carbonates, using two experimental

methods. The first was applied for hydroxides alone and is sim-

ilar to one used by Brill. A small crucible containing a weighed

portion (about i . 5 mg.) of the substance was suspended in a small

electric furnace through which a current of air free from CO, and

of definite vapor pressure was passed. The air was freed from

CO, by passing through NaOH, then saturated with moisture by

bubbling through a Liebig potash bulb, containing water, and

TfrMAf^.^M C/E'^F. SOC. 1^>/LX/K /=-/&/. /-/C/^S,V
/&&

x -Z <?^f ytyie/^/?/- K y
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was heated before passing t<> the furnace to prevent any conden-

sation. The temperature of the water in the Uebig bulb was

regulated by immersing it in a water hath. The furnace was

held at constant temperature, and the vapor tension maintained

at a definite value for to minutes by regulation of the water

bath temperature. The crucible was then removed from the

furnace and weighed on a very fine balance. Conditions of tem-

perature and vapor pressure were so regulated that the substance

maintained constant weight or gained slightly during the period,

and these values were taken as the corresponding temperature

and dissociation pressure of the material. The residts of this

method for Ca(OII)., are shown in Fig. i.

This method was found to be too slow and to frequently

give inconsistent results. It was impossible to prevent the ab-

sorption of some C0 2
while removing the crucible from the fur-

nace for weighing.

STATIC METHOD.

Dr. Johnston then resorted to the "static method," in which

the dissociation pressures are measured directly. A diagram of

the apparatus is shown in Fig. 2. A platinum tube, P, about 5

cm. long and 4 mm. inside diameter, contained the substance.

This tube was placed in a small electric furnace with a thermo-

couple for determining the temperatures. A piece of glass tube,

C , was fused to P and to one arm of a U tube which was connected

to the barometer. On each arm of the U tube was a bulb, L,

bent to the side and holding enough mercury to fill the U-tube

to a depth of about 3 cm. To prevent condensation of the vapor

from P, the U-tube and C were enclosed by a glass steam jacket.

With the mercury in bulb L, the apparatus was exhausted

through A by means of a mercury pump. Cock A was then closed,

and the mercury run from L into the U-tube by tilting the ap-

paratus. Heating was begun, and at the first indication of pres-

sure in P, the mercury in the two arms of the U-tube was brought

to the same level by admitting some air at B and adjusting by
means of the leveling tube R.

In his work with calcium hydroxide, Dr. Johnston slaked

pure CaO and absorbed the excess water in a desiccator. An-

other portion was made by allowing the CaO to absorb moisture
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slowly until the composition was about CaO o.8H
2
0. In using-

this substance, it was found necessary to heat it slightly during

exhaustion of the apparatus since pressures of several cm. ap-

peared between 2OO and 300 which again disappeared in part

011 further heating. These abnormal pressures were supposedly

due to loosely combined or absorbed moisture, and upon their

appearance the test was stopped and the apparatus again ex-

hausted. Only such pressures were taken as appeared at definite

temperatures on heating and again disappeared on cooling. The

abnormal pressures" disappeared only partly on cooling. In
der these conditions, it was found advisable to use a mixture of

( 1

1

1 and the hydroxide, although this did not entirely eliminate
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the trouble, which was noted with all of the hydroxides studied

The results of the work on Ca(OH) a
by this method arc shown in

Pig 3. By the curve, it is seen that the dissociation pressure

r/CM/VS. ^}A*. C^/t". SOC. W£ . ^C/k'

\4<?<?

O /OO ,eoo 300 4<70 soo 600 700 000

reaches 760 mm. at a temperature of 547 ° C. Hence this is

taken as the dissociation temperature of the substance under

atmospheric pressure.

In studying zeolites Friedel 8 heated them at successively

higher temperatures in a current of air of approximately constant

vapor pressure. This method was adopted by Allen and Clement

in their study of tremolite, using dry instead of moist air. A
crucible containing the material was placed in an electric fur-

nace, through which a current of air, dried by concentrated

H,SOj, was passed. After heating for some time at a definite

temperature, the crucible was quickly removed to a desiccator,

cooled and weighed. Heating was continued at each tempera-

ture until practically constant weight was obtained. In one

case, the experiment was repeated with moist air to determine

the effect upon the results obtained by using dry air.

EXPERIMENTAL WORK.

This method was adopted for the present work. The hy-

drate was prepared by calcining pure CaCO
:i

at 1050 C. and

slaking the oxide with a slight excess of water. A portion of

the hydrate was placed in a platinum crucible and heated in an

B Ztschr. phys. Chem., XXVI, p. 323.
!

' Am. Jour. Sci., Vol. XXVI, Xo. 152.
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electric furnace in a bath of dry air, free from CO,, at successive

temperatures from 200 to 750 C. at 50 intervals. At 30-min-

ute intervals, the crucible was removed from the furnace and cooled

in a desiccator over concentrated H,S0
4

. The heating was con-

tinued at each temperature until constant weight was reached.

It was impossible to prevent the absorption of some CO, during

the transfer of the hot crucible from the furnace to the desiccator.

The first loss of weight was noted at 400 C. Continued heating

at this temperature gave a total loss of weight of 77 per cent, of

the water present above 200 ° C. At 650 ° another loss of weight

took place amounting to 22 per cent. A second trial was made
with io° intervals from 350 to 400 ° C, and the first loss was

found to take place at 380 C.

To prevent the absorption of CO, by the sample, a method
of weighing within the furnace was adopted. A platinum cru-

cible was suspended in the furnace by a fine platinum wire from

one pan of a balance that was carefully protected from unequal

heating from the furnace. A thermocouple was placed with the

junction just under the middle of the crucible. A current of

air, free from C0
2
and dried by CaCl, and P,0-, was circulated

through the furnace. A weighed portion of the hydrate was

placed in the crucible and dried at 25 ° C. The temperature was

then raised gradually until a loss of weight began at 375 ° C.

It was somewhat surprising that there was no loss of weight be-

A>
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tweexi 25 and 375 as some mechanically held water mighl be

expected. After constant weight was reached at 37.S , the

heating was continued beyond the point noted by Johnston.

The second loss of weight took place at 58a? C. The loss of weight

curves for several trials are shown in Fig. 4.

To determine whether the presence of moisture in the fur-

nace would have any effect upon the results, the air current was

saturated at o° to i° C. before passing through the furnace,

giving a vapor pressure of about 5 mm. The loss of weight was

found to occur at the same points as before but to proceed at a

slower rate. The quantitative results differ somewhat, due

possibly to the longer time required in the latter trial. The re-

sult of the trial is shown in Fig. 5.

r/T/iA's -4*r cs/?• soc i/o^sr/v /=/<? ^ /st/*?st*

,

r 36SS%

1

£0£ %

5

^ ^ //.46%

40Cr S00 60O

The results of these experiments indicate the existence of

two hydrates of CaO, the CaO.H
2

dissociating at 375 ° C, leav-

ing a lower hydrate which dissociates at 580 C, leaving CaO.

That the loss of weight at each point is due to the dissociation

of a chemical compound is shown by the shape of the curves.

The break is abrupt with no gradual slope preceding it. If me-

chanical or dissolved water were being driven off, there would

be a gradual loss of weight with increasing temperature.

SUMMARY.

Various temperatures are given for the dissociation of Ca(OH)
2

ranging from 450 by Le Chatelier to 547 ° C. by Johnston.
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Using the 'loss of weight" method, two dissociation points

are found. The hydrate, Ca(OH)
2 , dissociates at 375 °, forming

a lower hydrate that loses its H,0 at 580 C.

No mechanical water was driven off above 25 ° C.

In conclusion, the writer wishes to express his indebtedness

to Professor A. A'. Bleininger for many valued suggestions in this

work.



OIL AS A FUEL IN BURNING CERAMIC WARES.

By Joseph K. Moore.

INTRODUCTION.

One of the most important factors in connection with the

use of oil as a fuel in the ceramic industry is the source of supply.

It is imperative in making a recommendation for the purchase

of oil-burning apparatus to know not only that oil will burn the

ware successfully, but that the price at which this oil can be ob-

tained at the factory will not fluctuate over an area sufficient to

wipe out any saving which an oil installation may make. It

has been the experience of many firms that after the introduc-

tion of oil the price has been raised and the profit which was

shown by their experiments was taken up by the increase in the

market value of the new fuel.

Our first problem then was to find out how long a contract

we could make, and what price per barrel we would be forced

to pay for oil. After investigation, we found that it was possi-

ble to obtain a five-year contract at a price of 77 cents per barrel,

delivered at the factory; hence, we had two known factors on

which to figure our investment, the cost of oil and the period of

time it was obtainable at this price. The next problems which

presented themselves were: what type of burner to use, and how
to obtain a successful salt glaze on our clay by the use of oil.

Other plants were using oil successfully, but the specific clay

on which the subsequent experiments were made was difficult

to glaze, and at the time the plant was first started, considerable

difficulty had been experienced in procuring a coal which would

glaze this ware in a satisfactory manner. It was found that by
the use of some coals a very dull and unattractive glaze was pro-

cured, while with others a brilliant and heavy glaze was the

result of firing. It was considered that sulphur was the agent

destroying the glaze in this case. After numerous tests, however,

a coal suitable to the clay was obtained, and the best results fol-

lowed when lump coal was used early in the burn and lump and
steam coal mixed when the heat reached 500 °. The price of this

coal was S4 . 80 for the lump and S3 . 7 1 for the steam ; and though
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comparatively high, it was thought necessary since a coal with

practically no sulphur was considered highly imperative.

EXPERIMENT I.

The Burner.—The first burner selected was the simplest

that could be well imagined, and was constructed as per Fig. i.

r/&WS. s4M. C£/?-50C iso/. jc/y

rs4/r- ^/G. /.

/ "F>/pe

O//

This burner had been formerly used on the plant for burning

partition tile, where glazing was not necessary, and it was decided

to try this type first.

The Burn.—Kiln A was chosen for the test, as it was one of

the smallest on the plant. This kiln was set entirely with straight

pipe, in order that the loss would be at a minimum in case the

burn was unsuccessful. Trial pieces were placed near the wicket,

about 2

,:s
and l

/a o1 the distance from the bottom of the kiln.

By the side of the test pieces were placed pyrometric cones, as

is the usual custom in burning at this plant. The time-tempera-

ture curve was controlled by readings taken on a Le Chatelier

pyrometer, placed in the wicket midway between the top and

bottom of the kiln. The same burning schedule was followed

as nearly as possible with the oil test as with the customary coal

firing. There was no attempt made to get reducing conditions

during the salting period, and six saltings were made at as fre-

quent intervals as good practice would permit. The conditions

under which Experiment I was made wire not satisfactory, as

the weather was rainy, which caused considerable difficulty,
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due to the water getting is with the oil, thus causing the burners

(o go out intermit leutly.

Tin- result of tlif first bum was as follows:

Numbs 1 pipe 69 . 51 »'
1

Number 2 pipe 1.^ .
i.s'

,

Loss 17-32'

<

Glaze. The glaze of this burn was much lighter than that

procured by the use of coal; also, the glaze seemed to be thinner.

From the standpoint of burning, this test was unsatisfactory,

the percentages being very low; and the results, aside from the

matter of cost, gave us very little encouragement. The fact of

the burners giving out during the early stages of the burn de-

veloped a problem which had to be overcome, and it was found

that by building a combustion chamber around the front of the

burner and heating these brick to incandescence, the fires could

be kept lit more continuously. We further found by studying

the ware that the glaze could be improved to some extent by

alternating oxidizing and reducing conditions during the glazing

period. The construction of the combustion chamber is shown

in Fisr. 2.

^/^Ast?/^ ca*>&(/sr/a// ch*a*b£/?
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Fuel Costs.—The average cost of fuel for burning this kiln

with coal, including the cost of hauling the coal to the kilns and

carting away the ashes, was found to be S48.30.

Total oil used in Experiment I, 2,470 gal.

Cost <'f oil at 77 cents per bbl S 45.27

Unloading, pumping and air, estimated 1 .00

S 46.27 S48.30

46.27

Saving effected by use of oil $ 2 .03

Labor Costs.

—

Coal system: head burner, per year S1440.00

5'/2
men 365 days at S2.75 5520.63

Total S6960 . 63

Oil system: head burner, per year S1440.00

2 men 365 days at S2.75 2007.50

Total S3447 . 50

Coal system per year $6960.63

Oil system per year 3447 . 50

Difference per year S.35 1 3 . 13

ANOTHER TYPE OF BURNER.

After making Experiment I, although it was unsuccessful

from a standpoint of the quality of the ware, we decided to in-

vestigate further and make several burns. At this time a com-

pany selling patented burners offered to equip one kiln for 30

days with their burners. For this reason it was decided to

abandon tin' use of the firsl type of burner temporarily and avail

ourselves of this company's offer. This burner will be referred

lo as burner 2." Instead of using air tor an atomizing agent,

as in the rase of Experiment I, steam was tised in this burner.

Phis burner belongs to the inside mixer class, which work on the

principle that the steam and oil come in contact and the oil is

atomized inside the burner itself. The mixer issues from the

burnei tip read) for combustion at once.
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Our experiments showed that after the burners had been

mi some time, and the kiln had reached about a red heat, no

trouble was noticed from carbonizing, but this difficulty was ex-

perienced in the early stages of the burn, where it was necessary

to keep a very low lire, hence, we were again compelled to re-

sort to the use of a combustion chamber. Also, we found that

we were more successful in atomizing with air at the lower, or

watersmoking temperatures, than with the steam, but that

after the temperature was raised, steam seemed to be the most

efficient agent for atomization. After the first burn with burner

2, we cut in the air line on the early stages of the burn, and after

the lire boxes warmed up turned on the steam.

EXPERIMENT II.

The Burn.—This experiment was conducted in the same

manner as Experiment I, with the exception that the burner 2

and a somewhat larger kiln were used. Sceam was used as the

atomizing agent. As above mentioned, it was found that the

steam did not work well in the early stage of the burn.

The percentages of this burn were as follows:

Number 1 88 . 64%
Number 2 3-33%
Loss 8.03%

Cost per burn $54 . 75
Unloading, pumping, steam, air 2 .00

$56.75

Glaze.—The glaze on the ware showed an improvement over

that of Experiment I, but it was still much inferior to that pro-

duced with coal.

FURTHER EXPERIMENTS.

Two more kilns were burned with burner 2. The average

results and percentages were

:

Number 1 92 .03%
Number 2 3 . 39%
Loss 4 .58';

The average cost of burning the kiln used in Experiment II
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and remaining experiments with coal, taking into consideration

hauling the coal to the kiln and removing resulting ashes, was

S76 .15. Average oil used on kiln 8 for the last three experiments,

2,894 gallons.

Cost of same at 77 cents per bbl S53 .05

Unloading, pumping, steam, air 2 .00

$55.05

Saving effected by use of oil, S21 . 10.

Comparing burner 2 with our old burners, we secured the

following

:

Cost of oil, kiln 6, burn 221 46 . 27

Cost of coal, kiln 6, average 51-47

Saving 5 . 20

Saving, per cent 10 . 10%

Cost of oil, kiln 8, average of 3 burns 55 .05

Cost of coal, kiln 8, average 76. 15

Saving 21.10

Saving, per cent 27 . 70%
Increased saving with burner 2 17 .60%

Glaze.—It was found that on the final experiments the

glaze developed by alternating oxidizing and reducing conditions

during the salting was of a waxy dark brown color, and not bril-

liant and glassy like that obtained by coal firing. The glaze

seemed thicker than the coal glaze, and changed in character.

DESIGN OF BURNER EQUIPMENT AND COST.

The next problem was the cost of installation for a plant

equipped with burner 2, as these showed a higher efficiency than

the old type of burner. Fig. 3 shows a diagram of a plant with

the piping and oil arrangement. Burner is used on Estimate 1.

Estimate 2 is for old type of burner. The estimate includes

three oil heaters and oil pumping outfit complete with individual

oil meters for each kiln.

Oil Pumping Set. This set consists of two 5
1

, X 3% X 5

Knowles duplex, brass fitted, steam pumps, mounted on cast

iron trays, with heater and fitted with babbit rings in nil end

1 no fibrous packing required). This set is piped complete ready
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/="/<?. 3

O/t-

/=~<?e/e>cyz//?e \

for operation, using Lunkenheimer regrinding valves and Kewanee
unions throughout, and so arranged that either pump may be

removed for repairs without interfering with the operation of

the other. The set is equipped with the following accessories:

\" Witt pump governor; 1 pint Detroit sight feed lubricator;

30 gallon air chamber; 2" S. & P. self-cleaning oil strainer; ther-

mometer; 5" pressure gauge; and \
l/2 " American relief valve.

The entire set is painted with black machinery paint and all

brass parts polished. The oil heater furnished with this set is

of the double pipe forced circulation type with connection in

bottom for removing the water from the oil. This set is to be

mounted on a concrete base.

Auxiliary Oil Heaters.—Three auxiliary oil heaters will be

installed as shown in sketch, one for each group of four kilns.

These heaters are to be of the same type as the heater furnished

with the oil-pumping set but of a smaller size, and will be equipped

with thermometers, pressure gauges, and 15 gallon air chambers

to facilitate the removal of air and gas from the oil lines. Each
heater is to be equipped with 1" S. & P. self-cleaning oil strainer.

These are so arranged that the strainer may be cleaned without
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interrupting the flow of oil to the burner lines. Means are also

provided for removing any water which may be in the oil.

Oil Meters.—The oil meters in the estimate are i2 5
/ 8

". 3
/ 4

"

Enarc oil meters, one for each kiln, each meter to be arranged with

1" main and by-pass valves and unions to facilitate their removal

for inspection or repairs.

ESTIMATE 1.

Pipe 275'-iV/
i25o'-iV4

"

1 250-1"

90o'- l

/2
"

Ells 45°

94-i'A"

94-i"

Ells 90°

5-i'A"

636-V2"
Tees 106- 1

'A X 1 'A X V 3
.

106-1 X 1 X '

Reducers 94-1 '/4
— '/>"

94-i-'A"
Valves 6-i'A globe. . . .

12-1% globe. . . .

212—*/j globe

1 2- 1" globe

Heaters 3

Labor

Oil meters 12. .

.

Pumping outfit

Burners '14

<§

(8

(S

@

(3

@

<§

(«

(8

(§

(§

(5

(H

<S

(8

<S

(§

(§

7 -3o

6. 10

4 -50

2 .60

o. 11

0.06

0.085

0.025

O. 22

O.I2

O.I2

O.I2

I.50

I . IO

o-43

0.80

70.00

30.00

ESTIMATE 2.

1 )ld type burners 9 1

( uIh t items as above

Total

S 20.08

7625
56.25

23 -40

I0.34

5 64

o-43

15.90

23-32

12.72

11.28

11 .28

9.00

1 3 20

91 . 16

9.60

210.00

2 50. CO

1 10.00

420.00

2820.00

$4199.85

&1567 85

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS.

First. Burner 2 showed 17 <> per cent, more efficiency than

the old type of burners, but the old burners were nol operated

under the mos! Favorable conditions,
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Second. It was determined to repeat experiments with ili«-

old type <>i burner under favorable conditions.

Third. It was found possible to glaze ware successfully

l>v means of oil as a fuel.

Fourth. Oil-burning on this specific plant was found to

possess the following advantages:

A. There is no cleaning of fires, no handling of fuel, no re-

moval of ashes, no soot and dust.

B. It was found possible to reduce the number of men in

the ratio of seven to two.

C. Oil could be stored in 50 per cent, of the space required

for coal and 10 per cent, of the space required for cord wood of

equal heating value, based on the following equality tables of

western fuels.

EQUALITY OF FUELS.

oil per bbl. at Wood per cord at Coal per ton at

So . So equals $2 .00 and $2.80

0.85 2.15 3.OO

0.90 2-25 3-15

095 2.36 3-32

1 mi 2.50 3-50

3
1

/, bbls. oil equals 1 ton coal; 2
l

/2
bbls. oil equals 1 eofd wood.

FUEL OIL.

Car. Bbls. Gals. Wt. in Lbs. Heat Units B T. U.

1 238

1

IO, OOO

42

I

79, OOO

331-8

79

I, 461, 500,000

6, 138,300

146, 150

APPROXIMATE HEAT UNITS (B. T.U.) PER POUND.

Oil. Wood Coal.

18, 500 5, OOO I 2 , OOO

D. The ease and quickness of oil-firing over that of coal

and wood showed a possibility of a more even control of tempera-

tures, as shown on our burning curves.

E. Due to a more equal control of heat in each fire box,

there seemed to be no localization of intense heat at one spot.
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F. The percentages seemed to increase with the knowledge

of manipulation of the burners.

G. Due to the easy control of the burners, it was noted

that oxidizing and reducing conditions in the fires could be pro-

duced at will, and change from one to the other could be obtained

in shorter intervals than with coal.

H. It was further decided before any installation was

made to experiment with other types of burners. These experi-

ments we hope to report in a future paper.

In conclusion, the writer wishes to acknowledge and thank

Mr. Raymond R. Smith for valuable work in conjunction with

these experiments, and also the Western Clay Co., through their

manager, Mr. Blain R. Smith, for the opportunity to do this work.

DISCUSSION WRITTEN AFTER READING THE PAPER.

Prof. Staley: The last conclusion is certainly a wise one.

The principals underlying the proper construction of a good fuel

oil burner to give any desired style of flame are so simple and the

basic patents covering these principles have expired so long ago

that there is little need to pay a large price for burners. This

paper was submitted to the editor so late (July the ist) that

there was no time to secure or prepare adequate discussion.

In a later volume I shall describe several types of home-made

oil and gas burners and hope others with experience in this line

will do the same.



NOTE ON THE RELATION BETWEEN PREHEATING TEM-
PERATURE AND VOLUME SHRINKAGE.

By R. K. Hursh.

INTRODUCTION.

An extended study of the effect of preliminary heat treat-

ment upon days within a practical temperature range has been

made by Professor Bleininger. 1 Especial attention was given to

the effect upon the volume shrinkage. A decided change in the

properties of most of the clays was noted at temperatures of 200

to 300° C. They became more or less granular and decreased

markedly in plasticity. There was a material decrease in the

volume shrinkage and an increase in the amount of pore water.

In a few cases, this change occurred at somewhat higher tempera-

tures. One fine-grained, highly plastic clay, similar in behavior

to bentonite, showed a considerable change in physical proper-

ties at 250 ; but treatment at temperatures up to 400 ° failed to

reduce the shrinkage to working limits.

Professor Orton, 2 in studying some tertiary clays which gave

trouble in drying, found ordinary preheating temperatures to

be ineffective. When the temperature was raised to 450°-5io°

C. the plasticity and shrinkage were reduced sufficiently to make
the clay workable. Under the conditions of the tests the period

of safe treatment at these temperatures was closely limited since

the clays lost their plasticity entirely when kept a little too

long in the dryer. As some time is required for heat to penetrate

the clay it is possible that the temperature may have reached

a higher point in the longer treatments than was indicated by
the thermo-couple. The test, however, represents the prac-

tical conditions in a rotary dryer.

EXPERIMENTAL WORK.

The present work was undertaken with the purpose of se-

curing some further data upon the effect of the higher tempera-

tures of preheating upon the physical properties of clays as in-

dicated by changes in volume shrinkage. Four clays were used:

1 Hull. No. ". Bureau of Standards.
-' Trans. A. C S., Vol. XIII. p. 765.
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Xo 1. A. plastic, somewhat sandy surface clay from Drbana,

Illinois.

No. 2. A plastic, red-burning shale from Danville, 111.

No. 3. A plastic, Xo. 2 fire clay, having a high drying

shrinkage, from St. Louis, Mo.

Xo. 4. A tine grained, weathered shale from Saskatchewan

similar in character to the clays studied by Professor Orton.

It became very sticky in the plastic state and cracked to pieces

under any conditions of drying. It is of interest to note that the

addition of 1 per cent, of NaCl greatly improved the working

properties and reduced the drying shrinkage nearly one-half.

It would be possible by this treatment to make commercial use

of the material.

The clays were heated at temperatures 50 ° apart from 250

to 650 ° C. for three hours, from 1 to 2 hours being required to

reach the temperature. They were then ground to pass 20 mesh

and made up into small briquets. These were weighed and the

volumes measured, dried in air and at 110 in an oven, weighed,

immersed in coal oil for several hours and the dry volumes meas-

ured. Care was taken to get about the same consistency in the

samples when making up the briquets. The shrinkage curves

are shown in Fig. 1 and the moisture content in Fig. 2.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS.

The surface clay, No. 1, changed in color from yellow to

brown at 250 and to a light salmon-red at 400 . The plasticity

was considerably decreased at 250 , was very low at 400 , the

briquets being very friable, and was entirely gone at 450 °. The
color changes seem to correspond closely to the changes in vol-

ume shrinkage. Above 300 the shrinkage decreased rapidly to

400 °, beyond which the heat treatment had little effect.

The shale, No. 2, changed from gray to brown at 350 and to

red at 400 . The plasticity was considerably decreased at 200
,

but decreased gradually from 200 to 6oo°. At 650 no plasticity

remained, and the briquets were too fragile to handle. The shrink-

age decreases very little from 200 ° to 550 ° but drops considera-

bly at 600 °.

The fire clay, Xo. 3, decreased in plasticity gradually up to
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400 °, but at 450 ° it became buff in color and was practically

non-plastic. The effect of the heat treatment is much more

marked than with the surface clay and the shale. The shrink-

age curve drops very abruptly at 350 . The behavior of this

clay is similar to that of an English ball clay studied by Professor

Bleininger. 1

The weathered shale, No. 4, changed in color from gray to deep

maroon at 330 , at which point the cracking of the briquets was

noticeably decreased but was still very bad. Cracking decreased

gradually beyond this temperature, but the briquets at 550

were the only ones that remained sound with open-air drying.

The sticky quality of the clay was retained up to 500 . At 550

it was quite granular but developed considerable plasticity with

wedging. The effect of the heating treatment upon the shrink-

age is more pronounced than with the other clays, but an ab-

normally high shrinkage remains 500 °. Beyond this point the

drop in the curve is so abrupt that very careful temperature con-

trol would be necessary in obtaining a sufficient reduction in

shrinkage to prevent cracking without destroying the working

properties. From the high temperature required and the narrow

range of safe heat treatment, it is obvious that preheating would

not be a safe method for practical use with such a clay.

The effect of the heat treatment upon these clays is quite

different. The shale is most gradually affected, losing its plas-

ticity entirely only at temperatures above red heat. It is proba-

ble that this is characteristic of the more homogeneous materials.

The fire clay shows an abrupt drop in its shrinkage curve,

behaving similarly to other fire clays and a certain ball clay.

The fourth clay has such abnormally high shrinkage that

only treatments above 500 ° C. would suffice to eliminate crack-

ing in drying. It is evident that clays of this type are not adapted

to preheating treatment.



THE NOMENCLATURE OF CLAYS.

By Charles F. Binns.

Dr. Mellor has already published a paper 1 with the above

title, and this contribution is made partly with the view of con-

tinuing the discussion and partly to assist in the discovery of a

ground of agreement between ourselves and the ceramists of

England. Dr. Mellor points out that "there is some confusion

anion" the different writers on clays in the use of the terms

clay substance, kaolin, china clay, and kaolinitc," and he adds

that "it is necessary for clear writing and clear thinking to as-

sign as precise an unequivocal meaning as is possible to each of

these terms." 2

THE PRESENT CONFUSION.

In order to arrive at a clear understanding of the present

uncertainty, a brief survey of the field will be made.

In the year 1867, S. W. Johnson and J. M. Blake 3 gave the

name "Kaolinite" to a definite chemical compound occurring as

six-sided, pearly scales. This was said to correspond to the

formula

A1.,0
3

2Si0
2
2H

20,

and was supposed to be the pure basis of, at least, white clays.

The name was derived from the Chinese ideographs Kao Ling,

meaning the lofty ridge and designating a locality where a pure

clay was found. The word "Kaolin," from the same source,

passed long ago into geologic and ceramic use, but the actual sub-

stance to which it refers has been differently defined by various

authorities. Thus Ries 4 says: "When the mineral Kaolinite forms

large masses the name Kaolin is applied to it." The same author

says: 5 "This designation (Kaolin) should be restricted to white-

burning, residual clays." Mellor" proposes to apply the term
" Kaolin " as a generic term to the crude rock from which the China

1 Transactions English Ceramic Society, Vol. VIII, p. 23.

- Ibid.

3 American Journal of Science. Vol. XLIII, p. 351.

1 "Clays of New Jersey." p. 47.

"' "Clays. Occurrences, Properties and Uses," p. 8.

G Transactions English Ceramic Society, Vol. VIII, p. 27.
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clays of Cornwall are derived as well as to the clays themselves.

Searle 7 objects to the name "Kaolin" as expressing location and

not use. "Kaolinite" has been used to express the clay base

theoretically corresponding to the Johnson and Blake formula,

but not necessarily crystalline in form. Ries s
says, "The most

important (silicate) is the mineral Kaolinite, which probably

occurs in all clays, and is termed the clay base or clay substance,"

and again, 9 " In any fire clay some of the silica is chemically com-

bined with the alumina and water, forming a hydrous aluminum

silicate, which for convenience of discussion we assume is Kao-

linite," and adding as a footnote, "It probably is in most fire

clays." Kaolinite in this sense is synonymous with Seger's

"Ton-substanz," and with the English equivalent "clay sub-

stance."

Mellor 10 proposes to reserve the term Kaolinite to the rare

crystal form of the mineral and suggests the name "clayite,"

giving Mr. Bernard Moore credit for the word, for the hydrous

aluminum silicate which is not crystalline. He further refers

the term "clay substance" to that part of clay which is decom-

posed by sulphuric acid, as in the Seger method of rational analy-

sis. "Clay substance" also forms one of the divisions of me-

chanical analysis, being used to designate the sum of the parti-

cles less than o.oi mm. in diameter.

"Ball clay" is also used in different ways. Potters will

usually be found to refer it to a plastic, light-burning clay which

has the property of easy vitrification, but Ries says: 11 "Refrac-

toriness is desirable but those imported vitrify at cone 8, while

the native ones require a much higher heat for vitrification."

It does not appear that special terms, outside the usual geo-

logical classification, are needed to define the colored clays which

are used in the general manufacture of the heavier wares. It is,

of course, sometimes necessary to describe the constitution of

these days, 1)11 1 in that case any definition of the constituent

parts of white days will apply.

\..ii- m Huurrv's "Treatise on tin- Ceramic Industries," second edition, i>. 50.

8 "Clays, Occurrence, Properties, .mil Uses," p '
'"Clays, Occurrence, Property ind I p

10 Transactions English Ceramu Society, \ •! VIII, p. 28,

11 "Clays, Occurrence, Properites and Uses," p '<"
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For the sake of a clear argument', Mellor's summary is here

quoted in full:

"Clay substance is a general term for those constituents

oi a clay which are decomposed by digestion with concentrated

sulphuric acid, and the products <>f decomposition dissolved by

alternate treatment with aqueous solutions of caustic potash and

sulphuric acid. Clayite is a hydrated aluminum silicate which

occurs in most clays in non-crystalline or amorphous granules.

Analysis furnishes numbers corresponding with A1
20.„ 2vSiQ

2 ,

jH,(). Kaolinite is a variety of clayite which occurs in flat

crystalline plates. China clay rock is a variety of disintegrated

granite consisting of decomposed feldspar in the form of clayite,

mica and quartz, with small quantities of other accessory min-

erals. China clay is a comparatively pure variety of clay, usually

containing 95 to 99.8 per cent, of clayite. It is derived from

china clay rock by natural or artificial levigation. Kaolin is a

general term including both china clay and china clay rock."

SUGGESTIONS.

Among these definitions the present writer assents to only

Kaolinit and china clay in their full meaning. Kaolin should

mean only the natural deposit of a white-burning residual clay.

This clay, when washed for market, may well be called china clay

as Mellor suggests, but the term china clay rock is cumbersome
and unnecessary. The fact that to the Chinese the word Kaolin

meant both the crude and the prepared clay need not be seriously

regarded. " Kaolinite " should be retained in its original significa-

tion of the mineral as defined by Johnson and Blake.

There remains, then, the clay substance or clay base. Mel-

lor's definition of clay substance as that part of clay which is

soluble in sulphuric acid is inadmissible because this fact has ab-

solutely no significance in ceramic work. This has already been

shown by the writer 11
' in quotations from authorities. Neither

can Mellor's suggested name "clayite" be allowed. This name
has already been used of a mineral discovered in 1859 by J. A.

and J. R. Clay, a sulphide of arsenic, antimony, lead, and copper. 1
'

4

'-' Transactions A. C. S., Vol. VIII, p. 198.

13 Dana. "A System of Mineralogy".
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Perhaps some will claim that it is not necessary to use any

designation of the clay base because clay is clay anyway, and the

amount of the hydrous aluminum silicate contained, say in a

kaolin, is a matter of no importance. Even if this were not de-

batable ground, the fact remains that ceramic literature is full

of expressions which are different, but which mean, and are in-

tended to mean, the same thing.

The writer would be content with "clay substance" or "clay

base," but if a name in mineralogical form be desired for what

is not strictly a mineral it would not be difficult to find one.

The chief objection to any such term is that the substance under

consideration has no definite form or positive constitution. The

existence of clay substance is only a convenient and workable

theory, and it therefore should not be classed with minerals of

established composition.

For the well known white clays found in Florida and Georgia

some special name should be devised, though even between

these there is a difference. Florida clay is washed and filter-

pressed, while Georgia clay is sold without preparation other

than the selection at the mine. Probably some qualification of

the term "ball clay" would be best, such as "refractory ball

clay," or "white ball clay." This, in the judgment of the writer,

would be better than "plastic kaolin" as is sometimes used,

because this term violates the definition already applied to

kaolins. Obviously, the names derived from the states of Florida

and Georgia are not satisfactory because these are not the only

clays which these states produce.

These criticisms and suggestions are offered in order to as-

sist in establishing an agreement upon the terms to be used in

ceramic literature and discussion. It is certain that such an agree-

ment is desirable and even necessary.

DISCUSSION.

Dr. Ries: I have listened to this paper with great interest,

tor the nomenclature of clays opens up a wide held for discussion.

Many of us cannot avoid feeling that some of the names applied

to clay are as meaningless as some of the terms applied to white

w are.
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Several of the ideas expressed by Prof. Binns agree exactly

with mine, as, for example, the loose manner in which the terms

kaolinite and kaolin arc used in the literature. There seems no

reasonable excuse lor this confusion. kaolinite is a mineral

name, belonging to the hydrous silicate of alumina having the

formula Al.,()
:!

, jSiO.,, jII.O. Kaolin, on the other hand, is a rock

name, and refers to a white day which may hi' made up wholly

or in pari of kaolinite. My personal preference is that the term

kaolin should be restricted to the white-burning residual clays,

which are similar in occurrence to the Chinese kaolin.

My objection to applying the same name to the North Caro-

lina, Georgia, and Florida white clays is that they differ not only

in their mode of occurrence, and consequently form an extent of

deposit, but also in their physical characters. I have gone so

far as to meet my opponents half way, and signified my willing-

ness to call the Georgia and Florida white clays "plastic kaolins,"

for this will at least serve to distinguish them from the residual ma-

terials.

Another interesting point which has been brought up is the

suggestion that kaolinite is the basis of most clays. As I have

stated elsewhere at different times, we are not safe in saying this.

Kaolinite may be, but there may also be other hydrous aluminum
silicates, and in the high alumina clays we may have bauxite,

or hydrargillite. Mr. S. L. Galpin, who has been investigating

some of these high alumina clays in my laboratory, has found

that many of them show appreciable amounts of alumina soluble

in dilute sulphuric acid. Thus the " alum in He" clay, described

by Greaves-Walker, from Kentucky had 2\ r
/(

of soluble alumina

while the so-called halloysite from Alabama showed 10 per cent.

Even the kaolins of North Carolina and Delaware may show 3

to 6 per cent, soluble alumina.

The term clay substance also needs accurate definition. I

feel that it should be given a physical rather than a chemical

or mineralogical meaning, in other words, that it should apply

to the finest particles contained in the clay.

With regard to the hydrous aluminum silicates found in

white clays, I believe that some of the terms now used, such as
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halloysite, are very indefinite and unsatisfactory, especially when
their identity is based on non-crystalline materials.

The work of Mr. Galpin, already referred to, has brought out

a number of interesting points which he will describe in detail

in his paper. I may mention here, however, that even in some

pure clays he finds relatively high amounts of such minerals as

hydrargillite and muscovite, and only small quantities of kao-

linite.

The term china clay, it seems to me, could be used broadly

to include not only the white residual clays like those of North

Carolina, but also the white sedimentary ones like those of Georgia

and Florida.

The chemical analysis falls short as an accurate means of

interpreting the mineral composition, for it is possible to have

marked mineralogieal variation without much change in the chem-

ical composition. A white residual clay for example may con-

tain as much as 20 per cent, muscovite, and yet not show enough

variation from the composition of a high-grade kaolin to cause

suspicion

Pro). Orton: I do not see why we can not sufficiently dis-

tinguish between the so-called plastic kaolin type, as represented

by the bedded white clays of Georgia and Florida, and the less

plastic or non-plastic type, as represented by the dike clays of

Xorth Carolina, by using the old terms primary kaolins and sec-

ondary kaolins. In that sense the word kaolin would mean a

naturally occurring rock, the chief mineral component of which

corresponds closely in chemical composition to kaolinite. A
primary kaolin would be one found on the site of its formation,

or in situ. The Dillsboro beds are a case in point. A secondary

kaolin would be one which had been removed from its original

point of formation, by erosion and redeposition. The Florida

deposits arc transported beds and so arc those of Central Georgia.

These secondary beds arc kaolins just as truly as the primary

<>nes in fact, as ores of kaolinite, they are often richer than the

primary beds; bu1 it seems to me they should be distinguished by

general agreemenl from the North Carolina type, which is so very

different in its working qualities Why is not the use oi the
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words primary and secondary a simple and satisfactory wa) oJ

settling the ma1 ter?

Professoi Partnelee: It seems to me that in our attempt

to devise a satisfactory classification and suitable terminology,

we find that there arc at least two quite different interests to be

considered. On one hand, we have the ceramic chemist, and

on the other the geologist and mineralogist. Obviously their

interests are not alike, and that raises the question whether our

undertaking will be any more successful. The term kaolin

typifies to the ceramic chemist a white-burning clay of low plas-

ticity. 1U' is only slightly interested in its mineralogical charac-

ter or mode of occurrence. The geologist will naturally regard

color and plasticity of lesser interest.

In the matter of "clay base" I believe that Professor Binns

is quite right in stating that it has no real significance but is

merely used as a matter of convenience. Kaolinite should be re-

tained for that which it originally signified.

Dr. Ries' suggestion to use the term china clay to include

kaolin commends itself to me and I would point out what he un-

doubtedly had in mind, namely, that other lesidual clays, not

products of the disintegration of feldspathic rocks or not con-

taining kaolinite, could be included under this head. Unfortu-

nately this would leave us without a name for the material pre-

pared for the market by washing. As a matter of convenience,

some suitable name should be had for such a product. Professor

Orton's suggestion of the use of the terms primary and secondary

kaolins seems to be more consistent and less objectionable than

"plastic kaolin."



OBSERVATIONS ON THE EFFECT OF PRESSURE ON THE
VITRIFICATION OF CLAY.

By Lemox Parker, St. Louis, Mo.

INTRODUCTION.

In the construction of large furnaces for gas benches, and

similar purposes, blocks of considerable size are used, which for-

merly were wholly of fireclay, but in later years are made of the

same mixture employed in silica brick, viz., quartz 97 per cent.,

and milk of lime 3 per cent. As is well known, quartz under-

goes a marked expansion, beginning at red heat or a little above,

and allowance must be made for this expansion when construct-

ing a furnace or the walls will be pushed out of shape or buck-

staves will be bent or broken or other damage ensue.

It has been the custom in many places to use heavy paper

or straw-board between the joints of these blocks of silica, which

on heating burn out slowly, leaving the way for its volume to be

replaced by the increased volume of the silica block at the time

they undergo volume change. There are objections to the use

of paper, and the writer undertook an experiment, substituting

a thin slab of a clay brick, thinking that this material would not

disappear at any stage of the burn and that it would become

soft enough to flow out under pressure so far as necessary to give

relief to the structure.

EXPERIMENTAL WORK.

A small test kiln was constructed as shown in the accom-

panying drawing. It was braced by heavy railroad iron buck-

staves and hog chains strongly enough to resist any expansion

which the material under test could exert. Prom side to side of

this furnace, in the zone of most intense temperature, there was

built an expansion bridge c< insisting of a row of silica bricks,

placed end to end and with the spaces between tilled with thin slabs

of well burnt clay. This structure, when finished, made a straight

bar of silica brick with about % inch joints tilled with split bricks

<•!' tire clay. The lire clay splits stuck out well on either side of

the silica bricks, so that part of the fire clay was exposed to the
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full heat of the gases which filled the chamber, but were not

subjected to pressure, while that part of the clay between the

cuds of the bricks was exposed to the expansion thrust of the

silica brick, and was protected from direct contact with the gases

or flames.

TRANS 4M CEff SOC VOL X/V PARKFff

Fig. I.—Diagram of furnace.

The furnace was heated up by natural draft for 24 hours and

then fired under blast for the high temperatures for 24 hours

longer. The temperature of cone 25 was reached and held for

5 hours additional, without getting cone 26 down The silica

brick had been burnt to cone 10 before use in this experiment.

The following measurements on the silica bricks composing

the expansion bridge were recorded:

Before test. After test.

Silica brick No. 1

Silica brick No. 2

9 inches long

9 inches long

8 31
/:i2 inches long

9 inches long

9
7
/32 inches long

9
3
/ s inches long

Silica brick No. 3

Silica brick No. 4

9
ll
/i2 inches long

9"/
:12

inches long

Total length 35
31
/32 inches long 37

9
/32 inches long
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It will be observed that there was again of i
9
/32 inches in

the collective length of four silica bricks from the heat treat-

ment. To make this gain in length possible, one of three things

must have happened: (a) The walls must have been forced

apart. This was prevented by the heavy bracing, (b) The clay

slabs between the silica bricks or the retaining walls must have

either shrunk, or been compressed, or made to flow sufficiently

to let the silica bricks expand, (c) The straight line of the col-

umn must have been deflected and the column formed into an

arch. As a fact, both of the conditions described in (b) and (c)

occurred. The resistance of the clay slabs was too great to en-

able the silica brick to expand wholly by compressing the clay

bricks. Accordingly, the side walls were somewhat indented

and the remaining distance was gained by the arching of the col-

umn and its deflection from a straight line.

The separating slabs of fire clay were burnt to cone 9 before

use in this experiment. These slabs were l/2 inch thick before

the test. After the test they were deeply indented where under

pressure, but not much affected where outside the line of pressure.

i
..

v. s*»«

KXL-M* 1va/V ' '/;;v w
Fig. II.—One of the claj spacers," sawed lengthwise so as to show the change in the

body produced by compression.

The most notable thing to be seen from a study of the test

pieces was the change of texture and color in the clay slabs where

they had been under pressure. The ends of the slabs, which en-

dured heat alone, were more or less porous, granular, and the

original grains of the clays wire still clearly marked. The color

was a red-brown Hash. Some "Tains could perhaps be detached,

so little vitrified was the body. Between the silica brick, where

the heavy pressure was exerted, the color had changed to a gray-

ish bine or purplish blue, and the body had become dense and

vitreous. The original grains were generally not identifiable

and were absolutely non separable. The two structures were
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so unlike that one would scarcely believe they were from the same

claw it shown the pieces separately.

CONCLUSIONS.

The writer desires to raise the question, What is the cause of

this difference in color, in vitreous fracture, in density of body,

in the same clay when treated at the same temperature. Is it

the result of pressure alone, forcing the grains into such close

contact that they could combine while they would not combine

if separated by pores and voids in the impressed portion, or is it

due to the absorption by the clay bricks of silica from the silica

brick at high temperatures, resulting in the formation of a more

easily vitrifiable body, or is it due to the gases of the kiln not hav-

ing equal access to the parts of the clay bricks under pressure

and outside of the pressure line, and thus permitting reduction

to occur in one place and not in the other?

DISCUSSION.

NOTE SUBMITTED AFTER READING THE PAPER.

Professor Orion: The stenographer failed to get any record

of the discussion of this paper. It was discussed by Professor

Havard, Professor Orton, Mr. Ellis Lovejoy, Mr. Parker, and

several others. The consensus of opinion was that the maiked

difference in structure and color was due to the pressure under

which vitrification had occurred A different opinion was voiced

by one and concurred in by another, who explained the change

on the theory that there had been an actual absorption of silica

molecules from the silica brick by the clay brick during their en-

forced contact at high temperatures and that the alumina-silica

ratio was thereby lowered and the clay thus rendered more fusi-

ble.

In order to check up this theory, analyses were made, by

Professor Homer F. Staley at the request of the writer, of samples

from the blue vitreous portion which had been under pressure

and the yellow-brown porous portion which had not, and the

silica was actually determined. It was found to be the same in

both, within 0.24 per cent., which is inside the limits of probable

variation in a roughly made brick. This disposes of the absorp-
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tion of silica theory, and leaves pressure as the probable chief

factor in producing the remarkable difference in density and

vitrification.

The writer believes that the blue color in the part under

pressure may be attributable to two causes: (i) The density

produced by pressure may have rendered the body practically

impervious to gases, and therefore, unable to absorb oxygen

in cooling and thus re-oxidize into the yellow-brown or "flashed"

color, which the exposed porous portion readily did. (2) It is

possible that the little understood reaction, known as "blue-

stoning," t. c, the change in color of a clay containing iron due

to high heat under oxidizing conditions, may have occurred.

This explanation seems less likely from the fact that the furnace

was fired under blast for 24 hours and the gases were, therefore,

probably strongly deoxidizing and blue-stoning would not be

likely to occur in any portion of the mass, whether under pres-

sure or not.



THE EFFECT OF ACIDS AND ALKALIES UPON CLAY IN THE
PLASTIC STATE.

A Y. Bleininger and C. K. Fulton, Urbana, 111.

INTRODUCTION.

The effecl of acids, alkalies and salts upon clay suspensions

(slips) has been discussed frequently, and the work of Simonis,

Mellor, Rieke, Boettcher, Ashley, Foerster and Bollenbach deals

with the viscosity and other phenomena of systems in this state.

Hut little is known concerning the effect of such reagents upon

clays in the plastic condition which differs from that of a sus-

pension, (hie to the cohesive influence of the particles upon each

other.

It has been realized for some time that the properties of clays

in the wet state are influenced by the presence of alkalies and

acids. Seger explains the increase in the plasticity of clay upon

storing by the assumption that the fermentation of organic sub-

stances results in acids which neutralize the alkalinity due to the

decomposed feldspar, and in addition bring about the "sour"

condition which accompanies the improvement in working

qualities. Rohland 1 discusses this subject from the theoretical

standpoint and makes quite definite statements with reference

to the principles underlying the effect of various reagents upon

clays in the plastic state. He arrives at the conclusion that the

plasticity of clays is increased by the presence of H + ions, while,

on the other hand, the OH' ions are active in the opposite direc-

tion. According to Rohland, the plasticity is likewise increased

by the addition of colloids like tannin, dextrine, etc., as has been

shown by the work of Acheson, fine grinding and the storage of

the clay in cool and moist places. It is supposed that the in-

crease in plasticity is coincident with the coagulation which is

primarily due to the presence of the hydrogen ions; it is retarded

by the hydroxyl ions. The salts of strong bases and weak acids

which dissociate OH' ions hydrolytically produce an effect

similar to that of the hydroxyl ions. Neutral salts, Rohland

goes on to say, with but few exceptions, are indifferent in their

1 "Die Tone." pp. 35-19.
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effect, though some appear to show a contradictory behavior,,

which has not yet been explained. "The effect of the hydroxyl

ions may be weakened, compensated or strengthened by the action

of the salt in question. Thus borax is an example of the first

class and sodium carbonate of the second."

The same writer further says that with some clays the addi-

tion of Na,C03 brings about an improvement in plasticity, while

ordinarily the same reagent behaves in the opposite sense, due

to the hydrolytic dissociation of OH' ions. It is possible that

the effect of hydroxyl ions might be neutralized by the C03

"

ions.

DRYING SHRINKAGE.

A decided lack of data exists with reference to the deter-

mination of the effect of reagents upon the plasticity of clays.

It was thought advisable for this reason to begin work along

this line without reference to any theoretical speculations. The

most obvious criterion to be used in this connection is the drying

shrinkage, which, from what we know of the properties of clays,,

is a function of plasticity. It is evident that any effect caused

by the addition of reagents will at once be indicated by the

shrinkage of the clay.

In this series of experiments Georgia kaolin was used. This

clay was found to show an acid reaction when tested with phenol-

phthalein. This would indicate that the addition of acid should

bring about no decided change in the clay, a fact which was

verified by experiment. The reagents employed were HC1.

H,S0
4 , NaOH and Na

2
CO

:!
. In carrying out the work a

thoroughly mixed sample was first prepared so that variations

(\uv to differences in composition were reduced to a minimum.

The test specimens were in the shape of bars 3'
lt
xn "'

s inches.

Even tin- most careful linear shrinkage measurements by means

of the vernier caliper were found to be unsuitable for the work.

A volumenometer permitting of readings t<> <>.<>s cc. was then

employed. The measuring liquid used was petroleum fiom which

the lighter oils had been expelled by heating The bars were at

once weighed and allowed to dry at the laboratory temperature

fur three days, after which they were heated at 1 io° to constant
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weight, and their shrinkage determined. For each concentration

of reagent (luce bars were made and measured.

Clay and Water. A study was first made of the drying

shrinkage of the clay with different amounts of water, ranging

from the soft state in which the clay could he barely molded

to tin.' condition of minimum water content when molding was

likewise difficult for the opposite reason. The shrinkage rela-

tions to the various contents of water arc shown in Fig. 1. The

third point on the curve, showing a shrinkage of 10.45 per cent,

with a water content of 32. S per cent., represents the most work-

able state. Any increase in water above this point is at once ob-

served by the rapid softening of the mass. The clay hence is well

suited for the work at hand, owing to the ease with which the

condition of best working behavior is recognized in distinction

from many other plastic clays which possess a long working

range.

Effect of Acid.—Upon adding from 0.025 to 0.525 gram of hy-

drochloric acid to 100 grams of clay, we observe from Fig. 2 that the

shrinkage is not materially affected by this reagent. While two

maxima of somewhat greater contraction are noted, the principal

result seems to be a reduction in shrinkage, contrary to what
might be expected from Rohland's statements. The fact re-

mains, howrever, that conditions are more complex than they

seem, due to the probable solution of various salts in the clay

as well as the formation of some chlorides by the acid.

It was thought that further insight into the effect of the acid

might be obtained by calculating the total and the shrinkage

water in terms of the true clay volume, i. e., weight divided by
the density of the powdered substance, according to the rela-

tion:

100(1/, — r,)

11}
= per cent, (by volume) shrinkage water.

«/

Where i\ = volume of wet brickette,

v2 = volume of dry brickette,

w = weight of brickette, dried at no° C,
d = density of the dry and powdered clay.
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Similarly, the volume of the total water in terms of the true

clay volume is calculated.

In the diagram of Fig. 3, the respective volumes of total and

shrinkage water are shown. The boundary between the volumes

of water and that of clay is, of course, the line representing zero

water and 100 volume per cent, of clay. It is shown in Fig. 3

that the content of pore water has been decreased, that of the

shrinkage water having been increased both at the expense of the

pore water and due to the rise in the total water content at the

two max. points.

The addition of sulphuric acid likewise tends to decrease the

shrinkage as is shown in the diagram of Fig. 4.

Effect of Alkalies.—The influence of NaOH is illustrated

in the diagram of Fig. 5. It is at once noted that with 0.2 per

cent, of this reagent a striking max. point is reached, indicating

a marked increase in shrinkage, contrary to what we should ex-

pect according to Rohland's views. Only after adding larger

amounts does the contraction descend towards the normal value.

Here again, according to Fig. 6, the increased shrinkage is due in

part to the specific effect of the reagent in increasing the distance

between the particles in the plastic state and, in part, to the

denser structure of the clay upon drying. Beyond the max.

point this condition changes, since the pore water line rises above

the normal level. Since, at the same time, the total water line

descends, the shrinkage is gradually decreased. The structure

of the dried clay is thus more open with the higher contents of

NaOH than with the smaller additions.

The growth in shrinkage is still more pronounced in the case

of Na,CO.„ Fig. 7, a phenomenon contrary again to Rohland's

statements, although, of course, in this case the effect of the

CO., ion might have proven a factor, especially if absorption has

taken place to any appreciable extent. However, even under

this assumption, it is somewhat improbable that the carbonic

acid could have brought about such a change where other acids

failed to accomplish anything like the same result. In this

diagram the maximum occurs with 0.7 per cent, of the reagent.

Willi larger concentrations the shrinkage is again reduced, but

appears to gain once more with amounts beyond 1.2 per cent
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As may be observed from the diagram of Fig. 8, the pore water

volume is diminished throughoul this scries with a gradually

increasing total water contenl up i<» the maximum,

DEFLOCCULATION SERIES.

It was thought desirable to study the effect of the acids and

alkalies upon the clays as regards dcllocculation, using solutions

of the same concentration present in the plastic clay, as shown

by the preceding curves. To illustrate: If to 100 grams of clay,

requiring 34.9 per cent, of water, 0.025 gram Na
2
CO.

t
was added,

this would represent a solution carrying 0.025 "*" 34-9 = 0.000716

gram Xa,C().. per cubic centimeter of water. Such solutions

Fig. 9.

No.
Wt. clay.
Grams

Wt. NT a2C0 3 ,

Grams
Water,

cc.

Volume of
sediment,

ec.

Condition of
turbidity of

supernatant liquid

5 98 18.O Clear

1 5 O.0713 98 !9-5
"

2 5 O. 1423 98 21.8 ((

3 5 O. 2296 98 24 -3
it

4 5 0-452y 98 28.0 "

5 5 O . 6803 98 27-4
il

6 5 O.8913 98 28.0 it

7 5 I.0659 98 28.0 "

8 5 1
• 3549 98 28.0 u

9 5 1 -551

1

98 28.0 "
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were made up of concentrations corresponding to the various

points in the preceding curves. In each case to 5 grams of clay

98 cc. of the solution were added in a graduated tube. The

tubes were placed in a shaking machine for 90 minutes and

allowed to stand. It was found that the clay itself, without any

reagent, settled well, showing a clear, supernatant liquid and a

sediment occupying 18 cc.

It was shown that the addition of acid produced no change,

excepting in the volume of the sediment, which was finally in-

creased from 18 to 28 cc, as is observed from Fig. 9.

The sodium carbonate solutions, on the other hand, started

with conditions of complete deflocculation (Fig. 10). The sediment

volumes are shown in the table accompanying each figure.

wt.
clay,
grains

Wt. N
grams

.=1

5 1)702

5 0. 1426

5
,, 2090

5

5 57»3

5 o 8388

5 1 1642

5 1 8571

5 2 5059

5 j
|n.ii

5

Water
CC.

Volume of

sediment,
cc.

98 18

98 4-5

98 19

98 24

MS ^4

98

98 20

2 1

19

i8

98 IS

98 IS

Condition of turbidity <>f

supernatant liquid

Clear

Wry turbid

Very turbid

Slightly less turbid

I.i-^s turbid

Slightly turbid

Slightly turbid

Almost clear

Vb.it

Clew

Clear

Clear
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Tlic maximum p« >i 1 1 1 of the shrinkage curve corresponds to

tube No. s, where the supernatant liquid is clear for the first

time.

CONCLUSIONS.

The writers do nol attempt at this lime to explain the

phenomena on theoretical grounds. It is evident that the con-

ditions are quite complex and in order to explain them still further

modes of attack must be sought for. The rules laid down by

Rohland do not seem to apply, since in the main the acids cleaily

caused shrinkage to decrease while the alkalies produced the

reverse effect, which is contrary to his statements. In order to

be fair, however, attention must be called to the fact that shrinkage

in this work has been considered a measure of plasticity, while

Rohland speaks of plasticity itself without attempting to correlate

this property with any numerical value. As is well known, there

is at the present time no clear conception as to the relation be-

tween plasticity and shrinkage excepting the general fact that

the plastic clays as a class show a greater drying shrinkage than

the leaner ones.

DISCUSSION.

.1/;-. R. J . Montgomery: I should like to ask Prof. Bleininger

how long those slips in the cylinders had stood when the photo-

graphs were taken.

Prof. Bleininger: Twenty-four hours. I might add also

that in making the volume determinations they were stored

twelve hours in a moist chamber in order to bring about some sort

of an equilibrium between the clay and the reagent.

.1/r. Kerr: I should like to raise the question as to what

determinations, if any, were made of the electrolytes present

in the clay before the acids and alkalies were added. Was any

general data obtained upon this point?

Prof. Bleininger : No direct determination was, of course,

made. However, you have seen the series of tubes which ought

to indicate pretty clearly to one familiar with this work whether

the initial conditions are acid or alkaline. We are principally

endeavoring to get at the experimental facts without much re-

gard to theoretical assumptions. The evidence so far obtained

along these lines is not sufficient to base upon it any definite
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line of procedure. The work of Yeimarn especially has dis-

turbed pievious conclusions by his very startling claims with

reference to colloids. We thought it wise to work along the lines

which I have indicated.

Mr. Kerr: The only point which I wished to bring up was

that if one clay contained positive ions in excess and another clay

negative, the addition of either acid or alkali to one clay would

not correspond to a similar addition to the other clay. Some
clays give a strongly acid reaction, others a weakly acid, while

still others are somewhat alkaline. Data upon neutralization

might be included.

Prof. Bleininger: This is brought out in the deflocculation

experiments. At the same time corrections work very well in

theory, but when you come to make them you will find that

neutralization does not necessarily follow. I, of course, want to

check Mr. Ashley's work in this investigation in a general way.

I realize we have learned a good deal from his work and I want

to say that he is to be given great credit for having started work

of this kind.

Mr. Purdy: I would like to ask if any experiment has been

made to determine whether, as a rule, trivalent electrolytes coagu-

late clays more readily than do the uni- and divale at salts.

Prof. Bleininger : I would say that it has been done with

various materials.

Mr. Purdy: Has it been done with clays? I would like to

see some experiments tried on that and reported, because I have

been unable to show that the trivalent salts have any more effect

than the other. That is one of the respects in which the clay is

dilTerent.

Prof. Bleininger: Mr. Ashley, of course, has done such work.

Mr. Purdy: That is what he did not do, he accused himself

on that point.

Prof. Bleininger: I think he did work with phosphates. Of

course, as I said before, this work is being continued and we

expect to take representative reagents.

Mr. Kerr: What measurements other than volume shrinkage

were made?

Prof. Bleininger: We hope to take up various things in
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time. One of them is a vapor tension investigation, for which

a special apparatus is now being designed.

Prof. Grout: I would like to ask if the curves which are

drawn there, such as the first curve which you show on the screen,

were the average of a series of results on one clay or just one

scries of tests

Prof. Bleininger: Taken as the average of three determina-

tions in each case.

Prof. Grout: I wondered if that approximation of a maxi-

mum was so characteristic that you could report it for publica-

tion on one series of tests; whether your area of determination

was not such that you might not safely report it.

Prof. Bleininger: Well, we were able to get very good

checks, also we notice that the two acids are behaving very

similarly. We recognize, however, that there are a good many
factors involved which it is almost impossible to correlate in a

technical investigation of this kind. Of course, if we were to

carry on this investigation from a strictly physical chemical

standpoint, we would proceed along somewhat different lines.

Mr. Potts: I would like to ask Prof. Bleininger just what

practical application he expects to make of that treatment.

Does he propose to make kaolins plastic?

Prof. Bleininger: I haven't any idea as to what this in-

formation could be used for and am indifferent in regard to that

point.



NOTE ON TERRA COTTA GLAZES.

By Cullen \V. Parmelee and Ralph Heidingsfeld.

Introduction.—The purpose of the experimental work about

to be described was to extend the field of investigation over

those glazes which are of the Bristol type but made somewhat

more complex because of the introduction of magnesium and

barium in addition to the ordinary bases, lime, zinc and potash.

Materials.—The raw materials used for the glaze composition

weie: feldspar, Golding Sons Co., whiting, zinc oxide, Edgar's

Florida clay, flint, heavy magnesium carbonate, barium carbonate.

Preparation of Samples.—The glazes were prepared by

weighing out the extremes, grinding them wet in a ball mill for

one hour and screening. These extremes were blended for inter-

mediates according to the usual method. A good check on the

accuracy of the weighing and blending was had by the fact that

certain of the glazes in each series were repeated in other series

for which other weighings were made.

The glazes were applied by spraying upon unburned terra

cotta body trials which had been coated with an underslip. The

trial pieces were made by pressing the plastic body in plaster

molds. The body was of the following mixture

:

50 per cent. Raritan Ridge Xo. 33 )

r* 1 » xt r j^j iJ^rr cent.
50 per cent. Edgar s No. 9 1

Fine grog 30 per cent.

["rial piece
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The form of the trial pieces used was as shown in the sketch.

This form lias the advantage of offering a plane surface met

by another plane surface at an angle (A), which will be referred

to hereafter as the bevel angle. This angle affords an excellent

test of the power of the glaze to How smoothly and cover surfaces

having raised ornaments. Many glazes which cover plane sur-

faces faultlessly fail to give satisfaction on ornamented surfaces.

When the angle was not properly closed but presented a broken

surface contact, the appearance of the crack was useful also in the

formation of an opinion as to the relative fusibility of the glazes

under observation. The plane surfaces of the trials were generally

free from crawling," although occasionally small cracks des-

ignated as "surface cracks" appeared. These were generally

an eighth of an inch or so in length. Sometimes these appeared

in the shape of the letter Y. It is probably true that some of

these imperfections were due to some slight fault in the applica-

tion which could be prevented by a little more care. All the

spraying of underslip and glazes was done by one person, and we
have reason to believe that it was quite uniformly done.

The trials were set on edge in saggers and fired in a laboratory

kiln to cone 6 in 18 hours. Our practice was to raise the tem-

perature fairly rapidly to within a hundred degrees or less of the

proper temperature, then hold it as nearly constant as prac-

ticable for 3 hours or more and slowly bring down the desired

cone. The results of these burns were checked by selecting the

best of our series for burns in commercial kilns. The results of

the laboratory burns have thus been confirmed.

VARIATION OF RO.

The first portion of the work undertaken was to vary the

members of the RO group, keeping the alumina and silica constant

as follows:

RO 0.56 A1
20.„ 3.08 Si0

2
.

For the convenience which a graphic presentation always possesses,

we arranged our series in such a manner as to have one or two

constant members, leaving three variables. This we found could

be plotted readily upon a triaxial diagram. This arrangement

is easily understood by examining the accompanying diagrams.

The results obtained are indicated in Figs. 1 to 7.
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TRAHS AM C£fiSOC VOIX/Y PARM£l££ & H£/PIH6S££LD

These glazes would be better if fired higher. The best are 144, 145 and 148, which
have matured well, are dull and have good surface. All the other glazes are immature.
Those having high barium are hardly vitrified.

TRANS AM C£RSOC VOL X/V PARM£L££& Hf/P/H6SF£LD

RO0S6A^OJ-^Oe5-Ol

Number 188 -waa partly matte aad partly bubbled. Another burn gave > gloss]

glaze having a good surface, but containing many inn- bubbles. Number 189 ».is partly

matte and partly bubbled as was also 190, Numbers 193 and .'no wire immature.
The following were merely vitreous 192, 193, 196, 197, 201, 202
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TPANSAM C£R SOC VOL XIV

FI6J

PARMEIFFI HF/DWMFFLD

Number 206, glossy and with good surface. Number 207, not matured. Number
209, dull matte. Number 210, immature matte. Vitreous slips: 211,216,215,221,220.

TPAN3 AM C£P SOC VOL X/V PAPM£L££d tf£/PW6SF£L£>

The best matured are 166 and 169, which are dull or matte. They are too refrac-
tory to fuse well and the surfaces are wavy.
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TMNSJM CfPSOC HOC. X/V /\saO P.*PMEl££&H£/DWOS££LP

None matured. Are scarcely vitreous in appearance.

TMNS/IM CEP SOC VOL X/V / \gao fMRM£LE£& H£W/H6Sf£l0

las

/fo-as6^q-j.oas,ot

Number 242 has a dull or matte surface, which is not well matured. There are
any pin boles Number 244 is lets matured.
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nuusjm cm'soc vol x/v /\gao M/fMeiet & Hewwosmp

Ro-ofe^q, -j.oss,ot

Number 256 has glossy surface, containing many pinholes. Number 258 is similar.

VARIATION OF SILICA AND ALUMINA.

Selecting from the foregoing experiments the most promising

RO groups, we chose the following for further experiments:

FORMULAE OF RO.

MgO. BaO K2 CaO Zn() MgO BaO K 2 CaO ZnO

O. I 0. 1 0.4 0.4 O. I O. I 0-3 0.5

O. I 0. 1 0.4 0-3 O. I O. 2 O. I 03 0.4
O. I O. 1 0.4 O. 2 O. 2 O. I O. I 0.3 0.3 O. 2

O. I 0. 1 0.4 O. I 0.3 O. I O. I 0.3 0. 2 03
O. 2 0. 1 0.4 O. I 0.2 O. I O. I 0.3 0. 1 0.4
O. 2 0. 1 0.4 0.3 O. I O. I o-5 0-3

0-3 0. 1 0.4 O. 2 O. I O. I 0.5 0. 2 O. 1

O. I 0. 2 0.4 0.3 O. I O.I 05 0. 1 O. 2

O. I 0.2 0.4 O. I 0.2 O. 2 O. I 03 0. 1 0.3

With these RO groups we varied the alumina and silica con-

tent as follows:
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Alumina-Silica Ratio.

Kquiv.
of 1:5

AI2O3
1 :6 1 :9

Equivalents of Silica.

0.4 2.0 2-4 2.8 3.20 3.60

°-45 2 25 2 70 3 15 3 60 4 05

0.50 2 5 3 00 3 50 4 00 4 50
o-55 2 73 3 30 3 85 4 40 4 95
0.60 3 00 3 60 4 20 4 80 5 40

0.65 3 25 3 90 4 55 5 20 5 85

0. 70 3 .50 4 20 4 90 5 60 6 30
0.80 4 00 4 80 5 60 6 40 7 20

In some instances it was impracticable to make all the

variations shown.

The accompanying Figs. 8, 9 and 10 show the positions

of the RO members chosen for experiments.

Results of this Series.—The results obtained with these

glazes are the same as have been observed with ordinary lime-zinc-

potash or Bristol glazes. The whiteness and consequent opacity

increases with the increase in the zinc content. With this in-

crease of zinc, we find also higher gloss and a larger number of

surface defects, such as cracks large and small. When high

zinc is used a low alumina content is advisable since a better

maturity is had. High zinc content with high alumina and
silica gives a surface that is either pitted badly or bubbled.

TRANSAM C£0 SOC VOl XI

Y

M9 PAPMEL£E&.H£/DINGSf£LD
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TltA\SAM CffiSOC VOLM /SMgO PAXMEUE& HE/PIN&EEIP

THAN5 4M CER 50C VOL X/V /\k0 RMtMELEE& HE/O/WSEEIO
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A high lime content tends to give dull or matte glazes. If

the alumina content is 0.65 equivalent, then a high lime content

gives immaturity. None of the high lime glazes gave opacity

comparable with that obtained with zinc.

Magnesia had a marked influence upon the fusibility of the

glazes. Those having 0.3 equivalent of magnesia did not

mature. The series containing no zinc and 0.2 MgO did not

mature as well as one containing 0.2 ZnO, both containing the

same amount of K,0. An increase of the zinc to 0.3 equivalent

did not improve the glaze. The presence of magnesia in glazes

not containing zinc seemed to slightly increase the opacity.

The effect was not noticeable in those containing zinc.

The increase in the amount of potash increased the fusibility

of the glazes. This was more apparent in comparing glazes high

in zinc than those of high lime content. Such increase of opacity

as was noticed was of the nature of a milky translucency rather

than the white opacity due to high zinc.

An increase of barium decreased the fusibility, but not to

the same degree as was effected by increase of magnesia.

The best alumina content, or at least one which always gave

as good results as were obtained in any series, was 0.55 equivalent.

The most satisfactory alumina-silica ratio was 1 : 5 or 1:6.
It was found that, with the combinations of RO members ex-

perimented with, a considerable variation in alumina and in the

alumina-silica ratios could be had.

Crazing was not observed in glazes which had been sprayed

on our own underslip and body except when the trial kiln had

been opened and the samples drawn while hot. Then we found

that those having more than 0.1 equivalent of magnesia and

more than 0.2 zinc oxide crazed, the potash being constant at

0.4 equivalent and the barium at 0.1 equivalent. An increase

of the clay content decreased crazing in these cases. None of the

trials using our body and slip and burned in a commercial kiln

have crazed.

The best inattcness was observed Oil trials having I\* > groups

high in lime, low in alumina and silica. An increase of silica

resulted in a higher gloss and in many instances an increased

fusibility. This was much more evident with some R(> groups

1 li.ui with 1 >tliers.



THE MELTING POINTS OF PYROMETRIC CONES UNDER
VARIOUS CONDITIONS.

By Samuel GeijsbeEk, Portland, Oregon.

INTRODUCTION.

The measurements of high temperatures is a study in winch

we still find many contradictory results. In the many tests

and experiments made by various investigators, it has been shown

thai only those instruments which use a thermo-couple have

given accurate temperature readings at the time of observation.

The optical instruments have given only fairly good results,

but as the eye is the only agent of observation, the readings

taken by such instruments may vary accordingly.

In a paper read by the author before this Society in 1904,

regarding the fusion points of Seger cones expressed in degrees, 1

it was pointed out that pyrometric cones do not always melt

at the same temperature, and that they will melt at lower tem-

peratures than the published tables, which are furnished by cone

manufacturers, show. These temperatures vary according

to the length of time of the burning period. A pyrometric cone

will melt at a higher temperature the shorter the duration of

the burning period, so that in test kilns the published data re-

garding their melting temperatures is nearly correct, for the burn-

ing tests are always of short duration, from 15 minutes up to a few

hours. The longer the time of burning the lower will be the

actual temperature at which pyrometric cones will melt.

On account of the published tables of the melting points

of pyrometric cones, many contradictory statements have been

made by clayworkers regarding the actual temperatures em-

ployed in burning their kilns. Several instances can be traced

where statements thus made have not aided the scientific side

of clayworking engineering. In one instance, a gas-fired kiln

was built with a guarantee that the clay would vitrify at a cer-

tain temperature, which specified also a certain number of pyro-

metric cones corresponding to this temperature. The kiln was

built properly, and after it had been fired sufficient to make the

guarantee good, it was found when the guaranteed temperature

Trans A. C S., Vol. VI, p. 94.
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was obtained as measured with a pyrometer, the corresponding

cones were already melted long before this period of guaranteed

temperature. The reverse was also observed that if the kiln

was fired according to the pyrometric cones as mentioned in the

guarantee, the guaranteed temperature was never obtained.

Upon investigation, it was found that the experiments with clays

to be burnt in this kiln, and upon which the guarantees were

based, were made in a small test kiln, and therefore the tempera-

tures did not check when applied to a large commercial kiln.

The tests were made with a thermo-couple and cones and there the

temperatures checked all right. The concern having this trouble

is still in legal difficulties over the discrepancy in temperature

measurements between cones and actual temperatures.

HOFFMAN'S REPORT.

Having investigated this matter closely, it was gratifying

to the writer to note that the German clayworkers took steps to

rectify the erroneous idea regarding the actual melting points of

Seger cones. The matter was taken up about two years ago

with the Imperial Government, and the investigations were as-

signed to the Imperial Physical Technical Testing Station, loca-

ted in Berlin.

At the last annual meeting of the German Association of

Fire Clay Manufacturers, Dr. Hoffmann reported 2 the results

of the investigations of the Imperial Government regarding the

behavior of the Seger cones under fire. The request for these

investigations was made by this association. The report is

given here only as to the main points. Dr. Hoffmann states:

"As many objections were made in regard to the temperatures of the

uniting points of cones as stated in the circulars which the cone manufac-

turers distribute among their customers, experiments wen- made to establish

the correctness of these objections. The obtained results show plainly that

th< objections were fully warranted and justified. Already in former years

there had been observed a difference between the actual temperature read-

ings of cones melting in large or small kilns, and between short and long

tires. The previous tests were conducted at the Royal 1'russian Porcelain

factory, while the testa this year were conducted at the Bendorfer factory

..t the Rheinisfa Chamotte and Dinas Works. The temperature of the mell

ninduatric Zeituag, 191 1 p 1099
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ing points pf Seger cones
1 35 was already formerly established l>v pyrometer

measurement in an iridium test kiln.'

The firsl observations on a commercial kiln were made by the German
Imperial Testing Station in 1900 at the Oest Chamotte Works in Wittenberg.

it was here demonstrated that Seger cone 1 1, which melted down in an ex-

perimental kiln at 1410° C. (2570 F.), melted in this kiln far below that

point. These experiments were continued in February, [910, at the Royal

Prussian Porcelain factory with two different kilns and with Seger coms
7 1 l. The temperatures were measured with a platinum-platinum rhodium

element and a recording galvonometer, and also with an optical Holborn-

Kurlbaum pyrometer. The readings of these two types of pyrometers were

nearly alike, hut the melting points of the Seger cones were considerably below
tluse printed on the circulars and of which data has been prepared on the

iridium kiln test.

The difference for vScger cones 7 and 8 was about 200 ° F., while for

Seger cone 13 it was about 144 °, and for Seger cone 14 about 75 F. It was
also observed that after cone 13 had melted, the heat had to be raised about

ioo° before cone 14 was melted, while the difference should be only 36
between cones.

In the experiments at Bensdorf, Seger cones 2 to 17 were used. One
test was conducted in a Dinas brick kiln, while the other one was made with

a round downdraft kiln for burning fire brick. The thermo-couples were so

arranged that they nearly touched the cones. The cones were considered

down when the point touched the bottom of the fire clay slab on which they

were standing. In the Dinas brick kiln two sets of cones and pyrometers

were used to check the results.

Table I.—Table of Different Melting Temperatures of Seger Cones 2-17 in De-
grees Fahrenheit according to Dr. Hoffman.

X umber of cones
Temperature
according to

circulars

Actual melting temperatures

In electric
furnace

In porcelain
kiln

In firebrick
kiln

13-

14-

16.

17-

2138

2174

2210

2246

2282

2318

2354

2390

2426

2534

2570

2642

2678

2237

2237

2300

2345

2381

2435

2451

2 543

2579

2660

2696

2156

2174

2237

2237

2399

2507

2057

2093

2120

below

2200

2210

2219

2264

2543

2552

3 Tonindustrie Zeitung. 1907, p. 1366, and 1909, p. 1577.
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The obtained results indicate that Seger cones will melt at

an earlier period and at a lower point in all commercial ceramic

kilns than in test kilns, and the temperatures as tabulated by

the Imperial Testing Station ha\'e, therefore, no value for prac-

tical purposes.

Dr. Hoffmann states further that there are many causes

for these differences, and thinks that the kiln gases exercise a

chemical action on the cones, but as these questions are not within

the scope of the work of the Testing Station, they have not been

investigated.

In conclusion, it was stated that the work of the Imperial

Testing Station, so far as the melting points of cones 4-35 was

concerned, was finished. It has been proven that Seger cones

are not stable enough to express in degrees of heat the tempera-

ture of commercial ceramic kilns, and should, therefore, not be

used in the determination of the actual temperatures of such

kilns. When a difference of over 180 degrees Fahrenheit has been

observed between the same cones in two kilns, while in another

kiln under similar conditions the difference was only 20 degrees

for the same cones, there is sufficient grounds that cones are not

reliable as far as actual melting points are concerned. If for

some reason or another, the temperature of a kiln must be taken,

it will always be advisable to make use of a pyrometer which has

proven to give accurate readings. In all cases, however, where

it is only a question of controlling the burning process, Seger

cones can be used to advantage, but no attention should be paid

to their melting points as expressed in degrees of temperature.

RIEKE'S WORK.

Dr. R. Rieke, in a series of articles in Sprechsaal 4 touching

the melting points of Seger cones 022 15, states that it is only

natural that artificial mixtures, like pyrometric cones, which are

made up from the different oxides, carbonates and silicates,

do not have a distinct melting point like the metals or other

chemical combinations This point lias been brought out so

1 Sprechaaal, tfos, JO 51, I'M i
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often thai it is rather surprising thai we still continue to com-

pare the melting points of the Seger cones with degrees of heat

expressed either in Fahrenheit or Centigrade temperature scales,

which have a constant value. It is therefore only natural that

such comparisons have broughl oul severe criticism regarding

the actual melting points of Seger cones.

The inciting of Seger cones is a process which depends upon

a number of different changes which gradually take plaee in the

course of firing. The course of the process does not indicate

any absolute temperature to be measured at any stage of the fir-

ing period, but gives a good, reliable comparison of the melting

points of different materials, if made always under the same

conditions.

The different changes to which clays and bodies are sub-

jected under fire are identically the same as the changes which

take plaee in the melting of Seger cones, and therefore a com-

parison between the melting process of both is proper, provided

the firing conditions arc the same. Objection should be raised,

therefore, to a comparison between a burning test and its results

made in a small laboratory furnace 01 kiln and similar tests made

in a large commercial furnace or kiln, for in these tests the firing

conditions are not the same.

It is a well known fact that clays and ceramic bodies show a

great difference in regard to their shrinkage, porosity, transpar-

ency and vitrification when they are burnt in a small laboratory

kiln or burnt in a large commercial kiln, even if the actual tem-

perature as recorded by a pyrometer has been the same in both

instances. This difference can be traced to the action of the sili-

cates which is different according to the duration of the burning

process. There are some other differences which should also

be taken into account; but as they do not apply as much to

Seger cones mixtures, they will be left untouched.

The work which Dr. Rieke undertook was the determination of

the melting points of Seger cones 022-15 in different kilns and

to consider the following three points:

"First.—If the melting points of the Seger cones would be the same in

the same kiln, under as near as possible the same burning conditions regard-

ing the quickness of the heating and burning process.
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"Second.—How great the difference is in the melting point of Seger cones

in different kilns?

"Third.—To what causes can these differences be traced?

"The Seger cones used in these tests were divided into five groups, and each

group consisted of the following cones -

"Group 1. The lowest numbers of the series from cones 022-016 which

were made according to the formulas of Dr. Simonis. 5

"Group 2. New Seger cones 01511-01 la which do not compare either in

composition nor melting point with the old cones 015-01 1.

"Group 3. The old Seger cones of 010-6.

"Group 4. The new Seger cones of series oioa-6a as introduced into

the trade in 1908.

"Group 5. The cones 7-15, which were made according to the standard

Seger formulas."

The temperatures were measured with a platinum-platinum

rhodium thermo-couple, placed so that the end of the couple was

as near to the cones as possible.

TESTS OF GROUPS 1 and 2.

As the melting of these cones is very close, the two groups

are combined in this one burning test. They were tested in six

different kilns

:

Kiln I, muffle kiln of 8.8 cubic feet content, fired

with wood.

Kiln II, muffle kiln of 17.6 cubic feet content, fired

with wood.

Kiln III, biscuit kiln of a soft porcelain kiln, fired

with wood.

Kiln IV, biscuit kiln of a hard porcelain kiln, fired

with coal.

Kiln V, biscuit kiln of a hard porcelain kiln, fired

with wood.

Kiln VI, Heraeus electric kiln.

The results of these tests are shown in Chart I. This illus-

trates the relative position of the melting points of the cones.

The ordinates are the hours of the duration of the tests, while

the abscissae are marked in degrees Fahrenheit. The actual

temperatures as measured with the pyrometer are given in Table

1 1 in degrees Fahrenheit:

1 Sprechsaal, No 11. 1908. Eeramischc Rundschau, Not. 42 and n. 1908. Ton

m<ln-trw Zeitung, No 1 19, 1908.
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Table II. Table of Different Melting Points of Seger Cones 022 to 09 according
to Dr. Rleke.'

Temperature
according

to

circulars

Actual melting temperatures.

umber
,.1

conea Kiln
1

Kiln ii

Kiln
III

Kiln K
IV \

In Kiln

Test a list B Test C
VI

022 1094 mi' 1 1 1 2 1103 IO76

0:1 I 148 1211 [23O 1230 I 184

020 I 202 '-'47 1247 1247 1
1 39 1229 I238

OH) 1256 1256 1 -'74 1265 1
' 39 I265

Ol8 l.iio '-'74 1292 1 j 9 -' 1283 1 193 I283 1292

017 I 364 1319 13 io 1328 1 32 8 1238 13 IO 1337

Ol6 1418 1364 1 346 1 38 2 1355 1 -'47 1364 1373

"I.V I47.2 1418 1418 1445 1418 13 i<) 1418 i47 2

01 4u 1526 '436 >4 f>3 1472 1445 1472 1481

1 3a I58O 1472 1562 1526 1490 1499 1517

01 2a ' 634 1499 1625 1598 1517 1535 15 80 1607

01 \a 1688 15
1

7

1670 1679 1643 16 6l 1670

OlOll 174-1 1526 1706 1733 1706 1742 17 15 1733

09 I778 1724 7'.S 1733 1715 174-' 1742

The length of time it took to raise the temperature from 1 1 1

2

degrees to 1724 degrees Fahrenheit was in

Kiln II, Test A, 3 hours and 47 minutes.

Kiln II, Test B, 3 hours and 49 minutes.

Kiln II, Test C, 5 hours and 10 minutes.

Kiln IV, 6 hours and 52 minutes.

To raise the temperature in Kiln I from 1202 to 1724 it took

1 hour and 33 minutes, while in Kiln III it took 4 hours and

10 minutes to gain a temperature from 11 12 to 1292. The elec-

tric kiln, VI, was heated at the rate of from 5 to 7 degrees every

minute.

In examining Table II closely we find that Seger cones 022-

021-020 have a higher melting temperature than listed, while all

other cones have a lower one. The greatest difference is in Seger

cone 021 which shows +96 degrees, while it is the lowest in Seger

cone 019 with — 17 degrees. While the Seger cones should have

an exact difference of 54 degrees as stated in the circulars of the

' Chart 1. showing the temperature curves and the relative melting points, goes with

table.
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cone manufacturers, only six cones in these two series come near

to this space, while all others are either lower or higher. The
smallest difference is between cones 021 and 022 with 10 degrees,

while the greatest difference is between cone 012 and on with

73 degrees. That the Seger cones will melt at lower tempera-

ture as the rate of firing is slower is characteristically indicated

in test on Kiln III, where with a very slow fire the melting point

of the cones was very much lower than in other cases.

Seger cones 016 and 015 melted fairly regularly, but cones

0130-01 la will melt with quick fire at lower temperatures, while

just the opposite was observed with cone 022-016.

In order to check some of these tests, it was arranged to fire

the electric furnace very slowly, and the duration is indicated

in the following table

:

To raise from 1 1 12 to 1202 degrees it took 4 hours

1202 to 1292 "
1 hour

1292 to 1382 " 2 hours

1382 to 1472
"

5

1472 tO I562 " 2% "

I562 tO 1652 " 2 "

1652 to 1724
"

i hour

It thus took 17^ hours to raise this temperature from 11 12

to 1724 degrees, and the cones showed the following melting

points:

Cone 016 13 19 degrees Fahrenheit

015a 1364

014a 1373

013a 1607

012a 1634

OIK/ I 706

This checks fairly well with the temperatures obtained in

commercial ceramic kilns.

TESTS OF GROUP 3.

In this group the old Seger cones from oio to <> were tested.

The course of this group should be particularly observed as these

cones are still in use at present, in spite of the fact that there are

ciiiies of the new series with corresponding numbers on the mar-

ket also. The melting points of these two scries are not alike.
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neither arc their compositions. The old cones from 010 to 3

were mixed with iron oxide, while the new ones, which are called

010a to ('i/. do not contain any iron oxides.

The test of these cones were conducted in the following kilns:

Kiln VII, soft porcelain kiln, 44 cubic feet content, fired

with wood.

Kiln VIII, soft porcelain kiln, 212 cubic feet content, fired

with wood.

Kiln IX, hard porcelain kiln, 635 cubic feet content, fired

with coal.

Kiln X, hard porcelain kiln, 176 cubic feet content, fired

with wood.

Kiln VI, Heraeus electric kiln as used before.

Table III gives the actual temperatures at which the cones of

this group melted in the different kilns, while the temperature

curves are shown in Chart 2.

Table III. Table of Different Melting Points of Seger Cones 010 6, Old Series."

"c

Temperature

according

to

circulars

Actual melting temperatures.

1. 0)
CI V
j= a

Kiln VII Kiln VIII
Kiln

Kiln X
§£ Kiln
3U Test A. Test B Test A TestB Test C TestD IX Test A Test B VI

OIO 1742 1751 1706 1751

09 1778 1778 1778 1778 1796 1760 1742 1742 1688

08 1814 1868 1832 1859 1859 1832 1742 1877

07 1850 1940 1913 1931 1895 1913 1796 1904

06 1886 1967 1958 1967 1931 1868 1958

05 1922 1994 1967 1994 2003 1949 1922 1976 1904 1922 2003

04 1958 202I 2030 1994 2003 2030 1940 1958 2039

03 1994 2030 2021 2048 2003 1976 2056

02 2030 2057 2075 2057 2075 20I2 2003 2066

01 2066 2III 2I20 2084 2093 20I2 20I2 20I2 2084

I 2I02 2III 21 II 2093 202I 2129 20I2 2030 2I02

2 2138 21 I I 2I02 2093 2093 2066 2129 2030 2039

3 2174 2III 2147 2102 2102 2I02 2156 2075

4 2210 2165 2165 2138 2120 2120 2I20 2174 2084 2093

5 2246 2147 2129 2120 2129 2183 2I20

6 2282 2165 2138 2129 2201 2129 2129

Chart XT
o. II, showing the temperature curves and the melting points, goes with this

table
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Table IV. Table Showing Rate of Firing and Raising Temperature in Minutes
for Results as Shown in Table III.

Kiln VIII

Temperature raise in

degrees F. Test Test Test
A B A

Test
B

Test
C

Test
D

Kiln X
Kiln
IX Test Test

A B

I-42- 183J.

[922 20I2.

201 2—2 I02.

2102-2156.

$8 60 55 80 5o ... 15

40 60 95 1 10 80 50 '5 85

1 10 70 it>5 120 65 75 •5 80

'-'5 65 85 1 3° 120 60 '5 75

135 40 711 180 130 125 9 100

30

60

40

65

60

Total Temperature Raise in Total Time in Hours

1742-2156.

.

728 4 45 f>-5<> IO-2Q
I
7.25

I
5.10 \i.i) 5.40; 4.15

Some Seger cones show a great difference, ranging from

70 to 150 degrees. The exact cause of these differences is rather

hard to determine. It has been brought out in these investiga-

tions that those cones which contain iron oxide are subject to

change by kiln gases, and that the formation of iron silicates will

produce lower melting points. The same observations which

were made in the cones of Groups 1 and 2 were also found to

exist in Group 3. The volatilization of the boracic acid in these

cones will raise their melting point, and this is especially true

of the Seger cones 010-01. The outer parts of these cones will

become poorer in boracic acid than the inside, and in consequence

will fuse at higher heat. This can be observed very often in the

melted cones. The action of boracic acid will also help the crys-

tallization of the silicates, especially when the temperature has

been raised slowly in the early stages of the firing. This has

been observed in those cones which have been heard for a long

time below their melting point, and such cones will eventually

melt at higher temperatures above their melting point A cone

on which I he edges and top are still sharp but where the inside

is smoothly molten is a good illustration of this case

Cones 010 and 00 will melt for these same reasons in a muffle

kiln with quick lire at lower temperature than in a -lost lire of

a porcelain kiln, and a difference ot between 50 and So degrees

has been observed. In the slow lire of a biscuit kiln, these ones

have melted at 150 degrees higher than in a muffle kiln. An
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exception in this case are the cones in Kiln X, test B, as lure the

temperature was raised quicker than in any other burning test.

The close melting points of cones 05 and 04 in Kiln VIII,

tests A and B, can he traced to the same cause. In these tests

the- temperature remained constant for a long time around the

melting point of cone 05, so that the next cone started to melt

also, and both went down together when the temperature rose

just a little.

Cones 1 to ;> behave somewhat similar to cones 010 01, hut

they do not act as quick as there is no boracic acid present. The

melting points in the higher number cones, all above cone 4 , are

again different from the other ones. The fluxes decrease more

and more, and the alumina and silica content are greater in pro-

portion. The viscosity of silicates which have only a little

alumina demands not only a higher temperature but also a

slower raise in temperature. The silicates will soften quicker by

long fire and low temperature than by quick fire and high tem-

perature.

In the tests of the biscuit kilns, it was found further that

cones which have been biscuited will melt at higher temperature

than new cones. The difference is about one cone, and in some

cases it amounts to two cones.

GROUP 4. NEW CONES 010a-6a.

These new cones, 8 which were introduced in 1908, have a

difference in their qualitative composition from the old ones.

Cones oioa-T,a have no iron oxide, and, further, all cones have

magnesite. These a-eones have the great advantage that on

account of the fact that they do not have any iron content, they

are less sensitive to the kiln gases.

The trouble with iron in the old cones was already pointed

out in 1900 by Gorton. 9 He made up a series of cones with more
boracic acid at the expense of the silica and eliminating the iron

content. Cones made from these series of mixtures gave none

of the trouble experienced in the use of the cones containing iron.

After some experimenting Hottinger 10 reached the following con-

s Sprechsaal, No. 41. 1098, p. 561.

" Trans. A. C S., Vol. II. p. 60.

'" Trans. A. C S.. Vol. Ill, p. 18.?.
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elusions regarding these old cones: That in the cones from oio

to 01 or those in which a boro-silicate is used, the oxide of iron

introduces an element of uncertainty into the mixtures which

is unnecessary and that the iron can well be dropped. Further,

that the oxide of iron is not in itself the cause of the irregularities

in the behavior of these lower cones, when used in muffle terra

cotta kilns. That the real causes of the difficulties is the vola-

tilization of boracic acid from the cones by the action of the

sulphuric acid of the fuel gases and also the changing of calcium

carbonate into sulphate. Hottinger advises the use of some

other frit for the making of these lower cones, which is not so

readily attacked by the acid vapors.

Simonis aimed to get a greater difference or gap between the

melting point and the rate of firing in constructing these new series

of cones. The results of the tests show, however, that he suc-

ceeded only partially, and they also tend to impress the fact

that it is impossible to compound with the materials at our dis-

posal in the ceramic industries mixtures which will have their

melting points entirely independent of the duration of the firing.

Table V.—Table of Different Melting Points of New Cones 0l0a-6a Series. M

9 8 5-5 5

o9<j

08a

07c;

o6u

05a

1 1 \a

03a

02a

din

in

ia

.w

I''

5a

6a

Kiln VII

Actual melting temperatures.

Kiln VIII
Kiln
IX

Test A. Test BTest A Test H Test C Test D

[652 1760 1733 1670

1688 1778 '751 1751

17-4 1805 1778 1760

[
7r.i1 1814 i«3 -

[796 1886 1877 i8f>8

19 _> j 1913 1940

[868 [958 1949 1994

1904 1985 1967 1994

1940 201 -• 202 1 '985

1976 2030 2003

201 - 2057 2075 1057

3075 jo()(>

.mm 2 1 38

j 1 20 j 1 11 11 19

2156 1120 •
1 18

1192 j 1 74

1760

1787

1823

1859

1931

1985

2003

21 ,, ,

)

21 .S
J

2093

j 1 (i j

2 102

j 1 10

ii |8

Test A Test B

Kiln
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The results of tests arc shown in Table V, and the tempera-

ture curve and the melting point are shown on Chart 2.

The tests were made in the same kilns as mentioned in

Group 3, and the duration of the firing was the same as shown

in Table IV. The results readily show the same relation to ex-

ist in these new cones as in the old ones. The main cause of the

different melting point is here also the duration of the firing.

When the temperatures in the kilns are nearly constant or only

increase a few degrees, the succeeding cones will nearly all melt

at the same temperature as shown in Table V in Kiln VII, test A,

between cones 3a and 5a, further in Kiln VIII, test A, between

canes 04(7 and oia, and in same kiln in test B between cones 03a

and 01 a, and la and 4a.

In order to test these obtained temperatures, the cones of

this group were also tested in an electric kiln, which was heated

so that the temperature was raised from 7-9 degrees per minute,

and the results are also shown in Table V. Further, the cones

were biscuited and then tested, and the same difference as stated

above was found to exist in these cones also.

GROUP 5. CONES 5 TO 17.

As the cones in this group were about identical with the ones

used in the tests made by Dr. Hoffmann, the results of these

two tests were compared, and it was found that with slow firing

Table VI. Table of Different Melting Points of Seger Cones 6-15.
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1 1
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the temperatures were nearly alike; but when the cones were

fired in the quick heat of a porcelain kiln, there was some ioo

degrees difference in the cones from 4 to 12.

The same kilns were used as before, and the results are shown

in Table VI. Kiln XI is a hard porcelain kiln, fired with wood,

of about 635 cubic feet content.

In order to check the slow firing heats, and to ascertain if

the very slow and long duration of the firing exercise such great

action on the cones, the electric kiln was heated up to a certain

temperature, and then fired very slowly. Cones 5a, 6a, 6, 7, 8,

and 9 weie tested. They were heated in the electric kiln to 2084

degrees in one hour, and then the temperature was held constant

between 2084 and 2102 degrees. In i
3

j 4
hours, cone 5a melted,

and i
3

,

l 4
hours afterwards cone 6a went down. The heat was

kept up for \ 2 hour longer and then stopped; cone 6 was just

bending.

In another trial cones 6-10 were heated for a long time between

1 100 and 11 80 degrees. After this temperature was held for 45

minutes, cone 6 started to bend and was completely melted

down in one hour and 30 minutes. Forty-five minutes after

that, cone 7 melted, and 15 minutes later cone 8 went down.

Three hours later cone 9 started to melt. These tests show con-

clusively that it is possible without raising the temperature to

melt cones 5a, 6a, 6, 7, and 8, in rapid succession through the ac-

tion of long period of firing only and at a temperature which is

225 degrees lower than Dr. Hoffmann obtained in his iridium

furnace.

CONCLUSIONS.

The results of the tests made regarding the melting points

of Seger cones, which have been cited here, are of great value to

the clay working industries. Inasmuch as the cones are made from

the identical materials that we use in the clayworking line, it

must he conceded that a great deal of the trouble which we have

in order to obtain uniform results in burning our ware can be

traced to the long or short duration of the firing and to the ac

tion of the kiln gases. Every burner is familiar with the fact

that a soaking heal will burn his ware harder, even if the tem-

perature does not increase; further, that it is very hard work
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to raise the temperature after it once has been stationary at a

soaking beat, and also that the quick firing of any kiln of ware

will product.' entirely different results from slow firing.

In order to know exactly therefore at what rate of firing we
are burning OUT kilns, it is imperative that we should take con-

stantly temperature measurements with a recording or indica-

ting pyrometer, so that we can ascertain if the heat is raised slowly

or quickly, or if the heat is a soaking one. By keeping such tem-

perature records, we then know the rale of firing which has been

given the burning of a kiln, and only with such records are we
able to duplicate results.

In conclusion of the data presented above, it can be stated:

hirst. That Seger or pyrometric cones are very sensitive

in their melting according to a slow or quick fire and that they

will melt at a lower temperature in a long duration of firing

than in a quick fire.

Second. That Seger or pyrometric cones will melt down at

approximately the same temperatures in the same kiln, if used

under the same conditions.

Third. That cones which are used once, and which are

therefore biseuited, are of no value for further use, as they give

no corresponding results with new cones.

fourth. That the difference or rate of increase between the

melting point of each cone and its succeeding number is not con-

stant and will vary in some cones more than in others.

Fifth. That Seger or pyrometric cones cannot be used to

determine exact temperatures as their melting points aie sub-

jected to various changes, and therefore any data furnished

showing their melting point expressed in degrees of heat is prob-

lematical.

DISCUSSION.

NOTE SUBMITTED AFTER READING THE PAPER.

Professor Orton: Mr. Geijsbeek has made a very good

resume of the matter which has been published concerning the

melting of Seger cones. He has made no new points, so far as

the writer can see, but his paper has value, nevertheless, from the

fact that it makes available the results of articles which have been
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locked up heretofore in the German journals and therefore not

available to more than a few American clayworkers.

The writer, and even- one else who has given the subject at-

tention, agrees that Seger cones, or any similar series of prepaied

silicate mixtures, cannot be used for the accurate determination

of temperatures. It is generally conceded that it was unfortu-

nate that Dr. Seger, in first introducing the cones, brought in

the idea of using them for measuring temperatures, and there

are grounds for belie\'ing that Dr. Seger recognized this himself

shortly after it had been done. There was more excuse tor it

then than now, however, for pyrometers were then but little

used and expensive, while in the last 20 years several kinds of

them have been widely exploited commercially and are within

the reach of anyone who has a need to measure high temperatures

accurately.

Unfortunate as it is that the use of a printed scale of tem-

peratures was ever started in connection with cones, it is also tiue

that the confusion which would ensue if the idea of temperature

were wholly abandoned would be worse than the trouble now ex-

isting. Anyone who uses cones regularly for a little while soon

learns to use the cones by number, and forgets all about their

supposed melting points in the thermometric scale. The beginner,

who knows nothing of cones, naturally starts with the other con-

ception, but his experience soon broadens his view and shows

him wherein the real values of the cone lies.

The value of the pyrometric cone system devised by Dr.

Seger and extended by Cremer, Hecht, Simonis and others, and

imitated more or less openly in the Holdcroft bars sold in Eng-

land, lies in the fact that it does something which no mere meas-

urement of temperature by itself, 01 no measurement of time

and temperature together, can do. As Mr. Geijsbeek has pointed

out, the vitrification of a piece of clay ware and the melting of

B cone are Strictly comparable processes. The factors which

control one are the same that control the other. Time and tem-

pt lit uro arc only two of these factors. Some of the more impor-

tant remaining are (a) The ptoportion of the various minerals

composing the mixture; (6) their condition, as to freshness or

partial alteration by weathering; (c) their condition as to fine-
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ih'ss (>!' grain; i</> their condition as to homogeneity of mixture;

(c) the rate of increase of the temperature changes; (/) the dura

tion of periods when the temperature remains fixed; (g) the per-

centage of oxygen, or the percentage of reducing gases in the kiln

atmosphere; (//) the percentage of snlphnric or sulphurous

acid gas in the kiln atmosphere; (/) the density or compactness

of the silicate structure; (j) the pressure to which it is subject

while vitrifying; and probably several others. Every clay or

Other silicate which vitrifies, or melts, is affected by all of these

influences, and its fusion is in one sense the algebraic sum of all

these influences, some working for and some against the process.

It follows that the best and safest index of the rate at which a

silicate is vitrifying or melting is a method which itself is affected

b}- the same variables.

There are some other processes in use which seek to accom-

plish the same result by other means, viz., by measurement of

shrinkage, or volume changes. The old Wedgewood pyrometer

of nearly 150 years ago is now being re-introduced in improved

form, and used as a guide for the rate of progress of vitrification.

Shrinkage measurements by brick-makers, by use of the "settling

rod," are known to all clayworkers. Encaustic tile makers

and electric porcelain makers have long been accustomed to

carefully caliper their trial pieces and determine how the process

is going on by the volume change. These methods are all of

value, for the same reason that cones are.

The last twenty years cover the entire life history of high

temperatiue pyrometers as commercial tools. During this time,

they have been greatly simplified and improved, and brought

within the reach of all so far as price is concerned. During this

time a half dozen or more firms in this country with skilful

salesmen have been competing eagerly to introduce them into all

industries where high temperatures are used; and they have

been of incalculable service in rendering these industries accurate

and sytematic, where heretofore they were much affected by
chance or factors not under control.

It is certainly not a mere coincidence, however, that during

this same period the use of the cone system, or some more or less

complete equivalent for it, has grown rapidly and steadily in all
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countries where accurate ceramic engineering is practiced. In

America, it has been introduced almost wholly without the use

of advertising methods or the use of salesmen, yet the use of

cones has attained large proportions and still continues to steadily

increase. Many of the largest users of cones have, meanwhile,

installed one or other of the pyrometer systems, and find benefit

from their use; but the pyrometer very seldom replaces che use

of the cones or trial pieces, or any of the old and well known
methods of measuring kiln conditions. They are added to what

was being done before.

The fact of the matter is that only in a few places can the

reading of any pyrometer, no matter how accurate, be taken as

the final criterion of a heat treatment. In no ceramic industry

should it be so used. In silicate fusions or vitrification, we need

all the help we can get from any source, and no wise manufac-

turer neglects any method which will make his results more sure.

One cannot know too much of what is transpiring in a kiln of

claywares at the "settling heat."

The only criticism which the writer desires to make of Mr.

Geijsbeek's article is that in dwelling so strongly upon the disa-

bilities of the cone system as to its thermometric functions, which

every interested party cheerfully concedes in advance, and say-

ing so little of its advantages as a measure of the process of

vitrification of silicates, he might unwittingly create the impres-

sion in the minds of beginners that the cone system is a danger-

ous thing or clayworkers to use and that it should be replaced

by the recording pyrometers. It seems to the writer that the

fair-minded attitude is to criticize every system for its faults and

failings, and commend it for what good it possesses, and finally,

to encourage every clayworker to make use of every aid that all

the systems can give him in carrying out his difficult and haz-

ardous task of clay-burning.

Mr. Geijsbeek: The remarks of Prof. Orton will certainly

make it plain that the circulars which arc distributed by him in

the sale of pyronietrie cones are misleading to a certain extent in-

asmuch as they show tables in which core numbers are given in

one column, degrees centigrade in a second column and degrees

Fahrenheil in a third column. I trust thai when he prints a
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new edition <>f such circulars he will do away with such tables

as he new states plainly that cones have no accurate melt-

ing point in the therinouietric scale. This would help not only

the beginners but would make it easier for clayworkers in general

to make better comparison between a pyrometric temperature

value and the melting points of cones. Since we have gathered

such a great mass of evidence as presented in my article, it is

evident that cone manufacturers will in the future present better

data regarding the melting point of pyrometric cones.

It has never come to my mind to criticize the usefulness of

cones, as it is a well known fact that I was among the first elay-

workers in this country to advocate their use in all clayworking

plants, and this was at the time that Prof Orton held the follow-

ing opinion of the usefulness of Seger cones as stated in his report

on the "Clayworking Industries of Ohio" (Geol. Sur. of Ohio, Vol.

YII, pub. 1893): "This system of Seger cones is ingenious and to

potters who are in possession of all material and machinery for

making the mixtures as well as the knowledge of the principles of

fluxing involved, it is possible that this idea may be useful, but

for the clayworker in the commoner forms, it is not likely to find

any extended field ofusefulness." We are certainly glad that

the author of this expression has changed his mind, and has given

us facilities for the purchasing of pyrometric cones in this

country.
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Cost Determining theoesl of enameled steel cooking utensils, 5 jo; <>i enamels,

i-is. ,/ seq.] of power for making l>iiek, 636; comparative of oil and coal

as fuel, S|. 86, 89; of eqnipment for burning nil, 86,

Cowan, R. G. Discussion by, 586,

Crazing Bxamples showing the uselessness of rational analysis of clay

as a means of controlling glaze lit, 359; the cause ami control of crazing

in enamels on east iron, 516; the cause of general, in enamels, 522; the

"oxygen strain" theory of, ,sj; (foot-note); relation of elasticity and

strength of enamels to, 529; unequal cooling and other factors in the

production (»f, 530; cause of general, in enamels, 531 ; special, in enamels,

532; thick spots in the casting as a cause of, in enamels, 332; sharply

convexed curves as a cause of, in enamels, 536; sharply concaved curve

as a cause of, in enamels, 537; "rolls" as a cause of, in enamels, 538;

"heads" as a cause of, in enamels, 539; mechanical stress as a cause of,

n enamels, =,40; thin spots in the casting as a cause of, in enamels, 536;

effect of heat treatment on, 365; effect of mineral constitution of ball

clays on, 365; in porcelain glazes, 65, 67; effect of increasing alumina

on, 69; caused by increasing silica, 69; not due to coefficient of contrac-

tion, 69; relation between, and devitrification, 69; cause of, 109, 737.

Crowe, C. H.—Philippine pottery, 723.

Crushing Strength The relation between the crushing strength and porosities

of clay products, 292 ; of wet and dry brick, 83.

Cryolite —Effect of, in enamels, 542; effect of, in glazes, 543.

Crystallization— Effect of, on cobalt colors, 773, 774, 777; in clays, 345.

Crystolon—Coefficient of expansion, 476.

Damourite—Use of, in terra cotta glazes, 246.

Deflocculation—Of clays, 835.

Deformation Points—Some data on the deformation points of feldspar-quartz,

feldspar-mica, and feldspar-beryl mixtures, 87; feldspar-quartz mix-

tures, 87; feldspar-museovite mixtures, 91; feldspar-beryl mixtures,

91; B 2 3-Si0 2 mixtures, 211.

Devitrification—Relation between, and crazing, 65, 69; of glass, 656, 658,

"59-

Diaspore—in clays, 335.

Dielectric Strength—The effect of temperature on the dielectric strength of

porcelains, 280; investigations on the dielectric strength of some porce-

lains, 575; influence of thickness on, 575; influence of variety of feld-

spar on, 578, 585 ; influence of lime on, 582 ; factors influencing the testing

of, 586; method of determining, 589.

Dinas Brick—Use of the term in the refractories industry, 483.

Dolomite—Use of, as a refractory, 482.

Drying—Notes and data on operation of the Denny-Renton double deck
tunnel dryer, 615; design of an economic furnace for tunnel drying,

637; dryer calculations, 618, 619, 622; control of checking in, 624; use of
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baffles in, 626, 628; the peculiar behavior of some Montana clays in,

605; of kaolin, 462.

Dun, C. T.—The effect of temperature on the dielectric strength of porcelains,

280.

Dust-Pressed Ware—Oils, fats and greases for die greasing in the manufac-

ture of dust-pressed ware, 558.

Electrical Furnace— Description of, 285.

Electrolytes—Use of, to cause clay to settle, 400.

Enamels—A comparison of ten white enamels for sheet steel, 489; determining

the cost of enameled steel cooking utensils, 510; the cause and control

of crazing in enamels on cast iron, 516; a note on the accidental pink

discoloration of a white enamel for terra cotta, 640; the necessity of cobalt

oxide in ground-coat enamels for sheet steel, 756; the replacement of

tin oxide by antimony oxide in enamels for cast iron, 740; tests of ad-

hesion of enamels, 490; impact test of enamels, 491 ; examination of enam-

els as to opacity, 492 ; testing enamels as to corrosion by acetic acid,

490; loss of, on smelting, 498, et seq.; loss of, on treatment with acid,

498, et seq.; loss of, under impact test, 498, et seq.; behavior under ex-

pansion and contraction test, 498, et seq.; cost of, 498, et seq.; recipes

and formulae for, 498, et seq.; substitution of sodium nitrate for potas-

sium nitrate in, 507; methods of calculating, 580; effect of high alkalies

on the opacity of, 508 ; effect of increase of calcium or barium on opacity

of, 509; effect of tin oxide on the gloss of, 509; effect of boric oxide

zinc oxide, and fluorides in, 522; measurement of coefficient of contrac-

tion in, 527 ; relation of elasticity and strength of, to crazing, 529; special

crazing in, 532; use of boric acid to cure crazing in, 320; variation of

feldspar to control crazing and shivering in, 519; advantages of a thin

and uniform coat of, 521; variation in strength and elasticity of, 521;

the cause of general crazing in, 522 ; relation of the fusibility of the ground

coat to that of the enamel, 520; formula of a white for terra cotta, 640;

effect of calcium on the strength of, 358; impact test of, 491; examina-

tion of, as to opacity, 492 ; materials used in making, 492 ;
place of fluorine

in the formulae of, S44; volatilization of fluorine from, 544; effect of

zinc oxide on the strength and elasticity of, 530; formulae for ground-

coat, 743, 7,s<), 701; use of nickel oxide in, 761; opacitiers used in, 740;

effect of Bai » in, containing antimony, 745; effect of silica in, containing

antimony, 740; effect of alumina in, containing antimony, 747; effect

of H.o, in, containing antimony, 751 ; limits of ingredients in, containing

antimony, 7s 2 ; color of, containing antimony oxide, 753 ;
work of \ arious

investigators on the function of coball in, 750, 777, 758.

Engobes See slips.

Eutectics Between calcium metasilicate ami calcium fluoride, 4.22; between

calcium metasilicate and calcium chloride, \'\; in feldspai quart/

mixtures, 89, 93; in feldspai beryl mixtures, 91
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Fats 1 »iis, fats, and greases foi die greasing in the manufacture of dust-

pressed ware, 558.

Feldspar Some data on the deformation points of feldspar quartz, feldspar-

mica, and feldspar-beryl mixtures, 87; analysis of, 87, 367 ; kaoliniza-

tion of
j it", occurrence of, in kaolin deposits, 437; variation in amount

of, to control crazing and shivering in enamels, 513.

Filtering Settling and filtering of fire clays, 399.

Fire Clay See clays.

Flint Analysis of ( mio, 367.

Flint Clay See clays.

Floor Tile See tile.

Fluorides Effect of, in enamels, 522, 542; solubility of, in glass, 667.

Fluorine Place of, in the formulae of enamel, 49,}, 753; volatilization of,

from enamels, 744.

Fluorspar I'se of, in making chromium stain, 421.

Frink, R. L. -Discussions by, 659, 668.

Franklinite I'se of, in terra eotta glazes, 246.

Fulton, C. E. The effect of acids and alkalies upon clay in the plastic state,

827.

Furnace Description of an electrical, 285.

Galpin, Sydney L.—Studies of flint clays and their associates, 301.

Gannister— Use of the word in the refractories industry, 483.

Garnet—Occurrence of, in kaolin deposits, 439; use of, in terra cotta glazes,

246.

Garve, T. W.— Downdraft kiln bottoms, 113.

Gas Producer— Description of, 780; difficulties in operation of, 704.

Gates, Ellis— Discussion by, 628.

Geijsbeek, Samuel—The melting points of pyrometric cones under various

conditions, 849 ; discussion by, 870.

Gelstharp, F.—Some chemical reactions of interest to the plate glass chemist,

642; solubility of some salts in glass, 665; discussion by, 654, 658, 670.

Glass—Some chemical reactions of interest to the plate glass chemist, 642;

behavior of an acid glass in a tank furnace, 655 ; solubility of some salts

in glass, 665; analysis of, 560, 561, 655; devitrification of, 656, 658,

659; desirable formula for, 658; effect of soda-lime ratio in, 361, 362,

658; amount of, in vitrified brick, 357; materials used in the manufacture

of, 642 ;
problems of the manufacture of, 642 ; effect of zinc oxide and

boric acid in, 530; tabulation of data concerning chemical reaction in

glass manufacture, 642 ; experimental work with glass-making materials,

646; analyses of three glasses, 655; effect of high silica in, 656; effect

of calcium on the strength of, 358; volatilization of "salt water" from,

369; solubility of sodium sulphate in, 665; solubility of sodium chloride

in, 666; solubility of fluorides and sulphides, in 667 ; use of magnesia and
barium in, 362 ; importance of control of combustion in making, 362

;

use of alumina in, 364.
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Glazes— Influences of variable silica and alumina on porcelain glazes of con-

stant RO, 62; a study of glaze composition on the basis of norms, 95;

the production of black spots on terra cotta glazes, 227; a glaze imita-

tion of granite, 245 ; examples showing the uselessness of rational analysis

of clays as a means of controlling glaze fit, 359; the chemical role of boron

in glazes, 731 ; note on terra cotta glazes, 740; charts of the various areas

of porcelain, 64, 66; effect of increasing silica and alumina in porcelain,

65 ; rule for making a long series of porcelain, 69 ; comparison of effect of

A1 2 3 and B
2 3 in, 95 ; bristol, 95 ; method of calculating the norms of,

98 ; norms used in making bristol, 98; effect of variation of normson opacity

of bristol, 104; effect of variation of norms on gloss of bristol, 107;

effect of composition of, on production of black spots on terra cotta,

237; composition for good results for chrome-tin pink stains, 173, 177;

composition of terra cotta, 237; for imitating granite, 246; the effect of

whiting in the slip upon the production of black spots on terra cotta,

227 ; effect of method of application of, on color, 178; use of hornblende,

tourmaline, graphite, garnet, muscovite, iron ore, franklinite, and

damourite, in producing a glaze imitation of granite, 246; formula of

an earthenware glaze, 424; use of insulating, 775 ; the cause of crazing in,

737; effect of CaO, MgO and BaO in terra cotta, 848; effect on, of oil

as a fuel, 803.

Gorsline, W. H.—Some problems encountered in producing a stiff-mud

floor tile, 546; discussion by, 171.

Graphite—Use of, in terra cotta glazes, 246, 248; use of, as a refractory, 481;

use of, to produce black spots in glazes, 245, 247; effect of, in porcelain

body, 562.

Gray, Thomas— Note on the fuel consumption of some whiteware kilns, 387;

discussion by, 389.

Greases— Oils, fats and greases for die greasing in the manufacture of dust-

pressed ware, 55S.

Grout, F. F.—The plasticity of clay, 71; some possible definite relations

between composition and properties of clays, 355; discussions by, 81.

357i 376, 839.

Grubey's Matte Glaze Microscopic examination of, 695.

Gwinn, Charles S. The testing of paper clays, 571.

Gypsum Occurrence of, in some Montana clays, 614.

Halloysite Microscopic study of, 332.

Haulage A simple rope haulage for shale, 347; drum for a haulage system.

348; mst of -a haulage system for shale, 348; cost of operating a rope.

lot shale, 354.

Havard, F. T. Remit developments in the refractories industry, 480.

Heidingsfeld, Ralph Tin- production of black spots upon terra cotta glazes,

227; a glaXe imitation of granite, 24s ; note on terra cotta glazes

discussion by, 247.

Heubach, A. R. Lighl green chromium stains, ps
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Hice, Richard R. The working of sunn- Montana 'lavs, 602; the power

consumption of stiff mud brick machinery, 632.

Hipp, R. T. Discussion by, 40.'.

Hornblende I x <>!, in una celt a glazes, 246.

Hottinger, A. F. Discussions by, 150', o8<).

Hoursouripe", Juan The clays and clay industries of Argentina, 238.

Hull, W. A. A simple rope haulage for shale, 437.

Humphrey, Dwight E. The use of a thermo-couple pyrometer in a paving

brick plant, 256; discussion by, 260.

Hursh, R. K. Note on the dissociation of calcium hydrate, 792; note on

the relation between preheating temperature and volume shrinkage,

Si 1.

Hydro-mica 306.

Hydrargillite Occurrence of, in clays, 327, 819.

Indianite Microscopic study of, 332.

Iron Ore Use of, in terra cotta glazes, 246.

Iron Oxide- Effect of, on the brittleness of slags, 357; occurrence of, in kaolin

deposits, 437.

Insulators High voltage insulators and high potential testing, 267; the effect

of temperature on the dielectric strength of porcelain, 280; investigations

on the dielectric strength of some porcelains, 575 ; use of spark gap in

testing, 270; transient voltages in testing, 271; growth in charge in test-

ing, 272 ; use of voltmeter coil in testing, 272 ; influence of time, tempera-

ture, etc., in testing, 274: relation of chemical composition to electrical

resistance of, 275, 277; fusion of, where punctured in testing, 278; me-

chanical process of puncture of, when tested, 279; apparatus for testing,

268.

Isomorphism—Of the kaolinite-muscovite series, 338.

Jackson, E. C.—Matte glaze produced by, 699.

Kaolin— Kaolin mining in the South Appalachian Mountains, 434; micro-

scopic structure of, 331 ; isomorphism of, with muscovite, 338; relation of,

to other clays, 335 ; method of causing, to settle, 400; variation of physical

properties of, with depth of deposit, 465 ; methods to be employed in

removing mica from deposits of, 468 ;
prospecting for, 442 ; mining and

refining of, 442 ; washing, 455 ; separation of mica from, 457 ; screening of,

458; use of alum to cause, to settle, 459; drying of, 462; occurrence of

feldspar, quartz, mica, and iron oxide in deposits of, 437 ; occurrence of

garnet, beryl, manganese, cobalt, and tourmaline in deposits of, 439;
origin and geology of kaolin deposits of the South Appalachian, 436;

use of, in mantle rings, 410; microscopic study of, 331 ; method of, causing

to settle, 400; analysis of Dillsboro, 410; use of the word, 815, et seq.

Kaolinite—Structural formulae of, 339; sketch of prisms of, 307, 316; varieties

of, 306; isomorphism of, with muscovite, 338.

Kaolinization—Of feldspar, 440.
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Karzen, S. C.— Xotcs and data on operation of the Dennv-Renton double

deck tunnel dryer, 615; design of an economic furnace for tunnel drying,

637; discussion by, 630.

Keele, Joseph— Drying defects in some cretaceous clays of the Great Plains

Region of Canada, 152.

Kerr, Chas. H.— Discussions by, 299. 393, 403, 837.

Kilns— Downdraft kiln bottoms, 113; note on the fuel consumption of some

whitcw are kilns, 387 ; notes on the performance of a producer gas-fired

continuous kiln, 778; bottoms for round kilns, 1 14-133; bottom for terra

cotta, 129; bottom for test kiln, 129; bottom for small center stack, 129;

bottoms for patented tile, 130; bottoms for rectangular, 132-141; latest

tendencies in development of, 142 ; description of a producer gas-fired,

778; controlling apparatus for, 782 ; difficulties in operating a continuous,

787; fuel economy of a continuous producer gas-fired, 791; advantages

of a continuous, 791.

Knollman, H. J.—Matte glaze produced by, 698.

Knote, J. M.— Xote on the specific heat of clay, 394; behavior of an acid glass

in a tank furnace, 655.

Landrum, Robert D.—A comparison of ten white enamels for sheet steel,

489; the necessity of cobalt oxide in ground-coat enamels for sheet

steel, 756; discussions by, 508, 542, 761, 776.

Lead Oxide— Effect of, on cobalt colors, 765.

Lime Relative expansion of air-slaked and water-slaked lime, 225; effect

of, on the color of enamel, 641 ; use of, as a refractory, 482.

Limestone The behavior of granular limestone in burned clay, 218; effect

of saturation on burned clay wares containing, 224; permissible size of

grain and amount in burned clay ware, 224.

Magnesite Analysis of, brick, 392 ;
load test on a brick, 391 ; use of, as a re-

fractory, 482, 485.

Magnesium Carbonate Use of, in mantle rings, 409.

Magnesium Oxide— Use of, in glass-making, 362; effect of, on cobalt colors,

775; effect of, in terra cotta glazes, 848.

Manganese Occurrence of, in kaolin deposits, 439.

Mantle Rings bodies for inverted mantle rings, 407; requirements of good,

40K ; testing of, 413.

Matte Glazes Matte glazes, 07 1 ; a theory for the cause of matteness in glazes

682; microscopic examination of twelve matte glazes, 691; raw lead,

671; barium, 072; types Of, 671, 682; theories as to the cause of matte

ness, 072; tin- gradual formation and solution theory of matteness,

074; formulae of, 674, <i teq.; 683, ei teq.; 699, ei seq.; normative consti-

tution oi, (,-
\, ei teq . segregation or crystallization as a cause of matte

ness, 070, 686, 687, 688, 691, ei teq.; Brower's, 695; Teco, <>oi ; Rookwood

vellum, 692; Orton's, 693; Van Briggle, 694; Grubey's, 695; Miss

Cooke's copper, 696; Rookwood red brown, 697; Jackson's Mack matte.
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699; Hamilton matte, 698; effect of copper oxide in matte glazes, 701;

raiM' of matteness, 701, 70-' ; classification of, 701; crystalline type,

701; immature glaze type of, 701; glass vesicle type, 70.'; crinkled skin

type of, 702;effecl of manner of application of, 707.

Maurilite Use of, in terra cotta glazes, 240.

Mayer, Ernest Discussions by, 92, 176, 377.

McClave, J. M. Discussion by, 260.

Melting Points The melting points of pyrometric cones under various condi-

tions, S41).

Mica Occurrence of, in feldspar deposits, 437; separation of, from kaolin,

457-

Microcline Analysis of, 87.

Mining Kaolin mining in the .South Appalachian Mountains, 434; of kaolin,

443; open cut, of kaolin, 443; shaft, of kaolin, 451.

Minnemann, J. Discussions by, 93, -'78, 585.

Montana The working of sonic Montana clays, 602; geology of some clay

deposits in, 608.

Montgomery, E. T.—High voltage insulators and high potential testing,

267; the dehydration of clays, 709; discussions by, 279, 389.

Montgomery, R. J.— Discussion by, 837.

Moore, Joseph K.—Oil as a fuel in burning ceramic wares, 801.

Muscovite—Use of, in terra cotta glazes, 240; sketch of, 316; isomorphism of,

with kaolinite, 338.

Nickel Oxide—Colors produced by nickel oxide in ceramic mixtures contain-

ing zinc, 143; preparation of, 143; purple, blue and brown colors from,

146, 147; green colors from, 148, 151; use of, in ground-eoat enamels, 761.

Niter— Use of, in green stains, 429.

Norms—A study of glass composition on the basis of "norms," 95; method
of calculation of, 98 ; used in making Bristolglazes, 100; effect of, on opacity

of Bristol glazes, 104; effect of variation of, on gloss of Bristol glazes,

107; effect of variation of, on physical defects of Bristol glazes, 108;

distinction between "norm" and "mode," in; the, of matte glazes,

674, et scq.

Oil— Oils, fats and greases for die greasing in the manufacture of dust-pressed

ware, 558; oil as a fuel in burning ceramic wares, 801; oil burners, 802,

804; effect of, as a fuel on glazes, 803; combustion chamber for, as a fuel,

803; comparative cost of, and coal as fuel, 804, 806, 809; design and cost

of equipment for burning, 806.

Orton, Edward, Jr.—A comparison between the rattler test and the sandblast

test for paving bricks, 180; discussions by, 150, 209, 226, 380, 820, 825,

867.

Paper Clays—The testing of paper clays, 571; test for grittiness of, 571;

test for color of, 572; test for disintegration of, 573; test for retention of,

573-
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Parker, Lemon—Observations on the effect of pressure on the vitrification of

clay, 8 22.

Parmelee, Cullen W.—The production of black spots upon terra cotta glazes,

227; note on terra cotta glazes, 840; discussions by, 260, 570, 831.

Paving Brick—A comparison between the rattler test and the sandblast

test for paving brick, 180.

Pence, Forrest K.—Colors produced by nickel oxide in ceramic mixtures

containing zinc, 143; a theory for the cause of matteness in glazes, 682;

discussions by, 150, 543, 678, 682, 70s.

Philippine Pottery—723; method of manufacturing and burning, 723; schools

for the instruction in making, 726.

Plasticity—The plasticity of clay, 71; definition of, 71; the problem of, 71;

the molecular attraction theory of, 72; calculation of water of, 74;

adsorbed salts and, 76, 81; colloidal theory of, 77; relation of molecular

attraction and colloids to, 81 ; effect of colloid on the, of clays, 827.

Plaster of Paris—Use of, in making chromium stains, 421.

Plumbago—Use of, as a refractory, 481.

Poppe, Frederick—The plasticity of clay, 71.

Porcelain—The effect of temperature on the dielectric strength of porcelain,

280; investigations on the dielectric strength of some porcelains, 575;

analysis of materials for electrical, 288; factors that effect difference

in quality of, 381; effect of variation of rational composition of, 374;
influence of heat treatment on, 577; fusion of, during testing of dielectric

strength, 584.

Porosity The relation between the crushing strength and porosities of

clay products, 292 ; of fire clay wares, 344; relation of, to strength of paving

brick, 358.

Potassium Bichromate —Replacement of, in green stains, 42c).

Potts, A. P.— Discussions by, 112, 839.

Power The power consumption of stiff-mud brick machinery, 632.

Preheating .Vote on the relation between preheating temperature and volume

shrinkage, 811; effect of, on clays, 158, 722, 813; work of Orton and

Bleininger on, 811.

Purdy, Ross C. A study of glaze composition on the basis of "norms," 95;

the influence of the composition of the stain in the production of red

from chrome tin pink stains, [72; production of vitrified black and choco-

late Boor tile, 202 ; examples showing the uselessness of rational analysis of

clays as a means of controlling glaze tit, 359; matte glazes, 071; the

chemical role of boron in glazes, 731; discussions by, 81, no, 178, 265,

357. 509i 5K3, 070, 687, 700, 761, 838

Pyrometer -Use of a thermocouple, in a paving brick plant, 230; reasons

foi failure of, 256; a successful, 257 ; advantages of, 258; a recording, 159.

Pyrophyllite Analysis of a pyrophyllite clay mixture, 380

Qua rry Tile Sec tile

Quartz Occurrence of, in kaolin deposits, 437.
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Radcliffe, B.S. Investigations on the dielectric strength ofsome porcelains, 575.

Rational Analysis Examples showing the uselessness oi rational analysis of

1 lays as .1 means of controlling glaze fit, 359; value of, i<> the clayworker,

375i 376; value of calculated, 375; of Canadian feldspar, 369; of Dills

in. n» kaolin, 4.10; of several clays, 368; relation of size of grain to solubility

of clays in H..S( ) , 335.

Rattler Test A comparison between the rattler test and the sandblast test

foi paving in irks, [80; comparison of results of, \\ it li those from sandblast

test, [88, 228.

Richardson, W. D. Notes on the performance of a producer gas fired eon

tinuous kiln, 778 ; discussions by, 171, -'60,

Ries, Heinrich Results of tests on some bricks from the provinces of western

Canada, 82; discussions by, 226, 818.

Refractories Industry Recent developments in the refractories industry,

4X0; the relations between manufacture and properties of refractory

clay wares, 250; use of lime, magncsite and dolomite in, 482; American

progress in, 483; heat resist ing wares, 250; theory of the formation of

tire clays, 254 ; ware to withstand abrasion and differential heat treatment,

253 ; ware to withstand the action of slag, 252; use of graphite, plumbago,

alumina and bauxite in, 481; use of chromite, steatite and carborun-

dum in, 486.

Rookwood Red-Brown Matte Glaze— Microscopic examination of, 697.

Rookwood Vellum Glaze Microscopic examination of, 692.

Rutile— In fire clay, 323, 326.

Sandblast Test—A comparison between the rattler test and the sandblast

test for paving brick, 180; sand used for, in testing paving brick, 186,

187; equipment used for, in testing paving brick, 181-186; final condi-

tions used for, in testing paving brick, 188; comparison of results of,

with those of rattler test, 188-208.

Seger's Rules for Crazing—517; in simple language, 317.

Silica—A thermal study of boric acid-silica mixtures, 210; effect of, on porce-

lain glazes, 65; heating and cooling curves of B 2 3
-SiO

:i
mixtures, 213;

increase of, as a cause of crazing, 65, 69; load test on silica brick, 393;
possible absorption of, during vitrification, 823 ; silica-block for gas

benches, 822; expansion of silica brick, 823; effect of, in enamels, 746;
effect of, on cobalt colors, 769, 773.

Silica Brick—Material for, 484.

Silicates— Electrolytic conduction of solid, 281.

Shaw, J. B.— Determining the cost of enameled steel cooking utensils, 310.

Shaw, Lucian— Determining the cost of enameled steel cooking utensils, 510.

Shoemaker, George W.—The manufacture of promenade tile, 162; discussion

by, 171.

Simcoe, Geo.—Oils, fats and greases for die greasing in the manufacture of

dust-pressed ware, 358; discussions by, 247, 370.

Slips— Effect of lime in, for the production of black spots in terra cotta glazes,
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227; effect of lime in terra cotta slips, 237; composition of terra cotta,

237; engobes for imitating granites, 246.

Smith, A. F.—Oils, fats and greases for die greasing in the manufacture of

dust-pressed ware, 558.

SO^—Method of determining in glass, 603.

Sodium Chloride—Solubility of, in glass, 666.

Sodium Sulphate—Effect of, on the solubility of glass, 367, 368, 370; solubility

of, in glass, 665.

Sodium Sulphite—Existence of, in glass, 653, 654.

Stains—The influence of the composition of the stain in the production of

red from chrome-tin pink stains, 172; light green chromium stains, 418;

method of Mayer and Watts for making chrome-tin pink, 177; effect

of difference in source of chromium in chrome-tin pink stains, 176; chrome-

tin pink, as lakes, 173; relative importance of composition of glaze and
chrome-tin pink, 176; composition of glaze for good results for chrome-

tin pink, 173, 177; brown and blue, for stoneware clay, 264; chrome

iron for stoneware, 265; green, for stoneware, 263; formula of "Victoria

green," 418; influence of lime compounds on chromium, 419; use of

fluorspar, calcium chloride, whiting, and plaster of Paris, in making chrom-

ium, 421; use of potassium bichromate and niter in green, 429; replace-

ment of potassium bichromate in green, 429.

Staley, Homer F.—The cause and control of crazing in enamels on cast iron,

516; the microscopic examination of twelve matte glazes, 6<)i ; discussions

by, 68, 93, 358, 397, 308, 343, 641, 686, 703, 733, 762, 810.

Stull, R. T.—Influences of variable silica and alumina on porcelain glaze

of constant R.O, 62; cobalt colors other than blue, 764; discussions by,

69, 277. 5*4. 775-

Steatite Use of, in the refractories industry, 486.

Stephani, W. J. Discussion by. 247.

Stout, W. The relations between manufacture and properties of refractory

clay wares, 230.

Sulphides Solubility of, in glass, 667.

Teco Ware Microscopic examination of the glaze of, 691.

Terra Cotta The production of black spots upon terra cotta glazes

ite "ii the accidental pink discoloration of a white enamel for, 640;

note on terra cotta glazes, 640; formula of a white enamel for, 640.

Tests Results of tests on Mime bricks from the provinces of western Canada.

1 comparison between the rattler and the sandblast test for paving

brick, 180; relation between crushing strength and porosities of clay prod-

ucts, 292; note on load tests made on magnesite, chrome, and silica

brick, 39] ; a comparison of ten white enamels for sheet steel, ;Si) ; test-

in;; of paper clays, 571; of insulators, 267; apparatus For testing in-

sulators, 268; use of spark gap in, of insulators, 270; testing plasticity of

clavs, 403; dehydration tests oi clays, 308, 313, 319, 329; chemical tests

of clays m 1 1 ,s< >
, J34; transient voltages in testing insulators, 271;

growth of charge in testing insulator, 272; voltmeter coil in testing in
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sulator, 272; of mantle rings, 413; u-st s of adhesion of enamels, (.90;

impact test of enamels, 491 ; examination of enamels as to opa« ity, 1.92;

of enamels as to corrosion by acetic acid, .}<)<>; test for grittiness in paper

days, 571; test foi coloi of papei clays, 572; test for disintegration of

paper clays, 573 ; test for retention of paper clays, 573 ; factors influencing

the testing of dielectric strength of porcelains, 586; mechanical tests of

Philippine clays, 729.

Thermo-couple Use of a thermo-couple pyrometer in a paving 1 nick plant,

life of a nickel iron, 258; life of a platinum iridium, 258; volatili/a

tiou from, 238; crystallization of, 238; "glowing out" of, 260.

Thomas, George E. Settling and filtering of tin- clays, 399.

Teetor, Paul A thermal study of boric acid silica mixtures, 210.

Tile The manufacture of promenade tile, 162; production of vitrified black

and chocolate tile floor, 262; some problems encountered in producing

a stiff-mud floor tile, 540; attempt to produce green from stoneware

clay, 262; method of making a smooth clay bar for floor, 349; method

of avoiding blisters in the manufacture of floor, 552; method of avoiding

dished floor, 332 ; lining for floor tile dies, 554; burning of floor, 556;

quarry, 546.

Tillotson— Discussions by, 653, 656, 667.

Tin Oxide The replacement of tin oxide by antimony oxide in enamels for

cast iron, 740; effect of, on the gloss of enamels, 509; method of incor-

porating into enamel, 509.

Tourmaline— Use of, in terra cofta glazes, 240; occurrence of, in kaolin de-

posits, 439.

Training Schools— The establishment of technical training schools for artist-

craftsmen in connection with industrial plants, 592.

Transverse Strength—Of wet and dry brick, 82.

Van Briggle Matte Glaze— Microscopic examination of, 694.

Vitrification— Observations on the effect of pressure on the vitrification of

clay, 822 ; changes in color of clay under pressure during, 824.

Volatilization—Of chromic acid, 422, 641; of fluorine from enamels, 492;

of "salt water" from molten glass, 669; of fluorine from enamels, 754.

Voltmeter—Calibration of electrostatic, 282; use of voltmeter coil in testing

insulators, 272.

Watts, A. S.—Some data on the deformation points of feldspar-quartz, feld-

spar-mica, and feldspar-beryl mixtures, 87 ; kaolin mining in the South

Appalachian Mountains, 434; discussion by, 92, 400, 573.

Weelans, Charles—The American Ceramic Society, 55.

Weimer, George—The effect of temperature on the dielectric strength of

porcelains, 280.

Whiting—See calcium carbonate.

Will, Otto W.— Discussions by, 265, 776.
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Zinc Oxide—Effect of, on color of matte glazes containing chromium, 429;

use of, to produce "water marking," 678; effect of, in enamel, 522; effect

of, on elasticity of glass, 530.

Zircon— In fire clay, 323, 326.
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